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THE MUSIC IS OUT THERE... FIREWORKS MAGAZINE
PRESENTS 74 FREE SONGS WITH ISSUE #76!
GROUP ONE: MELODIC HARD ROCK
AND AOR
1. Cornerstone - Nothing To Lose
From the album: Reflections
www.cornerstone.at
2. Tyketto - Reach
From the album: Reach
www.facebook.com/Tyketto-The-Official-272013509510636/
3. Maggie Adams - You Blow Me Away
From the album: Songs For Singers Vol.2
www.maggiessongs.com

20. Brad Schecter - Another Day
From the album: Live Your Dreams
www.bradschecter.com

GROUP THREE: PROGRESSIVE &
INSTRUMENTAL PROG & PSYCHEDELIC
SPACE PROG ROCK

57. Konsuelo Band - Sexy Mexico Girl
From the album: Quando Imene Te Lo Aspetti
www.facebook.com/konsueloband

21. Ex - L’urlo
From the album: Cemento Armato
www.facebook.com/expastarock

38. Snail - Pieces
From the album: Dream Out Loud !
www.snail-band.com

22. August - I Will Survive You
From the album: Street Smart
www.augustrockband.com

39. Ghost Community - Rise Up
From the album: Cycle Of Life
www.ghostcommunity.co.uk

58. Tilted Axes - Techno Tilt
From the album: Music for Mobile Electric
Guitars
www.tiltedaxes.net

23. Maverick – Asylum (feat Kane
Roberts & Jakob Samuels)
From the album ‘Big Red’
www.metalapolis.com

40. Trettioariga Kriget - Seaside Air
From the album: Seaside Air
www.trettioarigakriget.com

59. Sedate Illusion - Senseless Minds
From the album: Glass Delusion
www.facebook.com/www.sedateillusion.gr

41. Circuline - Forbidden Planet
From the album: Counterpoint
http://circulinemusic.com

60. The Black Hounds - Gallows
From the EP: Gallows
www.theblackhounds.com

42. Sendelica - Black Widow Man
From the album: I’ll Walk With The Stars
For You
www.facebook.com/Sendelica-191174294239796

GROUP FIVE: PSYCHEDELIC ROCK

4. Firekind - No Stone Unturned
From the album: What I Have Found Is
Already Lost
www.firekind.com

24. Stop Stop – Won’t Hold Me Back
From the album ‘Barceloningham’
www.metalapolis.com/

5. Sweet Crystal - Even Now
From the album: 5 Carat Rock
www.sweetcrystal.com

GROUP TWO: 70s RETRO ROCK,
& BLUES & SOUTHERN ROCK &
AMERICANA/FOLK

6. Razorbats - Kids of the 70’s
From the album: Camp Rock
http://razorbats.com

25. Electric Fence - Red Moon Eclipse
From the album: Motorkiller
www.facebook.com/electricfencerocks

7. Matchstick Men - For No Reason
From the album: From Our Own Ashes
www.matchstickmen-band.com

26. Manny Charlton - She Dances
In Cordoba
From the album: Solo
www. mannycharltonband.com

8. ToxicRose - Reckless Society
From the album: Total Tranquility
www.toxicrose.org
9. Susan Aquila - Dirty Delicious
From the album: Miss Conduct
www.Susanaquilamusicepk.com
10. Brain Distillers Corporation Southern Milf
From the album: Ugly Farm
www.braindistillerscorporation.com
11. Steelmade - We Are Bizarre
From the album: Love Or A Lie
www.steel-made.com
12. Storm In a Teacup - The Sun Will
Rise Again
From the album: MMXVI
www.facebook.com/Storm-in-a-Teacup-131004413680048
13. Ocean - Rouge Lezard
From the album: C’est la fin …
www.oceanlegroupe.com
14. Circle Of Reason - Questions
From the album: Faith Or Theory
www.facebook.com/circleofreason
15. Nipples - City of Nightmare
From the album: Nipples
www.facebook.com/Nipples-291955130965899/ref=h
16. Snakewine - Mean Machine
From the album: Serpent Kings
www.snakewine.de
17. STORM Warning - Stay
From the album: STORM Warning
www.rockinwiththestorm.com
18. General Greed - Selling Lies
From the album: Rectifying for Justice
www.generalgreed.se
19. The Elegant Devils - Divebomb
From the album: Guilty Pleasure
www.facebook.com/elegantdevils

43. [Brother of Mars] - Mental Breakdown
From the album: Welcome To My Breakdown
www.brotherofmars.com

GROUP FOUR: SYMPHONIC ROCK/
POWER METAL AND HEAVY METAL

61. Palace Of The King - We Are The Vampires
From the album: Valles Marineris
www.palaceofthekingmusic.com
62. Bad Acid - Heavy Lies the Crown
From the album: Revelations of
the Third Eye
www.facebook.com/badacidswe

42. Gandalf’s Fist - Shadowborn
From the album: The Clockwork Fable
www.gandalfsfist.com

GROUP SIX: SYMPHONIC ROCK/
POWER METAL AND HEAVY METAL

27. Thee Jenerators - Daddy Bones
From the album: The Devils Chords
www.facebook.com/theejenerators

45. Holy Lamb - Out of Place
From the album: Gyrosophy
www.holylamb.lv

63. Dhesia - A Caponera Story
From the album: Cracking Cocoon
http://dhesia2.wix.com/dhesia

28. Ritchie Dave Porter - When I
Get Back Home
From the album: Working Class Bluesman
www.ritchiedaveporter.co.uk

46. The Quality Of Mercury - Her Eyes
Are The Stars
From the album: Transmission
http://thequalityofmercury.com

64. Legati - New Era
From the album: Path to Synchrony
www.facebook.com/legatimx

29. Atomic Love Reactor - Kiss Of Life
From the album: The Arrival
www.atomiclovereactor.se

47. Redline Intensity - The Dark Disciples
From the album: Journey Into Oblivion
www.facebook.com/redline.intensity

30. STORM Warning - Take Cover
From the album: STORM Warning
www.rockinwiththestorm.com

48. Pervy Perkin - I Believe
From the album: ToTeM
https://pervyperkin.bandcamp.com

31. The Young Revelators - Worms
From the album: All I See
www.facebook.com/TheYoungRevelators

49. The Last Embrace - Nescience
From the album: The Winding Path
www.thelastembrace.fr

32. Fule - No Place to Hide
From the album: In The Machine
www.fulemusic.com

50. Substelar - Mofo da Terra
From the album: Planemo
www.substelar.com

33. Chase Beaire - The Gavel
From the EP: Chase Beaire
Facebook.com/ChaseBeaireMusic

51. Monroe Strongback - Heartland
From the album: Stranger Returns
www.monroestrongback.com

34. Andulsia Rose - Let It Shine
From the album: First Stone
www.andalusiarose.com

52. Real Illusion - Out Of My Life
From the album: Impheria
www.realillusion.it

35. Mike Williams - We Are One
From the album: Leaving Dystopia
http://laboroflovemusic.com

53. Zaedyus - Over The Cliff
From the album: Patagonia
www.zaedyus.com.ar

36. Soloshow – Forgiven But
Not Forgotten
From the album Ancient Electricity
www.Solowshow.veddma.com

54. Glitch Code - Glimmer
From the album: Gifted_Damaged
www.glitch-code.com

37. Rox – Hot Love In
The City (2016 Revamp)
Internet single
www.facebook.com/roxglitterkidz/

55. Pyramids On Mars - Battle For Rome
From the album: Echo Cosmic
www.pyramidsonmars.com
56. Ilan D. Sabach - Rude Sworfish
From the album: Out Of The Rock
www.ilandsabach.com

65. Steel God - Daughter of the Mist
From the album: Stoke The Fire
www.steelgod.net
66. Sacred Silver - Blood of the Animal
From the album: Godsplay
www.sacredsilverband.com
67. Astralion - Deathphone (Final Destination)
From the album: Outlaw
www.astralion.org
68. Wishing Well - Sacrifice
From the album: Chasing Rainbows
www.facebook.com/wishingwell2016
GROUP SEVEN:
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE ROCK
69. Val Tvoar - There’s No Tomorrow
From the EP: In Light You Believe
http://facebook.com/ValTvoarMusic
70. Sedulus - Event Horizon
From the album: The Sleepers Awaken
www.sedulus.co.uk
71. Killing Tyranny - Caged
From the album: Martyr
www.killingtyrannytheband.org
72. Clidesfeld - Sore
From the album: Dotted Legs
http://clidesfeld.com
73. Three Sixes - Darkside
From the album: Know God, No Peace...
http://threesixes.com
74. uMan ERA - Evil, I
From the album: One Blue Sky
www.umanera.com

IF YOU CANNOT ACCESS THE MP3s ON THE DISK VIA YOUR PC, MAC OR DVD/BLU-RAY PLAYER, YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THEM:
To access the 74 FREE mp3 songs and 38 page PDF, enter this link: http://freecd.rocktopia.co.uk (free registration required)
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What you hold in your hands is the
biggest, and what we consider the
best, issue of Fireworks we have yet
published. With so much content, we
decided rather than cut interviews
and features we would add an extra
16 pages, which along with the free
74 mp3 songs must represent the
greatest Value For Money publication
on the market. If you enjoy what we
are doing, please let us know as well
as spreading the word. We need fans
like you to keep growing.
It must be at least 30 years since
KERRANG! had that wonderful ‘The
Bands That Refused To Die’ cover
featuring Angel and Legs Diamond
rising zombie like from their graves.
Over these following years there
have been various up and downs for
all involved, although mainly downs
if we are to be honest. Yet still these
bands refuse to die, and where there
is life there is always a way. This
issue, Dave Reynolds catches up with
Angel and Legs Diamond, as well as
fellow contemporary survivors Starz,
to see where the long and winding
road has taken them. Next issue we
catch up with veteran US rockers
New England, showing that quality
Hard Rock bands from the past will
always have a home in Fireworks.
Ever fancied yourself as a music
journalist? In conjunction with those
fabulous lads of The Room we have
a competition where part of the
main prize is to interview the band
on video for their forth-coming live
DVD release. Check out the details
on page 120.
Having been baptised in rock via
Rainbow ‘Rising’ back when I was
13, it was with a slight sense of
trepidation I went to see Ritchie’s
comeback in June. The Youtube
clips from Germany were not
encouraging, but I needn’t have
worried. Ritchie may be slower
than in the past, and missed a few
notes, but it was a magical night and
with the amazing Ronnie Romero
on vocals, a truly astounding show.
A few weeks later, on Ritchie’s
official Facebook page, they were
asking fans for suggestions on other
Rainbow songs they’d like to hear
live, so here’s hoping this is the start
of a new Hard Rock adventure for
the Man in Black!
Don’t forget to check out our
website at www.rocktopia.co.uk.
Over 5,000 album reviews as well as
exclusive live footage from many of
our favourite bands along with many
online only Fireworks interviews etc.
Subscription and back issues can
also be found here.
Fireworks #77 will be out on
December 15th – the perfect Xmas
stocking-filler for your friends!!
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Whitford St. HOLMES
Interview with brad whitford by Mick Burgess

While Steven Tyler was out fulfilling his Country and Western
fantasies and Joe Perry vamped it up with the Hollywood Vampires,
Aerosmith guitarist Brad Whitford reunited with his old mate
Derek St. Holmes and finally recorded the follow up to the 1981
Whitford St.Holmes album. Fireworks sat down with Whitford to
talk about his new album ‘Reunion’, why he left Aerosmith in the
early 1980’s and what the future holds...
Your latest album ‘Reunion’ has just been
released. Are you pleased now that it’s out?
Oh yeah, I’m very pleased. We’ve been
getting a really good response and people seem
to be really enjoying the record so it makes me
very happy and proud. We’re actually getting
into the charts. I think last week we were in five
different charts. When we were starting out there
was one chart, now there’s a chart for everything:
Classic Rock, College Rock…

We went into the studio and started the process.
When we started we had three ideas that we
were playing around with. A couple of months
later we got more serious and by this time we
had our band figured out. When Troy Luccetta
came into the mix it just really took off. He came
in and really understood what we were doing.
We rehearsed twice with Troy then we were in
the studio cutting the tracks. He brought some
magic to the band. We needed a great drummer,
we knew that. We had tried out a couple of
It has been available at your shows since drummers but Troy was the guy.
November. Why has it taken so long to get a
general release?
Did you try and get in touch with Dave
We actually made this album ourselves, Hewitt and Steve Pace from the first record?
we didn’t have a record company. We made
Because we were in Nashville we already
the record and hoped we’d get the interest of knew that our bass player was going to be
a record company. We had all these songs and Chopper Anderson as we just loved his playing.
great ideas and we decided to go in and make It would have been a lot more difficult to have the
the album and see what happened. It was great original band members. I know Steve is around
because we didn’t have anybody telling us what the Atlanta area but I don’t know where Dave
to do so we made all the decisions. We went out is and the last I heard he was back in England.
on the road last November and sold the CD at the There were so many musicians here where we
shows and the reaction was great. As a result of live it just made sense to work with people who
that we were able to get a distribution deal with were close by.
Mailboat Records so the record is now out and
we’re really pleased it’s available to everyone.
Did you record it together in the studio?
That is exactly what we did. We went into
It’s been 35 years since your one and only the studio and we recorded everything live with
Whitford St. Holmes album. Why have you the whole band playing the whole of the songs
decided the time is right now to record the together. We recorded all of the basic tracks
in two days live. We never did more than two
follow up?
There’s a few factors, but seeing as Aerosmith takes of any one song. There’s a certain energy
are not doing anything at the moment it was as and spirit that happens when you record a band
good a time as any. Derek and I have been friends live. Some of my favourite records of all time,
forever and we ended up living in the same town whether it’s the Rolling Stones or The Police,
in Tennessee, so all of a sudden we were playing went in and made their albums playing live. I
all of the time and we started writing all this think that’s part of the reason they’re so good and
music. It was now geographical. We’d always part of the reason that they stand the test of time.
had a long distance relationship where I was in
‘Rock All Day’ has a great riff, killer
Boston and he was in Georgia or I was living in
South Carolina and he was living in Chicago but groove and a strong melody. Which song to
now we are practically neighbours so it makes it you represents you as a band the best?
I like that one too. I think all we were trying
really easy to work together.
to do was to play the type of music that turned
How do you feel that you’ve both us on back then. Back in 1969, one of my
developed musically over those intervening favourite bands was Humble Pie, that was the
perfect band to me. They had two great guitar
years?
I guess we’ve probably gotten a little better players and a great singer and they were just
at what we do. We’re better at song writing and Hard Rock. I thought, hey we can still do that.
I started writing lyrics which I’ve never really We’ve been getting that sort of reaction from
done much of before. We’ve just got better people telling us how much they have missed
with age, like wine. We started writing about music like this and asking why bands don’t play
three years ago and put a lot of ideas together. like this anymore. I think people seem to think
4
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there’s a vacuum at the moment and some feel
you need to modernise Rock. You don’t need to
modernise, you just need to make it good.
‘Hell Is On Fire’ and ‘Shake It’ gives the
album a real kick while ‘Tender Is The Night’
shows a different side to the band. Was your
intention on covering a wide range of styles
when you first started making the record or
is this how it developed over the recording
process?
We’d just sit down and write a song with no
preconceptions. We weren’t trying to do anything
new or make a statement, the songs just kind of
dictated to us which way they were going to go.
Once we got the basis of the song we just went
with it. Nothing on the album was preconceived.
We just sat around with guitars writing and they
just went the way that they went. We weren’t
trying to make songs that’d get on the radio.
There was none of that. We were just trying to
make songs to please ourselves.
The final song ‘Flood Of Lies’ really
highlights Derek’s vocals. He has a voice like
a more Rock influenced Don Henley. What is
it about Derek that works so well for you?
I think we both share a passion of and a love
of the same kinds of music. When I mentioned
Humble Pie before, he’s just as crazy about them
as I am. We both love Bad Company too. It’s just
drums, guitars, bass, no tricks or gimmicks, just
good songs. This is the stuff that’s really close
to our hearts. We both love the same kind of
approaches to music and the same kind of bands.
I wrote a lot of lyrics on this album about stuff
that was close to my heart and close to my head.
It’s real, honest music. It’s like the Blues in that’s
sense, singing about things that mean something
to us. It hasn’t gone through any filters except
me and Derek sitting in the studio going yay or
nay. It was so much fun and so easy to, we share
so many interests, like so much of the same
music and we work so well together.
Does playing with Whitford St. Holmes
give you more opportunities to play lead?
The leads are a mix of Derek and I. The thing
about Derek is that people don’t realise what an
accomplished guitar player he is. People think
of him as a singer but he’s an excellent guitarist.
We work really well together and there’s a
lot of respect that we have for each other as
musicians and guitar players. When it came to
solos it was more of a case of which one would
fit the song better. Actually we didn’t even
make those decisions. We let our engineer mix
it so we had a third party listening objectively
picking out what he thought was best and he
did a great job. There was none of that ego
bullshit where we’d go I want this solo or that
solo, there was none of that. He just picked out
what he thought worked the best and he nailed
it. I actually enjoyed it more just getting certain
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sounds rather than playing the solos.
You’ve been on tour with Whitesnake over
the last few weeks. Have you been playing
solely material from your two albums?
When we play live we do mostly our new
record and some from the first record. Then we
do a little medley of songs from Aerosmith and
Ted Nugent and people really seem to enjoy it.
We do a little tiny bit of ‘Last Child’ and ‘Train
Kept A Rollin’’, which is a great guitar song
and from Ted Nugent we do ‘Stranglehold’ and
‘Hey Baby’. It’s just a little nod to Aerosmith
and Ted Nugent.
You’re used to playing large arenas
and stadiums with Aerosmith. Do you feel
that these smaller shows have been quite
liberating
It’s actually a lot more fun as you’re a lot
closer to the fans. We also spend a lot more
time with the fans and we typically hang around
outside in the parking lot or whatever so people
get the chance to come up and say hi and get
a signed picture. It’s really quite different and
probably a lot more enjoyable to what I’m used
to. As it’s not a big arena show there’s not all of
the security or separation of band from fans so
you get to stand and talk to the fans. I love doing
that. I remember that I was so fanatical
about Humble Pie. I ended up meeting
those guys and hanging out with them. It
was a similar thing in that they knew that I
loved what they were doing so I ended up
being friends with Steve Marriott and that
was really cool.
Joe Perry hasn’t been well
recently. How is he doing at the
moment?
Joe got out of hospital recently
and has been resting. He’s doing
good now. We’re not getting
any younger and these
schedules are pretty hard
so you need to make sure
you get enough sleep
and enough of the right
food.
There’s been talk of
a final Aerosmith tour
next year. Is this true?
We really are calling it the
Farewell Tour but it’s going to
probably take us between the
next three to five years as we
plan on touring The States,
South America, Europe and
Japan and wherever else, so it’s
going to take a while...

It’s quite hard right now as Steven is out on the
road with his band. We had a talk a few weeks
back about going into the studio. When that’ll
happen though I’m not sure. We certainly have
plenty of ideas. For me, I’d rather do more
straight up Rock. That’s really where we started
out, where we came from and I think we need to
go back there, do it straight up and record it live.

musical happening. I was working with Derek
and before I’d left I’d already completed the
first Whitford St. Holmes album and we did
that album in a couple of weeks, all recorded
and finished. I went back to Aerosmith and we
couldn’t even get a song. I was there right at the
start of that record and we tried working on it
but we really had no success. It was very hard
to get anything done and I was very frustrated.
You worked again with Jack Douglas who I had to walk away from it. It’s not one of my
produced your classic albums ‘Rocks’ and favourite Aerosmith albums. There’s a couple
‘Toys in the Attic’. How did it feel working of songs on there that are good but I just don’t
with Jack again?
listen to it.
I love working with Jack. He’s a very close
friend and we have a great relationship with
You came back with Joe after five years
Jack. He’s like the sixth member of Aerosmith. away from the band for ‘Done With Mirrors’.
He’s fun to work with and is a great guy. He’s What was the catalyst for you to return?
really a producers producer. He’s very good at
Joe and Steven had a giant feud. They were
helping out when you’re working on an idea fighting and they weren’t talking to each other
and are kind of stuck. You can always sit down and that went on for a couple of years and I
with Jack and iron it out. He’s just so good with thought that this is never going to happen again.
arranging music.
The only way it could happen was if Joe and
Steven could get over whatever it was. So that’s
You’ve remained with Aerosmith for all what finally happened. They started talking to
of their albums apart from ‘Rock And A each other and buried the hatchet and once I felt
Hard Place’. Why did you leave during the that they were ready to move on I went, “Yes,
recording of that album?
sure, let’s do it”.
It was a really rough time for the band at
that moment. Joe had left and there was nothing
You wrote some of Aerosmith’s great
classics like ‘Last Child’, ‘Nobody’s Fault’
and ‘Kings and Queens’. Do you think that
you had a fair crack at getting your songs on
the records or did you tend to write less that
Steven and Joe?
It’s very difficult to get your ideas forward
and get stuff done in the context of
Aerosmith. It’s very political and I
don’t like to work like that. It was
always too difficult
getting my ideas
heard and used.
I don’t want to do
that, I don’t want to
have to fight to get my music
done. The whole thing just
goes away from me and I’m
not really interested. I tend to go
along with it and say go on, just
do what you want to do. I’m not
going to fight for it. I’m very proud
of those songs that have been used.
There have been a few times
over recent years where Steven
has become a little side-tracked from
the band and there was talk of maybe
Lenny Kravitz playing some live shows.
Has working with another singer ever
been seriously considered?
I think it would be a lot of fun and we
have talked about it but it didn’t happen
but we have talked about going out and
inviting a bunch of our friends and I
think that would have been a lot of fun
and I think it still could be but whether
that happens or not, I don’t know.

Your last album, ‘Music
From Another Dimension’,
came out in 2012 and that
was your first all new studio
album in 11 years. Will this
be your last album or do you
have another one inside you?
We’re at the talking stage
of doing some more music.
FIREWORKS

Whitford St. Holmes new album,
‘Reunion’, is out now on Mailboat
Records.
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Words by Ant Heeks
Picture by Marty Moffatt

In 1991 New York’s Tyketto released their debut album ‘Don’t Come Easy’, an album that is rightly regarded
as a classic within the Melodic Rock genre. 25 years later the band are stronger than ever, playing to ever
larger audiences on each subsequent tour since their reformation in 2004, while also becoming a regular
addition to the Festival circuit, including the Monsters Of Rock cruises. The amazing new album ‘Reach’ is
their first with the revamped line-up that sees original members Danny Vaughn (vocals) and Michael Clayton
Arbeeny (drums) joined by the English trio of guitarist Chris Green, keyboardist Ged Rylands and bassist
Chris Childs. With our very own Ant Heeks one of the first people outside of the band and Record Label to
hear the album, Fireworks got in touch with Danny Vaughn to get the vocalist’s initial views on the best thing
to bear the Tyketto name since that mighty debut…
After you had completed the recording, you took to social
media to express your excitement about, even proclaiming that
it could be the best thing you’ve ever recorded. Now that initial
euphoria has died down, do you still feel the same way?
Yeah, there’s no doubt! There’s this crazy love affair going on where
everything in the last two years of this band has been guided by really
benign fates that’s been helping us. And that goes from Brooke (St. James,
original guitarist) not wanting to do this anymore. Do we want to keep
doing this? Well, yeah, we really do! Right, guitar players… then Danny
says “I know a guy!” So we get talking, and Chris Green slips into place so
beautifully, and it’s not just that he’s a remarkable guitarist but it’s also who
he is and how he relates to us. Then Jimi Kennedy’s life gets a little more
complicated and he’s not able to come over to Europe anymore and do
tours, and wow, that’s an easy call for me because I’m working with the
best bass player in the UK all the time, but you don’t know how that’s going
to work out as far as internally speaking, but as I said, it’s a love affair! Chris
Childs walks away from playing with Mike going “I can’t believe this, I always
knew he was good but I had no idea what we were capable of together!”
And that’s what came out of this, everybody’s game just went up so high
on this album, it doesn’t matter which song it is, it doesn’t matter when, if I
focus on the bass I’m going “listen to what that bass is doing, listen to how
amazing that is!” If I focus on the guitar, I feel the same thing, it’s all exciting
to listen to. That’s a long-winded in answer to your question!

where you’re in there all day sweating it out, knocking the songs around;
that’s not very financially likely, or so we thought. But Chris Childs had just
come out from doing some stuff at Rockfield Studios and he said we really
ought to consider it. We were like “Chris, how are we going to afford that?”
but he said, “You might be surprised, let’s go and have a look and talk to the
people there.” We had a day off before we did Steelhouse and it’s so close,
so we took a drive there and met Nick Bryan, and of course that studio
has massive history for me, that’s where Waysted started, that’s where we
did the demos for ‘Don’t Come Easy’, so it was quite surreal to be there
28 years later! This is the oldest recording facility in the world, there’s
microphones in there that haven’t worked since 1970-something, there’s
gear all over the place, like all this vintage stuff that nobody has anymore, in
this old Welsh farmhouse and it’s just brilliant! And it all fell into place, and
thank goodness the studio was really accommodating to our budget and
I’m hoping that will encourage more bands to spend their budget wisely
on their recordings, because the sound on this album? It doesn’t sound
like what it cost, I can tell you that! Every band’s different, I know quite a
few bands who when they get their budget they pocket a little bit and do
most of the work at their home studio; it’s an understandable technique,
you’ve got to make things work somehow. But consequently you don’t get
many albums that sound as good as ‘Don’t Come Easy’ did, but that cost a
hundred and fifty grand to make! This album doesn’t have anywhere near
that budget but sonically it’s just as impressive.

Do you think that going in to record it directly after a
successful tour helped to keep the energy levels high?
Yes, that was absolutely the plan, everything that we conceived of doing
has been gifted to us by lucky fates, and that was part of it. The idea for
the shows came up, and on the previous tour when we played Steelhouse
Festival we had been talking about it. The budgets for these albums are not
very high and there’s always the consideration of what do you want to do
and what can you afford to do. Of course, what you want to do is do an
album the way you used to do them. Rather than everybody in their own
home studios doing their thing you want to be in a proper live-in facility

I think there is such a good balance of songs on there with
some of the heaviest songs you’ve ever recorded along with the
more familiar Tyketto sound.
Oh good, I’m glad to hear that. My opinion is the least of what matters.
I’m the person who did it, it’s the people who live with it, their opinions
matter much more. But I don’t hear any filler, that’s what I’ve been telling
everybody. The writing process was very different. One thing that was
really challenging, and purposely so, it’s the first album that Michael and I
have done after all these years together where I said to him, “We’ve always
done it where Brooke creates a riff or I come at you with some acoustic
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guitar and a melody and we build from there, so why have we never built
anything from the drums? Get in your studio, start playing stuff, give me
rhythms and patterns that excite you, that make you want to sit down and
play drums.” So he would just send drum patterns to Chris Green and if
Chris was struck by them he would run into his studio and within an hour
he would have music with it! We’ve never done anything like that, it’s a
brand new process – that was the gauntlet I threw down to Michael and
obviously he more than excelled at it! There were some songs that were
done the other way, that came from me or Chris, and I think there’s a really
good blend of that. Like ‘Big Money’, I didn’t really know where we were
going with that. I often found myself asking, “Is this a Tyketto song?” But I
knew it was a good song so I thought I would pursue it.
And I think you’ve surpassed yourself with the ballads
‘Scream’ and ‘Letting Go’.
They’re both good stories to those songs. ‘Scream’ is the only song on
the album that’s a co-write with an outside writer, which is not something
we do very often. When we were first putting stuff together, a friend of
Michael’s named J3 contacted him and said, “I’ve got a song that I always
felt would work for you.” He sent us the original version which was a
song called ‘Louder’ that was originally recorded by Methods Of Mayhem,
believe it or not. I remember listening to it and thinking it was a good song,
but not for us. Then days later I found myself humming the chorus, and
that’s always a sign to me so I revisited it, not knowing that Michael was
going through the same process. He almost immediately said “not really”
then a week later was going, “Let me listen to that again!” So we went
back to him and said, “We’re really into this if you’ll let us change it” and he
was fine with that. Musically it’s pretty intact to what he had written but
the melody to the verses and particularly the lyrics were a big change; the
chorus is the same because that’s what brought us in in the first place. So
that was one of the hardest songs on the album to get right, there’s always
a problem child, perhaps that was the one of the album, but as a co-write I
think it’s an amazingly successful one. ‘Letting Go’ was almost the opposite,
it was one of the last things to get written. I get an Email from Chris Green
saying, “I just recorded this happy acoustic thing, and I know you’re the
acoustic man of the band and probably you don’t need anything, I wasn’t
going to send it but have a listen anyway!” When I think of how close we
came to never hearing that song! (laughs) There were no lyrics, just the
music and I had that sucker written that night! I wrote him back saying “A:
It’s not a happy song and B: It’s going on the album!” It absolutely grabbed
me, literally on that first listen I had the melody, and it’s so rare when
that happens but you can’t ignore it, you’ve got to put aside whatever else
you’re doing that day and get that song written. I wrote him back saying,
“Thank God you sent me that song!”
Overall, I don’t think it’s as instant as your previous albums, it
definitely takes a few listens to really appreciate.
Yeah, I would go with that but most of my favourite albums go that
way. ‘Reach’ for me is pretty classic stuff for us, that’s why it’s the lead-off
single, we wanted to make sure everybody’s on familiar territory. Then
there’s other stuff that we were challenged by, stuff that even the Record
Company didn’t want on the album that we fought for. A song like ‘Kick
Like A Mule’, why would you not want a song like that on the album?

People were against that one, and that’s a tough one for me when people
outside my band tell me, “That’s not Tyketto.” No, you don’t get to make
that choice, we decide what’s Tyketto! For us it’s always been about change
and growth, to write ‘Wings’ and ‘Forever Young’ again, why? We’ve done
it and I think we did a damn fine job of it! It’s easy for people to say, “Just
write more stuff like that” but why would I try and outdo an album that,
thank goodness, is considered a classic? It makes no sense to take that as
your benchmark and say, “We’re going to do another one of those”. It’s
already there and, 25 years later, standing completely on its own two feet.
You already have a number of songs that are a staple of your
live set, now you have another potential twelve songs that would
make welcome additions. How will you be able to squeeze them
in without sacrificing any of the classics?
The fully democratic way is to just choose four songs from every
album and that takes you to sixteen songs, then maybe add one or two,
but there’s no way round it any more when you reach the catalogue we
have. People are going to walk away not having heard their favourite song
every time, there’s no way around it. I think in this case for November and
December, particularly in the UK, I think we’ll be alright with that because
you guys got to hear us do ‘Don’t Come Easy’ all the way through. We only
did that this year, we hadn’t done that before, so I don’t think it will be too
traumatic for people to only hear maybe three or four songs from ‘DCE’
when we tour this time.
And you haven’t done yourself any favours lyrically, as quite a
few of these songs have three completely different choruses…
[laughs] Aaah, I know! We started going through that, and you don’t
think about it until you get to the backing vocals because that’s much
harder work than the lead vocals, because you’re going over and over and
over. In some of these songs like ‘Letting Go’ and ‘The Run’, I don’t want
to tell you how many backing tracks there are on those songs – we were
in the same studio that Queen recorded in, we got carried away! [laughs]
To do that over and over again and go, “Oh great, we got chorus one
done, just slide that into chorus two… oh no, we can’t, it’s different lyrics.
Goddammit!” But I don’t see any reason why I should relax at this stage of
my life, you know?
As we speak now, ‘Reach’ is at Number Two on the Amazon
Rock chart on pre-orders a whole six weeks before it is officially
released, and without anybody hearing a note. That is a fantastic
achievement.
And right now that’s only downloads! It’s hard to put into words how
the guys feel about that, it’s an incredibly humbling thing and it’s part of this
thing we talked about earlier, where over the past two years everything
has been aligning. I’m hearing from people outside our Melodic Rock circle
in various areas of the music business going, “There’s something going on
for you guys, you’re being talked about.” And that is proof of it, without
hearing a note there are that many people willing to trust us and put their
money down that early on and wait on it. Every band says their fans are
the best and we’re not any different, we think our fans are the best there
are. For the last 25 years all the die-hards have refused to let go, and that
in itself has garnered quite a bit of attention.

Seaside air

NEW ALBUM AVAILABLE ON CD AND LP
”Trettioåriga kriget are the masters of their own sound...” (Jez Rowden, TPA)
”Seaside Air is a fascinating move by Trettioariga Kriget.” (DPRP)
www.trettioarigakriget.com
FIREWORKS
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The Prelude Implicit
In Stores 23rd September 2016

The legendary US progressive rockers return with their first album in 16 years!

10 new tracks written by the band and co-produced by members Phil Ehart, Richard Williams & Zak Rizvi
Available as a special edition digipak CD including 2 bonus tracks & a gatefold 2LP + CD with etching on side D

Pre-order now, including exclusive silver 2LP + CD from kansas.tmstor.es

john wesley a way you’ll never be…

IN STORES NOW!
PRODUCED, ENGINEERED AND MIXED BY DEVIN TOWNSEND AND ADAM ‘NOLLY’
GETGOOD (PERIPHERY). INCL. A FULL BONUS DISC WITH 11 ADDITIONAL, NEW TRACKS.
FEAT. ANNEKE VAN GIERSBERGEN AND CHE AIMEE DORVAL ON GUEST VOCALS.
ALSO AVAILABLE AS LTD. EDITION 2CD DIGIPAK (INCL. BONUS DISC WITH 11 ADDITIONAL TRACKS)
AND AS 180G GATEFOLD 2LP VINYL EDITION (INCL. ETCHING ON SIDE 4 & THE ALBUM ON CD)
LIMITED CLEAR VINYL 2LP + CD AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY
AT SELECTED UK INDEPENDENT RETAILERS WHILE STOCKS LAST

UK TOUR 2017

In Stores October 7th, 2016

12.03 – COLSTON HALL, BRISTOL
13.03 – ACADEMY, MANCHESTER
14.03 – BARROWLANDS, GLASGOW
16.03 – INSTITUTE, BIRMINGHAM
17.03 – EVENTIM APOLLO, LONDON
18.03 – ROCK CITY, NOTTINGHAM

The eighth studio album by Porcupine Tree guitarist John Wesley
A timeless mix of Rush, Pink Floyd & Porcupine Tree offering powerful riffs,
strong hooks, and a good dose of grit!
Mixed & mastered by Jim Morris (Iced Earth, Savatage)
Artwork by Carl Glover of Aleph Studio (Porcupine Tree, Marillion)

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW FROM
WWW.MYTICKET.CO.UK

Special Edition CD Digipak / Gatefold 2LP+CD / Digital album
www.insideoutmusic.com

[ + + + c h e c k o u t s p e c i a l offe rs a n d ra re co l l e c to r ‘s i te m s a t w w w. i n s i d e o u t s h o p.d e + + + ]

INTERVIEW BY IAN JOHNSON
It’s been well over a decade since Change Of Heart’s last album ‘Truth Or Dare’ came out.
That makes Def Leppard’s lengthy spaces between albums, seem like a mere drop in the
ocean. COH’s singer, guitarist and song writer Alan Clark talks with Fireworks about why it’s
taken so long for the band to return to the music scene, his memories of their set at Gods of
AOR and how the music being made today differs from that of twelve years ago.
Starting with a bit of Change Of Heart history, the
band kind of exploded on the scene when you played the
Gods of AOR, which was quite a few years ago now. I
was there that day and remember people running to the
merch stand after your set hoping to grab a copy of your
debut album. What do you remember about that day?
A lot to be honest. The crowd’s reaction was something really
special and to go out there and show those present that day that
even as newcomers who a lot of people hadn’t heard of before,
and those that had heard us but had written us off as just a studio
band, just what we were capable of doing was wonderful. The
whole day was special for us. We made a lot of friends that day
and it showed everyone that we could put on a show and do the
business.
I suppose the next logical question that I have to ask is
where have you been for the last twelve years?
There’s a lot of reasons, to be fair, why we haven‘t been around. Lineup changes played a part, things that didn’t pan out for the band also
didn’t help. Then after our last album, ‘Truth Or Dare’, I thought to
myself that I’d have a bit of a break and rest, then I’d come back refreshed
and we could start on another COH album. But actually finding the time
to get in a room with Dave Chapman to write new material and record
it just got harder and harder to do. It got so difficult to arrange things
that the time just kept on passing us by. Then when you look back at it,
it surprises you just where all the time has gone. Family life plus working
for a living, because we all have day jobs, kept us from doing anything
together and then twelve years had passed. So long story short it was
just that our timing was terrible and nothing went right for us.
FIREWORKS
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The new album has all the things you would
expect from Change Of Heart but I think that having
Paul Hulme’s (Lawless) help with the guitars on the
album, has really beefed up your sound. So when you
sat down to write the album did you always have in
mind to keep the classic COH sound but also update
it a little?
Yes definitely. You see, even though we’ve been away for twelve
years, I’ve kept up with my song writing. So changing our sound
a little bit and adding extra elements to the songs came naturally
and as a guitarist myself who has got back into playing the guitar
a lot more over the last few years, beefing up our sound was just
something that came naturally to me. I hope also that I’ve matured
as a writer over the years and that I’ve learned what needs to
be included in our songs to make them the best they can be and
Paul’s inclusion has helped with that.
So after such a long hiatus, how did you go about
beginning to put the band back together? Did you have
to make enquiries to see if the old band members were
available, or were you always planning to build a band
around a new group of musicians?
Well as I said after ‘TOD’ the timing and other things were not
right for us, so we kind of went our separate ways but I’ve always
written songs and felt that the time was right for COH to make
a comeback. I had lots of ideas in my head about how to do this
and as the main songwriter in the band I just felt that it was time
for me/us to make another Change Of Heart album. I just said to
myself one day, “come on let’s do it.”
AUTUMN
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About the songs on the new album are they all new
ones written for the ‘Last Tiger’ album specifically, or
are they older songs left over from the last ‘COH’ album?
It’s a bit of a mixture to tell you the truth. The opening track
‘Rise To The Challenge’ actually predates Change Of Heart as
a band. I wrote it back in the very early 90s and I was digging
through some old demos, played ‘Rise…’ and thought to myself
“hey that’s not a bad song at all”. ‘Roads Of My Life’ was written
just after ‘TOD’ and ‘Wayward Son’ was a co-write with our new
guitarist Nick Chapman but the rest of the songs are all new
ones written over a twelve month period.
So the new songs were written pretty quickly then.?
Yes, for two reasons really. Firstly just to see if I could still do
it, write songs that is, to see if I still had the desire and hunger.
And secondly because COH didn’t finish the way I wanted it to,
so making a new album would either finish things off properly for
us or start a new chapter for the band.
Tell me about the song ‘Last Tiger’. What is it about?
Does it have a meaning?
It does. What happened was that at first the songs for this
COH album all started off being for a solo album. So when I
wrote ‘Last Tiger’ it meant to me that after the end of Change
Of Heart, I was the last one left playing our music and I saw
myself in a somewhat deluded and romantic way as the last one
keeping our music alive – the ‘Last Tiger’. The lyrics for the song
came out of those feelings.
With that twelve year gap between albums you’re in a
unique place to ask how you feel the musical landscape
has changed since ‘Truth Or Dare’?
It doesn’t seem that things have gotten any easier over the
years for musicians. I do like the fact that a lot of bands who
were around back then are still around now, putting out great
albums and all working hard. I firmly believe that good music is
good music and if you make a good product it will stand the test
of time. To be honest I’m not that up to date with new music,
the stuff on my i-pod finished in the late 90s and I haven’t really
kept abreast of what’s going on. Also I think the way music is sold
and marketed these days is completely different from when we
started. Kids don’t listen to albums anymore, it’s all just single
songs that they download. That, I think, has been the biggest
change, not buying the physical album but downloading it instead.
But like I said, a good song is a good song and that in the end is
what matters.
So what about live shows?
That’s the main reason I put the band back together, for us
to play live again. I know that these days the opportunities for
playing live and touring aren’t like they used to be but ultimately
that is our aim, to play live shows. The guys in the band know
that we won’t be touring for weeks on end but every one of
them wants to get out and play live, just so we can show the
people exactly what we can do as a band.
So what next? Hopefully more albums with less time
in between them!
(Laughs) Well apart from promoting the new album, we’re
also going to be shooting a promo video for one of the songs,
we’re also working on new material right now, the idea being
that we don’t wait another twelve years for a new Change
Of Heart album to be released. I’m going to try and break
my own record and make an album and get it out in less than
two years because if you want to play live, which we all do,
you can’t have such a big gap between albums and gigs because
everyone forgets who you are. (laughs). I have shed loads of
songs and ideas I’m working on and I have again that hunger
you need to work in this business. So keep an eye out for all
things Change Of Heart.
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Interview with John Corabi by Mónica Castedo-López
The Dead Daisies are currently on a roll, having
toured around the world just a few months ago
and done some summer festivals, including
Ramblin’ Man, Steelhouse and Rock & Blues
Custom Show in the UK. Back in July, just before the
official announcement of their European tour for
November/December with The Answer, Fireworks
got in touch with singer John Corabi to discuss the
release of their terrific third album, ‘Make Some
Noise’, and a reshuffled line-up. The latter brings
guitarist Doug Aldrich (ex-Whitesnake, ex-Dio and
Burning Rain), and sees drummer Brian Tichy return
alongside founder guitarist David Lowy and bassist
Marco Mendoza.
There has been no replacement for keyboard player Dizzy Reed,
who rejoined Guns N’ Roses earlier in the year together with Richard
Fortus. Why is that?
David put the band together and the way I understand it is he never
really wanted a keyboard player. So when Dizzy and Richard said they
were going back to Gn’R, we got Doug Aldrich on guitar and then David
wanted to see what we would sound like without a keyboard player.
‘Make Some Noise’ is what we came up with.
Was it David who decided to bring in Brian and Doug?
Well, yeah. At the end of the day it’s David who started this whole
thing. Last year when we were on tour with KISS and did Download, we
had Tommy Clufetos, but Brian has been in the band for a while; a couple
of years now. The thing about the Daisies is they make it very easy for
everybody, David just wanted to put a band together, obviously of great
players, but he also realised there may be some possibilities of scheduling
conflicts so he just basically said we’ll book a tour and say, ‘Can you guys
do this tour?’ Usually we all can because we know about it far enough in
advance, but there’s been a couple of occasions where certain members
couldn’t make it, so we just had one of our friends fill in and Tommy was
that. Brian couldn’t do that part of the KISS tour so we had Tommy come
out and play, and then as soon as Brian’s schedule was clear Tommy went
home and Brian came back out.
Who wrote the songs for ‘Make Some Noise’? Was it David or did
you all have an input?
We all wrote it together. We got in a room, – even on the last record
– we sit in a room together, we work on riffs and different ideas, we put
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them together and make them songs. Then we go as a band into the studio
and start tracking them. At that point, once the rhythm tracks are done, I’ll
go in to another room by myself and play around with the lyrics and see
what I can come up with.
So the lyrics are pretty much written on the spot as well?
Yeah. You know what’s weird about both of these records? This new
one, ‘Make Some Noise’ and the last one, we all got together in one
spot — last record was in Sydney and this one in Nashville, where I live
— and we literally sat there with our phones and computers and started
playing ideas from all the other guys but we wrote all the songs, recorded
them, mixed and mastered them in about a month.
I guess that is the reason why you had to cancel your appearance
at the Monsters of Rock Cruise last February?
Yes. We actually thought that we would just take a weekend off and go
do the cruise but then we were bringing a new member into the band. We
only had five weeks max to get this record done, and we thought that the
right thing to do was to stay in the studio and utilise the time that we had
and make sure that we’d finish the record on time.
How is it to work with Doug and how is he settling in?
Doug is awesome! I’ve known him since he was 17 or 18 years
old. We grew up in Philadelphia and kind of followed each other’s
careers all these years, but we never played together. So I was kind
of excited to have Doug come in to the thing. He’s just such a talent
on guitar, he’s also a great song writer and he really does have a great
sense of humour, so he totally fits in with all the insanity that happens
backstage with the Dead Daisies. Everybody is pretty funny and jokes
around and has sarcasm in a jokey way. Everybody in the Daisies is
such a great player, then they’re great song writers. Everybody has an
amazing sense of humour and I like everybody as individuals. They’re
totally serious about the band but they still admire and respect their
families and their kids.
Would you say the main difference between the last album,
‘Revolución’, and ‘Make Some Noise’, is the lack of keyboards,
making it sound more Rock?
I guess the difference would be partly the keyboards, but we don’t
really have a blueprint. When we sit down and start recording we don’t
have a plan. We all have the same influences: AC/DC, Aerosmith,
Zeppelin, Queen, Beatles… so we get together and we jam and it just kind
of works out. Obviously there weren’t any keyboards on this one so things
that we would have thrown at Dizzy to do a keyboard solo we ended up
doing on guitar, which I think has a little bit more of an aggressive feel.
FIREWORKS
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To me this album is very reminiscent of maybe a cross between AC/DC
and Aerosmith ‘Rocks’.
You mentioned David’s favourite band is AC/DC, who have no
ballads, and there are no real ballads on this album or the previous
one. Is this a non-ballad band?
No, because honestly, if you listen to ‘Revolución’ there was a song
called ‘Sleep’ which does get a little heavier towards the end of the song,
but I thought it was a slow song. Even ‘Something I Said’ is kind of in
that vein; it’s a little slower tempo, it does get heavy in the middle but
overall it’s a love song. At the end of the day we got together and when we
contacted Marti Frederiksen to work with us, he said, ‘What do you guys
wanna do?’ and we said: ‘Just some kick-ass 70s Rock and Roll record.’
The songs dictate the direction of the record.
In fact, all of them are in the same vibe.
We had other songs; when we wrote we probably had twenty ideas.
There was some other stuff that was equally as good but it was just
different and when we sat and listened to them there was a thread going
through the songs that are on ‘Make Some Noise’, so we left the other
songs off.
Is that the reason why you have two covers in addition to the 10
originals on the album?
That was by choice. We were doing ‘Fortunate Son’ [Creedence
Clearwater Revival] last year as an encore song and it went over great
with audiences everywhere, so we put that on. The Daisies have always
had one or two covers songs on each record and it’s our tip of the hat to
some of the bands we grew up listening to. After the response we got from
‘Midnight Moses’ [The Sensational Alex Harvey Band] we found there’s
still a lot of fans out there, even older fans that were probably around
in the 70s that never heard that song and had no idea that it wasn’t one
of ours. And if you think about it another prime example is when Quiet
Riot did ‘Cum On Feel The Noize’ and ‘Mama, Weer All Crazee Now’.
Everybody associates those as Quiet Riot songs but a lot of people didn’t
realise they were both songs by the band Slade.
Who decided on the other cover on the album, ‘Join Together’ by
The Who?
Not to blow smoke but that will be yours truly. I always loved that
song and we got together and management said that if we wanted to do
a cover we should think of some songs. We’re all fans of The Who but
for some reason that song in particular for me has always been one of my
favourite Who songs. Not because of the lyrics, but because of the bass
guitar and the guitar riff in the second verse, it’s so powerful!
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It’s not often that the announcement of a new album by a long established act causes internet meltdown.
However that’s exactly what happens when you ‘(Fuck Everyone And Run) F E A R’ as Marillion have for
their eighteenth studio release. Hit their PledgeMusic page and you’ll discover the factions of those aghast
and those in full support of a band known for subtle beauty, suddenly plastering an expletive on a sparse,
yet striking album cover. Doubtless it will go on to be known by its boldly emblazoned acronym, ‘F E A R’,
however as you’d expect from Marillion, the naming of what is undoubtedly a landmark release in their
amazingly consistent catalogue is no gimmick or headline grabbing gag. Instead it is a heartfelt comment
on the human condition and the condition of the human race. Fireworks literally caught up with these men
on the run – a relay race if you will. Under starter’s orders, keyboard player Mark Kelly…
“h,” by which Mark means singer Steve Hogarth, “came up with many
of the lyrics long before the current crisis that is happening. Much of what
he says was inspired by the events of 2007-8 and the financial crash. He
rightly predicted that something else was coming that could be worse than
we’ve seen so far. With the rise of ISIS and the various terrorist threats
around the world, Brexit and the scary possibility of Trump becoming the
next president of the USA it’s obvious to everyone that we are living in
unusual and scary times. While the main theme of the album could be
called gloomy there is plenty of uplifting music and in the end raising
awareness may spur people to action so that something positive could
come from what we are doing.” Weighty themes as these undoubtedly are,
deserve weighty music and Mark agrees. “I think the length of the songs
are a result of the length of the lyrics. It’s hard to tackle the subject matter
on this album in three minute songs…”
In the case of ‘F E A R’, as Mark explains, it’s no surprise to find that
the same attention to detail has gone into the whole experience for band
and fans. “I always believed that the best albums are an artistic statement.
In our case we have, for the first time, created music and visuals side by
side. The movies to accompany the music were created by Simon Ward
and Mark Kennedy and Simon drew from the resulting videos to create
most of the artwork for the book, CD cover and packaging. As we are
using projected movies more and more live it seemed like a logical step to
combine the making of the album with the live visuals.” So what of that
stark, bold album cover? “The gold represents the banks, big money and it’s
corrupting influence on democracy. Gold has always been the “currency”
of choice for criminals and where people put their money when things are
going bad. The hallmarks fit really well with the idea of the album being
abbreviated to ‘F E A R’ The 18 and U in the “A” hallmark are a reference
to AU being the atomic symbol for gold and 18 being a common purity
stamp, as in 18 carat but it’s also our 18th album. The ‘UN’ I’m not sure
about except it obviously completes the word ‘run’”. And run we must, as
Mark passes the baton on to Ian Mosley who immediately picks up from
where his band-mate left off…

begins confirming a suspicion many have held as they ponder Marillion
steadily becoming more overtly political. Although what has maybe been
more surprising for a band known for leading the ‘DIY’ fan funded ethos
was their involvement with the ever more influential PledgeMusic for
‘F E A R’. “We had simply decided that we were a victim of our own
success and that the pre-order campaigns had got too big for us to handle
on our own,” Ian says honestly. “So we decided to work with PledgeMusic
to help make the whole thing smoother. We are still totally in control,
PledgeMusic did nothing without running it past us and our organisation,
but on a day-to-day basis it has freed up some time for our staff to work on
other things.” As the band’s elder statesman prepares to complete his leg
of the ‘run’, Fireworks asks him how integral to ‘F E A R’ producer Mike
Hunter is. After all it’s he who spends days sifting through the band’s hours
and hours of ‘jams’ to unearth the golden moments that make the album
with the golden cover. “Mike takes all of the jams and sifts through the
lot. He usually presents us with maybe 20 jams and asks the band to pick
out their favourites. We will then go back into the studio and learn those
jams and elaborate upon them. This process can take months and months
but we do have 100 percent trust in Mike. As we try and put these ideas
into song arrangement, h is trying to match the lyrical content to the feel
of the music.”

Clearly listening in as he begins his stint in the spotlight, guitarist
Steve Rothery picks up the theme and expands on the trust between band
and producer. “The next stage after the initial jams take place is for the
ideas to be uploaded to our private soundcloud account where we all vote
on our favourite ideas of the hundreds that are uploaded. Once we have
enough ideas that we all love we start the arrangement process with Mike.
Sometimes I’ll get an idea for a guitar part or section which is then slotted
in to the arrangement. The final stage is very much up to Mike although
we do change sections if we’re not happy with how the structure feels.”
Lyrically ‘F E A R’ may well be the band’s darkest album to date.
However what makes it such a cohesive, impactful piece is the manner in
which those words are blended with a mix of beautiful, fragile, forceful,
“The ‘UN’ can also be interpreted as the United Nations,” the drummer bullish, and yes, dark music. “The way the music and lyrics have evolved
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in this album makes it quite unique.” the man with the unmistakable
guitar sound reveals. “We usually write music ideas spontaneously, I’ll
often improvise melodies over Mark’s chord sequences, which Mike has
occasionally incorporated into the structure of the track. The way h has
then further developed his vocal melodies and lyrical concepts has given
us something truly magical. It will be a very hard album to follow. The
music really has an independent life, we don’t usually have the lyrics in
mind as we’re writing but as the tracks develop you can’t imagine hearing
them any other way. One exception was the acoustic guitar intro for ‘El
Dorado’ which I wrote specifically to fit the mood of the words.” But what
of the actual lyric that the album takes it name from? Surprisingly for such
a harsh comment on the modern world, it is one of the most tender, fragile
moments on ‘F E A R’; almost like a sad realisation of what the world has
come to; possibly even a resigned, every man for himself. “Absolutely,
I think the quite fragile vocal delivery adds a lot of poignancy to the
message in the lyrics,” Steve adds as a parting shot, allowing the fourth
team member in this five-leg relay to expand…
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And with such earnest and honest thoughts bringing the bass leg to an
end, it falls to the band’s enigmatic singer, h, to begin the final stretch of
this ‘Fuck Everyone And Run’. “The only danger is to come across as
either naive or insincere,” he begins when asked if tackling such important,
universal topics in this album’s lyrics had been daunting. “I hope neither
is the case, although I am certain of my sincerity.” And with such detailed,
thought provoking lyrics throughout the album, it feels only right to
let their source go into detail. “‘El Dorado’ is an attempt to verbalise a
feeling of foreboding,” he begins, describing the first of the album’s three
multi-part epics. “A feeling that a perfect storm is approaching England.
A financial, cultural and ecological sea-change. I have felt this for some
time and this lyric has been around in various forms for several years. ‘El
Dorado’ also deals with my own sense of shame over British foreign policy
and our response – or lack of – to the refugee crisis. I used to be quietly
proud of being English. After Iraq I completely lost faith and since then,
I’m increasingly cynical of every British institution. Even my beloved
BBC worries me now. They’ve all got agendas.”
It’s a theme, as h explains, ‘The New Kings’, the second of the album’s
epics expands upon. “It’s the sister song to ‘El Dorado’, focussing more
on how big money is compromising our democracies, the increasing gap
between rich and poor globally,
the behaviour of the banks, the
Oligarchs, and again, a loss of faith
in England and what I once thought
it and we stood for.”
Whereas the third epic piece,
‘The Leavers’… “Is about the
process of touring. I wrote it as
much for our crew as for the band.
The constant movement, the endless
waving goodbye, the dislocation
of life and the corrosive effect on
‘normal’ relationships. An enviable
lifestyle but, like everything, there’s
a down side. What travel has taught
me is that 1: There is no correlation
between happiness and money some of the happiest people I have
seen have been dirt-poor, while the
most miserable are usually driving
very nice cars. 2: We – human
beings – are more or less the same.
We have the same wants and needs
and yet we feel the instinctive need
to view ourselves as different, or to
form into “like-minded” enclaves. Ultimately, this is a gang instinct and
we all know where gang-culture gets us: divisive immature and ignorant
points of view which tend to lead to an early grave. Unfortunately whether
in its nationalistic, racist or religious forms, gang culture seems to be
prevalent in the world. The more I have travelled, the more I have seen
the folly of this.”
However, for all the three longer pieces on ‘F E A R’ build the foundation
for ‘Fuck Everyone And Run’ to be considered one of Marillion’s crowning
achievements, it is a shorter, dare we say ‘simpler’ track that caused h most
heartache and incites the listener’s deepest thoughts. “I rewrote ‘White
Paper’ many times and it caused me many sleepless nights. There was
more I wanted to say but when I tried it unbalanced the song so I had to
leave it. I hope it remains specific enough to move the listener but I also
wanted it to retain a mythical feeling. Ultimately, it’s simply about facets of
family life, and getting old. Then I discovered a 1000 year old sanskrit love
poem called ‘Black Marigolds’ which influenced the choice of words also.
And THEN David Bowie died and I was singing the vocal in the studio still
feeling raw about that and conscious of DB’s incredible contribution to art
and music.” And with that h and Marillion dip for the line, the strange mix
of disillusionment with the world that meets them at every turn tempered
by the adulation that only the fiercest, most loyal fans can provide. The
only ‘F E A R’ being that with ‘Fuck Everyone And Run’, these veterans
may have set themselves a personal best they may never better.
Photo: Alison Toon

“That is exactly the point we were trying to make,” the man of four
strings, Pete Trewavas, confirms. “The integrity and fair play we expect
from our institutions is being eroded and what you could call underhand
practices become the norm. It’s a much easier decision to make, closing
half a dozen factories or selling off a household brand name for peanuts,
while looking at a computer screen.
But that sadly is the world we live
in,” he adds with heavy heart.
“The album title itself comes from
the choruses of the first section of
‘The New Kings’, which is sung
in sadness while,” confirming the
thought process Kelly alluded
to earlier, “reflecting on the state
of our institutions, governments
and banking systems and the way
they become compromised by
big money and big multi-national
industries. There were reservations
about using this as the title but it
fitted in perfectly with the feel of
two of the main tracks ‘The New
Kings’ and ‘El Dorado’. It also
is very relevant to the state of the
world we live in at the moment.”
In truth, those reservations were
well placed, a section of the band’s
fiercely loyal fanbase having real
trouble accepting such a brazen,
forceful name. “Well it’s true to say
that it is a bold statement and they do tend to polarise people’s views,” Pete
states, alluding to the short video message they recorded to allay their fans’
fears. “We were aware that a title like this could have a strong effect, which
is why an explanation leading to a greater understanding of our thinking
behind it was thought to be a good idea.”
Having dealt with the averted negatives, let’s dwell on the hugely
outweighing positives, the largest of which being the whole band’s
insistence that they may just have come up with something that tops all
of their already lauded catalogue of work. “It’s been quite a journey we’ve
been on,” the bassist elaborates, barely concealing his enthusiasm as he
builds up to a bold, but well placed statement. “Towards the end of the
arranging process we decided to return to Real World Studios and one by
one it dawned on us that we had probably done our best work to date.
We all felt that way and there was a tentative moment when we started
mentioning this to each other and talking about it. We all agreed on this,
which was fantastic… Then we started wondering if anyone else would
get it and feel the same way,” he adds, voicing the thoughts every artist
must have on ‘birthing their baby’. But where has this collective feeling
come from? “A lot has to do with us knowing that we are getting older
and if we’re going to make an album, let’s make it count. In fact it was our
producer Mike Hunter who drew our attention to the fact. The phrase he
used was ‘believable’. He wanted everything musically and lyrically to be
our best work. Not that we don’t always strive for that with every record

but he made us think about the fact. It made us more picky and strangely
gave us a feeling we could discard anything in search of something better.”
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Alexandra Mrozowska talks with Johnny Gioeli

With their new album ‘Human Nature’ and the return of former The Storm guitarist Josh Ramos to
the ranks, Hardline encourages their listeners to ponder on the fate of our planet and the downfall
of human kind. Fireworks caught up with Johnny Gioeli to find out more.
What’s inspired the title and the theme of the new Hardline
album ‘Human Nature’? Can it be considered a concept album?
Every morning I wake up and turn the news on. What do I see? What
do we all see? I see the world in its prime of “change”. I see terror,
evil, fires, floods, death and more. I see politicians spending millions of
dollars on themselves when a child can’t eat a decent meal. 99.9 percent
caused by “us”. ‘Human Nature’ is essence of what today’s world
represents… sadly. I write what I see and feel and unfortunately it’s not
an album filled with love songs. It’s my voice saying wake up everyone,
time for change…and time to understand what we are doing to this
earth. Now manners have disappeared from the vocabulary of young
and old, our food has changed, kids need meds to think and sometimes it
snows in the summer; these thoughts and experiences are what inspired
me to write this way. I’m not trying to save the world, these are just
my thoughts. I always write for me first, that’s why it’s called “art”. A
painter is going to paint a picture of what he sees, not what he thinks you
see. A concept album? I hope not. I hate those records! [laughs] No, it’s
just a “this is what I feel” record. I hope it opens some eyes to what’s
changed but for young people, it’s hard to understand what “was” 30
years ago. I can tell you I didn’t have to arrive to the airport three hours
in advance to get through security, that’s for sure! I didn’t have to worry
about going for a run outside with some kind of weapon strapped to my
side. Concept album? No. More like a “frustration CD” [laughs].

The album features the ‘Danger Zone’ line-up with the
exception of Thorsten Koene, replaced with the returning
guitarist Josh Ramos…
Josh was always my guy. Thorsten is a great player but Josh has
been by my side for years and years. He sounds so much like Neal
[Schon]. I’ll never forget how I met him. Neal introduced me to him
saying, “Hey man, this guy sounds like me”… and we all laughed.
Well, I never forgot when he said that and when the band went separate
ways – no pun intended – I called on Josh. ‘Danger Zone’ was more
of an experimental CD with my new Italian brother Ale, so I let him
“run the show”. Thorsten was part of the show at that time. When he
showed up to do the video with some Flying V guitar thing, I was like,
“No man, where’s your Les Paul?” [laughs]. Josh is back and as long as
he behaves, he’ll stay! The strength of the current line-up is the passion
to want to make a great CD and the talent it takes to do so. These guys
and gal just ooze talent. They are some of the most talented people I’ve
worked with in over 30 plus years. They really put heart and soul into
each and every song. Just listen…
You only recently started using social media to communicate
with your fans. Why had you remained resistant for so long?
Until now I was a social media idiot! I really didn’t understand
how to best reach my audience. I do now! When I post we reach 70

What’s the idea behind the album artwork?
I say it so many times to my family… good people are everywhere
and they still overshadow the bad. I travel the world many times over
and I meet the greatest people from all countries worldwide. The Yin
Yang is a visual of how I perceive the world at the moment. I see things
as a constant struggle for balance among good and bad. No one person
is perfect by any means but “good” still prevails while the media shows
us all bad.
The new material is heavier than ‘Danger Zone’, maybe more
similar to ‘Double Eclipse’...
Again, this kind of theme lends itself to a heavier sound. But what
is cool is that it happened naturally. Ale, as producer, got everyone to
bore holes in drum heads, blisters on fingers and take after take to get
it right. And right means making sure our hearts, thoughts and every
note played was captured the best we could. Francesco broke a lot of
drum sticks! [laughs] As for ‘Double Eclipse’, that’s not a bad thing
but certainly not on purpose. I never look back. I never try to make
something I made before. What would be the point?
How are you finding the collaboration with Alessandro Del
Vecchio?
Ale and I work really well and fast together. We get an idea and then
BAM, we are both on the same page and we go go go go go! Since Ale
is such a great writer and singer, it’s easy for us to “hear” a melody and
capitalise on it. That was the case for ‘Human Nature’. If we had an
idea, we passed it, modified it… and recorded it. Then we’d jump up
and down like 7-year-old girls [laughs]. Ale’s a multifaceted gem. He’s
cut into many edges and that makes him a rare diamond. He’s a hell
of an engineer, producer, writer, singer, mixer and more. He also has
a very comforting approach to a “problem”. That’s a great attribute to
be able to tell someone, “Hey, that take really sucked” but in the most
loving way [laughs]. He’s the master of kindness. I’m trying to toughen
him up a little….put a little New York in him but I’m quite sure I’ll be
unsuccessful (laughs).
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to 90 thousand people in one swoop! That’s
freakin’ cool! People that know me know
that I am a people person. I love to be with
the people and talk, so socially connecting
to the fans is a great feeling. I’m hearing
from fans that have kept in the Hardline loop
for 25 plus years – amazing! And hearing
how certain songs have inspired or changed
lives is a special thing. It all started when
I learned about Pledge music. I’m using
Pledge music to create my first solo album.
It kills multiple birds with one stone. I can
involve the fans in the creation of the CD,
raise funds for charity and connect one on
one with everyone involved. It’s freakin’
awesome. Check out: www.pledgemusic.
com/johnnygioeli
In general, how important do you
think social media is for you nowadays?
Well terrestrial radio is dead. Video
is dead. Record companies are in near
extinction. God bless the Internet radio
stations who work tirelessly to keep this
music alive but mainstream media doesn’t
really do it. So we need social media to keep
music alive. The days of hiding this and
that are over. I remember trying to find out
where KISS or Van Halen was recording,
where they lived, where they rehearsed… it
was like I worked for the CIA! Top secret.
Now, that’s so un-cool. What’s cool is
what’s real. Now I make posts of “Here I
am, in my house…let me play you this new
tune” etc. The top-secret shit is over! I really
love my fans and I hope they really love me.
That’s the way it works. We make music
together. And “together” is what is missing
from this world.
How is your solo album coming along,
and how will it differ to Hardline?
It’s been a blast so far! Again, social media
has been the perfect connection between fans
and the music. It’s cool to have people ask,
“What kind of mic are you using?” How do
you do this? How do you do that? And…I’m
happy to tell them! So, this solo album is the
people’s album. We’re doing it together. I’m
not in hiding in a studio in Hollywood. I’m
here! I’m on facebook at facebook.com/
johnnygioeliofficial. The solo album will be
released on Frontiers label and I’m thrilled
to do so. Let’s rock people!
Is there any tour in the pipeline?
Are there any plans as far as the 25th
anniversary of ‘Double Eclipse’ is
concerned?
We are trying. It’s difficult, it’s all
about economics. Unfortunately there’s
a high cost to performing overseas. Hell,
there’s a high cost to performing period. I
hope there’s an opportunity, and ‘Double
Eclipse’ surely deserves a little light! We
plan on getting 4/5th’s of the original lineup together and having some big show fun.
We’ll pick a few select cities/countries and
have a great 25th anniversary. I can’t wait.
This is seriously in progress.
FIREWORKS

Interview by Mike Newdeck
Skillet is not only the most successful Christian Rock bands in history,
it’s one of the most successful in the mainstream, in the US at least. With
two Platinum albums (‘Comatose’ and ‘Awake’) and one Gold (‘Rise’)
Skillet appear to buck the trend that Rock music is a dead duck. New
album ‘Unleashed’, the band’s best since ‘Comatose’, will surely add to
their success, impressing old and new fans alike. Fireworks caught up
with singer/bassist John Cooper to talk about the new record.
I’m greeted like an old friend by one of the nicest people in Rock today. John Cooper has been
doing promo all week for the new album ‘Unleashed’. It’s tiring and constant repetition makes for
dry mouth and a sense of déjà vu but Cooper enjoys it.
‘Unleashed’ is definitely a highlight in the band’s career, perhaps even out doing the mighty
‘Comatose’. Cooper explains what they tried to achieve.
“We simply tried to do the best that we could and make an album that the fans love and with
some radio success. You also want to be a little different. We wanted this one to be a bit more fun
and perhaps a little easier to listen to. ‘Rise’ was an emotionally heavy record to listen to; it talked
about problems in the world. With ‘Unleashed’ I wanted something that was more of an escape
from those problems. The world has no doubt become more dangerous and hateful in the last four
years and it was time to make a record that you could work out to, drive the car or go for a run to.
It’s more of a fun listen even if you don’t think it’s any better.”
Being reunited with producer Brian Howes must have been key to achieving this change in mood.
“It was great working with him again. We worked with him on ‘Comatose’ and it’s still a special
record for us and the fans. Brian was unable to work with us on the previous two albums because
of a contract he had with another label that wouldn’t allow him to work outside of it. That’s why
we used Howard Benson for those albums. He was released from the contract and then our worlds
aligned at the same time to enable us to work together. There’s a lot of producers who do rock
music but don’t really get it, they try to make you into a Pop band. Brian, on the other hand, really
likes the Rock stuff that we do. He has a great ear for radio but without sacrificing the Rock element.
Brian has grown as a producer since ‘Comatose’ but it’s always been about the songs for him. He’s
very hard on song-writing and on lyrics, that’s not changed, that’s a positive thing. He’ll sometimes
try and reign in my lyrics but I say to him that lyrics don’t have to make complete sense, this is Rock
and Roll after all. Technology has changed and so he makes records in a more modern way now,
although I’d have to say ‘Comatose’ was probably the first modern age recording that we’d done; we
used vocal tuning, timing which we’d never heard of in Rock before. Brian has always done cutting
edge things but really he’s about the songs. Howard Benson really didn’t like getting involved in the
details of the songs and he’s not massive on being around when there’s recording happening; we got
on with it which I actually like doing, I like the detail. Brian is the opposite to Howard, he loves the
detail, he’s like a mini Mutt Lange. He’ll be there for every note, every chord and every edit, which is
both a blessing and a curse. That approach works for us, because I love his passion for minor detail.”
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Despite Cooper’s admiration for Howes the band did use other producers on ‘Unleashed’.
“I was never keen on the idea,” he admits. “I wanted continuation and yet when I went to write
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with some other guys and we did the demos with them it just seemed
to work out really well. I’ve always liked Kevin Churko – the latest Papa
Roach album is great, and the stuff that we recorded with him sounded
so good that it seemed pointless re-recording it. I was able to write and
record with people and pull out the bits that they do well and add them
to the bits I do really well. Churko is very good on the Metal side and
Howes is awesome with the radio stuff and although I find it hard working
with new producers it worked out great, even with the demos. It was my
decision to work with the people I did and the label went along with it.
Labels suddenly get interested when you start looking for a Pop producer
because in their eyes Rock doesn’t sell and so that piques their interest.
It was the same with Seth Moseley; I called him in and although the label
did question it, I was so sure that it was working that I insisted. Part of the
reason that the album was called ‘Unleashed’ was because I got a little bit
more of what I wanted for the record.”
Using different producers isn’t new and yet it can make an album sound
disjointed, this isn’t the case with ‘Unleashed’.
“I’m not going to pat myself on the back too much here,” he laughs,
“but that would be down to me and Korey. We do so much of our own
programming, production, guitar riffs and hooks. We also do a lot of the
recording at our own house and of course we have a signature sound that
we have without a producer leaning on us to get a particular sound.”
Cooper admits that he never felt ill at ease when exploring new
directions for some of the songs on the eclectic ‘Unleashed’.
“I was totally game for it. I wasn’t scared and I think that’s because I like
a lot of different music anyway and I know that many of the fans like that
side of our music. Some of the people that come to our gigs will be there
just to see us and not the Rock bands that play before or after us. The
major challenge was getting all the elements to fit comfortably together
on the record; the guitars, drums, vocals and synthesiser. It’s always going
to be difficult pleasing everyone and yet we’re lucky to have different kinds
of fans who like different aspects of our music.”
The ballads on ‘Unleashed’ tend to head toward the gentler layered
approach rather than the dramatic guitar in the choruses that we’ve heard
on Skillet’s previous work (‘Lucy’, ‘Say Goodbye’). Cooper explains the
change in approach.
“I like to keep things relevant to today’s music. It’s probably the
subconscious effect that modern music has had on me either through
radio or hearing music when you’re out and about, even when you’re
shopping. It’s very noticeable that there’s no Rock on any of the stations
any more. Okay, Nickelback is still on but generally there’s only Pop and it
does effect how you write music subliminally.”
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An undoubted highlight of ‘Unleashed’ is the incredible ‘I Want To Live’,
a signature Skillet song reminiscent of ‘Awake and Alive’ that, as Cooper
reveals, very nearly didn’t make the album.
“It sounded so much like Skillet that I think that the label people
involved with the record simply didn’t care for it and didn’t want to record
it. I basically had to stick up for it and told them that I thought that it
was the biggest Rock song on the album. They didn’t want it because
they said that they wanted something more modern and something that
didn’t sound like old Skillet. Well we already had those new modern fresh
songs with ‘Invincible’, ‘Stars’ and a load of other songs and when we
handed the masters over to the label with that song on it I was told, ‘John,
you really don’t need that song on the record’ but I went ahead anyway
with it upfront on the album because it’s a fantastic song. In the industry
people forget sometimes that fans want their band to sound like them;
people want Iron Maiden to sound like Iron Maiden rather than a fresh
modernised version. A new AC/DC album with double kick drums all
over it? No thanks. ‘I Want To Live’ is us, we like writing songs like that.
They’re easy – that one took a day with Korey then taking a week to do
the symphonic programming.”
Skillet has evolved from a band who started out as a full-on Christian
band to a mainstream Rock band that now uses less overt Christian lyrics,
although ‘Unleashed’ has several songs that perhaps could be construed
as Christian in nature.
“There’s conflicting views,” Cooper admits. “Some people say that this
album is very Christian and others say it’s less Christian and less spiritual
and I guess you hear what you want to hear. I wrote what I felt and didn’t
spend too much time trying to be more or less spiritual, I just wrote
what I believed in. I’ve always tried to write songs that matter to me and
sometimes that might be about my faith but it depends how people relate
to them and what impact it has on them. If it has an impact then I feel
good. Skillet tries to write songs that humans can relate to regardless of
faith and I like it that our songs have double meanings.”
‘Back From The Dead’ for example could-if you so wanted it to be-to
do with the resurrection of Christ.
“It could well be,” agrees Cooper ,“or it could be about a general
salvation experience. I like that it has that connotation but that isn’t how I
wrote it. Usually I write songs that have a Christian connotation and it can
be taken a different way but I think that this song is the other way around.
That’s amusing. In actual fact it’s a song that kind of sticks two fingers up at
the haters of Rock music and says, actually Rock music is back!”
Skillet will play a gig at the Koko in Camden on 9th December
to promote the new album ‘Unleashed’ which is out now.
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THE EXPERT’S GUIDE: FM
As we celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of FM’s debut ‘Indiscreet’, Caesar Barton delves deep into the back
catalogue of the UK’s very finest exponents of Melodic Rock.
The late 60s/early 70s blessed us with
the rightly revered Rock royalty of Paul
Rodgers and David Coverdale, with both
men possessing red-blooded voices that
contained elements of Blues and Soul
alongside the power to step up seamlessly to
the harder stuff.
Enter the 1980s and remarkably history
repeats itself as two younger, similarly
mercurial British vocalists, Danny Bowes and
Steve Overland, emerge to carry the baton.
The bluesier Bowes is deservedly
synonymous with Thunder’s enduring Bad
Company/Faces swagger. As for Overland?

Powerful yet gossamer smooth, his singing couldn’t cut it in a genre dominated so
is the very definition of a steel fist in a overwhelmingly by the Americans.
velvet glove and is arguably the voice of his
generation.
Emerging three years later, ‘Tough It Out’
is a very different beast from its predecessor.
FM emerged from the ashes of early 80s
rockers Wildlife, with the existing nucleus
Not only did five of its eleven tracks
of Overland, his guitarist brother Chris contain outside songwriters, it was also
and drummer Pete Jupp adding bassist immediately apparent that the previously
Merv Goldsworthy (formerly of Diamond breezy AOR of ‘Indiscreet’ had been bolstered
Head) and keyboard player Didge Digital by a tougher edge that owed much to the
to the ranks prior to recording their 1986 prevalent Hard Rock scene, as epitomised by
debut ‘Indiscreet’. The band – undoubtedly fellow countrymen Def Leppard. The changes
influenced by those twin pillars of AOR, paid off, as gems such as ‘Bad Luck’, with its
Foreigner and Journey – defied and defeated addictively anthemic chorus, and ‘Someday’
critic’s suggestions that an all-British band (also recorded by King Kobra/Unruly Child

SCORCHING
‘Tough It Out’
(Epic) 1989

‘Metropolis’
(Riff City) 2010

Tougher in both name
and nature than debut
‘Indiscreet’, FM’s second
album is decidedly brasher,
brawnier and packed with more beefy hooks
than an Aberdeenshire abattoir. Opening with a
pulsating synth bass-line the title track radiates
with stadium straddling self-assurance, while
the effervescent energy of ‘Don’t Stop’ could
power the national grid.
On ‘Bad Luck’ Overland bemoans his misfortune in the game called love – sorry Steve, but
your loss is our gain in the form of this mercurial melodic monster. Elsewhere, ‘Burning My
Heart Down’ is as incendiary as its title, while
the sumptuous ‘Does It Feel Like Love’ is quite
simply a masterpiece.

‘Indiscreet’
(Portrait) 1986

Opener ‘Wildside’ boots
the door down with a riff
so biblically brawny that
it veritably guarantees
points on your licence should you blast it out
from the wheel of a badass motor, while the
spine-tingling ‘Over You’ is the greatest song
Foreigner never wrote – had they, then it surely
would have nudged into their top five tracks of
all time.
‘I Ain’t The One’ simply oozes charm with its
blend of uptempo energy coupled with Overland’s Galaxy-smooth delivery, while the classy
‘Hollow’ breathes new life into the Rock ballad
formula – as well as delivering FM long-overdue
radio airplay.

Rightly revered by FM
cognoscente, ‘Indiscreet’
shimmers with succulent
sublimity – as personified
perfectly by satin-smooth opener ‘That Girl’
– while ‘The Other Side Of Midnight’ always
manages to prompt an irresistible compulsion
to perform one-handed ‘air’ keyboards! The
exquisite ‘Face To Face’ immediately secures
FM AOR aristocracy, while it’s simply impossible to not smile while listening to the buoyant
brilliance of ‘American Girls’, and for guaranteed goose-pimples the two minutes and fortyfive seconds of ‘Frozen Heart’ does the trick
every single time. Rock Candy’s 2012 remaster,
sonically superior and featuring a staggering
eighteen bonus tracks, is the definitive edition.

SIZZLING
‘Rockville’
(Riff City) 2013

‘Aphrodisiac’
(Music For Nations) 1992

In a cheeky homage to
Sheffield’s finest, FM
delivered the best pair
of Def Leppard songs
in decades with ‘Tough Love’ and ‘My Love
Bleeds’ – the former opening the album
with the swaggering confidence of a playboy
cockerel exiting the henhouse, while the
latter is reminiscent of Leppard’s legendary
‘Hysteria’ album thanks to its slick multilayered vocals and scalpel-precise production.
‘Crave’ is reassuringly 100% proof vintage
FM, combining a spine-tingling upbeat melody
with a bittersweet lyric to devastatingly
accomplished effect, while the gutsy ‘Only
Foolin’ is a hard drivin’, fast lovin’ anthem par
excellence.
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Amongst FM’s most
uniformly
consistent
albums (certainly more
so than the previous
year’s ‘Takin’ It To the Streets’), ‘Aphrodisiac’ –
to use a footballing analogy – is the lionhearted
defender to the dazzling striker that is ‘Tough
It Out’. ‘Breathe Fire’ sets the template
with a scything guitar attack interwoven by
crisp synth-brass embellishments, while the
muscular ‘All Or Nothing’ sees the ever-affable
Jupp showcasing his deft drum chops.
In what has become an FM tradition, especially
from 2010’s ‘Metropolis’ comeback onwards,
‘Aphrodisia’, a sub-two minute instrumental,
sets up the following number – in this case it’s
the scorching, Dokken-esque ‘Inside Out’.
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‘Live At the Astoria’
(Escape) 2003
Initially available only as
a band-issued bootleg
and later included in
the now highly-coveted
three-CD compilation ‘Long Time No See’
(alongside rarities collection ‘Paraphernalia’
and an expanded ‘Aphrodisiac’), ‘Live At the
Astoria’ was recorded on 17th of August 1989
and draws from both debut ‘Indiscreet’ and
the then yet-to-be-released ‘Tough It Out’.
Production wise it’s punchier than a prize
pugilist, with the likes of ‘Face To Face’ and
‘The Other Side Of Midnight’ sounding like
they’ve been pumping iron, while the thennew ‘Bad Luck’ asserts its melodic mastery
and ‘American Girls’ closes the set in fittingly
fine fist-pumping fashion.
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vocalist Mark Free) were co-penned by
Desmond Child and mother/daughter writing
team Judithe and Robin Randall respectively.
The 90s were less kind to FM –
commercially and artistically – with both
guitarist and keyboard player changes taking
place and only 1992’s ‘Aphrodisiac’ standing
out as a highlight. Following 1996’s less than
critically received ‘Dead Man’s Shoes’, FM’s
members broke away to pursue various new
projects.
It took over a decade and a rapturously
received performance at 2007’s Firefest in
Nottingham for FM to finally reconvene.
Jim Kirkpatrick soon replaced otherwisecommitted guitarist Andy Barnett and,
bolstered further by returning keyboard player
Jem Davis, FM continue to flourish second
time around.
National (Rock) treasures? Absolutely!

TOASTY
‘Heroes and Villains’
(Frontiers) 2015

‘Rockville II’
(Riff City) 2013

The promise set out by
pugnacious album opener
‘Digging Up the Dirt’
raised hopes rightly high
for FM’s ninth studio album, though aside
from the equally superb ‘Cold Hearted’
(a song previewed on the ‘Futurama’ EP
twelve months earlier) it never quite lives up
expectations. The reason? Aforementioned
numbers aside, it’s just too polite. ‘I Want
You’ is a case in point – where the lead
guitar should wail, it’s unusually shackled.
Cheekily, the strutting hook of ‘Fire & Rain’
is lifted from Joe Cocker’s ‘Woman to
Woman’. FM aren’t the first cribbers though
– it was plagiarised on the hip-hop track
‘California Love’ in the mid-90s.

‘Takin’ It To the Streets’
(Music For Nations) 1991

The ‘Rockville’ sessions
were so fruitful that FM
faced the unenviable
task of having to
select which of the twenty-plus recorded
numbers made the album. ‘Rockville II’
is what was left, and listening to the two
volumes now it’s clear that the best tracks
did make the first disc. So where does that
leave this collection? Highlights include the
unashamedly bombastic stadium rock of
‘Bad Addiction’ (complete with that always
welcome embellishment, the cowbell)
alongside the atmospheric two-minute long
instrumental ‘Desolation Station’ – a piece
just made for driving through downtown
mean streets at sunset.

The cover of ‘I
Heard It Through the
Grapevine’ skilfully
combines a deferential
nod to the venerable Motown classic
whilst adding a trademark dose of FM
fire – something that’s woefully lacking on
pedestrian opener ‘I’m Ready’, while the
similarly stodgy ‘She’s No Angel’ and ‘If It
Feels Good (Do It)’ lose further points.
Elsewhere, gems do still manage to shine
such as the towering ‘Only The Strong
Survive’ – part ballad/part rallying call to
arms, and the soundtrack-like ‘Crack Alley’
which evokes nostalgic images of an 80s
blockbuster’s end credits.

TEPID
‘Live in Europe’ DVD
(Riff City) 2012
Historians of the genre
would have us believe
that 1995’s ‘Dead Man’s
Shoes’ is FM’s nadir –
it’s not; as whilst failing to make the cut
here, ‘DMS’ does have merit providing you
approach it with relatively modest expectations. No, that dubious accolade lands
solely at the feet of FM’s ‘Live in Europe’
DVD. That the band delivered during the
performances where this footage was shot
is never in doubt – the issue is entirely the
manner in which it’s presented. The sound
and particularly the images are simply substandard, and it remains a mystery how this
release bypassed FM’s quality control…
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Bun E. Carlos

Interview by Mick Burgess. Photos by Matthew Bowie

After spending almost 40 years recording
and touring with Cheap Trick, drummer Bun
E.Carlos found himself with time on his hands
after being side-lined from the group. Rather
than hiding away Carlos decided to fulfil a
long held ambition to record an album of his
favourite songs. Fireworks sat down for a chat
with Carlos to talk about his first solo album
‘Greetings From Bunezuela’.
First of all congratulations on your induction into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame. That must be a proud moment for you?
Oh yeah, that was a good one. I never expected that to happen. It was
nice to see all the guys again outside of a mediation settlement.
Your new album ‘Greetings From Bunezuela’ has just been
released. Are you excited about it?
I’m glad I’ve finally made it. I talked about doing it for 40 years and
I finally got around to it so I’m really excited now that it’s out. When the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame came calling and Cheap Trick decided to piggy
back their album on that I thought it was a good time to do mine then too.
If you first thought about doing this 40 years ago, did you have an
idea what songs you’d like to do back then?
Back in the late ‘70s I talked to Rick Nielsen about doing a covers record
with Bon Scott and Roger Chapman and a whole bunch of English singers
but we never got to it for one reason or another so it just never happened. I
always had a list of songs, even back then.
There’s a real eclectic mix of artists on there. It’s great to see that
it’s not the obvious choice of artists and songs to cover. Is the choice a
reflection of your own record collection?
Yes it is basically. All of those artists on there that I’ve covered, I have
a catalogue of each one of them. I’ve included my favourite song by each
band that wasn’t played to death. My first list contained about 100 songs
and I knocked it down to about 35 or 40. I wanted Robert Pollard from
Guided By Voices and said I wanted to do one of his songs and I wanted
him to do a song by The Who so I sent him a few songs I thought about
doing and he came back and said what about the Bee Gees tune?
Did you have the songs chosen first or did you have the singers lined
up first and then choose which songs each would sing?
With Robert and Alejandro Escovido I said that I wanted to do one of
their songs and also a song by someone else. I’d run stuff by them. I asked
Robert if he’d do ‘Run, Run, Run’ by The Who but he said it wasn’t really
his key or his style. So I said I’d send him some tunes and he picked ‘Idea’
by the Bee Gees. With Alejandro I said I wanted to do ‘Slow Down’ and I
asked if he’d like to do ‘Tell Me’ by the Rolling Stones as I knew he’d done
‘Sway’ on other compilations and he said he loved that song so that’s kind
of how it happened and each guy did two songs.
I couldn’t find anyone that I could think of who I’d want to do 12 songs
with. When the stuff started coming back from Alejandro and Robert
Pollard, which were the first two I did, it was so much fun that I thought I
probably could have done a whole record with them. My initial plan was
always to have different singers on the album.
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Did you think about singing a song or two yourself?
The label asked and management said I should do one. I had a couple
that I had in mind but they didn’t really hold up against the guys that I
have on here. I ran out of time. One of them was ‘I Should Have Known
Better’ by The Beatles and another was by a group called The Ideals called
‘Go Gorilla’. It’s a ‘60’s dance tune. I tried singing it a couple of times in
different keys and I thought maybe I was reaching on that one so I didn’t
get round to it. If I do another one, I’ll find something.
You have Randy ‘Xeno’ Hogan singing two songs. He was the
original singer in Cheap Trick before Robin came aboard. Had you
stayed in touch with him all these years or have you recently become
reacquainted?
I stayed in touch with him. He lives in Milwaukee and his kid still lives
in town so he’d call me when he came to visit. I’ve done appearances on a
couple of his records. He does a charity gig every year in Milwaukee called
The Sleigh Ride and I used to go up there every December and do a couple
of tunes for him. We’ve always stayed in touch.
Do you ever wonder where Cheap Trick might have been if he’d
stayed in the band?
When he was with us in Cheap Trick he sang a lot like Steve Marriott.
I always loved his voice. It worked well for a year or so but Tom joined
the band six to eight months after we got together and he didn’t get along
with Tom very well. Xeno had a thing back in the day where he used to
sing through all of the solos, the intros and the outros. In fact I gave him a
couple of old tapes a few months ago and he said, “Man I was really oversinging everything back then.” There was a parting of the ways with Xeno.
The first person I called was Robin but he was under contract to a vacation
place for the next couple of summers and he couldn’t join us at first but he
joined soon afterwards.
You mentioned working with Robert Pollard from Guided By
Voices. That seems such a natural pairing. Can you see yourself
working with Robert again on a complete project?
If this record does any sort of business I’m going to call Robert back up.
I have 12 of his songs already written down that I like. I would love to get
him in the studio for five or six days and cut a dozen tracks of his because
he works fast and is a good singer and when he’s in the studio he’s balls to
the wall.
The Paul Revere and The Raiders song, ‘Him or Me’, features
Hanson on vocals. Is that all of Hanson or just Taylor Hanson who you
recorded the great ‘Tinted Windows’ album with?
At the last minute in March when I should have had the album turned in
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I called up Taylor and asked if he wanted to do a Paul Revere tune and he
said he’d love to, so I sent him the track which we’d recorded a week earlier
and when it came back it had all three brothers on it. It’s great. I wasn’t
expecting that. They just nailed it. It was the same when I sent two songs to
Alex Dezen. It was so much better than I’d anticipated. When I got it back
there was a big smile on my face.
Talking of ‘Tinted Windows’, that came out in 2009 and is just too
good to remain a one off release. Will there be a follow up?
We did the album and we laid it down. I did a gig with the Fountains of
Wayne a couple of years ago where I subbed for their drummer for a gig
and Adam Schlesinger said that James Iha wanted to do Tinted Windows
again and asked what I thought. I said we should pick it up again and asked
if he had any songs written yet to which he said no. He said we should start
writing again so I said to let me know when the songs are ready and I’ll do
it. That was two years. Adam is the song doctor for Broadway musicals and
he’s just produced the new Monkees album so he’s a busy guy. Hopefully
we’ll do it one day.
The Who and the Rolling Stones have huge back catalogues and
you could do an album of covers by each artist. How did you narrow
down your choices by those bands?
You’ve got to watch what you pick by
huge artists like The Who or The Stones.
The Hollywood Vampires album has
‘My Generation’ on there. I thought they
had no business doing it. They didn’t
hold a candle to The Who. The thing is
that a lot of their stuff is over played and
is imprinted on people’s mind. I tried
to pick a Who song that they didn’t do
live and wasn’t over played. The same
with The Stones. I could’ve done 100
of theirs but I didn’t want to do one and
people say that the Stones do it a whole
lot better. I had to choose carefully.
Did you end up producing this
yourself or did you get an outside
producer in to work with?
I’m kind of the producer in that I
approved the mixes. Rick Barnes from
the studio in Chicago mixed eight or
nine of them and Rick Schmitt mixed the
five I did down here in Rockford. When
I turned the liner notes in they said that I
didn’t have a producer listed and I asked
if we had to have one so they said they’d
put my name down but you could have
had Nick Tremulis or one of the other
guys on there too.
Do you have any plans for a second covers album seeing as you
enjoyed doing this one so much?
There’s a few songs from my tapes on there like ‘Pretty Flamingo’ by
Manfred Mann and ‘When You Walk In The Room’ by Jackie DeShannon,
I always loved that song. I’d like to do stuff like that. There’s a bunch of
stuff on the list. There’s a load of singers too. I wanted to reach out to Jeff
Tweedy to do a Dave Clark Five tune and Chris Robinson from the Black
Crowes, I love those guys and would love them to be on my next record.
Some of them were busy when I was doing this album or logistics just
didn’t allow it, so if another album rears its head I’d like them involved and
the guys I used on this I’d like to use them again.
What are your touring plans? Do you have any shows booked?
We have one booked in Chicago in July and will play a few more here
and there. It’s quite expensive playing gigs between the air fares and hotel
rooms and getting all of the guys available to play is quite difficult. We’ll
wait and see how the record does and see what support we get from the
label and we may play more shows. It’ll be low budget, hop on a plane with
some gear and we’ll go and play. It’d be a gas to play in the UK. That’d be
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a dream come true to get back over and hit a few places.
You spent over 35 years from 1974 to 2010 in Cheap Trick. Can you
remember that first time you all played together?
Me, Rick and Tom were in a band about a year before we were in Cheap
Trick and before that we were all in various bands and Robin was there
too and we all worked together in different combinations but when we
all started working together in Cheap Trick we had kind of an identifiable
sound. Firstly when Tom joined it got bigger and finally when Robin
joined it was like the missing piece of the puzzle, after a couple of months
everything blended in together. By the end of 1974 we were starting to get
good and then Robin, Rick and Tom sat down and started to write some
tunes together. Rick was writing some good stuff before then but when he
was writing with Robin and Tom it got even better. From 1975 onwards
we got pretty much the identifiable Cheap Trick sound and we fine-tuned
it over the years.
By the mid ‘80s you’d headed into a more glossy AOR territory
with ‘Lap of Luxury’ and ‘Busted’. Were the band behind that shift
in direction or did some want to retain a tougher guitar based sound?
We’d been feuding with the record company for about five years and
they hadn’t been promoting the records
much. For ‘Next Position Please’ they
didn’t like the song we picked for a
single and they suggested we record a
cover, ‘Dancing The Night Away’ by
The Motors, which we did and when
it came out it didn’t do anything. The
next record with Jack Douglas, they
didn’t like his production and they
didn’t like anything about ‘The Doctor’
and didn’t promote it. The president of
the label came over and said we should
get together on the next record, get
something on the radio and see what we
could do. He thought we had a couple
more records in us and said that he had
this ballad for us. This guy had found
‘What About Love’ for Heart that was
a big hit the year before. Me and Robin
thought we could do a version of it but
Rick and Tom didn’t like it at all. They
came around to it the next day and
eventually the thing went to Number
One. You can’t argue with that. It won us
a whole new audience which was good
too and we were big for a year or two.
You have been Cheap Trick’s chief
archivist with the Bun E’s Basement
Bootleg Collection. How many have you put out over the years?
At the end of the 90s I did about four of them and two of them had bonus
discs so there’s six discs floating around. We then put this thing together
with a company from Florida and they didn’t want that stuff around. Then
I split with the guys and the new management said that they didn’t want
any more of that stuff releasing so I stopped doing them. I do have a couple
more sitting around but they probably aren’t going to see the light of day.
The fans absolutely loved them. I might just end up posting them online,
get the stuff out and let people hear them. I’ve also got a couple of guys
with a studio who’ve taken some of my cassettes and DATs and moving
them down onto CD so I can see what’s on there and I’m looking for some
more stuff for a project. I want to get that stuff out for the fans.
After your album comes out, do you have any other plans for the
coming months?
I’ll focus on the new album for about a month then I’m going to play
some gigs with my Rockford band and if the record does any sort of
business I’m immediately going to start on the next one. I’ll start calling
guys up and head right back into the studio.
Greetings From Bunezuela is out now on SPV.
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Interview with Ian Gillan by James Gaden
After leaving Deep Purple in 1973, vocalist Ian Gillan retired from music for a while, before
coming back with the Ian Gillan Band, a Jazz Rock fusion act. However it was the formation
of the Hard Rock act Gillan that really put him back to the fore. The Gillan studio albums
have been reissued as a stunning vinyl box set, so Fireworks joined the singer for a trip down
memory lane.
The vinyl box set is quite striking,
with each of the albums meticulously
reproduced, something Gillan is
very appreciative of.
“They were good covers in those
days, when people bothered with
vinyl, the artwork was much better,”
he states. “Everything changed in
1982 when the CDs started to
come in. Before that, making an
album wasn’t just about writing
and recording the songs, there was
this whole process of everyone
piling in, building up a portfolio for
the artwork, great discussions on
what the cover should be like, lyrics
were printed that were legible,
whether you were going to have a
gatefold or just a single cover with
an insert… it was all very exciting,
and when you bought a vinyl album
you would tend to sit with the lyrics
and really listen to the record. It
was a significant product you could
actually sit and enjoy.”
The Ian Gillan Band and the
Jazz infused sound were dropped
in favour of following a more Hard
Rock sound with Gillan. Keyboard
player Colin Towns featured in
both groups, and his songwriting
was a key factor as he and Gillan
penned almost the entire debut
album ‘Mr Universe’ between
them. I inquire if Gillan knew of
Towns’ writing credentials when
he initially hired him.
“No, you can never see in
advance how human chemistry will
work,” he responds. “I think the
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Jazz-Rock thing with John Gustafson
and Ray Fenwick had run its course.
There were some clear indicators
to me, we were headlining a festival
in Sweden and the band started
off with a Jazz-Funk like feel, and
I noticed the audience basically
just stood around, scratching their
heads as if to say ‘what do we do to
this?’ That made me see the writing
was on the wall and it was time to
change, but I didn’t quite know how
to do it. The band were determined
to carry on that fusion path, there
was some musical snobbery there
I think, whereas I realised we were
getting away from our roots a bit.
Colin was in the band and I think
he was feeling a bit like that, these
things had been building up. One
day he was sitting at the piano in
the studio and he was playing a song
he had written called ‘Fighting Man’.
The other guys were basically taking
the piss out of it, and I thought what
he was doing was beautiful. That was
the catalyst really, that song. I didn’t
have the heart to fire the other guys,
so I effectively quit my own band,
took Colin with me and made a new
group called Gillan, aiming to rebuild
toward a more direct style of music.
We recorded ‘Fighting Man’, put it
on ‘Mr Universe’ and that was the
key to the transition. I had no idea
that’s how things would work out
and don’t get me wrong, I respect
all the musicians I worked with, but
times change, personal chemistry
changes and things move on.”
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While ‘Mr Universe’ was a
superb album and a great statement
of intent, the follow up ‘Glory Road’
was arguably even stronger, an
opinion shared by the man himself.
“I like ‘Glory Road’… I’m not
saying that’s my favourite album, but
‘Mr Universe’ was very interesting,
it was kind of a hybrid thing where
we had recorded stuff before
we got the Virgin deal, it was an
evolutionary album. When we did
‘Glory Road’, one of the things
that did it for me is ‘Unchain Your
Brain’. I always remember Ritchie
Blackmore saying that mid tempo
stuff is easy to write, it’s the really
fast songs that are hard to write.
‘Unchain Your Brain’ is just fuck off
Rock ‘n’ Roll basically. Then we had
‘For Gillan Fans Only’ which was
added to it as a free album, it was
all outtakes from the studio that we
didn’t really know what to do with.
We gave it away so you had a two
albums for the price of one deal, but
I felt it gave a real insight to the fans
of what went on in the studio and
the sheer fun we were all having. If
you dumped me on a desert island
and made me listen to the buggers,
‘Glory Road’ is the one I’d pick.”
With this chapter in his career
closed, I ask Ian if it has made him
listen back to any of the band’s
work.
“To answer that question, I can’t
deal just with these albums, frankly I
don’t play anything from my career.
When I listen to music… I have a
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somewhat eclectic collection. I tend
to listen to flamenco guitar, a lot
of obscure radio stations playing
African music, I’ll listen to Blues,
early Rock ‘n’ Roll occasionally…
but again, it depends who is coming
round the house. If I’m just playing a
game of pool it can be anything from
the jukebox. I don’t put anything of
mine on unless someone specifically
asks, because I know them all.”
The band’s third album, ‘Future
Shock’, would see them start to
incorporate some cover versions
in their repertoire, the first being
‘New Orleans’
“We did, it was fun to do covers,
but my favourite thing from that
entire era also appeared on that
album, which was ‘No Laughing In
Heaven’. My rebellion was complete
with that. I remember when I
was thirteen years old, going to
confirmation classes and the priest
saying things and I’d say ‘But what
about these miracles, Father?’
and he’d say ‘Oh, God moves in
mysterious ways,’ ” the singer laughs.
“So I’d say ‘Well what about this
immaculate conception?’ and he’d
respond ‘Ah, God’s work is beyond
all understanding, just have faith my
son.’ I thought that they were trying
to separate my intelligence from
my faith, this was just blind faith,
it was rubbish. Later on, I realised
all these people who were holier
than thou, these people who were
going to be going to heaven, were
not the people I wanted to spend an
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eternity with, that was for sure! It all
clicked for me, and I haven’t looked
back. It became obvious to me
that man created God, and all the
problems started from there, from
witch doctors through to popular
religions now. All the conundrums
and mysterious things connected
with God suddenly made sense.
‘No Laughing In Heaven’ was the
first real public statement I made
about that.”
And the band would make that
statement on ‘Top Of The Pops’,
albeit without their distinctive
guitarist Bernie Tormé.
“Yes we did!” Gillan laughs.
“Bernie wasn’t there because we
were on tour in Germany, and I got
a call from Virgin Records saying that
they had managed to get us on ‘Top
Of The Pops’ that week. They were
going to pay all our air fares to get
us there and back and coincidentally
it fitted in perfectly with our two
nights off, so I told the guys in
the band and there was general
grumbling. Bernie in particular was
unhappy, saying he wasn’t going as it
was his day off. I said Virgin had been
fantastic, we were lucky because
they had thrown their weight
behind the band and invested,
they were paying all the travel and
accommodation, so I was going and
the bus was leaving at eight o’clock
in the morning. I said if you aren’t
on it, that’s your decision… and
Bernie didn’t come. So I ended up
calling Janick Gers. He came down,
practiced furiously for two nights,
and he was in the band. Bernie was
a great guitar player and a great guy,
but that was his decision.”
The addition of Gers on guitar
had little impact on the band, as
the first album to feature him was
‘Double Trouble’, with one album
of studio songs and one album of
live material.
“Yeah, Janick is a genius, and a
really easy guy to work with too.
He has his own ideas and opinions
and he’s very professional. He’s easy
going by nature and a lovely bloke.
He fitted in right away.”
The band’s final album was
‘Magic’ which was considered by
some as a more commercial record
than it’s predecessors.
“It’s funny, we never gave
any thought to whether it could
be ‘commercial’ or not,” Gillan
explains. “I literally only tried to do
it consciously once in my life and
that was for ‘Machine Head’. The
record label asked for something
more commercial and Roger Glover
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and I sat down and we wrote ‘Never
Before’ and it was awful… well,
it wasn’t awful, but we had things
like ‘Smoke On The Water’ on
the same record and nobody was
paying any attention to that! A lot
of people in the business, with all
due respect, don’t have a clue what’s
going on. If you play something over
and over there’s every chance it’ll
catch on, but nobody really knows
what’ll be big in terms of quality. I
wouldn’t know if ‘Magic’ was more
commercial, because it’s all a matter
of perception – maybe a style was
developing as a band evolves, things
can get smoother round the edges,
some of the aggression can peter
out… I dare not analyse it because I
might come up with an answer and I
don’t really want one. All I can say is

alcohol. It wasn’t anything to do
with what had gone on with the
Gillan band. It probably had run its
course and it was time to move on,
I do have to say I was extremely
gruntled at the time, I have no
regrets about Gillan and I think this
box set is a testament to the good
times we had. But nothing lasts
forever, and it was time to move
on. I’d been having some problems
with my voice during that time, in
fact I’d had to cancel some shows
because I had no voice at all. It was
kind of scary, being a singer and
losing your instrument – it was like
being a guitar player and having all of
your strings break at the same time.
The two Harley Street doctors I
saw, both of whom said I needed six
months to a year off, both of whom

“I will forever treasure the memory of
Portsmouth Guild Hall where I walked on
stage, opened my mouth and literally nothing
happened. The entire audience sang the
entire show for me, at the top of their voices.
It was the most emotional thing that has ever
happened in my professional life. I’ll never
forget that, it was wonderful.”
IAN GILLAN
that any commercial feel that might offered operations, both missed
be there wasn’t planned.”
the real problem. I had tonsillitis, it
was my infected tonsils that was the
The Gillan band itself was put problem, it was basically non-stop
to bed as the singer controversially and nobody knew. I saw a doctor
joined Black Sabbath in 1983, but in Germany, Professor Theobald in
the vocalist insists that Sabbath was Munich, he looked down my throat
not the reason Gillan ended.
and said ‘We’ll have them out’ and I
“The Sabbath thing was done in haven’t had any of those problems
one day, I went out and got pissed since. I will forever treasure the
with Tony Iommi and Geezer Butler, memory of Portsmouth Guild Hall
and that was it,” he laughs. “I have where I walked on stage, opened
no recollection of what happened, my mouth and literally nothing
just the next morning my manager happened. The entire audience
phoned me and said ‘Ian, if you’re sang the entire show for me, at
going to make important career the top of their voices. It was the
decisions, I wish you’d call me first most emotional thing that has ever
so we can talk about it.’ I had no idea happened in my professional life. I’ll
what he was on about and then he never forget that, it was wonderful.”
tells me I had agreed to join Black
Sabbath! So that was purely out of
After the short lived Sabbath
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collaboration, Gillan returned to
his true home, Deep Purple, where
he is still vocalist to this day. Purple
have recently been working on a
new album and I inquire if it is nearly
complete.
“It’s finished as far as I’m
concerned, I haven’t heard it yet!”
he responds. “Bob Ezrin won’t let
me hear anything when I’ve finished
singing. I’ll say ‘Can I have a listen?’
and he’ll say ‘No.’ No playbacks, no
rough mixes, nothing, he doesn’t let
anything out so I’m looking forward
to hearing it like you are. Last I heard
it was sounding okay.”
In my opinion, the band’s last
album ‘Now What!?’ was one of
their best for years, and I have high
hopes for the new one.
“We’ve got the same team
and it’s been a joy to make,” Ian
enthuses. “Over the course of the
year the writing sessions are always
fun, you go for ten days and just
play music all day, pick out the good
bits and they become songs. It’s
a long process because you think
you have about twenty five ideas,
but once you whittle them down
you’ve probably got only three or
four that are really good and can be
developed into songs. So then the
process repeats itself with another
writing session and after about four
sessions you have enough for a
record, go in a studio and record it
all in another ten days. I’m not sure
when it’s coming out, but I can’t wait
to hear it.”
Ever the workaholic, Gillan is
also planning some solo shows.
“I am, yes, it’s been impossible
to do any because Deep Purple’s
schedule has been so heavy but I
did manage to book out November
and I have ten concerts planned,
doing it with an orchestra, the Don
Airey band, and I have my daughter’s
band as the opening act. I plan to
do a real mixture of stuff, Purple
stuff and other potted material
from my career. I’ve not settled on
the repertoire yet, but it sounds
damned exciting to me.”
I ponder how difficult it must be
to pick a set list when you have such
a large back catalogue.
“When you look at it, I’ve
written over 400 songs, so there’s
a lot to choose from! I’m lucky to
be able to do a solo thing, I haven’t
been able to plan anything for three
years because things have been so
saturated, the schedule is so busy.
So I can’t wait to do these shows,
it’ll be a nice change – it was either
that or go on holiday!”
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Interview by Bruce Mee
Melodic Rock’s golden boy Mitch Malloy has been quiet for a couple of years,
but 2016 sees him ‘making noise’ with not one, but two fantastic releases with
his new solo album and new band Kaato. With a European headline tour just
two months away, Fireworks catches up with the excited singer who has just
received some very good news that day…

Manager Doug Goldstein of Guns N’ Roses
fame has just taken me on, and largely due to
the ‘Making Noise’ CD, so it mustn’t suck,
haha. First thing out of his mouth on the call
was, in a yelling voice, “You are the king of the
bridge!” He was very excited about the songs
and the production of the CD and about
managing me, which is beyond a compliment.
And I am, of course, thrilled and excited.
A few years back, you were pretty
much done with the music business.
Flash forward a few years to 2016,
and here you are with two great new
releases: a new solo album and a band
project, Kaato. Where did you find the
inspiration to keep going?
Let me start off by just saying thank you
to the music community for always supporting
and sticking by me. It means a lot. I took two
years off and that was needed but of course
once again the music came knockin’ loudly and
I had to open that door.
The new solo album, ‘Making Noise’,
comes across as more retro than the
AOR of your debut and recent releases,
with some songs having an almost 70s
Rainbow vibe with those heavy riffs,
although the Mitch Malloy harmonies
are still in full force. Was this a deliberate
direction you decided to take?
I’d say the harmonies are louder and
more than they have ever been actually. And
I’m having a lot of fun with that. I’ve always
wanted to make 70s sounding music as that’s
what I grew up on but it’s just always come out
sounding more 80s for some reason. I’m still
not sure I’m sounding 70s but I’ll take that as a
compliment. Thank you.
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Did you do all the song-writing
yourself? Tell about the process and
what time period the song were
written over.
The making noise CD is all me. No-one
else entered the room at any time to do
anything, and that was on purpose. I needed
some alone time, “therapy” if you will, as I’d
just made a bunch of CDs with and for other
bands and wanted to chill on my own. To be
honest I’d started doing so many things on
these bands’ CDs that I realised I could make
a CD all by myself so I thought I’d just do that.
It would be less expensive, take less time and
I could do whatever I wanted. So ‘Making
Noise’ began.
The video for ‘My Therapy’ is really
quite fantastic. Tell us about how it
came together.
Wow, thank you. I produced and edited
that as well but I enlisted my old friend Tanner
Roman to do it with me and to shoot it. We
got kicked out of a bunch of churches, ha ha!
It was fun actually.
And speaking of Rainbow, I know you
are a big fan. That opening riff to ‘My
Therapy’ … is very familiar…
Ha ha! Well I wrote that and then realised
it’s a lot like ‘Man On The Silver Mountain’.
Then I went and listened to the Rainbow song
and realised it wasn’t exact, thank God, and I
left it as is. But why not pay tribute to your
heroes? The ‘Machine Head’ record literally
taught me how to play guitar. The influence
is massive there. I’m proud of that. I chose my
music well as a wee lad, luckily.
Are you doing this release yourself or
going via a record company?
Myself mostly. I’ll distribute through some
channels though. Frontiers has been very
good to me in always offering and I feel some
day I will go back to them but not this time.
I had other serious interest from majors but
the time frames didn’t work out for the tour.
So I’m going it alone again. I do love Serafino
though and his passion for our music. We’ll do
something together eventually I’m sure.
Now tell us about Kaato – it’s a little
strange to see you in a band as bassist
and not the lead vocalist, but you cowrote the songs, right?
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I formed Kaato with Kurt Lowney, the
singer. He came to me and wanted to make
music like Malloy ‘88 and didn’t have a band. So
I thought okay, that sounds like fun but we’ll
need a band so I started forming one and then
ended up part of it as I was playing bass and
guitars and singing most of the backgrounds
on the CD. And of course I wrote the songs
with Kurt. I view it very much like I was making
a band record again, I just wasn’t actually the
singer. But I think when people hear it they
can hear that. I’m producing it so all final
decisions and calls made were mine. That’s the
producer’s job after all. To be honest that CD
was a blast to make.
Former Red Dawn guitarist Tristan
Avakian is involved. Many people don’t
realise you were the original vocalist in
what became Red Dawn … is this how
you brought Tristan into the band?
Tristan was in Malloy just before I left to go
make my debut solo CD. He played a bit on
that CD so we are old friends. We have stayed
in touch and I just thought he was the perfect
fit for Kaato, and he is. And yes, Red Dawn has
my DNA in it.
How would you describe the
difference between Mitch Malloy and
Kaato’s music, aside from the vocals,
obviously?
Well Kaato is a collaboration. ‘Making
Noise’ is not. I wanted Tristan to also play on
my CD but didn’t use him or anyone because I
wanted there to be a clear distinction between
the two. As a producer it’s your job to make
an identifiable sound and vibe, and try not to
repeat yourself too much.
Your UK/European tour has Kaato
supporting so are you pulling double
duty?
I’ve done three shows now with Kaato and
it’s fun for me to play guitar and sing back-ups
and I love the songs as I wrote them with Kurt
and I produced them, but it’s a bit awkward
to open for myself so I most likely won’t be
doing that.
What are the future plans for yourself
and Kaato beyond the 2016 tour?
Just keep on going. Hopefully with your
help and the fans help I can keep doing this
forever and ever.
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Interview with Robb Weir by Dawn Osborne

Alongside the likes of Iron Maiden, Def Leppard, Saxon and their ilk, Tygers of Pan Tang made a splash with their first
four albums, before guitarist John Sykes left for Whitesnake. The Tygers have continued over the years with various lineups, vocalists coming and going, but with their new self-titled album they may just have recorded their best work since the
monumental ‘Spellbound’. Fireworks caught up with Robb Weir during a break in his hectic schedule.
So Robb, you have some exciting news?
Well, we got in touch with our old manager from the 70s, Tom Noble, and
we feel very comfortable with him. He’s calm and considered with unsurpassed
musical knowledge. Tom put the feelers out and brilliantly he found Michael
Anderson of Target Music Records. Michael flew over while we were recording
in the Blast studio in Newcastle and we signed a two album deal.
Honestly, hand on heart I have to tell you with 38 years in the Tygers in
my back pocket that this is the happiest I’ve ever been with the material, the
direction and with the sounds we have achieved on the record. I couldn’t direct
you to one song, I would have to play you the whole album — that’s how I feel
and how tremendous I feel it is. The people we’ve played it to have raved about
it. It was mixed by Søren Anderson, Glenn Hughes’ guitar player who loved
the material and he’s done an amazing job. He was recording the new Glenn
Hughes solo album afterwards and he told me he played the results to Glenn
who apparently said it blew him away, so I think that says a lot.

20s full of testosterone, now it’s very much more laid back and we have a great
laugh. I like to drive the tour bus when we are on the continent and sometimes
I have to pull over as I’m laughing so much and don’t want to kill everyone!
Talking about the old band I hear you still get on well with all of them,
but they are all busy doing other things now?
Yes, Brian Dick, the original drummer, has a donkey sanctuary, he’s a
massive animal lover. Rocky, the original bass player came to see us last year
and it was lovely to get his approval in carrying on the legacy of the Tygers,
although it was my original idea and I put the original ad in the paper; Rocky
and Brian, it was the three of us in the beginning that started everything off.
He’s a music lawyer now with an office in London and New York, doing very
well. John Deverill, now De Ville, is an actor and he’s in the West End with
lead parts in musicals like Blood Brothers, so he’s pretty successful too. I saw
John Sykes last at Hard Rock Hell. He wanted to play the solo in ‘Love Potion
No 9’ with us, but he was there on a different day in the end so it didn’t happen.
He’s recording a new album I think.

To what extent do you think the style of the music has moved on?
It’s very much a Tygers album, we haven’t changed the formula. One or
The artwork for the new album is great!
two of the songs would be very comfortable on ‘Wildcat’ and ‘Spellbound’.
Yeah, we enlisted the help of Roberto Toderico. He did the cover for the
Technology has moved on which enabled us to write similar songs, but make
them sound bigger, bolder and more impressive and it’s easier to put more edge reissue of the ‘Wildcat’/‘Spellbound’ sessions. We came up with the idea for
in there. We’ve all written songs on this album; ‘Never Give In’ is one of mine. the cover and Craig mocked up something on Photoshop, and Roberto painted
I can’t write anything other than Tygers songs, to be honest. We have our own it. It’s my favourite all-time album cover, it’s tremendous artwork!
style and I think we’ve really nailed it this time.
How do you feel about the fact that pioneers like yourself and Diamond
Head kicked the ball off and, to some extent, bands like Metallica have
I was surprised by the Kiki Dee cover ‘I’ve Got The Music In Me’…
I’ve wanted to do a new cover for quite some time. ‘Love Potion No 9’ is a reaped the benefits?
Sometimes things happen, sometimes they don’t! We signed a deal the same
great song but it’s 37 years old. Two songs came to me in a fit of inspiration: the
Kiki Dee one and ‘I’d Like To Teach The World To Sing’. But ‘I’ve Got The time as Iron Maiden, Def Leppard and Saxon and so I very much consider us
Music In Me’ has been one of my favourite songs since 1974 when I first heard one of the four major bands at the time of NWOBHM. Diamond Head and
it and Kiki Dee did such a great version of it. I persuaded the rest of the band Praying Mantis were after us, and Raven, lots of other great bands. Obviously
and we developed it. When ‘Love Potion No 9’ was first played to me I didn’t Maiden and Leppard are great success stories!
get it and it wasn’t until John Sykes and I jammed and rocked it up that I got it.
You’ve got a European Tour coming uptoo?
It’s Jac’s vocal performance that does the deal on this, in the lower register and
Yes, we’ve been to Skegness at the Rock and Blues and then we went to
then when he lifts it up and it’s tremendous. We’ve got two guitars, a big back
Rio and did four shows in Brazil. We played Paraguay and Columbia, we flew
beat, a bit of Hammond, several layers, but the vocal makes it.
to Holland and Belgium and we played Chicago and Ibiza in the same week.
Yes, the fact that Jac is from Italy does not seem to have been a problem We’ve just got back from festivals in Naples and Alicante and then we are
going back to Rotterdam and Belgium. We’ve got the album launch on 20th
touring or recording?
Absolutely not, that’s right! He lives in Florence with his esteemed other October and then we have the first of 8 shows in the UK to well and truly
half who is a noted opera singer. But we try to teach him Geordie and he’s well launch the new album.
versed in his fish and chips and bottles of brown ale.
What makes you get up every day to carry on the Tygers legacy?
It’s an absolute pleasure at my time of life to have a second bite of the
You have a certain amount of stability in the line-up now?
Absolutely, even our newest member Micky Crystal has been with us for cherry. Rock n’ Roll is an incredible disease, there’s no cure. The new album,
three years and he’s grown and matured and I’ve enjoyed watching him come we’re all proud of it. The feedback is very positive.
As an exciting sideline a brewery in Newcastle are brewing us our own
to the fore. He’s written some fantastic songs on the new album — he’s the
new John Sykes. He loves John Sykes’ playing and he’s really listened to John beer, a clear dark red 5%, same strength as Stella. It’s called ‘Tygers Blood’
Sykes, how he plays and phrases things, and on the old songs he nods towards and it’s been sold worldwide. If you want to see what we are doing, visit www.
John and plays his solos virtually note for note. He is absolutely a great talent. tygersofpantang.com – jump on ‘Robb’s blog’ at the top of the page and you’ll
The boys in the band, compared to the original band when we were all in our find all sort of photos, funny stories about shows and gigs etc.
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We all have albums tucked away in our collections that we consider unappreciated classics, or albums that we believe
should have been so much bigger. This feature will ask Fireworks writers and names within the genre to choose five
albums from their collection that they believe should have found a wider appreciation and tell us a little about them.
This issue, Paul Jerome Smith shares his selections...
CRY BEFORE DAWN
‘WITNESS FOR THE WORLD’
Epic/CBS Records, 1989
This album is stuffed full of
“awesome, yearning, wistful AOR
rock songs” and features the
tremendousl heartfelt vocals of
one Brendan Wade. This was the
second album by the band originally
from Wexford in south east Ireland,
their music enhanced with Uilleann
Pipes, Irish flute and whistles which
set them aside somewhat from
their contemporaries, frequently
giving a haunting feel to their music.
After making some significant waves with their debut ‘Crimes Of
Conscience’ for Epic in 1987, this second release was recorded at the
famous Rockfield Studios in Wales and Los Angeles and produced by
Greg Ladanyi (Fleetwood Mac, Don Henley, Toto et al). The band’s
sound was enhanced by various guest musicians and backing vocals were
provided by Michael, Pat, Kip and Mark Lennon (aka Venice) and whose
contributions are quite significant here.
For both releases, CBD was completed by guitarist Tony Hall, bassist
Vince Doyle and drummer Pay Hayes, and the band was, perhaps, most
visible when they toured with Big Country on their 1989 ‘Peace In Our
Time’ tour. The musical landscape was already changing by the time the
album was released (the band’s strange, pompous name perhaps being a
hindrance) and it received a rather muted welcome, thus it was perhaps
no surprise that the band and their label went separate ways. The group
disbanded after a 1990 Irish tour in support of ‘Witness...’ There was a
brief reformation following which there was a lengthy break until late 2010
when the band reformed, now with guitarist Steve Belton. They continue
to this day with live appearances predominantly in their homeland.
Although ‘Crimes...’ included what was arguably their best song (‘Gone
Forever’) and other belters including the atmospheric ‘Flags’, the Celtictinged pair of ‘Girl In The Ghetto’ and ‘White Strand’ and the emotional
and yet lyrically perplexing ‘Stateside Europe’, it was a much shorter
and less consistent album than the sophomore release, which also had
a warmer and more polished production - no surprise there, of course,
with Ladanyi at the helm.
‘Witness…’ is a little less homely and Irish in the final analysis, but
remains one of the all-time favourites in my music library. The title track
opens the album in fine style, as smooth and assured a slice of Melodic
Rock as any from the twilight of the 80s, while the exquisite ‘Victorians’
bounces along in fine style to bring the album to a climactic conclusion
at around 45 minutes. In between there is a cornucopia of marvellous
melodic fare including the jaunty ‘Only Want You For Your Soul’ and
‘Yesterday’s Girl’, including slide guitar from David Lindley giving a very
American feel to the song, the slow burning and spine-tingling pair ‘Your
Little World’ and ‘No Living Without You’ plus the melodic sheen of ‘Last
Of The Sun’ and ‘The Best You Can Find’ towards the end. But there is
not a filler in sight and if you’ve not heard the band before, head over to
YouTube to hear some of what you’ve been missing.
The album is no longer available, of course, but six songs from it are
to be found on the Sony Music Ireland 2011 release ‘The Best Of Cry
Before Dawn’ that also includes six of the best from the debut as well as
five other non-album songs that are well worth a listen.
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CONCRETE BLONDE
‘BLOODLETTING’
I.R.S. Records, 1990
Concrete Blonde were an
Alternative Rock band based in
LA, active in three phases between
1982 and 2012. Besides Johnette
Napolitano’s distinctive vocal style,
they are known for this album which
included their US top 20 single ‘Joey’.
S i n g e r- s o n g w r i t e r / b a s s i s t
Napolitano and guitarist James
Mankey formed Dream 6 in 1982 but
when they signed with I.R.S Records
in 1986 Michael Stipe (also an I.R.S.
artist) apparently suggested the name Concrete Blonde, which described the
contrast between their Hard Rock music and introspective lyrics. They were
joined by drummer Harry Rushakoff on their debut album.
Their sophomore album ‘Free’ did not appear for a further three years
and was the album that first drew my attention. Songs such as the staccato
‘Run Run Run’, ‘Roses Grow’, ‘Happy Birthday’ and ‘Little Conversations’
showed a fascinating array of styles, although the album was rather patchy.
‘Bloodletting’, their third album (mostly recorded at Battery Studios in
London) became their most commercially successful, and saw Roxy Music
drummer Paul Thompson temporarily replacing Rushakoff who returned for
‘Walking in London’ (1992) while ‘Mexican Moon’ (1993) had Thompson
back on drums. Neither hit the heights of ‘Bloodletting’.
If the title did not point to a darkly brooding release, the cover imagery
most certainly did, with ‘Bloodletting’ being described as “a gothic tapestry
of danger, vampires, alcoholism and passion” at the time. Often, albums
described as “gothic” don’t succeed as style overrides substance. Here,
substance is definitely the winner and the band not only realised the promise
that was hinted at on ‘Free’ but “also found vocalist Napolitano’s lyrics and
the band’s sound (a broad and dense Post-Punk style characterised by slightly
twanged guitar) coming together.” The musicianship is marvellous and there
are 10 songs all stylistically different but every one an absolute winner.
‘Bloodletting (The Vampire Song)’ is a helluva way to commence the
album while ‘The Sky Is A Poisonous Garden’ hurtles through its 2:36 like
a murderous bullet! ‘Caroline’ is a character study that “echoes pain and
broken dreams”. ‘Darkening Of The Light’ is an introspective excursion that
continues the somewhat nocturnal vibe permeating the entire album while
‘I Don’t Need A Hero’ suggests a keen sense of romanticism in Napolitano’s
writing, as does ‘Days And Days’ which somehow reminds me of Blondie
(and I don’t mean as regards hair colour!). ‘The Beast’ returns us squarely
into the dark and a nightmare scenario (‘Love is a ghost haunting your
head…’), while ‘Lullabye’ is, on the surface, a nocturnal paean. ‘Joey’ - an
apologist’s wet dream - is the penultimate number and good though it is, the
utterly sensational ‘Tomorrow, Wendy’ beats it up every time. Written by
Andy Prieboy (Wall Of Voodoo) and included on his debut solo outing ‘...
Upon My Wicked Son’ (and with Napolitano duetting) here it is an absolute
haunting highlight, dealing as it does with the demise of the title character
who is dying of AIDs. The song is one of my top five of all time.
When buying this album, go for the re-mastered 20th anniversary edition
released on the Shout! Factory label in 2010. The re-mastered sound is
gorgeous: the sonics remain full-bodied with solid lower frequencies and
clearer highs but with louder volume (the original release being a little
muted). Furthermore, you also get six worth-while bonus tracks!
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MARA
‘AMERICA’
Immigrant Music, 1997

EVERON
‘VENUS’
Mascot Records, 1997

There have been
several bands with this
name. This one was
based in Cincinnati
and active from the
mid 1980s for about
ten years and released
three albums, all on
different labels. The
self-titled debut I think (but this detail has been
difficult to corroborate) was actually released
some time after ‘America’ on Long Island Records,
but which comprises early (demo?) recordings
that were originally released as ‘Breaking The
Silence’; as well as ‘Poetry & Motion’ (1992) on
Bullet Proof Records via I.R.S. and ‘America’ - and
make no mistake this is a quality rarity!
Mara began in the classic 80s AOR mould and
‘Sherry’ on the first album is a wonderful example.
The quintet comprised Jason Aronoff (guitars),
Marty Farris (lead vocals), Jim Questa (keys and
bvs), Chris Mundy (bass and bvs) and Todd Farler
(drums & percussion). With the changing Rock
music landscape, the band began to write longer,
more involved melodic material and ‘Poetry...’ is a
transitional record: very good in parts but without
the overall quality and consistency of ‘America’.
‘Second Best’, ‘September Rain’ and ‘Alone Here
Beside You’ are all fantastic Melodic Rock songs,
but a Progressive edge was starting to appear.
During the recording of this album, Questa was
replaced by Mike Tekulve, who appeared on four
of the tracks, this line up continuing until the
band’s dissolution.
The Progressive edge was far more apparent
on ‘America’ which was a long time a-coming and
an album I would definitely take to that mythical
desert island! I make no apology for quoting from
the review in Hard Roxx magazine (December
1997) that led to my purchasing the album - and
then also purchasing their others (quite easy at
that time, but impossible today making them
prime candidates for one of the reissue labels).
“America is an absolute gem...(stylistically) Kansas
influenced...layered (and) full of rich AOR riffs...
and enjoying an excellent crystal clear, polished
production. (They have) captured a wonderful
rich tapestry of music where the guitars and
vocals caress the melodies and where the other
instruments weave their way through beautiful
plains of music”. Absolutely!! I couldn’t have put it
better myself, so I gave up trying...
Every track is a winner, but none more so than
the two longest tracks, the stunning ‘Fall’ where
the moving vocals of Fariss reach a pinnacle of
perfection and ‘Like A Dream’ where the title
really says it all! An acoustic (and shorter - because
it does not include the guitar solo) version of the
former is hidden as a bonus track!
Mara must have been awesome live but I
have been unable to track down any footage
on the interweb! However, you can sample the
songs ‘My Life’ and ‘The Answer’ from ‘America’
on YouTube along with several others from
their previous albums, which will provide an
introduction to Mara for many of you reading
these words, I guess?
FIREWORKS

URSINE PRINCES
‘LOST PLUNDER’
Independently released, 2012

I was browsing in
a small CD store in
Las Palmas (Canary
Islands) when the
proprietor fired this
one up for a listen. I
was as captivated by
the superbly written,
polished Neo-Progressive/Symphonic sounds as I was by the sci-fi
inspired artwork (by Aussie Gregory Bridges
- who, incidentally provided artwork for all of
Everon’s albums, with the exception of ‘North’).
‘Venus’ was an immediate purchase, and I then
backtracked and acquired ‘Paradoxes’ (1993)
and ‘Flood’ (1995), thereafter acquiring each
new release as they appeared: ‘Fantasma’ (2000),
‘Bridge’ and ‘Flesh’ (2002) and finally ‘North’
(2007). ‘Venus’ is the one I return to most often,
even though it may not quite be their best.
Soon after the release of ‘Flood’ their label
ceased to trade, but they picked themselves up
to record ‘Venus’ which is somewhat heavier
than their earlier records. It was their first selfproduced release, and was recorded at the
prestigious new studio (Spacelab) that was
opened by vocalist Oliver Philipps and drummer
Christian (‘Moschus’) Moos. This enterprise was
responsible for the gaps between releases and
ultimately led to the demise of the band as it
had become almost impossible to find the time
to complete ‘North’. Delain, Wolverine, Haken,
Leah, Cloverseeds and Imperia are among the
bands that have worked with Philipps and/or
Moschus, analogue methodology playing a major
role in the unique sounds achieved at Spacelab.
The band that recorded ‘Venus’ comprised
guitarist Ralf Janssen and bassist Schymy, both of
whom were founder members of Everon. On all
subsequent releases Janssen was superseded by
Ulli Hoever.
‘Venus’ is an absorbing album and my
Fireworks colleague Dave Cockett, then writing
in Hard Roxx magazine, described the album
thus: “Imagine...’ Hemispheres’ / ’Permanent
Waves’ Rush style redefined and updated for
a 90s audience; add in a healthy dose of early
Saga, overlay that within an overblown epic
Marillionesque melodic sensibility; then finally
stir in the inherent heaviness and complexity
of Dream Theater and you might just begin to
get a feel for what this band have achieved... an
explosive, emotionally charged roller-coaster ride
of light and shade...” This wonderful description
paints a near-perfect picture of what continues to
draw me in to this day. It remains readily available
and you can check out two of the standout
tracks - ‘Missing The Last Train’ and ‘Until The
Day Breaks’ - on YouTube. Indeed, the latter is
probably my favourite track recorded by Everon.
The album ‘booklet’ is also a masterpiece,
with all the relevant material (including the lyrics)
and front and back covers folding out to reveal an
amazing poster of a (female) alien being. Overall,
‘Venus’ is very worthy of inclusion in my Take
Five, and hopefully a purchase for you, if you don’t
already have it!
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This is the album
that I have played far
more than any other
over the past year,
purchased from the
band in April 2015
when I saw them
supporting Karnataka
in Swansea. It is their
second release, following on from the gloriously
titled ‘Ladies & Gentlemen Winslow P Fufkin’s
The Jamboree Is Proud To Present The Incredible
Ursine Princes New Fangled Compact Disc’!!
The band plays what can broadly be described
as ‘Classic Rock’ but across their two albums (a
third is in the works) there are some lengthy
songs with a Progressive tendency, ones with
an eastern vibe and others that have a tinge of
Southern Rock. Importantly, they have a singer in
Grant Nicholas with not only a marvellous clarity,
timbre and resonance but also a slight vibrato,
which is not over-used but brings additional
character to the songs. He also adds acoustic or
rhythm guitar to proceedings and is an excellent
counterbalance to lead guitarist Alan Kenny (the
only member of the band not from the Swansea
area; he is from Dublin) whose riffs, breaks and
solos are spectacular, and completely unexpected
in a hitherto “unknown” band! Bassist David
Morgan forms a very solid rhythm section with
drummer Phil Jones, who joined the Princes
during the recording of ‘Lost Plunder’ and whose
home is the location for band demo recordings.
To see the band live is to witness a terrific welloiled machine - no surprise when one learns that
Nicholas, Morgan and Kenny have been playing
together for more than ten years, and previously
in the somewhat oddly named Dim Cyril...
Inspiration for the entirely original songs on
‘Lost Plunder’ has been drawn from (amongst
others) an 18th century murder on the Gower
Peninsula; the character Stagger Lee; hoping
that it will rain all day so that you can stay in
bed and indulge in carnal pleasures; the Arabian
Nights; the English Civil War and a stag trip
(which apparently is lyrically very precise on the
matter)! It is an album that starts very well (‘Song
For Kate’), reaches a libidinous climax with ‘Rain
All Day’ before progressing to a musical climax
via ‘Silks Of Araby’, ‘Amsterdamned’, ‘The Fall
And Rise Of A Barbary Corsair’, ‘Abu Kir’ and
‘Goodbye Farewell’, this latter with the most
awe-inspiring coda included as a partially hidden
tenth track! Seen live, I thought “that guitar solo
is never going to sound as good on record!” But it
most assuredly does.
This is a band you must see (Festival
promoters, take note!) and I cannot
recommend ‘Lost Plunder’ and its predecessor
highly enough. You will find them at
www.caerllysimusic.co.uk. And the album
artwork? It’s a bear skull and a sort of pirate/skull
and cross bones with a skull and crossed cutlasses
inside: all inspired by the Barbary corsairs song, as
was the album title. Please join those of us who
know the album and agree about it being far too
good to remain a secret any longer!
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The band’s style is a great fit for
Frontiers Records, did you approach
them, or did they come to you?
We sent out some demos to Frontiers
Records. Actually it was the first label which
came to our minds and we really hoped they
would sign us because they are focused on this
kind of music. The rest is history. They signed us
after the first listen – and we are really happy to
work with them!
Is there any significance to the name
King Company?
Our name was No Man’s Land at first, but
because there’s another band with the same
name somewhere, together with Frontiers we
decided that it would be better if we changed
the name before our first album came out.
There’s no significance to the name King
Company; it just sounds fucking great!

Interview by James Gaden
Despite consisting of some of Finland’s top musicians who have
made their living playing Power Metal and heavy music, King
Company are a new Melodic Rock five piece. Signed by Frontiers
Records, the band have already started receiving great feedback for
their song ‘In Wheels Of No Return’, which was aired on YouTube
attracting over 58,000 views to date and a variety of positive
comments. With a debut album chock full of 80s influenced
anthems, Fireworks put some questions to founder member and
drummer Mirka Rantanen.
Can you tell me how the band was put
together?
I started the band over two years ago because
I have always wanted to play this kind of music.
Melodic Hard Rock is really closer to my heart
than Power Metal or even much heavier stuff
and I wanted to create a band where I had some
great musicians and friends with me to make it
happen. We wanted the playing to be fun, any
kind of ego boosting and dictatorial band leading
would be totally out of the question. I had in
mind this exact line-up, I knew the other guys
in the band would also like this style of music.
Thankfully they shared my passion and agreed!
Are the band members in close
proximity, or do you have to write
remotely using file sharing and the
internet?
Most of the songs were done in a rehearsal
place by jamming together like in the good
old days, which has been, in my opinion, such
a fruitful way to do it. Usually Antti (Wirman)
will have some guitar riff in mind, then we just
start from that. Sometimes it takes an hour to
get a song ready, sometimes days, it depends.
Some of the songs were written over twenty
years ago... for example ‘Holding On’ and
‘Farewell’ Pasi (Rantanen) wrote a long time
ago, but we refreshed them and we created
new arrangements. Everyone in this band is
a songwriter involved in the making of the
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King Company already have two
official videos to accompany ‘In Wheels
Of No Return’ and ‘Shining’. What was it
like making music videos?
When we were shooting the ‘In Wheels Of
No Return’ video, that was a really long day, as it
always used to be when making a video, but we
had lots of fun together. One thing that makes
this video so important to me is that my son
both directed and edited it. I’m very proud of
him, he is just seventeen years old and he’s a
very talented guy when it comes to working
with videos. The whole film crew, actors and
actresses, did a great job and I want to say a big
thanks to all of them.
As you are a band who rehearse
together regularly, does this mean King
Company will have opportunities to
play live?
Definitely. We have already booked few
shows in Finland and more will follow. We will
check possibilities for touring in Europe and the
rest of the world later, because we still haven’t
got a booking agency there, but I think this is
just a matter of time.

songs and music, all their ideas are listened to
and tried out in the rehearsal room. We just
wanted to write Melodic Heavy Rock songs,
songs which come straight from our heart…
Of course it all has something to do with what
we listened to back in the day, Whitesnake,
Rainbow, Dio, Deep Purple, etc. You can hear all
these elements there and we really want people
to hear these things again. We wanna keep this
We constantly receive hundreds
kind of music alive because we know it has a lot
of new releases here at Fireworks,
of fans out there.
yet it’s also common knowledge that
When did the band start writing the it’s tough to get a new band up and
material for what would become the running in this day and age. What has
the experience been like so far in the
debut album?
We started writing songs as soon as we launching of King Company – have you
started the band. We didn’t have any plans or encountered any huge obstacles or
ideas of when we would get a record deal, or have things gone well?
Things have gone very well so far. To be
whether we would get a deal at all. We just
went to a rehearsal place and jammed together. honest, I think that’s because we hadn’t any
We just did it for ourselves, there was no hurry expectations, we just wanted to play together
and keep everything fun. Of course we knew
at all to find a record deal.
that if everything went smoothly, we were
Did you have any songs left over from gonna do a demo first and then we could start
to send it out to the record labels… and we
the writing sessions?
Actually there’s only one song that is kind of did, and the rest is history. This all happened
left over from the studio sessions and I think within two years, and like I said before, we really
it’s gonna be released someway in the future. didn’t set a timescale or were in a hurry to do
Of course we had a lot of guitar stuff left from any of that. It’s all worked out and now we feel a
the writing sessions, and we will maybe use ‘schoolboy’ enthusiasm towards King Company
those ideas later, or not. It depends how much – and we believe that good feeling is passed on
material we come up with for the second album. to the songs and listeners!
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Wolf Gant talks to Mario Lochert.
It may not exactly be the safest career plan. Get six friends together in a room, write a few songs and see what happens
afterwards in terms of an entity actually called “the band”? Yet that is basically, exactly what happened in the case of
German Power Metal band Serious Black post 2013. A storming, damn fine record then emerged in the guise of 2015’s
‘As Daylight Breaks’, taking no more than one year to record and the band toured widely with HammerFall and then
Gamma Ray, even appearing here in the UK. Yet by the time the band reached us two members had already moved on to
be replaced by guitarist Bob Katsionis (Firewind/Outloud) and drummer Alex Holzwarth (Rhapsody Of Fire) and the band
was secretive about a second record.
Well, that second record (cunningly
entitled ‘Mirrorworld’) is now due for release
through AFM Records. And although things
have moved on quite significantly since 2015,
bass player and founder Mario Lochert still
clearly has a magic touch, as ‘Mirrorworld’
again ticks many of the most important
musical boxes; great production, storming
performances and most importantly, great
songs. Is everything as “perfect” as it appears?
Well, I think we are on the right course, that’s
for sure. We’ve shown people that we are not
just a “super group” who can only work in the
studio. We are a real band, touring, playing good
shows and taking care of what fans want. The
band is growing every day and it’s time to show
everyone now that this band is prepared to take a
few risks as well as deliver great material.
We were really happy with the reaction to
the first album. To me, it was an honest effort,
containing the best we were able to offer. And
touring afterwards with HammerFall and later
with Gamma Ray, gave us a fantastic start. So,
this is the next step.
The obvious change most people will pick
up on here is that you were writing this time
with a different guitarist to the first album –
Bob Katsionis. When it came to writing for
new material that would be judged very much
as “a new step”, how did you approach it?
It was great. Bob is a very talented guitar and
keyboard player and writing with him was great
fun. He fits perfectly to the band! He became a
full-time member almost right away and we’re
so proud to have him in our midst now. It feels
like a ‘family’ and for me, this is the best way to
release good music.
What was the timeline of the new album?
The very first song written was ‘As Long As
I’m Alive’, and after that came ‘The Machine Is
Broken’ (which is on the Digipak) and ‘You’re
Not Alone’ – they were all written in the tour
bus actually. It all progressed so naturally.
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There were no problems regarding inspiration.
Overall fourteen new songs emerged. You
might wonder why only nine ended up on the
album’s standard edition, but there is also a
Digipak available, which I mentioned before.
That includes seven bonus tracks and also two
acoustic versions. We really see this Digipak
edition as the full, essential album. I have to say
that I hope everyone really goes out and tries to
get that, because the songs sound amazing and
for me, it also includes two of the best songs on
the album: “The Life That You Want’, with great
emotion, melody and hard riffs and ‘Emotional
Blackmail’, which is a ballad where singer
Urban shows his great voice again.
Did any of the songs find their own place
straight away? ‘The Unborn Never Die’
seems perfect as the last track, but I thought
the title track might have been a bit further
forward on the album?
I think it’s a really good set of songs. We write
to such a high level that we actually wrote more
than twenty seven and had quite a lot of work to
do then to work them down to the finished album.
Usually we have a certain feeling as to where a
song is best placed, but during recording and
mixing there’s always one or two changes. Keep
in mind that Serious Black is six band members,
who all have their input on stuff like this, so you
can imagine that it isn’t easy to satisfy everyone?

And some of the other titles are interesting;
‘Castor Skies’ is strange?
Well ‘Castor Skies’ tells the story, in the
future, of how the world might look in a few
years. It’s sung from the perspective of one of the
people fortunate enough to leave Earth before
its inevitable destruction. He’s on a space-craft
thinking of the people left behind, wondering
what life is like for them, if the projections for
Earth were correct and desperately wishing they
were there with him.
The album was once again mixed and
mastered by keyboard player Jan Vacik.
What are the advantages for you of keeping
all that in house?
Everybody in the band has a studio, so it’s a
really natural process for each of us to do parts
of the recording and to share it out. I recorded
Alex’s drums, Bob did the guitars in Greece
himself, and so on. Jan chose to do the mix and
master again. Everybody basically has his job.
Maybe Bob or I will be doing the mix and master
on the next one? Let’s see.
You toured quite extensively for the first
record but where can you see yourself going
from here? There’s a mainland European
headlining tour coming up very soon, but do
you think you need another major support as
well to really stretch your wings further?
I think so. The headline tour is announced
already and we’ll be on that when this interview
comes out, but for 2017 I think we will do an
additional support tour.
For us, it’s no shame to support a good band
and I think it’s really important that we keep that
option open because it’s as important to grow
worldwide as it is to tour here. We’re playing
Prog Power in the US this month and we hope to
come back to the UK soon too.

Let’s look at ‘Mirrorworld’ then, what’s in
that title? A “mirror on the world” seems the
most obvious reference point?
Possibly, but I think everyone should have
their own ideas as to the meaning. For me it’s a
very visual title. ‘Mirrorworld’ brings with it so
many ideas for stage design and what you can
bring to the image of the band. You can interpret
that really powerfully; right from the cover, to the
back drop, to the artwork, everything. For me it’s
about looking in the mirror each day without any
‘Mirrorworld’ was released in Europe by
shame and saying, “Hey; this is me and I did this AFM Records on September 9th.
my way.....” But everyone’s different of course.
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actresses working in the “special” movie industry,
‘The Book’ on the ‘… Bedlam’ album covers the
subject of religion, then there are songs about the
Middle East, the life and death of a drug-fuelled
girl … it’s all gritty, real stuff and maybe one day
we will write an actual happy tune!

Bruce Mee interviews Andy Rowe

Formed in 2010, UK band The Room are one of those bands
that straddles the Melodic Rock/Progressive Rock divide, their
distinctive sound gracing two albums to date: 2012’s ‘Open Fire’ and
most recently, ‘Beyond The Gates Of Bedlam’ at the end of 2015.
The band are now gearing up for a live video shoot this October,
a venture which Fireworks has been happy to get involved with on
the promotion side of things. Fireworks caught up with bassist Andy
Rowe to chat about the band and the upcoming shoot.
So firstly, for a band that can be seen as
Melodic and Progressive, how would you
describe the band and your music?
It is always really handy to find a pigeon hole
to place bands in. It helps radio stations, it helps
the media and I guess provides a guide for the
fans. Our issue is that we need to be shoved into
more than one. You could file us under Melodic
Rock, Album Oriented Rock or even Progressive
Rock, whatever that is. We would probably try
and sum up The Room’s output as song-based
Rock, maybe Melodic Rock with Prog themes.
Basically, we write damn good songs with great
melodies but don’t go off on flights of selfindulgent fantasy…well not often, ha ha!
Isn’t that a little confusing?
Yeah it can be. In fact a reviewer recently
described us as weird; weird in that we offer more
than just one genre. We cross boundaries and are
not clones or cookie cutters, as he described it,
of other bands. If that’s weird then we are really
happy with that! We really don’t want to get sent
to the corner with Prog labels hanging around our
necks because we really aren’t. We want to get
our music out to a wider Rock audience and that
is a huge task.
How did the band originally get together?
The band started in around 2010 when Martin
Wilson, our singer, created a side project to his
work with successful 90s Neo Prog band Grey
Lady Down. He wanted to create something
perhaps a bit more mainstream and got together
with drummer Andrew Rae — they had played
together in a band as teenagers — a couple of
guitarists and myself. We wrote, rehearsed and
recorded some demos but soon realised that the
line-up really wasn’t working. The two guitarists
FIREWORKS

were replaced with Martin’s GLD guitarist Steve
Anderson and local keyboardist Steve Checkley.
In fact we replaced two Marks with two Steves!
Chris York then succeeded Andrew on drums in
2013 when Andrew was forced into retirement
with dreadful tinnitus.

What would you say differentiates you
from other bands?
It’s about everything we have talked about. You
can’t easily compare us to other bands although,
of course, everyone tries to. As the reviewer said,
the cookie-cutter treatment really doesn’t work
with us. People talk about us alongside SAGA,
maybe early Marillion and It Bites, but those are
not really direct, accurate comparisons. Perhaps
elements of those guys’ output can be found in our
material but not intentionally. We pride ourselves
in our live shows: the energy, the character, fun,
even the drama, along with playing the bloody
good songs that we write and record. We write
songs that move people. Songs that are not “easy
listening” perhaps but easy to listen to; stories that
can involve the listener – not stuff about demons,
dragons, or even love for that matter.
How important are the live shows to you?
Listening to music on the radio, streamed or
on CD, is really only two dimensional. Seeing
a band bring to life their music on stage is
something that was huge, but with the recession
and people worrying about life, they ain’t going
enough anymore. We are absolutely passionate
about playing live. We want to do it wherever and
whenever we can. The more people that see us
the more they will talk about the show and the
band, and we will grow. It is about the show.
We always use the word “show” rather than
“gig” when we talk about live because it says so
much more about what we do. People pay to be
entertained and people pay to have their emotions
affected. That’s why they go to shows and so it is
our responsibility to them, to deliver against those
emotions. It’s also about bringing the characters
of the band to life and introducing them to the
crowd. Also from a personal perspective we
love the adrenalin rush. We love it when we are
absolutely hooked up into a groove and of course
when we are appreciated for what we do.

What influences your writing?
We bring very different musical tastes and
backgrounds to our music. Andy comes from
a real Classic Rock background, Steve C from
an 80s Hair Metal style (and grew up with
Electronica), Steve A loves his bonkers Prog/
Jazz/Fusion strange stuff, Chris loves more
conventional Progressive Rock and Martin is
more Neo Prog. So a very broad spectrum of
tastes that could have been brought together
to create something very “beige” that maybe
cancelled itself out, but it has in fact, allowed
What does the future hold for The Room?
us to write some really great songs with great
We’ve had a really enjoyable year introducing
melodies and really intriguing lyrics. You can audiences to the new album and, looking forward,
hear everyone’s backgrounds surfacing across we have a few shows and festivals left to play this
both albums
year. One show in particular is at The Robin 2 in
Bilston in October this year, which is a fantastic
Your songs are very story based.
venue in the Midlands. The really exciting thing is
Yes they are. If you listen to any of the songs we will be filming the show and will be releasing
on either of the albums you will hear a tale of a live DVD early in the New Year. We are really
some sort. Martin loves to tell stories or write excited to be working with you guys at Fireworks
about things that have happened to him or in on the promotion for the show and can’t wait
his world. ‘Screaming Through The Noise’ on to be interviewed, on camera, backstage at The
the first album, ‘Open Fire’, tells about his son’s Robin 2 by your competition winner [see page
successful fight against childhood eye cancer. 120]. We may also release a couple of the tracks
‘My Friend Jack’ on the ‘… Bedlam’ album is as a live EP and are discussing that with the guys
all about a mate of his from his days back in at Bad Elephant Music, our label. Also, we are
Scunthorpe who liked to try out, erm, interesting looking at plans for a short tour to promote the
substances, shall we say, and who tried to DVD in the spring, then more live work in 2017
convince Martin that there was a wolf in the in the UK and for the first time in Europe. Then
local woods. Along with the personal stuff there we also need to get our heads down and write and
are also broader subjects: songs about bit-part record album number three.
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I know that you are all very
busy as session musicians,
producers and the like. When
you then got back together
to write and record the new
album, how did the writing
process go. Did the songs come
quickly or was there a lot of
discussion because of how big
an album for you ‘Momentum’
was and the new songs and
album needed to be to be a
step up?
Firstly, I think that the most
important thing before we get to the
writing itself is the band’s friendship
and musicianship. Without that
close friendship no band can exist,
then comes the musicianship; can
we better what we did before? If
not it would be stupid to make a
new album. So we then sit round a
table and discuss things as friends
and we then jam a little until that
musical fire is re-kindled. The writing
sessions are these days more like a
democracy of ideas. Simone is our
main song writer, he writes 100% of
our music, but he isn’t selfish when
it comes to DGM. When he brings
a song into the studio for us to hear
he’ll play the demo to us and then we
throw in our ideas. He never brings
in a song and says, “That’s exactly
how it has to be.” He always lets us
add in our own ideas and thoughts
on how the songs should sound,
how this or that drum, bass or vocal
passage should go. So every time
we get together, the song writing
sessions feel more like a democracy
and not a dictatorship and we all get
to have our say in the process, which
has made DGM a much better band
musically I think.
Talking of the songs. Tell us
about the first song which is in
two parts, ‘The Secret Part 1
and 2’. What is this epic piece
all about?
Lyrically the whole album,
including this song, is all about our
life experiences since we made our
last record. ‘The Secret’ is like a
mirror that the listener can hold up
and look at to try to find something
of themselves in the words and
music. Everyone has a secret, usually
a dark hidden one and that’s why
a lot of the music on the album is
dramatic and heavy but we always
add in melodies to brighten up the
songs because we know that life isn’t
all bad. So if you continue to listen
to ‘The Secret’ and its lyrics you’ll
find a positive message and a song
filled with hope. Also we thought
‘The Secret’ was such a good song
to start the album off with because
it sums up DGM in one track.
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known as a Melodic Rock label.
It came about quite easily actually.
They just phoned us up one day and
said we love your music and we’d
like to sign you. We’d always known
about them because they are an
Italian label based in Naples and
three of us in DGM are from Rome
and one from Naples, so we’ve kept
our eye on Frontiers for years. At
the time we weren’t even looking for
a new label. ‘The Passage’ had already
been written and recorded when
Frontiers contacted us. To be honest
they were so nice and made us such
a fantastic offer for new album we
just knew that we had to say yes.
They are great people to work with
and so passionate about music.

Interview by Ian Johnson
Italian Melodic Prog Metal act DGM are back with
a fantastic new album, ‘The Passage’. Fireworks talked
with the band’s bassist Andrea Arcangeli at his home in
Rome about the new album, what the effects of being a
highly in demand session musicians has on the band and
what the future holds for DGM.
Tell us about ‘Ghosts Of
Insanity’ and ‘Dogma’. These
songs feature Tom S. Englund
of Evergrey and Symphony
X guitarist Michael Romeo
respectively. How did these two
gentlemen get involved?
Tom and Michael are old friends
of the band. We’ve shared the stage
with Evergrey and Symphony X
many times. Simone and Tom are
good friends and talk on the phone
from time to time and by email.
When Simone wrote ‘Ghosts…’ and
he played it to us, we all said, hey it
has a bit of an Evergrey sound to it
and the light bulb clicked. Simone
suggested asking Tom to duet with
Marco Basile (DGM vocalist) on
the song. He called Tom who said
yes immediately and he came to
our studio for four days to do his
part, which was more like one day
of recording and three days of him
hanging round with the band and
having a good time [laughs].
After touring with Symphony X
we all became friends. And again
when Simone brought in the song
‘Dogma’ for us to hear, it had this SX
sound to it. Again we looked at each
other and wondered if we could ask
one of them to play on it for us. So
Simone called Mike up and he said
yes straight away, and so you get to
hear two of the best guitarists in the
world playing together on a song.
When the band heard the finished
song we just looked at each other
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and kind of smiled because you
just know when you’re listening to
something special. Can you imagine
if we could ever get to play ‘Dogma’
live with the both Simone and
Michael on stage together? Wow!
I’d like to ask you about the
production. Simone Mularoni,
who’s your guitarist, main
songwriter and producer, has
made this new album sound
incredible. The band must be
very pleased with the way ‘The
Passage’ has turned out.
Yes we definitely are. Simone is a
fantastic producer and he’s much in
demand by other bands for his work.
We were very, very happy with the
work he did on ‘Momentum’, our
last album, but on ‘The Passage’
he seems to have really bettered
what he did before. Simone is the
kind of guy who understands us as
musicians and as people and because
of this he understands how we like
to sound on an album and has taken
this understanding and made each
member of the band sound amazing.
And because we all want the album
to sound as good as we can make
it he lets us add our own ideas
an thoughts into the production
process, which has made ‘The
Passage’ our best sounding and most
ambitious albums so far.

You’re also going to be a part
of Frontiers Records first Metal
Festival (October 30th Live Club,
Trezzo) alongside Vanden Plas,
Primal Fear and others. That
must be exciting for the band?
It sure is. Of course we know
most of the bands playing on the bill
because we’ve played with most of
them in and around Europe over the
years. It will be great to re-visit those
old friendships that we‘ve made.
We’re also really looking forward to
playing with the two other Italian acts
called Labyrinth and Trick or Treat
who are also at the festival, you don’t
usually get so many Italian acts on
the same bill so it will wonderful to
work with our fellow countrymen.
Talking of touring we’d like to come
over after the Festival and do some
UK dates. I was recently playing bass
for another band in the UK and I
got to talk with some promoters
over there, so maybe DGM will be
able to come to Great Britain and
play some shows after the Frontiers
thing. We’d love to play there again
because we loved the shows we
did as support to Symphony X. The
Manchester and London gigs were
very special for us.

As
mentioned
earlier,
you’re all highly in demand as
musicians etc. So will DGM be
the priority for you all now?
DGM is definitely our main
focus. This question is just right for
me because I’m probably the most
guilty of the band when it comes to
outside work. If someone asks for
my help, I’ll do it [laughs]. Right now
and for the next year or more DGM
is everything to us. We all feel in our
hearts that we have made a very
good album in ‘The Passage’ and we
want to tell everyone about it. We
want to get out on tour and play it
How did the Frontiers deal for our fans. So it’s all about DGM
come about? They’re mainly from now on.
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Interview by Martin Stark
Oliver Hartmann is a well-respected solo artist in his own right, despite his touring and recording commitments
for the likes of Avantasia, Echoes or Rock Meets Classic. What started with the debut ‘Out Of The Cold’ in 2005 as
a full AOR flavoured venture comes full circle with the highly versatile ‘Shadows & Silhouettes’ this autumn. The
German guitarist and vocalist is a very pleasant interview partner, as Fireworks found out…
It took four years for your latest solo effort, the follow-up to
‘Balance’, to come out. I guess your heavy touring schedule among
many other reasons played a large part in that?
Yes, the good side of that touring is that I am able to work with highly
talented people and some of my favourite musicians but on the other hand,
the negative aspect of being part of many projects is, of course, that you
have to delay your own music and concerts a lot. I began working on
‘Shadows & Silhouettes’ more than two years ago but the final touches, and
even some late songwriting, took place only this summer. The mixing and
mastering took place at The Gate Studios in Wolfsburg, Germany under my
Avantasia bandmate Sascha Paeth, who also co-produced the album. We
know each other so well and know perfectly what to expect from each other.
We have been partners for a very long time.

Since your acoustic live album and DVD, ‘Handmade’, in 2008, you
have included acoustic tracks here and there on all your albums. Is this
a side to your music you will be continuing?
Many of the songs have been written on the acoustic guitar, so it comes
naturally to have at least a couple of them on the record the way they really
are. We are going to re-release ‘Handmade’ this year with new elegant
packaging and add the video of our new single, ‘When My Mother Was
A Hippie’. It is going to be a combined CD/DVD release which will be
different to the original version. We’ve played several acoustic shows over
the years but the upcoming gigs will be full Rock shows and at the moment
we are working on more dates, even for 2016. Keep an eye on our website!

The new album ‘Shadows & Silhouettes’ comes out on Sonic11,
which is basically your artist owned label.
There are several positive and upbeat tunes like ‘Irresistible’, ‘I
Yes, like the last album and the upcoming re-release, I do it on my own
Would Murder For You’ or ‘High On You’ but a couple are very sad but now in co-operation with the German label Pride & Joy, which has
and melancholic, like ‘Shadow In My Eyes’ for instance. How did you proven successful. In addition to that, in the case of ‘Handmade’ the rights
manage to put together such a versatile bunch of songs?
came back to me, so this was a logical step. The same goes with Echoes.
Well some are autobiographical, others not. I have been through rough times
recently with a broken relationship, moving house, losing dear people and the
How important is releasing original music when you are involved
like. A song like ‘Jaded Heart’ is very dear to me because of that and ‘Shadow in projects like Echoes, a well-known and highly successful GermanIn My Eye’ means a lot to me personally. Then there is ‘The Last Goodbye’ based Pink Floyd cover band or playing alongside legends like Ian
which reflects on the recent passing of my mother. Another very intense song Gillan, Chris Thompson or Steve Lukather under the Rock Meets
is ‘The Letting Go’ which on the one hand deals with a broken relationship Classic banner? You get the best of both worlds, don‘t you?
and the need to let go but on the other hand is an almost happy song musically.
Definitely! Dealing with classic material has always fascinated me
And the positive and joyful ‘High On You’ reflects on the amazing experiences as much as creating my own songs. When it comes to using Hammond
we’ve had on the recent Avantasia concerts all around the world.
sounds for example, which right away creates a certain vibe, you can
perfectly combine both. In Echoes, which luckily has turned out to be quite
Would you consider Hartmann a solo project or a real band these successful lately, our aim is not just to reproduce music that is already out
days? Having followed your career from scratch, I can notice a change there but to create our own version of it. In our latest live output, ‘Barefoot
to a certain degree.
To The Moon’, we tried to reduce the songs as much as we could. We got rid
My name is the name of the band but it absolutely is a real band in the of all the pomp and we added strings, whose players can be heard on a few
classic sense. We have grown together over the years and with the addition songs on ‘Shadows & Silhouettes’ too. The Classic Rock influence that has
of Jimmy Kresic on keyboards we’ve added the last missing piece. Our bass always been part of me and my music is intensified by playing with those
player Armin Donderer also wrote two tracks on the album, the upcoming people. You can imagine how cool playing those shows has been for me.
single ‘When My Mother Was A Hippie’ and ‘Amazing’. The single is quite Hopefully this collaboration with Rock Meets Classic comes to life again.
different and probably doesn’t fit so much in the Rock genre, however we We are in good talks at the moment and it might happen that I will be part
instantly knew that this song would make for a great single release. I‘m of the band again. Last time, with a heavy heart, I had to step back because
quite optimistic that we can place that song on the radio, something that we of the huge touring schedule of Avantasia.
managed in the past with more rocking songs as well.
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Interview with Sue Willets and Tim Manford by Alexandra Mrozowska

Twenty years after their debut saw the light of day and with a few
remarkable releases in between, one of the finest representatives
of Female Fronted AOR, Dante Fox, return with a new album,
‘Breathless’. Fireworks caught up with Sue Willets and Tim Manford
to find out more.
‘Breathless’ is released four years after
its predecessor. Why did it take you so
long to complete a follow-up to ‘Lost
Man’s Ground’?
TM: ‘Lost Man’s Ground’ was released on the
day of our performance at Firefest in October
2012 at Rock City, Nottingham, and was the
perfect platform to showcase and promote
our album, being as we decided to “go it alone”
without any label support. This took a lot of
focus and preparation which we planned for
many months prior. After this we played a few
dates with Electric Boys, appeared at Hard
Rock Hell, HRH AOR 1 Festival, HRH AOR
2, played a show in Ibiza with The Quireboys
and a very successful UK tour with Romeo’s
Daughter. We also played two shows for Planet
Radio (PlanetRockStock alongside Magnum
and California Breed). In June 2014 we started
writing material for the new album. We worked
on numerous ideas and many were shelved
because the style wasn’t right at the time. Our
stylistic formula and focus for the new album
was for each song to be a potential single with
a very commercial edge that was full of mature
hooks, like albums had “back in the day” such as
‘Hysteria’, ‘Heart’ and Foreigner’s ‘4’. We’ve had
some personal issues as well.
Was the song-writing and recording
process of ‘Breathless’ a satisfying
experience?
TM: When Sue and I started writing back in
June 2014 we welcomed our keyboard player
at the time, Pete Lakin, into the team. Pete
contributed to about five songs and it was
good to bounce ideas off someone else. This
was totally different to all of our earlier albums
because they were all written by Sue and myself.
We decided that the stylistic formula for
the album was every single song should be a
potential single, whether the song is a soulful
ballad like ‘Broken Hearted Man’ or an uptempo
rocker such as ‘All Eyes On You’. I think we have
achieved this as do some industry journalists that
we know. Since the days of the song ‘Under The
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Seven Skies’ we have always tried to think out of
the box to create structures that are still strong
in hooks and melodies, but also well-thought out
musical arrangements. Some of the new songs
on ‘Breathless’, such as ‘Break These Chains’ and
the title track itself were definitely cut from the
same cloth as the song ‘Under The Seven Skies’
and also the title track from our last album, ‘Lost
Man’s Ground’. We’re also really happy with the
driving anthems such as ‘I Can’t Stop Tonight’
and ‘Young Hearts’. The recording of ‘Breathless’
was a very controlled and relaxed process. The
drums and lead vocals were all recorded by Mark
Stuart and Sheena Sear at M2 Studios (Magnum)
who are both great at all stages of a production
like this. We have all worked together for so
many years that they know what we want and
also really understand our approach. Mark Stuart
produced and engineered our second album
‘The Fire Within’ and both Mark and Sheena
worked with us on the ‘Under The Seven Skies’
and ‘Lost Man’s Ground’ albums. I recorded all
my guitars, as always, at my Pro Tools equipped
studio in Shropshire. Alan Mills (bass) and Eric
Ragno (keyboards) also have their own studios
at home. Once we had recorded all our parts
we brought them to M2 for Sheena to mix and
master. The whole process worked like a dream
and the production’s very rich and crystal clear.
This was very similar to the way we recorded
‘Lost Man’s Ground’ but both ‘The Fire Within’
and ‘Under The Seven Skies’ were mainly
recorded in one hit. We booked the studio time
and entered the studio and recorded it.
For the harmony backing vocals you’ve
brought in a singer from outside – Lee
Small (Shy, Phenomena, Skyscraper).
How did you hook up with Lee?
TM: We have been friends for years as we
all grew up in the same location in the West
Midlands and have obviously known and
respected each other. Sue recorded some lead
vocals for one of Lee’s projects back in 2010 and
Lee offered to repay the favour at any time. He
is such a lovely guy and a fantastic singer. He
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really is a pleasure to work with. He recorded
all his parts very quickly and they all sound great.
While the new songs address
experiences each of us can relate to – are
they also personal on certain levels?
SW: I hope that people can relate their lives
and experiences to the songs that we write but
lyrically and melodically I try to make them into
stories and themes. Yes some of the songs are
definitely personal, both on some levels, and
completely, such as the song ‘Love Affair’. There
are also some universal themes and topics in
my lyrics and I hope that people can distinguish
these as I am not totally blatant in my writing.
The song ‘Young Hearts’ is written about the
daily events that are now ever present in our
news from around the world. I translate that
into the words “running out of cover from this
breaking sound.” Some people would get this or
maybe I am wrong and no-one would get it but I
definitely know what each song is about and how
I have chosen to express it.
Dante Fox have played a string of
festival performances – from Firefest to
HRH AOR. Some bands prefer big open
air events to smaller venues and limited
audience; what is your view on that?
TM: We love the bigger venues and festivals.
The atmosphere at these festivals is electric and
we love to tap into new audiences and maximise
our exposure. It then creates the new interest
and hopefully people look you up on the internet
and buy your albums. Both Firefest and HRH
AOR were great shows that we were blessed to
perform at. We will miss Firefest, the festival was
run by fans who are passionate about the music
for the fans.
Is there any regular tour in the pipeline?
A string of UK dates perhaps?
TM: No tour at the moment – however
we are looking into possible support tours for
later in the year and early 2017. It’s been way
too long and the new material on ‘Breathless’
sounds very powerful and exciting in rehearsal.
With five albums we have a very comprehensive
set-list that is incredibly strong. We would also
love to come over to mainland Europe again
too because we have received great reviews and
support for the new album.
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Interview With Charlotte Wessels by Dave Scott

It doesn’t seem that long ago that Delain appeared on the scene with their
bombastic style of Symphonic Metal. What started out originally as a project
has grown into an act that is increasingly popular in the genre and beyond.
Since 2006, through determination, hard work and an ever-growing collection
of infectious and catchy songs, Delain have released four albums and two EP’s
alongside an immense amount of touring. Fireworks sat down with vocalist
Charlotte Wessels to discuss the 10th anniversary, a new addition to the band
and their fifth brand new album ‘Moonbathers’.
2016 is a landmark year for
Delain as it signifies the tenth
anniversary of the band, which
is quite an achievement. What
emotions or thoughts do you have
about this and did you consider
that you would reach such a point
– accepting the latter part is more
pertinent to ‘April Rain’ and
going forward?
When we worked on the first
release we were generally very
excited about the things that we
were doing. I think that as soon as
the album was released, we were
actually a lot more ambitious than
we expected to become when we
first started out. I think that from the
moment that we got the live band
together and decided to actually try
this thing on stage, I always had the
feeling of being in it for the long
run. The fact that we have made
it to where we are at this moment
– and that we are doing so well at
this point – is a fantastic thing and
I do feel like our efforts are being
rewarded right now. Sometimes I
look back and think if we didn’t
have certain bumps in the road,
sometimes through external factors,
we could have been here a bit earlier.
There have been moments when I
have been frustrated about that but
when I look back now I mainly
think that I am kind of proud of us
that we didn’t get too discouraged
and that we just continued pulling
on. It was very hard but now we are
in an emotion that we want to be in.
How have your thoughts
changed from those early days
to now? How have you yourself
changed as a person and an artist
in that time?
When I started working on the
tracks for Delain I must have been
seventeen because I remember
I couldn’t sign my own contract
with Roadrunner because I wasn’t
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of legal age at the time, so my
parents had to sign that. So I was
seventeen or there abouts when
I meet Martijn Westerholt and of
course that is a very different age to
be than nearly thirty. I think that we
as a band matured a lot but I myself
matured a lot as well because I was
a typical, somewhat difficult teen
and I would dare to say I am “kind
of” alright now!
At the end of last year, you
announced that Delain had
become a six-piece with the
permanent addition of Merel
Bechtold on guitar. What factors
came into this move and how
has it changed, if anything, the
dynamic of the band?
The thing that really has changed
is our live performances it was such
a blessing to have her with us. We
knew her for a while and we have
been considering for a while that
maybe we wanted a second guitarist
because there are a lot of songs that
don’t work as well with one guitarist
when we play them live, which kind
of limits our live repertoire. We have
been considering it for a while and
had some contact with her, back then
we didn’t feel like we were all ready
to make that decision. Then there
was one tour where Timo Somers
couldn’t play so she filled in and
we noticed that she was a good fit.
There were some festivals and we
thought well maybe let’s just try it
for the fun of it, let’s see how it will
go with two guitarists on stage. It
was just a very good experience, her
attitude on stage is fantastic… her
interaction with the rest of the band
and the audience… it was just a lot
of fun. So yeah it definitely makes a
big difference and I am very happy
to have her with us.

Two of the tracks from it first
appeared on the ‘Lunar Prelude’
EP earlier this year, given the title
was it always the intention from
the start that those two would be
part of ‘Moonbathers’?
Yes. What we did is we basically
started working on the album very
early because we had the “luxury”
problem of having back-to-back
tours. Traditionally, we would take
the time off between tours and
then do the writing, recording and
production process more or less
in one go. We didn’t have the time
for that and like I mentioned, it was
really a champagne problem but we
had to fix it some way. So what we
did was basically chop up the entire
production into three chunks and we
started with recording and writing
the first set of songs really early on.
Then later we got a request from a
lot of people asking if we could do
another EP. I am not necessarily a
fan of doing EPs a lot of the time,
but since we already had those songs
for the album – which we knew was
going to be called ‘Moonbathers’
– and since there was this request
along with the fact it is nice that
we don’t have to sit on those songs
for two years, we thought that in
this case it might be a good idea to
actually do an EP. So those were the
songs that we were already working
on for the album and that we then
put on the EP when that arose.

Lyrically, ‘Suckerpunch’ is
an interesting song. What does it
focus on and where did you get
the inspiration for it?
As you say, it is an interesting
song. I have heard people say
“lyrically” because I have got some
comments regarding this song that
people expected something deeper
from me but for me I like writing
Moving into the present, you an upbeat song every now and
have a new album due out shortly. then. It seems whenever I write a
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song that is more upbeat than really
sad, people would rather have me
write sad songs. It’s not a bad thing
because writing sad songs is kind
of my therapeutic state. The song
was written in the shape of someone
basically quite violently breaking up
from a toxic relationship. Of course,
that could be seen as the classic
break up song but when I wrote it I
wrote it more in the sense of being
a metaphor for like breaking with
whatever demons you have inside
of you or outside. Whether that is
a toxic relationship with someone
or whether it is a toxic relationship
with certain behaviours inside
yourself. That is what it is about and
I like how it is kind of upbeat.
Can you give us an idea of
some of the other songs on the
album and their lyrical meanings
and inspirations?
‘Chrysalis – The Last Breath’
and ‘Danse Macabre’ were both
inspired by a film script. This is the
first time that the inspiration for any
of our songs came from a film script.
It came from a screenwriter friend
in LA and he had this script and he
let us read it and asked if we could
do anything with it. It is a horror
script and it is quite a cool story and
there were certain struggles of the
protagonists that I could really relate
to. It was an interesting challenge to
actually work with the script and
write the songs that we have for it.
With the songs being based
on the scripts, will they have any
connection with the film beyond
this album?
If the film happens, then I do think
we will most likely have the song
in it. So that was a very interesting
process for us. ‘Chrysalis…’ is at
the same time also the very first
song where I broke my own rule…
I always have this rule as a lyricist
that if I write a lyric and it starts
in a bad place that there should be
some sort of light at the end of the
tunnel. This is the first where I
didn’t do that because it just
didn’t fit. After the song
was finished, and I was
already settled on the
fact that it would be
like that and a very
sad song, I kept on
writing little poems
to offer a resolution
to the track. In the
end, when the
album
nearly
finished,
we
wrote one vocal
hook and then
wrote the very
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last track – which was supposed
to be a bonus track – based on that
and then I think almost the last day
of the mix I recorded one of the
poems and sang it and put it on top
of that track. Now, at least, there
is still a part to the song that offers
a resolution and a more positive
side to what happened. That is also
why the titles are linked together –
‘Chrysalis…’ and ‘The Monarch’
– it is all about transformation. It
doesn’t matter how long it takes
you to get to that point as long as
you do. I was very happy that it did
happen in the end. ‘The Glory And
The Scum’ is one of my favourites,
the lyrics inspired by a book I read
called ‘The Better Angels Of Our
Nature’ by Steven Pinker and it is a
book about the history of violence
in human kind. I know that doesn’t
sound especially uplifting in any
way but the conclusion of the book
says that despite everything, today
we are living in the most peaceful
time that we have ever known as
human kind and that is a trend that
is still developing in a positive way.
That is something I really needed to
read at that moment because I was
kind of affected by all the things
that I and everyone sees around
them at the moment. Sometimes
it is hard to realise that everything
is not lost yet. I still don’t know
where we are heading for, and it still
might be horrible, but at that point
and moment it was a book I really
needed to read. There was a quote
by a 17th century philosopher that
was a big monologue which ended
with the quote “we really are the
glory and the scum of the universe”
and that kind of summed it up for
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me. So the song for me is really
about our great potential for the very
best and the very worst and how we
use it.
You have covered the Queen
song ‘Scandal’, how did you
come to cover that song and for it
to be included?
I must be totally honest; it was
not my choice. Westerholt came
with it and he was saying he loved
the track, he really wanted to cover
it and what did we think. My first
response was “oh my God you can’t
do that… don’t burn your fingers on
that… they are giants”… I guess it
was partly due to the fact that it is
not one of their most well-known
songs, I had heard it before but it
is no one of the songs I sing in the
shower. That was also the good part
because that made me want to dare
to do it. It helped that we got explicit
permission from Brian May himself
to cover the song along with some
very nice compliments. That was
really lovely and nice. We tried to
strike a balance between making it
our own and respecting the original
at the same time.

of it is really cool, she always does a
great job by really giving full effort.
Recently I have tried to learn some
grunts and screams myself. Actually
on ‘Glory…’ and ‘Pendulum’ I
attempted them for the very first
time but it still, even with learning
some of the basics of it, it is still a
mystery to me how she does what
she does.
Once again, you are extensively
touring Europe at the end of the
year with eight dates across the
UK in November. Are you excited
to be returning to our shores?
I am very excited about it. On
the last European tour, the UK dates
were the biggest, the earliest sold out
and we had great audience response.
I do genuinely think that the UK is
one of the best territories for us to
tour and people are so nice to us
over there. We are really looking
forward to going back.
You are touring with Evergrey
and Kobra And The Lotus, how
did it come about that these two
acts are joining you on tour?
Whenever we are looking for
bands to join us on tour, especially
on our headline tours, we basically
look at bands that get us excited
ourselves. I think especially
Evergrey has some fans in the band
so we are pretty excited about that.
As for KATL, I am very curious to
see what they will be like when we
tour with them and I am very excited
to have them join us on the tour and
I cannot wait to be honest.

You often have guests appear
on your albums, has anyone lent a
helping hand on ‘Moonbathers’?
Yes, we had a guest appearance
by Alissa White-Gluz again. We
asked her to participate on the
track ‘Hands Of Gold’ which is
the new album’s opening song. It
is a very upbeat track but this has
somewhat darker lyrics inspired by
my favourite literature. The part that
With your 10th Anniversary
White-Gluz grunts is part of a poem
by Oscar Wilde. Her interpretation now here, have you made any
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special plans to celebrate?
We are doing a special
Anniversary
gig-party10th
birthday bash-show on the 10th
December and we’re going to
invite a lot of people we have
worked with to join us on stage.
We are also going to record it and
then release it. We are doing all this
through PledgeMusic, which is a
cool music platform. It started a
while ago and we hit 100% within
no time. It is still open which is a
good thing too because we realised
that we are going to need quite
a bit more to make everything
happen so we are happy it is still
running and that people are still
checking it out. Something nice
to mention is that everything we
make above our 100% goal, a
part of that goes to The Sophie
Lancaster Foundation so if people
need any encouragement to go to
the pledge campaign, even though
we have hit our target, you are not
only helping us but also helping
them. As well as that, I can also
tell you that we are going to mark
the 10th Anniversary of ‘Lucidity’
by releasing a re-mastered special
edition with lots of bonus material.
As for the future, we are already
excited about what we are going
to do for our next album. We have
already sat together to decide
how we want to do the writing
and recording process next time
around. Basically I want the flow
that we are in right now to continue
because I really think that things
are looking up, it feels like we are
being rewarded for our hard work
with how things are going and I
want and hope that will continue.
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Grzegorz Kupczyk interview by Alexandra Mrozowska. Photo by Justyna Szadkowska
2016 not only marks the 27th year in the history of the Polish band CETI, it’s also when their tenth studio album
‘Snakes Of Eden’ sees the light of day – discussed with Fireworks by CETI’s lead singer Grzegorz Kupczyk.
When CETI performed at the 22nd annual Woodstock Festival
Poland in July, a new single, ‘Wild & Free’, was included in the set-list
– months prior to its official release. Why have you decided to reveal it
so early?
Personally I think it’s a great way to promote the new album. When I
debuted more than three decades ago, the process of vinyl pressing required a
lot of time. Waiting for it to be finished, we had to play the new material live for
months – sometimes even a year – prior to the actual release date. However,
there was one advantage to it as everyone knew the album inside-out long
before it came out. People were familiar with the songs and could sing along,
which increased the album sales. At Woodstock Festival, the audience was
enthusiastic yet very surprised. For the sake of this performance I changed the
chorus from “Forever and ever/Wild and free” to a simple “Woah, Wild and
free” to have them singing along with me. And it worked well.
The narrative music video to ‘Wild & Free’ is a kind of shift from the
band’s performance-oriented video clips for ‘Brutus Syndrome’. Why
the change?
I think this album is a big shift altogether, even in such aspects as
graphics, arrangements and the promotional campaign. Although
it wasn’t that easy to change the point of view at first, eventually we
decided to go against the grain. The way music is promoted now,
especially in our homeland Poland, it’s largely dominated by stagnation
and boredom. Everyone follows the same path and does exactly the same
– only the names change. No joy, no honesty. Our approach is different
– to swim against the tide and then see if the audience approves. If they
do, that’s wonderful. But the most important thing is that we remain true
to ourselves in what we do.
The cover artwork of the new album was designed by Piotr Szafraniec.
How do you think it fits with the content of the album?
Very well I guess! Piotr is a true artist. I know he doesn’t like being called
like that, modest guy that he is, but I’ll repeat it once again – he’s a true artist!
His graphics really hit home. What he’s done for our new album illustrates
both the title and the concepts behind the majority of songs very well. I’m
sure the future’s going to bring us even more interesting projects...

What are the differences between ‘Snakes Of Eden’ and the previous
album? Do you think it has as many references to ‘80s Hard Rock as has
been suggested?
The new album continues the idea but for me it’s very mature one –
certainly more than ‘Brutus Syndrome’. I’m the last person to criticise the
previous album, of course, but I think ‘Snakes Of Eden’ is a milestone for
us – a quintessence of our genre, something that’s absolutely genuine and
natural. As for ‘80s references, I haven’t even thought about it. ‘Snakes Of
Eden’ is music straight from the heart, triggered by every minute we spent
rehearsing. We wanted it to be dynamite but also a genuine statement of
who we are.
You’ve mentioned that the songs on ‘Snakes Of Eden’ are co-written
by CETI’s bassist Tommy Targosz. What kind of impact did he exert
over the new album?
During the songwriting process Tommy came up with many great ideas
in terms of music and arrangement. He also offered to write lyrics for the
album and I thought why not? There’s no limitation to what he did. CETI is a
kind of company and every one of us contributes to its success. If one of the
shareholders of this company feels particularly inspired – he gets a green light
(laughs). Then it works for our common good, as with our previous albums.
How do you think the snake and the Tree of Knowledge included on
the album cover correspond with the lyrics on the album? It’s not the
first time you’ve referred to the Bible. Do the stories all of us seem to
know still remain an endless source of inspiration?
They’re universal symbols – regardless of one’s personal and religious
views. We all know what torments human kind, what destroys the entire
human race as well as our inner selves. As for the stories in the Bible – I guess
so. They’re beautiful, mythical stories full of mighty thoughts and dreams;
but as you’ve just said, we only “seem” to know them. Ninety percent of
people don’t know the Bible at all, including even some Christian priests.
I know it well and have read it a couple of times – simply because I like to
know things I discuss and write about.

The new album cover reminds me about the band we both love;
David Coverdale has been your hero since his Purple days. But now that
you’re so experienced as a musician yourself, what kind of role does a
music hero play in your life?
David Coverdale is simply a part of my soul. The same goes for Robert
Plant and Ian Gillan and that’s how it’s going to stay – forever. I simply can’t
imagine the world without any of them...

During the Sons Of Brutus Tour you included as many as nine songs
off the then new album, ‘Brutus Syndrome’, in your set-lists. Do you
think ‘Snakes Of Eden’ will dominate the future shows in the same way?
That’s what we plan to do. There’s a lot going on with CETI now and it
doesn’t make any sense to live in the past anymore. What we should focus
on is the future – and the “here and now”. The only reason for the past to
exist is to supply our knowledge and experiences. Living in the past can be
oppressive and even painful. That’s why we plan to focus on CETI’s new
album rather than the past.

What’s the idea behind the title of the new album – ‘Snakes Of Eden’?
At one of our rehearsals, Tommy, our bass player, as well as co-writer of
the new material, suggested that we should continue the concept of ‘Brutus
Syndrome’ and in a way, go back in time to the very dawn of civilisation,
exploring the first human sin and the roots of religious thought. The phrase
“Snakes of Eden” itself was a result of improvisation which I immediately
thought to be a good album title.

At the turn of 2015 and 2016 you performed all across Europe –
including Hungary, Germany and the Dutch Very ‘Eavy Festival. Do
you plan to play in Europe again, possibly the UK?
Sure. It would be a pleasure to play in the UK again. We’re thinking
about a couple of other countries as well – including our homeland Poland,
of course. It would’ve been rude to ignore the requests of our staunch fans.
Stand by us and we’re going to stand by you!
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Fireworks talks with Joakim Brodén as Sabaton make their last stand.
Words by Steven Reid
“We had a totally different plan for ‘The
Last Stand’ when we started out,” Sabaton’s
permanently sunglasses wearing frontman Joakim
Brodén muses about his band’s thumpingly
stupendous new release. “We actually just
changed the whole idea in the middle of a tour.
I guess we were here in the UK around that
period, we played in February and March. Which
is basically a month, month and a half before we
started the album. We had probably five to ten
different ideas for what we could do the album
about but as we are finalising the music we always
take into account what feels right to us now. If
we feel strongly and passionately about a subject,
that is the time that we will tell the story. It’s
never working with one great master plan which
we have to think of two years ahead; we do a
little bit of research on all the possible options
and when we are about to finalise the music,
that’s when we grab the ideas for the lyrics. The
stories will be the best if we choose the subjects
we are most passionate about in that moment.
“There is almost two and a half thousand
years of warfare on the album and we start off
in Sparta, in the battle of Thermopylae, 480
BC,” the frontman continues as he moves on to
some of the specific theme on ‘The Last Stand’,
an album investigating and celebrating some of
history’s most heroic last stands. “Obviously
I do not think the Spartan story needs further
introduction than that…” although thankfully,
that doesn’t stop him. “King Leonidis and his
300 Spartans – it should also be noted that there
were other Greek states there participating –
were heavily outnumbered against the Persian
Empire but held off the vastly superior, in terms
of numbers anyway, forces for seven days. The
second last stand covered is the siege in the
Battle of Belgrade in the First World War in 1915.
Major Gavrilovic gave a really inspiring speech to
his soldiers before they entered the battle and
40

the main meaning behind it was, ‘Don’t care for
your lives because they’re already lost. You have
already been written off as killed in action, so
don’t disappoint us. Let’s defend Belgrade’. He did
it a lot better than me I have to say! And then the
third track recounts the Battle of Bannockburn
at Stirling Castle. This took place nine years after
the execution of William Wallace and takes off
exactly where the movie Braveheart ends. It is a
pretty fantastic story from the Scottish War of
independence…”
Clearly passionate about his lyrical subjects,
Joakim continues… “‘Diary Of An Unknown
Soldier’ is an intro for ‘The Lost Battalion’. It
just introduces the song but I need to say this
because nobody fucking gets it! It is a reading
from Argonne, 1918. The reading talks about
machine gun fire for many miles, and then in the
song you hear machine gun fire in the background
and you hear the soldier next to him firing a side
arm in desperation, a 9mm. He explains that
they blend into a rhythm and that’s actually how
we created the rhythm in ‘The Lost Battalion’.
The song doesn’t have any drums, the kick drum
is a .50 Calibre machine gun, the snare drum is
a 9mm hand gun and the hi-hat is a bayonet. So
it is a bit of a strange song but I really like it. It
is also the single, so people have already heard
it, I guess. It’s a story about Liberty Division,
or the ‘Lost Battalion’, 7th Division U.S. Army.
They were kind of lost in the Argonne and found
themselves in a German enclave, somewhere
between five-hundred and five-hundred-andseventy-five strong. They even suffered from
friendly fire; their own people started firing at
them and they had no means of communicating
with them. They had to send carrier pigeons…
’For heavens-sake you are shooting your own!’
I think they held up for something like five days
and, I think, out of all of these five hundred or
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how many there were, less than two-hundred
came out without any serious injuries.
“After that it is ‘Rorke’s Drift’, I don’t think I
need to educate you on this. I think that most
British people will know about those events
better than I do actually; I believe it is 1877,
the Anglo-Zulu War.” Although for those as
ignorant as Fireworks on this battle under the
command of Lieutenant John Chard of the Royal
Engineers and Lieutenant Gonville Bromhead, it
followed the British Army’s defeat at the Battle
of Isandlwana on 22 January 1879 and continued
into the following day. Just over 150 British
and colonial troops successfully defended the
garrison against an intense assault by 3,000 to
4,000 Zulu warriors. Eleven Victoria Crosses
were awarded to the defenders. “A fun fact I
know,” Joakim concludes, “is that it actually took
place at a Swedish Mission House...so we were
there too!”
Even as a proud Scotsman, this Fireworks
scribe has to admit that the bagpipes in ‘Blood
Of Bannockburn’ are an unexpected addition to
the Sabaton sound, but then, so is Hammond
organ. “I could tell you a really big, fat lie right
now, talking about the big picture,” Joakim says
mischievously, “but it was one of the first songs I
wrote for the album about one year ago or so. It
never had bagpipes then, only the Hammond and
it was a ballad made for the fantastic lyrics about
the Battle of Bannockburn. We usually write the
lyrics together but one or two we write on our
own. We discussed whether to add bagpipes to
it and I wrote the intro pretty much during the
production of the album. We are lucky it worked
because bagpipes are a really cool instrument
and they are colourful and beautiful but they can
also sound very harsh. Usually, when it sounds
beautiful it is alone or only bagpipes and drums.
Rarely have I heard it mixed with a Rock band;
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it just does not mix well because it is too nasal
and ‘shouty’. We were lucky in our case because
it actually worked, although our producer,
Peter Tägtgren, deserves great credit for that.”
Tägtgren has long been associated with Sabaton
and along with Jonas Kjellgren, who masters ‘The
Last Stand’, is often credited as being integral
to the unmistakable Metal sound the band are
synonymous with. Does Joakim agree? “A lot
when it comes to the sound but not very much
when it comes to the music,” he states honestly.
“Most of the songs are arranged by the time we
hit the studio, but of course they have some
opinions and help out in certain areas, but 95%,
and all of the writing, is pretty much done before
the studio. So from that point of view, not so
much but when it comes to the actual shaping
of the sound…” Joakim tales off, suddenly
interested in recounting how things have evolved
for the band in this department. “Back in 2001
we recorded with Peter’s brother Tommy and
those brothers in many combinations have been
involved in every Sabaton production ever since.
After we recorded with Tommy it was mixed
by Peter. For ‘Coat of Arms’ the drums were
recorded by Peter and mixed later on by Tommy.
Recently we have been doing every instrument
with Peter… bagpipes for example! Several
other people have said that ‘The Last Stand’ is an
album that celebrates our past but also looks to
the future,” the singer adds with pride.”
Sabaton are famed for being a real force on
stage, always delivering high energy shows that
are packed with lots of fun and humour. How
much focus is put on that side of the band? “To
be honest I want to see those sorts of bands.
My favourite performer being Bruce Dickinson
but I think also one of the forgotten ones is
Dee Snider. He always gives everything and I
think that is something you should expect from
a band,” the energetic frontman says, clearly
excited to be talking about his heroes. “I mean
giving everything is going to be different every
day because I have been on-stage with a 42°
fever and with salmonella. Giving everything in
that moment might not be so fucking impressive
as usual! We take our music seriously but not
ourselves…at all. I love to play Heavy Metal and
I think I can say the same for everybody in the
band when I say, what we do is fucking great to
do! I don’t really want to stand there and look
cool and evil every moment of my life! I might as
well smile. We take the piss out of ourselves and

each other on the microphones and make jokes
on-stage. None of it is scripted, but if it works
we will keep doing it similarly the next day. It is
also good when some people have gotten used
to it and then you switch it around, that keeps
it interesting for us because those jokes make
the difference for us every day. Trust me, we
have played ‘Primo Victoria’ a thousand times
already…it’s not going to change that much!”
And something else the band are rightly proud of
is what has already become their legendary tank
stage-set. “We have two tanks now and they
will stay. Audie and Witold, named after two of
the characters on the ‘Heroes’ album. The tanks
have become so popular we are expanding on
our set and we are going to bring in more war
material. We have a few surprises already which
are being made as we speak. I don’t really want
to give it away though because I don’t want to
spoil the surprise….well the surprise will be
spoilt after the first night when everyone sees it
on YouTube, but until then…” And amazingly, as
those shows hit YouTube in all their miniature,
tinny-sounded ‘glory’, Sabaton will have the
legendary German outfit Accept opening for
them in the UK and across Europe. “Surreal is
the word,” Joakim says slightly in shock. “I think
everybody in the band grew up on that classic,
Hard Rock 80s Metal. They are one of my top
bands of all time so how the fuck am I going to
manage to say, ‘Hey, we’re Sabaton’? I am really
looking forward to it because they are a good
live band, they still put out good albums and
don’t only rely on what they did in the past. We
are going to have to push ourselves very hard so
that we can be even better than them. I think
everyone is a winner because both the bands
get better and the crowd gets the best show
they can.”
However all of this stupendously positive
news seemed unbelievably far off back in 2012
when the sextet making up the band splintered
with only Joakim and bassist Pär Sundström
remaining, the other four sixth of the band
going on to become Civil War. “There was a
time where myself and Pär didn’t know what
we were going to do; not like we were sleepless
or anxious, we knew what we wanted but at
that time we didn’t know how or when,” the
singer remembers. “Pär, Rikard [Sundén], Daniel
[Mullback], Oskar [Montelius] and I had been
playing together since ’99, and to stand there in
2011, almost twelve years later, and realise that
we wanted different things… Me and Pär had

known for a while that we can do this and if
we do it right make a living out of it. That was
the dream for everybody when we were 19, but
when you are 30 you are already married or
about to get married or you already have kids
or are about to have kids, priorities change. It
all came down to that. They wanted to get a
more normal job and do something else on the
side, me and Pär thought that we had got this far
so we may as well keep working for it. At that
point we didn’t know everybody was looking
to get out. The keyboard player called us just
three weeks after and said he didn’t want to
do it anymore. We found ourselves slowly but
surely needing more and more band members.
All bands go through this process, we took it
to the extreme and did it all in one big fucking
bang! All bands change most of their members
as they start to grow and the Heavy Metal life
becomes a bigger invasion into your normal life.
Instead of being ashamed about it I like to be
proud of the fact that we had twelve excellent
years with them.”
Sabaton have a strong, established sound and
while, as touched on earlier, ‘The Last Stand’
does stretch their outlook, the band’s ever
growing legion of fans will immediately know it
is their heroes they are listening to. Can Joakim
ever envision a time when he feels the need to
stretch his musical wings? “Yes and no,” he states
conflicted. “Our fusion of adrenaline Heavy Metal
is great to play live on stage. Maybe sometimes I
write a song that is a little bit too out there for
us to do but that is very rare, so I put it aside
and it’ll remain unfinished. Maybe one day I’ll use
it, you never know what is going to happen. The
only problem I have is the performance side of
Sabaton, I always think, ‘Is this good enough?’
With every album when we start the writing
process that is the biggest problem but no, not
being able to express myself musically is never a
problem at all because in eight cases out of ten,
this is what I love. One of those remaining cases
the song was pretty shit anyway so I wouldn’t
want anyone to ever hear it and the tenth case
it is a great song but not Sabaton. Then, maybe,
I will release it someday with a load of strange
stuff. However, I don’t want to do anything else.
A side project? Mmm maybe. A solo album?
Yeah sure, maybe, but why would I put time and
effort into doing something that I am not sure is
going to be more fun or I could love more than
what I do now?”

‘Hearts Of Iron IV’? It isn’t just a game, you know...
Paradox Interactive formed a musical partnership with Sabaton,
featuing five of the band’s World War II themed songs for ‘Hearts of
Iron IV,’ the newest Paradox game about humanity’s greatest conflict.
“A lot of bands have been saying since Guitar Hero, ‘Oh we need to
be in video games!’ It is a good way of marketing bands but for us it is not
only just important to market the band but for Sabaton to be where we
belong. Which is lucky for us because 40% of the gaming industry is war
gaming! When it comes to ‘Hearts Of Iron IV’, it is a serious, historically
correct game, which is what we’re about. This is not just giving someone
a World War Two uniform and a Tommy Gun and telling them to start
firing, it’s a serious war strategy game and historically correct; and we
try to do the same in our music. I would love to do more video game
stuff but if we don’t, then at least we know that what we have done we
have done right.”
FIREWORKS
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Interview by Steven Reid
The Quiet Riot, Giuffria and House Of Lords man presents his ‘Bass Case’
Turn the dial or point your browser at a Classic
Rock radio station and it won’t take too long
before the unmistakable sound of ‘Metal Health’
strides confidently from the speakers. The band in
question, Quiet Riot, were the fuel that caused the
80s Metal fire to reignite in the USA and while
the band members pictured on the back cover of
the six million selling album – Kevin DuBrow,
Carlos Cavazo, Frankie Banali and Rudy Sarzo –
suddenly became household names, only three of
those four actually played on the smash-hit single.
Instead it was Chuck Wright who provided the
unforgettably memorable bass thump that framed
the whole song. However by the time the album
of the same name was being completed, Chuck
had, in a move that would be repeated many
times over, departed. Jumping ship to Giuffria,
the band led by ex-Angel keyboard maestro
Gregg Giuffria, ensured that hit number two,
‘Call To The Heart’, soon followed and set the
scene for Chuck to continue to be pivotal in genre
defining acts such as House Of Lords, Magdalen,
Blackthorne, Impellitteri and Heaven & Earth.
Not satisfied with that, the bassist now hosts and
“We had tons of pressure from the label and management that Kevin had to
stars in his hit live show, The Ultimate Jam Night,
go but after doing so, we then had little respect from them and it just
which has been taking Metal audiences by storm
felt like they didn’t care about us anymore.”
for the past 20 months. Here Chuck takes us on a
CHUCK WRIGHT
four string journey through the albums he’s been a
part of that have helped shape our Rock and Metal
scene for over three decades…
continues “and the drummer, Richie Onori is in the self-titled debut album, which led to me joining
Sweet and Heaven & Earth. Anyway, our guitar them.” ‘Call To The Heart’ from that debut soared
“I had a band that was very popular in player back then, Bob Stephen, was asked to join into the top 15 of the Billboard Charts and sent
Los Angeles called Satyr” Chuck begins as the band DuBrow and later when Rudy Sarzo left Chuck around the globe – a real thrill for the
he unravels the detail behind his first hook-up to join Ozzy they asked me to come on board. We bassist who had only just missed out on Quiet
with Quiet Riot, the band he’s had an on-off did the demos that became a lot of the hit release Riot’s sudden rise. “Indeed it was and to be able to
relationship with ever since. “They were kind of ‘Metal Health’ when they changed the name to have my first world tour being in sold out arenas
Progressive Rock mixed with a Led Zeppelin and Quiet Riot.” However with Sarzo returning to opening for Deep Purple on their reunion, ‘Perfect
Queen sound but with lots of keyboards. We were finish off the album, Chuck was forced to watch Strangers’, tour and later a sold out Foreigner tour
the first band ever to use Krypton Lasers because on as his ex-band, and his bass-line, gained fame was amazing.” However once again the pull of
we had a friend developing the technology at across the world. “It was all bitter sweet,” he says Quiet Riot proved, as Chuck explains, irresistible.
the Jet Propulsion Laboratories in Pasadena. We honestly. “I explain a lot about this in the Quiet “Kevin DuBrow called me and said Rudy had
also had costume changes, elaborate staging and Riot movie that’s out now called ‘Well, Now left the band. He offered me an equal member
even a comic book for the song lyrics”. Satyr, as You’re Here, There’s No Way Back’. Metal and position with them and I could also co-write the
Chuck remembers, proved to be the starting point Hard Rock was not in vogue at all when that new album. In Giuffria the only writers were
for more than one name that’s gone on to make a album came out and it blew the doors open for Gregg and singer David Glen Eisley and they
memorable impression on the Rock world. “The all the other bands like Mötley Crüe, Cinderella, were unwilling to share that aspect of the band.
keyboard player, Pat Regan, went on to produce Ratt and on and on. Who knew? Certainly not me, Their guitarist Craig Goldy left to join Dio for the
Kiss, Deep Purple, Mr. Big and many others,” he but it is an honour to have played a part in Rock same reason.”
n’Roll history.”
The album Chuck, Kevin, Carlos Cavazo and
Even though Chuck had left QR he still Frankie Banali crafted was simply titled ‘QRIII’
contributed to ‘Condition Critical’, the album that (although in many ways it was actually the
would continue the band’s fame. However more band’s fifth…). However it wasn’t the critical, or
obvious success of his own was just round the commercial success everyone hoped, even though
corner. “I was working with Quiet Riot doing all it concocted the band’s strongest set of songs to
the background vocals on ‘Condition Critical’ and date. In fact DuBrow was quoted as calling it
actually did a couple of bass tracks. I was playing ‘an abomination’… “I don’t recall Kevin ever
at a local club with my band Exposure that had using that word,” Chuck says guardedly. “Yes,
Pat Torpey, now with Mr.Big, Gene Black, who we were unhappy with the insistence of the
joined Joe Cocker, and John Purdell, R.I.P., who producer”, referring to Spencer Proffer, who had
went on to co-produce Ozzy, Mötley Crüe and also handled both ‘Metal Health’ and ‘Condition
With DuBrow, doing live shows and demos
others. Gregg Giuffria came in and asked if I’d Critical’, “on using so many keyboards; chasing
which led to the Metal Heath album, 1982
be interested in replacing the bass tracks on their what he felt was the “in” sound. That wasn’t what
42
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Quiet Riot: Frankie Banali, Carlos Cavazo, Kevin DuBrow, Chuck Wright

we were about at all. We were in your face Rock
n’ Roll. The songs are damn good though. I’m
very proud of that album. I contributed most of
the music for the two ballads on it and of course,
it was cool to have a bass solo track.” Ah yes, the
quite wonderful ‘Bass Case’. Chuck explains…
“Carlos was to have a Flamenco/Classical
guitar piece prepared which he didn’t, so Kevin
said, ‘You got anything Chuck?’. I had a demo
recording of the bass solo piece, it has 12 tracks of
basses – not all at the same time of course but it’s
very textural and almost Jazz Fusion. They dug
it and I still do a version of it live with Frankie
playing drums.”
Always a divisive figure willing and often
too able to speak his mind, DuBrow suddenly
found himself sacked by his own band. “That
whole situation was really uncomfortable. We had
tons of pressure from the label and management
that Kevin had to go but after doing so, we then
had little respect from them and it just felt like
they didn’t care about us anymore,” the bassist
remembers, explaining his reasons for once again
leaving a band so close to his heart. “I got a call
from Chris Impellitteri and did a record [the
highly regarded ‘Stand In Line’] with him, Pat
Torpey and Graham Bonnet. Then Gregg Giuffria
approached me saying if we could put an all star
band together he had a record deal with Gene
Simmons’ new custom label… Gene deemed us
‘House Of Lords’. Gene didn’t co-produce the
record, he just made a couple of suggestions and
let us do our thing, although he didn’t want the
band to be a re-hash of Giuffria so he asked us
to find another singer. I was working with the
band Eyes at the time and James Christian was
their singer so I got him on board. I believe that
if House Of Lords would have been on a Rock
label like Geffen or Epic we would’ve been multiplatinum. Unfortunately Simmons’ label deal was
with R.C.A., which was basically a Country music
label. Our single ‘Can’t Find My Way Home’ was
the most requested record on Rock radio in ’91
and they still didn’t know what to do. Sad really.
It was a great band that fell through the cracks.
We did get the original line up back together in
2005 to headline the Firefest festival in Europe
but Gregg hadn’t played keyboards in 10 years so
he passed on the reunion. There’s a live album out
from our Nottingham show called ‘Live In The
U.K’. It’s pretty awesome if I do say so myself.”

inspiring Rock outfit is how tightly the rhythm
section locks into place. Something that House Of
Lords, with Chuck and drummer Ken Mary, was
always assured. “Ken is an amazing drummer,”
the bassist says with real enthusiasm. “I remember
seeing him with Alice Cooper and saying, ‘Guys,
we have to get this guy in the band.’ I mean
Alice is doing these amazing theatrics and I’m
watching the drummer. Ken and I have since
done a lot of albums together.” With such talent
on board in terms of not just musicianship, but
also songwriting, that the success HoL deserved
continually eluded them is hard to fathom.
Guitarist Lanny Cordola left not long after to be
replaced by Doug Aldrich and it seemed that the
band changed quite considerably from there on
in; a series of events that still disappoints Chuck.
“There was just a lot of bad mojo going on with
the business side of things; bad management
was causing internal problems. Most of us got
ripped off of all of our publishing money, so
Lanny bailed. Having Doug Aldrich do 99% of
the follow up album ‘Sahara’ and tour was very
fortuitous. He’s a spectacular Rock guitarist,
one of the best… It did change our sound a lot
though. All good, just different.” As Chuck says,
‘Sahara’ is still an excellent album, however
soon after he, Doug and Ken were gone. “Again,
it was down to bad business dealings. Simmons
lost his label deal and things just spiralled
downhill.” Undeterred, Chuck teamed up with
Mary and Cordola in the hugely underrated
Magdalen. Due to those three band members
having that shared past in House Of Lords, were
people surprised by the much more expansive,
challenging sounds Magdalen conjured up?
“We made no attempt to even go after House Of
Lords fans.” Chuck states honestly. “Magdalen
was a band simply about the music.”

One of the key components in any truly
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With Gene Simmons and Lanny Cordola
House Of Lords photo shoot,1988

Having ‘stood in line’ with the singer on an
earlier Impellitteri album Chuck then teamed
up once more with one-time Rainbow frontman
Graham Bonnet. This time his on-off bandmate
in Quiet Riot, Frankie Banali, ex-Balance man
Bob Kulick and ex-Alcatrazz and New England
keyboard player Jimmy Waldo were involved, the
results being the hugely underrated Blackthorne.
However as Chuck explains, it wasn’t his
previous links to Bonnet that brought the pair
together again. “Actually Blackthorne was Bob
Kulick’s brainchild. That band kicked ass but,” in
what appears to be a recurring theme, “had zero
label support. So it never had a chance.” And even
those who gave it a chance often found Bonnet’s
somewhat gruffer than usual vocal approach a
surprise. Something Chuck doesn’t hear the same
way. “To me Graham always sings with extreme
intensity, like his head will explode at any minute,
so I didn’t really hear any difference with his vocal
style on the two albums Blackthorne recorded.”
And yes, Chuck does mean two, the unreleased
‘Blackthorne II - Don’t Kill The Thrill’ ready to be
liberated from the vaults by Cherry Red Records
around the time you’ll be reading this.
By 1993 Chuck’s on-off-on relationship with
Quiet Riot resumed for the ‘Terrified’ album,
although only as a guest; his position made
permanent again for ‘Down To The Bone’ two
years later. “I wasn’t in a band at that time and
they called… so I rejoined,” he says matter of
factly. “There are some very special moments on
‘Down To The Bone’. We basically cut that live
in the studio.” And with the bassist once more
moving on to be replaced by – in a fit of deja
vu – Rudy Sarzo, for 1999’s ‘Alive & Well’, the
obvious question to ask is why Chuck has always
been drawn back to the QR gang, but never for,
until more recent times, a protracted period? “I
can’t really pin point why… it’s just how it always
went with them,” he ponders, equally mystified.
As the ever in demand four-string-man was
leaving one recurring band from his past, another
beckoned… “I was working with Lanny and Ken
on another project and we approached Frontiers
about doing a new House Of Lords record,”
Chuck explains, as he recounts how HoL came
back together in 2000 after a seven year layoff.
“They went for it.” However not in the way the
bassist would have liked… “We never got to
finish that album [2004’s ‘The Power And The
Myth’] the way we wanted. Frontiers, in a rush
to complete it, took it from us and handed it to a
staff producer to finish. There were lead vocals
we wanted to do over, backing vocals to be
added and a lot of the guitars were scratch. I think
most of the material on that album is excellent
but the very flat, poor mix and unfinished parts
ruined it.” Unsurprisingly the band split again –
or at least the reformed line-up did. Was Chuck
surprised that singer James Christian decided
to continue under the House Of Lords banner
on his own? “Yeah, very surprised,” he says
candidly. “He just took the name and cut a deal
with Frontiers. We didn’t have the money for
attorneys to stop him. However he has put out
some really good records but they should have
called it something else in my opinion. New
Lords Rising or something.”
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The magnet that attracted and then repelled
Chuck from Quiet Riot worked continually during
the 2000s before tragedy struck. Kevin DuBrow,
the singer who had many years previous been
sacked by his own band before being welcomed
back with open arms, passed away quite suddenly
in 2007. “It was all very tragic and still hurts,”
Chuck says sorrowfully about a friend he’d
known for most of his life. “I have a hard time
watching the Quiet Riot movie now, seeing him
so full of life. He was at the top of his game when
he passed away, better than ever and we were
making strong inroads to the European market
with our Sweden Rock performance.” After all
the constant line-up changes, many viewed Kevin
as Quiet Riot, so there was some surprise when
the band started up again in 2010, with a lineup featuring Chuck, Frankie Banali and guitarist
Alex Grossi. “I was surprised but happy we were
going to be able to carry on Kevin’s legacy and
his great music. People still want to hear it…it
takes them back to happy times while creating
new ones,” Chuck responds, although it wasn’t
too much of a surprise that filling DuBrow’s shoes
proved a tough task, but after Mark Huff, Keith St.
John and Scott Vokoun came and went, ex-Love/
Hate and LA Guns frontman Jizzy Pearl has been
the singer to help celebrate the band’s past and
look to the their future. “We wish we had tried
him out first but we decided to give an unknown
a shot. Jizzy is a great fit for us. He’s a real pro all
around.” Something the well received ‘Quiet Riot
10’ album with Jizzy on board confirms in some

Something Chuck felt was a missed opportunity.
“I kept telling them they should go after the
European market but that fell on deaf ears.”
However even in a career that includes time
working with not only Quiet Riot, Giuffria, House
Of Lords, Blackthorne and Heaven & Earth, but
also Cheap Trick, Eyes (with Jeff Scott Soto), Mr
Big, Michael Schenker, Doro, Bad Moon Rising,
Catena, Matt Sorum, Stephen Pearcy, Alice
Cooper, Montrose and so many more, there are a
couple of lesser known projects Chuck sees as his
own personal favourites. “I did an album called
‘Chaos Is The Poetry’ with Lanny Cordola which
House Of Lords video shoot for the song
had Gregg Bissonette on drums,” he remembers,
“Can’t Find My Way Home”
clearly enthused. “It’s an outstanding musical
style. “Yeah, they seem to really like it.” Chuck tapestry. Also Lanny and I did two albums with
says clearly pleased the fans share his desire to Pat Torpey in a band called Odd Man Out. There
keep the Quiet Riot flame burning.
are a lot of name guests on both, and from the
albums I worked on that people might not be
Alongside his duties in QR, Chuck has aware of, these do really stand out.”
continued to enhance a huge array of albums, his
unmistakable contribution to the wonderful ‘Dig’
Unsurprisingly for a musician with such a
release from Heaven & Earth in 2013 helping to lengthy, impressive CV, Chuck is busier than ever.
create one of the best Classic Rock albums the “My days have been incredibly filled. Between
noughties have so far delivered. “I’ve known regular dates with Quiet Riot, a unique side
guitarist Stuart Smith for many years and was project that I have called Acoustic Saints – which
on his first Heaven & Earth album,” the ever reinvents Classic Rock with acoustic instruments
in demand bassist explains. “This new album, such as violin and mandolin – and now Ultimate
‘Dig’, is a well done 70s style Rock record. It got Jam Night, my plate has become quite full.” Ah
amazing reviews and we made two outstanding yes, Ultimate Jam Night, the hugely successful,
videos directed by famed photographer Glen ever evolving live extravaganza of big name
Wexler, but without a real label behind that musicians and unmistakable music has actually
record, it didn’t really have a chance in the U.S.” been Chuck’s main focus for a couple of years

Quiet Riot
Metal Health (1983)

Giuffria
Giuffria (1984)

Chuck may have no
longer been in Quiet
Riot when the album
went supernova but
his bass work on
the title track means
that not only was
this a pivotal album for the bassist but
also in the resurgence of 80s Rock in
general. Without this album it’s doubtful
Mötley Crüe, Ratt et-al would have
made the breakthrough they did.

Having missed out
on the fame and
fortune raining
down on Quiet
Riot, Chuck moved
on to Giuffria and
immediately hit the
jackpot with the US hit ‘Call To The
Heart’. It’s a memorable song, but with
the sumptuous Arena/Pomp Rock of ‘Do
Me Right’ and ‘Trouble Again’ every bit
its equal, this self titled effort is truly a
Melodic Rock masterpiece.

Blackthorne
Afterlife (1993)

Magdalen
Revolution Mind (1993)

Quiet Riot
Down To The Bone (1995)

Bringing together
Chuck with Graham
Bonnet (Rainbow),
Jimmy Waldo
(Alcatrazz/New
England), Bob Kulick
(Balance) and Frankie
Banali (Quiet Riot), Blackthorne arrived
with big reputations, delivered one
fantastic album and quickly disappeared
again. With the strength of ‘Cradle To
Grave’ and ‘Baby You’re The Blood’, it’s a
real shame we didn’t get more from this
gritty Hard Rock supergroup.

With three ex-HoL
men (Chuck, Lanny
Cordolla, Ken Mary)
and Philip Bardowell
on vocals, ‘Revolution
Mind’ was a shock
of musical chops,
funky rhythms and hook laden choruses.
It’s uncompromising and catchy all at
the same time. To confuse matters the
band blossomed out of Magdallan, a band
featuring Ken Tamplin and a more obvious,
if no less virtuosic, outlook. However
‘Revolution Mind’ is where you should start.

The most recent
and possibly the final
Quit Riot album
to feature all new
material, ‘Down To
The Bone’, quite
fittingly, finds the
band at the peak of their powers. With
the core of DuBrow, Cavazo, Banali
and, of course, Chuck Wright back in
place, it’s no surprise that songs like
‘Pretty Pack O’ Lies’ and ‘Voodoo Brew’
are amongst the best the band ever
produced.

11 albums
which should
be heard by
any true
fan of the
artist’s
work...
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now. “I was asked to take the reins at a Jam in 2014
and I hooked up with Gilby Clarke and we started
adding some fun elements. In a few short weeks
the place was packed. As quickly as it began to
grow the plug was pulled as the venue owner
suddenly decided to sell his place. Months later
I found out about a place in Hollywood, Lucky
Strike Live, that had a good stage and sound but
also was a bowling alley. I was skeptical at first
but in February 2015 I started the Jam back up
there. It really caught on and became the place to
be. It’s been pretty amazing. We’ve been blessed
to have heavy hitters like Jason Bonham, Robin
Zander, Sebastian Bach, dUg Pinnick, Kenny
Aronoff, Simon Wright from AC/DC and Dio,
Mikkey Dee and Phil Campbell from Motorhead,
Phil X from Bon Jovi, and younger guys like
Derek Wymbly from Sum 41, and players from
Asking Alexandria, Five For Fighting, We Are
Harlot, and Stone Sour join us. It’s amazing
even to me. We’ve also had a fairly regular list
of outstanding players that many folks might not
have had a chance to know very well before this.
My award winning house band is Matt Starr of Mr.
Big, Mitch Perry from the Edgar Winter Group
and we just added Walter Ino of Survivor. We’ve
tried hard to create an atmosphere that offers not
only unexpected combinations of great musicians,
but also unexpected entertainment. So each week
I bring in a burlesque act, we’ve had performers
in leg irons grind sand themselves while wearing
steel cod pieces, even a 19th Century French
dance troupe. It’s definitely weird, but fun. We’ve

Heaven and Earth: Chuck Wright, Arlan Schierbaum, Joe Retta,
Stuart Smith and Richie Onori. Photo by Glen Wexler

also brought in Trippy the Clown to provide
lighthearted moments that only a true Rock and
Metal crowd can appreciate. Our show host Paulie
Z. has a background in television and was part of
the band Z02 before launching his solo career. So
not only does he keep each show moving, he can
sing his ass off as well. We also have done food
and fund raising for the local homeless.”

what he and his cohorts have achieved. “Now
we’re on the Sunset Strip in an iconic venue and
historical setting. They had to turn away people
on our opening night on March 29th this year,
as we were over capacity by 10pm. All I set
out to do was to create a fun place that sounds
great for people to come out and connect with
each other. Each week the expectation level of
the audience is higher, the standards get higher,
and the desire to outdo the previous week grows.
It’s a monumental task but eventually it comes
together. You know the saying ‘If you build it
they will come’? Well, they have.”

However, after a hugely successful 55 week
run in the Lucky Strike Live, Ultimate Jam Night
has moved to the legendary Whisky A Go Go.
“Well, the move was unexpected, sometimes a
door slams in your face and another opens for
Proving that the bassist who started to
you that’s a better fit. We are all very excited that
the Whisky A Go Go is allowing us to continue make his name with Quiet Riot continues
our ongoing mission of rebuilding the live music his Rock n’ Roll quest with a decidedly
community,” Chuck says, rightfully proud of thunderous revolution.

Quiet Riot
QR III (1986)

House Of Lords
House Of Lords (1988)

House Of Lords
Sahara (1990)

Arguably their fifth
album, ‘QR - III’
was Chuck’s first as
Quiet Riot’s official
bassist. At the time
the prominent
keyboards turned
fans away but hindsight shows that
through ‘Main Attraction’ and ‘Put Up
Or Shut Up’, it’s actually Quiet Riot’s
best. ‘Bass Case’ unequivocally proves
what a fantastic bassist Chuck Wright is
and it’s no wonder the band still play it
live to this day.

The core of Giuffria
reunites but with
ex-Catena man
James Christian on
vocals to become
House Of Lords.
The self titled debut
is another Pomp Rock triumph where
Chuck had a hand in the writing of four
superb cuts. However each of its tracks
illustrate that HoL delivered one of the
best albums of the late 80s.

The band were
maybe going through
upheavals behind the
scenes but ‘Sahara’,
with the influence
of guitarist Doug
Aldrich, showed HoL
could thrive as a harder, heavier outfit.
Wright co-wrote most of the tracks, the
pulsating ‘Shoot’ and ‘Laydown Staydown’
highlights on an album rammed with
them. Add in a cracking cover of Blind
Faiths ‘Can’t Find My Way Home’ and
‘Sahara’ should have been huge.

Odd Man Out
Y2K (1999)

David Glen Eisley
The Lost Tapes (2003)

Heaven & Earth
Dig (2013)

Based round Mr.
Big’s Pat Torpey,
Odd Man Out again
features Cordola
alongside Chuck
and Pat Regan but
with guest slots
from Steve Lukather, Gregg Bissonette,
Billy Duffy and Derek Sherinian, you can
rest assured that the dreamy, guitar led,
gently Progressive AOR is of the highest
standard. No wonder Chuck rates it
as one of the best albums he’s been
involved with.

Released long after
Giuffria ceased to
be, ‘The Lost Tapes’
shows what House
Of Lords would
have been had Gene
Simmons not insisted
on the ousting of singer David Glen
Eisley. Including selections slated for a
third Giuffria album, some of which found
their way onto the HoL debut, Chuck’s
bass signature is all over the six selections
from those sessions. Fans of Giuffria or
HoL simply need to have this album.

Quite honestly ‘Dig’
is maybe the best
Classic Rock album
from the last couple
of decades. Guitarist
Stuart Smith had
always produced
music of the highest calibre, but with
‘Dig’ the quality just goes through the
roof. With Chuck’s bass imprint all
over them it’s no wonder that the likes
of ‘No Money, No Love’ and ‘Sexual
Insanity’ as are good as it gets. Truly
outstanding.
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Br eaking Ba nds

STEVEN REID RECOMMENDS FOUR BANDS MAKING EXCITING NEW SOUNDS

DENDERA

ILLUSTR8ORS
COUNTRY: UK (England)
YEAR FORMED: 2012/2016
WEBSITE: www.facebook.com/illustr8ors/
GENRE: Classic Rock (with a twist)

COUNTRY: UK (England)
YEAR FORMED: 2010
WEBSITE: www.facebook.com/DenderaUK/
GENRE: Heavy Metal

RELEASES TO DATE
‘Taking Root’ EP (2012) (Independent) (as BlackWolf)
‘The Hunt’ (2014) (Independent) (as BlackWolf)
‘Photopia’ (2016) (PledgeMusic Exclusive)
‘illustr8ors’ EP (2016) (Independent)

RELEASES TO DATE
‘We Must Fight’ EP (2011) (MetalBox)
‘The Killing Floor’ (2013) (MetalBox)
‘The Pillars Of Creation’ (2015) (MetalBox)
BAND MEMBERS
Ashley Edison – Vocals
Stephen Main – Lead Guitar
David Stanton – Lead Guitar
Bradley Edison – Bass
Andy Finch – Drums

BAND MEMBERS
Scott Sharp – Vocals
Jason Cronin – Rhythm Guitar
John Greenhill – Lead Guitar
Ben Webb – Bass Guitar
Thomas Lennox-Brown – Drums
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE: Having evolved out of the Classic Rock outfit
BlackWolf, a band that have long been raved about in these pages – picking up
favour from the likes of Classic Rock and Planet Rock along the way – these five
young lads have taken the brave move to start from scratch once again. Why the
name change? Well read the interview with the band elsewhere this issue to find
out. However rest assured that the quality control that brought you the stunning
debut BW album, ‘The Hunt’, has been raised for both their Pledge only illustr8ors
debut ,’Photopia’, and subsequent self titled EP. Adding a more contemporary,
modern twist to the unabashed heavy Blues and Soul, and boasting top notch
production from Toby Jepson, the band stride confidently into an arena that just
might bring them mainstream success.

WHY YOU SHOULD CARE: British bands capable of fusing the classic
NWOBHM sound to the crunch of late 80s US Metal are rare indeed. Dendera
however have been doing exactly that for over five years now. Making the
steady rise from an exciting debut EP, ‘We Must Fight’, back in 2011, to the
assured, brash, yet cultured Metal of last year’s sophomore full length release,
‘The Pillars Of Creation’, Dendera have impressed in crushing style. Recent
support slots with the likes of Armored Saint have cemented their reputation in
the live arena; something the band’s recorded output has been doing for their
studio sound since day one. Good though their 2013 full length release, ‘The
Killing Floor’ , is (and it really is), it’s ‘…Pillars’ that suggests we might just be
looking at the future of British Metal right here. And we don’t say that lightly.

THE BLACK HOUNDS

TILT

COUNTRY: UK
YEAR FORMED: 2013
WEBSITE: www.theblackhounds.com
GENRE: Heavy Rock

COUNTRY: UK
YEAR FORMED: 2009
WEBSITE: www.tiltband.co.uk
GENRE: Progressive Rock

RELEASES TO DATE
‘Love & Death’ (2015) (Independent)
‘Gallows’ (2016) (Independent)

RELEASES TO DATE
‘Million Dollar Wound’ EP (2009) (Independent)
‘Assemblage’ Acoustic-EP (2014) (Independent)
‘Hinterland’ (2016) (Independent)

BAND MEMBERS
Ant Wright – Vocals & Rhythm Guitar
Luke Winship – Lead Guitars & Vocals
Tom Fellows – Bass &Vocals
Joe Cleaver – Drums

BAND MEMBERS
Steve Vantsis – Bass, Guitar & Keyboards
Dave Stewart – Drums
Paul Humphreys – Guitars & Keyboards
Paul Dourley – Vocals
(with Robin Boult, John Beck & John Mitchell)

WHY YOU SHOULD CARE: Living up to the Rock history of The Black
Country is a big ask for any new band. However sporting a line-up
that’s paid its dues through a number of prior outfits, The Black Hounds
look able to take it all in their stride. Bringing different elements to a
Classic Heavy Rock sound ensures that their second EP, ‘Gallows’, holds
an aspect of the old alongside the sheen of the new, allowing TBH to
begin forging a sound of their own in the process.
Big guitars, bold ideas and bolshy execution means ‘Gallows’ is a
confident, assured offering that while not quite reaching big league
status, leaves little doubt that the path into the top flight is one this
band will be walking pretty soon. If being from Black Country stock
brings extra pressure, The Black Hounds don’t seem to care.
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WHY YOU SHOULD CARE: Steve Vantsis along with Dave Stewart (and Robin
Boult) have been some of the main driving forces behind the musical landscape
of legendary Prog-frontman, Fish. That element comes through on the band’s
debut full-length effort, however with contributions from It Bites pair John
Mitchell (guitar) and John Beck (keyboards) alongside guitarist Boult (who has
been involved with Tilt throughout but appears as a guest), the strongest flavours
are of the current, resurgent, modern UK Prog sound that is dominating the
scene right now. A debut EP, ‘Million Dollar Wound’, was released some seven
years ago and an acoustic download EP followed. However it’s the debut album,
‘Hinterland’, that really makes a mighty yet intricate statement, boldly breaking
new ground while feeling reassuringly familiar. With Fish slowly taking the step
away from music he’s long threatened, the time may be perfect for Tilt to become
the main focus this band’s music deserves. ‘Hinterland’ is far too good to be a
one off.
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Interview by Paul Sabin
Ahead of releasing his 20th studio album, Gary Hoey took time
out of his hectic schedule to talk to Fireworks about the album,
Lita Ford and the future!
Your previous release ‘Deja Blues’ was
a true traditional Blues album but ‘Dust
& Bones’ has taken you back to the Blues
Rock side. Was this a conscious decision?
I think sometimes it comes down to the
collection of songs that you have at the time. I still
call albums, albums, because I think of them like
a photo album. Like it’s a period of your life that
you’re going through and you’re trying to pour
something into the songs that’s where you’re
at, at that moment. I think with ‘Deja Blues’, I
was trying to prove to myself that I could do a
traditional Blues album. I really love that music.
I had just finished producing Lita Ford’s record
‘Living Like A Runaway’ which I love, but it was a
very heavy, loud album with a lot of dark stuff. So
I wanted to make a fun fast album and I ended up
letting my Rock roots sit for a little bit. When I
got to ‘Dust & Bones’ I really found a way to fuse
the Rock and the Blues that I love and I wasn’t
afraid to turn the amps up really loud. I started
thinking of Gary Moore and how he brought a lot
of intensity to the Blues with no apologies. You
know I can’t just let go of who I am as a guitarist,
maybe I want to put in a melodic scale or maybe
I want to sound like Yngwie for a minute. It was
like, I wanna do what I wanna do, and I let it fly.
It seems to be getting a really good response. I’m
so happy.
You have a very clear but powerful sound
to all the album, was that intentional?
It was a very conscious decision the way
I produced this album. I produce a lot and I
produce myself a lot, which is probably not
a good idea cos I’m always right! Ha-ha. I love
this album because what’s happened a lot in the
music industry is everybody’s got a computer
now, everyone’s got Pro-tools and everyone’s
got plug-ins, which means everybody thinks
that they are an engineer! I have a lot of respect
for engineers that do it for real, and I wanted
this album to have a big, giant, Rock, Blues, old
school sound, I wanted the analogue approach as
much as possible. What I discovered is, when I
would put a lot of my songs in Pro-tools and put
lots of plugins on, even though it would sound
good, it would sound a little processed. So we
basically went into the studio and I said to my
engineer, I’m not using any plugins, every sound I
give you is gonna be – push up the fader and go.
As a result, the album ended up sounding much
bigger than I anticipated and I’m very glad we
did. I spent all my money on that sound so I’m
glad you like it!
You produced Lita Ford’s album but you
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also toured with her didn’t you?
Yes, I got to produce `Living Like A Runaway’,
which was sort of her comeback album and that’s
when we really created a musical bond. When I
met her, we would finish each other’s sentences,
literally. We both grew up on Black Sabbath, we
love that heavy music, we love Punk Rock and
she loves Blues, so we became very connected
musically. When the album was finished I was the
guitarist in her band, I helped her get it off the
ground, and so I went out and was doing shows
with her. Then eventually I had to get back to my
own career because she doesn’t pay as well as I
pay myself! Just teasing!
What was the original link to Lita Ford
in the first place, how did you get the gig?
I was living in California for 17 years so we
would say hello and stuff, but I was doing a Rock
n Roll fantasy camp and she came in as a guest.
We got to hang out and saw that we bonded
really well so I invited her to my studio in New
Hampshire. She’d been meeting with a lot of
producers and not really clicking with anybody
and she came to see me, played me some songs
and I said, ‘None of these songs sound like you!
They sound like someone else wrote them for
you. Write what you want to say, that’s what your
fans really want to hear’. She didn’t punch me in
the face! So we started moving forward and she
thanked me for my honesty. As a producer you’ve
gotta be honest with people but you don’t have
to tear them down.
Lita Ford dueted of course on the
wonderful `Coming Home’
She did, the album was almost done but I said I
needed a song that was a little more spiritual and
uplifting, a major chord maybe as all the album
is in minor keys! I wrote `Coming Home’ and in
my mind I thought it would be really cool to do
it as a duet. I saw Lita was coming to town so I
showed up at her tour bus with the laptop and a
microphone. She liked the song and she nailed it
like a pro. She really knows how to sing and work
a mic. I’m happy and honoured.
So do you have plans to tour ‘Dust &
Bones’?
Yes, we do, in fact with Lita bringing out a
new album too we’ve talked about doing a co-bill
tour which would be fantastic. We want to come
to Europe and are discussing that with several
agents over there and obviously Mascot is very
connected over there for us so we’ve been trying
to plan a strategy of when to go. It looks like it’s
going to be in the new year as we want to get the
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album out and get some momentum going first.
Are Mascot standing by you and
working well as a label then?
When I connected to the label, they
were really happy to have me because of my
experience, where I’ve been and what I’ve done.
I’m not a household name but we’ve left a good
legacy of quality music behind and I think that’s
something they appreciated right away. They
trusted me and gave me freedom and they love
the album. We were all pleasantly surprised how
it came together and it’s such a diverse collection
of songs but they all sound like me. I think maybe
I’ve found my true sound, I’m in my fifties, maybe
that’s what happens when you reach here, you
find out who you really are!
From any early age you’ve been
involved with music and at one point you
were teaching guitar weren’t you?
I was. I was a teacher for a long time in the
Boston area and when I moved to California to
audition for Ozzy Osbourne I ended up relocating
there and I was teaching to survive before I got
a record deal.
You auditioned as the replacement for
Jake E Lee in Ozzy’s band but lost out to
Zakk Wylde in the Eighties. Do you think
your career would have changed if you’d
got the gig?
I think my life would have been so so
different, I don’t think I’d be married with kids!
Look at Zakk, he’s been through so much, Ozzy
consumed him for so long but he’s come out the
other side. But life is what it is.
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vast. But there is still a strong sense of familiarity
and connection between the two works. ‘Heroes
Of Mighty Magic’ is far more complex in its
arrangements, orchestrations and song structures,
and all performances on the album undoubtedly
outshines anything on our previous opus, but our
main focus has still been memorable melodies
and motifs, intense swiftness and an accessible
and familiar tonal language.

Alexandra Mrozowska enters the Twilight zone with Blackwald
Although there’s been many Rock bands to operate on the verge of fantasy and reality,
Sweden’s Twilight Force are one of those groups which go as far as to open up a brand
new world with their Adventure Metal tales. With their new opus ‘Heroes Of Mighty Magic’
out now, Fireworks hears tales of wondrous glory from band member Blackwald.
One of many unique notions about Twilight
Force is the question of your stage identities.
Where does the idea behind the choice of stage
names and the band image come from?
The music and the tales it tells is, of course,
the heart and hearth of Twilight Force. However,
the identities and individual characteristics of our
cabal sprung into life to reflect and accurately
portray the visions and imagery that the prophecies
had foretold. Twilight Force is an inevitable
gathering; vastly diverse personae from distant
kingdoms and places, some even ethereal, sprung
from the ancient prophecies for the destiny of all
mortal realms. We carry onwards the torch of fate,
and the magic of adventurous soundscapes, to
bring hope, glory and courage in times of despair.

natural step in its evolution. Adventure Metal
is, to us, the supreme synergy and merging
of contemporary sounds, Power Metal and a
motion picture oriented tonal language. We
humbly hope that our immense efforts to bring
something fresh and new to the table will shine
through upon our listeners. The foundation in
our music will always be memorable melodies
and accessible arrangements, but by intertwining
these core elements with more bombastic and
motion picture-esque orchestral motifs, we wish
to convey an intricate yet memorable soundscape
engulfed by magic, wonder and mythic tales.
Onto your new album, ‘Heroes Of Mighty
Magic’. What is the story behind the lyrics on
the album and what inspired them?
‘Heroes Of Mighty Magic’ will finally unveil
a world filled with mystic prophecies, heroes
and legends and much of what has been held in
mystery will be unraveled. But to truly gain more
knowledge about the lore and stories surrounding
The Twilight Kingdoms, one will alas have to
carefully delve deeper into the album, and study
the accompanying tales. The stories will open up
a new world of magic, awe and glory. All the tales
take place among the storm ridden mountains,
magic forests and windy seas of The Twilight
Kingdoms. It is indeed an adventure for all senses!

Were you afraid that the message behind
your songs - the fight between good and evil will be lost in the contemporary world? What
kind of feedback have you received?
The eternal battle for the victory of
righteousness and benevolence is ever-present
and not to be taken lightly. We know, deep in our
hearts, that the mythical prophecies will prevail
and that the power of the dragon will guide us
to victorious horizons. Alas, the mortal world of
today is filled to the brim with devastating zeal,
calamitous forces and insidious miasmas, but
together - with the power of the ancient force - we
will withstand and overthrow the impending fall
What do you draw inspirations from?
of time. Hitherto, the reception from our venerated
Contemporary art and culture has undeniably
audience has been overwhelmingly wonderful, played a part in several ways, many of which
something that brings us hope and bliss.
are likely unknown even to ourselves, but our
influences are numerous and diverse indeed. We
Twilight Force is often classified as Power gain inspiration and creativity from the world
Metal, a genre sometimes criticised for being a around us, the nature and beauty of imaginary
bit formulaic. What do you think it takes for a worlds, and the bliss and serenity of reveries,
band to leave their own mark and forge their dreams and imagination.
own sound in the framework of this genre?
Well, we have chosen to mark our creations
What do you think differentiates this album
with the sigil we have named ‘Adventure Metal’. from ‘Tales Of Ancient Prophecies’ in terms of
We have set out to carry onwards the everlasting development as musicians and songwriters?
flame of Power Metal from decades ago but
We have gained much knowledge and
it is now ennobled to be the most refined and wisdom since the days of ‘Tales Of Ancient
intense manifestation of the genre, and the next Prophecies’, so the differences are inevitably
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Sabaton’s Joakim Brodén and Rhapsody of
Fire’s Fabio Lione guested on the album. How
did the idea for their participation happen?
We are beyond thrilled to have two such
venerable titans of the genre contributing to our
upcoming opus. We are humbled beyond words.
Fabio was, incidentally, on tour with Rhapsody
Of Fire at the time and was about to perform at
Sabaton Open Air here in our home town. Thus
the opportunity arose to conveniently record him
with very little logistical trouble. We brought him
to our studio and played him the material, and his
wondrous musicality really brought a magical
spark of life to the song. Interestingly enough,
only a fraction of the song ‘There And Back
Again’ was actually completed at the time of the
Fabio recording, but he still managed to embrace
the mood and feeling we desired, and we were
able to put it all together when the song was finally
completed. Joakim and Sabaton are longtime
friends of ours, and to have Joakim perform on
this album too, is a great privilege and honour.
Ever since his astounding vocal performance on
our previous album we knew that we somehow
wanted to incorporate his thunderous vocal
resources in the future too.
What is the concept behind the cover
artwork and how did you hook up with its
designer Kerem Beyit?
We searched far and wide, and for a long time,
before we found a suitable talent to realise our
conceptual ideas for the artwork but when our
eyes landed on Kerem’s work we were absolutely
dumbfounded. His work really brought visual life
to our music and fully corresponds to the emotions
we wish to convey to our listeners. We felt truly
secure working with Kerem; he really shared and
understood our visions and even came up with
many wonderful ideas and concepts himself. We
wanted the artwork to reflect the adventurous and
victorious spirit engrained in the world of The
Twilight Kingdoms, and also stand in relation to
our music. Hence, the glorious dragon emanating
magic flames of octarine life force onto the
ground, whereupon flowers and life begins;
enveloped by magic faeries and surrounded
by a serene landscape, a magic rainbow and a
magnificent castle, turned out to be the perfect
setting for ‘Heroes Of Mighty Magic’.
In October, you go on a European tour with
Sonata Arctica. What are your expectations?
We really look forward to joining forces with
our esteemed brethren in Sonata Arctica once
again. We had such a pleasurable experience last
time, and our expectations for this reunion are
high and gleeful! We also hope to see our noble
Knights of Twilight’s Might out there on the
battlefield. Old and new faces alike. It will be a
sparkling adventure of majestic glory!
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Interview with Phil Ehart and Ronnie Platt by Gary Marshall

In the league table of Progressive/Pomp Rock Kansas have long been championship contenders with a string
of wonderful albums, most notably during the period covering their original line-up (1974-79) and with live
shows that were fit to rival anyone. Their ‘Two for the Show’ release remains one of the truly iconic double live
albums. Even with various changes in personnel they continued to create great music; that was right up until
the Millennium when what subsequently appeared to be their last studio album (‘Somewhere to Elsewhere’)
saw the light of day. However, sixteen years later and finally they are about to unleash a new opus on us in the
form of the truly magnificent ‘The Prelude Implicit’ (reviewed this issue). Fireworks chats with both Phil Ehart
and new vocalist Ronnie Platt about this welcome turn of events.
I can still recall my reactions the moment I first heard ‘Carry on
Wayward Son’ by Kansas on the radio, “Wow!” followed by “I must get
to know this band”. I bought the ‘Leftoverture’ album the next day and
then spent money given as Birthday and Christmas gifts on acquiring
the preceding three albums. Thus my love affair with their music began;
therefore it was with some trepidation that I pressed play on the promo of
the new album. Would it meet my huge expectations? The answer, to my
considerable relief, was “yes it does” and when I relate my anxiousness to a
very affable Phil Ehart during the opening to our conversation his response
was “How do you think we feel? We’re very nervous hoping people are
going to like it.” I assure him the band has nothing to fear on that score
and ask the obvious question, what took you so long? “It was one of
those things where we had certain members who didn’t want to do new
material. There was no desire to record something new, so nothing was
getting written. Once those circumstances changed new doors opened
and last year we got busy working on it,” was Ehart’s initial, rather coy and
diplomatic response but he becomes more expansive when I suggest that
a certain vibe had come through clearly to me when I watch the interviews
on the deluxe version of their ‘Miracles Out of Nowhere’ documentary.
“Yes, it was Steve (Walsh), and I say this in the kindest terms, he just
preferred not to do new material with the band so he wasn’t writing and
neither was Kerry (Livgren). It was a tough time for us to get through as
Steve had been with us for 40 years, he was our singer, he’s our friend,
more like family really, but we could all hear, including him, that his voice
wasn’t what it once was and it just got to the point where he sent me an
email saying, ‘I can’t do this anymore, I’m going to retire and I wish you guys
all the best, no hard feelings’. There were no hard feelings from our side as
we could all see it coming as his voice had deteriorated.”
Clearly this hiatus was frustrating to the other members and the
recruitment of Ronnie Platt was pivotal to getting creative again. “You
need everyone excited, enthused and involved, you can’t have someone
not wanting to do something, otherwise it won’t work,” replies Ehart, “so
yes it was frustrating; sixteen years is a long time. But it was what it was,
we were still busy playing live, but members changed and with that came
new opportunities. Having both Ronnie and Dave Manion (keyboards) join
has been huge additions for us and really sparked the opportunity to do
new material. Dave has brought that Hammond B3 Organ sound back to
50
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the band and having Zak Rizvi, our producer, involved on second guitar,
we’re back to the two guitarist line-up and both of those factors really
come through on the new album. They were key elements of the original
Kansas sound and now they’re back. I’ll tell you something,” he continues
“it’s a huge undertaking to sound like yourself, believe it or not. We knew
we had to come out sounding like Kansas, otherwise what’s the point?
But at the same time moving forwards not sideways or even backwards or
becoming a tribute band to ourselves. We feel that with the new record
we’ve achieved that and it’s a really exciting time for Kansas.”
Platt also warms to this topic. “I really believe that the new record is
built on the same foundations as all those classic Kansas albums but the
structure above that is totally new, remodelled and reinvigorated. I think
that’s a good way to put it. From my perspective I think there’s a lot of
diversity on the album, there are a couple of classic Kansas style tracks,
but there’s also a couple that are moody and others that are radio-friendly
and a couple more that are heavy, you’d almost think they were Dream
Theater influenced with the heavy guitars going on. There’s that variety
but there’s no denying that every song is still identifiable as Kansas. For
the older songs I do take a little creative licence here and there, so I do
embellish a bit and I think that makes it interesting for our audience, you’re
not going to hear me sing exactly the same as Steve did on every song
apart from ‘Dust In The Wind’. I’m not about to change that as it’s a song
where the studio recording has been etched in peoples’ minds for so long
that it deserves the respect of being sung as close to that as possible. The
same probably goes for ‘Carry On Wayward Son’ but that’s such a rocker
I can’t help but embellish just a bit, particularly where the crowd’s getting
into it so much too.”
On that note how did Platt feel the first time on stage with the band?
“Oh! Let me tell you both Dave Manion and I had quite the adrenaline rush
going on, that’s for sure. We were both very excited but also anxious to
deliver as best we could, we didn’t want to mess up, and bizarrely we were
equally anxious to get it over with. We drew a big sigh of relief when the
show had gone so well, the audience had been so receptive, responsive and
accepting of us both and that really helped.”
With the band’s traditional songwriters, Walsh and Livgren, no longer
involved I wondered who had stepped up to the plate to provide the
new material? “If you added up all the notes of who wrote what it would
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probably be Zak who wrote the most,” Ehart responds “I originally hired
Ehart picks up the thread again. “He’s been great and what’s more he’s
him as our producer, not as a writer but when he came in to work with his own person with his own voice, he’s not a Steve Walsh clone. That said
us he said he’d got some songs he’d written for Kansas some years ago but he’s very respectful of Steve and Kansas but he brings his own thing to the
never got used because Steve didn’t want to do anything, so he introduced new songs, it’s not Ronnie Platt trying to be Steve Walsh and we really liked
those to us and we liked them. He was instrumental in helping us write that about him. He’s a really great guy too and a very hard worker, he’s got
a bunch of other stuff and Ronnie did a great job on the lyrics; we were the right work ethic. Dave Manion on keyboards worked hard too and he
all involved in writing middle sections, the arrangements so it was really reintroduced the B3 to our sound for the first time in about 20 years; the
overall a group effort. There were also some other ideas that had been early stuff was all B3, so that’s back and with Zak playing second guitar,
sitting around for some while but we modernised and refreshed those.”
those elements are all back. They’re reminiscent of the band back then.
Platt picks up on this theme. “It was such a collective experience, it was We didn’t sit down and say we needed the album to sound like ‘Monolith’
another gift to me. Not only to be a member of the band but to get the or any other Kansas album but we wanted and needed it to sound like
opportunity to contribute as a lyricist, it really is surreal. Can you imagine Kansas and we think we’ve pulled that off. Some bands, when they lose
my excitement when I submitted my first song (‘With This Heart’) to Phil their singer, want to find someone who sounds exactly the same as their
(Ehart) and Rich (Williams)? I have to tell you I was fully prepared for them old singer and I understand that – but Ronnie is similar with the high tenor
to read my lyrics and say they are really good, we like them but they’re not voice but it’s not exactly the same and that sits really well with our sound.”
exactly what we want for a Kansas song or the direction we want to take I ask about Manion’s background and again Ehart takes up the thread “He
the band in. When they accepted them I was blown away. When they then was our lighting guy for years but we always knew he was a great keyboard
said ‘they are really great, write another one’ I was on cloud nine. So that player and actually when Steve retired he recommended Dave to us as his
one turned into two and by the end tally I’d written the lyrics to six songs replacement. He fitted in really well too.”
and collaborated on two more. That was so exhilarating for me.” So, how
As if he’d been reading and pre-empting my questions, Ehart offers
does he feel about ‘With This Heart’ being both the opening track on the information about the album’s title “It was a very deliberate choice. We
album and the first single from it? “I can only say that it’s hugely flattering want something that reflected a new chapter for the band and ‘The Prelude
and another dream come true.”
Implicit’ means a new beginning so we believe that conveys that message.”
I ask if Platt had written songs in the past. “Only for my own satisfaction
We discuss Ehart’s impressive drum sound on the album before
and gratification,” he replies “being in covers bands for such a long time I mention the very impressive vocal arrangements. Ehart responds
there wasn’t the need for original material and the other bands I was enthusiastically, “Along with Ronnie we’ve got Billy Greer who has a great
involved with where there was never the chance of creating new music, voice and actually sings one of the songs (‘Summer’) and their voices work
they didn’t seem to make the music the priority and to me the music should really well together, then we’ve got Dave Ragsdale doing harmonies over
always come first. So my song writing efforts were confined to me working that so it’s sounding really great. We’ve tended to have two lead singers and
alone at home as the advances in technology made it so much easier for that keeps things interesting for the listeners.”
a single person to record in that way. I’d write in kinds of styles because
How excited is Ehart to finally have new material to play? “You have
as I was only pleasing myself I wasn’t restricted in what I could write, so no idea how excited we all are,” he enthuses “It’s not easy stuff to play,
sometimes I’d be in a Hard Rock mood then
I can tell you. It’s pretty Prog-like in a lot of
“It’s a huge undertaking to sound
some might come out with a Jazz vibe or a
ways but we’re working those up now and it’s
ballad. I think that kind of prepared me well like yourself, believe it or not. We knew going real well.” What are the touring plans
we had to come out sounding like
for a variety of song styles. That said I cannot
off the back of the new album? “The album
deny that I was influenced by Kansas for my
is released on 23rd September and on the 30th
Kansas, otherwise what’s the point?”
we play the Merriam Theatre in Philadelphia
entire life, I can’t not write something that
where the show will also be a celebration
doesn’t have an element of Kansas about it.
Phil Ehart of Kansas
of the 40th anniversary of the ‘Leftoverture’
I suspect that came across when I submitted
album. We’ll be playing that in its entirety, the first time we’ve ever done
those songs to the guys and have them be so accepting of them.”
So what’s the Ronnie Platt story? Ehart is more expansive on this area. that with one of our albums. The first part of the show will be a mix of
“He was a truck driver by day and had done that for 20 years but sang in other stuff including five or six from the new album plus some songs we’ve
a covers band at the weekend and more recently been the lead singer in not played live in a long time or even at all. Hopefully the fans will like the
Shooting Star. We saw a clip of him on YouTube that a friend had sent us, fact that we’ll be play several songs live for the first time. We hope to bring
he was sat a piano doing our song, ‘The Wall’, and we just thought wow! that show to Europe next year.”
I for one can’t wait, but with so much classic material to call upon and
So we called him up arranged to fly him down to Atlanta, where the band’s
based, to meet him. Rich and I just sat a chatted with him for a couple of the fans’ expectation that certain tracks have to be played how do they go
hours and after that we felt he was the right fit personality wise and we about choosing what to leave out? “We’ll, we’ve taken the opportunity of
told him be back in two weeks ready to sing. Sure enough he was, we expanding the show and making them somewhat longer than those we’ve
didn’t really audition him as such but as soon as he started singing we knew played in recent years so it’ll run for two hours or more but we are trying
he was going to be great and we had the right man for the job.” Platt’s to give the fans a new experience and not just rely on the songs we always
joy is evident as he speaks. “I’ve won the Rock ‘n’ Roll lottery, haven’t I? play. We want to present something different and we think our fan base
Becoming the lead singer with one of the biggest Classic Rock bands of all will really appreciate that.”
My album promo didn’t include the album’s bonus tracks so I enquire of
time is a blessing and a dream come true. It all came about very quickly, I
spoke with Phil on the Wednesday and Rich on the Thursday and Monday Ehart what he can tell me about those. He sighs a little before answering
I was in Atlanta to meet with them. A couple of days later I had an email “Not much really, they are what they are,” at which point he laughs and
from Phil saying ‘congratulations, you’ve got the job’. Although I have been then apologises for doing so. “It’s something you have to do. Labels in
a musician and singer all my life I always wanted to do more with that and different territories and want bonus tracks so you have to do them. We’ve
get into something big so to get this gig was beyond my wildest dreams. taken a couple of Americana standards (‘Home on the Range’ and ‘Oh
I was in a lot of covers bands and tribute bands, and my cover band back Shenandoah’) and given them the Kansas treatment. We did them well and
in Chicago was very successful, we played between 80/90 concerts a year played proper respect to them but that’s all I can say about them.”
The final question goes to Platt. Has he ever toured outside the US?
doing festivals and county fairs playing Top 40 Classic Rock, taking every
job we could and having a good time. Between 2007 and 2010 I became “Only to Canada,” to which I tell him that doesn’t count as its still North
the lead singer of Shooting Star. There’s a certain irony there because they America. “I was in a Yes tribute band and we’d have regular runs over the
originally formed close to the area where Kansas started out and both had border and play a series of shows.” So is he looking forward to getting over
a violin player so now I’ve been the lead vocalist of both. I believe seeing to Europe? “I cannot wait. The guys in the band have been telling me all
me play with Shooting Star at the Moondance Festival in Milwaukee was about it and telling me I’m gonna love the experience, I can’t wait.”
So the new chapter of Kansas begins and the signs are positive both in
where Phil and Rich first noticed me and when Steve Walsh announced his
retirement I messaged Rich on Facebook to ask that they give me some terms of the music they’ve produced and the obvious enthusiasm for this
next phase.
consideration as his replacement.”
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The press release states the
songs were written by “the band’s
long established writing team” of
yourself, Thorsten and “former
drummer Pete Newdeck”. Does
this mean some of the songs were
written before Pete left, or is he
still part of the writing team even
after leaving?
All of the songs were written
after Pete left. We have been cowriting together since ‘The Second
Coming’ album now and we remain
very close friends. Pete leaving the
band was so he could concentrate
his efforts on pushing forward his
band Tainted Nation, and explore
some other projects like Blood Red
Saints and Newman, but it had
no bearing on our friendship and
writing partnership. We feel very
comfortable with each other and
our writing styles so we were both
happy for it to continue. A good song
is a good song in my book - it really
doesn’t matter who writes it.
Was that “writing-team” one of
the reasons PowerQuest keyboard
player Steve Williams left the
band? Did he have opportunities
to put forward writing ideas
within Eden’s Curse?
Absolutely not. All members
of Eden’s Curse are
encouraged to submit
ideas for albums – there
is no closed shop. Steve
actually flew to Scotland
for a writing session and
we worked on several
ideas – two which we
really pushed forward for
consideration, with one
making it, titled ‘Utopian
Dreams’. Again we really
enjoyed writing together
but in the end Steve was
always heading towards a
Power Quest reunion and
knew it would take up all
his free time.

Interview by Bruce Mee
Eden’s Curse, the UK’s multi-national Melodic
Hard Rock band, led by the irrepressible Paul Logue,
are just about to release their fifth studio album.
With two new members and some of the music
displaying more technical and progressive leanings,
it seemed a good time to catch up with the jovial
Glaswegian, even if his football team, Celtic, were
currently putting him through the wringer during a
Champions League qualifier…
pro-level UK keyboardist I really
know out there, so I’m afraid that as
much as I would have loved a Brit
there just wasn’t much of a choice
out there and believe me, I looked
hard! Chrism was pointed out to
me by my friend Carsten Schulz
[Evidence One] several years ago
and I must have liked what I heard
because I bookmarked his page. I
stumbled across it again and checked
him out and the more I discovered
his work, the more I really got the
impression that he was technically
in a different league from what we
have had in the band before. I sent
Thorsten the link and he was blown
away with Chrism’s soloing and it

was a case of reaching out, seeing if
he liked what we did and would he
be interested in auditioning, which
he was. We gave him Steve’s tune,
‘Utopian Dreams’, and he knocked
it out the park! His original audition
is what you hear on the album - no
overdubs! From that point on it was
all about getting to know Chrism on
a personal level and thankfully he
was very cool and down to earth.
Thorsten worked very closely with
him on the keyboard parts, as we
had a lot of them written already
and we pretty much let him do his
interpretation, which resulted in
a really strong contribution to the
songs and the sound of ‘Cardinal’.

You say each Eden’s Curse
album has its own identity, and
this is very true with ‘Cardinal’,
progressive elements coming
more to the fore. How would you
describe the progression of the
band to this point?
A decade down the road we have
gained lots of experience in making
albums, touring with the likes of
Stratovarius and Dream Theater and
doing our own headline tours. We’ve
really progressed as a live band, with
the addition of Nikola (Mijic, vocals)
and John, alongside Thorsten and I.
As writers too, we have matured a
lot. There’s much more thought goes
into a song and we strive hard to
never make the same album twice,
but we also don’t want to stray
away too much from the core of
our sound. We deliberately wanted
the record to be a little heavier and
the progressive thing just
developed as the songs
themselves
developed.
Bringing someone of
Chrism’s talent on board
made that step all the more
easier too.
It’s great seeing some
very lengthy epics with
‘Find My Way’ and
‘Jericho’.
Well we’ve dabbled
with epic tracks since
‘Jerusalem Sleeps’ on the
‘Trinity’ album. We wanted
to take it even further again
with the title track on
‘Symphony Of Sin’, which
worked to great effect in
my humble opinion. So
when ‘Cardinal’ came
around, we wanted to see if
we could push the envelope
a little further with longer
instrumental
passages,
which are great fun to play
live and at the same time

How did you find
the new guys for the
band? You don’t make
things any easier for
yourselves, adding yet
another country into the
EC mix!!
Ha ha! Well, I’m
afraid Steve is the only
52

We’ve never had keys that loud and
fast! John isn’t so much a new face,
albeit this is his first studio album
with the band, as he joined before
the 2014 ‘Symphony Of Sin’ tour,
after Pete left, and he recorded the
‘Live With The Curse’ album with
us. He’s thankfully closer to home in
Edinburgh. A rhythm section made
in Scotland - by girders!
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showcasing the talent in the band.
‘Find My Way’ is just a monster of
a song and just never stops building.
We threw everything in it, including
the kitchen sink, and our Dutch
orchestral friends make another
appearance. Lyrically it’s about
dealing with depression. ‘Jericho’
just has to be an epic with a title like
that! When researching topics for
lyrics I came across the story of the
walls of Jericho and the battle, which
I thought was perfect! Musically, it’s
cut from the same cloth as ‘No Holy
Man’ or ‘Jerusalem Sleeps’ but has
a killer middle section and some
amazing interplay between guitar
and keyboards.

her. Two days later, I’m in a bar in
Glasgow attending a leaving party
for a friend moving to Australia
and Liv walks in! I think to myself,
“My goodness, she looks just
like Liv but it can’t be.” Another
five minutes passes and a Tour
Manager I know from England
walks in wearing a Leave’s Eyes
T-Shirt and the penny dropped they must have been in town and I
had no idea. Anyway, the TM spots
me and says hello and I share the
story of my label meeting and the
next minute I am sitting with Liv
discussing the song. It was fate!
We swapped email addresses and
touched base after the tour and
she loved the song and said she’d
‘Unconditional’
featuring be honoured to do it. She did an
Liv Kristine works really well. incredible job and it’s one of my
Was the track originally written personal highlights on the album.
as a duet? I gather there’s
Whose idea was the great
an amusing story of how you
cover design, and don’t you
hooked with Liv?
Not originally. I actually don’t worry you might fall foul of the
think any of the songs we have ‘Politcally Correct Brigade’,
recorded as duets started out with ha ha?
The idea was mine! Trying to
that in mind, they just develop and
as the demos take shape then you conceptualise an album cover based
start to think about it. It was actually on solely just a title gets harder
Thorsten’s idea to use a female every time. However the thinking,
being that we have “retired” Eve,
voice and it really worked great!
I had a meeting with our label, was to go for something completely
AFM Records, about approaching different, yet still being a typical
Liv and they agreed to speak to Eden’s Curse cover. We decided,
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instead of one leading girl, five
beautiful girls to symbolise our fifth
album would be highly appropriate.
With them being all local to me, the
added bonus is that we could do all
sorts of promotional activities – like
have them appear in the promo video
for ‘Sell Your Soul’ or attending
the upcoming album launch at
Hard Rock Cafe in Glasgow (13th
Oct). They are a wonderful bunch
of girls and we really had such a
great time together working on
the project. We’ve become great
friends and who knows, maybe
we’ll get them onstage in Glasgow
for the first show - wouldn’t that be
spectacular?
When was Rock music ever
politically correct? I have never
fallen foul yet and anyone who
truly knows me, knows what I
stand for and the artistic reasons
behind our visuals. It’s always
done with respect and class to
produce a thought provoking
image. The concept is part
Assassin’s Creed meets Game
Of Thrones. These five girls are
‘up to something’, potentially
on the verge of committing
a ‘cardinal sin’ perhaps? The
inspiration for the red also came
from the title, as in the colour
cardinal red and also Thorsten
bought a new red guitar. It really
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worked wonders; the CD comes
in a sensational triple gatefold
digipack, designed by Thomas
Ewerhard (Avantasia, Edguy),
making it the best visual
production we have ever had to
date.
You’ve got a UK tour coming
up – are there plans for the rest of
Europe soon?
At this point in time, we only
have the tour booked in the UK for
now, but we are working on a tour
opportunity for Europe early next
year. We will see how that pans
out and try and get some headline
shows abroad as well as festival
appearances for 2017.
‘Cardinal’ will be released by
AFM Records on 14th October
2016. The band will tour in
November with support from
C.O.P. UK and Evolve:
21/11 - The Cathouse, Glasgow
22/11 - Academy 3, Manchester
23/11 - The Coropration, Sheffield
24/11 - The Asylum, Birmingham
25/11 - The Scene, Swansea
26/11 - Waterfront Studio, Norwich
27/11 - The Underworld, London
Tickets are on sale now from
www.edenscurse.com
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one day, so the timing was perfect!

Wolf Gant talks to Dushan Petrossi, the guitarist behind the band Iron Mask

I’m interested to know when you feel
material is suitable for Iron Mask, and then
also Magic Kingdom? Do you get ‘an itch’, and
think it’s time for Iron Mask now?
I actually try to alternate it as much as possible.
I’m not sure of the time scale yet, but I’ll just
say for now that the next album I do will be the
new Magic Kingdom one. It will be the ‘Metallic
Tragedy Chapter 3’, the kind of Metal Opera I
invented 18 years ago.
Let’s get into ‘Diabolica’ and look at the
characteristics of the record. Firstly our cover
character – the ‘conductor’ let’s call him? I
believe you call him ‘Ludwig Steel’ right?
Yes, right, haha! We needed a good, new T-shirt
for the last tour, so we decided to make our old
mascot a real character. He’s realistically always
been there from the very first album but he just got
baptised recently, haha. He is the man in the ‘iron
mask’, a mystery.

Then the titles: ‘Doctor Faust’, ‘Oliver
Twist’, ‘Galileo’…Lucifer’s mentioned. Quite
There are many virtuosi in our Rock and Metal scene, and we admire them a few characters there?
all. Whether it be Michael Schenker, Yngwie Malmsteen or Mike Portnoy, these
This time I had many different characters in
characters are entertainers as much as musicians; almost conductors who mind but I didn’t do it on purpose. The link to
mesmerise with their music or enthral with their playing ability. From time to all the songs is actually the evil inside men or in
time a newer name emerges who really stands up and give his all for art. One religion – that’s why it’s called ‘Diabolica’. The
consistent name the AFM Records label continues to enjoy strong relations evil we do can be hidden behind so many shapes.
It’s like it has to exist and live amongst us.
with is Belgian guitarist Dushan Petrossi (Iron Mask/Magic Kingdom).
in a song like ‘Galileo’, you can see how
Recently Dushan announced the new Iron Mask record ‘Diabolica’ and a badEven
religion was. And this is totally historical! He
new singer in Helker vocalist Diego Valdez, so time for Fireworks to get the showed us the truth about the solar system but The
man on the blower!
Pope decided this isn’t right and banished him,
Dushan, I’d just like to go back a bit and talk helm, replacing Mark Boals. You recruited one burned all his precious books, and forbade the sale
about the album re-issue ‘Shadow Of The Red Artur Almeida for the Rhapsody tour, and then of anything relating to them.
Baron’ and then the tour with Luca Turilli as Diego as new vocalist on this, so how did this all
You’re credited with all the writing and
they both, in their own way, influenced this new come about and why so many new faces in such
lyrics on this one, but how important was it to
record. The re-issue was given a very nice push, a short period?
Artur was really the right guy for that tour but have Rami and the others still onside?
but how important was is it for you to have a
I always write everything on my albums. This
he has his own band and his own priorities, so
reprised version of that album available?
It was very nice to get a reissue of that great with the deadline and schedule we had finishing is the fastest and most efficient way to work for
album out as it never had a decent promo with my this album, we just couldn’t make it work. He has me; but of course musicians always put their
former label really. This time I really wanted the a day job and needed to book a recording studio own groove onto the final songs and this makes
album to be released as it is, because the mix and every night. He is a very nice guy though and I the songs alive and not as robotic as many
the mastering were originally done by Jens Bogren can say only good things about him on that tour, productions nowadays. For God’s sake guys,
in Sweden and there was no need to change that but it was just not possible to work like this for get a real drummer and stop it with all this shitty
drum programming. It’s such a waste of time and
– but it was lovely to have it out again with the the future.
I realised very quickly we needed a specific fundamentally unmusical.
right push.
vocalist for the new songs. I needed to be fully
Touring has moved up the agenda for you
Then, that tour with Luca’s Rhapsody? satisfied and with Diego I really get the vibe I
was searching for. In every song he really puts after the Rhapsody shows. How easy do you
That must have been a big moment for you?
It was a lot of fun. We had a lot of extensive high quality vocals forward. To me he is the best think that will be with this current team on
driving to contend with because we went right vocalist we’ve ever had and I really hope everyone board? I know Helker is still very much an
from the north to the south of Europe, but Luca is sees that when they hear the new stuff. I’m very active, ongoing concern for Diego?
Diego is moving to Europe in early 2017, so
a very kind guy and as a human being I like him proud of it.
everything will be good and will work really well.
a lot. He has respect for everyone and infinite love
How involved was Diego in the overall That was also a part of my decision to get him in
for music. I really like his music a lot and he’s
the band, as we need a real member, not a hired
liked mine as well, for years, so it was really nice. process of the new record?
All the songs were already written and gun! He’ll be in Spain, which is only two hours
We had big stages as well as smaller ones, but we
gave 100% each time and Iron Mask fans were composed before I contacted him actually, but away from Belgium and with Ryanair it is really
there at every gig. We were really surprised to see he was always in my thoughts. I was actually possible to have him around for every show. It’s
so many fans of ours every time actually, even in recording the vocal guide tracks when I first going to feel really great being a full band again
thought of him; he’s got that wonderful Dio- and I’m sure we’ll play much more and release
smaller clubs!
esque voice I really love and I thought these some great new stuff too.
Right, let’s get on to ‘Diabolica’ then. The new songs really needed that kind of vocal.
‘Diabolica’ is released by AFM Records in
most obvious thing fans of the band will notice We’ve known each other for a few years now
immediately is that there is a new singer at the and we always said we’d do something together Europe on 23rd September.
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James Gaden interviews Francis Rossi

Before the interview began, I prepared myself as Francis does like
to use all manner of funny voices and aliases when he answers the
phone, trying to catch you out. This time however, he answered the
phone and started speaking before I’d uttered a single word:
Yeah, I mean we had to look at it again and do another one eventually,
and I think the album’s really great and I’m looking forward to getting it
out on the road so yeah, thanks, bye.

ladders, you get to the top of a ladder and just hope you aren’t going to
come crashing down. Next stage is the pluggers, they love it, then people
like yourself, you guys tell us you love it… but I don’t think John’s ever
been so involved in an album like he was on this, where his bum’s going
“parp” as we get closer to releasing it. Following the first one, I think this
one is a bit meatier. The last one had more known hits on it, but we’ve used
a load of those up now. Our producer Mike Paxman and I went through
so many fucking songs, maybe we made some mistakes and should’ve
That was the easiest interview I’ve ever done!
gone with ones that were mooted and we didn’t include, but overall, we
I was sat here rehearsing it – could you tell? (laughs) I make myself like the album. However, it doesn’t matter if we love it, we can love it
laugh, I’m like that kid who entertains himself all the time. Anyway, how to death and if the people don’t like it and don’t buy it, it’s a sack of shit.
can I help you young man?
Have you noticed when people talk about great album covers? It’s never
an album that stiffed, it’s always some huge album! The artwork becomes
You can carry on calling me young man for starters, I like that.
synonymous with the music that people loved.
We all do, mind you I used to think it was really patronising and
annoying. Now I’m at the age where I realise there’s not many people I
The cover for this is good, it fits the album well.
can’t call “young man”! Fucking hell.
I really like the artwork for this new one, I’m really happy with that.
You can tell by my voice I’m enthused, but I must admit it’s difficult to be
I remember Jimmy Carr cracking a joke once where he said the objective so soon after finishing a record.
only time he could be described as young now was if he died.
(Laughs) It’s true innit? You’re an old cunt, you’re past it, but if you die
I think the material is a great mix, you have some really well known
when you’re 52 people say “Oooh, he was ever so young”. What a weird tracks like ‘Roll Over Lay Down’ and ‘In The Army Now’, with some
existence. Somebody sent me a picture of me from the olden days, I had much lesser known songs like ‘That’s A Fact’, which I must admit I’d
a grey T-shirt on and these flared mustard coloured trousers and the way kind of forgotten.
I’m holding my guitar, you can tell, there’s that bravado of youth, that kind
We found that last time, when we put ‘And It’s Better Now’ on there
of “Look at me!” vibe. I suppose you grow up and think “Dickhead”. But and people said to us “I’ve never heard that before.” I realised we have
then I realised if you don’t think that, you’re a bigger dickhead. If you look ardent Quo fans who know every song from every album, but then there
back and think “Oooh, wasn’t I fab?”… oh dear!
are other fans more on the periphery who know us from our singles, just
like I know bands from their singles, I’ve not gone out and bought every
How’s Rick doing anyway, after his health problems?
single record. So when I’m super enthused I wonder if we can expand into
He’s okay, he just needs to take better care of himself, but none of us that a bit more. I like the idea of building the acoustic stuff over the next
expected him to drop dead in Turkey, so we had no real plan B. With him few years. Once we hit on that arrangement for ‘Roll Over Lay Down’,
being ill, it did give the band some Dunkirk spirit, we all pulled together as there was something joyous about it. It’s tremendous. You mentioned ‘In
a team for the album. What do you think of it?
The Army Now’, that’s my favourite. We tried it for the last album and
couldn’t make it work and we tried it again and it wasn’t happening. Then
I love it. I was a big fan of the first one and this works just as well one day after rehearsals Mike picked up a guitar and went “Ooh, hang on”
for me.
and it clicked, we got John round and pretty much finished it within the
Oh good. I’ve never seen John so concerned about an album. You have hour. I love the creativity these acoustic albums bring.
that period making it where it’s all “Yep, yep, yep, it’s great” and then you
We’re not precious about the songs either, we’ve got three new ones,
have a playback of the full thing and you go “Yep, lovely”, you play it for two of Andrew’s and one of mine, and I’m a little disappointed in mine,
the record company and they’re knocked out by it… it’s like snakes and ‘Is Someone Rocking Your Heart’. The demo was electric and I thought it
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was really good, now we’ve done it acoustically
I’m thinking “Yeah, it’s okay…” I really like
Andrew’s two though. I’ve always liked his
writing, it can be a bit left field. He wrote ‘Rock
Till You Drop’ for us and I loved that. I just
wonder if people are noticing the new ones.
Then we have other people saying “Oh, well if
you do a third album it could all be originals” and
I’m thinking “Whoa, hang on, hang on!” There’s
still plenty of others I’d like to try, particularly
‘Twenty Wild Horses’. We also looked at ‘Roll
The Dice’ and I really would like to try ‘Sherrie
Don’t Fail Me Now’.
‘Sherrie…’ would be great, but speaking
of that, it’s great to see a track from ‘Thirsty
Work’ on here, ‘Lover Of The Human Race’.
It works great and ‘Thirsty Work’ is a very
underrated album in my book.
Andrew and I work together by bringing
each other bits of songs for the others to finish
off. I took that to him and I’d sung “We need
something more…” to indicate we needed
something else there. But he took it as the lyric
and built the entire chorus from it and suddenly
we had the song. That was one where I thought
we were making a social statement about the
world, but it was pointed out to me people don’t
really want that from Quo, and even if they did,
they’re probably not aware they’ve heard it. That
track… we laid it down and you have ups and
downs making an album, and I thought “There’s
something wrong with that”… something I just
couldn’t place. And that’s part of the creative joy
of this. I came back to it, I forget now what it was
I tweaked, but once I did – “Oh, there it is!” It
suddenly seemed right.
I’ll be buying the deluxe version when
that’s released, because you have extra songs,
one of which is ‘Little Dreamer’ from ‘Perfect
Remedy’. It wasn’t one of Quo’s more popular
albums, but I always really liked that song.
Oh really? It was Mike who suggested that.
We did that and I thought I’d lost it on the verse.
We had to make some adjustments, we did that
and we recorded ‘Lies’ as well. ‘Lies’ came out
great, I only had to alter the vocal in the verse.
Sometimes you can overthink the arrangements.
We did ‘Living On An Island’ and ‘For You’ too
because Rick wanted to do those. I like that you
asked me about that, I’ve been doing promo for
shows and getting a bit fed up with questions like
“So what can we expect from you when you play
here?” I’ll say things like we’re going to do Pink
Floyd stuff, we’re fed up doing Quo songs. “Are
you really?” No you fucking idiot, of course
we’re not! Or I’ll get asked “Are you looking
forward to coming to so-and-so?” and I’ll say not
really, why should I be, are those people more
important than any other people we’re playing
in front of? “Are you really looking forward to
Glastonbury?” No, it’s just a gig, I hope it goes
well, I hope it’s the best ever, but it might not be
– and either way I’ll be playing somewhere else
the next night. I think I’m pissing people off by
being too open!

edition double vinyl release. Is that nice to
see a proper vinyl release for one of your
albums again?
I’m supposed to say yes here aren’t I? I’ll be
honest – do I give a fuck? No. People wheel out
“Oh, it’s better on vinyl.” It’s not a better song
on vinyl, it’s the same song! If you say there’s a
better nostalgic sound and you like having this
twelve inch sleeve, fine, but it doesn’t make the
music any better. It’s nice that the audience can
get it on vinyl, if that’s their preference.
Prior to any acoustic touring, you do have
one ‘Aquostic’ show coming up in Hyde Park.
Parp…not that it’s bothering me! Yeah, we’d
played some shows in Spain, I think we were
doing ‘What You’re Proposing’ and I realised I
needed to play the different arrangement to the
one I’m used to, or we’ll all get lost. You’ve got
to be careful and think about it, that bothers me
but once we’ve rehearsed it all I’ll feel better.

“The thrill of that success,
and with the next one you
want to sell more, reach more
people. It’s never satisfied,
it’s probably why so many
musicians become drug
addicts, there’s an addictive
nature to it. It’s the biggest
drug I’ve ever known and the
one that still needs to be fed.”
Francis Rossi of Status Quo
There’s nerves there for sure. Similarly, I don’t
mind telling people it’s expensive to tour the
acoustic show, but people don’t really talk about
that in promo. You need to make a lot of dosh
to make it work. People don’t like it when I talk
about that side. I really want to do the acoustic
stuff, but if it doesn’t make money to make it
worthwhile, you can only finance it for a certain
period before it stops making sense.

Last time we spoke, you said you weren’t
sure how much longer Quo could continue
doing the electric tours because of how tiring
it was, and since then you’ve announced the
‘Last Nights Of The Electrics’ tour. Does it
feel a bit more real now you’ve come out and
set a date to finish the big electric tours?
Due to the success of the previous
Yes, I was talking with the wife this morning
‘Aquostic’ record, this one gets a standard and I said “Oops”. (laughs) It’s duel-edged really.
CD release, a deluxe 2CD, and a limited On the one hand my income will drop won’t it?
FIREWORKS
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People all think I’ve got trillions in the bank but
it’s not quite that much. But I do get really tired
from those shows. My wife said “Well what
will you do?” and there’s lots I’d like to do, I
might write, I might record with someone, but
whatever it is, when I announce it, I’ve made
a commitment. If I commit to more acoustic
shows, do another album, do whatever, once I’ve
committed to it, I need to see it through. At the
moment, next year we’re doing the acoustic stuff.
I really want to do that, that’s interesting to me,
it’s like when we started out, I’ve got that feeling
again of “We can make this go somewhere”.
On the other hand, I think “Yeah, but I’m 67,
where are you going with it, by the time we’re
out there I’ll be 68”. I look in the mirror and I
think “Whoa, who’s been fucking with my face?
They’ve made a real mess under my neck here,
what the fuck happened?” (laughs) But that’s
the ying and the yang of it, the worrying, and
pushing forward thinking “this is great!”
That’s why you’re driven, imagine how
crap your product would be if you thought
“Ah, that’ll do” and weren’t concerned
anymore how it was received.
That’s a good point, and I think that’s what
had happened with the electric side, I said
when we did ‘Quid Pro Quo’ we were kind of
full up doing that sort of music. It was time for
something else I think. It was like when Angus
Young was asked what he said to people when
they said AC/DC had made the same album
fourteen times, and Angus replied “Fuck off –
it’s fifteen times!” (laughs) We’ll get to the end
of the year first – like with what happened to
Rick, you don’t know what’s down the road.
This album could be the biggest album we’ve
ever done. Or it could be the biggest stiff we’ve
ever had. You don’t know until it’s out and that’s
part of the thrill, that risk, that gamble.
You worried about the first ‘Aquostic’
but that did really well, at least you have the
knowledge this time that people are receptive
to the idea.
Yes, I take that point but you know what
I’m like, now I want to do better than last time.
Wouldn’t it be nice to sell more than last time?
I know it sounds like that comes purely from
a monetary point of view, but it isn’t, it’s that
intangible… I was telling my daughter…we
were in Heathrow and we’d check the singles,
‘What You’re Proposing’ had just come out and
it was about 11am and we’d done 47,000 copies
that morning. Knowing that, and knowing it was
being played all over Europe, people were buying
it, that was the thrill. The monetary thing comes
later, and it’s never as much as you think it’ll be,
but it means you don’t have to worry about bills
and whatever. The thrill of that success, and with
the next one you want to sell more, reach more
people. It’s never satisfied, it’s probably why so
many musicians become drug addicts, there’s an
addictive nature to it. It’s the biggest drug I’ve
ever known and the one that still needs to be fed.
I’ve told you before I go on stage I’ll think “Oh,
I don’t wanna go on, don’t make me go on” and
then I’ll come off and I really enjoyed myself. It
happens the same way every night. I get on my
own tits! (laughs)
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When the Runaways sang “Cause we’re the Queens Of Noise, come and get it boys” way back
in ‘77, they were laying down a mantra for every self-respecting young girl with aspirations in the
world of Rock ‘n’ Roll. Kim Fowley’s shock tactics blew the doors open for a slew of young female
performers the world over, especially in the world of Hard Rock and Heavy Metal – genres that were
male dominated bastions.
Over the next several issues I will bring to you a mixture of artists from obscure to mainstream. A
cornucopia of talent that has stood the test of time, artists that are still thriving and ones that gave it all
up. This issue sees us regale you with the likes of Darby Mills and Holly Woods, Canadian royalty to this
day – well, in my house at least – as well as Robin Beck and Jeanette Chase.

DA R B Y MI LLS – H E A DPI N S

I must admit I was a little bit late to the party
that is Darby Mills. By the time I caught up with
her in ‘83, as a member of Headpins, she’d been
rocking and rolling for nearly a decade. A junior
figure skater in the 60s, Mills’ first taste came via
a tenth grade high school band and that was all it
took, she was hooked.
Of course we all remember Mills as the
leotard toting Rock goddess from the front
cover of the ‘Pins ‘85 album, ‘Head Over Heels’
but there was more to her than just big hair and
a leotard, she had a voice that could strip paint
and was the Janis Joplin of her era.

Born in Vernon British Columbia, Canada in
‘59, Mills fronted a plethora of bands but was
either fired or quit. It was while working in a
record shop that she auditioned for a seven
piece dance band from Harlem, New York,
called Business Before Pleasure. It was from
here that she landed her first taste of a lifestyle
that would become her existence for the next
several decades.
Whilst working with BPP on a two week
residency she took the opportunity to jam with
Steelback, a bunch of musicians on a similar
residency, a move that saw her spend the next
couple of years in their company.
It was at this point in her career that Mills
was noticed by Brian Macleod, a member of
Chilliwack at the time, who was looking to
put together a much harder affair to work in
tandem with the Soft Rock strains of Chilliwack.
Joining Headpins was a journey that would last
five years and three albums, or as Darby puts it,
‘It was five of the most incredible, invigorating,
self-finding, heart-breaking and disgusting years
of my life.”
In that time she witnessed the highs of
chart bothering albums, a European tour with
Whitesnake, as well as tours with Toronto
and ZZ Top. It was just after the ZZ Top tour

finished that Mills lost her place in the band,
later to be replaced by Chrissy Steele, and
ended a period of her life that was as uplifting as
it was heart-breaking.
She wasted no time and quickly put a band
together and re-signed with MCA, a move
that saw her holed up in a studio in London
recording her debut solo album. That was until
MCA decided to drop her in favour of a younger
artist called Tiffany, a move that saw Mills on the
side-lines and Tiffany hitting gold.
It would be a full five years before Mills would
release a new album in the shape of ‘Never
Look Back’, and with the ‘Unsung Heroes’ she
toured Canada alongside Lee Aaron in ‘91. But
with a Headpins law suit hanging over her head
and a need to put food on the table, she gave it
all up… or did she?
Teaming up with Bernie Aubin, they put
Headpins back on the road for one last hurrah,
a hurrah that has lasted until the present as the
‘Pins still tour sporadically in Canada to this day.
BEST MOMENT: Her solo album with
the Unsung Heroes is one of the last great Hard
Rock albums from the early nineties. It’s just
been reissued by Darby at www.darbymills.com

HOL LY WO ODS – TO RO N TO
released several albums in their eighties prime.
Right from the off I fell in love with the sound
of Toronto, this twelve legged beast hitting the
sweet spot with their debut album, ‘Looking
For Trouble’.
For Woods it was a journey that began in
the late 70s as she was introduced to Brian
Allen, a Canadian native, when he was a part
of the Progressive leaning Rock band, Rose.
Having cut a track for their third album, they
crossed paths once again over a year later and
alongside Jimmy Fox, Scott Kreyer and Nick
Costello, both Woods and Allen recruited
Sheron Alton, who was Allen’s girlfriend at the
time, and formed Toronto.
Signing with Solid Gold records, a label
Born in Durham, North Carolina, Anne
Elizabeth Woods would find fame with a that was established as an outlet for Toronto,
Canadian band called Toronto, an outfit that they set about recording their debut album
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under the guidance of Chilliwack mainstays, Bill
Henderson and Brian Macleod. When ‘Looking
For Trouble’ was released in 1980 it went
platinum, thanks to singles like ‘Even The Score’
and ‘Looking For Trouble’.
After a cross country tour of Canada it
was time to enter the studio to record their
sophomore album ‘Head On’. With the help
of Terry Brown (Rush) at the helm, it was an
album that also went platinum in their homeland.
With the likes of Barry Connors (Coney Hatch)
and Gary LaLonde (Rose, Honeymoon Suite)
replacing Fox and Costello, the band issued ‘Get
It On Credit’ a year later in ‘82.
Once again the Toronto sound was driven
by the wonderful vocals of Holly Woods, vocals
that went from ear piercing screams through to
controlled passion; she really was special, coming
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straight from the Ann Wilson school of seismic
singers. But she was given some wonderful songs
along the way, songs that made her job that little
bit easier. One of those songs was ‘What About
Love’, written by Allen, Alton and Jim Valance
(Bryan Adams), a track that was rejected by their
label and never made the album – three years
later, it was a smash hit for Heart.
By the time of ‘Girls Night Out’ in ‘83 they
were selling out shows across Canada as the
album went platinum once again, but it was

the beginning of the end as by ‘84 both Brian
Allen and Sharon Alton decided to call it a day.
Although Woods and Kreyer limped on as Holly
Woods and Toronto, even recording a half decent
album in ‘Assault And Flattery’ – which included a
fabulous duet with Darby Mills on ‘Cats & Dogs
(Stealin’)’ – the end was nigh and Toronto called
it quits.
Although Woods and Kreyer went on to
record a solo album in ‘86, it never saw the
light of day until over twenty years later. With

interest renewed Woods hooked up with former
drummer Connors, Steve Shelski, Tom Lewis
and Peter Kadar and toured across Canada. Still
playing occasionally, Woods is arguably one of the
greatest Rock singers of the eighties.

song, she started life as a Disco diva in ‘79 when
she released a rather nondescript album called
‘Sweet Talk’. Not even the inclusion of Iren Cara
and Luther Vandross could save this album.
Undeterred Beck continued throughout the
eighties as she worked with the likes of Cher,
Leo Sayer and David Bowie, but it was her Jingle
work that got her the big break she so deserved.
Thanks to the Coca Cola advert, the song ‘First
Time’ went stratospheric.
It’s hard to imagine how big the diminutive
powerhouse that is Robin Beck was in the late
80s. Thanks in the main to that song, Beck was
propelled into a spotlight that readily welcomed
her with open arms. Number one in the UK
for three weeks, which brought with it Top Of
The Pops appearances, as well as #1 in countless
countries the world over, Beck milked it for all
it was worth. With her album rush-released to
cash in on this wave of approval, it took her to a
global audience.
With a plethora of songwriters in her corner,
the likes of Desmond Child, Diane Warren
and Paul Stanley all had a hand in an album that
pushed all the right AOR buttons. However that

second hit single never materialised, putting Beck
in the ‘one hit wonder’ category, consigning her
to re-runs of ‘First Time’ for eternity on MTV.
Several follow up albums materialised over
the years, but other than in Germany, Beck was
cruelly ignored. A renaissance over the last decade
has seen her releasing several quality albums,
matching her eighties/nineties output easily. With
several live appearances in the UK, including
a triumphant appearance at Firefest, Beck is
probably at the peak of her career creatively, a
career that has seen her rise from obscurity to
the dizzying heights of public consumption.
Currently married to James Christian, Beck
is content in her role in the world of Rock. She
once said to me when I was compiling the top
fifty female singers for Classic Rock, “I’d better
come higher than Cher.” She did and she always
would, she is one of the genres greats, as her
distinguished career proves.

BEST MOMENT: Their debut album is
almost Pop/Rock perfection, but we can only
wonder what would have happened if they had
released ‘What About Love’ instead of Heart.

RO B I N B EC K

The first time I met Robin Beck I was
attending Firefest whilst writing for Classic Rock
AOR. I was trying to chase her and Fiona – it
was like trying to plait fog – to get a photo
together for a piece I was writing. The second
time I met her she grabbed my butt, looked me
in the eye and playfully said, ‘Oops, sorry, old
habits.’ As you can tell, she’s a bit of a character
off stage, as well as on.
Whilst she’s best remembered for that Coke

BEST MOMENT: There are several in the
Beck arsenal, as the likes of ‘Wonderland’ and
‘Underneath’ both prove, or maybe it was that
spellbinding Firefest performance.

J EAN ETTE C H A S E – STO RM

We all remember Jeanette Chase as a
Ladykiller in the pages of Kerrang! Don’t we?
No? Must be just me then. That was taken in
‘85, a whole decade since her and husband, Lear
Stevens, started out in Orange County, Los
Angeles. A myriad of names such as X4, Flight and
Sleepy Hollow followed before they settled on
Storm, a simple monicker with huge intentions.
Anybody with a penchant for 70s Hard
Rock/AOR will be familiar with Storm, a Queen
obsessed outfit whose debut album may have
sank without a trace, but at the time it was the
FIREWORKS

future of Rock ‘n’ Roll. The cover alone was
enough to make you purchase the album on
a whim; a miniature hand held TV saw them
adorning its screen, with Lear Stevens and Ronni
Hansen striking rock poses as their drummer,
David Devon, looks all Teddy Mueller (Axe).
With Chase standing centre - attired in a striking
outfit, which included silver shorts – it was eye
catching to say the least.
The music was befitting of such a cover,
equally as overblown and pompous as you’d
expect. Built on the foundations laid by the likes
of Sweet and Queen, not to mention a nod to
the Beatles, Storm, well, cooked up a storm.
Roy Thomas Baker was originally lined up as
producer, a veteran that had overseen albums by
Queen, Be Bop Deluxe and Hawkwind amongst
others. The gig eventually fell to the band as
lengthy label dealings lead to Baker seeking work
elsewhere, a move that saw them excel in their
new role.
With George Tutko engineering – he’d
previously worked with the likes of Bob Seger,
Olivia Newton John and Rod Stewart – the band
were able to take the ambitious ideas from their
heads and lay them down on tape exactly as
they envisaged.
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Released in ‘79 it inhabits a similar airspace
to the likes of Russia, Max Webster and Force
10, a cornucopia of quirkiness that is driven by
Lear Steven’s Brian May esque guitars and Chase’s
powerful vocals. This was the sound of the
seventies, amplified and overblown.
However, it would be a whole four years
before the storm would blow again, a wait that
saw them anything but idle. Their sophomore
release, also ‘S/T’, was a lengthy process that
saw them first record the album with Mike
Stone (Journey), before ditching the recordings
at the eleventh hour, and then Keith Olsen. At
the time Olsen was a producer of some repute
but his working practices saw him dispatched
and unceremoniously dumped. The album finally
landed in the hands of Michael Verdick, with the
results being overtly polished but still sounding
very much like Storm.
Rumours abounded several years ago that
they were in the process of putting together a
third album; sadly nothing has surfaced so far.
BEST MOMENT: The debut album, for
sure. Back in ‘79 this was musical nirvana for any
self-respecting Rock fan. And that cover? That
was just the deal clincher.
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DEVIN TOWNSEND
Interview by Andy Brailsford. Photo by Tom Hawkins
The sounds Devin Townsend uses, the way he uses them, and the general
‘anything can work in this song’ ideology he has is very refreshing in the
musical environment. While we don’t think it is really possible to ‘get inside
Dev’s head,’ it is something that is always interesting to try. So, with the
new album ‘Transcendence’ about to land, Dev got in touch from his home
in Canada to give Fireworks a little insight.
Reviewing the album, one
comment I’ve made is that you
remind me of the seventies in
the best days of Rock when
bands put out albums regularly,
before they strangely decided
it would take five years to do
one. You put something out
nearly every year.
I love music, and I think it’s a
privilege to be able to do this for
a living, and if I do something then
it needs to be out there. The state
of the music business has changed
completely since those days, and
it bears no resemblance to what’s
going on today. Five years? Yeah,
who decided that?

fair, your production is equally
up there because you maintain
this humongously big sound
which reminds me of Roy
Wood with Wizzard. He had
this thing, it was a full sound, it
was an aural assault and yours
is a similar thing.
When I start to put an idea
down, and I listen, sometimes it
works and sometimes it doesn’t.
Even when it doesn’t, there may
be bits in there that will fit, so I
will keep those and layer them in.
That will then put something else
into my head which will add to the
overall sound. So all these layers get
put together and I end up with this
bombastic monster. When I was
I think it was bands like a teenager I used to listen to Pink
Queen when they got into the Floyd and Led Zeppelin and think it
mega production, but to be sounded fantastic, and just wanted
to get that kind of sound.
When I first put
‘Transcendence’ on, I
thought, “I’ve heard
this before”. What
made you redo ‘Truth’?
When I did ‘Infinity’, I
think…well I was doing dope
and drinking a lot and I was
undisciplined and things could
have been much better. ‘Truth’
was a track that, when I listened
to it, I thought I missed a trick
there. It has always been one
that I intended to come back to
and re-do, heavy it up a little. It’s
a track that I have always liked,
so I thought I would do it on
this album.

When
you
were
talking about the
big sounds and layers,
are you the sort of person
that will tweak something
on your effects and get a
new sound and then it will
immediately put something
new into your head that you
then work on?
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No, not really, not these days.
When I was younger that would be
the case but I kind of have my sound
now, which I stay with. Things are
based more on the chords now and
how they work together, as well as
moods. If I feel this way, then this
will come out. If I feel that way, then
that will come out, but I don’t really
look for new sounds. When I was a
teenager I used to go out and buy
new pieces of equipment and look
for new sounds, but really that has
only happened once. ‘Infinity’ was
about the sound, but that’s really it.
Is there ever a time in your
life at all where you don’t have
something new, musically, in
your head?
In all honesty, no. Not at this
point in time but I am working on
cutting down and separating what
I do musically from family life, for
instance. I am learning how to switch
off. Again, it’s a discipline thing and
something that comes with getting
older. We all tend to settle down
a little as we get older, and I’m fine
with that so long as I don’t have to
have someone wipe my ass for me.

and I went, “No.” She said,
“You know what ‘transdermal’
is don’t you, it’s ‘via the skin’”.
Yeah, so she thinks it’s about
sex. Is that true?
Ha ha! I don’t know, you’d better
ask the guys from Ween that. But
that’s good if your partner thinks it’s
about sex. I like sex.
Again, you’ve got Anneke on
the album with you. That looks
like a partnership that’s going
to last. She suits what you do.
Anneke is DTP. Same as Che
(Aimee Dorval) is Casualties Of
Cool and Dominique (Lenore
Persi), is the female vocals for the
Ziltoid albums. Each of those will
always be the main female vocalists
on those particular projects. Che
and Dominique do backing vocals
on this, but Anneke does the main
vocal, although not as much on this
occasion.
Also, with ‘Transcendence’,
it doesn’t sound like Roger
Waters but it has the Roger
Waters feel when you bring the
choir in, if you understand what
I mean.
Yes I do. I have always liked that
kind of thing; choirs do swell the
sound.

Was it a big choir?
Well I have used choirs in the
past, and the thing about them
is that they are very expensive,
including rehearsal times and
organising everything, that makes it
very difficult. This time there were
Two tracks on the album just five of us with overdubs and
which, when I listened to it multi-tracking in the studio, which is
for the first time, were the quicker and a lot less expensive.
most accessible, ‘Failure’ and
‘From the Heart.’ The thing
The first time I heard you
about ‘From the Heart’, when was when you appeared on
I heard it I thought, “I’m sure the Steve Vai album ‘Sex And
I’ve heard this somewhere Religion’. It’s phenomenal, the
before” but I’ve had a look on difference between that album,
the internet to see if it’s been which is quite minimalist in
done by anyone or yourself what you did and the stuff
previously and I can’t find any you’re doing now, you would
reference to it at all.
never have imagined that that
That was taken from a song by person shouting on that album
‘Krishna Das’ called ‘Baba Hanuman,’ would be doing the stuff that
where I took the tune and re-wrote you’re doing now.
the verses, but the chorus is how it
Yeah, I would never have
was in the original song.
imagined it either, or that I would
still be doing it.
And
‘Transdermal
Celebration’,
I’ve
read
Yeah, if you hadn’t done
somewhere that it’s a cover. Is that, you probably wouldn’t be
that right?
doing what you’re doing now.
Yes, it’s by a band called Ween.
I definitely wouldn’t have been
doing what I’m doing now.
My partner and I had a
discussion, she said, “You know
Dev will be touring in the
what that’s about don’t you?” UK in November.
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Interview by Dave Scott
Epica have been one of the leading lights of the Symphonic Metal scene since
forming back in 2002. With an ever expansive, adventurous and “epic” sound
musically, the band has been equally bold with their (often) complex subject matter,
dealing with philosophical topics that revolve around science, world events and
religion. Their last album explored ‘The Quantum Enigma’ and they have now taken
that a step further with their latest release ‘The Holographic Principle’. Fireworks
donned our white lab coat and safety googles and took a trip to London to sit down
and discuss it all with vocalist Simone Simons and guitarist/vocalist Mark Jansen.
Were you were pleased
with the response and fan
reaction to your last album
‘The Quantum Enigma’?
Mark: Yes definitely because
it was all we could wish for. We
got good reviews, we got a good
response from the fans and when
we played the songs live they got
a good reaction there also. Usually
when you play new songs live,
it takes a while before they turn
into classics and here people were
already going wild from the first
moment we started playing them.

have worked with the same team
and worked the same way, even
though we tried to delve deeper
into the details, but we also tried to
improve some things.
How do the individual songs
themselves, and their lyrics, fit
into the overall concept? Are
there any particular tracks
lyrically that stand out for you
as being most pertinent to the
concept?
Mark: It’s funny, there is one
song that, at the beginning, I had
the least connection with but was
proudest of lyric wise and that is
‘The Cosmic Algorithm’. I am really
proud of the lyrics, it has some
really nice lines that I came up with
and had that “Yes!” feeling. I had
never seen this before and it is a
nice experience… sitting behind
the computer thinking “yeah, yeah”,
ha-ha! Regarding the concept, there
is obviously the title track which
sums up the whole album and also
‘Beyond The Matrix’ and ‘Universal
Death Squad’. Simone Simons
wrote some lyrics inspired by the
movie ‘The Matrix’.
Simone: The song in question
is ‘A Phantasmic Parade’. That is
totally next to ‘The Matrix’ and
‘Inception’ as well which is one
of my favourite movies, where
you have the option to choose in
which reality do you want to live,
where you can manipulate one
of the realities by diving into your
dreams, and stuff like that I find
totally fascinating. Philosophy was
one of my favourites in high school,
not to brag it was one of my better
subjects along with art and English,
which is why I totally connected
when Mark Jansen raised the
concept. I thought I could use ‘The
Matrix’ as I often draw inspiration
from movies for my lyrics.

Once again you have opted
to explore another complex
and fascinating concept, one
that also has a connection with
the previous album. Can you
give an insight into some of the
details of the new album?
Mark: When we recorded ‘…
Enigma’, this topic kept fascinating
me and I started researching more
into quantum physics. Soon I ran
into a scientist who is called “The
Bad Boy Of Quantum Physics”.
Leonard Susskind was doing
lectures online and I was watching
these lectures and they are so
interesting, you are really watching
them and thinking “fantastic”. He
was explaining that the whole
universe might be just a hologram.
He explains it in such a great way
and you start believing him. That
is most important, that you start
to really believe that it can be true
because at the beginning you think
“that’s a wicked idea, that can’t be
true”. However, he then explains it
in a way that you think “wow” and,
of course, you can’t understand
the calculations because it takes at
least four years of studying before
you understand them… if you are
smart enough, ha-ha! I trust his
calculations and thought that this
could be a really great starting
Are there any other tracks
point for the new album. We
see this release as the big sister you are particularly proud of?
of ‘...Enigma’. That is because we
Simone: Yes, because there are
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so many cool songs. I keep thinking
that the title track is one because it
is a summary of the whole record.
I am a big fan of choirs and I am a
big fan of one of the choir members
that we worked with back in the
day, Sascha Paeth, who we invited
to record some leads and have
his beautiful sound mixed with
the choir. I enjoy that very much.
The whole funny twists and turns
that the song has, along with the
choruses that are super catchy; it
just gets to me.
The title track is indeed
an epic piece on its own, was
it particularly challenging to
compose and write that track
or was it something that
naturally formed?
Mark: It was a big challenge,
yes. We wanted to do something
different, not simply make a long
track, which we have done before,
and I was thinking what can we do
to make it interesting and to have a
different approach? So I started with
a bit of a Pink Floyd-ish approach
at the beginning that later evolves
into something heavy. When I was
satisfied, I presented it to the band
and producer Joost Van Den Broek
because it is a long track and there
was a lot to talk about. We were
discussing for a long time until we
were all pleased with it, it was really
trial and error; some things turning
around, some things re-written and
some things with different sounds.
We all work hard individually on
tracks but that one, as it was so
long, we worked three times as
much on - but then in the end when
we were done and satisfied… we
were all thiniking “now it’s right”.

choir and string sections live but
what if we recorded everything live?
So even the ethnic instruments, the
brass and the woodwind were live,
all these have been played by live
musicians. Van Den Broek had his
connections because he has worked
with orchestras before and we trust
his opinions. The choir members
were pretty much the same as on
‘…Enigma’ and the same with the
strings, but a lot of new people
were added to the team and so the
Epica family has grown. The way of
working basically was changed with
‘…Enigma’, and we perfected it
this time. We were rehearsing the
tracks with the last album to work
on the details, now it was even
more integrated with the orchestral
parts. It is a crazy job to keep that
overview but Van Den Broek had to
do it with all these ideas.
Simone: It’s a big puzzle
consisting of over a thousand pieces
and it all fits perfectly together due
to the perfectionism of many of
the band members and, of course,
also of Van Den Broek for keeping
the overview because I would have
totally fucked that puzzle up had I
done it myself, ha-ha!
Mark: Everybody did a great job.
Guys like Isaac Delahaye, Arien Van
Weesenbeek, Rob Van Der Loo
and Coen Janssen, they were so
motivated to make the best of this
album and the only thing you have
to do is let them do it.

So you recorded this and
worked together in person
as you had previously for
‘...Enigma’, as I remember
you mentioned a change in
practises in our last interview?
Mark: Yes but at an even
earlier stage and more intensely
rehearsing the tracks and trying
to improve each other’s strengths
until everybody was happy. If one
person says “this doesn’t really do
it for me” you have to take that
seriously, whereas in the past if
maybe one person didn’t like a
part or such like, it would still be
good enough because the others
liked it. If you can get to the point
where everybody is happy, also the
guy who doesn’t like it and said “if
we play it like this, then I like it”…
and all the others still like it, then
it is better than before and that is
what we did. Everybody had to be
Have you done anything happy and we kept on going until
everybody reached that point.
different for this album?
Mark: We were sitting together
Regarding the singing styles
and we discussed what could we do
to be even better. One of the things of you both, is it a natural
that came to the surface was the fit with the grunting and
fact that we had already recorded the clean, or is it more like a
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puzzle putting it together as
you go along?
Simone: With the songs that
Delahaye writes, he has a clear
vision – here I want grunts and
here I want main vocals. He is
more writing songs so that I
can sing them somehow, in the
brutal bridges and stuff Jansen is
then taking centre stage and in
his songs he has his own vision
as well of what he wants. I go
with the flow, together with Van
Den Broek and Paeth we try
various things to see if it works.
Sometimes Janssen, Delahaye or
one of the others writes a vocal
line to go with the music and they
program it, then I start singing it
and we see that it doesn’t work.
Then we can see if grunts should
go here or maybe the other way
round. It is also a process of
forming the puzzle where we all
have our visions and we try it out
and see if it works, if it doesn’t
work we adapt because we are
flexible. We do what the songs
needs and what fits.
Did you have any guests
appear on this album? I
haven’t seen any mentioned
but I know that Marcela Bovio
(Stream Of Passion) appeared
on the last album.
Mark: She was part of this album
again on backing vocals, there is also
Janssen’s daughter as well.
Simone: She is the little voice
in the intro. The backing vocals
are done by me, Bovio and Linda
Janssen so basically almost the
whole Janssen family is on the
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record. Next one, I think my son to returning to the UK and
will be playing drums ha-ha.
playing at the Shepherds Bush
Empire, which is quite an
Have you decided on any established venue?
singles or video tracks yet?
Simone: I am definitely looking
Simone: Yes, they have all been forward to it and curious to see
recorded and tomorrow we are how full it is going to be. Our last
going to drop our first single along one at The Forum was amazing
with a video which is ‘...Squad’. We and I like England and the people,
have fully recorded four videos in they are very jolly and friendly. We
total and then shortly after ‘...Squad’ have had a lot of British fans travel
there will be ‘...Parade’.
abroad to see us play so we hope
they will travel to come see us play
Stefan Heilemann has at the really big one. On the live
created another stunning front there is also the release show
piece of artwork for the cover. at our own festival, EpicMetal Fest
Was it a case of, if it ain’t broke on 1st Oct in Tilburg, which we are
looking forward to.
don’t fix it?
Simone: Yeah totally. We have
You have been around over
been working with Heilemann since
‘The Classical Conspiracy’, he is a a decade now. What have you
friend of mine and also lives close learnt over the years and does
by. We have done some projects the learning process continue?
Simone: It definitely continues
ourselves because we are both
crazy like that. Yeah, never change and I also think it is a cool thing
a winning team I guess. Sometimes to try to reinvent yourself or just
you have to hustle things up if you explore your boundaries. If you
feel like you are slowly starting to keep doing the same thing, you are
get into a rut. It is a little bit scary maybe not stuck in a rut but you
but now we have this team going are not going forward. Of course,
and it felt good so we thought this everybody has their comfort zone
is how we are going to Rock for the but sometimes it is nice to just get
next couple of years. I don’t want out of there and see if you can do
to look too far into the future but what you thought you couldn’t,
looking and listening to the product see it as a challenge. I hope there is
that we have come up with now, still more for me to explore vocally
we are a good team so things are and for Epica worldwide, if we can
discover more countries. There is
looking good for the future.
always more I guess.
You have announced a
How do you maintain your
European tour with Powerwolf
for early next year, which focus, energy and drive having
includes a date in London. been together for so long and
Are you looking forward with so much touring?
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Mark: Growth helps, as long
as you keep growing and you are
able to do new things, get higher
positions at festivals and you keep
being hungry; there is always a new
goal. I can’t imagine at this moment
how hard it must be without that to
keep the train going.
Simone: Never get comfortable.
Our strength is also that we are
very productive, you have to be out
there with just the right amount
of presence in order not to over
saturate the market and that is what
we’ve been doing; making records
every two years and touring.
Mark: Everything looks good
so we have to enjoy it now. I was
happy with the last album and
now this one is completed, there’s
a lot of pressure falling from the
shoulders. It is not easy after a very
successful release to make a strong
new one that can compete or even
better the previous. That is quite
a task and I have a feeling we have
delivered. People have told us that
they keep hearing new things with
more plays and that is a good sign.
If you like an album from the start
but it is easy listening, often after
several plays there is nothing new
to discover and it gets dropped. If
an album keeps growing after each
listen, and even after twenty listens
there is new things to discover…
these are the albums that last.
Simone: I like to think of albums
as an investment in the future. You
like them from the start but you will
like them in years to come due to
the layers within the music and the
carefully selected songs.
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Interview by Ian Johnson

‘The Storm Within’ is probably one of your more Progressive
sounding albums, yet the sheer amount of melody you’ve used
throughout the album also makes it one of your most accessible. When
you sit down to write for a new album do you have an idea of what you
want to achieve or is the process more organic?
What I think we’ve been able to do with this album and ‘Hymns….’
our last CD, is record the music in such a way that it is at first technically
progressive music but then package it in a very melodic structure, which
makes it much more accessible. Yet I hope that after you’ve played
and listened to it three or four times, you’ll hear the multiple layers and
complexities we’ve put into all the songs. It’s a kind of writing style we’ve
been trying to perfect over the last twenty years and I think we’re getting
close now [laughs]. In the end I think we’ve always tried to make music that
is progressive, melodic and technical, music that we all like and want to play.
Your music is usually described as being melancholic and dark but
this album seems to be the opposite of that, you seem to be having a lot
of fun on this album.
Yes we did, and I think that’s down to us having found our place in
music, where we fit as a band. But also being older, hopefully wiser and
more content as human beings and having settled family lives and just being
happy as people has helped us as well. All those things are needed, I think, if
you want to make great music.
I believe the album is a concept about love, relationships, losing that
love and how a person deals with the break up. So what can you tell us
about it?
Well it’s pretty much just what you said [laughs]. I read that someone
had called this our ‘love’ album. I think it’s actually Evergrey’s ‘lack of love’
album. It’s about what you do to re-find yourself, what you have to do to get
back your own individual identity when a relationship has come to and end
and you’re a single person, not part of a couple anymore. The songs deal
with the anger, frustration and at times even violence that can occur after a
break-up.

able to sit in a darkened room, headphones on and listen to the album in
one go. But in this Spotify/iTunes world that doesn’t happen a lot anymore,
which is a shame. So it does matter that a song can be taken from the album
and listened to by itself and not lose anything. Proudly I have to say that
we’ve been able to do both here; make a concept album that you can listen
to all at once and where each of the songs can stand out all on their own.
Your first single and video, ‘Distance’, is an odd choice for lead off
track. It’s heavier and darker than a lot of the other songs on the album.
Sure, you’re right. It’s so fucking surreal when Evergrey release a single.
We get told it’s time to release a new single, and we look at each other and
think, “Why? It’s never going to make the top ten” (laughs), but we do it
anyway. ‘Distance’ therefore is really a first song, not a single release. It is the
way we want to represent the album, how we want people to see Evergrey
and our music. We could have released ‘Passing Through’ which is more
melodic and more of a ‘single’, if you know what I mean, but we wrote an
album of songs, not an album of singles and ‘Distance’ represents, in a way,
what we think works for the band. And because we’re all old guys [laughs]
we love the idea of albums over singles. You know, when you used to be
able to lose yourself in the world of an album’s music instead of just dipping
in and out of it by listening to a song from here or a song from there. AFM
gave us a big budget to shoot the video and we went to Iceland and shot three
videos and I think they look amazing. Iceland is such a strange place to film
in … beautiful, but drive fifteen minutes from where you were and you get a
whole different landscape and the weather has completely changed.

I’d like to ask you about the guest artists, Floor Jansen and your
wife, Carina. I’ve always thought that your voice works so well when
you sing alongside a female vocalist. When writing, do you envisage
these duets?
No, not always, but with Carina it’s a different thing, she was there at the
start of Evergrey and as she’s my wife she always comes into the process
very early on. It was Carina who suggested asking Floor to help out. We’re
all good friends and I’ve known Floor for years because she is the girlfriend
of our old drummer. When we were writing, Rikard Zander, our keyboard
Where do the lyrics come from? Is it from your own personal history player, came up with this melody that sounded a little bit like Nightwish and
or just a story you came up with?
that kind of fitted in with having Floor on the album. Then after she said
The last album was all about me, my personal story. This one is more of she’d do it we wrote another song which needed another female vocal and
my empathic side coming out and imagining what could happen in this type again her voice fitted this song
of situation. Also a couple of close friends of mine had been going through
some shit like this and I saw what it was doing to them and so I tried to think
Tell us about the tour you’re doing with Delain.
We’re doing a nine day tour of the UK as support to our friends Delain.
of how I would feel if it happened to me, using my imagination to put those
Then twenty more dates with them in Europe, then America and finally
feelings into the story and the lyrics.
when we finish that tour we’ll be coming back to Sweden and starting
A lot of concept albums have the problem of songs not working as our own headlining tour. We were a little hesitant to do the support slot
individual pieces of music. Was it important for the band to make sure as we’ve been a headlining act for a long time now but Delain were so
songs like ‘Distance’, ‘Passing Through’ and the title track all worked generous to us about what we could do that we all said yeah, let’s do it. I
think for fans it’s a great line-up with two bands who can play and put on
within the context of the album and on their own as well?
Absolutely. Of course if I had my desire it would be for someone to be a hell of a show.
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ROB REED
Interview by Ian Johnson

Talking with Rob Reed is always a pleasure. It never seems like you’re doing an interview, instead it’s like
a conversation between friends about a thing you both love, namely music. So asking him about his main
passion and new album ‘Sanctuary II’ elicited an intelligent and in-depth response that kept Fireworks and
Rob on the phone for quite some time.
So what are the main differences between ‘Sanctuary’ and
‘Sanctuary Pt II’?
Well the first album was something I’ve always wanted to do. It was an
homage to Mike Oldfield and ‘Tubular Bells’ because he was the musician
and that was the album that first made me want to be a musician. I’d
been asked over the years by many people to do some long-form style
of album, something similar to what Oldfield had done on his first four
releases because those asking knew of my love for the man’s music. It was
always something I wanted to try out, just to see if I could do it. When
I’d actually made the ‘Sanctuary’ album and finished it, I then realised that
it had been the best musical experience of my life and that I’d enjoyed
making the album so much that I wanted to do more like it if I could.
Don’t get me wrong, I love the music I make with Magenta, Kiama and
Chimpan A but these albums are more me, if you know what I mean?
When I was a teenager I was so influenced by Mike Oldfield’s music, a
real fan boy, and I’d always felt that even though his music didn’t have
lyrics that the other instruments, the guitars the bass the keyboards,
communicated the message he was trying to get across to the listener
so well, that I wanted to be able to do that with the ‘Sanctuary’ albums.
I was trying get my music to have that same kind of communication that
I’d felt when I listened to Oldfield’s work.
How then have the fans of Oldfield taken to the albums?
Well I knew I was playing with fire because his fans are very loyal, I
was so worried that I would split them in to those who thought I was
the Devil incarnate and those who enjoyed what I was trying to do. I
always knew though that if I could make a great sounding album with the
same values that he used, then hopefully most of those fans would enjoy
what I was trying to achieve on ‘Sanctuary’. With part two it was slightly
different; part one had been well received and the reaction I got from
people about it was great, they really did seem to love what I’d done.
So that kind of freed my hand when it came to the second album. I’m
not blowing my own trumpet but playing all the instruments is the easy
thing, writing the actual music is the hard part. It doesn’t matter if you
can play 1000 different instruments well because if you can’t write a tune
with a memorable melody then you’re dead in the water. To write two
20 minute pieces of music for Sanctuary II, well that’s the hard bit. You
see anyone these days can sit in their bedrooms and make an album like
‘Tubular Bells’ just by using sampled instruments taken from computer
programs. The clever part of the process is writing the music, music that
connects. My yardstick is, is the music any good? Does it sound good,
does it work as a piece of music? If those boxes are ticked then I’m happy.
FIREWORKS
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Tell us about the guest musicians on the album. Simon
Phillips (Toto, The Who) and legendary recorder player Les
Penning ,who are both on the new CD.
Well I decided that I wanted to have drums on this album and made
up a list of people who I wanted to play them. You know, a who’s who
of drummers. Simon was top of my list, and in the days we live in, where
you can contact anyone by email or Facebook, I did just that. I sent him
a message via Facebook asking if he’d like to play drums on ‘Sanctuary II’,
not ever thinking that he’d reply but he did and said send me some stuff
to listen to and I’ll let you know. I sent him some of the music and he
loved it and said he thought that it was great that someone was making
music like this again and he agreed to play the drums on the album for
me. So I sent him over the files as he lives in America and because he’s
not just a drummer but an engineer and producer as well and owns his
own studio the stuff he sent back was just so good that I didn’t really need
to do anything to it, to make it fit in and work with what I was doing on
the album. The drums are just stunning and if you get the special edition
of the album there’s some video on the bonus DVD of Simon playing the
drums.
Les is a different story. I’ve actually been with him all day today as we’re
working on something together. Les is a good friend and I reached out
to him to play on the first album but circumstances stopped this from
happening. So I was determined that he was going to play on the new CD.
I called him up and said Les, I’d love you to play these parts on the new
album and he said send them over, which I did and then he came over
to the studio and played his parts for the album, then spent the rest of
the time telling musical war stories, which I just loved. Again I have to say
I’ve been very lucky with everyone I’ve played with on whatever project
because they have all been really nice people and great musicians.
I asked you this last time we spoke, but will you ever be able
to do this music in a live setting?
The answer to that is easy - yes. We’re going to be playing two shows
at Peter Gabriel’s Real World Studios in Bath in October, where we’re
going to be playing the ‘Sanctuary II’ album in its entirety. It will be me and
ten other musicians, and to be honest I’m scared and worried as to how
it will come off. Unlike the Oldfield TV studio thing he did where they
played ‘Tubular Bells’ and he just played bass, I’m going to be playing about
ten or twelve different instruments over the night. We’re also going to be
filming it for those who can’t make the show. So it’s a double edged thing;
I’m looking forward and not looking forward to doing it and the closer it
gets the more nervous I become but fingers crossed it will all work out.
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Interview by Mike Newdeck

Why was there a four year hiatus with the band?
In 2007 I started having health issues and then they started to worsen.
So in 2010 I decided to take a break from it all and tried to seek an
answer for what was causing my health problems. This took years and
while searching for these answers, former musicians in the band made
decisions involving the band catalogue, including songs that I wrote in
their entirety, without my consent. A legal dispute occurred prolonging
the hiatus even further.
Tell me how you selected the new line-up.
After the legal dispute, I wanted to play with a group of people that
weren’t just great musicians but great friends as well. Aaron Bruch and I
were friends for a long time and we got together and it was great to work
with him. Jasen Rauch played with Red and we had collaborated together
before in the past and it just made sense. Shaun played with a band called
Picture Me Broken and Keith was with Adelitas Way and it all just seemed
to fit well. Playing with your friends just makes a band that much better.
The album ‘Dark Before Dawn’ pretty much carries on from
where Breaking Benjamin left off on ‘Dear Agony’. Were you tempted
to change the sound?
I am always trying to incorporate new things into the sound of Breaking
Benjamin without breaking the mould of what Breaking Benjamin is
and what we stand for. ‘Ashes of Eden’ is among many examples of this
because it is the first time the band has ever recorded or released a song
where the guitar is completely digital.
How does this album differ from old BB?
As the primary songwriter that I have been for the band, this album
doesn’t differ too much from the others. I have done the bulk of the work as
I did the the writing process myself , but only because when ‘Dark Before
Dawn’ was conceived, the new members were not in place yet. However,
there are notable contributions made on the album by each current band
member. ‘Dark Before Dawn’ is also the first Breaking Benjamin album
that I am not singing the background vocals and harmonies on, which
were done by Aaron Bruch and Keith Wallen.

pieces into full song compositions.
Were you surprised at how well the album has done considering
the time since the last one?
I think the response for the album was overwhelming. Breaking
Benjamin and its fans showed the world that Rock was not dead when
‘Dark Before Dawn’ was released. It is the band’s first No.1 album on
Billboard and that says a lot. We were honoured by this and excited at
the same time. It goes to show you how ready the world is for more Rock
music. Breaking Benjamin fans are so loyal and it’s humbling everyday
to see how much they support us. When we did our first shows after
years of being in hiatus, the response was overwhelming. Overseas in
Europe, where we have never been, the response to Breaking Benjamin
was incredible. Every show we make it a point to say thank you to all of
them for what they do for us.
What’s your feeling on using technology to enhance live
performances? For instance you use electronic drums, synth
orchestral interludes etc but how far would you take it? What’s
acceptable?
We use technology in what we feel is the right way, for instance allowing
us to not play to a single track that is generated from a computer. We love
the aspect of being live. This allows us to keep the band’s performances
100% played by the band. We do this as you have mentioned by utilising
guitar synthesizers and drum triggers which all occur in real time and are
all done by us in the moment.
When you look back on your career, its ups and downs, would you
change anything that you did either in your personal life or musically?
Everything happens for a reason and all of the decisions that I have
made have brought me to the point I am now with the band and the album.
If one thing was different in those decisions, things would be completely
different, so I would say that I would not change anything.
What is your aim for the band?
To continue to make music, to continue to be there for our incredible
fans, and to go to more places we have never been to.

How did the songs come together for this album? Were they
How was the band received at Download?
written over a long period of time or written specifically for the album
Download Festival was incredible. While this was our first time to
over a short period?
As a songwriter, I am always writing bits and pieces of things all Europe, it will not be the last for sure. The response we received in the UK
the time. When I feel that there is enough of this material compiled and the rest of Europe was so fantastic. We can’t wait to come back and
I will then focus my efforts into composing the various bits and do more shows for Europe.
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Alexandra Mrozowska speaks to Henrik Sproge
After a busy 2015, spent almost entirely working on new material, the Swedish Melodic Rock group
Miss Behaviour is back! The follow-up to their 2014 album ‘Double Agent’ sparked quite a conversation
between Fireworks and the band’s keyboard player Henrik Sproge, as they discussed plenty of details
behind the release of ‘Ghost Play’.
You’re said to have spent a whole year
writing and recording material for the new
album. Was it a matter of a perfectionist
approach, or were there any other
circumstances?
There’s always tons of circumstances when
we’re doing something, however we don’t
compromise with anything regarding the
quality of our products. We are a five piece
band with five different lives that we have to
manage to sync. We have had three babies
born while making this album. The personal
priorities may shift at times but not the band’s
priorities when we’re producing something.
The band won’t ever settle with anything
sounding average.
Do you think ‘Ghost Play’ picks up
where your previous studio album ‘Double
Agent’ left off?
I think Miss Behaviour always sounds
like Miss Behaviour but I think that we have
created something fresh, new and exciting
with our sound. To be really honest, I wasn’t
that pleased with the way that ‘Double Agent’
ended up. Of course there’s some great
highlights on that record but it’s not even
close to the solid work of ‘Ghost Play’. We
weren’t a very happy band during the process
of recording ‘Double Agent’ but we defiantly
were while recording ‘Ghost Play’ and I hope
it’s obvious to our fans when they hear it.

I believe the only new person on
board was the album’s producer Patrik
Magnusson. Why have you decided to
collaborate with someone outside the
band? What did Patrik bring to the
recording process?
I’m proud of what we have done in the
past but I think we all just felt that we wanted
to take things a step further. You know, it’s
easy to get stuck in the same ruts and not
renew yourself. We decided that we wanted
to remain interesting and not do another ‘Last
Woman Standing’ or ‘Double Agent’. It’s still
produced by Miss Behaviour; Patrik was hired
by us, not by our record label. It was our own
decision to bring him to the creative process of
the ‘Ghost Play’. He fitted perfectly in to our
mentality and really felt like one of us. He is
a good friend of ours and a superb producer.
One thing he managed to do really well was to
tell us some of the stuff that we did was shit.
Seriously, it’s hard for my colleagues to tell
me when I have written something really bad
and I suck at telling them when I think they
have written something useless. Patrik came
in when we had done the demos for ‘Ghost
Play’ and said, “This is great but you can do
so much better in these parts…” That was just
what we needed to top our previous albums.
Patrik mostly helped us to tweak the melodies
but was also more involved in the writing of
some songs.

The band’s line-up has also remained
stable since ‘Double Agent’ – what makes
Miss Behaviour such a great team?
There’s several aspects here as well but
most important is that we have so much fun
together. We’re not just five guys who play
music together, we really are friends who take
care of each other. We can laugh, cry and drink
together like most friends should do. Miss
Behaviour have an unknown history of people
being fired all of the time but we have found a
great team of great musicians and friends now.

What was the song-writing process for
the album like?
It was different in the sense that there were
more people working on it but otherwise it was
pretty much the same as before. When we did
‘Last Woman Standing’ I did more or less all
the writing but now it’s Erik, Sebastian, me
and also Patrik. It’s just so much more fun and
the result is more diverse. We do demos and
present them to the rest of the band. It could
either be me, Erik or Sebastian or a mixture of
some or all of us who does the demos.
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Some songs on ‘Ghost Play’ go beyond
typical rock – such as ‘Brothers Of War’.
What are the band’s influences?
I’m glad you felt that. I think we are a
Melodic Rock band but our influences are
extremely broad. We’re not a tribute band
that sounds just like Def Leppard or just like
Toto, we are Miss Behaviour and we can do
whatever we want to do. We’ve got our sound
but we can do typical AOR-songs, Pop-ish
songs or even Heavy Metal sounding songs on
the same album, and it’s still us.
Why have you chosen the album’s
opener ‘Friendly Fire’ to be the first single?
We have only highlighted ballads on the
two previous albums so we wanted to do
something different and it really couldn’t be
more different than ‘Friendly Fire’. I think that
song has an interesting hit-potential even if
it’s kind of a complex track. Of course there’s
a commercial aspect to it; we have spent a
fortune on this production. It would be nice to
get something in return for a change [laughs].
We had a vote on ‘Friendly Fire’ or ‘Savage
Heart’ and I think I was the only one voting for
‘Savage Heart’. Looking back on it now I think
the other guys were right and I was wrong.
‘Friendly Fire’ is better suited for a single.
What about your touring plans, are
there any UK dates in the pipeline?
We definitely want to get back on those
lovely British roads again, even if you maniacs
insists on driving on the wrong side! We’ve
had so much fun the last times we’ve been
in the UK. We’ve also met a lot of great
people that I’m glad we made friends with.
Having said that, no, we haven’t booked
anything in the UK yet, but we expect to do
so pretty soon. Our only booked show so far
is in Ludwigsburg in Germany, at H.E.A.T
Festival in November. We’ll also do a gig in
our hometown Norrköping later on this year
for the first time in a very long time.
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So you guys recently signed
a deal with Spinefarm Records.
Tell us about that..
Yeah, we signed that deal last year.
It’s a great move. A lot of the people
who worked with us before have
moved there and everybody’s really
excited about the record.
So you have a new album, –
‘Breakin’ Outta Hell’, another
great quality Rock record.
You’re back quicker that
previously between albums.
Is that because the band is
writing more?
Yeah, we did write a lot of material
for this record but we also did take a
bit of time to get it done because we
wanted to make sure we got it right
and every song earned their place
on the record. We just can’t wait to
get it out now.
Production-wise you’re back
to Bob Marlette, the producer
of your first album. What’s the
thinking behind that?
Yeah, we did ‘Running Wild’ with
him and we always talked about
doing another record with him. We
wanted to do this one in Australia
and he was more than willing to do
that and we wanted also to do it
with Mike Fraser who engineered it
and mixed our ‘No Guts No Glory’
album. We liked the way he worked,
so we wanted that ultimate team.

Interview with Ryan O’Keefe by Dawn Osborne
Fireworks meets up with Ryan O’Keefe, drummer
for Australian rockers Airbourne, on the top floor
of their tour bus at Ramblin’ Man Fair...
My favorite songs on the
record are ‘Breakin Outta Hell’,
‘Thin The Blood’ and ‘Rivalry’.
‘Breaking Outta Hell’ is one of the
last we actually did for the record.
Joel and I weren’t convinced we had
the album title. We kept on talking
about it, we just didn’t settle and
didn’t have a title for the record and,
when I found it in an old folder of
ideas we had from our band house in
Thornbury, a suburb of Melbourne,
we were near the studio. The next
day we went into the studio and
cut that title song. Hell can be your
job. I was thinking about this the
other day, you go into your job in
your late teens and you pretty much
don’t stop till you are 65 or later. So
if you’re doing something you don’t
like then you should think about it.
‘Breakin Out Of Hell’ is the kinda
song that whatever your Hell is,
it can be relationships, your job,
whatever it is, the song helps you

forget about it and escape or do
something about it. Two meanings,
leave that shit behind you.
‘Thin The Blood’ is a hard
drinking song. It’s a very fast paced
song, almost a bit British Punk, but
still very Rock n’ Roll and I just like
the energy of that song. One of
those ones where we were drinking
and one of us, Joel or I, we were in
a pub in Melbourne and one of us
made up the phrase when we were
drinking – ‘Gotta thin the blood.’ So
we made a song about it. ‘Rivalry’
is about anything, about sports,
competitiveness in business or even
a drinking game. Always you against
something else.
Do you have more songs
waiting?
Yes, with Spinefarm on board it’s a
brand new fresh team. We can’t wait
for the next one too! It’s a three
album deal.

Your songs are about the
challenges of life, alcohol,
sex and Rock n Roll! Some
people are glad that you stick
to those themes rather than
getting too self absorbed. Your
music is about real life, is that
important to the band?
That’s what we are. We are
just like the people who come to
our shows. We’re just real simple
people. We just wanna have a drink,
listen to some Rock n’ Roll, have a
good time and not necessarily make
it too complicated, cos that’s what
we do as a band. We’re passionate
about good time Rock n’ Roll.

You have sixty dates coming
up in the US and Europe. Is
gigging an essential part of the
band’s identity?
Well the outlook for this touring
reality is that these dates are just the
warm up for next year’s new album
alpha tour. The album comes out
September 19th. After that we’re
back soon for some dates in Europe
with Volbeat and we’ll be coming
back to Europe early next year for
some dates. It’ll mean the festivals
again here and also US, South
America and some in Asia, maybe
Russia.
Australia is a pretty special
country. Is being from there
important to the band?
It’s been very influential to our
sound and approach to the kinda
Rock n’ Roll we play, that has a lot
to do with Australia, especially
the pub scene coming through in
Melbourne.It’s not entirely there
now, a lot of venues have closed.
Has it been a disadvantage to
be so far away from everywhere
else?
Well it’s a disadvantage at the
beginning and end of tours, but for
anyone who wants to keep us on
the road, it’s like there’s no point
sending us back. Might as well keep
us on the road!

I love the songs ‘Down On
You’ and ‘Do Me Like You
Do Yourself’ but they’re a lot
naughtier in places than most
songs these days. Do you think
Rock fans love these kind of
songs especially now they are
thinner on the ground?
A little bit of tongue in cheek…

Does having two brothers in
the band make things easier or
harder?
Easier, definitely. We’re always
constantly talking about things. We
know how each other thinks. It’s
having a trusted business partner
there always to make sure decisions
are made not just by one person
and, making a tough decision, we
just talk about it.

Literally…?
We don’t want to beat about
the bush!
FIREWORKS

Gene Simmons said ‘Rock is
dead’ but I couldn’t disagree
more as I think there have been
some fantastic releases the last
two years, a real Renaissance,
lots of new bands, new Rock
radio shows starting up. It’s not
the 90s anymore, it’s getting
a lot better. I think things are
really ramping up. How do you
keep things fresh and exciting
for yourselves?
We just keep things moving
forward. If we are not in the studio
we are on the road and vice versa.
We’re always talking about how to
improve the show, the stage set up
and every aspect of what we do.
We’re always talking about it, my
brother and I. Always how to make
it better.
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the bunch is ‘Young For A Day’, a keyboard
soaked romp of anthemic proportions with
an extremely catchy chorus. They did record
a full album, another worthy purchase, and
their entire back catalogue should be yours
for less than a tenner.

Rob Evans delves into the world of rare AOR vinyl in this new regular column....
Welcome to The Vinyl Countdown, a
haven for all you crate diggers out there, the
ones for who Discogs, Ebay and Musicstack
are their virtual best friends. I’m like a vinyl
detective, leaving no box unturned and
finding you the Melodic Rock gems your
collection has been crying out for.
Highway is the kind of soft rocking rarity
that we love here at The Vinyl Countdown.
Their two track single, ‘Midnight Girl’, hardly
set Solihull alight in ’88, but maybe it should
have? With full length coats a la FM circa ’85,
Bolero jackets and a nice line in haircuts;
Highway had the perfect look. Their music
parped in all the right places, so whatever
happened to them is anyone’s guess. Copies
do appear from time to time, but expect to
pay no more than a tenner.

A single that doesn’t crop up very often is
‘Rescue Me’ from Sheffield outfit, Diva – a band
that featured a young Dale Radcliffe (Crimes
Of Passion) on vocals. Released in ’89 on Shy
Tot records (did you see what they did there?)
this single sits like a jewel in the crown of UK
obscurities. Guitar driven and laden with Pomp
like keyboards, they sit nicely alongside the likes of
Sam Thunder and Strutz. Whilst I paid no more
than a fiver, I have seen this go for over fifty quid.

Way back in the mists of time when Tim
Manford (Dante Fox) was a young Rock
n’ Roll rebel, he strutted his stuff with an
ensemble called Express. Prior to their
wonderful nine track cassette album, they
released a two track single that featured
‘Crying To The Night’ and ‘Cold As Steel’,
with the latter being one of the finest AOR
B-sides ever! My copy came from Tim, but
you’ll have to search hard for this one as it
is quite rare.

Headmaster may have featured an ex
member of Bronze (Chris Goulstone)
but it was Tania Lloyd – a Kerrang! Lady
Killer, no less - that got all the attention.
On the back of a cassette only album, they
released a perfunctory version of ‘Born To
Be Wild’ under the name of Headmistress.
Similar to Tina Egan, Lloyd shone best on its
B-side ‘Kids Said Rock’. Produced by Bernie
Marsden, it’s quite easy to pick up and should
cost no more than a couple of pounds.

Mistress on the other hand might well
be the kind of Glam bangers that would
have duffed up the likes of Rouen for their
dinner money. Looking like they could be
the epitome of the lyrics to ‘Bad Boys’, their
solitary single from 1990, these Basildon
boys come complete with shaggy perms,
sunglasses and the obligatory Pat Sharpe
haircut. This one ranges from twenty to fifty
pounds, but you can bet your best dinky
white boots that it’s worth it.

How Stateline, the Dublin, not
Chesterfield mob, never got a major deal
is beyond me. The glorious ‘Love Me’ and
‘Broken Heart’ are the kind of keyboard
driven AOR that the likes of Tobruk and
Shogun built their careers on. These boys
are so unknown outside of the Republic of
Ireland that when copies do come up they go
for under a fiver.

Dealing in a similar kind of Pop/Rock to
that of Seven, Rouen had the boy band
looks and a major deal. A plethora of singles
Check out our page over at:
saw them pump out the kind of AOR that is www.facebook.com/thevinylcountdownAOR
wetter than a weekend in Anglesey. Pick of and post your finds and recommendations.
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SEVEN - SHATTERED
ESM295 - Out 23rd September 2016
Following the success of the first SEVEN album, a
passion was re-kindled within Devine & McFarlane,
who began work on new material, and along with
the writing talents of Lars Chriss, Fredrik Bergh,
Andy Loos, Kay Backlund and Jeff Paris, that
passion was given focus and a place to come to
life. What they discovered was a well of untapped
creativity that had been hidden for far too long
and the songs poured out. SEVEN ‘Shattered’ is
a collection of wonderfully catchy songs that rely
on clean and memorable melodies that allow Mick
Devine’s distinctive voice to shine through. It was
Devine who took the lead in writing the lyrics on
this album, matching the intensity and feel of the
music to deliver a modern melodic rock album with
influences ranging from hints of Foreigner in “A
Better Life” and “Broken Dream”, Journey in “High
Hopes” and even traces of Magnum in “Light of
1000 Eyes” and “Last Illusion”. This album
represents a natural progression for SEVEN and it
features great musical performances and soaring
vocals. This is one superb follow up album that will
not disappoint.

CHANGE OF HEART - LAST TIGER
ESM294 - Out Now
In 1998, North East Melodic Rock band Change of Heart released their debut on Escape
Music. Their debut was recorded at Parr Street studios in Liverpool with many guests
including Chris Ousey (Heartland / Snakecharmer) and Steve Morris (Heartland). With
an appearance at the “Gods” festival Change of Heart quickly shot up in everyone’s
estimation. Now Change of Heart present us with “Last Tiger”, a brand new release
which will put the band firmly back on the map. Paul Hume from the band Lawless has
had some input to the final result and also mixed and produced the album. That makes
a very strong 11 track album that is dominated by beautifully executed keyboards and
guitar solos that are to die for.

ELEKTRADRIVE - OVER THE SPACE (30th Anniversary Ltd Edition)
ESM296 - Out 26th August 2016
Elektradrive is one of the most significant bands in the history of Italian Hard Rock.
Born in 1981 as Overdrive, they are from Torino and they changed their name to
Electradrive in 1983. The band’s style then was a sort of hard/heavy rock similar to the
sound of Iron Maiden/Dio/Ozzy Osbourne/Michael Schenker Group, but with a nice
keyboards prescence, so that Beppe Riva from Rockerilla Italian magazine, coined
for them the term “Space Metal”. Elektradrive’s debut full length album, “Over the
Space” was finally ready and released in 1986 followed by a national tour. It was fully
appreciated by many European critics, like Dave Reynolds from “Metal Forces” and
Kerrang!!magazine who gave them 90/100 score. This 30th anniversary limited edition
from Escape Music includes 6 additional bonus tracks.

Soundfiles for all Escape releases can be found at www.escape-music.com email: contact@escape-music.com
All titles are also available to download via iTunes, Napster, Spotify, and Amazon
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The most in depth reviews collection on the market

Ever get nervous before a new album by a favourite artist? Me too! Forty years as one of my “must have”
bands meant my expectations here were very high. Two tracks in, however, and I’m smiling because I already love
it. Can they maintain that momentum? Emphatically, yes they can.
‘The Prelude Implicit’ is a superb album, which more than lives up to the band’s incredible legacy, hopefully
signalling a new recording chapter for the group whose last studio album was released sixteen years ago. I’d
suggest ‘Monolith’ by way of a comparison to their previous work but, that said, there’s a fresh vibe too.
Key to this new beginning is the recruitment of Ronnie Platt (vocals & keys) who replaces the magnificent
but unfortunately struggling Steve Walsh. Platt definitely sounds like Walsh at his peak, and therefore delivers
the songs just how we, the fans, would want. He’s no mere copyist however, as ‘The Unsung Heroes’ reveals;
aside from the opening, it’s the least typical Kansas-like track on offer and reveals Platt has his own identity too.
The material (written by the band) is absolutely terrific and there’s no sign of a filler anywhere. Part of my
trepidation was about the songs with the band’s core writers, Walsh and Kerry Livgren, no longer involved. I
needn’t have worried because with the likes of Billy Greer (Seventh Key) at hand there could be no doubt about
the quality or that they’d be true to the Kansas ethos. All ten tracks immediately insinuated themselves into my
KANSAS
brain and have stayed there. They’re filled with unforgettable refrains and immense choruses all overlaid with
‘THE PRELUDE IMPLICIT’
the Kansas stamp of melody and nuanced arrangements that make you purr with pleasure.
(InsideOut) PROGRESSIVE
The other new boy is keyboardist David Manion; like everyone he gets to shine, particularly with his Hammond
Reviewed by Gary Marshall
Organ playing. The production is excellent and Phil Ehart’s drums have never sounded so crisp and powerful.
‘With This Heart’ opens proceedings and twenty seconds in the signs are already great, piano and vocals
hitting the mark straight away. ‘Visibility Zero’ is a clarion call and imbued with a fantastic arrangement whereas ‘Rhythm Of The Spirit’ starts heavy but
is a melodic gem, the verses being a welcome twist on the traditional Kansas sound.
‘Refugee’ is a plaintive number with Dave Ragsdale’s violin giving it pathos. ‘The Voyage Of Eight Eighteen’ is early Kansas personified – flamboyant,
pompous, glorious – and filled with melodic hooks. ‘Camouflage’ is huge with yet more great hooks, while ‘Summer’ has Greer taking lead vocals and
it’s simply irrepressible. ‘Crowded Isolation’ has a delicious shuffle while ‘Section 60’ is a terrific instrumental that closes the album out.
I can’t stop playing this album. It’s absolutely essential!

2016 is going to be a very special year for Delain. It’s their tenth anniversary in the music business and they
have a lot of very special things planned. The band kicked things off with their ‘Lunar Prelude’ EP (reviewed issue
#75), which leads us nicely onto this new album ‘Moonbathers’.
It’s a profound statement of intent from a band who have risen through the crowded ranks of the Symphonic/
Gothic Metal genre, whilst working their collective socks off to try to get to the top of the mountain. Profound,
because it is (I think) their crowning moment. Atmospheric, flamboyant, powerful, full of authority and class,
Delain have written and recorded what is easily their best ever album (so far).
First track ‘Hands Of Gold’ explodes from the speakers and slams you into the wall with its sheer force and
from here on in Delain show, with the power of their music and songs, just what a great act they have become.
‘The Glory And The Scum’ is a hard-hitting track full of hooks and intelligent arrangements, whilst ‘Suckerpunch’
is an almost Poppy song in the way it has been constructed; the keyboards especially giving it a fresh, vibrant feel.
The enchanting ‘The Hurricane’, ‘Chrysalis – The Last Breath’ where the stunning emotion-fuelled vocals of
Charlotte Wessels tear at the heart strings, ‘Fire With Fire’ with its chant-along chorus, and the great version of
DELAIN
Queen’s ‘Scandal’, a song that any Female-Fronted Hard Rock act would love to have written, all go to show and
‘MOONBATHERS’
prove just what ten years of dedication and blood, sweat and tears can do for a bunch of committed musicians
(Napalm) SYMPHONIC
who have a real passion for what they do.
Reviewed by Ian Johnson
For fans of Delain, this is an absolute no-brainer. If, however, you haven’t as yet fallen for the charms of this
mighty combo (and why haven’t you?), there’s no better place for you to start than with ‘Moonbathers’, an album that is everything that this genre
should be about. Utterly superb!

Though they were, at the time, one of the lesser-known bands to get swept away by the Grunge implosion
that temporarily destroyed Rock music, it’s proof of their amazing talent and dedication that Tyketto are still
consistently touring and drawing in ever more impressive crowds. Exactly twenty-five years after their wonderful
and enduring debut (‘Don’t Come Easy’) was unleashed on the world comes album number five, but only the
fourth to feature the astounding vocals of one Danny Vaughn.
It doesn’t matter that Tyketto are now three-fifths English; in fact, it’s the addition of guitarist Chris Green
(Furyon/Pride), keyboardist Ged Rylands (Rage Of Angels) and bassist Chris Childs (Thunder) that have given
the original nucleus of Vaughn and drummer Michael Clayton Arbeeny the impetus to – finally – capture the
magic of their live performances and deliver their finest album since that debut… and one so impressive it
could even surpass it!
For sure, the album is less instant than its predecessors, but ultimately one that is so rewarding. ‘Reach’
accommodates some of the hardest and heaviest material the band has recorded to date, while retaining an
abundance of the more commercial numbers that highlight the impeccable vocal harmonies and signature
TYKETTO
Tyketto dynamic – where the electric and acoustic guitars blend seamlessly together – as well as adding three
‘REACH’
exquisitely arranged emotional ballads. I’ve long been an admirer of Green, so his addition is an added bonus; his
(Frontiers) MELODIC ROCK
scintillating guitar work dominates throughout and appears to have motivated everybody else – I’ve never heard
Reviewed by Ant Heeks
Arbeeny sound so invigorated while the peerless vocals of Vaughn are as compelling as ever.
Word limits prevent me providing a comprehensive analysis of each song. To highlight a select few and
demonstrate a particular bias towards them would be an impossible task. Needless to say I have my favourites; there are twelve of them… I have no
doubt that you will discover your own.
At the time of writing the album sits at Number 2 on the Amazon Rock chart on pre-orders alone, a whole six weeks before the official release. It’s
an astonishing achievement and one that bodes well for the future; exciting times could be ahead for a band that are finally getting the recognition
they truly deserve. Twenty-five years on, Tyketto have delivered an album that thrills, excites and impresses in just the same way as their debut a quarter
of a century ago.
FIREWORKS
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ALBUMS HIGHLIGHTED IN BLUE CONTAIN A TRACK FEATURED ON THIS ISSUE’S COVER CD
9ELECTRIC
‘THE DAMAGED ONES’
(Another Century)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Making their live debut some five years
ago (at The Roxy on Sunset Strip, no less),
9Electric have finally teamed up with Another
Century and producer Kane Churko (who
co-produced with Micah Electric, the band’s
drummer and “programmer”) to tell the
tales of ‘The Damaged Ones’. Considering
bands these days often feel the need to let
everyone hear their first recording sessions,
the patience shown by 9Electric is admirable
and well placed. Not only have they slowly
built up a solid fan base for their Electro-Rock
‘n’ Roll, but they’ve also honed a sound, that
while hardly revolutionary, is varied enough to
stand out.
If you could fuse Rob Zombie to The 69
Eyes, meld some Stabbing Westward in
there and superglue a modernised Mötley
Crüe attitude on top, then factor in that the
electronics and programming lends a Poppy,
commercial side (hell… the powering, yet
jumping beat of ‘Take It Away’ reminds me of
JD Fortune era INXS!), the end result is that
9Electric are tough to resist. The cleverest
thing this band do is wrap up their catchy,
memorable fare in thick wallops of guitar
and then allow the razor-sharp, seductively
kiss-me-kill-me vocals of (silly name alert)
Thunderwood to suck you in further.
‘New God’ and the album’s title cut make
for a great introduction; the combination of
clanging beats, strafing guitars and sweet
melodies are daring and different, before
the thump and clunk of the Zombie-esque
‘Naked’ happily strips you of your senses. The
pure energy, and almost Dance beat, of ‘Lies’
– especially when allied to an unforgettable
chorus that reminds me (rather oddly, but
most pleasingly) of Ratt – genuinely suggests
there’s also massive crossover appeal.
The many reviews littering the internet
leave little doubt that 9Electric are the live
force that five years spent sharpening their
glistening hooks suggest they should be.
With an album as good as this behind them,
hopefully it’s only a matter of time before
they are tearing up stages here in the UK.
If they are, you do not want to miss them,
and nor do you want to miss out on ‘The
Damaged Ones’.
Steven Reid

ABSOLUTION
‘BLUES POWER’
(Target)
BLUES
The third album from East Anglia’s
Absolution, ‘Blues Power’ is a fairly accurate
title for the kind of music this trio perform.
‘Fear’ is a punchy opening number, ‘It’s Alright’
puts a distorted, dirty spin on what would
normally be fairly standard Blues fare and
‘Let It Go’ has a serious groove with the bass
Funky and “in-your-face”.
Guitarist and vocalist Joe Fawcett has
a pleasant voice, never overtaxing himself
and transitioning to the heavy feel of ‘Walk
With Me’ with ease. The trio offer a “smokey
bar room” ballad in the form of the enticing
‘Nothing But A Broken Heart’ and they
certainly excel at traditional Blues with
‘Watch It All Come Crashing Down’.
The problem you often get with
Blues albums is a lack of variation and
Absolution change the pace again with the
energetic ‘More Than She Could Take’, but
the second half of the album does see ‘Roll
It Over’ and ‘Just Got Screwed’ starting to
tread familiar ground.
There seems to have been a huge surge
in Blues releases over the last year or two
(unless I’m just copping for them all on my
reviews list!) and Absolution have plenty
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of worthy credentials. Well produced, well
performed and well written, there’s little to
complain about, but for me, there was little
to set them apart either. Personally, they are
unlikely to be knocking Joanne Shaw Taylor
or Joe Bonamassa down the pecking order
if I want to hear some modern Blues Rock
but for real Blues aficionados, those with a
wider palette than mine, there is plenty here
to draw you in.
James Gaden

ADRIAN GALYSH
‘INTO THE BLUE’
(Independent)
BLUES

Adrian Galysh is a US guitar-slinger who
has pretty much mastered the Blues Rock
sound. ‘Into The Blue’ is a departure from his
instrumental-based style and has vocals from
Galysh himself, plus Kacee Clanton (who has
worked with Joe Cocker) and Beth Hart. Also
on the album is Carl Verheyen (Supertramp),
Joey Heredia (Stevie Wonder) and Paul
Loranger (Eric Sardinas), so the pedigree of
the input is undisputedly top-notch.
As for the songs, they range from heavy
Blues, such as opener ‘Let Your Hammer Ring’,
to good time music as displayed in ‘Messin’
With The Kid’, which includes guitar from the
aforementioned Verheyen. Clanton has an
impressive voice and handles the mid-paced
‘Barstool Monarchy’ with ease, and then he
moves into top gear on ‘Unloveable Me’ and
the cover of the classic ‘Nobody Knows You
(When You Are Down And Out)’. The guitar
playing is as you would expect; impressive,
with some mind-bending quick runs as well as
some heavy Blues bends. Adrian Galysh has a
pleasant tone to his guitar and interacts with
the vocal lines well.
This is a very listenable album with
talented musicians and a varied selection of
styles within the Blues Rock genre.
Rob McKenzie

AEGES
‘WEIGHTLESS’
(Another Century)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Facts first; ‘Weightless’ is the third album
from the LA-based, guitar-driven Alternative
Rockers. Described as nostalgic, yet forward
thinking, the new record develops upon
what they created with 2012’s ‘The Bridge’
and 2014’s ‘Above & Down Below’. Guitarist/
singer Kemble Walters has commented how
the band seem to have struck a rich vein
of form, having, he said “written about
thirty songs, and the song ‘Weightless’ was
immediately a standout track. It didn’t change
much from the demo; it’s dirty, Grungy and
sets the tone for the rest of the album”.
It’s that title track (which has already
received an online premier) that opens the
album and shows where the Soundgarden/
Queens Of The Stone Age comparisons are
founded, yet with a more accessible edge.
Having said that, the band have talked
about challenging themselves by using two
lead singers, getting into song-writing and
vocal arrangements that are more ambitious
and which expand on their previous work.
Certainly, ‘Weightless’ isn’t a standard guitar
Rock album, the vocals not adhering to the
classic “rawk chest-thumping style”, their
coarseness and graininess adding to the
fervour of the delivery. Plus, there’s the use of
the Walter/Cory Clark guitar combo to create
a varied sonic texture which relies less on big
chords and solos, but more on sounds and
timbres. It’s where the Alternative variation
from the standard label fits like a glove.
Song-wise, the big intro to ‘Save Us’
evolves into a more brooding mid-paced
effort, while ‘Clear’ is similarly ominous and
Sleazy. It’s a case of perm any one from half
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a dozen as to which tracks could be potential
singles and/or ice breakers. ‘All Of Me’ would
be a more obvious choice, yet ‘What If’ has an
Indie Rock (dare we mention Oasis and Brit
Pop?) type opening, while the diversity and
opportunity to experiment with sounds and
structures comes thick and fast, seeing the
album out with the dreamy soundscape of
‘Drying Out’.
It’s the combination of raw aggression,
strong melodies, Progressive Psych-styled
explorations and dense and distorted guitars
which give Aeges and ‘Weightless’ a strong
sonic identity. An album which doesn’t follow
the norm and it should be interesting to see
the direction in which they develop further.
Mike Ainscoe

AIRBAG
‘DISCONNECTED’
(Karisma)
PROGRESSIVE

For the last decade or more I’ve felt that
each subsequent year couldn’t possibly match
the quality of Prog albums from the previous
twelve months, but each time I’m proved
wrong. 2016 has already given us some
absolute gems in this genre, and the new
Airbag album, their fourth, is another.
Coming across as an amalgam of mid
to late period Pink Floyd and more modern
exponents such as Porcupine Tree, The
Pineapple Thief, Radiohead and Tim Bowness,
albeit not as dense and gloomy as some of
the latter named can be, they produce highly
melodic and wonderfully arranged music.
Special mention has to go to guitarist Bjørn
Riis, whose playing and soloing is utterly
sublime throughout; he’s a top exponent of
his instrument. He has the same marvellous
touch as Dave Gilmour to create patterns that
thrill and solos that are memorable, for the
right reasons. They are fluid and never overwrought, or with too many notes, they reach
your very core with elegance and tunefulness.
Riis gets close to plagiarism occasionally but,
quite frankly, who cares?
‘Killer’ is nine minutes of excellence; it
has a beautiful melody and a great chorus,
both of which belie the disturbing lyrical
content. ‘Broken’ evokes Floyd’s ‘Wish You
Were Here’ and ‘Welcome To The Machine’
with its acoustic undercurrent; again, the

melody and chorus are infectious, with Riis’
guitar injections being right on the money.
‘Slave’ has mournful verses but dramatic and
powerful choruses, yet the switch to a Bluesy
guitar solo towards the end is an inspired
and interesting move; the track then builds
in power again before easing down for a
different but equally superb solo.
‘Sleepwalker’ is another acoustically driven
number, albeit overlaid expertly with electric
inflections. Once more the tune seeps into your
consciousness and stays there, as it weaves its
way between calm and heavier sections whilst
remaining entirely accessible; the powerful
sections being the perfect foil to the more
brooding passages. The title track clocks in at
thirteen minutes, the start of which puts me in
mind of Riverside. It alternates between laid
back verses and surging, powerful choruses
before entering a soft Jazz-like section where
simple, but oh so effective piano gives way to
a different kind of guitar solo. It’s a track that
ebbs and flows majestically and is entirely
accessibly. ‘Returned’ is a sanguine, largely
instrumental closer.
Gary Marshall

AISLES
‘HAWAII’
(Presagio)
PROGRESSIVE

Chilean Progressive Rock has never
crossed my path before, so intrigue and also
scepticism and trepidation were definitely
thoughts/emotions going through my mind.
This is Aisles’ fourth album, therefore I’m a
little surprised I’ve not come across them
before. ‘Hawaii’ is a concept album spread
over two discs, with a story that centres on
human colonies in space after the destruction
of Earth and the challenges faced by mankind
in that hostile environment. It’s without doubt
a very bold statement with lofty ambitions
and expectations, and it takes a special band
to be able to pull off such a feat successfully.
So, have Aisles done it? Well, yes and no is the
short answer to that.
I found over some eighty minutes of their
eclectic mixture of Prog, Psychedelia, Jazz
Fusion and Space Rock that my attention
wavered on more than one occasion. The
album, at times, meanders a little and loses
focus somewhat. There is no doubting the

AIRBOURNE – ‘BREAKIN’ OUTTA HELL’ (Spinefarm)

HARD ROCK

Have you heard about the Rock band that,
rather than trashing hotel rooms, actually leave
their accommodation forensically clean? They’re
called OC/DC…
Okay, while you’re shackling me to the village
stocks and gathering rotten fruit, allow me to
qualify the tenuous link to my opening gag;
Airbourne are to AC/DC what Kingdom Come
were to Led Zeppelin, and The Cult were to… well,
both aforementioned acts actually (as evident on
‘Electric’ and ‘Sonic Temple’ respectively). Given
the relentless mainstream deification of the Angus
Young band – sorry, AC/DC – Joel O’Keeffe and Company’s formula of taking
inspiration and adding perspiration seems canny; though witnessing Airbourne live
suggests that such comparisons are simply born of a genuine passion for Rock &
Roll, not cynical opportunism.
The title track is the band’s equivalent of a seasonal poultry dish served up on
the days following Christmas; it might be presented as something new, but they’ve
already given it to us in one form or another before. Happily, the brooding ‘Rivalry’,
compete with a subtle Billy Gibbons-style mid-chorus guitar lick, treads a less
familiar path, while the raucous, fist-pumping ‘It’s Never Too Loud For Me’ is unlikely
to become the anthem of choice for Sanatogen & slippers types!
Conspiracy, insanity, mortality; throughout Rock’s history certain themes have
intersected albums. ‘Breakin’ Outta Hell’ has a reoccurring motif too – booze. ‘Thin
The Blood’ and ‘When I Drink I Go Crazy’ are the least subtle examples, the latter
featuring the classic line “Standing drunk in the middle of the road, directing traffic
like a ninja” – well, we’ve all been there! ‘I’m Going To Hell For This’ (did O’Keeffe
say he disliked my ex’s cat too?) has that classic Airbourne mid-tempo swagger,
and, while it’s far from original, when it’s done this damn well there really are none
better at serving up raw, bloody Rock & Roll.
Caesar Barton
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bands musical ability, and the album is very
atmospheric and does at times remind me
of Marillion’s ‘Brave’ opus. Whereas that
album didn’t seem to waste a single minute
in telling the story, I can’t bring myself to say
that about this album. There are of course
some high points, such as the opening ‘Poet
Part 1 – Dusk’, with some interesting jagged
rhythms and lovely fluid guitar and keyboard
work. Disc one closer ‘CH7’ is the best track
on offer here, clocking in at over twelve
minutes, and shows the band off to good
effect, with long instrumental passages and
moving effortlessly between light and shade;
now, if only they could have kept up this sort
of standard throughout.
The second disc is where my attention did
start to waver somewhat. I found the concept,
in truth, a little difficult to follow and, apart
from the excellent Jazz Fusion vibe going on
with the title track, it was a bit of a hard slog.
I don’t take any pleasure in offering up these
views. I think the band were onto something
here, but spread over two discs it’s a little bit
too much. That all being said, if they’d made
this a single album and kept the concept a
little more concise, then I believe they would
be onto a winner. Concept albums are, in
truth, a difficult beast to master, and I can only
think of a handful of albums throughout the
years that have really hit the mark.
A brave attempt to be sure, but a little
flawed. There’s a good album lurking in here
somewhere. However, I do fully intend to
check out their previous albums to see what
they have to offer, as my interest has been
suitably piqued.
Malcolm Smith

ALBERTO RIGONI
‘BASSORAMA’
(Pride & Joy)
INSTRUMENTAL

After revealing myself as a bassist in
this section last issue, our canny Reviews
Editor proffered this album my way, with the
proposal of “something different”. Different is
good when you’re reviewing upwards of say
thirty releases a year and I’ll absolutely take a
(largely) instrumental bass album over a notso-super “super-group” project any day.
‘Bass Guy’, the opening number on
Alberto Rigoni’s sixth solo album, fails
to endear itself to these ears, due to the
unnecessary repetitive chorus of “I’m a
bass guy” alongside the irritating Frank
Zappa-esque addition of a girl’s (spoken)
voice running throughout. Happily, the title
track is simply outstanding as it immediately
establishes a powerful melodic spine which
Rigoni ventures in and out of, changing
tempo and timbre, without ever losing sight
of the piece’s propulsive signature lick.
‘Mad Tex’, also featuring bassist and Joe
Satriani collaborator Stuart Hamm, fails to
match the impact of the previous standout
number, though it’s still an engagingly
sinister, dust-imbued affair – think a greasy,
pre-’Eliminator’ (ZZ Top) instrumental that
charts a clandestine, cross-border bootleg
liquor run.
‘Doctor Who’ isn’t, were you not
unreasonably wondering, a rumbling
remake of Tom Baker’s get-behind-the-sofa
warning theme, but rather a smooth, winebar friendly slice of bass-centric ambience,
whilst ‘The Alien’ is enhanced by Federico
Solazzo’s prominent keys, on what is a more
contemplative, moody piece than its title
would suggest. ‘Funk Me Fender’ earns its
nomination for the second best track of the
album thanks to its playful, up-tempo vibe.
For those of a non-instrumental persuasion,
‘Bassorama’ isn’t going to be an easy sell
(though I really do suggest you check out
the storming title-track), and I must confess
that, in hoping to hear some cinematic,
“night-drive” bass-driven compositions,
it’s inadvertently inspired my own musical
ambitions.
Caesar Barton
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ALMAH
‘E.V.O’
(Pride & Joy)
POWER METAL

Well thought of through the pedigree of
Angra singer Edu Falaschi, this fifth AlmaH
album is a conceptual opus about the “Age Of
Aquarius”. So far, so hackneyed, but this is no
genre hugger and it throws some surprises in.
Firstly, the voice; it soars, it caresses, it cuts
and it’s a thing of throaty wonder. The playing
plugs into Classic Rock and then pushes
through to Metal. Then there’s the mix, it’s big
but uncluttered too. Opener ‘Age Of Aquarius’
follows Firewind closely and, after kissing their
poster of Rainbow, ‘Higher’ is simply an attack
of double kicks and a super doubled-tracked
solo. ‘Pleased To Meet You’ wants to rush
everywhere, the chorus in particular being
wrangled back with surprisingly Sleazy vocals,
before ‘Corporate War’ dials down Soto’s
Symphonic triumphalism with a rangy solo.
Closer ‘Capital Punishment’ is all narration
and Euro Metal “whoa’s”.
There is nothing bad here. There is some
expected stuff, and that stuff is very well
done. That is a difficult trick to pull off – check
out the über ballad ‘The Brotherhood’ for
evidence. Falaschi is well respected and rightly
so, this band should be too. Apparently, when
the moon is in the seventh house, and Jupiter
aligns with Mars, the Age of Aquarius will be
among us. Thankfully, you don’t have to wait
for that to enjoy this.
Steve Swift

AN ENDLESS SPORADIC
‘MAGIC MACHINE’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

A few years ago I waxed lyrical about the
self-titled album by experimental US Prog
Metal duo An Endless Sporadic. Guitarist/
keyboardist Zach Kamins and drummer
Andy Gentile had roped in celebrated Flower
Kings bassist Jonas Reingold and producer
Roine Stolt to create a clever amalgam of
instrumental styles, complete with constantly
evolving soundscapes and infectious melodies.
That was way back in 2009 and since then
progress has been sporadic (sic) at best,
thankfully they’re back with a killer new release
and great supporting line-up. I’m generally not
in favour of lazy reviews that borrow from the
bio, but I can’t do better than “a coruscating
kaleidoscope of colours and joy” or “packed
full of drama yet still meaningful from a
compositional standpoint”.
With appearances from admirer Jordan
Rudess on additional keys and mentor Stolt, a
preliminary scan through of ‘Magic Machine’
reveals a slightly less diverse, more consistent
approach. Featuring heavy guitars, inventive
synths, constantly changing time signatures
and plenty of individual melodies, as well
as traditional brass and string instruments,
Kamins seems to have created most of this
album on his own.
Tracks like ‘The Departure’ and the title track
are constantly changing pieces of exuberant
melody with interesting arrangements, flashy
playing and unexpected bursts of originality.
The title track has Jazzy interludes amongst
the Neo-Prog, ‘The Assembly’ comes across
like a Prog group and a brass band jamming
a Spaghetti Western soundtrack and ‘Galactic
Tactic’ is like Jean Michel Jarre playing with
Dream Theater. Drummer Navene K makes his
presence felt on the dazzling ‘Finding The Falls’
and the fusion of ‘Agile Descent’, Sleepytime
Gorilla Museum multi-instrumentalist Michael
Iago Mellender contributes quite a lot and
Reingold returns too, adding layers and punch
to the kitchen sink orchestrations of the
brilliant ‘Sky Run’ and catchy closer ‘Impulse
II’. Perhaps the most accessible numbers are
‘Through The Fog’ and ‘Sea Voyage’, both with
a light seventies Art Rock feel and noticeable
contributions from Rudess and Stolt.
A sparkling production is the icing on the
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ALTER BRIDGE – ‘THE LAST HERO’ (Napalm)

HARD ROCK

Since 2013’s ‘Fortress’, singer/guitarist Myles
Kennedy has been busy recording and touring with
Slash, whilst guitarist/singer Mark Tremonti has
recorded and toured on the back of two more of
his own successful solo band albums. After a brief
break at the end of 2015, it was time to re-convene
with bassist Brian Marshall, drummer Scott Phillips
and long-time producer Michael “Elvis” Baskette
to begin work on the fifth Alter Bridge album in
Florida. The writing and recording sessions were
built around the theme of “heroes” and the
material came together quickly, with Kennedy’ and
Tremonti’s ideas forming the basis for the songs, then working with Marshall and
Phillips on the arrangements and final structures.
What is obvious after just one play is that the melodies are more uplifting than on
‘Fortress’. Kennedy’s delivery appears to be more relaxed, though no less forceful
and with no loss of impact. Following a delicate intro, the full band storm into
‘Show Me A Leader’, an anthemic up-tempo pace-setter with a trademark Tremonti
riff at its core (played on a seven string guitar I’m led to believe). The guitar solos
throughout ‘.... Hero’ are imaginatively sublime, not just a blur of notes or an
exercise in ego massaging. Whether they are played by Kennedy or Tremonti is
another matter.
‘My Champion’ is the ideal showcase for the uplifting melodies mentioned earlier,
whilst ‘Twist Of Fate’ is performed with passion and filled with emotional turmoil.
Alter Bridge will never be regarded as Progressive, but the dynamic song structures
and subtle time changes are an essential feature of the band’s sound. There is a
dirty grinding riff at the heart of ‘The Other Side’, but the mid-song trippy break is
bordering on Psychedelic. ‘You Will Be Remembered’ is essentially a ballad, but built
on a huge drum sound and big guitars, bringing to mind ‘Broken Wings’ from the
‘One Day Remains’ debut.
All the songs are primarily incendiary in nature with a fiery dynamic, but executed
with a graceful elegance. Over the course of an hour or so, we are treated to thirteen
mini-epics that are both enthralling and beguiling in equal measure. Ultimately, ‘The
Last Hero’ is another important release from one of the world’s premier Hard Rock
bands. I have played the album ten times during the week and it resonated as much
on the tenth play as it did on the first.   
Dave Bott
cake of this rollercoaster ride through moods
and emotions, and whilst an album of this type
will only appeal to certain people, Kamins and
company successfully avoid narrowing their
appeal any further by falling into the stodgy,
overlong pitfalls of the genre. To return to the
bio… “This is an aurally challenging album
with an experimentally wide sound palette,
but as a whole is assuredly palatable” – nail
hit firmly on the head!
Phil Ashcroft

ANCIENT MYTH
‘ABERRATION: PT’
(Fastball)
SYMPHONIC

“Big in Japan” was always a phrase used
in a back-handed sort of way, implying a band
that was popular at the far reaches of the
globe but nowhere else. That’s rather unfair
due to the huge market that’s available in
Japan and one that has kick-started the career
of many a band.
Bearing in mind their love of music, it is
baffling as to why so few Japanese artists
have made the transition into Western
markets. Outside of Loudness and Vow Wow
(or Bow Wow to those of an older pedigree),
there are few others that have stepped up and
made the grade over the years. Ancient Myth
from Tokyo aim to rectify that with their latest
release ‘Aberration: Pt’ which is available
in three versions with separate English and
Japanese formats offered for download and
this bilingual mix on CD.
Leaving heavily towards the Symphonic
end of the spectrum, Ancient Myth have
grand plans that don’t quite meet up to their
execution. Such music needs a strong vocal
presence, whether imposing like Floor Jansen
(Nightwish) or sweet and melodic like Sharon
den Adel (Within Temptation) or Charlotte
Wessels (Delain). The vocals of Michal, while
reasonable, just lack that much-needed
cutting edge. There are moments, however,
on the likes of ‘Jakujo No Tsuki’ – a more laid
back, atmospheric song – where the vocals
are a much better fit and really suit being sung
in her native tongue.
The second issue is the pacing of the album.
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It seems to gallop along with rampaging
double bass drums at every opportunity when
a little variety would certainly make for a
more interesting listen, although ‘Against The
Fate’ and its over-the-top approach does hit
the mark. ‘Canis’, on the other hand, does
offer something different with a slower, more
brooding tempo and benefits all the more
from it.
The musicianship throughout is of a high
standard with the keyboards of Puzzy and
Ikeda and the guitars of Izo proving there is
a wealth of talent within the band. Ikeda’s
orchestral arrangements on ‘Awaken’ (and
scattered across the album) show a genuine
talent that could certainly be enhanced further
on subsequent releases.
‘Aberration: Pt’ doesn’t quite make its mark
and falls somewhat short of the genre front
runners, but there are flashes of inspiration
that, at times, hint at something better in the
future
Mick Burgess

ANDRZEJ CITOWICZ
‘IN TIME’
(Independent)
INSTRUMENTAL

Aristotle might not have been a Rock star,
however, his concept of “golden mean” is not
that unfamiliar to each and every musician
who’s ever struggled to find that long-soughtafter middle-ground between staying true to
their influences and their artistic development.
‘In Time’ is a new instrumental album released
by the Polish-born, Cairo-based guitarist
Andrzej Citowicz and is an adequate portrayal
of such a struggle.
Citowicz’s early style has been heavily
influenced by the likes of Richie Sambora and
Phil Collen and, after a string of recordings
built around eighties-tinted Melodic Rock
(including an EP of the international project
TACE), Citowicz has joined forces with his
former TACE band-mates – Dirk Arnicke and
Patryk Szymanski – to work on ‘…Time’. On
this occasion however, the destination of his
journey is a bit different than before.
Although the content of Citowicz’s new
album contains no contradiction to his Melodic
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Rock roots, both the sound and production on
‘... Time’ certainly have more structure and
substance than found on his previous offerings.
This becomes obvious as the album’s intro,
with an atmospheric, Oriental-tinted vibe to it,
kicks in. It’s followed by ten subsequent pieces,
each of them going way beyond the formulaic
schemes that often plague instrumental
albums and simultaneously moving away from
the stylistic monotony.
Alongside the slightly Def Leppard-esque
undertones of ‘Angels Love’ or the eightiesstyle synth wizardry of ‘Fade Away’, there’s
‘King Of The Crossroads’ with its thick bass
line and Funk-ish groove and ‘Why Can’t I’
which juxtaposes sharp guitar sounds with
a Phil Collins-esque drum beat. There’s also
a place on the album for nostalgia-driven,
melancholic pieces of balladry, from the title
track to the enchanting, semi-acoustic ‘Silver
Sail’, which is embroidered with a wailing
guitar solo. ‘Bruadarach’ is a grandiose tune
with titular and musical references to Scottish
folklore and ends the material on a high note.
Although it’s only been a few years, it
seems Andrzej Citowicz has come a long
way artistically since his 2012 debut ‘Year Of
The Dragon’, released under the auspices of
Warrant co-founders and their label Down
Boys Records. In spite of its nods to the past,
‘In Time’ perfectly captures his development,
not only as a guitarist, but also a composer,
manifested here by stylistic diversity and a
more organic approach to both song-writing
and recording. A genuine artistic statement
and a fine exploration of instrumental guitaroriented Rock.
Alexandra Mrozowska

ANOTHER LOST YEAR
‘ALIEN ARCHITECT’
(EMP)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Some crackpots genuinely believe extraterrestrials are diligently studying us; so,
let’s roll with that and assume those little
green men are diehard music lovers who’ve
decided, after years of listening and learning,
to genetically engineer the perfect Modern
Rock act. The result of their futuristic sorcery
would undoubtedly be North Carolina quartet
Another Lost Year; a group whose powerpacked anthems, gangster choruses and
blazing conviction make them a shoe in for
your favourite discovery of 2016.
Formed by vocalist/guitarist Clinton
Cunanan and bassist/vocalist Adam Hall back
in 2011, ALY’s debut album ‘Better Days’
landed the following year, spawning a double
whammy of hits on iHeart Radio and songs
that have since appeared on NFL Opening
Day and MTV’s ‘The Challenge’. If that was
a promising bow, sophomore effort ‘Alien
Architect’ is a guaranteed sonic orgasm for
anyone who loves Contemporary Rock and
Metal with a tasty commercial edge. That said,
although flavours of Shinedown, Adelitas Way,
Breaking Benjamin and Disturbed pepper this
record, ALY’s impressive craftsmanship and
staunch socio-political lyrics ensures their own
musical identity takes centre stage.
Following an intro that employs Will
McAvoy’s America bashing diatribe (from
HBO’s ‘The Newsroom’) to set the disillusioned
tone, ‘Wolves’ bares its disenfranchised
teeth as razor-edged riffs and defiant drums
create an apocalyptic tempest of rebellion.
The pumped up, fist-flinger ‘Bastard Sons’
and the PTSD empathy of ‘We All Die Alone’
find Cunanan’s impassioned delivery, like a
snottier Brent Smith mixed with A. Jay Popoff,
matched by an avalanche of crunching power
chords, impellent rhythms, scintillating fretwork and heaven shaking backing vocals.
It’s not all blood and thunder though as
‘Alien Architect’ is wonderfully paced thanks
to an abundance of stylistic variety. ‘Run The
Tank Out’ is Jimmy Eat World’s angst meets
Nickelback’s sexual frisson and ‘On And On’
purrs due to its super smooth AOR refrain.
You’ll also need lighters aloft for ‘Best Is Yet
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ANGELS OR KINGS – ‘GO ASK THE MOON’ (AORHeaven) MELODIC ROCK
Angels Or Kings are living, breathing proof that
you should never give up on your dreams. First
appearing in the late eighties when they were
simply known as A.O.K., despite gigs with the
likes of Dare and Danger Danger, the coveted
record contract was unforthcoming and the
Manchester-based outfit inevitably drifted apart.
But years later, a chance meeting at a Firefest
show sowed the seeds for a reunion, though it
would be three years before the stunning ‘Kings
Of Nowhere’ finally gave AOK their debut album
some twenty-five years down the line. Their fanvoted appearance at Firefest’s “Final Fling” in
2014 verified how highly regarded the band remained.
If the warmly-received ‘…Nowhere’ was the band tentatively dipping their toes
back into the waters of Melodic Rock, then ‘Go Ask The Moon’ is AOK diving
straight in and immersing themselves fully. Though it was very difficult to find
fault with ‘…Nowhere’, ‘…Moon’ demonstrates a profoundly confident leap
forward in terms of the song-writing, arrangements and performances, almost as
if the success of the debut confirmed the band’s own belief in their endeavours.
Though still abundant with classy melodies and awash with sweeping keyboard
textures, a noticeably tougher sound permeates throughout the album’s punchier
cuts. The stylish guitar work of Steve Kenny is more prevalent on opener ‘No More
Faith To Lose’, ‘Ancient Fires’, ‘No Alibi’, ‘You Better Pray’ and the fantastic titletrack, while ‘The Nights Don’t Count’, ‘When The Heart Is Wrong’ and the Journeyish ‘On The Corner Of Love And Lost’ purvey slick, sophisticated AOR the likes of
which aren’t so easy to come by.
Yet principal song-writer Tony Bell has surpassed himself with the beautifully
arranged and quite stunning ballad ‘Heartbreak Railroad Company’, a completely
orchestral track reminiscent of prime E.L.O., the mesmerizing vocal performance
of Barrie Jackson sending a tingle down the spine. Though not one of the original
AOK members, Jackson’s soulful delivery provides a certain extra gravitas that
justifies his addition.
It’s a travesty that it never happened for Angels Or Kings back in their infancy.
Had they gained the record contract they desired all those years ago and
continued to produce music of this standard, they would be spoken about in the
same revered tones normally reserved for the likes of FM, Dare and Magnum – of
that I have no doubt.
Ant Heeks
To Come’, ‘Memories’ and the outstanding
‘He Took Beautiful Away’, all deeply personal
ballads in the vein of Daughtry, Lifehouse and
The Goo Goo Dolls.
Although Another Lost Year pretentiously
label their music “Freedom Rock”, they sell
the concept with every fibre of their being,
executing their ideology with a swaggering
confidence that could well propel, or beam
them up, to the very top.
Simon Ramsay

APOCALYPTIC LOVERS
‘REDEMPTION: VOL. 1’
(Independent)
MELODIC ROCK

As it can be said for most things, timing
is paramount to success. Initial attempts for
the band Love And War to bring their music
to the masses was badly timed and quickly
snuffed out by the changing musical trends of
the early nineties. Unperturbed, they recently
reunited, rebranded themselves Apocalyptic
Lovers and are determined to turn lemons into
lemonade more than two decades later.
However, their collective efforts to get
that proverbial spotlight to shine in their
direction will require a bit more coaxing
given the nuggets of good ideas, the ones
that could become linchpins for some great
songs, rarely converge to create a standout
moment. Of the eight tracks, two are worthy
of mention. ‘Dying Day’ closes the album and
is the band at its most consistent featuring
some accomplished guitar playing. ‘The
Groove’ is also enjoyable with Mike Nagy’s
melodic bass lines adding some beautiful
colour to the arrangement.
Since he and his company were responsible
for many legendary Hard Rock albums
of the eighties, Michael Wagener and his
Double Trouble Productions’ involvement
with AL is enough to garner the band some
instant credibility. That said, his handling of
‘Redemption…’ is disappointing and the
results are an album that suffers the same
sonic limitations as those classics released
decades earlier.
AUTUMN

The silver bullet in Apocalyptic Lovers’
arsenal comes in the form of vocalist Robert
Kane. He possesses a refined tenor and silky
timbre which will draw comparisons to AOR
favorites like Roxx Diamond, White Sister and
Airrace. Reviewing ‘Redemption…’ as a demo,
the band clearly demonstrates potential.
Re-recording these songs with a better
attention to detail with regards to tighter
rhythm tracking and cleaner production would
give the music the boost that it needs to
warrant consideration. Accepted in its current
state, ‘Redemption Volume 1’ is not up to the
standards of the discerning Melodic Rock fan
and those interested should wait to see how
the band fares if and when they return to the
studio for the second volume.
Brent Rusche

APOLLO UNDER FIRE
‘APOLLO UNDER FIRE’
(EMP)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

It sometimes feels like this world’s sole
purpose is to kick us repeatedly in our nether
regions until we bend, buckle and eventually
break. Everyone needs a shining light of
optimism during their dark and troubled times,
so whatever your feelings about religion and
its various complexities, the cathartic strains
of Christian Rock bands like this American
five-piece can, when done right, put a positive
spring in your down-trodden step.
Formed by a gang of much-travelled
musicians that includes singer Donald
Carpenter (Eye Empire, SubmerseD) and
former Candlebox guitarist Peter Klett, Apollo
Under Fire, named after the God of Music,
Healing, Sun, Light and Poetry apparently,
“root their message in the spirit, and its
purpose to the soul”, looking inwards as they
grow closer to themselves and their maker.
Stylistically indebted to post-Grunge acts like
Creed (‘I Refuse’) and Live (‘Wait’), the band’s
introspective lyrics are delivered via big
earnest hooks, rich harmonies and Carpenter’s
earthy, emotional delivery. The superb guitar
orchestration of Klett and Jimmy Kwong is
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equally appealing, layering the likes of ‘Wings’
and ‘When It Rains’ with a sparkling blend of
electric and acoustic textures as well as some
tasteful melodic soloing.
Regardless of those stellar attributes, an
unfortunate ‘Groundhog Day’ vibe infests much
of this record. Mid-tempo after mid-tempo
track follows the same blueprint, beginning
with electro/acoustic, segueing into quiet
verses before the expected soaring chorus.
After two dozen spins, it’s still a challenge to
recall many of these songs as they just blend
into one homogeneous whole, illustrating
a dearth of variety that, by the fourth track,
begins to make for a rather boring listen. That’s
not helped by their equally repetitive focus
on redemption through love, being saved and
finding strength from above, all delivered from
a first person perspective that ends up feeling
annoyingly self-obsessed.
Apollo Under Fire don’t need divine
intervention to fix these flaws. If they broaden
their musical and lyrical scope, the result will
be memorable songs that better showcase
their undoubted abilities, both as individuals
and an ensemble. Alternatively they could just
cover ‘Always Look On The Bright Side Of Life’
– works for us either way!
Simon Ramsay

ARENA
‘ARENA’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Let’s clear up one thing straight away, this is
not the UK Prog band. This four-piece hail from
Minnesota and have a more straightforward
Hard Rock style. They are seasoned musicians
and it shows, as they’ve captured a live feel
during the album’s recording process. The
arrangements are varied and you get Melodic
Rock where they blend guitars and piano, as
on ‘Should I?’, a blue-collar Rock style akin
to Tesla on ‘I Tried’ and even a heavier Black
Sabbath sound on ‘End Of Our World. ‘More
Than You Can Chew’ is a throwaway Rocker,
but sounds like it could be a blast live due to
its sing-along potential.
There’s an attempt at a more serious, epic
Rock stance on ‘Pine City’, a tale about war
veterans that slowly builds in intensity, but it
doesn’t quite ignite the napalm as it should.
Tim Kletti’s guitar sound is raw but versatile
and the rhythm section is good at mixing it
up. The band’s fronted by Linda Bullock and
her vocals give the band much of their identity.
Unfortunately, personally speaking, I found
them wanting in places; she can sing, and her
voice might work for others, but I found the
vocals too mannered.
The name Arena suggests the band have
no lack of ambition and have their sights
set on large venues, but despite some solid
musicianship in places, they don’t have, as
yet, the songs or the sound that would get
them there.
Duncan Jamieson

ARKHAM’S RAZOR
‘CARNIVAL OF LOST SOULS’
(Lynchburg)
PROGRESSIVE

It’s good to see an artist like Lee Small
branching out and trying new things, rather
than playing it safe with more of the AOR
he’s built his name playing on, such as Shy,
Skyscraper, Iconic Eye and his own solo
material. This record is a Melodic Metal album;
that might not sound like a huge change in
style from Melodic Rock, but it is significantly
heavier than his previous output.
A lot of that heaviness is down to the
guitar sound of Neil Tibbs. Tibbs has gigged
with Tainted Nation and his style here is
more Metal than Rock. He’s joined on bass by
Mart Trail, who has also played with TN, and
Norwegian drummer Erik Engebretson. Like a
lot of Modern Metal, there’s an over reliance
on banging that bass drum, which is fine for a
few songs, but gets wearisome and repetitive
FIREWORKS

over a whole record. With a different vocalist
this could be very heavy indeed, but Small’s
excellent voice ensures melody remains a
fixture throughout. He’s often compared to
Glenn Hughes, and rightly so, as his voice
has that elastic quality that Hughes has and
brings Rock with some dark soul to the album.
His lyrics aren’t immediate and take a bit of
patience to penetrate, but that isn’t necessarily
a bad thing. It’s a diverse album that’s heavy
and melodic, but it’s even Progressive in parts,
due to the clever, intricate playing.
The title track which opens the record is
heavy and shifting with a Middle Eastern midsection and a good choral hook showcasing
all sides of the band’s sound. ‘Skeleton Swing’
has razor sharp riffing from Hibbs, ‘The
Asphyx’ is Funk Metal, ‘Neon Haunted By
Your Love’ and ‘Gangland Wonderland’ are
Melodic Rockers and ‘Visitor From The Grave’
gives us grinding Melodic Metal. However, I’m
not convinced by ‘Vaudeville Lille’, which has
some good guitar but the song laid over the
top doesn’t quite gel.
Arkham’s Razor is an interesting group
that push in a number of directions which
helps them fashion some originality. Readers
who like the lighter Shy or Skyscraper
type material might need to listen before
purchasing, but for those who like a harder
edge, played by a group of musicians not
looking at catchy songs as a means to an
end but seeking to find fulfilment through
their playing, Arkham’s Razor might prove to
be a cut above.
Duncan Jamieson

ASHES 2 ASHES
‘TH3ORIES’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Ashes 2 Ashes is a “Hard Rock studio
project” from Huelva, Spain, consisting
of Sergio López (guitar, bass, keyboards)
and Héctor Núñez (voices, programming
and percussion). Between them, they have
twenty-five years of experience in the south
west Spanish Rock scene and ‘Th3ories’ is
their third release. The duo have given their
“obvious roots of Hard Rock, Prog and Soul”
a bit of a tweak and a more considered
production whilst also (apparently) honing
their sound for a more Melodic Hard Rock/
AOR audience.
To be sure, there are some good things
here, though whilst there are bursts of power
and energy throughout, ultimately the vocals
and melodies lack the quality or subtlety
to carry the material. López’s sub-Ritchie
Blackmore soloing is well worth a listen
and is at its best during the Eastern-tinged
‘Conspiracy’, ‘Dilemma’ and the more Bluesy
‘Evilution’. ‘Th3ories’ is home to some fine
musical passages with well-layered guitar
and keyboards edging towards the composed
grandeur of classic (Dio-era) Rainbow.
But then there are the rather incongruous
vocals; cue “Rock mag” descriptions of singers
who sound like they’ve been gargling razor
blades, or, think perhaps of a more abrasive
Udo Dirkschneider! Once the vocals hit, the
tracks often degenerate (solo sections aside)
into blurs of aural mediocrity. The exceptions,
perhaps, are ‘Déjà Vu’, which has a touch of
Rock Opera about it, and ‘Butterfly’, which
could almost be a Eurovision entry and is one
of the few tracks catchy enough to reward
repeated listens. I don’t want to labour the
point, but the least challenging track here is
the instrumental closer ‘Chaos’. The artwork is
provided by Huelva artist Rafa Pinto, and while
the band refer to the “shocking artwork”, they
mean that it’s thought-provoking rather than
sub-standard! In fact, Pinto’s work is superb
and, if anything, overshadows the music it’s
intended to support.
I wanted to like this album more. It’s
thoughtful, well-presented and indisputably
the guys’ hearts are in the right places. There
is talent on display, but both as an album
and at the individual song level, ‘Th3ories’
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just has too many rough edges and too
many shortcomings to commend itself to its
intended audience.
Michael Anthony

ATOMIC LOVE REACTOR
‘THE ARRIVAL’
(Tall Whites)

ASSIGNMENT
‘CLOSING THE CIRCLE’
(Massacre)

Atomic Love Reactor’s debut arrives as per
the cover image, belting towards Earth on a
DIY self-funded and self-released trajectory. It
might suggest a compromise on quality but,
to be fair, you’d never notice. ‘The Arrival’
is hot off the press from the very healthy
Scandinavian breeding ground; a trademark
of quality for Melodic Rock and other
similarly rapidly expanding musical genres
which appear from that part of the globe.
While that self-same cover might suggest
there might be some Sci-Fi bent towards the
song themes, the contents are very much
based on old-school values.
The production values place an emphasis
on capturing a raw live sound, although the
presence of Anders Olsson’s keyboards, and
the variety they offer, often take the guitarbased material in a different direction. He
makes an immediate impact, stabbing
away on organ during ‘Kiss Of Life’; think
of any of the classic guitar-based Rock
bands who colour and texture their sound
with a sprinkling of keys and you’re in the
right ball park. They even provide a Funky
electric piano drive to ‘Atomic Love Reactor’,
destined to become the band’s theme tune
– it’s like ZZ Top having a stab at ‘Trampled
Underfoot’, as they “head to a planet on a
vehicle of hope”.
While the overall thrust is primarily
towards songs with a Hard Rock template,
you can find touches of Soul and groove
along the way. ‘Mr Hyde’ and ‘The Piper’ are
both brooding numbers, suggestive of dark
city nights dripping with the threat of danger.
The latter contains possibly the album’s
best guitar solo (along with the one on
‘Tall Whites’) which harks back to a Ritchie
Blackmore-esque Eastern flavouring, a la his
best moments with Rainbow. Combine this
with hints of flute, subtle Doors-y keyboards
along with some drum flourishes and all
adds up to something more experimental,
which shows a potential to strive beyond
the norm. In terms of sequencing, ‘Mystery
Of Souls’ provides the mid-album change of
pace interlude, but holding ‘…Whites’ to the
end means the album ends on a high note. It
creeps out of the blocks unpretentiously and
feels like a band hitting its stride.
While ‘The Arrival’ may have benefitted
by judiciously trimming a couple of songs

PROGRESSIVE

Assignment’s last album ‘Inside Of The
Machine’ was an excellent concept Sci-Fi
Metal Opera which featured many guest
vocalists such as Michael Bormann, Robin
Beck and Mats Leven. On this new release,
the band’s fourth, the man behind the band
– guitarist and composer Goran Panic – has
on this occasion opted for just one male voice;
that of Helker front-man Diego Valdez, who,
it has to be said, possesses a fine set of pipes
and is well suited to Assignment’s version of
Melodic Power Metal.
What I also really liked about this new
release is the fact that Panic and the band
have opted to make their songs shorter,
tighter and, for me, more approachable than
what has come before. So, if you’re partial to
a bit of Metal with a Progressive edge and
a passing resemblance to the likes of Primal
Fear, Axxis et al, then ‘Closing ...’ is an album
you should definitely give a listen to.
‘Evolution’ is a bright and self-confident
way to start things off; tight musicianship, hard
riffs and a satisfying vocal melody combine to
show just what Assignment are doing these
days musically, with a promise that if you keep
on listening the rewards will come… And come
they do, in the guises of the title track with
some wonderful riffage (again from Panic), the
absolutely superb ‘Genetic Slavery’, which has
a hook to die for, and the mid-paced ‘Variaxis’,
which sees Valdez dueting with the band’s
backing vocalist Maria Jose Ledy Pot to great
effect. Finally, the epic album closer ‘Between
Two Worlds’ is an over-the-top Metal romp
full of galloping guitars, killer musicianship
and clever arrangements; it’s also the track
where Valdez cements his new found place in
the band. I hope this collaboration between
himself and Assignment goes from strength
to strength.
Maybe not as well-known as a lot of the
other bands who play this kind of Melodic
Power Metal, Assignment – with ‘Closing
The Circle’ – have an album that ticks a lot
of the right boxes when it comes to this style
of music.
Ian Johnson

HARD ROCK

BELLA D – ‘THE CRYSTAL CEILING’ (Drumaggedon)

SYMPHONIC

Wasting no time with ponderous introductions,
‘The Crystal Ceiling’ pounces on the accelerator
with massive grooves on opener, ‘Breaking Free’.
Bella D’s vocals are consistent throughout and
are delivered gracefully with sublime intonation.
This is an ambitious debut which features a solid
collection of songs unified by that tricky endeavor
known as the concept album. Often, the music
either suffers at the hand of the story or vice
versa. A well-executed concept is attained when
the songs stand as comfortably alone as they do
in sequence, and ‘…Ceiling’ delivers that balance.
Bella D’s diction is razor sharp, thus allowing
the listener to follow the story along with the performance, rather than reaching
for the liner notes for clarification. The songs are all reasonable durations which
keeps any self-indulgence neatly at bay. Bella D is not so much a band as it
is collaboration between the singer and drummer Charlie Zeleny. ‘…Ceiling’
credits over fifteen musicians that all sport impressive resumes. Furthermore,
Bella D did not simply rely on keyboard patches as her primary tool for
orchestration; the album credits both horn and string players too, giving the
music added texture and depth, with ‘Invincible’ being one of the best examples
of their contribution. The album closes with ‘Dio Solitario Della Notte’, a clever
arrangement where Bella D delivers a “Bel Canto” to the story’s main character
by way of a supposed traditional, lo-fi phonograph. Additionally, the music
stands to materialize in the form of a three-volume graphic novel to serve as a
visual compendium to the music.
‘The Crystal Ceiling’ is well-crafted and a significant musical statement for
this newcomer to Symphonic Metal and is a required listening for fans of Within
Tempation and The Murder Of My Sweet.
Brent Rusche
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for conciseness, it still proves a positive
introduction to Atomic Love Reactor.
Mike Ainscoe

AUNT MARY
‘NEW DAWN’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

If there’s a hint of recognition about the
name, then technically this is Aunt Mary, the
Norwegian Prog Rock band who released
their first record in 1970, followed by two
more in 1972 and 1973 before splitting. They
then had a reunion in 1992 before the classic
line-up of the band played their last show
in 2010.
This, however, is a new AM. Devoted fan
Ronni Le Tekro (TNT) was hoping to produce
the classic line-up for one more album, only
for bass player Svein Gundersen to leave.
Vocalist Jan Groth then departed, due to
being diagnosed with cancer; he would sadly
pass away in 2014, the same year drummer
Ketil Stensvik was diagnosed with the same
illness – he too would pass away in 2015. Sole
original guitarist Bjørn Kristiansen now leads
this revamped version, featuring Bernt Bodel
(bass), Ole Tom Torjussen (drums), Ola Aanje
(keyboards) and Norwegian Idol winner Glenn
Lyse on vocals. While old-school fans may
lament this isn’t “the” Aunt Mary, I’ve not
encountered their previous work before so I’m
viewing this with an unbiased opinion and my
first impressions are all good.
Opener ‘Slave Parade’ is a crunchy growler
with distortion liberally applied to both
guitars and vocals, whereas the cleaner
‘Unconditional Love’ has a more cheerful feel.
The vocal work of Lyse is particularly strong
and distinctive and the song has a great hook
in the chorus. The groove of ‘Hopelessly Lost’
is compelling, ‘Happily Ever After’ is a Bluesy
workout and the band also revisit their past
with a new version of their old track ‘G Flat
Road’. ‘I Was Born To Ride On The Wrong Side’
is a heads down, Rock-out affair, one which
is completely at odds with the spacey ‘Open
Your Eyes’. It’s not all top drawer though, the
long spoken word sample infused in ‘Happily
Ever After’ is a bit tedious, and ‘Soldedera’ is
a bit too ‘Kashmir’ for my liking. However,
the swampy ‘Been There Done That’ is a joy,
and the Jazzy curveball of ‘Don’t Keep Me
Waiting’ is an off-the-wall inclusion, but
ridiculously catchy.
The musicianship and songs are of a high
standard and the great voice of Lyse is the
icing on the cake. Less Proggy than I expected,
I came away from this album thinking it was
like nothing else I’d heard, but the more
I played it, the more it impressed me. An
unexpected surprise.
James Gaden

AVI ROSENFELD
‘VERY HEEPY, VERY PURPLE V’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

For those unfamiliar with Avi Rosenfeld
(and that includes me), he is an Israeli guitar
player who makes Joe Bonamassa look lazy;
his Bandcamp page states this is his twentyseventh album!! As you may have guessed
from the title, Uriah Heep and Deep Purple are
major influences on this, his fifth opus to pay
homage to past glories.
You’ve got a fair idea of what you’re going
to get with titles like ‘Babylon’ or ‘Sea Of The
Lost And The Pharaohs’; Ritchie Blackmoreesque guitar work, lots of Hammond Organ,
all that kind of thing. While Rosenfeld
handles the guitar duties for each track, the
rest of the musical chores have been farmed
out to a sprawling collection of musicians
from all over the world; they range from the
competent to the excellent, although not one
name was familiar to me. At its best, ‘Very…’
has some decent tunes which are certainly
reminiscent of those seventies legends, but at
its worst, it becomes plagiaristic or downright
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embarrassing. ‘Dealer’ might as well be called
‘Lady Double Dealer’ such is the similarity in
the opening bars, alongside the fact the lyrics
feature the word “dealer” fifteen times in the
repetitive opening ninety seconds.
Where the band hit rock bottom is on
the lamentable ‘Wanna Play Like Ritchie
Blackmore’; yes, that really is the title! Here
we have banal lyrics such as “Wanna play like
Ritchie Blackmore, wanna sing like Ronnie
James…” all delivered by a feeble vocalist,
which doesn’t help matters. The singer then
warbles over wordplay in the bridge, like
“the smoke is rising on the water”; the whole
thing seems like an exercise to name check as
many Blackmore related things as possible.
Rosenfeld uses a different vocalist for each
track and this song is the one that suffers
most from the vocal limitations, but none of
the singers employed are anything special. If
anything, it only serves to highlight how good
the singers from Purple and Heep were.
I don’t wish to be too harsh, as this was
clearly a labour of love for Avi Rosenfeld. I
can’t knock his guitar playing and his love
of Purple rivals mine. Unfortunately, due to
the collection of musicians, and especially
indifferent vocalists, there are plenty of actual
bands out there who play Hammond Organinfused, seventies-inspired Rock much better
than this.
James Gaden

at the front of the music but here, there is a
contained power, the kind of thing that US
early eighties New Wave bands possessed,
nothing explodes here, but that would be too
easy. This gives us the feeling that they could
take your face off, but just can’t be arsed.
‘Surreal’ and its shuddering verse and
dropped-out aesthetic is too cool to pogo
around for too long and a very similar
‘Bigmouth Strikes Again’ acoustic at the
head of ‘Blind To You’ belies a more straight
ahead Punk attack. Whilst ‘Take Me Home’
resolves itself in Sleaze, ‘Heart Attack’ cannot
resist resorting to Riot Grrrl dynamics and a
manifesto – “We are young, we are strong...”.
There is, unfortunately, far too much of the
template about this release; by the time
tracks eight to ten come round, you may be
craving a bit of difficulty, a little challenge.
On the other hand, this may be the best cider
and roll up party you’ve been to for ages and
that’s all you’ll need. Barb Wire Dolls certainly
have “attitood” and their use of what sounds
like the riff from ‘Whole Lotta Love’ in ‘Darby
Crash’ has to be admired; the problem is that
a lot of this sound is so, how to put it... over. It
sounds like what we have heard before and, in
many cases, moved on from.
These dolls are not collector’s items, but
nor are they desperate; poseable and pretty
good fun.
Steve Swift

BARB WIRE DOLLS
‘DESPERATE’
(Motorhead)

BEN CRAVEN
‘LAST CHANCE TO HEAR’
(Independent)

HARD ROCK

PROGRESSIVE

From an artist commune in Crete, this is
apparently unique. Guess if it is or not? That’s
right. They say they meld lots of styles. Guess
if they do? Right again. What this does do is
portray a fine line in charm and even if the
sounds here are predominantly Rock Punk,
Indie Punk and Pop Punk, they clearly believe
in what they’re doing and that brings warmth.
With Barbie on bass, Action Man on drums
and Sindy on synths…not really of course, but
we do have Isis Queen, Pyn Doll, Krash Doll,
Iriel Blaque and Remmington. The brattiness
index is turned to ten, the choruses are big
de-rigeur bangers and the bass takes its place

Australian Cinematic Progressive Rock,
anyone? A niche sub-genre it may be, but
‘Last Chance To Hear’ is Ben Craven’s third
solo album and one which bolsters its chances
of column inches by virtue of a guest vocal
appearance by “iconic actor” William Shatner.
Despite fears that his presence is something
of a gimmick, Shatner’s performance is really
rather good, adding drama and gravitas to
‘Spy In The Sky Part 3’, the album’s longest
and one of its most intriguing tracks. Craven is
upfront about his old-school Prog influences;
Pink Floyd, Mike Oldfield, Yes and King
Crimson, but what gives his music its ear-

BERNHARD WELZ – ‘STAY TUNED 1.5’ (Pure Rock)

HARD ROCK

Drummer Berhard Welz, known for his work
with Schubert In Rock, is the brains behind
this all-star charity album, aimed at benefitting
the Linda McCartney Fundraising Centre. Welz
has taken the time to dig into his considerable
address book and put together an eclectic and
entertaining, star-studded package in the name
of a good cause.
With a mixture of original songs written by Welz,
along with some live performances and remakes,
this release takes us on a musical journey aided by
all manner of well-known players. Opener ‘Traffic
Night’, featuring Nazareth vocalist Carl Sentance, has a real Deep Purple vibe to
it with the Hammond Organ work; fans of the legendary group will no doubt be
interested to note that current Purple members Don Airey, Roger Glover and Steve
Morse all add their talents to the album. Ian Paice also appears in a live “drum
battle” against Welz. Former Black Sabbath vocalist Tony Martin features on ‘Young,
Free And Deadly’, taken from the ‘Schubert In Rock’ album and former Nazareth
vocalist Dan McCafferty appears alongside the likes of Mark King on ‘Fading Away’
– a tribute to the late Jon Lord and Gotthard’s Steve Lee.
The eclecticism comes from ‘Always Behind You’ and the fabulous ‘Let The Star
Shine On You’ which features a superb vocal from Katrina of And The Waves fame.
Both are piano-driven ballads that, while excellent, would probably be more at
home in a West End musical than on a Hard Rock record. Lord makes an appearance
with Bernhard Welz on an absolutely blistering orchestral live version of ‘Child
In Time’ from 2009, where the aforementioned Steve Lee delivers an absolutely
stunning vocal performance.
With the likes of Steve Lukather, Guy Pratt, Chris Childs, Neil Murray and
countless others involved, the musicianship is top notch, even if the song selection
is somewhat varied. Things are rounded out by Paul McCartney on a brand new,
beefed up rendition of ‘Maybe I’m Amazed’.
It’s an entertaining listen and for a good cause where everybody will find at
least one track worth listening to. In all honesty, the version of ‘…Time’ is worth
the purchase price alone. Charity albums can be a real mixed bag, and this is no
different, but for me there were far more hits than misses.
James Gaden
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catching accessibility is its film soundtrack
elements and the influence of composers
such as Bernard Herrman, John Barry, Henry
Mancini and John Williams.
If some of the influences are old-school,
the concept of the album is distinctively
modern, loosely inspired as it is “by the end
of the music industry as we know it”. “There’s
never been a time” says Craven, “when so
much new music was being made by so many
people, and being listened to by so few”. An
appropriate time, perhaps, to wonder what’s
happened to the show that never ends.
The new music here (Shatner’s contribution
aside) has been written, performed, produced,
engineered, mixed and mastered entirely
by Craven himself – quite ‘The Remarkable
Man’! From the groovy Part 1 and darker,
more chaotic Part 2 of the title track, to the
quirky Blues of ‘The Revenge of Dr. Komodo’,
the gentle choral backing of ‘Critical Mass Part
1’ and the piano-driven melancholy of ‘Mortal
Remains’, there’s much here to provoke,
entertain and delight.
While Craven reflects that “digital
downloads have made physical media
virtually obsolete”, it should also be said that
the album’s artwork and packaging have a
real wow factor, showing, perhaps, that the
perceived limitations of the medium are no
more than limitations of the imagination.
Certainly both the artwork and the bonus
DVD make plumping for the original full copy
worthwhile. In a nice touch, and a throwback
to the glory days of vinyl, the ten tracks are
presented as Side One and Side Two.
It’s immensely listenable, enjoyable stuff,
the material benefitting from a lightness and
deftness of touch that lifts it above the banal
and overly worthy offerings that this kind of
(largely instrumental) Progressive Rock music
can sometimes throw up.
Michael Anthony

BETH HART
‘FIRE ON THE FLOOR’
(Provogue/Mascot)
BLUES

The latest offering from Grammy
nominated singer/song-writer Beth Hart, her
eighth studio release, oozes emotion, soul and
feeling from every pore.
‘Jazzman’ starts the ball rolling with
its Waltzy, swinging tempo. As the name
suggests, it’s essentially a Jazz number with
fluid piano parts, accompanied by a traditional
bass keeping the beat, as Hart’s sultry voice
snakes smoothly through the track. She digs in
at certain points, adding some grit to her voice
to intensify the feeling. ‘Love Gangster’ follow
and it’s full of rhythms from across the globe
with a slight Santana feel. Her wonderful
vocal vibrato kicks in on this song and it’s
helped along by some tasty guitar soloing.
Next up, ‘Coca Cola’ blends gorgeous Blues
licks with a smouldering performance by Hart
who teases the listener but denies us a climax
to the song!
Hart’s had many musical associations over
the years, with the likes of Buddy Guy, Jeff
Beck and Joe Bonamassa alongside others on
the Rockier side like Slash. ‘Love Is A Tie’ is a
song full of attitude, Rocking guitars and deep
vocal power with Hart extracting some gritty,
husky tones to great effect thus making this
Blues Rocker really hit home. ‘Fat Man’ keeps
up the momentum and Hart’s lyrical mastery is
second to none, as this pumping Rocker gets
the musical juices flowing. The title track and
‘Good Day To Cry’ are both slower numbers,
but still have Hart pouring her heart out with
powerful passion, whilst ‘Baby Shot Me Down’
takes a new twist as its Funky guitar riff and
catchy vocal hooks drive the track along and
deliver a very punchy result.
There are several piano/vocal songs on
the album, including ‘Woman You’ve Been
Dreaming’ and ‘Picture In A Frame’. But
perhaps the most outstanding of them is
the album’s last track ‘No Place Like Home’;
this intensely beautiful track shows that Hart
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doesn’t need a band behind her to create a
strong, heartfelt song that oozes feeling from
every line.
Beth Hart has experienced many things,
including the loss of close family, bad
relationshipsas well as various addictions
and illness, but these life-changing demons
have not defeated her. She has channelled
her energies into creating a stunning voice
and great song-writing abilities, enabling her
to share her musical gift with the world and
make creative gems like this.
Paul Sabin

BILLY SHERWOOD & TONY KAYE
‘LIVE IN JAPAN’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

The Billy Sherwood “marathon of releases”
continues with this live 2CD/DVD from
Sherwood’s and ex-Yes keyboardist Tony Kaye’s
‘Together We Are’ eight-date Japanese tour in
2011. Now that Sherwood is back in the Yes
fold, it seems timely to put out this package as
it is very Yes related. The stage set-up for these
shows was Sherwood singing and playing lead
guitar and Kaye tinkling the ivories. It may
be just the two of them, however, Sherwood
had played all the relevant bass and drum
parts in the studio and recorded them for the
tour, once again proving what a clever multiinstrumentalist (aka smart-arse) he is!
The show opens with ‘Confess’ from the
Conspiracy project that Sherwood and Chris
Squire put together at the beginning of the
noughties; considering there are only two
musicians on stage, it sounds pretty impressive.
Kaye supplies some great Hammond solos
whilst Sherwood is in fine voice and his soloing
is excellent. Next up are two CIRCA: numbers
from their debut, ‘Together We Are’ and ‘Cut
The Ties’ are both fine representations of the
studio cuts. The title track from Yes’ 1970 ‘Time
And A Word’ follows and Kaye, once again,
lays down some wonderful Hammond solos;
it must have been a blast for him revisiting a
classic from his distant past. Sherwood must
have also programmed in backing vocals as
they are quite prominent throughout.
A couple more Conspiracy songs keep
the flow going, with Sherwood once more
showing how proficient he is on lead guitar.
‘Fireworks’, a Sherwood solo track from
2003’s ‘No Comment’ (and thanks for the
tribute to our magazine!) features another
stunning guitar solo. The ‘Your Move’
section from ‘I’ve Seen All Good People’ is
the next song from the Yes canon and it’s
quickly followed by ‘Owner Of A Lonely
Heart’, where Sherwood actually manages
a decent stab at Trevor Rabin’s technically
awesome solo (something that Steve Howe
has struggled with over the years).
The second disc opens with an instrumental
version of ‘I Am Waiting’ from Yes’ underrated
1994 ‘Talk’ album before Kaye treats us to a
keyboard solo which features a snippet of
‘Changes’. A great surprise arrives next; ‘The
Other Side’ from Toto’s 1992 ‘Kingdom Of
Desire’ release, which Sherwood co-wrote,
again features some fantastic soloing! The
inclusion of ‘Wonderous Stories’ also surprised
me, as neither of the duo featured on the track
or the ‘Going For The One’ album; that said,
it is well performed. It’s also nice to hear ‘The
More We Live’ from the 1991 ‘Union’ album –
which Sherwood co-wrote – and ‘No Way We
Can Lose’ from 1997’s ‘Open Your Eyes’, as Yes
haven’t played the pair since the respective
tours. World Trade’s ‘Say Goodbye’ gets a look
in before ‘Roundabout’ draws proceedings to a
close. This version sounds as if the pair are on
drugs as it’s a high speed version!
The DVD element is where the viewer is let
down; it is poorly filmed, often out of focus
and darkly lit. There are several snippets of the
cities where the duo played and the crowd are
extremely polite, but do not interact. However,
overall this is a satisfying package for Yes and
Billy Sherwood fans.
Az Chaudhry
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BLACK HOLE RAVEN
‘BLACK HOLE RAVEN’
(ContraMusik)

BLACKBERRY SMOKE – ‘LIKE AN ARROW’ (Earache)

Since the release of ‘The Whippoorwill’ in
2014, Atlanta’s Blackberry Smoke have been on
an upward trajectory. I loved the more raucous,
Brendan O’Brien-produced ‘Holding All The
Roses’ that followed but it was an album that
divided opinions, with many people finding
it over-produced whilst also preferring the
slightly mellower material that dominated ‘…
Whippoorwill’. Those in question then, may be
pleased to find that this fifth offering is once
again a self-produced effort (recorded in a matter
of days) that mostly leans back towards ‘…

HARD ROCK

Formed in 2012 in Saarland, Germany, this
three-piece consists of Ralli Rock on guitar/
vocals, Kai Neufang on drums and Christoph
Hautz on bass guitar. The music is a blend of
Hard Rock with ruthless guitar riffs and Rock’s
classic whiskey-drenched vocals.
‘No Devils’ hits the ground running and
is short, sharp and adrenaline soaked. The
Smoky Blues of ‘Gone Away’ has some tasty
guitar work that completely seals the deal. I
especially enjoyed the Southern Rock flavour
of ‘Song For The Lost’, which is by far the best
track on offer here.
Black Hole Raven have not sacrificed their
soulful musical leanings at all, and on ‘Heart
For Sale’ it’s as eloquent and feel good as
it comes. The influence of AC/DC is injected
into ‘The Dirt’ and is a foot-to-the-floor
old-school Rocker that insists you nod your
head. Only the slow and brooding ‘Welcome’
lets things down here; clocking in at nearly
twelve minutes, it’s far too long to keep
things interesting.
This is a solid, if at times, uninspired album
but one with good intentions musically.
Ray Paul

BLACK SWAMP WATER
‘CHAPTER ONE’
(Mighty)
HEAVY METAL

To say that the Fireworks crew (and
almost certainly you, the reader) are partial
to the Kingdom of Sweden’s Rock output
is an understatement, one on a par with
saying that Lemmy Kilmister had the odd
vice! While the Swedes are undoubtedly
the best known purveyors of Scandinavian
Rock, their neighbours Norway, Finland and
Denmark are certainly noteworthy, thanks
to internationally heralded exports such as
Jørn, Reckless Love and White Lion’s Mike
Tramp respectively. Of those aforementioned
nations, it’s the Dane’s edgier Rock ‘n’ Roll
that strays furthest from the glossy, hookladen Pop/Rock of the Swedes, and suggests
a musical dynamic that’s significantly wider
than the ten mile Øresund Bridge that
separates the two countries.
Hailing from Silkeborg, on Denmark’s
Jutland peninsula, Black Swamp Water’s Rock
interpretation dismisses any superfluous frills
in favour of a juggernaut rhythm section, twin
guitars – set to either brutal or acoustic – and
Bjørn Bølling Nyholm’s tough, no-nonsense
vocals.
Opener ‘Leave Nothing Behind’ passes by
without leaving much impression, though
second track ‘Harmless’, with its double bass
drum salvo and Zakk Wylde-style distorted
licks, is a significant improvement. ‘World On
Fire’ combines tight, twin-axe riffing with a
chorus that brings to mind The Almighty during
their early The Cult-inspired phase, whilst the
slide guitar intro on ‘Life Is Pain’ gives way
to a moody, greasy-jeaned parable of plight.
‘Into The Fire’ sees Nyholm add a bruised,
Johnny Cash-like vibrato to his repertoire,
with the song going from acoustic reflection
to a big, bold chorus backed by a Doomy,
Black Sabbath-style groove. Closer ‘Let It Go’
is maybe the best moment from ‘Chapter
One’ thanks to the fluid guitar melody that
interweaves the song’s framework.
If a certain Danish beverage brand did
gimmick-free, biker-friendly Rock ‘n’ Roll...
Caesar Barton

BLACKFOOT
‘SOUTHERN NATIVE’
(Loud & Proud)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

In any other circumstance I would be
enthusiastic about the release of an album
by a new Southern Rock band; however,
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Whippoorwill’ in style.
Though still combining the blend of Southern, Country, Blues and Rock ‘n’
Roll that BS do so well, ‘Like An Arrow’ is a predominantly laid-back album in
comparison to its predecessor. That said, opening cut (and first single) ‘Waiting
For The Thunder’ and the title-track are two of the heaviest tracks the band have
ever committed to tape, full of crunching Southern riffs and Led Zeppelin swagger,
with no small amount of Psychedelia twisting through the dirty riff of the latter.
The liveliest cut is the almost Rockabilly ‘Let It Burn’, classic BS shot through with
Honky-Tonk piano, while ‘Workin’ For A Workin’ Man’ injects a final burst of pace
as the album draws towards its conclusion.
Elsewhere, ‘… Arrow’ rarely rises above a canter. The more Country side of the
band comes to the fore on the meandering ‘Running Through Time’, the acoustic
‘Ain’t Gonna Wait’ and the touching ballad ‘The Good Life’ – the latter containing
the type of lyric only Lynyrd Skynyrd can normally get away with – while the
mournful ‘Sunrise In Texas’ is a Southern slow-burner. Though essentially midpaced, it’s not all balladry, with the cheeky ‘What Comes Naturally’ (think
Aerosmith’s ‘Rag Doll’ with a Southern slant), The Rolling Stones-esque ‘Ought To
Know’, the slightly Funky ‘Believe You Me’ and the groovy Blues of ‘Free On The
Wing’ (featuring a guest spot from Gregg Allman).
It’s definitely not the type of album I was expecting from Blackberry Smoke,
especially after hearing the raucous ‘…Thunder’ as the precursor to the record. But,
after giving it plenty of the required time it warrants, the melodies began to seep
through and, with the addition of the intriguing lyrics and excellent guitar work of
Charlie Starr, I find it just as irresistible as everything that has preceded it.
Ant Heeks
there’s a certain hint of trepidation, because
it has the name Blackfoot on the cover.
Founding member and guiding light
Rickey Medlocke laid the longstanding
Blackfoot to rest in 1997 to devote his
time to the reinvigorated Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Though the Bobby Barth-fronted version
continued to use the name from 2004
with ever changing personnel, Medlocke
regained control of the name in 2012 and
put together a brand new, younger, touring
version of the band to keep the name
alive. ‘Southern Native’ is, to all intents
and purposes, the debut album from this
new line-up, with mentor Medlocke acting
as producer and song-writer, while also
contributing a few guitar solos in his own
inimitable style.
Those expecting ‘…Native’ to replicate
classic Blackfoot, or even pick up where
their last album (1994’s ‘After The Reign) left
off, will be disappointed, as Rick Krasowski
(guitar, vocals), Tim Rossi (guitar, vocals)
Brian Carpenter (bass) and Matt Anastasi
(drums) have delivered a thoroughly
contemporary Southern Rock album more
in line with the likes of current Southern
torch-bearers Blackberry Smoke, Whiskey
Myers and early Black Stone Cherry. Yet,
while thoroughly forward-looking in style
and approach, it’s full of guitar-driven
Southern Rock anthems that should easily
slip into the band’s live set, amongst the
original classics like ‘Train Train’, ‘Rollin’ And
Tumblin’’ and the timeless ‘Highway Song’
– which is exactly why this version of the
band exists.
Opinions will quite rightly be divided over
this release. However, if you can overcome
the fact that it utilises the name Blackfoot,
and treat it for what it is, a decent Southern
Rock album, then the rollicking opener
‘Need My Ride’, the rootsy ‘Call Of A Hero’
and ‘Southern Native’, the slow-burning
‘Take Me Home’, Hard Rocking ‘Whiskey
Train’ and ‘Love This Town’, the grooving
‘Satisfied Man’, the classy Southern/Country
ballad ‘Everyman’ and the heavier take on
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young’s ‘Ohio’ should
certainly hit the spot.
Ant Heeks
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BLACKLANDS
‘PEACEFUL SHORES’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

This five-piece, founded by drummer and
percussionist Thomas Kelleners, came to
reality in 2006. However, the first couple of
years of their existence were quite painful, full
of setbacks, line-up changes and numerous
false starts. Regardless of this, Kelleners
forged forward and in 2013 the group’s debut
saw the light of day.
‘A New Dawn’ was released to global
critical acclaim, but the troubling times were
not over. Following its release, members left
and new talent was sought. Keeping with his
passionate vision, Kelleners continued, and
with over a year in the recording studio…
finally... their sophomore effort emerged.
Then, the group’s lead vocalist left! Enter
Tanja Magolei-Schupper, who completely rerecorded all the vocals, and finally (finally!)...
we have ‘Peaceful Shores’!!
‘Peaceful...’ is over seventy minutes of
Melodic Progressive Rock, finely composed
and exquisitely performed. It’s rich with
mesmerizing
vocals
atop
pulsating
rhythms and, at times, scorching guitar
lines and immersive keys; the music flies
from peaks to valleys and back to peaks.
It weaves a complex, yet melodic tapestry
of musical paintings; a solid soundscape
created and performed from the hearts of
Kelleners (drums), Manfred Reinecke (piano,
keyboards), Oliver Muller (bass, backing
vocals), Michael Stockschlager (guitar,
backing vocals), and finally, the Siren-like
vocalisations of Magolei-Schupper.
Blacklands may have arrived following
tumultuous times, but their music has a differing
feel. Although elements of bliss run throughout,
it gives way to soaring and, at times, aggressive
signatures that will excite the listener. The
whole thing is wrapped up neatly with a high
degree of melody, yet always touched by fire,
the sort of heat which drives our musical hearts
to skip a couple of beats! With just one listen,
it’s clear that this music has been created by
determination and forged with a passion, even
in the quietest of moments!
‘Peaceful Shores’ is a showcase of each
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member’s astonishing talents. It’s an album
of exciting musical journeys, full of twists
that just add to the listening experience.
Extraordinary guitar movements, coupled
with exquisite keyboard creations open up
a soundscape filled with colours and tones
that are rarefied; an album that propels the
listener, and the musicians themselves, to the
higher peaks of Melodic Progressive Rock.
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

BLASTED TO STATIC
‘BLASTED TO STATIC’
(Metalapolis)
HEAVY METAL

Whilst on the surface the Blasted To Static
handle may be a relatively new phenomenon,
if you’re plugged in to the Power Metal or
shred scene the names of those involved
almost certainly won’t be!
Pride of place has to go to Racer X vocalist
Jeff Martin who returns to the scene after
an extended absence, whilst the rest of the
band comprises of Australian shredder Stu
Marshall (Empires Of Eden, Dungeon), bassist
Rev Jones (Steelheart, Leslie West) and much
admired session drummer Clay T. Their aim
apparently was quite simply to recapture that
high energy, riff-driven Power Metal sound
that made RX stand out in the first place.
Their eponymous debut first surfaced a
couple of months ago (it was actually a little
too late for last issue), but that doesn’t mean
we should let it sail off into the sunset without
giving it the once over, no indeed. I was half
expecting this to be an uncompromising run
through of a set-list characterised by the
zillion miles an hour shred stuff with which
RX made their name – ribald opener ‘Suicide
King’ certainly gave that impression – but
that’s only half the story (well, maybe seventyeighty percent of it).
However, having framed this as a thumping
riff and solo fest (Marshall is in brilliant form!),
there’s enough variety of mood and tempo
to keep you engaged over the longer term.
‘Lovesick Blue Pt. 1’ and ‘Requiem Pt. 2’, for
example, have that haunting ‘Beyond The
Realms Of Death’ feel, whilst the bellicose
‘The Hammer’ invites more Judas Priest-like
comparisons. Then there’s ‘Repossession
Of Nothing’ which has definite hints of Iron
Maiden playing Primal Fear (and for my
money introduces a direction the guys would
do well to explore further going forward).
As I said earlier, Marshall’s six string
histrionics do tend to dominate proceedings a
little, but as a frustrated guitar player myself,
that’s really no bad thing!
Dave Cockett

BLOODY HAMMERS
‘LOVELY SORT OF DEATH’
(Napalm)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

North Carolina front-man Anders Magna
has managed to release four albums in four
years, each diving deeper into darker musical
waters. The previous release, ‘Under Satan’s
Sun’, scored high with me as it was a creative
take on the Doom genre, one with strong
emphasis on song-writing and thus creating a
musical atmosphere to accompany each song.
The Type O Negative influences are still here,
though now the band touch on moments of
John Carpenter’s soundtrack work.
Things begin in sombre mood with
‘Bloodletting On The Kiss’. The vocals are a
deep whisper in the distance, then suddenly
coming alive in fits of rage and discontent.
The use of the Moog synthesiser has added
wonderful layers to each song, and where
‘Lights Come Alive’ dances with the darkness,
the feel goes from hopeful to desperate in
seconds – the influence of The Sisters Of
Mercy is soaked into this song. ‘Shadow Out
Of Time’ digs deep into its discontent, so much
so it becomes a musical epitaph.
If you remember the classic synthesiser
score from Carpenter’s ‘Assault On Precinct 13’,
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then that is where a familiar template for ‘The
Reaper Comes’ is apparent; the music creeps
along seductively... waiting to pounce. All is
not doom and gloom though. ‘Messalina’, with
its throbbing bass line, will have you twirling
around in a Gothic fantasy of danceable
grooves. The guitars hit hard and dirty during
‘Infinite Gaze To The Sun’ and ‘Ether’; both
grinding out super-charged Stoner riffs that
add consistency and quality to this release.
With ‘Lovely Sort Of Death’ Bloody
Hammers have injected a wide range of new
ideas into an iron clad sound of their own.
Ray Paul

BRAIN DISTILLERS CORPORATION
‘UGLY FARM’
(Brainstorm)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Brain Distillers Corporation is an Italian,
Grunge-orientated Rock band who pitch their
music somewhere between Soundgarden and
the Country-tinged Modern Rock pioneered
by the likes of Black Stone Cherry.
The chugging opener ‘Marvin’ hints at
the former, whilst ‘Southern Milf’ goes for
the heavy Southern Rock approach of the
latter. ‘Who’ has a thudding Alice In Chains
approach where the lead vocalist has a “Chris
Robertson meets Ozzy Osbourne” tone to
his voice. ‘Seam Line’ is just a little dull and
depressing but there’s plenty here to enjoy in
amongst the down-tuned guitars, including
the BSC/Black Label Society sounding ‘Lost
Friend’ – featuring Stef Burns on guitar – and
the riff-orientated ‘I Can Breathe Again’.
If you enjoy any of the bands namechecked in this review you should check
out ‘Ugly Farm’ – it might just pique
your interest.
Mike Newdeck

BRIJETTE WEST & THE
DESPERATE HOPEFULS
‘FROM NY WITH LOVE’
(Independant) ROCK
Brijitte West first came on to my musical
radar by a chance support slot to Dokken in Los
Angeles, during the ill-fated ‘Dysfunctional’
reunion tour of 1995. At the time she was
fronting Punk pioneers NY Loose, a band
that sadly never received the acclaim they
deserved. ‘From NY With Love’ is West’s latest
musical offering, put together and released by
crowd-funding, something the best of bands
seem to be embracing these days.
Lyrically ‘Typical Drunken Loser’ is a
romantic Rock ‘n’ Roll story. The music is
Punk-Rock-Pop(!), not unlike some of Joan
Jett’s better material, and is infused with some
lovely, emotionally damaged vocals. West has
lost none of her distinctive writing style, still
effortlessly writing short, punchy Punk Rock
anthems, though with this release, she has
added a whole new layer to her music. ‘Done
It Proud’ has a slight New Wave edge to it and
the song bounces along elegantly – a sure live
favourite in the making. ‘Smouldering Ink’
is a nice Blues Rock tune that has swagger,
Beatles-like harmonies and lush guitar work –
it’s by far one of the most ambitious songs the
band has released so far.
The two softest moments are ‘Lie To Me’
and ‘Fire Brigade’; the latter has an almost
dreamy quality to it, so much so that you feel
the song may just float away. For fans missing
the rougher edges of NYL, then ‘Fight For Me’,
with its super-charged Garage Rock approach,
really hits the mark. The two songs that stand
out for me are ‘Don’t Wait For Tomorrow’, an
edgy number that explores new territory with
its suffocating riff work, and ‘Hot Child’, a
track that swims on a fat, sexy bass line and is
chock full of Rock ‘n’ Roll attitude.
In the hands of Green Day, this album would
be a smash. For Brijitte West & The Desperate
Hopefuls, it’s a proud statement that Rock ‘n’
Roll is alive and well, and just waiting to be
embraced by the public.
Ray Paul
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CORNERSTONE – ‘REFLECTIONS’ (Atom)

MELODIC ROCK

‘Reflections’ is Austrian band Cornerstone’s third
album release and covers many musical styles.
The formula of understated guitar and keyboard
melodies backed by a solid bass and drum setup is nothing new, but their trump card is Alina
Peter’s beautiful crystalline vocal delivery – think
Evanescence does AOR and you will have a rough
idea.
‘Nothing To Lose’ starts the album and is
a Rocking track filled with a driving riffy beat,
pumping bass and some great soloing by guitarist
Steve Wachelhofer. ‘Last Night’ follows and is
Pop Rock at its best – catchy hook lines ensure its sing-along potential and it also
features some smooth sax playing by Wolfgang Voelkl. ‘Heart On Fire’ continues
the Rock theme and brings with it tones reminiscent of early FM and Cutting Crew
as Peter’s soulful voice delivers its silky message over a sea of guitar and keyboard
textures.
The pace and style changes with ‘Whatever’ and illustrates an alternative side to
the band in this keyboard and vocal-based ballad which is interlaced with orchestral
strings, something that makes this song truly beautiful. The Funky back riff and
chorused guitar of ‘True Confessions’ then kicks in. This track could sit happily on a
Savage Garden album and even includes some very tasteful wah-wah interludes on
what is a very commercial song.
Homing in on Peter’s hauntingly clear voice, she has the great ability to sing
powerfully whilst retaining a bell like clarity where so often other singers end up
getting a gritty tone – pure class!
We go back into potential radio airplay territory with ‘Northern Light’ before
‘Brother’ and ‘Sooner Or Later’ bring their slower, softer and cleaner offerings to the
table. This doesn’t in any way prepare you for the next track, ‘Believe In Me’, the star
song of the album. This is a driving, sing-along classic that stretches Peter’s vocal
armoury and shows how she is able to hold her own with power and precision. This
is a totally cool track! ‘Once’, an acoustic guitar-based ballad, then calms things
down to end the album.
Blending melodic rhythms with an angelic voice and crossing the Pop Rock divide
seamlessly, Cornerstone have produced a collection of songs of extreme quality.
Their anthemic sounding tracks will endear them to many and I’m sure will see them
going on to greater things.
Paul Sabin
BUDDERSIDE
‘BUDDERSIDE’
(Motorhead)

BULLETRAIN
‘WHAT YOU FEAR THE MOST’
(AORHeaven)

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

HARD ROCK

Budderside are fronted by Patrick Stone,
who, according to the bio, has worked with
the likes of Quiet Riot, Velvet Revolver (can’t
find any reference to that in VR’s history
though) and Adler’s Appetite. The four-piece
line-up is completed by Michael Stone (bass),
Rich Sacco (drums) and Johnny Santoro
(guitar). They are based in Los Angeles,
California and their debut self-titled album
features ten tracks that were produced
by Paul Inder Kilmister and recorded at
Rosewood Strat Studio.
‘Budderside’ is certainly a hard album to
pigeonhole, as it covers number of styles that
shift across each song. Stone’s delivery has
some off-the-wall Alex Harvey/Frank Zappa
characteristics and much of the material
impacts in the same way. Some would look
upon the album as lacking a clear direction,
yet some would praise its diversity. ‘Ska Bra’
is almost Heavy Metal Reggae and includes a
contribution from Motörhead’s Phil Campbell
on guitar, whilst ‘Clear Blue Sky’ has a trippy
Psychedelic vibe and includes clever use of
piano and a violin solo. ‘The Envelope’ has
a big guitar sound that warrants a Classic
Rock tag and compliments the driving riff
of the Punk-fuelled ‘Open Relationship’.
‘Budderside’ is quite retro in some respects,
typified by the reflective aggression of ‘Can’t
Wrap My Head Around You’ which closes the
album and comes across like a throwaway
Boston demo from the seventies; it certainly
overuses the hook so much that it becomes
a little annoying.
All the songs have an element of
attitude and angst, tempered by a sense of
melancholia. The performances are quite good
and it has proved to be a useful companion
on my way to and from work this week. It’s
by no means an essential release, but has
an odd appeal and some entertaining values
that I may re-visit when my play-list becomes
exhausted.
Dave Bott

Bulletrain is a Swedish Metal band that has
been around since 2006. Despite having been
around for the best part of a decade, their
debut full-length release (‘Start Talkin’) only
came out a couple of years ago with this being
just their second album in that time.
The band’s influences are worn very much
“heart on sleeve”; solid guitar riffs, cowbell
about less than thirty seconds in and the lyrical
content of ‘Memory Lane’ tells us immediately
that the roots of this Rock are firmly pinned in
the eighties. Skid Row-style vocal and guitarsqueals fly around like there’s no tomorrow.
The band is on the heavier end of the Hair
Metal spectrum, like the later Seb Bach/Skid
Row albums or Every Mother’s Nightmare.
The vocals and musicianship are quite
good, but the band could do with drafting
a good song-writer along, someone akin to
Desmond Child, to provide the full package.
‘We Salute You’ is one of the band’s current
best and reminded me of Reckless Love.
There’s a riff in another song, however, which
seems to be a bit more than a homage to
Randy Rhoads and obviously it’s never a
good idea to allow admiration to lead to
too close a faithful reproduction without
acknowledgement.
Overall, not a bad album, but to really get
attention this band will need to concentrate
on getting a bunch of better songs together.
This is easily as good as the second album
by a lot of the big Hair Metal bands, but no
harm next time on aiming to be as good as
their first.
Dawn Osborne

AUTUMN

BUN E. CARLOS
‘GREETINGS FROM BUNEZUELA!’
(SPV)
ROCK
Everyone has their favourite decade for
music; for me it’s the eighties, but for erstwhile
(or still?) Cheap Trick drummer Bun E. Carlos,
it’s the sixties. ‘Greetings From Benezuela!’
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is Carlos’ (born Brad Carlson) debut album,
featuring obscure cover songs from five
decades ago. Despite an eclectic mix of songs,
and a variety of guest vocalists, the album is
very coherent; not always the case with this
type of release.
As you can imagine, with over forty years
of experience in the business, Carlos has
surrounded himself with a stellar bunch of
musicians to record these songs. The album
kicks off with ‘Do Something Real’ featuring
Robert Pollard from Indie Rock band Guided
By Voices. ‘Armenia City In The Sky’, the
opening track to The Who’s 1967 ‘The Who
Sell Out’ features Wilco’s John Stirratt. These
two numbers alone would not be out of place
on many of CT’s former releases. ‘Him Or Me’
– a cover of Paul Revere And The Raiders –
features the Hanson brothers and sounds very
similar to The Monkees. ‘I Love You No More’
features Alex Dezen of The Damnwells who
also takes lead on the closing track ‘I Don’t
Mind’ (James Brown/The Who).
As well as his own composition, Alejandro
Escobedo also handles the vocals on The
Rolling Stones’ ‘Tell Me’, which was their first
US hit back in 1964. Bob Dylan’s ridiculously
long song title, ‘It Takes A Lot to Laugh, It Takes
A Lot to Cry’, which first appeared on 1965’s
‘Highway 61 Revisited’, features Soul Asylum
vocalist Dave Pirner and it’s a real winner.
‘Idea’, the title track of the Bee Gees 1968
album, has Pollard once again taking lead
vocals. Randy “Xenon” Hogan, who was CT’s
original lead singer before Robin Sander, takes
lead vocal duties on ‘Let The Mystery Be’ and
‘Count On Me’ (Norwegian New Wavers Fra
Lippo Lippi). Jacques Dutronc’s ‘Les Cactus’
was released a good ten years prior to the
Punk revolution, here featuring Nicholas
Tremulis, and finally Them’s ‘I Can Only Give
You Everything’ features Eleventh Dream
Day’s Rick Rizzo.
I certainly had to do my research for this
album, but it was pleasant surprise to hear
such great songs from the decade in which I
was born.
Mark Donnelly

CAGE9
‘ILLUMINATOR’
(EMP)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Cage9 are back with another album entitled
‘Illuminator’. It’s a pacey and often Rocky
scramble through heavily layered vocals, a mix
of knife-point slicing and thick staccato guitar
work and an overarching mood of fate, but
also one with a sense of belief from the band
who throw themselves wholeheartedly into the
recording and performance of this album.
‘Starry Eyes’ has elements of Sixx:A.M.’s
penchant for pairing feelings of hope with
apocalypse, vocalist Evan Rodaniche even
sounding like James Michaels at times, with
soft, near-spoken vocals. ‘Everything You Love
Will Die Someday’ focuses on guitar grandeur
before spraying out guitar riffs like bullets.
It’s a longer track with plenty of layered,
harmonised vocals, cleanly-produced guitars
and effects seamlessly blended together.
‘Oscuro’ contrasts a haunting verse centered
around the piano before the heavier chorus
bursts out as if from a cannon. It’s repetitive
but catchy because of it, and full of melodic
hooks in the vocals. Other highlights include
the anthemic ‘Gallows’ and the chaotic
texture of ‘Aleatoricism’ which is Punkier
and Grungier than the generally commercialsounding style of the rest of the album.
‘Ghost’ is a strangely emotive track that
remains distant in terms of texture and
engagement, but that grounds the album
amidst the rest of its sound effects and angst.
The title-track demonstrates the passion of
the band, oozing through every bass-y beat
the rhythm section of Brian Sumwalt (drums)
and Leslie Wyatt (bass) thump out. ‘Take
Back Tomorrow’ has the dark party-feeling
akin to Buckcherry, who Cage9 have shared
a stage with. Both bands excel at firing out
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energy pumped full of attitude through their
studio albums.
It’s an album for fans of Alternative Rock
and maybe Hard Rock, depending on your
taste, with a definite modern, polished sound.
Nevertheless, ‘Illuminator’ is the embodiment
of a band which knows their style and fully
believes they own it.
Sophie Brownlee

CHANGE OF HEART
‘LAST TIGER’
(Escape)
MELODIC ROCK

Like most of you, I’d thought Change Of
Heart had gone the way of the dinosaur. It’s
been twelve long years since Alan Clark and
his cohorts have been around, but when
you can come back after so long with such
a glorious release as ‘Last Tiger’, that time
just seems to melt away. Some of our readers
will remember that COH played The Gods
way back when, and those there that day
witnessed a set that was so good, it saw many
in attendance (who hadn’t heard of the band
before) running for the merchandise stand
to buy their debut album. Upon hearing ‘…
Tiger’, I have to say it gave me the same joy I
felt that day and each time I’ve played it since,
the same thing has happened.
Musically, the songs are what you would
expect from this act; highly melodic, full of
harmonies and hooks with tracks charging
at you like a rampaging rhino. With the
inclusion of the albums producer Paul Hulme
(Lawless) on guitars, the sonics of COH have
been beefed up to the max and, simply put,
this album Rocks big time! ‘Only Tomorrow’,
the stonkingly good ‘Wayward Son’, ‘Last
Tiger’, the mid-paced ‘March Of The Souls’,
the energetic ‘Rise To The Challenge’ and the
melody-tastic ‘Touch Your Soul’ are proof, if it
were needed, that COH still have all the chops
required to make a fantastic sounding Melodic
Rock album.
However, as much as I love what COH
do on the faster paced songs, for me where
the band truly shine is on the ballads. ‘Stone
Cold’, the semi-autobiographical ‘Roads Of
My Life’, where Clark puts in his best vocal
performance, and the beautiful ‘Hold On To
Love’ show that COH are more than just your
average, run-of-the-mill Melodic Rock act.
Twelve years is far too long for a band
as good as this to have been away from
the scene. So grab yourselves a copy of this
fine release and in doing so, make sure that
Change Of Heart continue to make great Rock
music that we can all appreciate.
Ian Johnson

CHRISTINE IX
‘CAN I FRAME THE BLUE’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Christine is a good looking, young Italian
singer/song-writer who, for a few years, was
the lead singer of a band called Shotgun
Babies. ‘Can I Frame The Blue’ is her debut solo
release and it was financed by a crowd-funding
campaign. She is responsible for creating all
the material and, alongside providing the
lead vocals, is a multi-instrumentalist playing
guitar, bass and keyboards.
If I’m honest, the nine tracks on offer
have been something of a challenge during
the last few days, and though I listened all
the way through a few times, it was never
with any great enthusiasm and mainly with a
sense of reluctance. I would class the material
as Gothic Metal/Rock, but there are no real
pacing differences to give the songs identity.
Everything is quite downbeat and uninspiring
and creatively there is very little variation
from one song to the next. Christine’s vocals
don’t really impact, and her delivery is slightly
accented, though that would never be a
problem if the music had depth and quality.
The melodies are overly repetitive with
album closer ‘1999’ being a perfect example
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of this. Though there are only nine songs, most
running between five and six minutes, merely
compounding the problem. Some of the
performances from the other musicians appear
quite lazy, the aforementioned ‘1999’ again
being the best example, with only drummer
Andrea Benegiamo worthy of a mention.
I don’t like giving bad reviews and
it’s worth remembering that this is only
my opinion. However, I have listened to
thousands of albums and like to think that
my opinions are generally the same as many
other people. Christine IX obviously has a fan
base in place to help get the album financed,
so maybe there are those who don’t feel the
same as I do.
Dave Bott

CHRISTOPHER SHAYNE
‘TURNING STONES’
(Independent)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Does he give a damn? That’s what
Christopher Shayne is trying to work out on
the opening track to his debut album ‘Turning
Stones’. This former Whiskey Six man is posing
one of the most fundamental questions in
the style of latter day Lynyrd Skynyrd. Hell,
if the words ‘Gods and guns’ were hollered
mid-song, you’d swear this cut came from
the same sessions! Bringing Dave Lansing
with him from W6, what you have here is
that updated Southern sound that’s finding so
much favour right now; ‘Give A Damn’ the first
of many hard hitting Country-tinged slices of
Rock this fire cracker contains.
If you’ve never heard of him before, Shayne
can certainly sing; power and range brought
together with an authentic drawl that leaves
you marveling that someone that sounds so
good can sound so damn bad. ‘Rock Show’
swaggers into view on a groove big enough to
fill an arena, and with ‘Outcha Mind’ adding
an acoustic strum to the bold electric guitars,
you could be forgiven for thinking that ‘Turning
…’ is more about throwing Rock shapes than
tipping its Stetson. That is, until you point your
steed at the Tyketto-does-Country of ‘When I
Come Home’, the mid-paced stomp of ‘The River
Revival’ or the heart-tugging ‘Find Our Way’,
which all merge the two aspects of this album
quite wonderfully. Surprisingly, the title track
turns out to be a short guitar instrumental, one
which leads into the twang ‘n’ bang of ‘Rolling
Bones’ where guitar and voice work alongside
hand-percussion for one of the most Countrified
moments. Although with its snarling, “American

Dream” questioning lyric (disenchantment with
the modern world a theme throughout), this is
no tamed beast.
With the likes of Blackberry Smoke rightly
being lauded as one of the most exciting
things to happen to Rock music in the last
decade, it’s no surprise that we’re starting to
see the coat tail jumpers coming to the fore.
Christopher Shayne is so much better than
that; this is music from the heart and for the
soul. If the latter day Skynyrd sound hit you
hard, you’ll love ‘Turning Stones’.
Steven Reid

CITIZEN ZERO
‘STATE OF MIND’
(Wind-up)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Wind-up was once the home of Creed and
a host of other Modern Hard Rock bands, but
in recent years they’ve diversified as trends
have changed. Step forward latest signing
Citizen Zero, a Modern Rock band from
Detroit who first caught the ear of Kid Rock’s
audio engineer Al Sutton in 2010 and who
subsequently went on to produce the band’s
first EP in 2011. Second EP ‘Life Explodes’ was
released in 2012 and industry interest was
piqued soon after as the band supported the
likes of Royal Blood and Halestorm.
CZ isn’t Modern Rock as perhaps we
know it and ‘State Of Mind’ is more organic
and less polished than the likes of Theory
Of A Deadman or Skillet, featuring traits
from the likes of the Foo Fighters (‘Save
The Queen’), Kings Of Leon (‘Applause And
Fame’) and Stone Temple Pilots (‘State Of
Mind’). In vocalist Josh LeMay they have
a star who carries the songs with his Paul
Carrick meets Caleb Followill style and range
whilst guitarist Sammy Boller’s understated
yet intricate playing is a clear example of a
less is more approach.
With the right push Citizen Zero could be
huge and I fully expect the band to join the
ever growing festival circuit both in the US
and in Europe. Definitely one to watch.
Mike Newdeck

CONDITION RED
‘ILLUSION OF TRUTH’
(Lion)
PROGRESSIVE

This album is a slightly confusing one but
in a good way. Confusing mainly because it
mixes some very diverse styles of music such

DAMIAN WILSON – ‘BUILT FOR FIGHTING’ (Blacklake)

PROGRESSIVE

A very welcomed release, ‘Built For Fighting’ is
Damian Wilson’s first solo album in over ten years!
Was it worth the wait? You bet! As we know,
Wilson has made a huge impact in Rock circles,
fronting Progressive Rockers such as Threshold and
Headspace. Now with this new solo effort, Wilson
is again exploring and expanding his musical
plateau & range!
Although the opening track ‘Thrill Me’ is
the lead-off single (and rightfully so), just
wait for ‘Impossible’, as it will certainly turn
heads! Wilson has invited some extraordinary
musical friends to set sail on this new musical
journey, such high talented musicians as Lee Pomeroy, Brian Willoughby and
Adam Wakeman.
‘Built ...’ shows us a deeper and, at times, softer side of Wilson. That’s not to say
that this collection is a lighter one, because it’s not; however, it’s as much beautiful
as it is melancholy whilst being as much Symphonic and orchestral as it is sung and
performed in a romantic vein.
This is a release that has a rich tapestry of songs, with musical rivers that run
deep, rich and full of underlying currents of freshness and variety. Wilson comes
across strong yet vulnerable, confident in his performances, yet tender. It’s an album
that keeps calling out for us to listen and discover the depth of his talent. ‘Sex And
Vanilla’ is a great example of his strength, while ‘Somebody’ shows Damian Wilson,
perhaps, at his most sensitive.
‘Built For Fighting’ is a work of love; the love of music and the love of songwriting. It’s an album that is diverse, with many sides of emotion and a musicality
that is just this side of genius. It’s truly inspirational as well, listen to ‘I Won’t
Blame Life’ – this song just spurs me along to just do a little bit better, and I hope
it will for you!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson
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as Rock, Jazz, Prog, Blues and Metal together
and surprisingly gets them all to work. The
brain child of guitarist, song-writer, producer
and record label owner Lars Eric Mattsson,
Condition Red are a band that aren’t easy to
pigeonhole. However, if you are a bit of a Jeff
Cannata fan then, like me, you’ll be pleased
to find out that on quite a few parts of this
album, mainly due to the vocals and musical
arrangements of Mattsson, CR bear (at times)
an alarming similarity to the work of Cannata.
‘Changing’ is ample proof of what I mean,
the song screams Cannata at the top of its
lungs but never falls in to a cabaret/tribute
version of that band. With his guitar playing
Mattsson has put CR’s own individuality into
the song, which is joined to a vocal melody
that gives it a twist that is so pleasing to hear.
Others to look out for are the late night Space
Jazz-influenced instrumental ‘Labyrinth’,
the soulful and dramatic (Cannata-like) epic
entitled ‘It’s Not A Crime’, the Bluesy ‘Shake
Off’ where Mattsson shows just what a
talented guitar player he really is and the
wonderfully arranged and performed ‘Can’t
Sell You A Lie’.
As I previously said, ‘…Truth’ is hard to
categorize. Its music spans many genres, some
that won’t be to the liking of everyone who reads
this magazine. That aside, the musicianship,
production and cleverness found in the song’s
melodies and arrangements should be enough
to keep the musically adventurous amongst
you more than interested in what Condition
Red have recorded on ‘Illusion Of Truth’. A good
but eclectic album that needs a lot of patience
to get the most out of it.
Ian Johnson

CRANSTON
‘CRANSTON’
(Rock Company)
MELODIC ROCK

This is the latest offering from guitarist
Paul Sabu who plays all the instruments
and handles production. The album itself
is named after the town where vocalist
Phil Vincent grew up and is a mid-paced,
commercial Rocker with some Hard Rock
roots. It’s not Metal throughout and comes
with a fair amount of eighties drum machinelike sounds. While the core itself is AOR, it
has influences from diverse places such as
Hall And Oates and Fleetwood Mac. Vincent
apparently set out to be a “Hard Rock
Beatles”, but for me personally, the crossover
sound is a touch unsurprising.
‘Long Long Way To Go’ has a fairly catchy
chorus, but may be too eighties sounding to
get any radio play. ‘You Oughta Know’ also
has a Funky eighties sound, but the guitar is
all Rock, reminding me a little of how Michael
Jackson used to incorporate Hard Rock guitar
within what was essentially a mainstream Pop
track. ‘See You On The Other Side’ has another
catchy chorus with a drum track straight from
1985. ‘Trouble Ahead’ is a slight change of
pace and has a more inventive structure with
a little Rock guitar interlude.
‘Fallen’ goes into more traditional Hard
Rock territory, with meatier vocals and
a “hey hey hey” Hair Metal style chorus
alongside a Dokken-like sound. ‘Queen Of
The Pain’ carries on the heavier tone with
wood block/cowbell punctuation and a nod to
Queensrӱche perhaps. ‘Let It Go’ is a back to
basics Metal track à la Def Leppard whereas
‘Sea Of Madness’ is a dreamy, haze like soup
of harmonies and slower paced tempo wise –
more like Genesis than ballad-esque. ‘Hangin’
On’ is a return to the Poppier eighties sound,
whilst ‘Unwanted’ has a more monolithic
Kings X style approach and is probably the
best track on the album, not unlike what Lynch
Mob have been producing recently.
This album is a mix of styles, with the
unifying factor that its heart lies thirty years
ago. Personally, I am someone who I loved the
eighties so if you do, then this could possibly
be for you!
Dawn Osborne
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CROBOT
‘WELCOME TO FAT CITY’
(Nuclear Blast)
HARD ROCK

Catching these Pennsylvanian dudes live
on their recent UK tour was proof that their
Stoner Funk sound has potential. They played
half a dozen songs from this record that
night, which was before the album’s release
and therefore also before the audience had
previously had a chance to hear them. The
crowd lapped up the new material with as
much enthusiasm as the older selection from
their debut, which suggests this album is
going to be embraced fully by their existing
fans and should bring new ones aboard too.
‘Welcome To Fat City’ is an appropriate title
because the riffs and grooves are so fat they
should be entitled to a gastric by-pass on the
NHS. Yes, there are Stoner elements, which I
think is mainly due to their Orange amps and
fuzzy tone, but they incorporate more Blues, Funk
and Metal influences into their music than most
bands from that genre. Where a lot of Stoner
bands have singers who sound like they’re
singing while taking a toke, lying semi-comatose
on a sofa, Crobot are different. Singer Brandon
Yeagley, who sounds bog-eyed throughout,
brings some real groove and sounds more
like he’s jumping up and down on a sofa, Tom
Cruise style, rather than passed out on it. That
energy manifests itself in some seriously Funky
moments such as ‘Blood On The Snow’.
Others that will strike a chord are the
hooky ‘Play It Cool’, ‘Easy Money’ and ‘Plague
Of The Mammoth’. ‘Moment Of Truth’ is a
lowdown Blues offering that has that late
night, man against the world feel and it shows
the band can play straighter Classic Rock with
some aplomb too. This is hirsute music that
Funky cavemen would approve of.
Duncan Jamieson

CROMWELL
‘RED BLACK CHAPTER’
(Progressive Promotion)
PROGRESSIVE

Cromwell are described as NeoProgressive Rock band; Neo-Prog, as
it’s known, is characterized by deeply

emotional content, often delivered via
dramatic lyrics and a generous use
of imagery and theatricality on-stage
(thanks Wikipedia). Cromwell is a German
band formed back in 1992 but they have
hardly been prolific when it comes to
recorded music as ‘Black Chapter Red’
is their sophomore release following on
from the 1997 debut ‘Burning Banners’.
This six-piece consists of vocalist
Holger Weckbach, the twin guitars of
Frank Nowack and Rainer Weckbach,
a rhythm section of Eric Trauzettel
(drums) and Joshy Tenner (bass) and
the keyboard wizardry of Wolfgang
Taffner. The band have spent the last
few years recording and this is the
result of their labours.
The first track ‘Starlit Sands’ is a
Rocking song filled with a melody that
meanders round the superb keyboard
technique of Taffner; Holger’s vocal is
strong and melodic and the music is
played to high standard. ‘Black Confetti’
has a strong Marillion influence and
is one of the albums Rockier numbers.
The instrumental ‘The Lights’ showcases
the wonderful interplay between the
musicians and is one of the albums
highlights for me, it’s also the shortest
song on the release which I feel gives
it an advantage as some of the other
songs feel slightly stretched in places.
The title track ‘Red Chapter Black’ is the
longest offering coming in at over eight
minutes and I personally feel it could
lose a few segments. The final track
‘End Of Life’ brings the album to a fine
conclusion; hopefully this doesn’t mean
another nineteen years before we can
expect a follow-up release.
Overall, ‘Red Chapter Black’ is a good,
solid release reminiscent of early eighties
British Prog band IQ, with a definite
influence of bands such as Pallas and The
Enid. The only downside for me personally
would be some of the track lengths, but
to some people the extended solos are a
Progressive dream. It would be interesting
to see how the music transpires live as it
would suit a large production.
Mick Parry

DANTE FOX – ‘BREATHLESS’ (AOR Heaven)

MELODIC ROCK

“The Fox” have definitely delivered the Melodic
Rock goodies with ‘Breathless’. I was instantly
hooked and now must confess it is bordering
addiction. At its core, it has the melodic heart
of their debut ‘Under Suspicion’, the stronger
guitar punch of ‘The Fire Within’ and the superior
production of ‘Under The Seven Skies’. This
concoction combines to make this album their
most complete and impressive body of work to
date.
It’s full of memorable and stirring choruses,
driven and melodic guitars and technical keyboard
hooks. I am starting to feel personally that this is a
modern day Melodic Rock classic. It has everything you want from this genre and it
wouldn’t be a surprise to me if this knocked the socks off established fans, turned
the heads of others whilst also recruiting new fans. It does have a quintessentially
British type of sound, but fans of super smooth Scandi Rock should equally adore
this album.
Vocalist Sue Willets is one of my favourites, mainly because she has such an
emotive voice and style. She always managed to get me invested in songs with total
ease, whether it is a simple hook or a massive booming vocal; yet again she is on
top form and is an absolute star throughout this album. There’s lots of variety in the
songs, with every emotion touched upon, from feel good sing-alongs to melancholic
heart breakers. It is also lyrically quite powerful at times.
My favourites change with every listen. I’m pretty sure that the ballad, ‘Broken
Hearted Man’ has every chance becoming one of the greatest DF tunes ever and it
has shades of Sophie B. Hawkins in Willets’ vocal delivery. They also have a chance
of impressing many genre fans with ‘Young Hearts’ and ‘All Eyes On You’. One of
my faves is (without doubt) ‘Break These Chains’ with its explosive chorus that sees
Willets nailing it with her emotion-filled performance. When it comes to the Fox, I
do tend to focus on Willets (as you’ve no doubt noticed), but Tim Manford delivers
a master-class in Melodic Rock guitar riffs and there are some really killer keyboard
hooks in there as well.
‘Breathless’ is instantly enjoyable, full of hooks and memorable choruses which
makes this a superb record with the band delivering traditional sounding Melodic
Rock at its finest!
Paul Woodward
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CRUZH
‘CRUZH’
(Frontiers)
MELODIC ROCK

Another issue of Fireworks, another
new Melodic Rock band from, yep, you
guessed it, Sweden! Though that isn’t
always necessarily a guarantee of quality,
our Nordic cousins don’t often let us down
and the debut from Cruzh definitely doesn’t
disappoint.
Essentially a trio of vocalist/keyboardist
Tony Andersson, guitarist Anton Joensson
and bassist Dennis Butabi Borg (drums
are performed by guest Louisian Boltner),
Cruzh were formed from the ashes of Glam
Rockers TrashQueen in 2013. Rather than
plough a similar musical furrow however,
Cruzh embrace a slick eighties melodic
AOR sound, augmented by a polished,
pounding production. Blending the perfect
commercial Pop/Rock of Bon Jovi (when they
were good) with the big vocal harmonies
and powerful drum sound of Def Leppard,
the album brings to mind what Blue Tears
achieved with their glorious debut in 1990,
coupled with some inevitable Treat-ish
Scandie-ness throughout a measured blend
of punchy Rockers, stylish AOR anthems
and svelte ballads.
The higher-pitched voice of Andersson
bears a strong similarity to that of (fellow
Swedes) Grand Design’s Pelle Saether,
accompanied by the occasional hint of
Stage Dolls’ front-man Torstein Flakne. But
when the vocals are combined with some
classy piano parts on the ballads ‘Anything
For You’ and ‘Stay’, you get a distinct REO
Speedwagon comparison; REO’s Kevin
Cronin would certainly also approve of
the epic closing ballad ‘Straight From My
Heart’.
However, it’s the Rockier numbers that
are the most alluring though; the quite
stupendous ‘Hard To Get’ is a contender
for “Chorus Of The Year”, opener ‘In ‘N’
Out Of Love’, ‘Aim For The Head’ and the
moodier ‘Survive’ aren’t far behind, whilst
‘Set Me Free’ and ‘Before I Walk Alone’
inject a burst of pace as the album draws
towards its finale. Excellently performed
throughout, they refrain from overplaying
their hand though, without feeling the need
for every track to feature the oft requisite
guitar solo.
First single ‘First Cruzh’ has been all over
the internet for some time now, and though
it’s a good indicator of how Cruzh embrace
the DL style harmonies and incorporate them
into their style of AOR, it’s far from the best
track here. Well worth investigating.
Ant Heeks

CRY OF DAWN
‘CRY OF DAWN’
(Frontiers)
MELODIC ROCK

It’s Frontiers project time again, boys
and girls, and this month’s guinea pig is
none other than Goran Edman, vocalist
on some great albums by the likes of
Malmsteen and Brazen Abbott. Throwing
their talents into the pot are several
high class song-writers, including Steve
Newman, Alessandro Del Vecchio and
Robert Säll. On paper, these things always
look impressive and rarely turn out poorly,
and I’m glad to report that Cry Of Dawn
sits happily in the success camp.
Whilst opener ‘Chance’ is a decent slice
of AOR, it’s with the next track ‘Listen To
Me’ that COD truly flexes their muscles,
with a fantastic chorus welded to an uptempo slice of keyboard-heavy melody.
Edman sounds great, which is no real
surprise, and for the uninitiated he has one
of those high-pitched voices that is suited to
Melodic Rock. There are eleven tracks up for
grabs on this self-titled release and none of
them are anything less than enjoyable. It’s
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exactly the sort of album that you would
expect, knowing those that are involved,
and whilst the collaborative aspect robs it
of an individual identity, it’s still enjoyable
nonetheless. There’s some nice guitar solos,
good harmonies and catchy choruses;
astute listeners will no doubt spot many
influences, particularly in the excellent
Survivor-esque ‘Building Towers’.
Cry Of Dawn may be another cut-andpaste project from the Frontiers AOR
machine, but that doesn’t stop it being a
very decent collection of songs performed
by talented artistes. Whilst not an essential
purchase, it will certainly bring pleasure to
anyone who decides to check it out.
Alan Holloway

CRYSTAL BALL
‘DEJA-VOODOO’
(Massacre)
HARD ROCK

Swiss firebrand Melodic Rockers Crystal
Ball have come an awful long way since
starting out on the pothole strewn road to
fame and fortune more than two decades
ago. Back then they were called Cherry Pie
(as I’m sure were dozens of other hopefuls
dotted around the globe) and eked out
an existence playing covers, but quickly
realising that was only ever a stop-gap that
would never elevate them above a localised
curio, they started to pen their own songs,
changed their name to something more
forward looking… and the rest, as they say,
is history.
Latest release ‘Déjà-Voodoo’ is their
ninth full-length studio affair in an ever
more intriguing journey that began in
earnest with ‘In The Beginning’ back in
1999. It’s a journey that has seem them
become firmly established in the upper
echelons of the European Melodic Hard
Rock hierarchy. Operating in territory not
a million miles from the likes of the muchmissed Evidence One, Eden’s Curse et al,
they’ve always struck me as the natural
link between the exuberant swagger
of Gotthard or Shakra and the elegant
sophistication of Bonfire or Pretty Maids;
rapier-like riffs and gruffly warm vocal
melodies combining in unison to create a
maelstrom of angst-infused melodrama.
Kicking off with the sucker-punch double
whammy of title track ‘Déjà-Voodoo’ and
‘Director’s Cut’, it’s readily apparent that
the quintet are still firing on all cylinders.
The addition of former Krokus guitarist Tony
“TC” Castell last year, if anything, honed
their attack even further. If 2015s ‘Liferider’
had a fault at all, it was perhaps a lack of
dynamism, any spirit of adventure stifled
whilst the band sought to consolidate and
regroup. Thankfully, having successfully
achieved that, Crystal Ball now seem keen
to expand their horizons a little, the varying
tempos and embellishments applied
liberally to the likes of the bombastic
‘Without A Net’, the rousing ‘Reaching Out’
and atmospheric ‘Home Again’ making for
an altogether more compelling release.
I’ve seen a couple of reviewers suggest
that this album is a few tracks too long,
but I can’t say my attention span ever
wandered at all. This is smouldering Hard
Rock with plenty of oomph… nice one!
Dave Cockett

CRYSTAL PALACE
‘DAWN OF ETERNITY’
(Gentle Art of Music)
PROGRESSIVE

With a name like Crystal Palace it would
be so easy to fill this review with football
analogies, but I’m sticking solely with the
music which, by and large, is excellent NeoProg of the Germanic variety.
The band’s sixth album sees them with
a more melodic/streamlined sound than on
previous offerings. The usual ingredients
FIREWORKS

DGM – ‘THE PASSAGE’ (Frontiers)

PROGRESSIVE

Italy’s DGM are, to the “cognoscenti”, up
there with the likes of Dream Theater, Seventh
Wonder and Symphony X when it comes to
bands who play gloriously melodic Progressive
Metal. The band, made up of bassist Andrea
Arcangeli, drummer Fabio Costantino, keyboard
maestro Emanuele Casali, singer Marco Basile
and guitarist extraordinaire Simone Mularoni
have, with ‘The Passage’, made an album that
is easily up there with the best ever recorded in
this somewhat overcrowded genre. The music is
passionate and full of depth, something which is
sadly lacking in a lot of albums released under the Prog Metal banner. However,
it seems DGM have decided to grasp the nettle with both hands and record,
what is so far, their best work to date. Personally, the way the band have melded
melody with aggression, harmony with power, is what I found so engaging whilst
listening to this superb release.
‘The Secret Parts 1&2’ start things off with Mularoni’s wonderfully melodic
guitar riffs complementing the superb vocals of Basile, the song itself is an
audacious and epic way to begin an album. Yet, as with all the other songs
found on ‘...Passage’, you never feel that what the band are doing is too much,
or that they are trying to overdo things. In fact, as you continue to enjoy this
album, tracks like ‘Animal’, with its aggressive musicality, or the hard hitting
‘Disguise’ prove to you just what dynamic and mesmerizing musicians DGM
really are.
Two cuts are highly worthy of highlighting; firstly, the tremendous ‘Ghosts Of
Insanity’ which sees Tom S. Englund (Evergrey) dueting with Basile – I could have
this song on repeat for twenty-four hours and never get bored of its magnificence
– and secondly ‘Dogma’, where we get to hear two of the best guitarists in the
world, namely Mularoni and Michael Romeo (SyX), challenging each other to
see who is top dog. This track is guitar riff heaven, full of destructive textures,
tempered by some amazingly subtle melodies that help to smooth out the songs
more violent tendencies.
DGM are a band who can write, play and produce music that is head and
shoulders above the dross that the rest of the world keeps telling us we should be
listening to. ‘The Passage’ is definitely a contender for “Progressive Metal Album
Of 2016”.
Ian Johnson
are all there, lengthy instrumental
passages and time changes, but what I
find very palatable about this album is the
emphasis on melody. This is something that
a lot of Prog bands seem to forget about
these days whilst noodling along endlessly.
The band have throughout the years gone
through many line-up changes, but the
current roster of Nils Conrad (guitar), Frank
Köhler (keyboards), Tom Ronney (drums)
and Jenz Uwe Strutz (vocals, bass) – with
RPWL man Yogi Lang on production –
have come up with a real head turner.
With their influences liberally sprinkled
throughout the album, think early Dream
Theater in places as well as Steven Wilson,
with a smidgen of Queensrӱche thrown
in for good measure. This is anything but
an album that sounds derivative of these
bands though.
Very much putting their own stamp on
proceedings, from the instrumental opener
‘Dawn’ through to closer ‘The Day That
Doesn’t End’, this album never loses sight
of what they do best. ‘Confess Your Crime’,
with its fine blend of both guitars and keys,
highlights their strengths; throughout the
various sections the essence of melody
is never lost at any time and this is also
evident in other tracks. The melancholic
‘Daylight After The Rain’ echoes the work
of Wilson, and ‘Hearts On Sale’ is bordering
on Melodic Rock/AOR which they pull off
marvellously. The best track on offer, for
me, is the epic sounding ‘Sky Without Stars’,
whilst starting off slowly it soon bursts
into life with a wonderful guitar sound and
impassioned vocals.
Kudos must also go to producer Lang
who has got the band sounding big and
full, but still retaining a real sense of the
drama that’s very evident here. At no time
did I feel the band was becoming selfindulgent, which is criticism aimed at a
lot of Prog bands. The playing is concise
and never wasteful, making every note
count, and ideas are always kept succinct
and clear. Yep, all in all Crystal Palace have
delivered their best album to date; an
excellent release.
Malcolm Smith
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CULVER KINGZ
‘THIS TIME’
(Escape)
ROCK

Michael Thompson and Billy Trudel are
two of the most well-respected session
musicians working today. Just take a look at
a small selection of the artists these guys have
worked with; Celine Dion, Whitney Houston,
Phil Collins, Michael Jackson, Michael Bolton,
Elton John, Billy Joel, Diana Ross and Bonnie
Raitt. I’m sure you’ll agree that they have a
musical pedigree that anyone would be proud
to have.
These men have also been involved in
innumerable albums that anyone calling
themselves an AOR fan should/does
own. In fact, Thompson’s solo album ‘The
Michael Thompson Band’ is still in many
Fireworks writers best ever albums list. A
little bit of trivia for you is that Trudel was
going to be the singer on that album, but
owing to contractual issues Moon Calhoun
took his place.
So, what then have these two musical
heavyweights put together for their new
album? Well to be truthful, it ain’t Rock.
Instead, it’s a glorious mixture of R&B, Blues,
Pop, West Coast, Jazz and AOR; in fact, it feels
like these two good friends are taking a walk
through every musical genre that they have
ever worked on whilst having a great time
doing so.
I will be the first to admit, ‘This Time’ won’t
be for everyone. In fact, I’d go as far as to say
that a lot of people won’t like it at all. Yet the
more musically adventurous amongst you will
find eleven songs filled with strong melodies
and a classy production that brings out the
warmth in Trudel’s vocals that’s all topped off
by Thompson’s superb guitar playing, which is
worth the price of the album alone.
So sit back, relax, and let ‘Chains Get
Broken’, ‘Better Days’, ‘Forever’, the aptly
named ‘R&B Love Song’, the Reggaeinfluenced ‘Eyes Of Barbados’ and the
stunningly good ‘Coming Home Soon’ wash
over you and hopefully, just like me, you will
soon find yourselves falling for the heady
musical charms of Culver Kingz.
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‘This Time’ is probably the least Rock
sounding album I’ve listened to in many, many
years, but with Trudel and Thompson on board
you can feel and hear the quality on show.
From the very first to the very last note, this is
a winner and I love it.
Ian Johnson

CYRIL
‘PARALYZED’
(Progressive Promotions)
PROGRESSIVE

If a band name was ever to give you less
incentive to investigate further than that of
German Progressive outfit Cyril, then I’ve
yet to find it. The temptation to conclude this
review of their second album ‘Paralyzed’ with
a few bars of the seventies football “hit” ‘Nice
One Cyril’ is already tough to resist.
What else has been nagging me is exactly
who it reminds me of? Some tinkling piano
harks of ‘Clutching At Straws’ era Marillion
whilst a few of the whale-song-like keys
and vocals take you to John Payne era Asia.
What with Cyril operating somewhere
between seventies Prog traditions and the
genre’s current UK led revival, everything
from Genesis to Haken and Yes to Lonely
Robot come flashing by. However, only when
I checked this band’s cast-list, and noticed the
names of vocalist Larry Brödel (or Larry B)
and keyboard/sax/clarinet man Marek Arnold,
did it click that the similarities between Cyril
and that pair’s other band, Toxic Smile, are
also strongly in evidence – although Cyril are
maybe not quite so blatantly Progressive.
This is not a two man show though,
second vocalist Manuel Schmid adds a more
accessible dimension to the sound, while
guitarist Ralf Dietsch, bassist Denis Strassburg
and drummer Clemens Litscko maintain the
ridiculously high musical standards. Crucially
however, this is no simple virtuosic exercise.
‘Scarlet Walking’ and ‘Paralyzed’ make an
impressive, expansive, yet readily engaging
introduction, before the ten minute ‘Remember
Me’ stretches out and begins to illustrate the
serious and varied chops this band possess;

Arnold’s clarinet is an interesting addition to
the Hammond Organ and expert twin lead
vocals. This track isn’t alone in showcasing
how masterfully Cyril blend hooks with
darting time signatures, textural changes and
ever altering atmospheres. The closing ‘Secret
Place Pt.1’ which, at an unassuming eighteen
minute running time, gently creeps into epic
territory; an amazing illustration of what this
band are capable of.
Oh, what the hell, they deserve it… “Nice
one Cyril, Nice one son, Nice One Cyril, Let’s
have another one!”
Steven Reid

DARKWELL
‘MOLOCH’
(Massacre)
SYMPHONIC

It’s been twelve years since Austrian band
Darkwell’s last release and I was under the
impression the band had called it a day. I
recall their debut album ‘Susperia’ from 2000
and the distinct vocals of Alexandra Pittracher.
It sounded like the band were due to make a
big mark on the Symphonic Metal scene but
something obviously went amiss as Pittracher
departed the band in 2003 to be replaced by
Stephanie Meier who appeared on their 2004
album ‘Metatron’. From then on things went
quiet as the band put themselves on hiatus.
The good news is Darkwell’s life apart
wasn’t so good after all and they got back
together in 2012 with Pittracher back on
vocals, did a few tours and started writing a
new album, the results of which you can now
hear on ‘Moloch’.
Best described as Goth Rock, with
‘Moloch’ you get just under an hour of
excellent material in eleven songs (the two
extra on the digi-pak, mixed and produced
by Stefan Graf and bassist Roland Wurzer).
Don’t expect any out and out Rockers on this
album, this is mature, steady-paced Rock.
Songs like ‘In Nomine Serpentis’ (‘In The
Name of The Serpent’) strike a chord and you
could imagine this being performed live with
a full orchestra. Even when you get a song

EDEN’S CURSE – ‘CARDINAL’ (AFM)

MELODIC METAL

Eden’s Curse has never been a band to rest on
their laurels, and their development continues
with ‘Cardinal’, their fifth studio album. All the
Curse essentials are still there in abundance,
thunderous bass lines, pounding drums, powerful
riffs, huge vocal hooks and multi-layered
keyboards – these are all perfectly embodied
in the opening track ‘Prophets Of Doom’. The
songs on ‘Cardinal’ have again been composed
by bassist and founding member Paul Logue,
guitarist Thorsten Koehne and ex-drummer Pete
Newdeck (Tainted Nation). Logue and Koehne
also produced the album, which was mixed by
Dennis Ward; as you can imagine, it’s one fantastic sounding body of music.
Though not a Christian album per se, as with previous Eden’s Curse albums, there
are numerous religious references throughout.
First single ‘Sell Your Soul’ perfectly bridges the gap from the previous release,
the excellent ‘Symphony Of Sin’. It’s the album’s most commercial track and
highlights the superb backing vocals of the rest of the band. ‘Cardinal’ is the first
studio album to feature drummer John Clelland and new Finnish keyboard player
Christian “Chrism” Pulkkinen; both members have really put their stamp on the
recording. Clelland certainly earns his crust on the heavy tracks like ‘…Doom’,
‘The Great Pretender’, ‘Utopian Dreams’ and my personal out-and-out Rockers
favourite ‘Messiah Complex’. The interplay between Koehne and Pulkkinen is
phenomenal right the way through, none more so than on the Progressive ballad
‘Find My Way’.
‘Kingdom Of Solitude’ features some rather Funky bass from Logue and New
Age keyboards from Pulkkinen. Repeated listens reveal the complexities within
each of the songs such as ‘Rome’s On Fire’ and the superb ‘Saints & Sinners’.
Naturally, the album closer will grab most fan’s attention, but for me the standout
track is the heavy yet ultra-melodic ‘This Is Our Moment’ – pure magic Curse. The
only non-Metal song on the album is the beautiful duet ‘Unconditional’ which
features Liv Kristine (ex-Leaves Eyes); her vocals wonderfully contrast those of
Mijic. The album closes with the epic, near eight-minute ‘Jericho’ which is based
on the biblical tale of the Battle Of Jericho. Epic is a word frequently overused
when describing songs, especially those over six minutes, but it’s a perfect
description in this case. The song seems to encompass all Metal genres in one,
without ever sounding disjointed; no doubt a future live classic.
Failure to check out this album, in my humble opinion, would be a cardinal sin!
Mark Donnelly
AUTUMN
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which starts at a faster pace, i.e. ‘Yoshiwara’,
there are time changes galore which makes
this very much an album you need to sit and
listen to. Other highlights include ‘Awakening’
which clocks in at just over seven minutes,
‘Clandestine’ and ‘Golem’.
Complaints? A few maybe. One is the
production team seem to have overused the
same effects on Pittracher’s voice throughout
the album. She can clearly sing but to have her
voice layered song after song makes it hard to
appreciate. Sometimes less is more!
Steve Price

DARREL TREECE-BIRCH
‘NO MORE TIME’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

People should always be encouraged
to follow their dreams, unless it’s Adolf
Hitler or Genghis Khan, I think that goes
without saying! Now Darrel Treece-Birch,
Ten’s keyboard maestro, has done just that,
producing a personal collection of songs with
some gentler, Classically-inspired feelings.
His Ten compadres have helped and Karen
Fell also lends her voice, adding sweetness to
some Metallic bite and narrative moments.
At first view, this might not seem like the
sort of fare that Fireworks readers would
gravitate to, but this has some strong riffing
and magisterial guitars. In fact, that’s all
‘Earthbound’ has; it’s when we stick around
for Proggier climes that things get interesting.
‘Riding The Waves’ barrels along like Emerson
Lake And Palmer with a cafetiere and unfolds
a lovely solo, ‘No More Time’ has a bit of Alan
Parsons in the synths, Soft Rocking certainly,
but with a touch of robustness that we crave.
This is counterpointed with gentle, narrative
moments, augmented by strings and
flowing water, as with ‘Nexus Pt2’ and the
calmly noodling ‘Twilight – both offers us a
scenic journey.
Treece-Birch may sometimes fall into the
instrumental album trap of the guitar taking
the melody and doing nothing with it, but
that’s a small quibble when taken with the
sweep of this album. It’s a personal piece of
work, a toe in the water of some very different
music and an offer which will reward you if
you allow it to. Darrel Treece-Birch hasn’t
dived in completely though, this is not a filmic,
sweeping, Classical treat. He does put his foot
in the Rock camp too, he does sit on the fence
with his feet dangling into the instrumental
garden and he does place bets on both sides.
He is well able to please us with this work, but
perhaps next time he’ll take an even bigger
leap of faith.
Steve Swift

DAVID CROSS BAND
‘SIGN OF THE CROW’
(Noisy)
PROGRESSIVE

Renowned for his violin work with King
Crimson in the early seventies, musician and
actor David Cross formed his own Progressive
Rock band as far back as the mid-eighties.
He’s thus far released five albums on his own
Noisy Records label between collaborating
with other artists, most notably ex-boss Robert
Fripp for the instrumental ‘Starless Starlight’
opus in 2012. Album number six is again
composed by the core trio of Cross, guitarist
Paul Clark and bassist Mick Paul, alongside
assistance from KC lyricist Richard PalmerJames with the instrumentalists completed
by keyboardist Alex Hall and Frost*/Steven
Wilson drummer Craig Blundell. However, it
was the arrival of singer Jinian Wilde in 2008
that has perhaps been their biggest coup
and gives them accessibility alongside their
undoubted playing skills.
If you don’t go a bundle on Crimson’s
obtuse and discordant interludes then fear
not, the David Cross Band temper their few
“out-there” moments with some enjoyable
vocal melodies, not least the multi-tracked
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EPICA – ‘THE HOLOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLE’ (Nuclear Blast) SYMPHONIC
Grandiose – affectedly grand or important. That’s
the dictionary definition of the word “grandiose”,
which succinctly sums up what, in essence, is
Epica’s biggest, boldest and most self-confident
album… up to now! This mighty opus, entitled
‘The Holographic Principle’, is a concept tale about
the near future where virtual reality allows the
people to create their own worlds; worlds so alive
that they never know if they are living a virtual or a
real life. Now, a story as profound as the one Epica
have tried to tell on ‘…Principle’ can only work if
they have used everything they possibly could to
make this release a special one – they have done just that! Utilising, for the first
time, a real orchestra that combines brass, string, woodwind, ethnic instruments
and percussion sections to flesh out the dramatic guitars, bass, drums, vocals and
keyboards already used by the band.
As this is a concept piece, picking this or that track out of the whole isn’t easy,
but the twelve minute title track effectively sums up just what Epica have been
able to achieve on this release; overblown and superior, the song is a riotous
musical extravaganza filled with multi-layered vocals and musicianship that
dramatically transports you into the virtual world created by the band with its
lyrics asking the question “what is truly real, and what is not”? This is the album’s
true tour-de-force, the intense musical heat that the song generates threatens
to melt the flesh from your face as you listen to it. Yet one song (even one as
good as this) doesn’t make an album. Therefore, give an ear to the likes of first
single/video ‘Universal Death Squad’, where the almost sweet vocals of Simone
Simons are juxtaposed with guitarist/vocalist Mark Jansen’s intense and caustic
riffs, or ‘Once Upon A Nightmare’, a song of dark ethereal beauty filled with lush
orchestration and a lead vocal from Simons that could go down as one of her best
ever performances.
At the top of their game for many a year, with pretenders to their throne trying
and failing to usurp them, with ‘The Holographic Principle’ Epica have once again
raised the bar to another, almost (for most other acts) unattainable level.
Ian Johnson
voices on opener ‘Starfall’, which also includes
a brief Prog Metal opening, a complex
instrumental break and a striking violin
solo as well as a dramatic spoken section.
Complementary vocal parts also fill the title
track amongst many solos and a heavy bass
and drum groove, whilst the simple verse
and hummable chorus of ‘Crowd Surfing’
sounds not unlike Threshold, albeit with some
random noodling in the middle. The album
takes a slight mid-way dip with the moody
instrumental ‘Raintwist’ and the Easternsounding ‘Spiderboy’, with its alternate
instrumental and vocal parts, but thankfully
‘Mumbo Jumbo’ is a little more direct and
tuneful than the title suggests.
Some of the longer pieces are also the
best and easiest on the ear; Cross’ fantastic
violin on the serene instrumental ‘Water On
The Flame’ and the two nine minute epics ‘The
Pool’ and ‘Rain Rain’, the former with its superb
vocals and subtle violin and guitar solos, the
latter hinting at Kansas (like all bands with
a violin ultimately do!) with a beautiful intro
merging into a wonderfully tuneful Rocker.
Self-produced to a high standard, ‘Sign Of The
Crow’ is a very enjoyable album indeed and
one I’m sure I’ll return to frequently.
Phil Ashcroft

DAWNLESS
‘BEYOND THE SHADE’
(Independent)
SYMPHONIC

Dawnless take their name from their
geographic origin, a remote valley deep in
the Swiss Alps where, during the winter, the
sun often fails to penetrate its icy coldness.
Despite this, over the course of their now
three albums, the quintet have sought to
portray the message that man, when he
shows the passion and will to do so, can
rise above the darkest, most oppressive of
circumstances and break out into the light.
Perhaps understandably, the quintet evokes
comparisons with many of their Scandinavian
counterparts who originate from similar
landscapes, with the complementing contrast
of ethereal animation and dense luminescence
conducted to beautifully orchestrated effect.
Second track ‘Life Maze’ is a case in
point; complex in its nature, with plenty of
blended atmospherics, but delivered in a
simply understandable way that entrances
AUTUMN

and envelops the listener with its blend of
solar rejoicing and dank depressiveness,
switching between the moods with effectual
easiness. ‘Civilization’ is another stand out,
with its initially depressive piano intro slowly
blending into a crunching main riff which
then sees the band introduce elements of NuMetal, especially in Bertrand Ecoffey’s vocals,
into their dense power-fused melodies.
The piano returns later to haunt both the
song and the listener with its underlying
and understated effectiveness. That’s why
this album works. The band combine many
different elements, but do so with subtlety
and a keen ear for the ultimate effect. They
do not simply throw in loads of random
elements, they show care and compassion
for their craft – and for their listener.
Amazingly, it has been eight years since
the band’s last album ‘While Hope Remains’.
The time in their dawnless Alpine valley has
definitely been well spent, as ‘Beyond The
Shade’ is a superbly crafted and layered
album. It blends multiple elements, but in
a way which cuts through the noise with
which so many other bands of this ilk clutter
their grooves, to give a rewarding aural
experience; it certainly benefits from repeated
spins, helping to peel away its simplistically
beautiful layers.
Mark Ashby

DENNER-SHERMANN
‘MASTERS OF EVIL’
(Metal Blade)
HEAVY METAL

Do you remember a day before grunts and
growls, before Black and Death, when adding
core or Alt before or after a genre description
hadn’t been thought of? If you do, then you’ll
remember a time when the Satanic Metal
from Mercyful Fate was as evil, depraved and
extreme as we’d ever heard. When riffs burned
everything in their path and the mighty (and
controversial) King Diamond Falsetto scared
even the manliest of denim and leather
clad Metal men, this lot of Danes (that was
a novelty too!) were the real deal, ‘Melissa’
and ‘Don’t Break The Oath’ both being genre
defining albums.
However, that classic period didn’t last;
Diamond went solo and took guitarist Michael
Denner with him, while Hank Shermann
headed his six-string in a completely different
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direction; his Fate, a much loved Melodic Hard
Rock outfit. Denner parted from Diamond in
1988 and over the years he and Shermann
have reconvened on a variety of projects.
This time, however, things feel different, the
pair going out under their own names and
recruiting a band of serious pedigree; singer
Sean Peck of Cage, drummer Snowy Shaw
(Mercyful Fate, King Diamond) and bassist
Marc Grabowski (Demonica). Add in a sound
that unashamedly harks back to the MF days,
and even album art that does likewise, and
it’s clear where Denner-Shermann are once
again headed.
The debut EP ‘Satan’s Tomb’ impressed,
meaning that ‘Masters Of Evil’ has become
highly anticipated. Does it disappoint? Well,
what we have is a traditional Metal album
that combines the right amount of drama to
powerful outbursts. Peck, give or take the odd
Falsetto moment, cleverly sidesteps Diamond
comparisons by going down a more Rob
Halford meets Ozzy Osbourne route, an area
he dominates with ease. Lyrically, things are
maybe a little too stereotypical to take hold,
references to pentagrams, crosses, Satan,
Hell and the blood of angels no longer able
to shock. Still, in the shape of ‘Servants Of
Dagan’ and ‘The Baroness’, there’s no denying
that when this outfit slip into top gear they are
to be reckoned with.
Not quite living up to the promise their
debut EP suggested, ‘Masters Of Evil’ is still a
seriously solid blast from some of the genre’s
biggest names. Hopefully they’ll build on this
good start and deliver something truly special
with album number two.
Steven Reid

DEVIENCE
‘DEVIENCE’
(Broken Road)
HARD ROCK

I’m a Londoner; one of those millions
living like there’s no tomorrow in a town
that’s overcrowded, impatient, frenetic,
cynical and sometimes even brutal – unless
you are a rich, posh, hilly bloke that lives
in a comfy mansion between Hampstead
and Regent’s Park. Paradoxically, it seems
like more of the Western metropolises
have the same social “symbology” and
create monsters and heroes in the same
proportions. This town often reminds me of
Los Angeles, a place where I’ve already been,
and I can’t find it strange that a band like this
can inherently get the same characteristics of
any street Rock ‘n’ Roll band from LA, both
music and attitude-wise.
That said, these sons of the big city
“deviance” deliver some very convincing
Sleaziness; like they were thrown out of the
sidewalks of the Sunset Boulevard. But at
the same time, they definitely can tell you
a story or two about what it’s like to live in
“Babylondon”. I can hear that demanding
urgency (‘Move’) you can only experience here
in this town or the rebellious and obstinate
spirit of its loosest streets at night (‘Holding
Me Back’, ‘Sweaty’), and even the arousal that
its adorable multicolour female population
can radiate, as properly described by ‘Lady
Of The Night’. There’s also some room for the
gloom it can make you stumble on sometimes
and ‘Indifferent’, together with ‘Easy’, surely
depicts that mood. Yet, the spirit is always
crying for leaving, somebody used to say, and
the mini-tour this band had in California surely
marked their dreams of glory. That’s why the
rushing cowbells and devoted lyrics of ‘Take
Me Down’ are an outspoken tribute to the City
Of Angels.
You know what? I can boldly and proudly
say that London has got its own Buckcherry
from now on, or at least its own Endeverafter.
Furthermore, if you consider Josh Todd a
sex symbol, wait and see Giovanni Spano, a
bulkier and more virile counterpart who’ll
surely enlarge the following and music charm
of the band.
Enrico Navella
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DEVIN TOWNSEND PROJECT
‘TRANSCENDENCE’
(InsideOut)
PROGRESSIVE
Grandiose isn’t quite the right word to
describe Devin Townsend’s opuses, but what
I do know is that whenever he does release
something there is always a great sense
of anticipation. He reminds me of the best
days of Rock, back in the seventies, before
bands strangely decided they needed at least
five years to record an album – he unveils
something every year.
So was my anticipation warranted on this
occasion? Of course, as he is probably the only
musician around today who actually excites
me when he has something new. There is a lot
of “big” on this album, tunes and covers that
range from Metal to majestic to insane. Once
again he has secured the talents of Anneke
Van Giersbergen on vocals, which always
seems to be a perfect amalgam, although this
time she’s used a little more sparingly.
There are not as many quiet moments on
here, and as such, it is often hard to catch your
breath. The opener is a re-work of ‘Truth,’ a
track that Townsend originally did on ‘Infinity’,
this time ramped up a little. Over the last
few albums, Townsend hasn’t really ventured
down the lead break lane much, but he does
that a little more here. The guitar in ‘Failure’
is particularly worthy of note whilst ‘Secret
Sciences’ has a kind of “whimsical” guitar
refrain that wouldn’t have sounded out of
place on a Ziltoid album – it also features a
very concise wah-wah pedal solo. ‘Higher’
starts very quiet, and I thought this would be
the ballad of the album, but it soon takes on a
multi-faceted persona.
‘Stars’ is one of the shorter tracks and
probably the melodic/ballady one here, but
it’s far from a ballad. ‘Transcendence’ is one
of those soul lifting songs, made even bigger
with the addition of a choir, while ‘Offer Your
Light’ is the touch of insanity at 100mph.
‘From The Heart’ has been driving me mad as
I am sure I have heard it before somewhere,
but I could not place it (read the interview
where everything is revealed). ‘Transdermal
Celebration’ is a cover from a band called
Ween, and while I am not quite sure why

Townsend felt the need to end with a cover, it
does fit in really well.
So that’s ‘Transcendence’, another excellent
album from Devin Townsend and one every fan
should love. More than that though, anybody
who likes good music will too.
Andy Brailsford

DUNSMUIR
‘DUNSMUIR’
(Hall Of Records)
HEAVY METAL

With a name that conjures up images of
some obscure Scottish third division football
part-timers, Dunsmuir probably wouldn’t
be the first band you’d be eager to explore
further if it appeared on the front cover of
your favourite Rock mag. However, despite
an equally naff logo to go with it, the cover
artwork that adorns their eponymous debut
is actually quite striking, and as such, initial
hesitations start to dissipate a little.
It’s when you begin to delve a little
further though that the real surprise comes
as Dunsmuir boasts some fairly heavy weight
names in its ranks; drumming legend Vinnie
Appice for starters, not to mention Clutch
front-man Neil Fallon and rounded out
by Fu Manchu bassist Brad Davis and The
Company Band guitarist Dave Bone. You’re
probably now thinking of some seriously
heavy duty old-school Metal… and to an
extent, you’d be right.
As a wet behind the ears teen when the
NWOBHM first hit, I’ve always had a soft spot
for brash, angst-ridden rifferama (which is why
this probably came my way), but much as I try,
there’s actually very little about ‘Dunsmuir’
that gets me even remotely excited. It’s dull,
largely one dimensional take on Classic Metal
is neither Black Sabbath nor Judas Priest (not
even close); its fuzzy sound and decidedly
lacklustre (let alone melody light) tunes
offering nothing you haven’t heard a million
times before over the years, more often than
not done better I’m afraid to say.
Only one track really stands out for me –
the sloth-like ‘Church Of The Tooth’ – and even
that nod towards classic Sabbath can’t hold a
candle to the likes of Candlemass or Sorcerer.
It isn’t intrinsically bad, but for a bunch of

GARY HOEY – ‘DUST AND BONES’ (Mascot)

BLUES

Massachusetts born Gary Hoey has always had
music in his blood. He dropped out of school to
play in some of Boston’s music clubs, has taught
guitar, guested on many Rock stages over the
years whilst also putting out no less than twenty
albums, including this release. ‘Dust And Bones’
sees Hoey progress from the authentic Blues of
‘Deja Blues’; he turns up the drive and wrings the
soul of out his Stratocaster.
Laying down its Southern Bluesy slide guitar
intro, ‘Boxcar Blues’ is riff and lick-laden with
attitude. The basic groove from Hoey, bassist
AJ Pappas and drummer Matt Scurfield is deep,
tight and low. The track sounds like Led Zeppelin backing a master Bluesman
like Eric Clapton or Robert Johnson. Talking of great guitar players, the album
pays homage to many of Hoey’s influences, including Brian Setzer on ‘Who’s Your
Daddy’ where he plays some fantastic Blues runs which really hit home. Then, in
a Johnny Winter style tribute, we’re taken back to Classic Blues; ‘Steamroller’ is
more of a freight-train with a Blues heart, thundering on down the tracks with
some sweet bottleneck action mid-track. The one and only Lita Ford pops up on
‘Coming Home’, dueting with Hoey on this ballad which has great lyrics and true
feeling echoing throughout this song, making it a kick-ass track. Hoey co-wrote
some tracks on Lita Ford’s ‘Living Like A Runaway’ album, so it’s clear the musical
association has continued and borne fruit.
The Robin Trower-inspired ‘This Time Tomorrow’ has a David Gilmour-esque
echoey riff to it, which rings out over the vocal as the track builds and receives
some searing lead guitar work. ‘Born To Love You’ has a Jimi Hendrix ‘Crosstown
Traffic’ vibe to it, there is so much feel to every note played on this track, its
electric. Title track ‘Dust And Bones’ kicks off with some glassy clean tones before
kicking in its deep Rocky heart and soulful vocal. Album closer ‘Soul Surfer’ is
perhaps an unusual choice as it’s a much gentler affair than other tracks, but it
takes some clean tremolo work and turns this into a dreamy Blues number.
Gary Hoey has successfully melded a variety of tones, feelings and styles to
bring a magical soundscape to the world. His powerful gravelly voice and true
mastery of Blues guitar make this combination a real winner.
Paul Sabin
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high profile names that have been working
on songs like ‘Hung On The Rocks’ (after ‘…
Tooth’, the only track that seems to have any
real conviction), ‘Deceiver’ (no, not a cover of
the Priest classic I’m afraid) and ‘What Manner
Of Bliss’ for the last three years on and off, it
doesn’t really stand up to close scrutiny.
A dull, lifeless plod in the main… come on
guys, you can do better than this!
Dave Cockett

ECHOTAPE
‘WICKED WAY’
(IRL)
ROCK

I’ve been saving this album for a while,
as it’s not the sort of thing I usually listen to.
Hailing from the UK, Echotape are what an old
fart like me would refer to as an Indie band,
sitting up there with the likes of Kings Of Leon
and Arctic Monkeys, with the spirit of Iggy
& The Stooges looking over their shoulders.
They’ve been hanging about for a few years
now, gathering enough songs for an album
and getting rave reviews. ‘Wicked Way’ might
just prove to be a major stepping stone... if
they’re lucky.
It all starts out very promising, as ‘All My
Days’, ‘Whiskey Bar’ and ‘Friend Like Me’ fly
by in a whirl of guitars and highly infectious
choruses, but they’re balanced by three more
acoustic tracks that can only feel like a bit
of a let-down after the adrenaline-fuelled
start. I mean, they’re nice enough songs, but
ultimately the sort of thing I would skip past
to get to the fun stuff. That’s sort of the feel
of the whole album, as every track that picks
up the pace is an absolute winner, showing a
real flair for melody, tinged with a distinctly
Irish feel. On the flipside, the slower tracks just
don’t do it for me, meaning that this is one
of those albums I will mutilate when I put it
on my computer, so only six out of the eleven
tracks remain.
Echotape have the potential to be pretty
big, should they get the right luck that is
needed to get people to take notice. They
have the songs and a sound that will appeal
to people in skinny jeans drinking expensive
coffee. For me, ‘Wicked Way’ doesn’t cut it as a
whole, but I can certainly see others admiring
both halves of the band, and judging from
reviews, this is what’s happening. Maybe I’m
just too old and unhip for Modern/Indie music,
so, I’m going to hide in a cupboard and listen
to some Journey now…
Alan Holloway

ELECTRIC FENCE
‘MOTORKILLER’
(Rockest)
ROCK

Were you to stumble across Electric Fence
performing in a cosy, candlelit cellar bar in the
band’s native Madrid, then on the strength of
‘Motorkiller’ I expect you’d have a thoroughly
enjoyable evening. With an inherent musical
tightness built from the back forwards,
courtesy of Edu Morales and Luis Maldonado
on bass and drums respectively, the band
deliver their brand of Southern-tinged Rock
with self-assured aplomb.
The slow-burning start of opener ‘Stole
The Fire’ introduces EF’s musicians one at a
time; deft cymbals are followed by growling
bass and subtle wah-wah guitar, before
the track picks up a gear and unleashes the
drums, riff and Jorge Coello’s vocals. The title
track brings to mind Budgie’s ‘Breadfan’, due
in part to guitarists’ Sergio Gabaldón and
Manolo Vendetta’s galloping guitar motif,
but especially so thanks to Coello’s similarity
to Burke Shelley when he pushes his vocals
towards their upper range.
Morales’ bass sits prominently, but not
dominantly within the album’s mix, as
epitomised on the seventies Psychedeliastomp of ‘Red Moon Eclipse’, while ‘Hold My
Claw On You’ opens in the manner of vintage
Black Sabbath, before morphing into a Stray
AUTUMN

Cats-style boogie! Closer ‘I’ll Never Turn My
Back On You’ has a calming, contemplative
vibe, offset effectively by Coello’s impassioned
vocal delivery, while the extended guitar
solo that makes up the final quarter of the
six-minute number is entirely worthy of
comparison to Slash’s emotive ‘November
Rain’ set piece.
While Electric Fence (now on this, their
third album) deliver no surprises or shocks,
they are nevertheless fine exponents of
Spanish Rioja-Roll (sorry!).
Caesar Barton

EQUILIBRIUM
‘ARMAGEDDON’
(Nuclear Blast)
SYMPHONIC

‘Armageddon’ represents a Fireworks
“first”. As Reviews Editor I thought it important
I make crystal-clear assurances to our regular/
long-time readers that its inclusion doesn’t
mark the beginning of a coverage change. This
is quite an unusual, highly contradictory item
that we thought as a one-off might appeal to
some readers despite breaking one of our key
criteria. The act in question is Equilibrium, a
five-piece from Germany who have recently
unleashed their fifth album.
‘Armageddon’ could be considered
bombastic and heavy Symphonic Metal
with elements of Folk mixed in; think Delain
combined with Leaves Eyes or the Folk
embellishments of Nightwish. All well and good
you say… what’s the catch? The consternation
comes due to the fact the vocals are all growled
– imagine the above example but with Mark
Jansen (Epica) as the singer.
At Fireworks, melodicness is the undisputed
king. We’ve always stood firm on being happy
to include artists with clean and grunted
vocals, but the former must always outweigh
the latter. However, with plenty of melody and
Symphonicness in the majority of Equilibrium’s
music (admittedly occasionally they go “pretty”
heavy) creating such an unusual contradiction
against the all-grunted vocals, we opted to
include this as a “special exception”.
. ‘Erwachen’, ‘Katharsis’, ‘Born To Be Epic’,
‘Zum Horizont’, ‘Rise Again’, ‘Prey’, ‘Helden’
and ‘Eternal Destination’ are all full of NW/
Epica/Delain-like bombast (and occasional
Power Metal excursions) combining pounding
double drumming, huge Symphonic backing,
Folk interludes, massive guitar riffage and
some choruses that are certainly catchy
musically and, in some instances, vocally too.
‘Koyaaniskatsi’ is slightly different, being
soundtrack-like musically with a reoccurring
riff, more Folk orchestration and a choir but this
time with spoken lyrics.
‘Erwachen’, ‘Katharsis’, ‘Helden’ and
‘Koyaaniskatsi’ are all highlights for me but my
unquestionable album stand-out is ‘Heimat’
with its Folk intervals, uplifting orchestration,
an infectious, revolving, intermittent riff and
memorable chorus (despite being grunted); it’s
been my most played song this issue.
Like Scar Symmetry, Equilibrium do slip in
the odd hostile moment but these are limited
with the Symphonic and Folk musicality far
outweighing them and the all-growled vocals.
Replace the grunting with clean male/female
singing and we’d have a shoo-in for Fireworks.
Certainly this isn’t for all our readers, but
those heavily into their Symphonic Metal may
find something to appreciate and therefore as
a re-confirmed one-off, we felt this should be
included for potential delectation.
Dave Scott

ERIC GILLETTE
‘THE GREAT UNKNOWN’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

Eric Gillette grabbed my attention in 2013
as a member of Neal Morse’s touring band,
but he really came into the spotlight for his
superb guitar and vocal contributions on The
Neal Morse Band’s ‘The Grand Experiment’
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album and tour, both of which marked him
out as something rather special. Not content
with being a guitar wunderkind and great
singer, he’s also extremely adept on drums
and keyboards too. This is his second solo
album after 2013’s ‘Afterthought’, on which
he played almost everything. Here, he appears
to have enlisted specialist players rather than
taking it all on his own shoulders. Therefore,
there’s Thomas Lang (drums), Connor Green
(bass) and Diego Tejeida (keys) assisting him.
If you’ve a liking for Dream Theater, their
guitarist John Petrucci, Enchant and Prog Metal
in general I suspect you’ll really appreciate
this album, as Gillette has a similar touch to
his playing and compositional abilities as the
aforementioned Petrucci. Fast and technical
he may be at times, but there’s always melody
at the heart of what he’s playing, rather than
just showing-off his shredding capabilities. His
playing across the entire album is superb, the
solos tuneful and relevant.
The title track lays down a marker
with its DT-esque riff, double bass drum
beat and prominent bass lines; aside from
Gillette’s vocals being less strident than
James LaBrie’s, I can envisage this on a DT
album. ‘The Aftermath’ has another great
riff, a strong melody and effective chorus.
Both guitar and synth solos are terrific.
‘Escape’ is the album’s epic at eighteen
minutes long, and it takes the pace down a
notch or two; it’s akin to the material on the
aforementioned ‘…Experiment’. The opening
instrumental section is wonderful and his
impassioned vocals are tremendous. As with
any epic it runs through various phases, the
heavy section remains melodic and steeped
in great themes.
‘Damage Is Done’ puts me in mind
of Enchant, whilst ‘Empty’ opens with a
delightful piano and strings refrain before
Gillette’s plaintive vocals overlay the piano.
If one was expecting a one-trick pony this
dispels that immediately, he can do subtle
too – the guitar solo is fantastic. ‘Runaway’
is a great song with a Spock’s Beard (the
current version) feel to it. Closer ‘All I Am’ has
a dense but never oppressive feel crossing
over between DT and NMB aesthetics. A really
terrific album.
Gary Marshall

EVAN
‘BLUE LIGHTNING’
(FC Metal)
INSTRUMENTAL

Successfully distilling some of the iconic
personalities of the modern day Shred
movement, ‘Blue Lightning’ by Evan (aka
Evan K) will immediately resonate to many
aspiring Rock guitarists. The album opens
with the acoustic ‘Rising Properties’, which
will draw immediate comparison to ‘Black
Star’, the preamble which ushered in the
Neo-Classical Shred guitar movement for
Yngwie J. Malmsteen’s ‘Rising Force’. The
song is followed by ‘Into The Night’, a doublebass juggernaut featuring some nimble
interplay with keyboardist Bob Katsionis
(Firewind), which also draws resemblance to
that landmark recording as executed by the
fleet-fingered pair of Jens Johansson and
Malmsteen. The eight minute plus mini opus
entitled ‘Orchestra Of Withered Clouds’ is
a particular highlight and clearly illustrates
Evan’s compositional talents. On the title
track, his deft right hand pays homage to John
Petrucci’s sense of phrasing and accomplished
alternate picking. It’s also another fine
example of his ability to write with a European
Power Metal flair and features some of his
strongest melodic ideas.
Evan’s ode to Jason Becker and the highly
influential ‘Perpetual Burn’ is most apparent
on ‘Skies Of Shred’, which showcases his
massive sweeping chops and colorful use of
chromaticism. Out of the nine tracks, the last
three include vocals, with the best and most
diverse being the penultimate track, the ballad
‘One Last Time’. All are not as consistent,
however, for the biggest miss comes in
the form of the closer, a cover of Black ‘s
‘Everything Is Coming Up Roses’. The vocals
are delivered in a style similar to the late Pete
Steele (Type-O-Negative) and are just out of
step with the rest of the album. Although
the inclusion of several vocal tracks offers a
nice change from all the musical gymnastics,
it would have suited Evan better to have
constructed an entirely instrumental album.
While the talented 21 year old has garnered
multiple musical equipment endorsements,
and possesses an impressive vocabulary of

HARDLINE – ‘HUMAN NATURE (Frontiers)

HARD ROCK

Hardline are a band that need little or no
introduction to the world of Melodic Hard Rock;
bursting on to the scene with 1991’s ‘Double
Eclipse’, featuring Neal Schon and the Gioeli
brothers, this is an album on many people’s
“favourites” list. The band disappeared for a
decade before the second release (‘II’) came
out on Frontiers, with The Storm’s Josh Ramos
replacing Schon who had returned to the
Journey camp.
Fast forward to the present and ‘Human Nature’
is the follow-up to 2012’s ‘Danger Zone’ and the
band has, for the first time, maintained the same line-up as the previous album.
Hardline’s only ever present vocalist Johnny Gioeli has teamed up with the multitalented Alessandro Del Vecchio to write and record the bands fifth studio album.
Along with Ramos and Gioeli, the band is completed by the rhythm section of
Anna Portalupi (bass) and Francesco Jovino (drums). As seems to be norm with
Frontiers, Del Vecchio has once again worked his magic with the writing and
production.
The first single from the album, ‘Where Will We Go From Here’, is a hard-edged
bombastic anthem, one which sets the pace for the release; the guitar work is
immense and you can feel the power through the crystal clear production. The
title track features Gioeli at his best, again proving that this guy possesses one
hell of a set of pipes. The keyboard-led ‘Take You Home’ is a beautiful song with
Del Vecchio’s vocals backing up Gioeli, something that gives the song great depth.
‘…Nature’ is chock full of songs that instantly grab you and the quality of tracks
doesn’t fade as it progresses. The two concluding offerings, ‘United We Stand’
and ‘Fighting The Battle’, are amongst the best on the album and Ramos’s guitar
work is on fire.
For me ‘…Nature’ is the best Hardline album since the debut with song-writing
that is top class. The group have definatley gelled and having a consistent line-up
has helped the band reach the top of their game. I can see this release being in
many people’s 2016 Top Ten. Hopefully they will be confident enough to bring this
line-up out into the live arena as the Hardline’s appearance at 2013’s Firefest was
one of my all-time favourite performances. Hardline and ‘Human Nature’ need to
heard live. An essential purchase.
Mick Parry
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chops, his playing ultimately falls more in line
with imitation over innovation.
Regardless, for those who still lust after the
golden age of “Shred”, Evan is your guy. ‘Blue
Lightning’ proudly carries the genre’s baton,
and reinforces the fact that highly technical,
guitar-centric music will never perish.
Brent Rusche

EVELINE’S DUST
‘THE PAINKEEPER’
(Lizard)
PROGRESSIVE

Eveline’s Dust are a four-piece Italian
Progressive Rock band who, in ‘The
Painkeeper’, have released a quite exceptional
crowd-funded album that deserves the full
attention of the Prog community worldwide.
Formed in 2012, ‘The Painkeeper’ is their
second release. The band claim inspiration
from both past and Modern Prog, drawing
on Italian and English influences, and, above
all, the work of Steven Wilson. Occasionally,
and most overtly on the title track itself, the
Wilson influence is a touch intrusive, but that
shouldn’t overshadow the fact that for the
most part, and within the Prog idiom, ‘…
Painkeeper’ is a fresh and exciting album with
a sound and vibe of its own.
The album is based on and inspired by the
poem ‘Il Custode Di Dolori’ by Pisa-based poet
and friend of the band Federico Vittori. The
story revolves around a mysterious preacher
who appears in a depressed rural community
offering to lift the never-ending fog and free
the villagers from their afflictions; in return
he only desires their consent. As the sun, and
general contentedness returns to valley life,
it slowly dawns on the villagers that what
they’ve really surrendered to the “painkeeper”
are their dreams and the ability to imagine
and aspire to something better. It’s a story
that echoes the thrust of Huxley’s ‘Brave New
World’, the Italian Catholic context perhaps
stimulating reflection on the role of religion in
shaping mass consciousness, acceptance and
our attitude to life.
Musically, the story plays out to a veritable
goldmine of Prog Rock know-how and
creativity. ‘Awake’ is a punchy, scene-setting
instrumental that hints at unexpected timechanges, exemplary solo work and highquality musical interplay. The rest of the album
more than lives up to the early promise; from
the Jazzy explorations of ‘NREM’ and ‘A Tender
Spark Of Unknown’, to Carolina Paolicchi’s
beautiful guest vocal on the evocative
‘Vulnerable’ and the hard-edged and guitardriven drama of ‘HCKT’. Of particular note is
‘Joseph’, a master-class in Prog composition
which blends subtle modern Folk influences,
compelling melodies and clever and quirky
riffing across its multiple sections, with all
musicians making distinctive contributions.
‘The Painkeeper’ is supported by highly
stylised original artwork by Francesco
Guarnaccia, the combined power of art,
poetry and music thus making this a highbrow affair of some substance. It’s excellent
stuff and quite possibly my favourite Prog
release of the year so far.
Michael Anthony

EVERGREY
‘THE STORM WITHIN’
(AFM)
PROGRESSIVE

Sweden’s Evergrey have been around,
in one guise or another, for almost twenty
years with ‘The Storm Within’ marking their
eighteenth year as recording artists. What ‘…
Within’ also does is show just how good and
how important a band they have become over
the years. Playing an almost mellow kind of
Progressive Melodic Metal filled with melody,
harmony and a musical attack of the highest
calibre is what this quintet are all about, and
this opus sees them at the top of their game.
The band of Tom S. Englund, Rikard Zander,
Johan Nieman, Henrik Danhage and Jonas
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Ekdahl have pulled out all the stops, using
the best production, mix and mastering
techniques to enhance the huge sound
Evergrey have come up with for this album.
They have also written some of their best ever
songs which sees Englund’s lyrics dealing with
loving someone, losing them and then having
to try to pick yourself up and see if you can
move on; it only helps to reinforce just how
good this group of musicians really are.
‘The Distance’ is first up, both as album
opener, single and video. It sums up what
Evergrey are all about; dark melancholic riffs
joined to driving bass and drum rhythms and
that unforgettable Englund vocal are all on
show, and this one song sets the tone for the
rest of this fine release. ‘Passing Through’ is
highly melodic with some wonderful harmony
vocals that bring the song to life, whilst ‘My
Allied Ocean’ is anger and passion personified.
Three tracks worth highlighting are those
featuring Evergrey’s secret weapons, Floor
Jansen and Tom Englund’s wife Carina, whose
contributions to this album cannot be praised
highly enough. The songs in question are
‘Disconnect’, ‘In Orbit’, and second video ‘The
Paradox Of The Flame’. I urge you to check
them out to see why I rate this band so highly.
Many bands don’t get to a twentieth
anniversary in this fickle world we call the
“music business”. However, those that do
have worked their backsides off to make
music that they love… and hopefully we do
too. Evergrey are one such act and ‘The Storm
Within’ could go down as one of their best
ever albums. It deserves to.
Ian Johnson

FALLEN TO FLUX
‘TRANSITIONS’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

The UK’s Fallen To Flux were formed in
2012 and have, so far, released two EPs;
2012’s ‘Piece By Piece’ and 2015’s ‘From The
Outside, Looking In’. The bio lists Don Bronco,
Avenged Sevenfold and Mallory Knox as
comparisons, and Killswitch Engage and Bullet
For My Valentine as being inspirational. FTF
are by no means as heavy as KE, though they
do pack a musical punch. The thoughtful song
structures are equal parts challenging and
addictive, and there is a Progressive element
embedded in their Modern/Alternative Rock
style that actually brings to mind American
band Nothing More. Oli Clipsham (vocals/
guitar), Bjorn Gugu (lead guitar/synths), Luke
Walley (bass) and Declan Brown (drums)
managed to grab a slot at the Camden Rocks
Festival 2015, and ‘Transitions’ is their debut
full-length album.
The tracks ‘Sane’ and ‘Anchored’ have been
released to download, and both blend hardedged riffs and thumping drums with uplifting
melodies and imaginative arrangements.
‘Drifting’ and ‘Razor’s Edge’ are two of the
best Melodic Rock songs most people will
never hear, simply because FTF have been
given a Modern/Alternative tag. Each of these
songs contain a hook that would satisfy the
most diehard of AOR lovers, yet they still
manage to incorporate enough ideas to avoid
being regarded as formulaic or generic.
For a band so young, the mature creative
mantra comes across as inventive and unique,
giving them a strong identity. The album runs
smoothly and has a nice balance yet also, due
to the quality of the material, never seems
to be just filling time. The performances
throughout are excellent and, if I have one
criticism at all, it relates to the occasional
blemish in the mix by engineer Justin Hill,
due to Clipsham’s singing becoming lost in
the music. A lyric booklet would have been a
nice addition to the packaging, but as this is
just a promo I can’t say whether the finished
product will be the same.
In some respects, it is unfair to attach a
genre label to a band such as Fallen To Flux,
as people may be dissuaded from giving
‘Transitions’ a chance on that basis alone.
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Ignore the Modern/Alternative Rock/Metal
tag and check them out on YouTube. One to
keep an eye on for sure and hopefully the
beginning of a long and successful career.
Dave Bott

FAREWELL MY LOVE
‘ABOVE IT ALL’
(CRCL)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

This is the sophomore album from the
Phoenix, Arizona band. The debut was
released back in 2013 and they have seen a
few line-up changes since. Best described as a
mix of Glam, Goth and Post Punk/Hardcore all
trimmed with some very theatrical sounds and
a very eclectic use of (not so) Rock instruments.
On this album you can hear a cello, trumpet,
xylophone and a mandolin. Okay, so you
might get some of the aforementioned on
some Symphonic Metal releases but here they
sound surprisingly well used.
‘Above It All’ clocks in at over fifty minutes
and contains thirteen tracks, only two of
which are on the short side; ‘Welcome To
The Beginning’, the instrumental opener, and
‘Last Goodbye’, best described as an interlude
which segues nicely between the two halves
of the album. The eleven main tracks consist
of a mix of Poppy sing-along tunes, chunky
guitar solos and delightful ballads.
Having said the above, the one thing this
album lacks is an instant unique feel. It’s taken
a few listens to get into and, whilst I admit
to liking it more with each play, it feels very
much like an album that you have to be in the
right mood to appreciate fully. Compared to
‘Gold Tattoo’s’, the band’s debut, ‘Above It All’
is definitely a step in the right direction and
Chad Kowal, their third vocalist in as many
years, does a fine job. He is also the drummer
so it will be interesting to see if he remains
so on stage (ala Kelly Keagy) or they get
someone into to dep! The video for the catchy
single ‘Crazy’ suggests the latter.
Best tracks on the album are (probably)
‘Burn Out The Night’ and ‘Never Stop’. The
end result is close, in fact very close, but not
yet perfect.
Steve Price

FRACTALMIND
‘STAINLESS’
(Lynx)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Gone are the days when listeners
associated the Polish music scene with Vader
and Behemoth only. Now, it’s more and
more about the Progressive Rock and Metal
acts slowly taking up the baton, with bands
like Riverside and Art Of Illusion becoming
more and more recognisable worldwide. It’s
hard to predict whether or not FractalMind,
another Polish band also classified as
Progressive Rock/Metal, is going to join the
same league in the near future. However, as
their first English language album ‘Stainless’
proves, they’re adequately equipped in terms
of musical skill for a conquest of the global
Progressive Metal scene.
The (presumably female) android on
the FractalMind’s album cover obviously
corresponds with the album title as well as
the band name, but at the same time it may
be read as an indirect suggestion of sterility,
or even artificiality. Nevertheless, the album’s
musical content is nothing close to being
sterile. As the guitar-laden, lumbering intro
to the second track ‘Pilgrim’ kicks in, you
may be sure that the initial impression was
quite misleading. The majority of material
on ‘Stainless’ is built around a balanced
combination of heaviness and complexity of
song structures, embroidered with elaborate
soloing (‘Hellbound’, ‘Chant Of Life’), as well
as frequent changes of pace, tempo and
mood. However, alongside otherwise low and
heavy guitars, there are also softer (‘REM’,
‘Dreamriver’ or the acoustic ‘Still Life’), as
well as more melodic (‘Sleepwalkers’ Dance’,
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HARTMANN – ‘SHADOWS & SILHOUETTES’ (Pride & Joy)

HARD ROCK

The breezy, acoustic-driven style of ‘Shadows
& Silhouettes’ immediately brings to mind
Gotthard’s ‘D-Frosted’, ‘Open’ and ‘Homerun’
series of albums from around the turn of
the millennium, mixed with a touch of the
maturity of the reformed twenty-first century
Unruly Child.
Certainly, opening track ‘Irresistible’ summons
thoughts of the aforementioned Gotthard, thanks
to its similar feel to the Swiss quintet’s ‘Free And
Alive’, with “feel-good” being an apt description
of this, Hartmann’s fifth studio album. ‘High On
You’ rides a driving drumbeat, courtesy of Markus Kullmann, while front-man
Oliver Hartmann’s clean, mellifluous voice is delivered with barely a hint of his
native German accent. ‘When Your Mama Was A Hippy’ radiates warmth like a log
burning stove – as for the song’s subject, the telling line “with a heart full of hope
and a pocketful of dope” says it all really!
The Blues-club-at-dusk vibe of ‘Jaded Heart’ showcases the band’s deft
musical abilities, with the swelling keys of Jimmy Kresic, free-breathing, rich
bass lines of Armin Donderer, and Mario Reck’s crisp guitar, while the icing on
the cake belongs to Oliver Hartmann’s particularly impressive “oh baby, baby,
baby” David Coverdale homage at the song’s culmination. ‘Too Good To Be True’
continues the shift from the harder-edged Contemporary Rock of Hartmann’s
‘Balance’ (2012) to this releases smoother, sophisticated grooves, the track has
a soulful flavour that wouldn’t sound out of place on one of Richie Kotzen’s
recent superb releases.
This is quite simply a damn fine album, which, whilst lacking any made-for-radio
Hartmann Rockers such as ‘All My Life’, has a strong, vibrant uniformity resulting
from the band’s bold decision to take a slightly different, stylistic approach this
time around. There’s a time for Rocking out, but for the times you feel like easing
off the accelerator, you could do far worse than this.
Caesar Barton
‘Chrysalis’) moments on the album. Overall,
the band’s sound is dark, thick and very
modern, a resultant of influences circulating
within the contemporary incarnation of the
genre they represent.
Although representatives of the Progressive
Rock and Metal scenes are often accused of
pushing style over substance, this particular
band seems to value song-writing craft more
than actual virtuosity. It results in ‘Stainless’
being more an album of developed musical
ideas than just a showcase of the band’s
instrumental prowess. FractalMind’s heavy
sound, based around twin guitars, should
convince Metal-oriented listeners whereas
those who value multi-layered, composite
song structures may also find the band worth
their attention. While ‘Stainless’ might not be
particularly innovative in terms of sound or
approach, let’s hope FractalMind will run the
risk of braver explorations on future albums.
Alexandra Mrozowska

continues as ‘Sons Of War’ opens with the
march and roll of machinery, before a dense
grinding riff takes over, a machine gun battery
from the snare adding to the atmosphere.
The inevitable semi acoustic interlude
of ‘Valhalla’ and the meandering outro of
‘Nebula’ both slacken the pace and seem
to lose some of the momentum established
early doors. ‘A Tale Of Silver’ might raise some
eyebrows at the close of the album, kicking
off like a Folk song, you may think Fury have
not so much got lost in space but lost the plot.
A mix of their traditional furious Rock and an
attempt to fuse in some sort of Electric-Folkjig-cum-faux-pirate-adventure is a puzzler. It
might provide the tenuous link for the more
original marketing move in hiring a boat for
the launch, gliding up and down the River
Severn, accompanied by some hearty “yo-hoho’s” from the last track – it should be a sight
to see.
Mike Ainscoe

FURY
‘LOST IN SPACE’
(Broken Road)

GOV’T MULE
‘THE TEL-STAR SESSIONS’
(Evil Teen)

HEAVY METAL

BLUES

Described as ten tracks which will take you
on a journey “through space and time, from
the farthest reaches of our galaxy and beyond
to right here on Earth”, with themes of piracy,
war, fantasy and space (naturally) abound.
It all seems to fit quite nicely with their selfproclaimed status of epic, universe spanning
fantasycore. Not what you always expect to
come from Worcester, England, home of the
peaceful Cotswolds and (now) the growing
reputation of Metal band Fury. For regulars
to the Bloodstock/Hammerfest circuit, this
follow-up to 2014’s ‘The Lightning Dream’
catches Fury in the “if it ain’t broken why fix
it” mood.
The title track opens proceedings with a
gallop, literally; lost in space, without a trace,
except for a faint glimmer of Iron Maiden
styled arrangements – twin lead guitars herald
a fanfare which isn’t too far from 1986’s
‘Caught Somewhere In Time’. ‘Valhalla’,
‘The Battle Of Shadows Vale’, ‘When The
Hammer Falls’ and ‘Sons Of War’ all give the
suggestion that, despite the title, ‘Lost ...’ is a
fist-pumping collection of triumphant Melodic
Metal. There’s an urgency to the opening
tracks, before ‘…Falls’ takes up the “come
all you Pagans, stand tall” battle cry with talk
of avenging the ancestors. The battle theme

The Mule’s journey has taken them down
very different musical paths since their
inception in the early nineties, from their
Southern Blues Rock origins to Jazz, starstudded collaborations, Reggae and even an
album of Pink Floyd covers! This release of the
original demos from 1994 takes you back to
their root sound. Originally a threesome in the
great power trio tradition, until the untimely
death of their bass player Allen Woody, the
band’s brand of Classic Rock flew in the face
of fashion – class, of course, outlives trends.
Their essence is captured here. The sound
is excellent for a demo, but it retains a
rawness that suits their music. The three cover
songs here perfectly demonstrate what their
influences are. There’s the British Hard Rock
sound of the seventies on Free’s ‘Mr Big’, the
stinging Blues take on Muddy Waters’ ‘The
Same Way’ and the Southern fried grit of ZZ
Top’s ‘Just Got Paid’. The covers don’t stray
too far from the originals, but GM have the
character to add a few colourful inflections to
these songs.
Elsewhere, ‘World Of Difference’ and ‘Left
Coast Groovers’ show off the band’s jam
credentials. On ‘Rocking Horse’, the line “This
Rock ‘n’ Roll life will be the death of me” is
perhaps sadly prophetic in light of Woody’s
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passing. Warren Haynes is a modern guitar
legend, capable of playing anything, imbuing
each note with sweat, and he possesses a
marvellous world weary Rock voice that can,
at turns, convey toughness or vulnerability.
After Woody’s death, the band’s ranks swelled,
allowing them to diversify their sound and
move forward, but a part of the chemistry they
had as that original trio would always be lost.
Six of the tracks here appeared on their
debut release whilst ‘Blind Man In The Dark’
appears on their second album ‘Dose’, which
might suggest this disc is for completists only,
but if you like classic American Rock with a
sturdy Blues grounding, few bands do it better
and there’s also an electricity here that’s worth
hearing. Gov’t Mule are no donkeys!
Duncan Jamieson

GRIM REAPER
‘WALKING IN THE SHADOWS’
(Dissonance)
HEAVY METAL

After a gap of twenty-nine years, Grim
Reaper has released ‘Walking In The Shadows’.
With front-man Steve Grimmett in fine voice,
it’s as if time has stood still since 1987’s ‘Rock
You To Hell’. Grimmett has a caterwauling
voice in the Bruce Dickinson envelope and he
uses it to the max on pretty much every song.
The sound is at the intersection of Heavy
Metal and Classic Rock, with the riffs being
simple but effective. The song-writing is in
full-on heroic and raucous mode with titles
such as ‘From Hell’, ‘Thunder’, ‘Come Hell
Or High Water’... you get the message?! The
songs do have melody though, plus clever
vocal phrasing and tasty guitar interludes; the
guitar work in ‘Call Me In The Morning’ and
‘Temptation’ is exceptional.
Credit must also be given to the production,
all instruments and vocals come through loud
and clear and it sounds good, both quiet and
much more importantly... loud! In terms of
commerciality, the mid-paced ‘Thunder’ takes
me back to the mid-eighties with its clever
synth punctuation, and it may well have been
a hit in those more Rock-friendly times.
The band is presently touring and with this
album plus their back catalogue, they have
the material as well as the chops and pipes
to please. This is a tireless juggernaut of an
album and as one of the tracks proclaims –
‘Rock Will Never Die’!
Rob McKenzie

HAMMERSCHMITT
‘STILL ON FIRE’
(Massacre)
HARD ROCK

Together for twenty years, this is the German
band’s fourth album, but its first full-length
release in English. It’s a back-to-basics, Hard
Rockin’ album with a pedigree alongside roots
that are based in Scorpions and Warlock.
‘Rock Steady’ starts off with a monolithic
guitar and vocals that get straight down
to business. Simple and direct lyrics, not
too complicated, with a straight down the
line Metal sound. It’s not the most original
material in the world, but guaranteed to
please, like a good basic meal; a bit Def
Leppard, you might say. ‘Sanctuary’ is slightly
harder, with a more driven sound from the
start courtesy of guitars that are a little like
Diamond Head and Iron Maiden in places.
Title track ‘Still On Fire’ shows off vocalist
Benjamin Kroib’s voice in some good long
notes riding above the Metal rhythm.
‘Metalheadz’ is a great example of a title
illustrating this band’s target market. Like
Doro, they are not afraid to celebrate their
chosen medium to the full and the song is a
tribute to the passion and history of Metal,
with accolades going to a lot of British and
American major Metal acts. The song has a
nice harmonic chorus which will probably
work very well live. It recognizes things have
not always been great for Metal, but that it
has triumphed nevertheless, through the
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dedication of the fans.
Despite some dodgy, not too femalefriendly lyrics, ‘Shout’ has some great guitar, as
does ‘One Helluva Night’ and ‘Mean Streak’.
‘Crazy World’ is more of a ballad in a kind of
Skid Row vein, with more of a Rock ‘n’ Roll
mixed with The Cult sound, ‘Whoo Hoo’ has
a chorus like a steam train, which should
be another that will likely be a lot of fun at
concerts! I’m not a fan of the slower cover
of ‘Killed By Death’ which closes the album,
but at least they are trying to do something
different, and you can hear the words!
One for the patched denim and leather
brigade, the transition to English has to be a
great international step for the band!
Dawn Osborne

HEART
‘BEAUTIFUL BROKEN’
(Concord)
ROCK
Following the extremely disappointing
‘Red Velvet Car’ album, Heart’s latest
offering is a real return to form for the
band and its song-writing with them
sounding fresh and rejuvenated. It’s not a
perfect album by any means, but a highly
enjoyable one regardless. Fans of the Wilson
sisters should be happy and find plenty to
appreciate here. How much you enjoy this
album is highly dependent on what you
want from a Heart album; if you’re looking
for the highly polished eighties commercial
era, you’re going to be unimpressed, but if
you enjoy the band’s early material and the
Wilson sisters’ vocals, regardless of style,
then you should to take to ‘Beautiful ....’.
The album as a whole has a trippy, ethereal
feel, but it’s essentially early Heart sounding
Classic Rock. It has a fresher sound though,
because there are some modern touches and
contemporary flourishes added to many of
the songs, thus making the album far more
current. The opening cut, ‘Beautiful Broken’,
probably showcases these modern touches
most directly, notably in the vocal harmonies
and the heavier grind to the song. As a whole,
most of the songs are laid-back and the album
is ballad heavy, but I think it works well and
makes it really easy to listen to from end to end
– it’s a great chill out album. They make lots
of use of orchestral backing throughout, which
not only provides some impressive hooks, but
also adds to the strong atmospherics and
ethereal nature of the music.
Both the Wilson sisters sound superb
and give some really memorable vocal
performances for us to enjoy. Ann Wilson has
a very potent vocal and is without doubt one
of my favourite vocalists of all time; she has
such a stirring way about her delivery which is
showcased again here on this album. One of
the major highlights is the title track which is
extremely beautiful and one that has a chorus
to instantly fall in love with. It has a little bit
of a retro feel to it which will definitely appeal
to fans of early Heart. Other tracks everyone
should check out are the low slung Rocker
‘City’s Burning’, the contemporary feeling ‘I
Jump’ and atmospheric ballad ‘Two’ featuring
Nancy Wilson on lead vocals.
Paul Woodward

I AM THE MANIC WHALE
‘EVERYTHING BEAUTIFUL IN TIME’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

This was an impulse purchase based on a
review I’d read elsewhere and, whilst I agree
with that reviewer’s overall assessment of
the album’s considerable merits, I don’t quite
see eye-to-eye with them regarding points of
reference. For me, if one can imagine a blend
of A.C.T. chops and humour mixed with Moon
Safari vocal sensibilities plus hints of Big Big
Train, particularly in the telling of stories, then
that gives you a good feel of where these
guys are coming from musically. The tracks are
generally lengthy but this is never gratuitous,
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irrelevant or contrived, just allowing the songs
to evolve properly.
Started as a solo project by the material’s
composer Michael Whiteman (vocals, bass,
keys and guitar), it developed into a band
arrangement as he was joined by John Murphy
(keys, vocals), David Addis (guitars, backing
vocals) and Ben Hartley (drums, backing
vocals) who together have produced a mighty
fine debut album. ‘Open Your Eyes’ has that
A.C.T. style bounce and is full of wonderful
refrains and melodies plus the first of many
well-arranged vocal harmonies. ‘Pages’ tells of
the printing revolution and, in the same way
as BBT, they make the tale work seamlessly
with the music.
‘Princess Strange’ provides an uplifting
musical background to very dark subject matter,
that of trolling or cyber-bulling. The lyrics are
cleverly constructed and make their point very
well. The closing instrumental section has an
MS feel to it. ‘Circles (Show Love)’ is a sixteenminute epic that not unexpectedly weaves
its way through various phases, not least a
passage that reminds one of early Spock’s
Beard followed by a section that could be
Transatlantic. The multi-part vocal arrangement
is superb and the track flows wonderfully even
as the tempos and styles change.
‘Clock Of The Long Now’ has an A Cappella
opening that could easily be MS, while ‘The
Mess’ is an acoustically driven number; the
lyrics about fatherhood are rather poignant.
Closing song ‘Derelict’ clocks in at twenty-one
minutes and tells the story of a swimming
pool – I kid you not – but again, like BBT, they
have a knack for this story-telling lark and
make it work. As with the rest of the album,
the keyboards and guitar work is excellent
whilst the vocals and the various melodies are
tremendous, combining to push all the right
buttons.
Gary Marshall

IN DYNAMICS
‘EVERYTHING I SEE’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Sussex trio In Dynamics certainly can’t
be accused of bandwagon jumping; after
releasing two EPs, the band’s first full-

length album sees them continue with their
unique blend of Progressive Pop. The musical
intricacies rub shoulders with pop hooks and
melodies; it really shouldn’t work but it does.
From opener ‘This Is The Start Of Nothing’,
a heady mix of syncopated rhythms and
nineties style Americana melody (think Third
Eye Blind), it’s obvious that In Dynamics don’t
follow trends or agendas but just go about
their craft. ‘We Are Liars’ and ‘In This Light’ are
consummate Pop songs, skilfully crafted and
beautifully executed.
The more Progressive elements of the band
come to the fore on songs like the bouncy
‘Another Minute’ or ‘Existence Precedes
Essence’ where complicated instrumentation
enhances the songs rather than detracts from
them, a criticism that’s normally levelled at
Progressive Rock and Pop.
Choosing to end the album with the slowburner ‘Everything I See’ with its chiming
guitar-driven finale, bookends an album that
is as complex as it is accessible, which is no
mean feat in this stale world of reality TV
Pop music.
Mike Newdeck

INFINITE SPECTRUM
‘HAUNTER OF THE DARK’
(Sensory)
PROGRESSIVE

It’s been three years since their acclaimed
debut ‘Misguided’ brought the name of New
York`s Infinite Spectrum to the attention of
followers of Progressive Metal worldwide.
To build on that initial promise, they would
have to produce something altogether bigger,
bolder and more expansive than their opening
offer. ‘Haunter Of The Dark’ might just have
achieved that.
Talk about ambitious. Basing an album on
a short story by horror writer H.P. Lovecraft
could fall flat in the wrong hands, but IS
have picked up the gauntlet and risen to the
challenge big time, producing an impressive
musical work to match their lyrical vision.
‘Prologue: Providence, Winter, 1934’ sets
the scene, laying the foundations for the
unfolding story before ‘Federal Hill’ weaves
some intricate Prog patterns, the keyboards
of Katie Pachnos adding a dreamy layer of

IMPERIAL STATE ELECTRIC – ‘ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT’ (Psychout) ROCK
Sweden’s Imperial State Electric are already on
album number five, which comes hot on the heels
of the imperious ‘Honk Machine’ from last year.
Peddling a tight line in Hard Rock/Power Pop,
Imperial State Electric has, with this release, come
up with the goods once more. Being pretty much a
vehicle for guitarist/vocalist Nicke Anderrson this
album sees the band branching out somewhat
and experimenting a little more.
With a sound that resembles part-Beatles,
part-early KISS along with a dash of the
Raspberries, the band manage to cram an awful
lot into their songs. With each track coming at
the listener head first and leaving one quite breathless, there is not a second
that’s wasted here, even when we get a solo. There is so much energy, power
and melody into what little time there is that it leads to a lively, spontaneous
feel for the whole album.
‘Empire Of Fire’ really does set the tone for the whole album; Hard Rocking
riffs with instantly catchy choruses. The title track is at a slightly slower pace but
nevertheless irresistible and comes over all Cheap Trick on us. ‘Break It Down’ is a
major step out for the band which is straight Country Rock complete with pedal
steel and a female vocal making it a real stand out. ‘Over And Over Again’ is a
frantic piece of Pop/Rock and is such an enjoyable romp that it’s over seemingly in
the blink of an eye. ‘Bad Timing’ has that early KISS feel and could almost be the
offspring of ‘Deuce’ or something off ‘Dressed To Kill’; it is quite brilliant. A change
in tempo also comes with ‘Read Me Wrong’ which again has a slight Country-like
Beatles flavour to it.
‘No Sleeping’, which closes the album, has a pretty authentic Beatles aura too,
with at times an uncanny John Lennon-sounding vocal laid on top of a beautiful
backing track. These guys are obviously students of that era when the adage was
“don’t bore us, get to the chorus”.
This album is very much an old-school offering with all bar one of the songs
clocking in at the two to three and a half minute mark. With an overall running
time of just over thirty-two minutes there is no unnecessary excess here. Another
excellent release from a band that certainly deserves more of our attention.
Malcolm Smith
AUTUMN
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atmosphere across the verse with a rather
irresistible, simple yet effective melody
heading towards the chorus.
Vocalist Will Severin has the power and
range to meet the demands of the likes of
‘Haunter Of The Dark’ and ‘Fear’, coming
across as a blend of Charlie Dominici with a
hint of Steve Walsh and John Elefante thrown
into the mix.
The sprawling five-part epic ‘The Church’
clocks in at well over eighteen minutes,
starting off with some delicate guitar and
keyboards before taking a myriad of twists
and turns in tempo and mood with enough
flashes of intricate musicianship to keep even
the most ardent of Prog-heads more than
satisfied. Fans of Dream Theater, Vanden Plas
and Symphony X will just lap this up.
With ‘2:12 AM’ and the title track hitting
the ten minute or so mark, this was never
going to be an easy listen or one to put on
when in mixed company, but persevere and
the joys will be revealed on subsequent listens.
Infinite Spectrum has taken a huge step
forward with ‘Haunter Of The Dark’. It’s a
step that sees them throw their hat in the
ring to become serious contenders in the
Prog Metal world.
Mick Burgess

IRON MASK
‘DIABOLICA’
(AFM)
POWER METAL

A Belgium-based Neo-Classical Power
Metal band built around the firebrand fretboard pyrotechnics of Magic Kingdom guitar
virtuoso Dushan Petrossi, Iron Mask made a
rather dramatic entrance as long ago as 2003
with their explosive debut album ‘Revenge Is
My Name’.
At times, featuring some truly blistering
riffs and solos, it took Yngwie Malmsteen on
at his own game and to be brutally honest,
based on the quality of its songs alone, it
knocked the Swedish superstar’s then current
(and indisputably woeful) offering ‘Attack’
into a cocked hat. Very much Petrossi’s baby,
from what was originally just a side project put
together in downtime from the aforementioned
MK, Iron Mask has (perhaps understandably)
gradually become his main focus.
Now staring down the business end of
studio album number six, the menacingly
named ‘Diabolica’ is the first album to feature
new Argentinian vocalist Diego Valdez whom
some of you may already recognise as frontman with Helker. Packed with nearly eighty
minutes worth of Neo-Classically-infused
Melodic Metal, ‘Diabolica’ certainly isn’t for
the faint hearted, but even after just one listen
my first thought was “Malmsteen who?”…
especially after the dud that was ‘World On
Fire’ earlier this year!
Being a picky old sod and a sucker for
an extended workout, my attention was
immediately drawn to closing track ‘Cursed In
The Devils Mill’, a near fourteen minute long
gargantuan riff and solo fest that really lets
Petrossi open fire with both barrels! Valdez
seems to be the perfect fit for the band at
long last, his commanding, lower register,
Rob Rock meets Mike Vescera styled Metal
attack raising dramatic slices of angst – such
as ‘Doctor Faust’, ‘Ararat’ (very Symphony X at
times) and the remorseless ‘The Rebellion Of
Lucifer’ – to hitherto unattained heights.
Powerful, emotive, imaginative and
forthright, with ‘Diabolica’ Petrossi should
finally start to reap the rewards his prolific
talents so richly deserve.
Dave Cockett

IVORY
‘SOUTHERN CROSS’
(Rockshots)
SYMPHONIC

Ivory comes to us from Belarus with
‘Southern Cross’ being their debut, and a
massive undertaking it is! Founded eight
FIREWORKS

JOHN WESLEY – ‘A WAY YOU’LL NEVER BE’ (InsideOut) PROGRESSIVE
John Wesley is a name familiar to most, if
not all Progressive music fans. The highlyrated sideman for the live incarnations of
Porcupine Tree, Sound Of Contact and Bigelf, Fish
collaborator and former Marillion guitar tech – in
fact he’s all set for upcoming solo supports for
both Marillion and Steven Wilson – also has a
prospering solo career. In fact, shame on those
of us who have thus far been neglectful of that
career and output.
It might even be surprising that he’s found
time to record eight solo albums since ‘Under
The Red And White Sky’ (1994) and on a fairly regular basis as well. With such
a CV, anyone expecting similar Alternative Progressive Rock explorations might
not be surprised at the claim that ‘a way you’ll never be’ (and its deliberate
lower case) is a modernized take on traditional Progressive Rock.
Once you get past the “man on fire”, ‘Wish You Were Here’-like cover and the
use of lower case letters for all the song titles, the album is a set of songs which
fulfil Wesley’s other promise of this being an album featuring his “electric heavy
guitar” element – and all the better for it. With Mark Prator and Sean Malone
adding drums and bass to the Wesley imaginings, it’s a potent trio making
a gesture from the start as ‘by the light of a sun’ kicks in with a vengeance
sounding like it belongs on the classy ‘In Absentia’; all dynamic, jerky stop/
start riffs and a hint of some of the Psychedelic soloing to come – it’s a highly
impressive opening.
There are plenty of Rush-like power chord stylings occurring frequently on the
title track while Wesley gets to let loose and test out the pedal board on ‘to outrun
the light’. He gets to showing all those influences from the classic Progressive
artists, with more reflective moments and snaking instrumental passages
culminating in ‘unsafe space’ leading into ‘sun.a.rose’.
You can see why, firstly, he’s on the go-to list of so many bands and, secondly,
why anyone hearing this as their first taste of John Wesley will be scurrying
straight to ‘Disconnect’ (2014) and working through his back catalogue. A few
hundred words of a Fireworks review probably doesn’t do this album justice; an
outstanding piece of work from one of Rock’s underestimated players.
Mike Ainscoe
years ago by vocalist Sergei Butovsky and
keyboardist Dmitry Chernyshevski, the
group centred themselves around a Hard
and Progressive style of Rock. By 2012 their
collective centre had changed, along with
most members of the group, with the band
exploring more of a Metallic, Symphonic
style of music. It was at this juncture that
Ivory began working on their first fulllength album. Taking just over three years
to complete, they are now poised to set the
Symphonic Progressive world of Rock on fire!
‘Southern Cross’ is the epic result of the
band’s creative journey. Not only is this album
epic in nature but it is a double disc release,
one in total English and the other in total
Russian. Butovsky’s vocals and the wizardly
keyboardist Chernyshevski are surrounded
by a twin guitar attack and an astonishing
rhythm section. All in all, this six-piece lay
down some highly energised Symphonic
glories of the first order! Absolutely amazing,
I might add!
Nikita Shestiko and Kirill Movshuk’s twin
guitar performances effortlessly turn up the
heat to a molten level! Bassist Stanislav Siuzev
and percussionist Dmitry Pasiukevich pound
out the bottom end of each foray, ensuring that
the rhythms are pulsating and steady. All of this
musical energy is further fired by the Operatic
leanings of Butovsky and Symphonic swirls of
Chernyshevski’s keyboard artistry!
All through this power and sweeping sonic
vistas, a musical and historical story unfolds.
Each piece intertwines with the other, creating
a commanding and enriching set of music. An
epic story set to epic music, performed by six
musicians of the first order! Ivory’s ‘Southern
Cross’ is one that we all should bear!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

J.B.O.
‘11’
(AFM)
HARD ROCK

J.B.O. (formerly James Blast Orchester) are
a comedy Metal band from Erlangen, Germany
with a penchant for the colour pink. And that’s
where I should maybe stop, as J.B.O. isn’t your
usual Fireworks type band. However, we get
sent lots of weird and wonderful albums and
some say each has its merits.
FIREWORKS

This is their eleventh album (natch) and
they still manage to put the words ‘James
Blast Orchester’ on the front cover although
partially censored. This, following threatened
legal action from multi-million selling
German conductor, the late James (Hans) Last
(Orchestra).
It’s entirely sung in German with typical
German humour that the rest of the world
finds bizarre; I’ve spent many a year in
Germany and kind of “get it”, but still… –
[myself included on both fronts – Ed]. This will
appeal to, well, Germans, Austrians and SwissGermans and co-incidentally, these three are
their biggest (and only?) markets.
Seventeen “tracks”, but actually only
about eleven songs which include spoken
word skits like ‘Alkoholprobe’ (German police
stop and ask to breathalyse the driver) and
‘Autowerkstatt’ (customer at a car repair
garage chats to the receptionist). The songs
also have a bizarre nature – ‘Panzer Dance’
is every bit as ridiculous as it sounds, kind of
like a Heavy Metal version of ‘Agadoo’ before
morphing into ‘Glory, Glory Hallelujah’ –
“Yeah, we danced the Panzer dance!”.
‘Wacken Ist Nur Einmal Im Jahr’ (‘Wacken
Is Only Once A Year’) is a Classic Rock ode
to Wacken and ‘Jetzt Ist Halt Heut’ (‘Now
Is Simply Today’) is a nostalgic ditty which
references Cliff Burton (Metallica) and Bon
Scott (AC/DC) based on Mary Hopkins’ 1968
Number 1 UK hit ‘Those Were The Days’. If
they can get away with parodying Hopkins
they might have a harder time with ‘Har
Har Har’, basically ZZ Top’s ‘La Grange’ with
German lyrics and a woman orgasming in
tune with the end solo, partially stopping to
exclaim “This isn’t very quick”.
Elsewhere you get ‘Metaller’, in modern
parlance meaning ‘Metalhead’, which is a
celebration of being a head-banger, ‘Wir
Lassen Uns Das Blödeln Nicht Verbieten’
(‘We Cannot Ban Fooling Around’) which
is fast-paced Punky Rock and ‘Verliebt’ (‘In
Love’) a Folky Rock number about wanting
more sex but realising “Fuck! I’m in love”. To
round things off at the end, they do a Limp
Bizkit-type Rap-Metal anthem ‘M.F.N. For
J.B.O.’ – ‘Make Some Mother-Fuckin’ Noise
For J.B.O.’. Quite.
Carl Buxton
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J.P. GLOVASA
‘TAKING THE FIRST STEP’
(Hit 66)
INSTRUMENTAL

It would be easy to dismiss Melbourne
multi-instrumentalist J.P. Glovasa as another
guitar player who’s arrived long after the
shredders, Bluesmen and Fusionists have
taken the instrument as far as possible. His
Punky pseudonym, Johnny 2 Swigs, hardly
conjures up images of a subtle and talented
artiste with a handle on any style you care
to mention, but this guy’s intriguing. Starting
as a teenage bass/keyboard player in AltRockers Tachism in 1999 and Gospel/R&B
band Az One Voice as a guitarist a year later,
Glovasa joined Thrash Metallers 4arm in
2004, recorded three albums, played all over
the world and snagged himself endorsements
with Ibanez and Peavey. Also as bassist with
Psychedelic Rockers Vitruvian Man, he’s tried
Country Rock.
Over the years, Glovasa has written a
few instrumental songs that didn’t fit in
other projects. He’s recorded them, mostly
on his own, with just drummer Greg Stone,
a few percussionists and his Jazz trio singer
for company. Surprisingly the album starts
off gently with the beautiful acoustic titletrack and follows it with the fine, slightly
melancholy Jeff Beck-style ‘The Day Of Ruin’,
which is not only awash with understated
melodies but shows just how well this album
has been recorded and mixed. The up-tempo
‘As The Wanderer Follows The Light’ is a bit
more flamboyant, with vibrato worthy of Steve
Vai and great note choices on the solos, whilst
the tuneful ‘Lonesome Moonlight’ shows that
at least this guitar virtuoso understands that
less can sometimes be more. Other highlights
include the complex ‘Battle In The Clouds’,
the multi-layered ‘Pathetic’ and the simply
wonderful ‘Here We Stand’, which starts as a
reprise of the acoustic opening track before
switching to a soaring electric ballad with
improvised vocals from Misaco Isono.

Other songs have different flavours but a
few work less well, like the riffy Prog Metal
of ‘Confrontation’ or the off-kilter ‘Fuse’.
These aside, ‘Choose Your Own Path’ is tribal
acoustic strumming with djembe drums and
chant vocals, ‘Bloodstained Rose’ is light Rock
that gets better as it goes on and ‘Fire Dance’
is the most aggressive track on offer with dual
shred solos.
J.P. Glovasa is a fine talent with eclectic
tastes and he’s made a varied instrumental
album that completely avoids being overindulgent. Moments of excitement and
genuine inspiration are rare, so are instances
of tedium, but ‘Taking The First Step’ is an
entertaining trip through the mind of an
interesting musician.
Phil Ashcroft

JADED PAST
‘BELIEVE’
(MelodicRock)
HARD ROCK

When the promo material shouted the
words “Henry”, “Lee” and “summer” at me,
I was immediately interested as I have a real
fondness for poor ol’ Henry Lee and his style
of Country Rock. As a genre, it can be an
odd beat though; it can be fascinating and
creative, like John Mellencamp used to do, all
the way to samey and dull, just like Bon Jovi
have been doing for far too long now. Jaded
Past, the musical baby of vocalist/guitarist/
song-writer George Becker, are stuck firmly
at the end BJ used to be in, mixing a definite
Country feel with a comfortable bit of Rocking
thrown in.
George Becker himself has a suitably raspy
set of pipes that bring to mind modern day
Bret Michaels crossed with Jon Bon Jovi.
Becker writes songs that cruise along with a
summery feel just begging for a convertible
with the top down and a mountain road. The
BJ comparisons are unavoidable as ‘Believe’
could be the lost BJ album song-wise, the one
they made before they got boring. For example,

KARMAKANIC – ‘DOT’ (InsideOut)

PROGRESSIVE

With The Flower Kings on hiatus due to
Roine Stolt’s touring commitments with Steve
Hackett, bassist Jonas Reingold reconvened
his Karmakanic cohorts for their fifth studio
album, and what a fabulous set of songs they’ve
produced!
Whilst I value the preceding releases very
highly, to me this is undoubtedly their most
cohesive and consistently melodic set to date.
The other albums have the odd challenging
moments (weird and/or Jazzy) that don’t
resonate with me, but there’s none of that

superfluous frippery here.
Aside from Reingold, some of the musicians involved include Fireworks
favourite Göran Edman (vocals), Lalle Larsson (keys), Morgan Ågren (drums)
and Krister Jonsson (guitars), as well as Andy Tillison (The Tangent) adding some
immense Hammond Organ chords to the first track.
Taking inspiration from the astronomer Carl Sagan, Reingold writes primarily
about the Earth (the pale blue DOT of the title) and its place in the universe, our
existence etc. – not least on the epic, two-part ‘God The Universe And Everything
Else No One Really Cares About’. Heavy? Certainly, but the subject matter never
weighs down the beauty of the music on offer. I’d go as far as saying the songs
Karmakanic have created are exquisite, the playing is absolutely superb and
Edman’s vocals are wonderful. If, like me, your Prog sensibilities include TFK
(naturally), Transatlantic, Spock’s Beard, Big Big Train and Moon Safari, I have
no hesitation in claiming you will adore this album.
The aforementioned epic covers all these bases and more, where many
delightful melodies abound while calm and aggressive sections mix seamlessly.
Epics can often be disjointed or seem forced but no such complaints here as it
flows perfectly; it could warrant an entire review on its own.
Elsewhere, ‘Higher Ground’ is about Reingold’s upbringing in a small Swedish
town, again the melodies are terrific and the chorus infectious. ‘Steer By The
Stars’ (co-written with Tillison) is a West Coast/AOR gem if ever there was one.
‘Travelling Minds’ features delicious piano and bass motifs with Jonsson
delivering sumptuous guitar. The soloing across the album is precise, concise
and completely relevant.
Part 2 of the epic rounds things out in initially reflective mood but concludes
with a fittingly rousing instrumental section that stirs the blood.
Using Transatlantic as a yardstick, I would put ‘DOT’ right alongside any of
their albums for quality and for touching the pleasure buttons in my brain.
Awesome!
Gary Marshall
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LORDI – ‘MONSTEREOPHONIC (THEATERROR VS. DEMONARCHY)’ (AFM) HEAVY METAL
You cannot help but love Finnish Rockers
Lordi. They rose to fame with the absurd ‘Would
You Love A Monsterman?’ in 2002, then won
the Eurovision Song Contest in 2006. For some,
the whole make-up and over-the-top costume
renders them a novelty act, something labelled
upon both Kiss and Alice Cooper in their early
days I might add.
This is an album in two parts as explained by
‘Theaterror Vs Demonarchy’ being the subtitle.
Things begin with a creepy spoken message
before we tear into ‘Let’s Go Slaughter He-Man
(I Wanna Be The Beast-Man In The Monsters Of The Universe)’ – quite possible
the most absurdly fantastic song title I have heard this year! The song is dumb
fun, only really losing any Rock ‘n’ Roll thunder due to the tinkling keyboards. The
influence of seventies Glam Rock is all over ‘Hug Your Hardcore’ which is no doubt
about the Lordi fans.
Lordi have never hidden their AOR influences throughout their career, ‘Down
With The Devil’ could be Danger Danger, while ‘None For One’ reminded me
of Bonfire; the hooks are strong and the keyboards are soaked into the song. I
enjoyed ‘Mary Is Dead’, which has a Blues Rock approach and some interesting
chord progressions, and the band even attempt some Prog Rock leanings during
‘And The Zombie Says’.
A criticism often aimed at Lordi is that their music does not always fit the
image. At times this is true, they have often drifted off into Pop Rock parody.
‘Monstererophonic’ is worthy of the image, full-throttle Metal not heard since the
early days of W.A.S.P. Also worth a mention is ‘Break Of Dawn’ which taps into
B-Movie madness musically, a hairy long-nailed glove that fits the band well. The
musical storytelling of ‘The Unholy Gathering’ is both atmospheric and cutting
edge. It brought to mind King Diamond and is one of the band’s most ambitious
songs on offer here.
With this album, Lordi have delivered a great selection of memorable Rock
songs that are monstrous fun.
Ray Paul
‘Good, Bad, Innocent’ has a wonderful upbeat
feel, with lyrics that talk of days gone by and a
sing-along chorus, and if that ain’t a BJ recipe
then I don’t know what is; great song, either
way. Becker also brings to the table a real
knack for guitar solos throughout the album
with every one seemingly crafted perfectly
for the song that contains it. This may seem
obvious but it stands out here more than on
other albums.
‘Believe’ is up there with the best of this
year’s “summer” records and is a shoo-in for
anyone who likes their Rock with a Country
feel but still hard enough to be called Rock.
Stick this on in the car on a hot summer day
and the miles will fly by. Definitely a little bit
Country but with a lot of Rock ‘n’ Roll, Jaded
Past should be put on your buy list today.
Alan Holloway

song of its swagger and groove. Also on the
downside, the production isn’t great, with the
drums occasionally having an annoying echo
(unless my promo has a defect).
Negatives aside, the opening cuts ‘Night
Train’ and ‘100 Times Again’ are lively Country
Rock numbers with entertaining guitar runs
and certainly wouldn’t sound out of place
on one of The Eagles albums from the debut
to ‘On The Border’, while ‘Bitchin’ With A
Woman’, ‘Does It Matter’ and the power
ballad ‘Coming Home’ display the duo’s more
Southern tendencies, but I feel the album as a
whole could be a little too “Country” for the
average Fireworks reader.
Ant Heeks

JERICHO SUMMER
‘NIGHT TRAIN’
(Devil’s Blade)

MELODIC ROCK

SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Jericho Summer is a husband and wife duo
– Jay Zeffin and Vanessa Joy. Essentially very
Country (especially lyrically), there are plenty
of Southern Rock hints too thanks to some
fine guitar work. Both Zeffin and Joy sing,
whether it be alternating on lead vocal duties
or dueting and harmonising, with Zeffin’s
slightly gruffer delivery complementing Joy’s
more powerful Shania Twain meets Heart’s
Ann Wilson style.
It is actually the studio musicians
featured on the album, however, that will
be of the most interest to Fireworks readers;
mainly journeyman bassist Marco Mendoza
(Whitesnake, Thin Lizzy, Black Star Riders etc.),
Grammy Award-winning guitarist Albert Lee
and Guns ‘N’ Roses and The Dead Daisies axeslinger Richard Fortus.
There is an air of familiarity about many of
the songs as they seem to be very similar in
style to other songs that you can’t quite put
your finger on, but the one I have the most issue
with is ‘Lonely Town’, which is virtually a rewrite of Blackberry Smoke’s ‘One Horse Town’
– it’s not just similar, it’s bordering on a rip-off!
On that note, there is also a cover of BBS’s
‘Good One Comin’ On’ that can’t hold a candle
to the original or the more Country version by
Trent Willmon; Jericho Summer’s version has a
little more tempo to it, therefore stripping the
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JORDI CASTILLA &
CARTA MAGNA
‘MIRATE’ (Rock CD)
Spain seems to be a current hotbed for
Rock music right now. The likes of The Val,
Eldorado and Showbiz are all making their
mark on the European music scene, whilst
all maintaining their own unique sound; Jordi
Castilla & Carta Magna is no exception.
‘Mirate’, which translates into ‘Look At
You’ in English, is the bands third release,
but I must admit to not having heard of the
band before. The five-piece band, hailing from
Seville, consists of band leader Jordi Castilla –
who contributes vocals, guitar and keyboards
– alongside the rhythm section of Marc Cirera
(bass) and Pablo Estevez (drums) as well as
two additional vocalists in Daniel Hidalgo and
Ana Perea who do a fantastic job of building
each other’s sound.
The album is sung entirely in Spanish, a
language I only have a basic understanding
of, yet I found myself imaging lyrics that
went along with the beautiful rhythms
that managed to Rock as well as make you
feel laid back and transported to foreign
shores. Highlights are the title track and
‘La Ultima Cancion’ which also features a
guest appearance from Harem Scarem’s Pete
Lesperance. The song is also repeated as the
last track with a guest appearance from highly
respected Spanish artist Rafa Martin.
‘Mirate’ is a kaleidoscope of musical
sounds that all maintain that Spanish
slant on the Melodic Rock sound; at times
incorporating some Flamenco Rock and
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showing the influence of early Santana whilst
still keeping a Modern Rock slant. The multilayered vocals of the trio give the album a
real depth aided by top class production that
makes this album a very easy listen. If you can
get over the fact it is entirely in Spanish, the
music is well worth exploring.
The sound of a Spanish summer might not
be everyone’s glass of Sangria, but if you give
it a try you might just enjoy the rhythm.
Mick Parry

KAATO
‘KAATO’
(Nostalgia Media)
MELODIC ROCK

Kurt Lowney, or Kaato as he’s perhaps
better known, has been playing loud Rock
‘N’ Roll since he was sixteen. Relocating
to Nashville to hook up and record with
seasoned Melodic Rock veteran Mitch Malloy
may just have eased his search for Rock
credibility. Lowney and long-time friend and
bassist Mika Nuutinen have suddenly found
themselves thrown into the full glare of the
Melodic Rock spotlight courtesy of a rather
splendid debut.
Initially, Malloy’s input was as producer
and engineer, but such was the musical
chemistry that his involvement as a co-writer
of all the tracks quickly became that of rhythm
guitarist/backing vocalist which has heralded
a brand new start for both. Bringing in long
time Malloy and Red Dawn guitarist Tristan
Avakian has also been somewhat of a master
stroke. Avakian is not only remembered for his
searing guitar work on ‘Malloy 88’ but also
the monstrous genre classic ‘Red Dawn’.
The bio name checks Boston, Led Zeppelin,
Styx and Aerosmith to name a few, but the
reality is the candy on offer here rarely strays
into any territory that can be directly compared
to the aforementioned. Obviously keen to
avoid being stereotyped as an eighties band,
Lowney emits the stage persona of a seventies
Rock star. Opener ‘SDRnR’ even offers a slight
tinge of a Southern guitar riff, not amiss on
a Black Crowes album; it’s a rather glorious
romp with the requisite amount of attitude

and some marvellous vocals.
‘Colder’, with its almost Cheap Trick-ish riff,
infectious chorus and driving riff, is as close to
perfect Rock ‘n’ Roll as you can get; brilliant
vocal arrangements and duelling twin guitars
epitomise this as a bona fide anthem. The
current single ‘High Time’ is another splendid
track – made for radio, made for driving the
car fast and made for the stage. ‘I Don’t Love
You’ represents a healthy left turn having
more in common with perhaps Stone Temple
Pilots, but it’s so heavily laden with layered
backing vocals and more stunning guitar
work from Avakian; this is definitely one of
the album’s best tracks.
Malloy has done a sterling job on
production and the engineering side and
as a result you have an album chock full of
bally riffs, great vocals and a lovely bright
production which allows everything to stand
out clearly. Definitely one to spend your hard
earned on and I personally can’t wait for the
second album.
Kieran Dargan

KEE MARCELLO
‘SCALING UP’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

This new solo album from former Europe
guitarist Kee Marcello was not what I was
expecting; based on Marcello’s recent output,
I was guessing something a touch heavier
and Grungier but ‘Scaling Up’ is a stunning,
smooth Melodic Rock album with touches of
the Blues which left me impressed after my
first full listen! This was due to the album
possessing elements of the past in the mix
along with lots of smooth, upbeat choruses
and swaggering guitar riffs but all with a more
modern feel to it. This is not a retro album,
Marcello has just incorporated many of the
elements of traditional Melodic Rock into his
song-writing.
Of course, the album is very guitar heavy,
with lots of prominent guitar riffs, but nothing
aggressive or too heavy. The riffs have a lot
of swagger and Blues in them, reminiscent
of a lot of popular Hard Rock bands in the

LORRAINE CROSS – ‘ARMY OF SHADOWS’ (Mighty)

HEAVY METAL

In the present climate of increasing numbers
of studio-only acts, many of them never to be
brought to the live stage, that old rule of the
music industry – the one that favoured live
performance over studio work – somewhat
falls into oblivion. There are, thankfully, still
many exceptions to this current trend. One such
example is the French Metal ensemble Lorraine
Cross, who earned their chops the old fashioned
way on live stages across France before entering
the recording studio. ‘Army Of Shadows’ is the
title of their first release, recorded under the
auspices of the French musician and producer François Merle (Manigance).
Seconds into ‘…Shadows’ and one thing is certain – there’s no beating around
the bush here. The opening piece ‘Sharpshooter’ captures all that LC is about
music-wise in less than seven minutes of a furious, guitar-driven gallop. Further
on, the band draws as heavily from Power Metal (‘One Bullet For Me’, ‘Hard To
Get Out’) as from NWOBHM with all its rough, primal charm (‘Target Locked’, ‘The
Slab Was Trapped’, ‘Go To Hell’).
There are many strong moments throughout the album, from the fast-paced
instrumental ‘Stray Rocket’ to the varied pace of ‘Don’t Waste Your Energy’.
A fine piece of Metal balladry entitled ‘Die In Your Arms’ comes in-between,
embroidered with a wailing guitar solo and acoustic passages. However, there’s
still more to ‘…Shadows’ than just a collection of songs strongly embedded in
NWOBHM and the Speed/Power Metal tradition. From the band name and the
emblem on the album cover to the album’s lyrical content, LC reflects upon the
history of their homeland, particularly the hardship of the Second World War era.
And even though the revival of historical themes might not have been the most
original subject matter in Rock and Metal music – and certainly not invented by
LC themselves – their cultivated remembrance of one of the worst periods in
world history surely goes beyond the cliché.
‘Army Of Shadows’ would have been a valuable addition to any band’s catalogue
but, for a debut album, it turns out to be a particularly solid one. It brings out the
rough, vintage sound of mid-eighties Metal as well as proving that one doesn’t
need to employ fictional characters and events to tell compelling stories of war,
bravery and resistance. A very promising start for Lorraine Cross and a must for
every old-school Metal fan.
Alexandra Mrozowska
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late eighties and early nineties. The choruses
aren’t neglected in order to give the guitars
the limelight, as you may suspect, and there
are some awesome smooth choruses which
really capture you.
‘…Up’ doesn’t feel like Europe to me,
even though the album features two songs
originally written for them, and I think
anyone expecting this may be disappointed.
If you approach this album without any
preconceptions and you’re a Melodic Rock
fan, you should love it! The one-two punch
of ‘Don’t Miss You Much’ and ‘Fix Me’ is a
Melodic Rockers wet dream and should have
genre fans raving about it.
There is a strong Blues vibe to the vocals
too, which adds a touch of extra emotion, but
the choruses are as smooth as you’d expect
from a Melodic Rock release. For me, the Blues
and commercial music don’t usually mix very
well, but Marcello uses the Bluesy touches to
his guitars and his voice to actually give these
songs a more immediate impact.
Swaggering Rockers like ‘On The Radio’ and
‘Wild Child’ may be real attention-grabbers,
but it’s the ballad ‘Finger On The Trigger’ that
really showcases Kee Marcello’s guitar skills.
The guitar licks have a real melancholic feel
and it makes this emotive ballad even more
powerful and atmospheric.
‘Scaling Up’ is a solid slice of Melodic Rock
goodness which embraces the past whilst
giving us something current, and should have
Melodic Rockers young and old cranking up
their stereos.
Paul Woodward

KEN SHARP
‘NEW MOURNING’
(Jetfighter)
ROCK

Power Pop throughout the years has been
a much maligned and misunderstood genre
but I for one have always carried a torch
for this very particular brand of Rock music.
From its fledgling start in the late sixties/early
seventies (think the Raspberries and Badfinger
etc.) through to the skinny tie brigade of the
late seventies/early eighties (The Knack, Shoes
and The Romantics) and finally the glorious
sixties’ chic of Jellyfish in nineties.
A leading light within the genre is one
Ken Sharp, who is primarily known for
writing some of the best Rock books on the
market today. His subjects have included the
likes of KISS, Cheap Trick, David Bowie and
Raspberries, but he is also an accomplished
musician and I grasped with some relish his
fourth offering ‘New Mourning’.
Ably supported by a cast that includes such
luminaries as Rick Springfield, Wally Stocker
(The Babys) and Jimmy Waldo (New England),
this was sure to get my musical taste buds
going and it didn’t disappoint.
Anyone with a penchant for the likes
of some of the aforementioned names
will be immediately drawn to this release.
With a slew of jangly guitars, power chords
interlaced with gorgeous melodies and
expansive arrangements, all topped off
with some lovely harmony work, how can
you go wrong?
Sharp is not only a student of the genre
but also very much a leader and his inherent
understanding of it comes through in every
pore of this record. Opener ‘Dynamite And
Kerosene’, with its Raspberries-like riffs,
sets the scene for what follows; from the
Motown/Todd Rundgren vibes of ‘Solid
Ground’ and The Beatle-esque ‘I Should Have
Known’, every track, even the melancholic
‘Haunts Me’, has the knack (ahem) of putting
a smile on one’s face. Particular highlights
are the tracks ‘Satellite’, with some NE-like
keyboard runs in there for good measure,
and the rather epic closer ‘Loser’, which
explores areas that latter day Beatles and
CT were so adept at. Having said that, Ken
Sharp has stamped his own indelible mark
on the record and his vocals are never more
perfectly suited to the style of the music than
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on ‘Let’s Be Friends’, which is Power Pop
personified.
The whole album has that feel of lazy
summer days long gone and brings into
sharp focus a time when melodies and songs
really did matter.
Malcolm Smith

KILLER BEE
‘EYE IN THE SKY’
(Mighty/Target)
HEAVY METAL

They are a traditional Metal band are
Killer Bee, dropping rather fine albums in
the past. This one might be fantastic too.
It probably is. I can’t completely tell at this
point as the files have come down over
compressed or uncompressed (this technical
lark is beyond me) and so the music is
alternately tinny and muffled, but not so
much that you cannot discern the absolute
quality of the songs – [The “just arrived” full
copy sounds just fine so no concerns there
with the finished article – Ed].
This is two things; Deep Purple and
Rainbow. Sound good? Of course it does!
The wailing organ kicks on from the start in
a simply excellent title track with a robust
centre and a solo so busy it should have a
PA. ‘One Step Closer’ is slower, glowering as
it grows, sonorous organ trading licks with
a fiery guitar whilst The Quireboys shout
encouragement.
‘By My Side’ is a bombastic, AOR-soaked
ballad whereas ‘Joystick Warrior’ is the
tastiest bubblegum on the market. ‘Right
Between The Eyes’ is the best party this side
of a black rubber room. And then there is that
Purple Rainbow, no better than on ‘Higher
And Higher’ with a racing riff and a more
connected vocal redolent of one Graham
Bonnet, plus a double-tracked Ritchie
Blackmore-alike solo and that fuzzy organ
beavering away.
Apparently bees are dying out. That is a
disaster for our ecology. It wouldn’t be too
great for our musical outlook either.
Steve Swift

KILLIT
‘SHUT IT DOWN’
(Lions Pride)
HARD ROCK

Based in London but originally hailing
from Hungary, Israel, Argentina and Britain,
KilliT was founded at the beginning of this
year and they quickly released their first
video for single ‘Shut It Down’ which has
to date racked up over hundred thousand
views. This, the resultant album of the same
name, was planned for an independent
release but KilliT were quickly snapped up by
Lions Pride which clearly indicates the guys
have something special to offer.
The title track really is indicative of
the hard-edged, but still melodic, Rock
the band create. It’s “radio-friendly” and
despite their international mix, sounds very
Anglo-American in style. It’s hard to find a
comparison but little bits of The Treatment
and Heavens Basement spring to mind with
a little bit of “Yank” thrown in for aural
pleasure.
We have ballsy Rockers like ‘I Ain’t Playing
Your Game’ and ‘Say My Name’, the Bluesy
sounding ‘Dragging Me Down’ (slightly
reminiscent of The Dead Daisies) and the
more soulful ‘Calm Before The Storm’ and
‘Our Last Goodbye’.
The good thing about ‘Shut It Down’ is
that it’s hard to be critical of the album in any
way. There are no fillers and the production
is clear and crisp. The band are making
themselves visible on the gig circuit and this
album is the perfect platform for onward
progression. I’d welcome the chance to see
KilliT live as, if they are as good on stage, it
would be a damn fine evening!
Steve Price
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MADAME MAYHEM – ‘NOW YOU KNOW’ (HeadBall/Metalville) HARD ROCK
It is a natural reaction to show preference to
all those with whom you share your birthplace
– “Hometown Heroes” we like to call them. My
home state of New Jersey has spawned many
iconic Hard Rock musicians, including Jon Bon
Jovi, Richie Sambora, Sandi Saraya, Zakk Wylde,
Glenn Danzig and even the piquant Ted Poley.
So, it’s always exciting when someone has the
chutzpa to enter an already elegantly decorated
arena attempting to rub shoulders with these
established legends.
Madame Mayhem’s innate passion for
performing started during childhood at family gatherings. She continued
to follow her muse, studying Classical Voice at one of America’s premiere
University music programs. The proper, highly restrictive Classical atmosphere
proved too restrictive for MM, whose potential as song-writer and performer,
along with a penchant for Rocking hard, demands a much different and less
intrusive creative space.
Collaborating with some of Hard Rock’s most illustrious talents has birthed
‘Now You Know’, a fourteen song treatise that demands attention. Besides
herself, the album’s enviable roster includes Billy Sheehan (Mr. Big, Winery Dogs)
and Corey Lowery (Stuck Mojo, Saint Asonia) on bass, Ray Luzier (Korn, KXM) on
drums and guitarists Russ “Satchel” Parrish (Kevin Gilbert, Steel Panther) and Ron
“Bumblefoot” Thal (Bumblefoot, Guns ‘N’ Roses).
With the exception of the unlikely cover of ‘Anyone Who Had A Heart’ (Dionne
Warwick), ten songs are co-written with Sheehan and the other three with Lowery.
With a seasoned line-up like this, high expectations are absolutely justifiable.
However, any doubts are moot because this album delivers. The combination
of great song-writing, personalized lyrics, inspired performances and first class
production makes this a memorable debut.
The music treads the line between Hard Rock and Heavy Metal, the soaring
melodies nicely contrast the bombastic aggression of tracks like ‘Witchcraft’.
‘Perfect Nightmare’ is a groovy, mid-tempo Rocker that plays host to Sheehan’s
unmistakable bass tone, dressing the song in noble regalia, whilst Thal’s imitable
style is beautifully showcased on ‘Something Better (Now You Know)’. Albeit
minor, the only criticism with the album is song length, as most run less than
four minutes. With songs this good, it would simply be nice to have more of
each to enjoy.
‘Now You Know’ exposes all of MM’s musical talents along with a healthy dose
of provocative imagery that will certainly turn heads. With its release, Madame
Mayhem will gain a lot of momentum and I can see her gaining increased
popularity and respect among the Hard Rock community.
Brent Rusche
KING COMPANY
‘ONE FOR THE ROAD’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

Another new addition to the Frontiers roster,
King Company is a five-piece specializing in a
blend of Melodic Rock that anyone who has
sampled releases by the Italian label before
will be familiar with. Drummer Mirka “Leka”
Rantanen had the vision of a new band and
recruited guitar player Antti Wirman. Vocalist
Pasi Rantanen was added to the ranks with
keyboard player Jari Pailamo and bassist Time
Schleifer completing the line-up.
Securing a deal with Frontiers, the band’s
title track will get the attention of anyone
who enjoys Melodic Rock, the opening lines
stating “It was 1900 and 85, we were young,
wild and free”, and the band kick off into a
classic commercial Rocker. The production is
typically Frontiers, the chorus is quickly in your
head and Rantanen’s vocals sounds ideal for
the music the band produce.
‘Shining’ and ‘Wheels Of No Return’ both
follow a similar template, the guitar work in
the latter having touches of late eighties era
Whitesnake, something which is also sprinkled
across ‘Coming Back To Life’. The Hair Metal
power ballad ‘No Man’s Land’ is real lighter
waving stuff with soaring guitars on top, while
‘Wings Of Love’ is sure to be a winner among
the Melodic Rock fraternity.
Being brutally honest, I found the tracks
individually to be very good but when played
as an album, a chunk of the record felt a little
samey and it could maybe have benefitted
from a track shuffle to mix things up a little.
That said, that’s my personal opinion and there
have been many releases of late that I have
felt somewhat underwhelmed or apathetic
about, only to find I was the minority and
most people were lapping it up. I suspect that
will be the case here with King Company as
they have a generous dose of eighties in their
sound, a commercial vibe and are a perfect
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match for a label like Frontiers. For me, it’s a
promising debut but for others it may well be
a case of Christmas coming early.
James Gaden

KING OF THE NORTH
‘GET OUT OF YOUR WORLD’
(Rodeostar/SVP)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

There is something you would not believe
about King Of The North when you first hear
this album, the fact that it is a two-member
band consisting of Andrew Higgs on vocals
and guitar with Steve Tyssen on drums and
backing vocals. They have accomplished
together something that is loud, groovacious,
bold and jam-packed to the point of bursting.
That is something that even some five-piece
bands can struggle with.
It’s multi-layered with a variety of different
Rock sub genres; Stoner, Hard Rock, Blues
and Alternative Rock. There are times where
this is so “on point” and they have got that
concoction perfect, examples being ‘Burn’,
‘Love Like Fire’ and ‘Rise’.
‘Rise’, being the opening track, always
sets the precedence for the album. This
sends the message of Queens Of The Stone
Age meets Muse. The bass has such a deeprooted groove, it’s intense and immerses the
listener. The guitar effects are true to early
Muse in that they are so unconventional. ‘…
Fire’ explores dirty Blues riffs that can only be
a strong influence of Led Zeppelin and Deep
Purple. The gritty vocal line from Higgs is a
great addition to the guitar, complementing
it well.
‘Burn’ is the finest track on the record. The
grooves are so satisfying its reaches that hard
to get to itch with vocals that are powerful
and impressive. The jam section towards the
end of the track has an almost Hardcore riff,
but it’s not quite that aggressive. The rhythm
is certainly the forefront of this track as it is
for many on the record giving it that Stoner
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Rock brand.
There are a few songs with layered sub
genres that do stick out like a sore thumb.
‘Ride Like You’re Free’ has a DP guitar section
with a heavy old-school Punk melody, it
sounds disjointed with two opposing genres
that shouldn’t be together.
‘Get Out Of Your World’ is a record with
a mixed amalgamation of Zeppelin, AC/DC,
Black Sabbath, QOTSA and Audioslave. There
is a lot going on and it can get repetitive, but
what’s not to like when you have Sabbath
groove, a Deep Purple guitar section and
notable vocals to finish off.
Lara Kisel

LACEBLACK
‘LACEBLACK’
(Independent)
ROCK

Many of you may know Luca Celletti,
vocalist for the LaceBlack project, for his
great live covers of Aerosmith and Whitesnake
songs and his imposing stage presence while
performing them. This is a somewhat different
deal consisting of eleven original songs and
only one cover track from neither of the
aforementioned bands (being instead a cover
of ‘Old Souls’ by Paul Williams from the Brian
De Palma movie ‘Phantom Of The Paradise’).
Metal it is not, it’s not even AOR. Press
releases for it describe it as melting “elements
of Soul, R&B, Blues, Funk and Psychedelia”
and from that it seems clear Celletti is trying
to do something different here. Parts of this
album are reminiscent of David Bowie, Prince,
Hazel O’Connor and the The Beatles at their
most experimental, some might even say
“way outta mainstream and off the wall” as
it even swings towards Jazz at times with an
underlying eighties drum sound feel. By now
you might be getting an idea if this is likely
to be up your street or not; if you are openminded read on.
Highlights of the album include an
infectious and haunting chorus on ‘It’s All
Gone’, beautiful guitar playing on ‘Anytime’
and memorable vocal harmonies on ‘Here
He Comes’.
This music is extremely chilled. It is
music for “after” the after party, if you get
my meaning – altered mind consciousness
is optional but it would fit right in to the
groove.
Dawn Osborne

LANFEAR
‘THE CODE INHERITED’
(Pure Steel)
PROGRESSIVE

It’s been four long years since Germany’s
Lanfear last released an album and in a
genre, namely Melodic Progressive Metal,
where we see new albums coming out
on an almost weekly basis, I wondered if
they had let the competition get a leg up
on them. After hearing the rather jarring
and not at all pleasant opening cut ‘The
Delusionist’, I immediately thought that my
fears had come home to roost. Thankfully
after such a disappointing start, Lanfear’s
music settles down and the band begins to
pile on the melodies which enhance their
sound immensely.
‘The Opaque Hourglass’ brings to mind
early Primal Fear, Evergrey and Symphony X;
in Nuno Miguel de Barros Fernandes Lanfear
have a singer who has the power, passion
and delivery to propel this band to much
greater heights. ‘Evidence Based Ignorance’,
‘Self Assembled’ and the forceful and highly
melodic ‘Remain Undone’ are all songs that
show just what a talented bunch of songwriters Lanfear are and, as such, they need
to write songs like this much more often
than they do.
There are two tracks I haven’t mentioned
so far, firstly, the album’s epic title track ‘The
Code Inherited’. At almost eleven minutes this
fine slice of Melodic Prog Metal has echoes
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MARILLION – ‘F E A R ’ (earMUSIC)

PROGRESSIVE

It took me aback when I realised that this
is the eighteenth Marillion album and the
fourteenth with the band’s enigmatic frontman Steve Hogarth. How did we get so far
down the road? In many ways that’s exactly
the question the controversially named
‘F E A R (Fuck Everyone And Run)’ is asking. How
did we get to a place where the world and its
people seem to simply look at each other and
exclaim “fuck it!”, and run. It’s not a shout of
hatred, of ambivalence or even a chuckled fuck
you. This is a band questioning how the world
became so openly every man for themselves.
‘The New Kings’ and ‘El Dorado’ turn the focus on world events, big business,
governments and the twisted systems that maintain the status quo while
ensuring the gap between those who have and those who don’t continually
widens. The ethos of “we can do what we want, as you do what you’re told”
runs underneath it all. Yeah, I know. Who do these Marilli-blokes think they are
to tell us how to look at the world? But they’re not; the expertly crafted lyrics
merely ask questions and hold up mirrors so the reflections we see are the
conclusions we draw.
The band also holds that mirror up to themselves; ‘The Leavers’ is about being
in a constantly touring band. This isn’t a narcissistic tale from the road, however,
but the difficulty of adjusting between life on tour and life in the home – the
constant desire to leave, the constant struggle to return to those they genuinely
love – in what is the everyday to their semi-permanent extraordinary. The tender
honesty hits deep as it does in ‘White Paper’, a song that again looks at family,
relationships, how they evolve and how we deal with the consequences.
Reading that back, you’d think ‘F E A R’ is a depressing album and yet, its
triumph is that while it certainly doesn’t shy away from intimate, intense fragility,
it’s also a hugely uplifting, beautiful collection. Guitarist Steve Rothery stamps his
authority throughout; brash and bold, small and intricate (hell, he even revisits his
classic solo-sound in ‘…Leavers’), while the manner in which he, Mark Kelly’s keys,
Pete Trewavas’s bass and Ian Mosley’s drums combine, is majestic.
Marillion firmly believe ‘F E A R’ is one of the best albums of their long and
fruitful career. Who am I to disagree?
Steven Reid
of Magnitude 9, Shadow Gallery and Vision
Divine running through its vaults. It’s also a
song that any other band playing this kind
of music would be proud to have written. It
is full of clever arrangements, commanding
musicianship and edgy demanding vocals
which, when all are put into the Metal
cooking pot, heat up and melt nicely together
to create a lovely simmering musical recipe.
The second track is the Bryan Adams tribute
song ‘Summer Of 89’. A track so out of place
on a Prog Metal album that it leaves you
wondering why it’s actually there.
In summing up I have to say that there
are both highs and lows when it comes to
this release. Dropping the aggressive Metal
of the opening track is a must and if you’re
going to do a song like ‘…89’ then write
a whole album like it, don’t try to place it
on an album where it just doesn’t fit. Apart
from that, Lanfear must keep up the good
work as songs two through to seven are
simply great.
Ian Johnson

genres. A handful of songs on the album
(‘iSong’, ‘The Rebel’, ‘WCIS’) could in fact have
been a couple of lost demos shelved around
the time the first PP album was to be released.
Other tracks, such as ‘Pounder’ or ‘Shoot For
A Falling Star’ – the latter embroidered with
an epic, powerful guitar riff – are a nod and
a wink to Boquist’s prowess in the Power
Metal craft. The elaborate structure of each
song allows for a certain showcase of guitar
skill, particularly within the album’s heavier
tracks (‘Tombola Wheel’, ‘Diver’), but it’s far
from a flashy shredding extravaganza. From
the opening track of ‘…Life’ to the very last
one, it’s nothing but the melody that is kept
in the forefront.
If you have a little familiarity with Lars
Boquist’s previous recordings, his solo offering
may not be much of a surprise genre-wise.
Beyond this, despite the not-so-brilliant pun
in the album title, ‘Larser Than Life’ remains a
collection of well-crafted, melodic pieces built
around a blistering guitar sound.
Alexandra Mrozowska

LARS BOQUIST
‘LARSER THAN LIFE’
(Independent)

LEE ABRAHAM
‘THE SEASONS TURN’
(Festival)

INSTRUMENTAL

PROGRESSIVE

When interviewed, many musicians praise
the benefits of team work which leads them
towards reaching collective goals. If one’s
musical resume is dominated with band work,
however, what it usually means in practice is
that many a compromise was introduced in
the process. Consequently, a chance to step
out solo is often an opportunity to wander off
the beaten track and experiment; rarely will
a musician’s solo release overlap stylistically
with his previous recordings. That said, it does
happen sometimes, a fact proven by Swedish
guitarist Lars Boquist with his first, largely
instrumental, solo effort ‘Larser Than Life’,
released this year.
Boquist’s name should ring a bell with at
least two specific group of listeners, those
familiar with his work in nineties Melodic
Hard Rock outfit Pole Position, and those who
encountered Reptilian at some point during
their Power Metal quest. Surprisingly or not,
‘…Life’ skilfully blends his experience in both

Although he’d already released three
highly regarded solo albums and spent time
as the bassist in Galahad, Lee Abraham’s
stock rose significantly with the arrival of his
much-lauded 2014 solo work ‘Distant Days’.
If those raised expectations heaped any
extra pressure on Abraham then it certainly
doesn’t show – the organic, modern yet
traditional Progressive Rock of ‘The Seasons
Turn’ contains material of the highest order.
As with all the best solo releases, the main
protagonist is clever enough to surround
himself with an embarrassment of riches;
vocalists Marc Atkinson (Nine Stones Close),
Dec Burke (Radio Darwin/solo), Mark Colton
(Credo) and Simon Godfrey (Riversea) split
the five tracks between them. Atkinson,
the only singer to appear twice, takes on
the heavy lifting, his performance mighty
on the epic, twenty-plus minute title track.
Unusually, this lengthy varied piece is placed
front and centre, introducing the album in
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uncompromising fashion. As statements
go it is a confident one; Abraham’s varied
guitar and keyboard work are quite
stunning, although with sumptuous piano
from Rob Arnold and captivating guitars
from Christopher Harrison and Simon Nixon,
the cherry on top would be if one-time IQ
man Martin Orford came out of retirement
to provide a snatch of flute-play – which is
exactly what he does.
When what follows maintains the
standard set by the early tracks, it starts
to become impossible to ignore the lofty
heights Abraham now seems able to reach.
Dec Burke adds his instantly recognisable
guitar signature to the more rumbustious
‘Live For Today’ and lilting ‘The Unknown’,
bringing a new dimension to both, while
Colton’s vocal attitude proves perfect for
the more immediate and melody-driven ‘Say
Your Name Aloud’.
The last few years have shown that Prog
is – even taking into account its seventies
heyday – in as rude health as it has ever
been. With ‘The Seasons Turn’, Lee Abraham
has confirmed his status as one of the
leaders of the pack, something that looks
set to long continue.
Steven Reid

LEON ALVARADO
‘THE FUTURE LEFT BEHIND’
(Melodic Revolution)
INSTRUMENTAL

Luckily for me, our Reviews Editor has
got my tastes pegged down to a tee! I’ll
readily admit that I’d not previously heard of
multi-instrumentalist keyboard player Leon
Alvarado, however, our esteemed Ed had
noticed that Billy Sherwood (a favourite of
mine) played on this album and, before you
know it, said album is being posted through
my letterbox.
According to Alvarado, the idea
of creating a concept album out of
instrumental Progressive Rock music had
appealed to him ever since he heard Rick
Wakeman’s ‘Journey To The Centre Of
The Earth’. ‘The Future Left Behind’ is the
fourth album from Alvarado, someone who
has previously worked with John Goodsall
(Brand X), Bill Bruford (Yes), Trey Gunn (King
Crimson) and Jerry Marotta (Peter Gabriel)
to name but a few.
The story is set around a time when
the planet Earth is decaying due to excess
pollution, over-population and the stripping
of its natural resources (sound familiar?).
The solution (for the more fortunate) is to
leave the planet for a better life. There are
two perspectives as to what is going on;
firstly, there is narration from Canadian
Steve Thamer and secondly, there is a more
personal viewpoint contained within the
album booklet.
‘…Behind’ kicks off with ‘Launch
Overture’, which has the aforementioned
Wakeman guesting on Moog and some
fine guitar work by Sherwood. ‘Weightless’
has an Eastern-flavoured sound and is
Jazzy in places. ‘The Ones Left Behind’ is a
powerful track with pounding keyboards
and, needless to say, Sherwood adds more
intricate lead guitar; it also has a Classical
element to it. ‘Among The Stars’ has a Space
Rock feel along with a neat kind of groove.
‘In Our Quiet Orbit’ again has a Classical
feel in places and, at other times, is dark and
atmospheric. ‘To Be Loved’ is a beautiful
acoustic piece featuring ex-CIRCA: member
Johnny Bruhns and at points sounds like
Steve Howe’s ‘Mood For A Day’.
I won’t spoil the end of the story for
our readers/listeners, all I will say is that
album closer ‘The Star Seekers’ is another
powerful Space Rock jam. ‘The Future Left
Behind’ is an interesting album which
benefits from a superb overall sound
thanks to ex-Pink Floyd engineer Andy
Jackson. Give it a listen!
Az Chaudhry
FIREWORKS

LYNAM
‘HALFWAY TO HELL’
(Lions Pride)
HARD ROCK

‘Halfway To Hell’ is the sixth album
from Alabama-based Rock band Lynam. It
consists of the ‘…Hell’ EP (2013) plus some
tracks from previous releases. The album is
interesting in that it mashes together Melodic
Rock elements of bands like Def Leppard with
modern paces and sounds similar to the like of
Black Veil Brides. It’s easy though, to take this
four-piece seriously.
‘Rise Up’ is the closest to BVB but
delivers all the unprocessed heaviness that
the Brides lack. Like most of the tracks here,
it closes neatly and sharply; the throaty
A Cappella finish is a stylish addition. The
title track sums up the band’s overall style
– solid Rock verses with melodic choruses.
It’s all very tidy and commercial but, with
commercial often sounding overly negative,
Lynam deliver a bit more bite than most
Modern Rock on offer today.
‘Dead Man’s Parade’ is a good example of
the above, elements of Fatal Smile’s moody
undertones surround this song and drummer
Dave Lynam makes some well-placed
contributions. ‘Cold’ shows off the more
retro, softer style of the band while ‘Stone
Bought Halo’ rumbles from the bass and
drums, overlaid with plenty of distorted guitar
spiralling all over the show. It’s anthemic
without sounding too clean.
‘Wrong Side Of The Grave’ shows Lynam
at their strength, they go heavy and they go
all out. In terms of sound there are Crashdietesque whirrs of guitar in the bridge but overall
these guys opt for a more modern polish over
a Sleazier sound.
‘Save My Soul’ and ‘Just Say Anything’
Rock slower rhythms, stewing heavy drawnout guitar but without losing any of their
energy or power, despite the change in pace.
The pre-chorus on ‘Save My Soul’ builds
particularly nicely.
‘Is This A Heartbreak Or A Loaded Gun’ is
the stand-out track and where the band’s selfstated genre of Retro Metal comes into play
more obviously. It’s a statement of a track with
all the presence and melody of DL but with a
stylish modern spin.
Individually, these tracks pack a solid
punch of Hard Rock and will appeal to modern
fans of both Hard and more commercial Rock.
As an album, there are times when the song
structure and sound becomes a little samey
but there’s enough variety and character to
make you think it might be worth revisiting
their back catalogue.
Sophie Brownlee

MANTI
‘DARK OBSESSION’
(CDBaby)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Anthimos Manti is the guitarist behind this
interesting album, the fourth solo effort from
the Greek. Many of the tracks fall into Soft
Rock territory, such as ‘There’s A Way’, ‘Open
Your Eyes’, ‘For You’ and ‘Holding Hands’.
Manti’s guitar work is colourful though lacks
character; he shreds Psychedelic-flavoured
solos of often blistering intensity throughout
the songs but they are solos that, really, could
be found on any guitarist’s solo album.
The duet ‘Back To Zero’ with vocalist
George Gakis (Troublemakers) was weaker
than I expected for a track with a guest singer.
The rhythm was edgier, the mood punchier
than its predecessors, but the vocals were
flimsy and barely audible at times.
One highlight for me included the upbeat
‘Fill Me’, fun minor notes contrast with an
unexpected but buttery, harmonised chorus
before it’s back to jagged guitar and passiveaggressive vocals from Aristotelis Mavropulos.
‘Dark Obsession’ dips into Progressive
Rock and even hints at Metal, though
Mavropulos’s vocals seem to fluctuate
FIREWORKS

wildly from experimentation to confident
performance, even if that performance is
largely inconsistent in style.
Overall, Anthimos Manti could have taken
a firmer stance with his guitar work, if not
necessarily centre stage, but the music felt
overcrowded and the melodies clouded and
indistinct. Instrumental and guitar fans may
find something to enjoy here in the variety
of styles and sounds but otherwise there was
little that stood out.
Sophie Brownlee

MELTED EGO
‘DEVILS OR GODS’
(Countryfied)
HARD ROCK

Melted Ego is a Metal band from Germany;
the title ‘Devils Or Gods’ gives you an idea of
where we are going musically.
Latter-day Metallica is the influence
throughout ‘Mud Stain’, the music is hard
grinding Metal showcasing Melf Hartwig’s
uncompromising chops. His vocals carry the
chorus of the brutal title track ‘Devils Or Gods’
to great effect and the lyrics have a painful yet
hopeful tone to them.
The semi-acoustic offering of ‘It Blows
Me Away’ sounds like it is only there to vary
the pace of the album, sticking out like a
sore thumb. Sometimes simplicity can be the
strength in a song, ‘On My Own’ taps into this
and offers a straight-ahead Rocker that has
Hartwig shedding new light on his voice.
I enjoyed the razor-sharp riffs of ‘Broken
Heroes’, it’s a solid but unspectacular headbanger in the style of latter day Saxon.
‘Everytime’ is super-slick in its delivery and
has one of the best choruses on this release.
For sheer monolithic guitar grooves you have
to turn to ‘Living Dead’, it is super depressive
and quite addictive in equal measures.
Keeping the song count down to nine
tracks serves Melted Ego well. There is little
time to be distracted but enough good
material for you to want to return to this
album frequently.
Ray Paul

MERIDIAN
‘BREAKING THE SURFACE’
(Target/Mighty)
HEAVY METAL

It has been a few years since Danish
destructors of decibels Meridian released
their first album, not-at-all cunningly
titled ‘Metallurgy’. Despite their lack of
imagination title-wise, the album went
down well and they are finally back with
the follow-up ‘Breaking The Surface’, the
cover of which shows a submarine breaking
the surface. Ah well, it’s better than
‘Metallurgy’, I suppose.
Like many albums these days we get a
short instrumental to kick off, building to a
crescendo in a minute and a half, theoretically
getting you all excited for what is to come. In
fairness it does a pretty good job and as ‘Hero
Forever’ launches the album proper, you’re
ready for masses of Melodic Metal. That’s
what you get too, from seven songs over
nearly forty minutes. Each one has a crunchy
backbone that’s livened up by some energetic
guitar, with further life added by Lars Mӓrker’s
powerful, tuneful vocals. Needless to say,
the whole thing is polished off with some
excellent guitar solos that never trample over
the songs themselves. It’s one of those albums
that is very hard not to enjoy and air-guitar
aficionados will find their fingers flying over
invisible fret-board.
Meridian has crafted a worthy follow-up
to ‘Metallurgy’ and ‘Breaking The Surface’ is
absolutely stuffed with melody and power,
each song inviting repeated listens. It’s one
of those albums that nails its target audience
and anyone who gets off on a bit of Melodic
Metal will have a good time with this. It has to
be said, that this is great, Danes…
Alan Holloway
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MGM
‘SUNNY DAYS GONE BY’
(Independent)

MICHAL PAKULSKI
‘THE ROAD’
(Musicola)

HARD ROCK

INSTRUMENTAL

I get quite a few Italian bands to review
and without fail they have a very low
internet presence, rarely having websites
or Facebook pages. The album blurb is a
bit lacking too so, other than telling you
they are a four-piece band from Cassino
in Italy, are majorly influenced by the
seventies and their names, there is little I
can tell you.
The seventies influence is apparent from
the opening track ‘Magic Highway’ with
chunky solos and driving Hammond. I have
to say, the Jon Lord-esque solo from Marco
Capitiano certainly lends authenticity to
the claimed “seventies sound” and does
actually pique my interest. It is followed by
‘Sometimes’, which has the signature key
stabs of Uriah Heep and could very easily
be a lost Heep track. The theme continues
with ‘You Think It’s True’, which is a Funky
Lone Star-style track whereas ‘If You Don’t
Fight’ is Glenn Hughes Deep Purple-era
Funk. ‘Plastic Soldiers’ has a really familiar
keyboard sound but like most of the tracks
on the album, the original track I think
it sounds like hovers on the edge of my
consciousness. The final song on this minialbum is a studio jam entitled ‘Smokey
Room’ and I enjoyed this more than
most as the scrappy production and retro
sound do give it a real vibe of the smoky
seventies bar jam.
Without a doubt, MGM wear their
influences on their sleeve and there isn’t
much about this album that is in any sense
original, however, in many ways that is
part of its charm. A band of Italians writing
songs in a vintage English Rock style from
an era before they were probably born is
endearing and they do actually pull it off
rather well. If the seventies classics were
your thing and you wish for new listening
material then try and track this down, it’s
kinda fun.
Helen Bradley Owers

One look at the album cover and you know
it’s time to buckle up and make sure the tank
is full. With an artwork that resembles a shot
from a road film, Michal Pakulski – a Polish
guitar player, composer session musician and
music journalist – takes you for a ride with his
new album ‘The Road’. And, as it turns out,
it’s a musical trip to be enjoyed not only by a
shredding aficionado...
So to describe the album’s content, Pakulski
uses the term “Modern Classic Rock”. An
oxymoron? It may seem so, but in the end it
turns out to be surprisingly accurate. Its start
accentuated with the haunting, eerie intro
(‘Memories’) and ‘The Road’ turns out to be a
fine compromise between the old-school vibe
and the modern, sharp sound of the album.
Although the majority of it is dominated by
Pakulski’s crystal-clear, sharp and melodic
guitar sound, as in the slightly eighties-tinted
‘Two Poles’, it also gets soft and dreamy
at times (‘Lullaby’). Pakulski also switches
easily from one music style to another – from
furious shredding (‘Pain’, ‘The Road’ or fiery
final track ‘Supernova’) to a laidback, slightly
Jazzy sound (‘13th Planet’) or a certain dose of
“radio-friendly” Melodic Hard Rock (‘For The
Rest Of My Life’). While it may be assumed
that his instrumental prowess is proven best
by the former, only the latter demonstrate his
actual versatility as a guitar player.
The trip down the eponymous “road”
with Pakulski is way too short, ending
abruptly at thirty minutes and only eight
tracks. This, however, might have been the
guitarist’s plan all along and it certainly
works, the listener left craving for more after
‘Supernova’ fades out. The deliberate choice
behind the limited length of the album may
have robbed Pakulski of a chance to fill his
songs with even more guitar wizardry, but
conversely it also made it more digestible,
even for those who define shredding as
“style over substance” kind of playing.
‘The Road’ is thus an album both a guitaroriented and song-oriented listener can enjoy,

MAVERICK – ‘BIG RED’ (Metalapolis)

MELODIC ROCK

Rising Northern Ireland Melodic/Hard Rockers
Maverick – who unashamedly admit to trying to
recreate the eighties vibe generated by the likes of
Winger, Skid Row and Y&T – approached that oftperceived “difficult second album” at something
of a crossroads. They had just come off a hugely
successful European tour supporting The Poodles,
but they had also just lost lead guitarist Ric
Cardwell.
Debut ‘Quid Pro Quo’ had been a gritty and
energetic album, which immediately grabbed
the listener by the balls and forced you to pay
attention. The follow-up has forsaken the grit for polish, although it most definitely
retains plenty of energy. It also has to be said that, by and large, it also lacks much
of the immediacy of its predecessor, as it takes several listens to really get into what
is going on.
What is clear, however, is that the band has learned much in the intervening
period. There is a substantial step forward in the quality of the song-writing with
more thought given to the depth and clarity of both the tunes themselves and
their delivery. There is also a marked improvement in the performance of vocalist
David Balfour, who has learned to use his voice as an instrument rather than just
scream the lyrics (he did suffer massive throat problems in the wake of the debut’s
release), and his enunciation throughout is as good as you will hear from many
more established/experienced singers.
As mentioned above, Maverick is very much influenced by the eighties Big Hairera and the songs are nothing more than you would expect; plenty of melody, loads
of harmony, big sing-along choruses and lots of references to living life to the
maximum. But, especially in the second half, it also has an underlying introspection,
with Balfour exorcising some highly personal demons.
There are some great songs, such as the gasoline-fuelled opener ‘All For One’, the
infectious ‘Mademoiselle’, the bar-room stomp of ‘Whiskey Lover’ and the Mama’s
Boys-ish ‘Renegade’.
As someone who has followed the band from their very early days, ‘Big Red’
initially was a difficult listen but it’s definitely one which can be described as a
“grower” and shows a young band who are evolving and not content to sit still.
Ultimately, despite my initial reservations, this could be one of the best Melodic
Rock albums produced by a British band this year.
Mark Ashby
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and this fact alone may have been Michal
Pakulski’s secret weapon from the very start.
Alexandra Mrozowska

MISS BEHAVIOUR
‘GHOST PLAY’
(AOR Heaven)
MELODIC ROCK

Sebastian Roos (vocals), Erik Heikne
(Guitars), Henrik Sproge (keyboards), Niclas
Lindblom (bass) and Magnus Jacobson
(drums). Names that just make you think of a
place that produces more Melodic Rock than
any other country in the whole world. A place
that, though it’s not that touched and blessed
by the sun as others are, is more enlightened
than other so called “civilized” countries, both
in terms of respect towards the environment
and in regards to social rights and political
stands. To be frank, there’s no Western
country that can compete with the human
sustainability standards of Sweden at the
moment, except for Denmark, maybe.
That said, music can’t help but flourish
and thrive in such an environment and also
it’s no wonder people in Sweden start playing
and dedicating themselves to music since they
are very young, literally absorbing any kind of
influences coming from all over the world and
reinterpreting them in superb and ultra-catchy
ways. Furthermore, they are not subjected
to being segregated or bound to music/
cultural niches/clichés like in the UK or USA,
for instance. Let me put it this way; this is the
music that even an average Swedish family
with kids (not necessarily dressed in black and
pink striped spandexes) would normally enjoy
on a sofa in front of the TV while having a cosy
mushroom soup.
Now, do you really need to be a Metal
weirdo to enjoy the pure majesty of songs like
‘Friendly Fire’ or ‘The Magician’? This is just a
form of higher music sensitivity that can so
easily merge the magniloquence brought by
the inherent classical roots of Metal – Johann
Sebastian Bach, Niccolò Paganini, Richard
Wagner, Ludwig van Beethoven, Bela Bartok,
to name a few – with the most blatant and
cheekiest side of Pop music, from Duran
Duran or Lady Gaga. ‘Savage Heart’, with its
charming and bombastic chorus, or ‘Pain And

Passion’, featuring an epic gait that results
in a hedonistic, polyphonic vocal harmony,
definitely converge to my point.
But, if you still have your doubts, the list
of classy acts is long here and I could also
mention ‘Night Moves’ and ‘Walking In
Shadows’, in case you’re looking for some
thrills in between The Poodles, H.e.a.t. and
Reckless Love sounds. Fly high, Sweden!
Fly high!
Enrico Navella

MISS RABBIT
‘TALES FROM THE BURROW’
(Suisa)
HARD ROCK

Mix up a touch of The Bangles with The
Donnas and Miss Rabbit (no, not a female
sexual aid) from Switzerland – formerly a
covers band – is what you’d get.
It’s not going to change any lives, but this
trio of females push out an addictive, albeit
inessential, blend of Sleazy Rock hooks and
sing-along choruses reminiscent of the Sunset
Strip bands of yesterday.
One listen to TD-like ‘Disaffection’ or
‘Independent’ will have you back-combing
your hair whilst reaching for your low slung
guitar. It’s raw, Sleazy Club Rock and it’s as
enjoyable as it is throwaway.
Mike Newdeck

MITCH MALLOY
‘MAKING NOISE’
(Independent)
ROCK

Possessing arguably the most lustrous
locks in Rock, Malloy Malloy – possibly best
known for being Van Halen’s “nearly frontman” in the mid-nineties – has, on ‘Making
Noise’, followed in the footsteps of Richie
Kotzen in the significant undertaking of
handling writing duties, all instrumentation,
production and, of course, vocals by himself at
his studio, Malloy Master Tracks in Nashville.
Calling a song ‘Rocknroll’ and beginning it
with a drum salvo is certainly brave... Happily
it happens to be an enjoyable, succinct (at
just two and a half-minutes) and effervescent
opener, while ‘My Therapy’ is a mid-tempo

MEAT LOAF – ‘BRAVER THAN WE ARE’ (429 Records)

ROCK

For a late career album, ‘Braver Than We Are’ is
a surprisingly compelling, varied and exhilarating
affair. It sees the irrepressible Meat Loaf
collaborating again with Jim Steinman, with whom
he has sold sixty-seven million albums. Steinman
contributes to all ten songs here, including the first
he ever wrote, and the most recent.
“My voice just isn’t what it was,” Meat tells us
in the macabre musical theatre of the irresistibly
madcap opener ‘Who Needs The Young’, and
maybe there’s a hint of truth in that (hopefully his
“legs”, “lips” and “sex” are still in good working
order). He may not impose himself quite as he once did, but he sings with real pathos
and, sharing the limelight with female leads Stacy Michelle, Cian Coey and original
‘Paradise By The Dashboard Light’ girls Ellen Foley and Karla DeVito, actually works
a treat.
Across the mind-boggling range of material one gets a real sense of a team effort,
which shows the value of even a “solo” performer running with a stable and top
notch band, in this case a band of astonishing musical dexterity capable of giving
even the more saccharine of Steinman’s compositions a real edge.
The epic ‘Going All The Way’ (a song in six movements) will, not unfairly, attract
attention given the presence of Foley and DeVito, but for me the album’s stand out
track is the up-tempo and ultra-modern sounding ‘More’, a refreshing blend of Rock,
Indie and Electronica previously recorded by the Sisters of Mercy. Other highlights
include the pomp and earnestness of ‘Godz’ and ‘Skull Of Your Country’, the original
home of the “bright eyes” section from Steinman’s ‘Total Eclipse Of The Heart’. Listen
out too for David Luther’s sax on the sometimes Bob Dylan-esque ‘Souvenirs’ and
for Southern Rock legend Ricky Medlocke’s slide guitar on runaway album closer
‘Train Of Love’, a song with backing vocals that show more than a hint of sympathy
for the devil.
Meat Loaf is indisputably one of Rock music’s largest and most enduring
personalities, but who’d have thought he would work with Steinman again to such
stunning effect. It’s heartening that even in his twilight years he is still prepared to
take chances and will do anything for his art – even that! This is a superb album, one
chock full of high quality compositions and performances as well as being great fun
from start to finish.
Michael Anthony
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contemporary Rocker with a chorus that
brings to mind Aerosmith’s ‘Dream On’,
especially on its run-out.
‘I Was Wrong’ is a reflective ballad that
betrays Malloy’s Nashville location which is
fair enough because, unlike the plethora of
recent Rock relocators, he’s been there for
decades. It’s a decent example of a Rock/
Country crossover and stays on the right
side of sentimentality. ‘Life Has Just Begun’
possesses a stalking guitar riff under laid
by a muscular bass line, add a strong vocal
performance and deft keys and you have the
album’s high point.
Not everything works; ‘One Way’ has an
off-kilter guitar motif that isn’t pleasant to
these ears while – Giant-like intro aside –
Malloy’s usual inherent melody goes adrift on
‘Alone’.
Full credit to Mitch Malloy for creating
‘Making Noise’ as it comes across as a
musician’s labour of love, and when he’s
undoubtedly able to earn far more behind the
mixing desk at his studio than releasing his
own material, that’s especially admirable.
Caesar Barton

MITCHELL HUNT
‘GIVE ME A SIGN’
(Lion’s Pride)
ROCK

Born in Newfoundland (Canada), Mitchell
Hunt’s song-writing has been inspired by
the harsh yet beautiful and weather-beaten
landscape he grew up with. His songs speak
of the joy and hope you can find in life and
how love can help to heal and save you.
Now I have to confess something to you,
that being that I’m a sucker for this singer/
song-writer stuff – yes, I’m a card carrying
member of the AOR Mafia. I’ll also admit that
I do like the heavier, more complicated music
that you get in the many different genres this
magazine supports, but if you hand me an
album featuring a lone person singing from
the heart, ably supported by a small backing
band (two guys this time), you’ll find me in
hog heaven each and every time.
What I find best about this style of music
and Hunt’s album is that it is uncomplicated,
uncluttered and without ego, There’s no “look
at me and see how fast I can play” going on.
It’s just the songs doing all the talking and,
without hesitation, I can highly recommend to
you ‘The End’, the Country Rockin’ ‘Chance To
Be With You’, the tasty ‘Closer To You’ with its
superb hook, the wonderful ‘Make Him Pay’
which Rick Springfield would be proud to have
written, ‘Scream’, ‘Stronger’, ‘Never Gonna
Say’, the stunning ballad ‘Forever And Ever
Again’ and the killer ‘Steal Your Heart’.
Mitchell Hunt and his cohorts – Clint
Curtis (guitars) and Steve Clark (drums) –
have, with ‘Give Me A Sign’, recorded an
album that speaks to me on so many levels.
If you have any love for catchy, hook-laden
songs that are full of life and played with
gusto, then I think you will get a real kick
out of this record. I urge you to look out
for this fine release and give its music and
songs a try.
Ian Johnson

MULTI-STORY
‘CRIMSON STONE’
(Festival)
PROGRESSIVE

If you are incessantly hankering after
those exultant days of seventies/eighties
Prog, then this, the third album from Welsh
Progsters Multi-Story, could well be right
up your street… or should I say valley! The
band commenced their musical journey in
the eighties and, following exposure on the
Tommy Vance Rock Show on Radio One, they
were signed up to the FM label, a subsidiary of
Heavy Metal Records. Their debut album ‘East
West’ (1985) was quickly followed by a very
successful support slot on Magnum’s ‘On A
Storyteller’s Night’ UK tour. Striking whilst the
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iron was hot, so to speak, MS delivered their
sophomore effort in 1987; ‘Through Your Eyes’
failed to capture a greater audience or garner
additional plaudits to take the band onto the
next step to stardom.
Despite the ravages of time, original
members and co-founders Paul Ford (vocals,
acoustic guitars) and Rob Wilsher (keyboards,
programming) are once again working in
tandem, with new blood in the shape of
Aedan Neale (electric & acoustic guitars),
Kyle Jones (bass) and Jordan Neale (drums,
percussion). They have, in ‘Crimson Stone’, an
album that exudes professionalism, craft and
prepossessing melody throughout.
Straight from the off ‘Murmuration’
transports you back to the early days of
Genesis, Marillion and Yes; Ford’s vocals are
a striking similitude of classic Peter Gabriel
and Fish, with the occasional pinch of Jon
Anderson thrown in for good measure. The
soundscape is very easy on the ears too as
Wilsher’s keyboards are front and centre,
enveloping each song with alluring ambience
and transporting them to fantastical locations
(that are often inhabited by quirky characters).
As with the opening track, ‘Tutankhamum’,
‘Black Gold (Part 1 & 2)’ and especially
album closer ‘Crimson Stone’ are all lengthy
compositions, yet none outstay their welcome
as MS’s template of intriguing storytelling
meshed with unperturbed musicianship
captures and maintains attention throughout.
My particular favourite, ‘Sly Dream Catcher’,
is a song performed in a meticulous manner
and wouldn’t be out of place on Marillion’s
‘Misplaced Childhood’ or Genesis’ ‘Selling
England By The Pound’, although it does
have a ‘Follow Me, Follow You’ vibe going
on. ‘12:16’, ‘White Star’ and ‘The Viewers’
are shorter arrangements but each one is a
delightful, easy-listening slice of commercial
Prog.
Multi-Story is impressive on so many levels
and ‘Crimson Stone’ is extremely accessible,
mellifluous and well worth investigating.
Dave Crompton

NARNIA
‘NARNIA’
(Independent)
POWER METAL

Swedish
Christian,
Neo-Classical,
Progressive, Power Metal (take your pick!)
outfit Narnia return after a four year hiatus
with their seventh studio album and their
first since 2009’s ‘Course Of A Generation’.
This release also sees the reunion of original
founding members CJ Grimmark (guitars,
keyboards & backing vocals) and Christian
Liljegren (vocals), the latter making his first
appearance since 2001’s ‘Desert Land’.
The album kicks off with ‘Reaching For
The Top’, which is straight-ahead Metal,
albeit with a heavy melodic side similar to
Dio’s classic ‘We Rock’. ‘I Still Believe’ has a
Celtic vibe and is powered along by Andreas
“Habo” Johansson’s double-kick drum. The
lyrics throughout are unashamedly Christian
in their content, none more so than in the
fantastic anthem ‘On The Highest Mountain’.
I know the Christian subject can by somewhat
off-putting to a few fans, yet I for one observe
these to inspire and they never appear to be
sermonizing.
The pace slows with the Progressive style
of ‘Thank You’ that features a fine guitar outrosolo courtesy of Grimmark; he also handles
production duties. The album was mixed and
mastered by Thomas “Plec” Johansson (Scar
Symmetry). The overall sound is superb and
allows the listener to turn up the volume
without it ever becoming a painful experience.
The Neo-Classical ‘One Way To The
Promised Land’ includes some furious
interplay between guitars and keyboards,
the latter courtesy of Martin Härenstam,
whilst ‘Messengers’ has a Royal Hunt vibe;
the latter is unsurprising as Narnia features
RH bassist Andreas Passmark. The lyrics
within ‘Who Do You Follow’ that include
FIREWORKS

OUTLASTED – ‘INTO THE NIGHT’ (MelodicRock)

MELODIC ROCK

Continuing with his impressive release of
new artists, Andrew McNeice’s MelodicRock
Records has just unveiled the debut album
from Norwegian five-piece Melodic Rockers
Outlasted.
‘Into The Night’ is awash with glorious
harmonies and big choruses, both culminating
in a wet dream for any discerning AOR fan. You
will be hard pressed to find any album released
this year that starts with two numbers as strong
as the gargantuan ‘Someone Like You’ and the
haunting ‘Ghost Of Love’. There are definite
comparisons with fellow Norwegians Stage Dolls, notably on the opening
track. Glenn Wikran’s vocals, however, have a more melancholic cadence than
those of Torstein Flakne.
The rest of the band, who all contribute superb background vocals, consists
of rhythm section Aleksander Schjølberg and Rune Erling Pedersen on bass
and drums respectively, pianist and keyboard player Odd-Børge Hansen and
Terje Fløyli on guitars. The latter also handles production which is first class.
Mixing and post-production is by Ronny Wikmark (SD) and the mastering is by
Harem Scarem’s Harry Hess.
‘Loving You Ain’t Easy’ is a little slower paced but well-orchestrated
nonetheless but, similar to the rest of the album, never quite scales the heights
of the opening two numbers. That is not to say the rest of the album is poor,
far from it; tracks like ‘Live For Today’, ‘I Want You To Know’ and ‘Living A Lie’
are pure, keyboard-drenched AOR songs that many bands would sell their own
mothers to write.
The ultra-catchy ‘Sacrifice’ precedes the beautiful ballad ‘Anything For You’,
whilst ‘Writing On The Wall’ has a modern Asia vibe. The album concludes with
another classy ballad ‘Unbroken’.
The standard version of the album clocks in at only thirty-three minutes for
the ten songs, therefore I would highly recommend investing in the “deluxe”
version that contains two further excellent bonus tracks, ‘Nothing Left To Say’
and the ballad ‘Back To You’.
For a debut album, ‘Into The Night’ is a very sophisticated affair and well
worth checking out.
Mark Donnelly
the line “Awaiting the Lion’s return” are
influenced, like several songs from previous
albums, by novelist C.S. Lewis.
The pounding ‘Moving On’ is a real
highlight, not that the album ever really dips
in quality, leaving just the brilliant ‘Set The
World On Fire’ to finish.
Narnia are a band right on top of their
game and if you have a penchant for
grandiose Melodic Metal this album will be
like manna from heaven. Hallelujah!
Mark Donnelly

NONPOINT
‘THE POISON RED’
(Spinefarm)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Nonpoint emerged from the burgeoning
South Florida Metal scene in 1997, formed
by drummer Robb Rivera and vocalist Elias
Soriano. In recent years there have been a
number of changes in personnel and the
line-up now also includes B.C. Kochmit (lead
guitar), Rasheed Thomas (guitar) and Adam
Woloszyn (bass). Though they have been
around for twenty years, with ‘The Poison
Red’ being their ninth album (and their debut
for Spinefarm), this is my first encounter with
the band but certainly not my last.
The musical style is a Modern Rock/
Nu-Metal hybrid with melody at its core.
There are guitar solos in a number of songs,
strengthening the Rock element, and though
there is a definite edge to Soriano’s vocals,
they are clean throughout and on occasion
border on AOR (parts of ‘El Diablo’), suiting
the nature of the material perfectly. Lyrically,
Nonpoint tackle social, political and personal
issues, highlighting an intelligence and
awareness that, coupled with the power of
the music, makes everything impact just a
little more.
Opener ‘Generation Idiot’ has a Raplike verse nestling comfortably alongside
chugging riffs and an instant chorus, whilst
‘Foaming At The Mouth’ takes a more straight
forward approach; the hook grabs hold and
will not let go and there is another important
message to impart. ‘Chasing White Rabbits’
borrows from ‘Alice In Wonderland’ to
describe the futility and despair involved in
FIREWORKS

chasing impossible dreams and is followed by
‘Standing In The Flesh’, a monster of a song
with some big riffs and a cool guitar solo.
The album contains twelve proper songs
and a couple of intro pieces. There are no
ballads but there are enough changes in
mood and different intensity levels to imbue
the material with enough identity to keep
the interest levels high alongside a mix that
is nicely “in-your-face” with the guitars
featuring prominently. Unfortunately, my
copy was just a promo meaning there was no
lyric booklet to further admire the Nonpoint
conscientious and thoughtful approach to
song-writing.
If I had to make comparisons I’d reference
Rage Against The Machine and Stone Sour
and even though the Nonpoint sound is
far from unique, it is still expressive and
delivered with passion. They have appeared
at several major festivals, including Rock On
The Range and Australia’s Soundwave, and if
they schedule any dates in the UK I’ll see you
down the front.
Dave Bott

O’REGAN
‘POLYMORPHIC TRAGEDY’
(ZRecords)
HARD ROCK

I’ve always been a supporter of Black
Country guitarist Vince O’Regan so I was,
of course, very keen to hear his latest solo
album ‘Polymorphic Tragedy’. Once again,
the album features a mixture of guest
vocalists including Paul Sabu, Phil Vincent
and Nick Workman (Vega). One of the best
things about these solo releases from Vince
O’Regan is that he seems more experimental
with his styles and sounds through his songwriting, giving us something different. On the
previous two Vince O’Regan releases though,
I did keep feeling like many of the songs
were offcuts from previous projects; I don’t
think that is as apparent this time although
I’m sure some of these songs may have been
taken from recent writing sessions, possibly
with other projects in mind at the time. The
tracks do have a distinctly different feel to
his other bands/projects, for example the
offerings with Workman and Vincent do not
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sound like Eden or Legion.
It’s a decent enough album and as a long
standing fan of Vince O’Regan’s it’s nice to see
him mixing it up and it’s cool to hear a few
tracks which hark back to the sound of Pulse.
I do feel, however, that the album, because of
its various singers and song styles, can seem a
little disjointed and I think this nonlinear flow
does affect the impact of some of the songs
and the overall impression the album gives.
One of the best numbers is the
atmospheric and emotive ‘Gabrielle’ which
has a strong Pulse flavour to it; it’s a really
haunting musical piece that Vince O’Regan
has written and one that does stand out
when listening to the album. ‘…Tragedy’
has a lot of light-flavoured, upbeat Melodic
Hard Rock but it’s the Pop Rock vibe of the
Workman tracks that stand out for me. Both
‘Welcome To The Real World’ and the superb
‘Destiny’ bear very little resemblance to
their previous band Eden; it’s much more
upbeat and perhaps a tad softer but far
more commercial. I’d be intrigued to hear a
full album collaboration between Workman
and Vince O’Regan with this style in mind,
but sadly given how busy both musicians are
with other bands and projects… I can’t see
this happening for a good while.
‘Polymorphic Tragedy’ is nothing groundbreaking but it should entertain the average
Melodic Hard Rock fan very easily!
Paul Woodward

ONE LESS REASON
‘THE MEMORIES UNINVITED’
(Tattooed Millionaire)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

After a short-lived contract with Universal
in 2003, the Memphis/Jacksonville band’s
existence has been entirely independent.
2010’s ‘Faces & Four Letter Words’ hit
number 1 on the Billboard Heat-Seekers
Chart despite being on the band’s own label.
It is therefore safe to say that despite their
independent status, One Less Reason have a
huge following; the album went on to sell four
hundred thousand units.
In lead singer Cris Brown, the band has
an undoubted song-writing talent and ‘The
Memories Uninvited’ realises the full potential
of that and as a result it’s emphatically the
band’s best album to date. ‘…Uninvited’
was two years in the making, with Brown
acquiring the Kiva recording studio and the
House Of Blues recording studio in Memphis
in 2014 and setting up the new home for his
label ‘Tattooed Millionaire’. Brown admits that
budgetary constraints in the past meant that
he was never able to make the album that he
wanted to. Free of those shackles, OLR has
produced an album that runs the whole gamut
of the Modern Rock genre and gives their
major label cohorts, such as Shinedown, a run
for their money.
With enough hooks and melody to keep
the mainstream on board, OLR seem equally
happy churning out the thudding Modern
Rock of ‘Break Me’ as they are defining the
Southern Modern Rock genre with songs
like the acoustic ‘Rainmaker’ or the emotive
balladry of ‘You Didn’t Know’ with its ‘Stairway
To Heaven’ style guitar solo.
Brown’s varied vocal timbre transforms the
songs on offer into something rather special;
‘Something Beautiful’ and ‘Sometimes’ are
obvious singles with the gentle verse giving
way to the achingly melodic chorus and yet the
less “obvious” material holds its own without
the album breaking stride. Whether it’s ‘Time’
with its layered spoken verse approach, the
piano sprinkled Pop of ‘The Lie’ or the slow
burning gem of the Journey-tinged ‘One Day’,
this album is chock full of brilliant songs.
‘The Memories Uninvited’ belligerently
thumbs its nose at those who say Rock
music is dead and even though the adage
says that it’s the singer not the song, One
Less Reason combines the two in a perfect
symbiosis. Brilliant.
Mike Newdeck
AUTUMN

OPERATION MINDCRIME
‘RESURRECTION’
(Frontiers)
PROGRESSIVE

Perhaps it’s because your favourite music
magazine has gone quarterly, but it only
seems like a couple of issues ago that I was
reviewing Operation Mindcrime’s debut
‘The Key’ and reporting on its encouraging
differences to and improvements on Geoff
Tate’s ‘Frequency Unknown’ release under
the temporarily held Queensrÿche name. The
second part of a concept trilogy, ‘Resurrection’,
is a more challenging listen and lacks much of
the immediacy of its predecessor. Recorded
with basically the same band as before;
drummers Simon Wright (AC/DC, Dio) and
Brian Tichy (The Dead Daisies/Whitesnake),
Disturbed bassist John Moyer and guitarist/
producer Kelly Gray, amongst others, it’s
keyboardist Randy Gane who plays a much
bigger role than last time out.
Tate has always used sound effects, bits of
dialogue and dramatic instrumental passages
to create a mood, but here it’s track five of
fourteen when we finally get the first proper
song, after some random sounds, a heavy
instrumental snippet, a ballad of less than
a minute and some processed vocals on a
short atmospheric track. When the songs do
start, they’re mostly Doomy and mid-paced,
with a wall of bass, keyboards and drums
and a modern distorted production. Tate’s
vocals are mostly buried in effects and he
barely goes above his mid-range, it almost
sounds like an Industrial, down-tuned slant
on ‘Rage For Order’, without the inventive
guitar riffs. ‘Left For Dead’, ‘Miles Away’ and
‘Invincible’ are pretty impenetrable at first,
and even when you’ve familiarized yourself
with them, it’s hard to actually enjoy them.
Similarly, ‘Into The Hands Of The World’ and
‘Live From My Machine’ end the album in
a dreary, plodding way, with almost spoken
vocals and melodies buried under the weight
of too many overdubs.
Things are a little brighter during the
middle section with ‘Healing My Wounds’
and its bass groove and sax solo, the simpler
‘The Fight’ and the relatively sharp and Rocky
‘A Smear Campaign’, whilst ‘Taking On The
World’ is the ‘Re-inventing The Future’ of the
album with a recognisable style and backing
vocals from guests Tim “Ripper” Owens
and Blaze Bayley. Despite some effective
atmospherics and plenty of quirky time
changes, it’s mostly too slow and lacking in
hooks, which undoes a lot of the groundwork
made by ‘…Key’. It’s Progressive and brave,
but also stodgy and cumbersome. Approach
with caution!
Phil Ashcroft

OPETH
‘SORCERESS’
(Moderbolaget/Nuclear Blast)
PROGRESSIVE

Constantly evolving since their inception,
Opeth have changed beyond all recognition
over the last few albums, alienating some
fans of their Progressive Death origins but
picking up many new ones with their melodic
and thoughtful Progressive Rock. So, if you
were hoping for a return to the angry days
of yore you might as well stop reading now
as ‘Sorceress’ finds the mercurial Swedes
travelling even further down the road of
clean vocals and tuneful instrumentation.
This is their fourth album without Mikael
Akerfeldt’s grunt vocals and as the last two
albums have been the highest charting of
their career in most territories, it’s unlikely
the cookie monster will be making another
appearance anytime soon.
Like its predecessor ‘Pale Communion’,
‘Sorceress’ was recorded at the legendary
Rockfield Studios in Wales and is their first
for the rapidly expanding Nuclear Blast label,
in collaboration with their own newly-formed
company, Moderbolaget. Book-ended by
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the beautiful instrumental ‘Persephone’ on
Classical guitar and the same song played on
piano, the nine songs in-between are slightly
shorter than the norm but cover just as much
ground, the first curve ball coming with the
bass driven intro to the title track before it
slows down to a Doomy but enjoyable song
with a stop/start mid-section. ‘The Wilde
Flowers’ is Neo-Prog with heavier guitars
and gentle interludes and both the wonderful
‘Era’ and punchy ‘Chrysalis’ are lively Rockers
with mellow breakdowns, whilst the Folk
influences on the superb ‘A Fleeting Glance’,
the sequel ‘Sorceress 2’ and the acousticbased ‘Will O’ The Wisp’ work so well, with
Akerfeldt even channelling Ian Anderson on
the vocal delivery of the latter.
Perhaps the most surprising tune on offer is
‘The Seventh Sojourn’ with its Eastern rhythms,
acoustic guitars and sweeping orchestration,
it even has a choir at the end. However, on
an album of highlights it’s possibly ‘Strange
Brew’ that takes top honours, flowing
seamlessly from a gentle intro to lively Prog
Metal, it has a brilliant Bluesy guitar solo from
Fredrik Akesson before ending as a stunning
ballad. It should come as no surprise that the
recording and mix is pristine and would lend
itself to another of Steven Wilson’s surroundsound masterpieces, if that isn’t already in the
plan. ‘Sorceress’ is a lot to take in, but for me
it’s already surpassed ‘…Communion’ and
‘Heritage’ and has ‘Blackwater Park’, ‘Ghost
Reveries’ and ‘Watershed’ in its sights.
Phil Ashcroft

PAIN
‘COMING HOME’
(Nuclear Blast)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

I was shocked when I looked up Peter
Tagtgren’s PAIN project to discover the debut
album was some nineteen years ago. Like
everything in this business we have to give
the product a label, in this case Industrial or
maybe Alternative, but that really simplifies
matters far too much. Tagtgren is, apart from
his Hypocrisy connections, one of the finest
Metal producers around and has worked with
Scandinavia’s best musicians so you know you
can you expect quality output.
‘Coming Home’, the eighth album, kicks
off with ‘Designed To Piss You Off’, a loveable
song which almost sounds like Rockabilly on
speed, certainly in the verses, but by the time
you get to the second song you know, in true
PAIN style, it’s not going to be an easy album
to categorise.
We have full-bore guitars, supersonic
drums, electronic melodies, orchestrations
galore which, to me, indicates how much
Tagtgren uses this project as his musical
playground. ‘Call Me’ has elements of
Rammstein in the vocals which adds flavour
to the song, whilst ‘A Wannabe’ sounds like
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra is backing
the song.
There are some quality guest appearances
on the album as well, including Tagtgren’s
son Sebastian and Sabaton’s Joakim Broden
– the former (on drums) appears on the title
track, a song which has a quirky seventies
feel about it.
This album really is a mixed bag, ten tracks
without any one being like another. It’s been
five years since the last PAIN album. Was it
worth the wait? Without a doubt – yes!
Steve Price

PALACE OF THE KING
‘VALLES MARINERIS’
(Listenable)
HARD ROCK

Having played over three hundred shows
in three years, it’s no surprise that Aussie
Rock ‘n’ Rollers Palace Of The King are a
smooth, slick, well-oiled machine. Formed
in late 2012, the sextet have racked up two
EPs and a full-length debut and somehow
found the time to unleash album number
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PALACE – ‘MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE’ (Frontiers)

MELODIC ROCK

Despite
Grunge
unceremoniously
and
inconsiderately usurping our beloved Rock scene
in the early nineties, we’ve still been fortunate,
nay, extremely privileged to witness and embrace
innumerable Melodic Rock/AOR bands (and their
albums) over the past two decades. Admittedly,
more than a few have fallen into “average”
territory but, conversely, many have attained
“notable” status. Regardless of quality, each must
be congratulated for their efforts in acting as
Melodic Rock defibrillators.
What is extremely rare though, are albums that
truly hark back to those glory days of the eighties; albums that immediately impress
and smack of longevity before the shrink wrap has even been punctured (Harem
Scarem’s ‘Mood Swings’ immediately springs to mind). Could Palace’s ‘Master Of
The Universe’ also join the elite?
Hailing from Sweden (surprise!), the band comprises of Michael Palace (vocals,
guitar, keys), Rick Digorio (guitar), Soufian Ma’Aoui (bass) and Marcus Johansson
(drums). Many may recognise Michael Palace’s name as he recently played a
significant role with First Signal (Harry Hess). These young protégés have also been
affiliated with Adrenaline Rush, Erika, Houston and Find Me to name but four, so
they’re definitely no slouches within the genre!
‘Master Of The Universe’ accurately positions itself on the very cusp of Melodic
Rock and AOR and, once the opening trio of songs ‘Master Of The Universe’,
‘Cool Running’ and ‘Man Behind The Gun’ have been and gone, you’ll be agog
with wonderment. They’re all archetypal eighties fayre – luxuriously layered keys,
melodically measured guitars, a rhythm section that beautifully binds everything
together and bewitching backing vocals. Michael Palace’s vocals are impressive too
and the best I’ve heard for some time – low and lush one minute, soaring high the
next.
‘No Exit’, ‘Path To Light, ‘Strangers Eyes’ and closer ‘Young, Wild, Free’ continue to
replicate and illustrate every Melodic Rock trait we have grown to know and love.
For pure AOR there is ‘Part Of Me’, ‘Matter In Hand’ and ‘Rules Of The Game’, all of
which are sublime. My personal favourite, and possibly my song of 2016, ‘She Said
It’s Over’ sits way down the track-listing, epitomizing the strength of ‘Master Of
The Universe’.
I assure you, this review is not hyperbole on my part as you’ll very quickly
discover for yourselves. Seriously folks, this album is orgasmic opulence of the
highest order. Or as the Swedes would say, “lysande”! A future classic? It damn
well should be!
Dave Crompton
two, ‘Valles Marineris’. This is a band
doing it the old way – if they’re not in the
studio, they’re on the road, and on the few
occasions they’re not on the road, well, you
guessed it, they’re in the studio. In a day of
projects galore, the real, true bands show
their worth and with ‘…Marineris’ it’s
worth its weight in gold.
Scooping up the groove, vibe and
atmosphere of the Rock Gods (Led Zeppelin,
Black Sabbath, Deep Purple (the MK-III
vintage)) and scattering it liberally on the
new crop of Rival Sons, The Temperance
Movement or even Jack White and
Royal Blood, what POTK achieve is quite
mesmerising. There’s no doubt that I should
be telling you that there isn’t an original
idea packed anywhere into this band’s skin
tight jeans or cool but coiffured beards, and
yet POTK, while looking vintage, manage to
surprise through the fresh vibrancy hidden
in its nooks and crannies.
Crank up ‘River Of Fire’ and a rush
of organ comes crashing over you, the
reverberating bass (which is set for stun
throughout) and booming vocals screaming
“contemporary retro”. Believe me, you’ll be
screaming along too. Vocalist Tim Henwood
is the sharp point, his tones as rich and full
as a farmer’s sacks come harvest time and I
doubt he’s coy when it’s time to sow those
seeds, his voice dripping with seduction
and suggestion, his androgynous delivery
often having you questioning whether it is
a hip shaking gent or a sassy sister you’re
listening to – although the (I’m surmising)
female backing vocals on ‘Black Cloud’ are
sublime.
If your heart resides in the Classic era of
Rock, yet you’re still looking for something
that isn’t purely satisfied with living on
others’ past glories, then ‘Valles Marineris’
won’t disappoint. Surely it’s only a matter
of time before Palace Of The King becomes
Rock royalty.
Steven Reid

AUTUMN

PARIS
‘THE WORLD OUTSIDE’
(MelodicRock)
MELODIC ROCK

In terms of meaningful, ongoing
international recognition, the French Melodic
Rock scene has never really featured in the
mix in any shape or form whatsoever. Okay,
one or two of their Metal bands have dallied
fleetingly with interest from markets beyond
their borders – Trust obviously back in the day,
Adagio and the excellent Manigance spring
to mind – but unlike their world renowned
fruit of the vine, France’s domestic Hard and
Melodic Rock really doesn’t seem to travel all
that well.
Of course, those that choose to sing in
their native tongue are hamstrung from the
get go (like it or not, there’s no disputing that
the international language of Rock ‘n’ Roll is
decidedly Anglo-Saxon in origin), but even
those who transcend the language barrier
have never really made much headway.
Maybe Paris – essentially a duo comprised
of Frédéric Dechavanne (vocals/keys) and
Sébastien Montet (guitars) – can begin the
process of changing all that.
Clearly setting their stall out to appeal to
the burgeoning Work Of Art/W.E.T. market,
their sophomore album ‘The World Outside’
is a forthright collection of frothy, exuberant
AOR with lashings of upbeat Hard Rock guitar.
Produced by our very own Steve Newman and
featuring an English rhythm section of David
Bartlett and Rob McEwen (who handle bass
and drums respectively), creative input from
the likes of Newman himself, Robert Säll and
Alessandro Del Vecchio lends the project a
little extra kudos.
I won’t begin to pretend they’re quite in
the WOA league just yet – there’s definitely
something about the vocals that grates on
me at times for instance (listen to ‘In My
Eyes’ and you’ll see what I mean) – but with
flamboyant tracks such as ‘Haunted’, the
excellent ‘Stronger’, ‘Tears In Your Heart’ and
the Def Leppard-esque strut of opener ‘End Of
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My World’, they definitely hit the target more
often than not. Vive La France!
Dave Cockett

PAVLOV’S DOG
‘HOUSE BROKEN LIVE 2015’
(Rockville)
PROGRESSIVE

Pavlov’s Dog is finally back in reality! Put
out some flags, please. This cult band, which
produced two albums beloved of a few in
the seventies, has been producing product
recently – a long lost third album and some
early recordings for instance – but this
Nuremberg gig is them bang up to date. Well,
sort of. Main man David Surkamp is, of course,
here with wife Sara, but he has youngsters
around him, including Amanda McCoy, who is
positively glowing on guitar and great stringsawer Abbie Steiling on violin.
Fingers are bound to be crossed at the
nature of Surkamp’s voice, always a thought
divider, more of a Family’s Roger Chapman
lamb-like bleat than a rich baritone; fear not,
the voice is all there, although aficionados
wishing there was ‘She Came Shining’ present
might listen to the notes on the original – he
may have needed a stepladder to get there.
There is a sense of love here, of those who
care for this band keeping faith and coming
together for a day they perhaps thought
would never come. It’s housed in a lovely digipack of two CDs and a DVD with dogs all over
the package, dogs owned by the band too;
very, very sweet.
Strangely, the audio is perhaps better than
the visual. The crowd doesn’t appear to have a
voice and the understandable “no overdubs”
call makes Surkamp’s chat from the stage
barely distinguishable. The general feeling,
however, is of love, gentle care and real fun.
‘Fast Gun’ has a Mott The Hoople quality here,
gorgeous to hear, while ‘Crying Forever’ finds
a Proggy grace and ‘Canadian Rain’ shows an
amazing Funky bass solo by Rick Steiling. You
could bounce on ‘Try To Hang On’ all day and
‘Valkerie’ finally gets the sing-along we miss.
The band plays with a care and attention
which allows them to have fun; they clearly
love playing these great songs and the
specialness of this event is borne with a
calmness which is admirable.
The DVD is enjoyable. No, it is. It’s just not
great. The shooting is rudimentary, sometimes
following the members in a woozy way,
the colours are unnaturally burnished red
and the stage is cramped. But Surkamp is a
lovely presence, with a childl-like wonder
of the crowd’s enjoyment and a demeanor
that allows us to almost feel him; the band
are throwing shapes because they are in the
music, not because they feel they should, and
the sweat is palpable. Sweet and fun, this
showcases great songs and surely that’s what
it’s all about.
For those not familiar, perhaps start here
then go to debut ‘Pampered Menial’ and
further from there. A great band who should
have had more of a chance. It is said that
dogs can lessen your stress, this package is
surely proof.
Steve Swift

PELLEK
‘A MARVELOUS METHOD OF
RECLUSION’
(Independent) PROGRESSIVE
One could say that this release is a
Progressive Rock album. One could say that
this release is a Progressive Metal album.
Both assertions would be partially correct.
PelleK, a Norwegian Rock/Metal vocalist,
has again teamed with George Andrade in
creating a deep musical exercise that explores
each of their talents and exposes each other’s
journeys through emotional and mental
hardships and triumphs!
‘A Marvelous Method Of Reclusion’ is
not only a very deep musical journey, it is a
brave statement as well! Both artists expose
FIREWORKS

their most innermost feelings on this record;
it is an album that is Progressive and, at
times, foreboding, but then at other points is
haunting. Throughout, however, we hear and
see glimpses of light. Back in the seventies we
had a saying – “man, that’s heavy!” – and this
recorded work is just that!
What we hear is heavy – heavy in the sense
of the lyrical content, and, of course, heavy in
the sense of the music that surrounds those
lyrics. We would expect with such subject
matter being explored that the music would
be overwhelmingly dark, but it isn’t! Yes,
there are some dark passages but overall they
have a certain pleasing rhythm, all layered
with moody movements performed quite
exquisitely. This is also a musical set that draws
one in. There are no sudden, soaring pieces,
this is a slow-building musical statement and
one that demands extreme listening, nothing
to put on for background!
‘A Marvelous Method Of Reclusion’ is
certainly a concept album and one that
is easily followed and quite cinematic in
performance. The listener feels that they
should listen intently and discover something
new each time. The combined talent on this
record is just as marvellous as the emotive
writing, as is the potent yet not overpowering
music, and it is all performed in a most
masterful way!
A recorded work that, yes, is heavy but not
burdensome and a set of music that beckons
you to explore time and time again.
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

undoubtedly guitarist Greg Murphy with
some excellent David Gilmour-like licks,
particularly on ‘Welcome To The Party’, where
he really does give it some and a little more.
The Hammond sounds on this track also give
it a real PF flavour – marvellous.
Vocalist Martin Murphy does, on
occasion, give off a Bowie vibe with his
phrasing and it does (at times) seem a little
too incongruous but that’s splitting hairs
really. ‘Vinyl’ is a paean to times gone by
and reminisces on the days when a vinyl LP
was a real object of desire; this track is a
most enjoyable romp.
Throughout,
the
female
voices
compliment Murphy really well, lending even
more credence to the Floyd-isms going on.
That’s not to say that the album is a straight
Floyd tribute, far from it in fact. There are
enough of the band’s own sounds to make
this a really enjoyable listen and it demands
repeated plays.
There is nary a misstep on the album
throughout and the standard stays high; with
a nice fat, juicy production, the band has an
excellent album on their hands.
If your penchant is for Melodic Prog
then this is an album that will go down
very well indeed!
Malcolm Smith

PREACHER
‘AFTERMATH’
(IME)

Rising from the ashes of Finnish Metal
band Machine Men comes the Power/
Symphonic Metal of Psychework, breathing
fire into the genre with their debut album ‘The
Dragon’s Year’.
The fact that this album is actually seeing
the light of day is fantastic news as lead
singer Antony Parviainen has been battling
leukaemia. The recording of this music has
obviously been very cathartic to Parviainen
and it will be of no surprise that his terrible
illness has been an inspiration for most of the
lyrics. With this in mind, the listening can be,
at times, quite heavy going as this is a very
intense and foreboding recording.
Parviainen’s vocals have a similarity to

PROGRESSIVE

With a press blurb that mentions both
Pink Floyd and David Bowie, I couldn’t wait to
slam this one into the tray and see what was
on offer. Scotland’s Preacher is a six-piece
Progressive band that peddles its wares in
the statelier Prog that PF have mainly dealt
with. ‘Aftermath’ is Preacher’s second album
and sees them pushing themselves on from
their excellent debut album ‘Signals’ some
two years ago.
The star of the show on this album is

PSYCHEWORK
‘THE DRAGON’S YEAR’
(Independent)
POWER METAL

RICH ROBINSON – ‘FLUX’ (Eagle)

ROCK

After a long series of re-issued albums,
reviewed in the last edition of Fireworks, here
we finally have a new piece of music poetry by
this marvellous artist. It’s clearer than ever now
that Rich Robinson has been the soul of The
Black Crowes, the interpreter of the most intense,
heartfelt and in-depth feelings they made us
used to, sung with the ferocious grace of his
counterpart, his brother Chris.
Rich Robinson, instead, is more on the
intimism side, with a voice that sounds like telling
you old stories of life, comforting and soothing
you; like an old friend that you meet on a sunny day in a park by chance, before
sharing a joint sitting on the grass. And this friendly storyteller, let me tell you,
is one of those guys you would be sitting with for hours, listening in amazement
to the simple magnificence of his two chords. Maybe you would be invited to
sing-along and strum some strings, too, I’m sure. The music here is something you
won’t find anywhere nowadays, alienated as we are in a sea of processed and
reasoned music products.
Opening tracks ‘The Upstairs Land’ and ‘Shipwreck’ gently welcome you on a
higher land of Soul Rock where just the warm and intimate binding between man
and instrument matters. Few notes shared between an acoustic guitar and an
electric one, some groovy bass lines and a vintage Hammond in the background,
you don’t need anything else to make you dream your life away. But, if that wasn’t
enough to make you stand up, rejoice and dance, the single ‘The Music That Will
Lift Me’ would be there for you to heat your heart up.
That’s not to mention the glorious ‘Everything’s Alright’, a heavenly acoustic
trip with hints of Gospel that sounds like getting out of the third Led Zeppelin
chapter. Same with ‘Life’ and ‘Ides Of Nowhere’, which come across so mystical,
evocative and realistic. Even at the very end of this album, there is some material
to dream with, that majestic and peaceful alternation between acoustic and
electric which makes ‘Sleepwalker’ so memorable and almost religious.
This album is pure metaphysical bliss and makes you - if you haven’t yet –
understand how simple things in life can expose you to such inner and enormous
enlightenments sometimes. Ride the ‘flux’.
Enrico Navella
FIREWORKS
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RIVAL SONS – ‘HOLLOW BONES’ (Earache)

HARD ROCK

California’s golden Rock Gods Rival Sons were
received as conquering heroes of the fledging
Rock scene in 2014 when their release ‘Great
Western Valkyrie’ set them on a path of acclaim
and glory. In truth, the album was a solid step in
the bands career, infusing more soulful elements
and groove than previous releases.
For RS, it would have been too easy to just
continue on the same musical journey but new
release ‘Hollow Bones’ treads a more subdued
path.
‘Hollow Bones Pt. 1’ has vocalist Jay Buchanan
crying out a vocal of true anguish, the song weaves in and out of super slick
percussion and untamed guitars, courtesy of the talented Scott Holiday.
The name Led Zeppelin gets tossed around a lot when you mention RS and I
feel this does the band a disservice. They may well have drunk from the same
musical well as Jimmy Page and Robert Plant but, like so many other artists I
might add, RS have their own very distinctive take on things. That being stated,
drummer Mike Miley has clearly mastered the John Bonham groove throughout
‘Thundering Voices’ to the extent that, at times, you wonder if you’re hearing a
LZ out-take!
The moody Rocker ‘Tied Up’ pushes out some slow burning guitar work and
soulful vocals with the songs only let down being the somewhat abrupt fade out,
just as things get interesting.
RS have never been afraid to offer a danceable melody, and ‘Baby Boy’ is that
song. It has a poetic grace that lifts your feet off the floor, while ‘Pretty Face’ has
a wonderful sixties Mod swing that continues the groovy feel.
The emotive thunder contained within ‘Fade Out’ reaches out and grabs you
when you least expect it with Holiday letting slip slow burning guitar notes that
just hang in the air as the song pushes forward. ‘Black Coffee’ may be just a
bit too musically clever for its own good, so much so that it appears contrived
at times.
The experimental edge of ‘Hollow Bones Pt. 2’ has the cerebral quality that
The Doors used to such incredible effect, with only Buchanan’s predictable vocal
refrains rendering things a little unimaginative.
‘Hollow Bones’ is not an immediate album. Some of the songs sound like lost
souls compared to its predecessor, but give it time and it will soak into your heart
quite comfortably.
Ray Paul
one Bruce Dickinson, notably on the straightahead, European Metal of album opener
‘Hand On Heart’. The rest of the album falls
into a dark mesh of Symphonic and Power
Metal, perfectly highlighted in ‘Bullet With My
Name’.
A very solid rhythm section of Ville
Koskinen on bass and Juuso Raatikainen on
drums support the twin-guitar attack of Juha
Takanen and J-V Hintikka, but it is the keys of
Otto Närhi that I personally think holds the
album together. Without the latter, many of
the tracks like ‘Tide’ and ‘Vale Of Tears’ would
be too oppressive to my ears.
‘Keep The Flame’ is both passionate and
powerful, to be honest, as is most of the
album. The instrumentation of ‘Barricades
Won’t Fall’ brings to mind Kamelot, whilst
‘Tear Of The Phoenix’ is a very philosophical
song. The title track concludes in menacing
fashion and proves that this release is
certainly not for the faint-hearted.
A mythical serpent is a fanciful animal and
a couple of more albums of this calibre and
Psychework could well accomplish their own
special unbelievable status.
Mark Donnelly

RADIO MOSCOW
‘LIVE IN CALIFORNIA’
(Alive Natural Sound)

nods towards Blue Cheer and Cream fronted
by Frank Marino’s interpretation of Jimi
Hendrix, RM sound totally at home on stage.
With Parker’s fired up riffs and screaming
solos there’s barely time to pause for breath
from the opening firestorm of feedback and
wah-wah of ‘I Just Don’t Know’ to the closing
double punch of ‘No Good Woman’ and ‘So
Alone’. The sweat and passion of the show is
almost tangible, enhanced by the warts and
all production and “no overdubs” swagger
that puts the listener right in the thick of the
musical melee. This is what a live Rock ‘n’ Roll
album should be – powerful, energetic and
exhausting.
Maybe what Radio Moscow currently lack
are some real killer songs, the type that would
make them really take off and ones that would
make a good record a great one, but this is
the sort of band you’d have a blast seeing in a
small, sweaty club.
While not reaching the dizzy heights of
say ‘Made In Japan’ or ‘Live And Dangerous’,
and maybe we’ll never see the likes of live
albums of that calibre again, but there`s no
denying that ‘Live In California’ is a pretty
decent live record.
Mick Burgess

HARD ROCK

RAGDOLL
‘BACK TO ZERO’
(Independent)

The live album, particularly in the seventies,
was a sure fire way of kick-starting a stalling
career or reinvigorating one on the wane.
‘KISS Alive’ single-handedly saved the soon
to be bankrupt Casablanca Records while
simultaneously catapulting New York’s finest
into the stratosphere. Similarly, ‘Cheap Trick
At Budokan’ finally crystallised their obvious
talents with a rock solid classic that captured
the true spirit of the band on vinyl.
Four albums into Radio Moscow’s decade
long career may just be the right time to roll
the live album dice and hope for that stroke of
luck that brought the big time to KISS and CT.
Built around front-man/guitarist Parker
Griggs, this power trio from Iowa certainly
kick up a storm on stage. With a style that

‘Back To Zero’ is the debut album from
Hard Rock trio Ragdoll. They blend more
modern elements into their sound than many
of their Australian compatriots, but without
losing the riffs of Hard Rock and even flashes
of Progressive Rock.
If you’re looking for the glitter of the
eighties or the swagger of the seventies, you
won’t find it here. Ragdoll offer their music up
cleanly and without frills. ‘Shine’ opens with
Ryan Rafferty’s slightly rough-edged vocals
along with a pacey Hard Rock vibe. ‘Playing
God’ and ‘The World You Gave Us’ are both
average tracks, they tend to lose their edge
in the chorus where the music becomes more
over-produced, less melodic and without style.
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SABATON – ‘THE LAST STAND’ (Nuclear Blast)

HEAVY METAL

The rise of Sabaton since their sudden
reinvention in 2012 has been quite meteoric.
From being a band trawling their chest-beating
Power Metal around Europe to a small band
of faithful followers, recent years have seen
Sabaton headline Wacken and even close the
show at their very own outdoor festival. More
surprisingly, the UK has even begun to take
notice of the camouflage wearing Fins; the
move from clubs to theatre size venues a clear
message that singer Joakim Brodén and bassist
Pär Sundström were right to soldier on when the
rest of their band raised the white flag in surrender.
Hot on the heels of yet another year of lauded live shows comes ‘The Last
Stand’. No, not the final farewell that name suggests, but instead a celebration
of the famous battalions and soldiers who have stood proudly against
ridiculous odds and won (well, some of them…). The band’s blueprint of
taking war themes and surrounding them with big booming drums and huge
chanting choruses has served them well, so it’s no surprise that’s exactly what
‘The Last Stand’ continues to be fuelled by. It’s polarising stuff, fans wallowing
in the chance to punch the air in adulation, detractors decrying the broad
brushstrokes and hi-viz refusal to throw in twists or turns. To be fair, ‘Blood
Of Bannockburn’ does incorporate bagpipes and Hammond Organ, although
the latter wheezes at such pace it almost feels like an overheating accordion.
After the classy spoken intro of ‘Diary Of The Unknown Soldier’ leads into ‘The
Lost Battalion’, you realise that the snare beat has been replaced by side-arm
fire, the kick by bomb blasts and hi-hat by bayonet stabs, which is, given the
surrounds, rather clever.
Those however are the surprises, everything else from ‘Hill 3234’ to ‘Sparta’
through ‘Shiroyama’ pretty interchangeable with any other Sabaton anthem.
If that sounds like your idea of the perfect battle, then this is where to make
your last stand. If not, there’s isn’t one thing here to change your mind. Me?
I’m already making plans for the band’s UK assault early next year. See you in
the trenches!
Steven Reid
The bridges, solos and verses, however, are
laced with bold guitar fills and even some
Grungier passages.
‘Rewind Your Mind’ is a little bit more fun, if
only because it moves away from the first few
tracks. Fusing rippling guitar with passionate
vocals makes for a good contrast of pace,
while the heavier chorus stands solidly on its
own musical personality. ‘RYM’ has Leon Todd
channelling Sixx:A.M. in his furious guitar
solo. Ragdoll aren’t quite in the Alternative
scene, say… like Blessed By A Broken Heart
or My Darkest Days, but they certainly swing
towards that crowd at times.
Two tracks stand out for their catchiness
and for really showing what Ragdoll is capable
of. ‘Letting Go’ is the more modern of the two;
the verse, interjected with well-placed backing
vocals, steamrollers into the punchy chorus.
The energy lets the Hard Rock shine through
from Todd’s guitar work without losing the
modern veneer Ragdoll give their songs. The
second track is ‘Love On The Run’; Rafferty
handles the higher notes well, with them even
eliciting some wonderful coarseness to his
voice. This melodic track pumps with eighties
hooks and Stadium Rock-style riffs.
These two tracks aside, however, it is the
more Modern/Alternative sound of Ragdoll
that ‘Back To Zero’ predominantly brings
out. Though fairly young, Ragdoll have
supported Skid Row in the USA and played
at Rocklahoma. Unlike SR, however, I feel
the band don’t own a sound in the same
way, perhaps merging too blandly heavier
elements with a clean, produced modern style.
The result is an album with a couple of gems
but otherwise stuffed full of sound and not
many hooks.
Sophie Brownlee

RAVENEYE
‘NOVA’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

For the five years between 2008 and 2013,
Yorkshire-born Oli Brown was regarded as
one of the up-and-coming darlings of the
renascent British Blues scene, winning just
about every award going and even being
invited on one occasion by the legendary
John Mayall to play as his lead guitarist.
Then, two years ago, Brown seemed to
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turn his back on the Blues scene with the
formation, alongside bassist Aaron Spiers
and drummer Kev Hickman, of his own
power trio. RavenEye added elements of
Garage, Grunge and Classic Hard Rock to the
sound he had been best known for to date
– and opened his prodigious talent up to a
whole new fan base.
After seemingly incessant touring in the
intervening period, it’s amazing that the trio
actually found the time to record this, their
debut album – the follow-up to last year’s
appropriately titled, self-released ‘Breaking
Out’ EP. But then, Brown always has been
something of a workaholic and this perhaps
goes a long way towards explaining why
‘Nova’ feels as fresh and exciting as his highenergy live shows…
Obviously, Brown’s Blues background
continues to play a major part of the
RavenEye sound, especially in his use of a
very bottom heavy guitar tone. But ‘Nova’ is
also distinctly a Hard Rock album, drawing
together the myriad of influences which
help to shape it. There are places where
he grooves a Stoner vibe, such as on the
first halves of ‘Come With Me’ and ‘Inside’,
before in turn taking the songs on an almost
completely different tangent; the latter track,
for example, also infuses elements of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers.
There are, of course, more traditional
Hard Rock songs, such as crunching opener
‘Wanna Feel You’ and the catchy, but acidetched, first single ‘Hero’. They veer most
heavily into pure Grunge territory on the
Stone Temple Pilots-ish ‘Supernova’, the
dense ‘Oh My Love’ and the surprisingly
rowdy ‘Madeline’.
What is most notable about ‘Nova’ is the
distinct lack of overblown guitar workouts.
Brown is an astute enough talent to know
that he has to work within the context
of both the band and the materials, and
therefore his instrument is very much an
integral rather than dominant element of the
overall work.
A highly accomplished debut which may
help Brown finally shake off that “precocious
youngster” tag and earn the respect he
deserves as a talented, and diversely so,
musician.
Mark Ashby
AUTUMN

RAY WILSON
‘MAKES ME THINK OF HOME’
(Jaggy Polski)
ROCK

Initially Ray Wilson was issuing a double
album, but wisely (in my opinion), he
recognised the material worked better split
between two separate releases with ‘Song For
A Friend’ (reviewed last issue by Mike Ainscoe)
containing the darker, more reflective songs
inspired and linked by thoughts generated
as a result of a friend’s suicide who was left
paraplegic after an accident. Here, the songs
aren’t connected with a theme and are
generally upbeat.
There’s no doubt that Wilson is a great
song-smith, his lyrics are always thoughtful
and incisive which make his albums extremely
listenable and this one is no exception, with
he and guitarist Uwe Metzler producing ten
fine songs.
‘Never Should Have Sent You Roses’
has a U2/Simple Minds style guitar motif
underpinning the verses, the melodies on
bridge and chorus instantly memorable.
It’s not often you get songs inspired by the
Scottish Referendum, but this is one and
how it divided families. ‘The Next Life’ is
acoustically driven and initially made me think
of a laid-back Jimmy Barnes (from ‘Freight
Train Heart’), Metzler’s electric flurries are just
right. Saxophone and guitar solos are short
but sweet.
With a title like ‘Tennessee Mountain’
there’s no surprise that there’s just a hint
of Country in the music, if not the vocals. I
really like this track which has a wonderful
vocal arrangement and a lovely melody, this
also goes for the following ‘Worship The Sun’
where Wilson’s delivery is especially good.
The title track starts with a solemn piano
refrain but soon builds into a powerful, almost
angry tirade before coming right down again
for a beautiful acoustic guitar and flute
section, followed by a terrific electric guitar
solo; the sax solo brings Pink Floyd to mind.
The John Mellencamp-like ‘Amen To That’ is a
decent song, but the chorus is a tad repetitive.
‘Anyone Out There’ has that Countryish feel to parts of the music but the vocals
are anything but Country, it’s another of my
album highlights. ‘Don’t Wait For’ has a bit
of PF about it, while ‘Calvin And Hobbes’ is a
homage to the cartoon of that name and is a
delightful song with a terrific chorus.
‘The Spirit’ has a Western movie soundtrack
feel but then again the chorus does say “like a
cowboy”. A fine album that highlights all Ray
Wilson’s talents.
Gary Marshall

REDLINE MESSIAH
‘REDLINE MESSIAH’
(BuzzBomb)
HARD ROCK

Redline Messiah is a band from Chicago
who call their style “Punk Rock ’n’ Roll”. Well
it’s certainly hard and it’s most definitely got a
Punky “in-your-face” attitude about it.
‘Move It On’ kicks things off with a
thumping bass and drum line. It’s brash,
bold and rough but I kind of like that. RM
don’t hold back with their song names
either; ‘Topless Nazi’ dives straight in again,
radiating influences of Sleazy Punk Rock.
Hollund’s coarse, throaty vocals add a beaten
charm to the headlong rush of screaming
guitars, all adding to the sense that the band
is uncontainable, a musical animal scratching
to be released.
The first half of the album is definitely
stronger; there’s lots of focus on heavy guitar
– with plenty of shredding to get your teeth
into – but the bass sure Funks out in the
background as well. ‘Pleasure Seeker’ sees the
rhythm section again take the lead. RM are
less about melodies and riffs and more about
pure speed and aggression.
‘Big Lowdown’ and ‘Sweet Scrape’ are
some of the weaker tracks, while ‘What U
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Are’ sees the vocals wandering into off-note
territory. ‘Age Of Us’ is a bit lost but packed
with energy and aggression. ‘Bitch Bag’ has
a slightly more melodic start but it’s not long
before the reserved opening is overwhelmed
by furious guitar and drums.
‘Speed Guru’ sticks to its name, finishing
the album off in a whirlwind of slicing
guitars, relentless rhythm section and nearhoarse vocals.
There’s nothing too original about what
Redline Messiah are doing – if anything they
could do with some more hooks to really get
the songs to stick – but the sheer drive of the
delivery and the heated fury radiating from it
is enough to get anyone worked into a frenzy.
A little lacking in real catchy tracks, but good
for anyone who likes a slice of ballsy Punk
Rock shoved in their face.
Sophie Brownlee

REDWEST
‘CRIMSON RENEGADE’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Redwest was formed in Italy in 2009
just outside Milan. ‘Crimson Renegade’ is
the debut, self-produced album from the
group and was recorded at Larsen Premoli’s
RecLab studio. Taking a trio of celebrated
sixties Clint Eastwood movies as a blueprint,
Redwest have created the musical equivalent
of a dusty 19th Century American town, long
grizzled close-ups and dubiously dubbed
dialogue. Naturally, their musical style has
been categorized as Spaghetti-Western Metal
and this also happened to be the title of an EP
released in 2009.
The line-up is made up primarily by Il
Lurido (lead vocals/harmonica), Il Randagio
(guitar) and Il Losco (bass), but also features
notable contributions from Federico Paulovich
(drums), Larsen Premoli (piano) and La
Straniera (female vocals).
It may be missing the visual flair of Sergio
Leone and Ennio Morricone’s sweeping
orchestral arrangements, but the musical links
are hardly tenuous. Check out the underlying
melody lines of ‘The Ballad Of Eddie W’, the
haunting female vocals in ‘Morning Ghost’
and the lilting introduction to ‘Fire’; they did
make me smile though, at times, they possibly
border on plagiaristic. There is even a track
called ‘A Fistful Of Dollars’, referencing the
Man With No Name, freely inspired by the film
of the same name, with music to match.
The title track (and accompanying video)
has a sound and image worthy of the
Eurovision Song Contest. I’m not sure if it is
meant as a parody, but it has a distinct novelty
value, quirky vibe and is certainly inoffensive
fun. I would have liked to have heard more
from La Straniera, as her contributions
contrast nicely with the lightly accented
gun-slinging drawl from Il Lurido. The two
closing tracks, ‘Golden Sands’ and ‘Poker’,
have a Volbeat Rockabilly Swing feel and on
conclusion it is difficult not to hit repeat,
‘Crimson Renegade’ is certainly different,
though hardly essential. It makes for a
pleasurable listening experience and along
the way holds open the saloon swing doors
to reference several iconic films that almost
everyone is familiar with.
Dave Bott

ROADHOUSE
‘CITY OF DECAY’
(Kross Border)
BLUES

For millions of Rock ‘n’ Blues lovers,
Roadhouse should be a household name!
‘City Of Decay’, their latest effort, should push
them to that level if there is any justice!
This UK six-piece lives in the pure Rock
& Blues that sprang from the mid-American
heartland. ‘…Decay’ is a complete essay on
emotive-driven stories set to hardened Blues
and Country-tinged rhythms. More Rock than
Country, however, these six spin extraordinary
FIREWORKS

streams of music that tell a heart wrenching
story of lost glories from middle America and
one of their most powerful cities.
This form of Rock ‘n’ Blues is uniquely
delivered with vocals from two female
vocalists and one male vocalist. All three can
send shivers down one’s spine, and when they
harmonise, well the doors of Blues heaven
just open up! An absolute stunning vocal
duo is heard throughout with Sarah HarveySmart and Mandie G! Giving us that rocksolid rhythm are Roger Hunt on drums and
bassist Bill Hobley, anchoring the ever moving
foundation and allowing those penetrating
guitar stylings to lift the music to sometimes
soaring heights! Gary Boner and Danny
Gwilym are simply outstanding on their six
stringed instruments.
‘Blues Highway’ is a prime example of
the magic these six talents create when they
meld all of their mastery together. The song
is guaranteed to take your breath away, and
so is the whole album! ‘…Decay’ is over an
hour’s worth of fluid, emotional-filled Blues,
hardened at times with blistering Rock.
Some tell the story of the decline of a once
powerhouse American city, with other pieces
telling the story of decline of a once vibrant
country. ‘…Decay’ is a Blues masterpiece,
created and performed by musical masters
that live and breathe their music. A work of
pure passion, high talent and total conviction.
In places ‘…Decay’ is cinematic, where we
can close our eyes and see the scene being
sung about unfold before us in glorious detail!
Roadhouse’s ‘City Of Decay’ is an
absolute stunner! A work that should open
up many more highways for this UK sextet
to travel down!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

drummer Simon Phillips (Toto, The Who etc)
and world renowned recorder maestro Les
Penning, whose contributions to this album
are immense. Also joining Reed are singer
Angharad Brinn and the Synergy Vocalists,
who give a different slant on what many
would consider to be a purely instrumental
Rock album.
So what do you get for your money? On
the first disc (I’m reviewing the three disc
Special Edition) we get ‘Sanctuary II Pts I&II’,
two pieces of music that clock in at roughly
twenty minutes each, and the first thing
you’ll notice is the wonderfully upbeat nature
of the music. It has a cheerful, almost childlike feel to it and it is joyous in the extreme.
Reed seems to have written and performed
a musical suite that makes him happy and
because of the incredible musicianship that
he possesses, he has been able to impart this
happiness to the individual tracks.
Disc two features two more tracks,
‘Salzburg’ and ‘Pen Y Fan’, plus edited parts
and alternate mixes of the ‘Sanctuary II Suite’.
You’ll also find ‘Sanctuary II Pts I&2’ re-mixed
by Mike Oldfield’s ‘... Bells’ producer Tom
Newman. Disc three is a DVD that features the
whole of the ‘Sanctuary II Suite’ in glorious
5.1 Surround & 24/96 Stereo, plus some
videos of Robert Reed playing various parts of
‘Sanctuary II’ and multiple instruments.
This is how to make music old-school
style; you know, like they did in the olden
days. Written, produced and performed
with such love, care and attention to detail
that it puts to shame a lot of the so called
music around today. Sadly, they don’t make
albums like ‘Sanctuary II’ anymore – but
maybe they should!
Ian Johnson

ROB REED
‘SANCTUARY II’
(Tigermoth)

RUN LIBERTY RUN
‘WE ARE’
(earMUSIC)

PROGRESSIVE

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

‘Sanctuary I’ was (and I’m sure Rob Reed
himself would agree) a homage to ‘Tubular
Bells’, the album from Reed’s musical hero,
Mike Oldfield, that first fuelled his musical
fires and made him want to become a
musician and composer in the first place.
‘Sanctuary II’, though, is a whole different
beast. Reed’s persona is stamped on every
single note that he has written and the sheer
joy he has infused into the music of this album
is wonderful to hear.
Not content with doing everything
himself this time, Reed asked two legendary
musicians to lend a hand. These being

Germany’s Run Liberty Run have attempted
to defy genre definition by incorporating a
plethora of styles into the sound on their
debut full-length album ‘We Are’, but if held
at gun-point I would categorise it as Modern
Melodic Alternative Electronic Pop Rock. One
glance at the cover would actually lead one
to believe they were about to listen to a Pop
Idol-styled boy band; all clean cut and dressed
in white. Schep (vocals/guitar), Seb (drums),
Marv (guitar) and Steff (bass) are all in their
early twenties and have created something
quite special.
The bio accompanying this release

SERIOUS BLACK – ‘MIRRORWORLD’ (AFM)

POWER METAL

A year and a half ago I was rather impressed
by the debut album from Serious Black (if
not the band name) and ‘As Daylight Breaks’
became an instant favourite in my Power Metal
collection. They’ve done the touring thing over
Europe with appropriate bands such as Kamelot
and Gamma Ray and that experience has
obviously paid off as they’ve returned to the
studio to pen another cracking album.
The line-up remains stable, with Urban breed
(Tad Morose, Bloodbound) providing powerful
vocals whilst Bob Katsionis (Firewind) props
things up with his usual excellent solo work. It’s a short album, struggling
to reach the thirty-five minute mark with eight songs and an intro piece, but
there’s not an ounce of flab to be seen and there’s no chance of it outstaying
its welcome.
The nine tracks themselves are pretty much what you would expect – fast
-paced, aggressive and full of melody, with breed snarling tunefully over the
top. There’s powerful drumming from Alex Holzwarth, who knows his shit from
having to keep up with Rhapsody Of Fire (another favourite) and every time
Katsionis is allowed to play with his fret-board, there’s an anticipatory air of
something good on the way.
Although it’s a short ride, ‘Mirrorworld’ is worth the queuing time, with the
opening bars of ‘As Long As I’m Alive’ sounding like TNT’s ‘Tell No Tales’ and
making sure you pay attention until ‘The Unborn Never Die’ (heavy title, man)
fades to black. Then, if you’re like me, you will start it all over again because
it’s fun. As a serious band in a serious world, Serious Black are seriously good,
and believe me I’m serious about that.
Alan Holloway
FIREWORKS
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emphasises how much RLR like to use
keys and synths, but I think this statement
distracts from the quality of the material.
The programmed elements are merely
embellishments; they enhance each song to
maximise the impact rather than dominate.
‘Ashes And Dust’ opens with stabbing
synths that brings to mind Depeche Mode
from the eighties, but when the drums and
guitars crash in it is unquestionably Rock.
‘We Are’ follows suit, it begins with a simple
acoustic guitar riff underpinned by electronic
sounds, then the drums and sweeping
orchestration arrive to give it an epic feel and
when the hook turns up, it is huge – stadium
sized. ‘Rain’ is a massive Melodic Rock song,
pure and simple; keyboards, guitars and
drums blend in glorious harmony and the
impassioned hook highlights an enthusiastic
and effective creative mantra.
The melancholic ‘Where Are You Now’ and
heartfelt ‘Start A Fire’ pull back on the reins
a little, but they are no less powerful and
showcase Schep’s vocals in the process. The
mid-song breakdown during ‘Sayanora’ is
like a summer night in an Ibizan club, it is the
most retro of the programmed passages yet
still works in the context of the song.
The ten tracks go through a number of
moods and tempos, giving the album a nice
balance and each track its own identity, all
delivered in conjunction with some great
production values. The anthemic single
‘Bengal Fires’ closes the album in style and
is a contemporary take on a tried and tested
eighties formula, structured to sing-along to
before searching for the repeat button.
At the time of writing I am only three
albums into my reviews quota for this issue,
but right now I can’t imagine anything
topping ‘We Are’.
Dave Bott

RUNNING WILD
‘RAPID FORAY’
(Steamhammer/SPV)
HEAVY METAL

My first taste of Running Wild was a few
months ago with their compilation album
‘Riding The Storm’ which was a real mixed
bag and although their early material left me
cold, their more commercial stuff was much
more intriguing. So when their brand new
album ‘Rapid Foray’ landed in my lap I was
intrigued to hear how the band sound in the
modern era!
RW were one of the innovators of the
whole Pirate Metal sub-genre and with this
album they do go nautical on us on a few
tracks, but on the whole it’s not overly invasive
as, to be honest, I really can’t take to the Pirate
Metal sound so this is a massive plus for me.
They have modernized their sound too, it
is still Running Wild and that old-school Metal
vibe, but they have evolved with the times and
have naturally incorporated Power and Speed
Metal into their song-writing. They haven’t
changed so dramatically that established fans
will be disappointed, but they will appreciate
the band’s sound having a more current vibe
and not feeling like this is a retro release.
There are some commercial songs in
the mix and on the whole it is a far more
accessible album than I found ‘Riding…’
to be. I’m sure this is an album that will go
down well with old-school Metal fans, but I’m
confident that Power and Speed Metal fans
will also be attracted to this release as well.
It’s a decent enough album and, in my
opinion, far superior to their previous output,
but I find the choruses don’t stay with me
and it’s the guitar playing that’s keeping my
interest. There is some simply stunning axe
work throughout, with some killer melodic
licks along with fast yet still melodic solos
and riffs. It’s that which compels me to repeat
songs and it’s this aspect of the music that
really shines and should really make fans of
Metal guitar riffs very happy.
As you’d expect from these guys, there
is a heavy dose of gang-shout choruses
AUTUMN

and thunderous fast-tempo drums and
bass as well as infectious fast-paced Metal
guitar riffage. There is some diversity in the
mix as well, with ‘Stick To Your Guns’ being
more Scorpions style Heavy Rock and the
impressive ‘Into The West’ having a slight
Folk edge to it.
Paul Woodward

SAGA
‘LIVE IN HAMBURG’
(earMUSIC)
PROGRESSIVE

Here’s a strange one. Not the fact that Saga
are releasing a live double album, there have
been many of those, but towards the end of
2015 German label earMUSIC announced an
extensive re-master and re-issue campaign
covering all Saga’s studio releases from
the last two decades. Issued in pairs, ‘The
Beginners Guide To Throwing Shapes’ and
‘The Security Of Illusion’ came first, each
containing bonus tracks from their Hamburg
show in 2015. A few weeks later ‘Generation
13’ and ‘Steel Umbrellas’ followed, again with
bonus tracks from the same show, but when
the next two were due, just ‘The Pleasure
And The Pain’ appeared, with no sign of the
pre-debut sessions ‘Phase One’. No further
albums have been forthcoming and now the
whole Hamburg show has appeared on the
release schedule, a limited edition version of
something that I was under the impression
was only supposed to provide bonus tracks for
a dozen re-issues. I don’t mind this too much,
it’s one of their more interesting live releases,
which in addition to featuring all the expected
“hits” also includes a handful of rarely played
gems and a couple of real surprises.
Of late, Saga shows have Ian Crichton’s
scintillating guitar work louder in the mix at
the expense of Jim Gilmour’s keys, and that’s
somewhat the case here, but maybe not as
blatantly as on some of their live recordings.
The balance is just about perfect on the
unexpected opening of ‘(Goodbye) Once
Upon A Time’ and ‘Someone Should’, neither
of which have been aired much since their
respective albums came out in the eighties.
Similarly, 1979’s ‘Hot To Cold’ is another halfforgotten gem (from their quirky ‘Images At
Twilight’ album) that’s sandwiched between
the standards ‘You’re Not Alone’ and ‘On
The Loose’, although it’s one of many tracks
where Michael Sadler’s commanding vocals
are much louder than Gilmour’s and the
playing seems a bit messy. The rest of the first
disc plays out with other unusual choices and
recent songs; a slightly rough version of the
‘Sagacity’ Pop Rocker ‘On My Way’, Gilmour’s
turn in the vocal spotlight with a snippet of
the unlisted piano ballad ‘Not This Way’ and
his trademark ‘Scratching The Surface’, the
anthemic ‘Time To Go’ and the contemporary
brilliance of ‘I’ll Be’.
Disc two is a bit more predictable with
many Saga classics like ‘Don’t Be Late’,
‘Ice Nice’ and ‘The Flyer’ taking things to
a perfect sing-along ending, but besides a
lengthy and rather unnecessary drum solo
from Mike Thorne, the real surprise of this
disc is the inclusion of the title track from
‘Wildest Dreams’. The band have famously
avoided playing any of the wonderful music
on the two albums that Gilmour and original
drummer Steve Negus weren’t involved
in, but here the underrated hi-tech Prog/
AOR classic sounds totally wonderful and
hopefully opens the door to more from that
era, although I guess a complete run through
of ‘…Shapes’ is a pipedream I’ll probably
take to my grave.
Well recorded and mixed (would you
expect anything else from such accomplished
studio cats?), ‘Live In Hamburg’ is as good a
set-list as any of their other live albums and
shows what amazing players and writers they
are and confirms the fact that Sadler is the
only vocalist who should ever front this great
Canadian band.
Phil Ashcroft
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SARI SCHORR
‘FORCE OF NATURE’
(Manhaton)
BLUES

‘Force Of Nature’ is the debut album from
raven haired New York native Sari Schorr. The
album came about from involvement with
producer Mike Vernon, who has a formidable
list of credentials including the likes of
Fleetwood Mac, Eric Clapton, Peter Green,
John Mayall, Savoy Brown and David Bowie.
Schorr introduced herself, touting for the
semi-retired Vernon to produce her. Intrigued,
he asked to hear some material, the two then
began corresponding and Vernon became so
enamored with the songs Schorr was bringing
to the table that he agreed to take the helm.
As soon as ‘Ain’t Got No Money’ bursts
out of the speakers, the quality of the Blues
on offer is immediately apparent. What does
come as a very pleasant surprise is not only
is Schorr a skilled writer, she has an immense
voice. A heady blend of grit, smokiness,
attitude, sass and power, her delivery is
highly impressive, reminiscent of some of the
things Beth Hart did with Joe Bonamassa.
The entertaining ‘Aunt Hazel’ sees her Rock
things up a bit while ‘Cat And Mouse’
employs some tasteful Funk guitar, with the
wah-wah peddle meshing beautifully with an
organ to underpin the Blues vibe. The smokey
bar-room number ‘Work No More’ is another
notable track for the searing guitar work of
special guest Walter Trout.
Schorr also adds a couple of covers to
the mix, taking on ‘Black Betty’ which most
people remember best from Ram Jam’s
souped up Classic Rock take. Here, Schorr
takes it back to the Lead Belly original, with
a sparse intro before the band thunder in,
keeping the pace slow but the sound heavy.
It’s a clever take on an old track and Schorr
employs a similar tactic on The Supremes’
‘Stop In The Name Of Love’, slowing it down
into a straight Blues workout.
The slide guitar of ‘Demolition Man’
is excellent, while ‘Kiss Me’ sees Schorr’s
voice covering all the bases from sultry and
seductive to a full on roar. If I were to be
super critical, I’d say at twelve tracks spanning
almost an hour, the album is maybe two songs
too long, but that really is me trying to find
fault in the interests of balance. Other than
that, this is a truly impressive debut record
and Schorr is another welcome addition to
what seems to be an increasingly fertile Blues
Rock scene.
James Gaden

SCARBLADE
‘THE COSMIC WRATH’
(No Remorse)
HEAVY METAL

Fronted by Greek vocalist Aliki
Kostopoulou, Scarblade was originally known
as Ruthless Steel until 2015 when the band
moved to Sweden and line-up and band name
changes both occurred.
This eight track debut for Scarblade has a
distinct Iron Maiden-esque sound to it. With
‘Die In The Night’ opening, its twin-layered
guitar is tried and trusted Classic Metal and
Kostopoulou’s accenting and tonal palate is
akin to Doro – all good here! However, neither
‘Point Of No Return’ nor the heavy ‘Cursed
Legion’ quite hit the mark. Musically, both
are well constructed and continue the classic
sound common throughout the album, but the
vocal delivery is too clean, lacking the gritty
power of the opener and is perhaps sat too
high up in the mix.
‘Escape’ turns a corner and takes on
a more commercial edge by the use of
atmospheric effects and synth padding
around the basic guitar riffing. Whilst this is
not very Metal and closer to Melodic Rock, it
actually works damn well!
‘Power Of Hate’ and ‘Evil War’ both use
Jonatan Berg’s guitar wall of sound as their
pounding, beating heart with Kostopoulou’s
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voice taking on a rougher, darker tone which
really hits home and makes these tracks stand
out. Berg sends harmonics jumping off his fretboard as the head-banging Rocker ‘Live Wire’
powers through and sees a vocal performance
laden with powerful screams which a certain
Bruce Dickinson would be proud of! Last track
‘United As One’ is initially lightning fast, but
slows mid-song to add some great Bluesy
soloing before kicking back into overdrive to
complete the Metal attack and is a fine way
to end.
This is a sterling effort from Scarblade and
contains several prominent tracks which show
potential, the musical and lyrical content is up
there with the cream of the crop. It’s obvious
that Kostopoulou’s voice works best when
stretched and bringing out a gritty, husky
quality which sits well in this genre – stick
with that and future releases will be really
hitting home.
Paul Sabin

SECRET SPHERE
‘ONE NIGHT IN TOKYO’
(Frontiers)
POWER METAL

The Italian Power Metallers release
their first live album. The band have gained
popularity in Japan so it is only right that this
performance was captured in Tokyo in front of
an appreciative, if not (by the sound of it) very
large crowd. Italy has produced a number of
very fine Power Metal acts and Secret Sphere
are one of them, although they often get
overlooked in Europe for the more headline
grabbing Rhapsody (and Rhapsody Of Fire) or
Labyrinth. They aren’t as eccentrically groundbreaking as those bands, instead playing it
straighter.
SS has undergone a number of changes
since their inception in 1997, no more so
than replacing Roberto Messina with Michelle
Luppi. Luppi (who has recently been handling
keyboards and those tricky high notes for
Whitesnake) is a solid choice especially when
considering his work with Vision Divine isn’t
a million miles away from SS. For some long
term fans though, with only one full album
with the band under Luppi’s belt, they may
feel that a live disc with Messina would
have been more fitting to cover the earlier
material. Indeed, the albums ‘Sweet Blood
Theory’ and ‘Scent Of Human Desire’ aren’t
represented here at all. With half of the setlist coming from ‘Portrait Of A Dying Heart’,
the album the band made with Luppi, it’s less
of a retrospective live album and more of a
representation of who they are today.
The heavier ‘Fall’ and the power ballads (of
sorts) ‘Lie To Me’ and ‘Eternity’ stand out from
that record in this live setting although it’s the
songs from perhaps their best album, ‘A Time
Never Come,’ that are the strongest here. The
epic ‘Legend’ in particular is impressive but
the ultra-heavy ‘Under The Flag Of Mary Read’
suggests they might have lost some of their
edge on more recent records. Luppi handles
melody and Metal well and he is an appreciative
front-man, winning over the crowd and getting
them to join in. He has the unusual habit of
what sounds like blowing kisses at the end of
songs to the crowd. A second, newly recorded
studio version of ‘Lie…’ is added at the end,
one which features a good guest appearance
from the great Anette Olzon.
This is the first album recorded in
collaboration with the Frontiers label and it’ll
be interesting to see which direction their new
release takes them.
Duncan Jamieson

SEPTEMBER CODE
‘III’
(Leaders)
PROGRESSIVE

“Must fight back. Mustn’t let it win...
what was that? Did you hear it? Tight riffing,
coming down the hall, nearer, nearer, tempo
changes...it’s here!”
AUTUMN

There’s a struggle going on in Greek band
September Code. On this third release, they
are battling the forces of Prog Metal, that
ubiquitous sound; they have a pseudo Arabian
feel (or the way they think Arabic music should
sound perhaps) in opener ‘Self Crisis’, they
break out the melody to make ‘You May Leave
Now’ a bit special and Dim Koskinas even
scats alongside an eighties synth line and
spidery guitar on the appealingly odd ‘Cause
Key’. But when they fall into the clutches
of Papa Prog Metal, the outcome is often
boredom – whispered vocals and bombastic
aimlessness of ‘Blank’, the contemplative
verse/big chorus/contemplative verse of
‘Physital’ and the modern airy Marillion feel
of ‘Aftermath’.
There’s a band here looking to break the
shackles of what’s expected of them. There’s
a band here content to nestle among the
cosy confines of what people expect. At the
moment this stymies enjoyment somewhat, as
there are loads of bands who do that Metal
with Prog thing, and a lot better actually.
September Code need to concentrate on the
oddness, the grit in the pearl; until then, this is
in a conveyor belt...
Steve Swift

SEVEN HARD YEARS
‘STORIES WE TELL’
(Lions Pride)
MELODIC ROCK

Seven Hard Years, the name taken from the
letters of the band Shy but also known as 7HY,
is the brainchild of ex-Shy drummer and songwriter Alan Kelly (who helped pen amongst
other Shy songs ‘Give It All You’ve Got’ and
their big hit co-written with Don Dokken
‘Break Down The Walls’).
7HY released their debut album ‘No Place
In Heaven’ two years ago without much
fanfare it has to be said. Featuring the vocal
prowess of American Shawn Pelata (Line
Of Fire/Final Sign) it has to be regarded as
criminally overlooked with songs of the
quality of Melodic Hard Rocker ‘Say What
You’ve Gotta Say’ and the sumptuous ballad
‘Hold Me Now’. Roll forward to 2016 and Kelly
is ready to release the follow-up, again with
quality Melodic Hard Rock as his forté.

SEVEN – ‘SHATTERED’ (Escape)

Roster-wise, 7HY is Kelly and Pelata; the
former again handles rhythm guitar, drums,
keyboards and some of the bass as well as
providing great backing vocals alongside the
latter as, obviously, vocalist. Their guests on
this album include: Dave Martin (ex-Marshall
Law), Eliot Kelly (Alan’s son), Pete Fry (Farcry),
Calle Hammer (Houston), Danny Beardsley
(Emperor Chung), Paul Kelly (Alan’s brother),
Martin Walls (After Hours) and Tom Dwyer
(ex-ML). Kelly’s daughter Robyn was also
persuaded to do a vocal duet on the melodic
power ballad ‘Driving Me Crazy’ as a bonus
mix to the original song.
‘I’ll Survive’ is a great opening song and a
fast, Melodic Hard Rocker whilst power ballad
‘…Crazy’ is another fine offering, although
the bonus version with Robyn Kelly raises it
an extra level with an acoustic intro, lots of
vocal melodies and a cool solo making it a
superlative song with a Dare feel, particularly
regarding the Vinny Burns-esque guitar tone.
I love the composition, structure and
atmospherics on ‘Don’t Believe A Word’ and
the solid Melodic Hard Rock of ‘Broken Man’
with Pelata reminiscent of Q5’s Jonathan K on
his high accent. The hard-edged Rocker ‘I’ve
Been Waiting’ has a hint of Bonfire about it
and the bouncy melodic Pop Rocker ‘Sweet
Sensation’ offers something different. But
kudos goes to ‘Only Human’ with its eighties
New Romantic feel (think Human League/
Ultravox), great atmospherics and dark
melody; Kelly and Pelata also get the vocal
tone just right to fit the mood.
Seven Hard Years is a welcome addition
to the scene and a release that Melodic Hard
Rock fans will love!
Carl Buxton

SEVENTH WONDER
‘WELCOME TO ATLANTA
LIVE 2014’ (Frontiers)
PROGRESSIVE
As someone who’s been round the
block a few times, the days of the truly
great and inspirational live album are long
gone. ‘Strangers In The Night’, ‘Live And
Dangerous’, ‘Made In Japan’, ‘Two For The
Show’… all true classics; meticulously
crafted gatefold vinyl that pretty much
MELODIC ROCK

‘The Mail’ points out that there were seven
dwarves, Shakespeare wrote of the seven
ages of man, Sinbad had seven voyages and
it was 007, not 008. Whilst marvelling at their
usual excellent standard of journalism, there
is something in it. There are so many books
around the power of the septimal; the week,
the seven days of creation and seven tears from
the Goombay Dance Band. Also, who hasn’t
seen the desperate blowing on the dice with
the whispered imprecation “come on, lucky
number seven”?
Is this Seven as special? Not quite, but they
are bloody good. Around first with some success in the late eighties, from
pubs to Parr (they opened for John) and, ahem, Jason Donovan at places like
Wembley and the NEC, they then did the fashionable thing, split up and await
the regenerating rub of an influential mover and/or shaker. On this occasion, it
was Khalil Turk from Escape who loved them then and aided in hooking them
up with Lars Chriss to produce ‘7’ in 2014.
Now we have ‘Shattered’… and it is a pristine piece of AOR amazement. What
isn’t great here is purely because it sticks closely to what we’ve heard before,
what is great is purely because...well, because it’s great. To convince are tracks
like ‘Light Of 1,000 Eyes’, a simple Euro Rock belter with parping galore, the
FM-tickling, soar-away chorus in ‘A Better Life’ and ‘Fight’ which shifts from soft
AOR to a seventies Hard Rock middle. Special mentions must go to the twisting,
turning solo in ‘Taking Over’ and the killer chorus of ‘Pieces Of You’ which pulls a
song that didn’t want to try to the front of the queue.
The performances here are unfussy and just for the songs; no Freddie
Mercury-esque flights of fancy from Mick Devine, little double neck debauchery
from Chriss’ solos (he also handles drums as well as guitars), just what they
need to do – at times, this is amazing AOR with a mouth-watering melodic
method. It really is that good and although there are lots doing what Seven
do at the moment, when it’s good, it floors you with its talent and assurance.
Best Melodic Rock album of the year so far? That’s a question for a whole pub
crawl, but it’s certainly up there. Shattered? Yes, expectations. Seven lucky?
They make their own.
Steve Swift
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defined the golden age of the genre (yes, I’m
talking about the seventies).
These days the very proliferation of live
CD’s and DVD’s has saturated the market to
such an extent that, as a mainstream currency,
the medium is significantly devalued – most
little more than a cheap stopgap until the next
studio album/‘Best of…’ set etc., etc. However,
every once in a while you do stumble upon
something a little more authentic, something
that for an all too brief moment transports
you back to those glory days when vinyl was
king… ‘Welcome To Atlanta Live 2014’ is
perhaps one such release.
A Progressively-tinged Melodic Rock/Metal
quintet from Sweden, to the outside world
Seventh Wonder are perhaps best known as
the band who introduced vocal sensation
Tommy Karevik (now of course an integral
part of Kamelot), but to those of us in the
know, the four studio albums they’ve released
thus far are uniformly excellent… a perfectly
balanced blend of frothy hooks and deft
musicianship combining influences as diverse
as Nation, Symphony X, Europe and Dream
Theater in one deliciously tempting repast.
Recorded at ProgPower USA in September
2014, the four disc (2CD/2DVD) ‘Welcome
To Atlanta – Live 2014’ offers an, at times,
fascinating glimpse into one of the most
promising young bands to emerge in more
than a decade. Okay, budgetary restrictions
mean the visuals are modest rather than
opulent (still eminently watchable though),
but the set (which includes the magnificent
‘Mercy Falls’ album in its entirety alongside a
smattering of some of their best tracks from
the other three) has a sense of theatrical
grandeur that maintains interest from the first
moment to the last!
And, from a completest point of view,
the addition of two brand new studio tracks
– the brash ‘Inner Enemy’ and majestic ‘The
Promise’ (all ten glorious minutes of it!) –
really are the icing on the cake!
A great live document and a fantastic
“stopgap” until their long overdue fifth studio
album emerges…
Dave Cockett

promo videos for ‘…Hesitate’ and ‘…Own’
are impressively made for a band with no label
to give financial assistance, demonstrating a
genuine passion and belief for what they wish
to achieve.
Ant Heeks

SEVI
‘THE BATTLE NEVER ENDS’
(Independent)

SHADOW HUNTERS
‘AVATAR’
(Independent)

HARD ROCK

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

I confess to having no idea of the strength
of the Rock scene in Bulgaria. I would assume
that it has a long way to go to catch up with
its Northern European counterparts, but if this
album is a good representation of what is on
offer then it’s one that may have potential.
A Female-Fronted quintet, Sevi the band
revolves around Sevi the impressive vocalist
and principal song-writer, real name Svetlana
Bliznakova. They released debut ‘What
Lies Beyond’ in 2012, but have undergone
numerous personnel changes to arrive at the
line-up of Dessislava Markova (keyboards),
Delyan Ketipov (guitars), Rally Velinov (bass)
and Pavlin Ivanov (drums) that features on
sophomore effort ‘The Battle Never Ends’.
Initially displaying a contemporary yet
commercial Heavy Rock sound, it’s hard not
to draw comparisons to Halestorm on ‘Don’t
Hesitate’, ‘Screw You, Honey’ and ‘One Time
Thing’, maybe with a little Evanescence
thrown in, while the keyboard sound on the
former brings to mind Nemesea.
However, further into the album the
choruses get a little bigger and an even
more commercial Groove-laden Pop/Rock
style surfaces on ‘Bitter Of Taste’, ‘Crazy’ and
‘Supernatural’. ‘Goodbye’, the stand-out tune
‘Destiny’, ‘On My Own’ and the ballad ‘Not A
Crime’ hit excellent AOR heights, with only
the closing title-track returning to the heavier
sound of the opening numbers – it’s almost
like an album in three separate movements,
but it works.
For an independently released and
self-produced album, the sound quality is
extraordinarily good, while the accompanying

Shadow Hunters are a duo from the SW
coast of Norway who formed in 2013, and
‘Avatar’ is their debut full-length album. They
describe themselves as “modern energetic
Sci-Fi Rock”, a description that conjures up
a host of images, putting the listener in a
state of expectation before actually popping
the round shiny plastic disc into the playing
device. Fortunately, I am at a stage where
band bios are used for historical data and
track info rather than a guideline for what to
expect musically and they generally provide
an amusing read once the songs have had a
chance to sink in.
The ten track journey starts promisingly
enough. ‘Winther’ has a decent riff at its core
but the rest of the song has a weak structure
and a hook that fails to impact, even after
several plays. ‘Billion Stars Away’ struggles
in a similar fashion and it is clear that any
ideas Will (vocals/guitar) and Ingar (drums)
might have are not developed fully enough.
‘Cosmodrone’ and ‘Into Tomorrow’s Yesterday’
are songs in the loosest sense. The hooks are
decent enough but the spoken passages acting
as verses are just distracting and annoying.
‘Astral Journey’ is a pointless and
overly repetitive instrumental featuring a
monotonous keyboard riff and uninspiring
drum fills. ‘I’ sits uncomfortably next to
the other songs as it is an up-tempo Pop/
Punk Green Day type work-out that is the
best thing on ‘Avatar’. The album concludes
with ‘Gates Of Heaven’ and pretty much
sums up everything that has gone before. It
is like a ninety second sigh at the end of a
disappointing and frustrating experience that
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SKILLET – ‘UNLEASHED’ (Atlantic)

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

The tenth album from the Memphis quartet
sees the band retain the unmistakable Skillet
signature whilst adding something new
and dynamic to the eclectic songs on offer.
John Cooper’s voice and the male/female
counterpoint vocals with the ever excellent
drummer Jen Ledger make the band instantly
recognisable.
The sound on ‘Unleashed’ is one of the most
expansive that you are likely to hear. Opener
‘Invincible’ is Mutt Lange-esque in its drum
sound and punch whilst the sweeping uplift
of ‘Stars’, with its nod towards Owl City, is an audio heaven of swirling
synthesisers and layered vocal melodies. Similarly, the exquisite ‘Lions’ is a
soaring ballad that makes the neck hair stand on end. Skillet even dabble in
Dance Rock on ‘Famous’ – and less so on ‘Saviours Of The World’ – which is
resplendent with crunching guitar and squelching synth beats. The synthesiser
is something that punctuates the album throughout, with Corey Cooper’s
inventive programming coming to the fore. Some of these songs are perhaps
shaped by producer and co-writer Seth Moseley, someone more familiar to
fans of Dance Rock acts like Family Force 5 and the Pop Rock of Jeremy Camp
or Audio Adrenaline.
For those missing the hard boiled Rock anthems of the previous three
albums, there’s no need to despair as ‘Unleashed’ is peppered with them and
they’re perhaps some of the best that the band has ever committed to disc,
something of a paradox in this day of digital files. ‘I Want To Live’ is one of the
greatest songs that the band has ever written – typical Skillet. With clawing
harmonies and a massive chorus, it’s hard to believe that Atlantic weren’t keen
on the song. It has comparisons to producer Brian Howes’ co-write ‘Awake
And Alive’ from the ‘Awake’ album.
Elsewhere, the Euro-Metal crunch of ‘Out Of Hell’ and ‘Undefeated’, both
produced and co-written with Kevin Churko, is a welcome twist and the
phenomenal riff-orientated ‘Burn It Down’ perfectly marries huge hooks with
a visceral guitar gut punch.
Cooper says that the band took a bit of a gamble going with the flow of the
songs on ‘Unleashed’, making it less intense and more upbeat than ‘Rise’. The
gamble has paid off handsomely, Skillet has managed to tweak their musical
direction whilst retaining their identity. It feels fresh, dynamic, uplifting and
altogether, as a body of consistency, it’s Skillet’s best album since ‘Comatose’.
Mike Newdeck
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should have delivered so much more.
Aside from the aforementioned ‘I’, the
songs lack substance and are generally
unimaginative and diluted by a flat and
lifeless production. Thankfully the overall
running time is just over thirty minutes.
That means I would only be able to get back
the two hours of my life I have lost, due to
playing the album four times, in a Science
Fiction story. I wish.
Dave Bott

SILVER END
‘SPREADING FIRE’
(Independent)
ROCK

Norway’s Silver End really could be a
different band from the one that recorded the
2013 debut album ‘Beyond Limits’, it’s slicker,
more polished and has better songs by far.
Taking their cue from the likes of Three
Days Grace and Breaking Benjamin, SE add
a hefty dose of melody. Recently promoted
vocalist Christian Lerø sounds very much like
Matt Walst (adding a welcome distinguishable
feature sadly lacking from this genre of music)
on the soaring ballad ‘Chills’ and the stadium
ready anthem ‘Addicted’. ‘Winning The Raffle’,
although lyrically a little clumsy, is nevertheless
a worthy opener and the album has songs of
real quality sprinkled throughout.
‘Hope’ and ‘Chains’ are belting Hard
Rockers of some note with BB overtones – do
the basics well and the melodies better – whilst
‘Profit Of Child’ is as good as anything that
you will hear from the band’s contemporaries.
Indeed, if BB or TDG had released this album
it would be currently flying high at the top of
Billboard’s Rock album chart.
Mike Newdeck

SINNERGOD
‘SINNERGOD’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Sinnergod are described in the bio as a
Goth Metal band formed in Wigan nearly
AUTUMN

ten years ago by twin brothers Mark (vocals/
guitar) and Chris (drums) Hampson. The lineup is completed by Paul Swindells (keyboards/
samples), Sam Saint (guitar) and James
Dunn (bass). Their self-titled second fulllength release follows 2014’s ‘Seven Deadly
Sinphonies’ and three EPs, ‘Two Thousand And
Never’ (2009), ‘A World In Grey’ (2012) and
‘Behind Every Corner’ (2013).
Keyboards and programmed loops/samples
feature strongly on ‘Sinnergod’, but in no way
do they dilute the sound. Big guitar riffs are at
the core of each song with imaginative and
skilful solos making an appearance, generally
towards the conclusion. I was unsure after
the first play because the opening few tracks
have a similar tempo and structure and lack
the identity of those in the second half of
the album. ‘Never Had A Gun’ and ‘1,000
Sins’ both pack a musical punch whilst
picking up the pace and the anthemic hooks
register immediately. The main idea behind
‘Supernatural’ is a good one but repeated
unnecessarily, extending the running time
past the seven minute mark causes interest
levels to wane as it progresses.
The choral arrangements during ‘We’ve
Been Expecting You’ (again seven minutes
plus) are a nice touch, giving it an atmospheric
and epic feel, whilst ‘Johnny Sits Perfectly
Still’ is pure AOR/Melodic Rock with a chorus
ready made for Firefest. The urgent riffing and
double-kick drums that form the basis of ‘We
Don’t Have Anything’ make it the heaviest
track on offer, coming across like late eighties
Metallica with keyboards. I would have liked
the sound to have more clarity and separation
and sometimes the vocals lose their edge in
a muddy mix, but musically there is much to
appreciate and with two guitarists in the band
I’d like to think the songs have a lot of power
when played live.
Sinnergod would benefit greatly from the
guiding hand of a good producer to trim the
fat from some of the running times, focus the
direction and give the vocals a more dynamic
projection, it will be interesting to see how
they progress during the next few years.
They have a unique sound and enough in
place in terms of creativity to warrant further
investigation and I will certainly be keeping an
eye open for live dates.
Dave Bott

SKY OF FOREVER
‘SKY OF FOREVER’
(Mighty)
MELODIC ROCK

Putting together a group of Finnish
musicians with a variety of backgrounds –
ranging from a Tenor vocalist, the drummer
from Stratovarius, the guitarist from Death
Metal band Tracedawn and a pianist and
orchestrator with a background in musical
conducting – doesn’t sound like an
obvious collaboration, but the end result
is Sky Of Forever.
Though the slightly pretentious name
certainly suggests Prog, any Progressive
tendencies are kept to a bare minimum on
this debut album in favour of a predominantly
Melodic Rock approach. What sets SOF
apart from many bands of a similar ilk is the
occasional use of cinematic orchestration,
something that under the “Rock” banner is
normally reserved for Symphonic bands. The
addition of the powerful Tenor vocals of Sky Of
Forever’s song-writer and guiding light Lauri
Hannola adds a further dimension, his perfect
diction at times bringing to mind Dream
Theater’s James LaBrie.
The orchestral element isn’t overused
throughout the album, though when it
appears, it adds a certain extra potency to
the rousing anthems ‘Wild Heart’, ‘Divine’
and the epic-sounding ‘Sky Of Forever’,
while also incorporating a choral aspect on
the beautifully arranged ‘Vagabond’. Opener
‘Carry On’ (featuring a blistering guitar
solo from former Kiss man Bruce Kulick)
and ‘Tomorrow’ are more simplistic in their
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approach, though no less worthwhile, though
the slightly Poppier (and certainly a little
more commercial) ‘One Of These Days’ and
‘Summer Rain’ somehow make me think of a
Rockier Savage Garden.
At only nine tracks it’s not the longest
album in the world, but quality will always
rule over quantity, and this delivers that
attribute with something a little different.
Ant Heeks

SOULS OF TIDE
‘JOIN THE CIRCUS’
(Mighty)
ROCK

I’m beginning to feel like the Swedish chef
off ‘The Muppet Show’ these days. It seems
there is a different flavour emerging from
either Sweden or one of its Scandinavian
neighbours every single week. Yours truly
then gathers the ingredients from each one
and carefully creates a recipe (or review) for
your consumption. Whether you try these
recipes is totally down to you, but if you do,
prepare to either; a) become addicted and
gorge yourself, b) try it, like it, but decide it’ll
just be an occasional treat, or c) try it, then
spit it out, never to devour again. Personally,
I’m a man of simple tastes, but I will try
anything once; especially if it’s served up in
an appetizing manner.
This latest recipe is taken from Norwegian
cuisine; however, the dominant flavours
throughout are most definitely derivative
of late sixties/early seventies Classic Rock.
This debut album has been simmering nicely
since Souls Of Tide’s inception in 2014.
Band members Vegar Larsen (vocals), Ole
Kristian Østby (lead guitar), Anders Langberg
(guitar), Øyvind Strõnen Johannesen (bass),
Kjetil Banken (Hammond Organ) and Tommy
Kristiansen (drums) have obviously taken time
to hone their skills, and now ‘Join The Circus’
has finally come to the boil.
I wasn’t overly enamoured by the album
initially, but once I had digested the songs
several times they became more than
palatable. Opener ‘She’s Dead’ is certainly no
Hors d’oeuvre; it’s a pedal-to-the-metal song
and it’s instantly evident that Black Sabbath
(circa ‘Sabotage’) and Deep Purple (circa ‘In
Rock’) are bona fide stimuli for SOT. Larsen’s
vocal style is illustrative of early Classic Rock,
at times sounding eerily analogous to Ozzy
Osbourne. But for me, it’s the pounding, primal
bass and drums of Johannsen and Kristiansen
respectively that give the album potency. ‘Join
The Circus’, ‘Once Again’, ‘Easy Love’ and
‘Spray-Tan Magic’ also impress; the latter
includes a nice exchange between Østby’s
guitar and Banken’s Hammond (an unsullied
reminder of those halcyon days of Ritchie
Blackmore and Jon Lord). It’s always a comfort
hearing a Hammond, but SOT accommodate
it sparingly, yet seductively as a retro-garnish,
rather than an over-indulgence. ‘Devils’ and
‘Faith’ exhibit the band’s more subdued side.
It may be a short album, but Souls Of Tide
seem to be cooking with gas and have served
up a traditional platter of Rock for you to
munch on at your leisure. “Bon appetit”!!
Dave Crompton

STATUS QUO – ‘AQUOSTIC II:
THAT’S A FACT!’
(Universal)
ROCK

When Status Quo announced that they
were releasing an acoustic album, there
was some skepticism. Yet when ‘Aquostic’
landed in 2014, it turned out to be a massive
success, hitting the Top 5, going Gold and
being Quo’s best-selling album for eighteen
years. Taking beloved songs and re-working
them unplugged, with accordions, strings
and female backing singers, showed the hit
singles and some deeper album cuts off in a
brand new light.
With anything successful, a sequel is
usually demanded and as a result ‘Aquostic
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II: That’s A Fact!’ is here. Quo wisely haven’t
strayed too far from the formula that made
the first album so popular. New workings of
anthems like ‘Backwater’, ‘In The Army Now’,
‘Dear John’, ‘Hold You Back’ and particularly
‘Roll Over Lay Down’ sound great with their
new arrangements, while other tracks have
been selected which are less obvious. The title
track is a great opener, one I must admit I’d
mostly forgotten from ‘Blue For You’. The band
also cover a variety of eras, going right back to
their early years with ‘Ice In The Sun’, through
to picking ‘Lover Of The Human Race’ from the
underrated ‘Thirsty Work’ album from 1994.
More recent fare like ‘Belavista Man’ from
2005’s ‘The Party Ain’t Over Yet’ gives Rick
Parfitt chance to take over from Francis Rossi
on the vocals. ‘Jam Side Down’ from ‘Heavy
Traffic’ is another choice cut and the album
rounds out with ‘Resurrection’ from ‘1982’.
In the interests of keeping things fresh,
two new songs, ‘One For The Road’ and ‘One
Of Everything’ are included on the standard
release – penned by keyboard player Andy
Bown – both of which are very good
and nestle comfortably next to the more
familiar material.
As well as a standard fourteen track
release, there is also a “deluxe” version, which
adds another new song, Rossi’s ‘Is Someone
Rocking Your Heart’ alongside acoustic
renditions of ‘Lies’, ‘Little Dreamer’, ‘Living
On An Island’ and ‘Rockers Rollin’. The deluxe
edition also adds a second disc containing
six live tracks from their ‘Aquostic’ show in
Stuttgart. Fans also need to be aware that
there is a limited edition double vinyl release
too, which omits the deluxe live tracks, but
has all nineteen album tracks and adds an
additional song, ‘For You’.
If you enjoyed ‘Aquostic’, then I see no
reason why you won’t love ‘Aquostic II’ just as
much. Excellent!
James Gaden

STEELMADE
‘LOVE OR A LIE’
(Timezone)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Although their name sounds like a wellknown, grammatically challenged Jedi
Master describing Krypton’s favourite son
(“Steelmade, he is”), the patchy debut
from this Swiss four-piece is more diverse
and intriguing than their one dimensional,
somewhat lumpen, moniker suggests.
‘Love Or A Lie’ offers what can loosely be
described as a backbone of Modern Metal
and Alternative Rock, with ‘Even Gods Have
Enemies’ and ‘Silent Cries’ built around
prowling nineties Metallica riffs underpinned
by the Funky bass and helium-high vocals of
Faith No More. Even that summation feels
somewhat reductive though, as the guys
throw a number of other shapes into their
moody aesthetic.
Symphonic Metal harmonies glide beneath
‘Revolution’ – replete with Classical piano
intro – and the Within Temptation-like strains
of ‘Killing Me’, there’s a sheen of Industrial
Electronica on ‘Stay’ and guy-gal duet ‘Sweet
Lady’ is a surprisingly crisp Jazzy-Pop swinger
with carefree whistling and a seductive refrain.
That quirky side also rears its head on ‘We Are
Bizarre’ – think Pantera’s ‘Walk’ played by
nineties post-Grungers Moist – while the titletrack delivers full-blooded Arena Rock and the
record’s most rousing hook.
It’s laudable to be this eclectic if you have
the chops and character to pull it off, but at
present Steelmade’s ambition outstrips their
song-writing ability. Bouncing all over the
musical map results in a lack of focus and
development of musical personality, leaving
many tracks feeling emotionally sterile and in
need of refinement.
‘Desire And Love’, for example, purrs like
a galloping panther with a defiant riff, but
finishes so abruptly it’s like they’ve fallen
asleep halfway through. Likewise, too many
choruses come across as lazy afterthoughts,
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falling flat and failing to pay off their songs
with the requisite impact and passion.
‘Love Or A Lie’ is ultimately a Jack-of-allstyles, master-of-none record. Aside from the
tepid balladry of ‘Without Love’ there’s no
absolute stinkers here. Most songs offer the
genesis of a good idea and – particularly on
closing instrumental ‘Edda’ – exhibit some
fine musicianship. But for the time being
Steelmade need to realise less is more and
concentrate on writing great songs with a
clearly defined identity and direction. Walk
before you can run, as they say.
Simon Ramsay

STEVE HUGHES
‘ONCE WE WERE (PART ONE)’
(Progressive Promotion)
PROGRESSIVE

As I listened to this album, there was
a nagging feeling that it reminded me of
something but I couldn’t place it, which was
odd because when it finally dawned on me it
was so obvious; Frost*. It shares many of both
Jem Godfrey’s synthesiser traits and songwriting styles, consequently it can be a little
challenging at times.
Hughes was formerly the drummer with
both Big Big Train and The Enid but here he
takes on multiple roles including lead singer;
on his debut album (‘Tales From The Silent
Ocean’) he used Sean Filkins, but now has
greater confidence in his own abilities. He’s
joined by guest musicians including guitarists
JC Strand, Keith Winter and Dec Burke.
According to Hughes, the album
examines the relationship and tragedy of
star-crossed lovers as they move through
different timelines and how their lives are
impacted by decisions from politicians and
romantic circumstance.
The album opens with the multi-faceted
and epic ‘The Summer Soldier’ (not a cover
of the Barclay James Harvest track) which
clocks in at thirty-three minutes. It would be
fair to say that this is an eclectic piece with
many a wide variety of different styles being
thrown into the mix, some of which I admit

leave me a little perplexed, particularly when
it gets rather discordant. The theme may be
war-related but, at times, it does come across
as a sonic bombardment.
After that, the relatively short material that
follows comes as something of a relief, not
least because Hughes’ vocal range is more
suitable for the mellower soundscape that
they offer. ‘For Jay’ is a decent Pop-orientated
number with a very personal background, it
being about the son of a former girlfriend of
Hughes and the ending of the relationship
with both of them. Equally autobiographical
is ‘Kettering Road’ which is imbued with a fine
melody and is all the better for its stripped
back approach. It’s a song of two halves
as a darker lyrical message comes through
reflecting Hughes’ battle with the bottle,
thankfully a fight he’s won.
‘Was I Wrong?’ features some interesting
drum patterns and a cascading piano
refrain, Burke providing a fine guitar solo.
Again, it brings Frost* to mind particularly
during the more florid passages. The closing
numbers are more restrained and for me
work better as a consequence, the female
vocals adding depth.
Gary Marshall

STEVE ‘N’ SEAGULLS
‘BROTHERS IN FARMS’
(Spinefarm)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

The Bluegrass/Redneck/Hillbilly take on
Hard Rock classics isn’t to everybody’s tastes
and should be taken with a pinch of salt, but
you can’t deny that these guys can play.
As Finland’s answer to Hayseed Dixie,
Steve ‘N’ Seagulls return with their second
release ‘Brothers In Farms’ (great title!) and
take on some, oft unexpected, Classic Rock
songs with the use of acoustic guitar, banjo
and fiddles in their own inventive style.
So what you get for your money are
Hillbilly versions of the likes of Iron Maiden’s
‘Aces High’, Metallica’s ‘Sad But True’,
Nightwish’s ‘Wishmaster’, AC/DC’s ‘It’s A Long
Way To The Top (If You Want To Rock ‘N’ Roll)’,

SONATA ARCTICA – ‘THE NINTH HOUR’ (Nuclear Blast)

POWER METAL

Quite simply the best Symphonic/Melodic Metal
band to spring forth from the abundant oasis that
is the Finnish scene since the mighty Stratovarius,
Kemi quintet Sonata Arctica have certainly
changed beyond measure since their early days as
Tricky Beans!
Now enjoying the kind of global reach most
bands would gladly sell their bass player’s kidney
for, they’ve finally found musical nirvana… no,
not talking about Dave Grohl’s old mob, but that
magical plateau where artistic creativity is dictated
solely by their mood and not some overzealous
record company exec looking for a quick payback.
It’s been two years since the exuberant ‘Pariah’s Child’ opus first emerged – two
years where they’ve headlined countless shows around the globe and toured North
America with fellow Finns Nightwish – and with the sun now rapidly setting on
the 2016 European summer festival circuit, the band are readying themselves to
promote their latest effort, ‘The Ninth Hour’ (fittingly, their ninth, all new full-length
studio set).
Dressed in striking cover artwork that vividly represents the dichotomy between a
natural utopian future and a dystopian man made armageddon, like its predecessor
‘The Ninth Hour’ harks back to that earlier SA sound where (to these ears at least)
they were at their most creatively opulent. Ostentatious, melodramatic – their Andrew
Lloyd Webber-esque sense of theatrical opulence crops up liberally throughout –
atmospheric, yet always superlatively moody and melodic; their seemingly perplexing
marriage of Stratovarius styled Speed Metal symphonies and Nightwish-like Gothic
grandiloquence continues to beguile and amaze.
Compare and contrast the galloping ‘Rise A Night’ with the ethereal ‘Among The
Shooting Stars’ which precedes it for instance… by rights it just shouldn’t work in
any shape or form whatsoever, but in the skilled hands of craftsmen like these guys
it shimmers with broiling passion and emotion! I have always been a fan of vocalist
Tony Kakko (one of the best in this particular field in my opinion) and, once again,
it’s his rousing clarion call that leads from the front on bombastically overblown
masterpieces such as ‘Closer To The Animal’ (check out the clip on YouTube), ‘Till
Death’s Done Us Apart’ and the epic ‘White Pearl, Black Oceans Part II: By The Grace
Of The Ocean’.
With the rest of the band providing their usual high calibre musical masterclass,
the good ship Sonata Arctica continues to steer its own wonderfully individual
course towards an ever more glorious future…
Dave Cockett
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TARJA – ‘THE SHADOW SELF’ (earMUSIC)

SYMPHONIC

Having released ‘The Brightest Void’ several
months ago as a prequel to this album, Tarja
(Turunen-Cabuli) has already whetted the
appetite of her devoted fans. Both releases
contain songs that she’d been working on at the
same time, although some of them go right back
to her ‘My Winter Storm’ writing sessions.
The dark Scandinavian melancholy pervades
almost every aspect of these songs, as Tarja
readily admits a lot of her writing comes from
her dark side which helps to inspire and create
the music she records and that ‘Black’ was the
album’s original working title. The name she eventually settled on was influenced
by an Annie Lennox interview where Lennox discussed a darker side we all have
and referenced the shadow self, which Tarja thought would make a great title,
representing the beautiful darkness she has within herself and which all her songs
are borne from.
This is probably Tarja’s strongest album yet, certainly her heaviest, and I believe
she has come of age as a solo artiste. Recording took place in Argentina, Finland
and Antigua with Tim Palmer mixing it at his home studio in Texas. James Dooley
and Bart Hendrickson have both been involved in the orchestral and choir
arrangements again, as they were on ‘Colours In The Dark’. Although Tarja has
used a multitude of musicians, some of the usual suspects and current touring
regulars are here, including Christian Kretschmar (keyboards), Kevin Chown
(bass), Alex Scholpp (guitar) and Max Lilja (cello).
With the exception of ‘Supremacy’, the Muse cover she has strikingly made her
own, all the songs are deeply personal. ‘No Bitter End’ speaks for itself as the
first single/video whilst the second, ‘Innocence’, has a Chopin piano piece in the
middle eight that Anders Wollbeck found for Tarja and which was recorded by
Izumi Kawakatsu as she wanted to re-connect with her Classical roots. Tarja duets
with Alissa White-Gluz – who uses both her growls and clean voice – on ‘Demons
In You’, pokes fun at herself on ‘Diva’ and dazzles on ‘Love To Hate’ which is
both encapsulating and majestic. Her younger brother Tony duets with her on the
melodious ‘Eagle Eye’, whilst the epic, balladic ‘Too Many’ seduces and enthrals
in equal measure.
With epic soundscapes, sweeping brush strokes and kaleidoscopic colours, Tarja
has managed to convince with her most mature, accomplished and flowing album
yet which beautifully matches the majesty of her former band Nightwish.
Carl Buxton
‘Guns N’ Roses’ ‘November Rain’, Megadeth’s
‘Symphony Of Destruction’, Steppenwolf’s
‘Born To Be Wild’, Gary Moore/Phil Lynott’s
‘Out In The Fields’ and a cracking take on Deep
Purple’s ‘Burn’.
They also go more modern on us with Foo
Fighter’s ‘The Pretender’ and The Offspring’s
‘Self Esteem’, while also successfully
managing to polish a turd with a rendition
of Nirvana’s ‘In Bloom’ that is infinitely more
enjoyable than the hideous original.
Barmy? Yes. Essential? No. But like with
any movie from the actor that gave the band
their name, leave your brain at the door and
simply enjoy.
Ant Heeks

STEVE SUMMERS BAND
‘RAINMAKIN’’
(Casket)
BLUES

British Blues quartet Steve Summers Band
are poised to release ‘Rainmakin’’, the followup to their 2012 debut, ‘Lookin’ Back, Movin’
On’. In the same way both titles are consistent
in eschewing the letter “g” Steve and Co.
remain as consistent and do not stray from
the musical style which originally date back to
the end of the 19th century.
Like many other Blues artists, SSB pay
homage to their heroes with five cover
tunes by notables Stevie Ray Vaughn (‘Pride
And Joy’), Albert Collins (‘Black Cat Bone’)
and Robin Trower (‘I Can’t Wait Much
Longer’). Covering a standard like ‘…Joy’ is
an obvious choice, but doing the song and
Vaughn’s legacy justice is a rather tall order.
However valiant in attempt, SSB does nothing
to enhance or build on this modern Blues
repertoire standard. Their performance is too
close to the original which makes it difficult
to rate it on its own accord. Summers’ voice
lacks the power and organic delivery like the
original and the swing of the rhythm section
sounds stiff and mechanical.
However, SSB redeems themselves with a
cover of Steely Dan’s ‘Pretzel Logic’. Although
still unstimulated by the vocal performance,
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the band executes a great 12/8 shuffle and
Summers’ guitar work is some of the best on
the record. Collins’ ‘…Bone’ is another well
executed cover showcasing the band’s talents.
For the most part, the originals penned by
Summers do not venture outside of the 12bar Blues format. The exception can be made
for ‘Tears Roll Down’ which is a riff-centered
Rocker soaked in wah-wah and features
brother Rich Summers spicing things up on
slide. On ‘Comfort Me Baby’ Vic Martin’s simple
chordal accompaniment and delicate Leslie
solo, along with Summers’ wickedly-inspired
performance, ranks as the best on the album
With today’s version of Blues popularized
by Eric Johnson, Joe Bonamassa, Warren
Haynes and Derek Trucks, Steve Summers
Band remains on the outside looking in.
‘Rainmakin’’ will appeal to established fans
of electric Blues Rock, yet will not resonate as
well with younger audiences that have only
been exposed to the hybrid interpretation
that blends the soul of Blues with more Poporiented song forms.
Brent Rusche

STEVEN TYLER
‘WE’RE ALL SOMEBODY
FROM SOMEWHERE’
(Dot) ROCK
So Steven Tyler has moved to Nashville and
this album is classified as Country, but really
it defies such a simple description; perhaps
soulful and Countrified Blues Rock but then
again, why label it? It’s Tyler on his day off from
Aerosmith and it’s certainly not pale or one
dimensional. Tyler’s signature is too distinctive
not to translate across to anything he does, so
this should keep Aerosmith fans nicely warm
till the next Toxic Twins pirouette.
Opener ‘My Own Worst Enemy’ chimes with
the quieter moments of Aerosmith songs, has
Eastern influences as well as Country ones
and is an honest song about regrets after
the smoke clears. As with ‘What Am I Doin’
Right?’, another acoustic number, it feels real
as well as authentic and speaks from the heart.
The title track, ‘We’re All Somebody From
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Somewhere’ draws from the Funkier side of
the Tyler repertoire, it’s a tasty jambalaya of a
song drawing ragged rhythms and syncopation
straight from Honky-Tonk dives and is just
as much New Or’luns and Memphis as it is
Nashville. The “Radio-friendly” offering ‘It Ain’t
Easy’ could just as easily be a ballad from an
Aerosmith album with simple, but evocative
lyrics such as “like tryna squeeze a drop of rain
out of the sun” and, alongside ‘Only Heaven’,
shows the softer side of Aerosmith all over.
‘Love Is Your Name’, ‘Red, White And You’
and ‘Sweet Louisiana’ are more typically
Country-like, as is ‘Somebody New’; the latter
is spiced up “Tyler style” with Flamenco
and Soul influences. Unusual and striking, ‘I
Make My Own Sunshine’ is a feel good song
about independence and self-reliance with
a delightfully infectious A Cappella chorus.
‘Gypsy Girl’ has a gentle Caribbean-influenced
rhythm and Soul-influenced vocals inspiring
thoughts of a permanent vacation.
The album encores consist of stripped down
version of Aerosmith’s ‘Janie’s Got A Gun’
and a Rocking version of Janis Joplin’s ‘Piece
Of My Heart’ which also features The Loving
Mary Band who have frequently collaborated
with Aerosmith members dating as far back
as 1997’s ‘Nine Lives’ and also backed-up the
“solo” Tyler on some live dates.
Some people Rock out 24/7, others like a
change of pace. This is Steven Tyler on a Sunday
morning reflecting his own diverse tastes – one
for real music lovers everywhere!
Dawn Osborne

the heydays of Glam Metal, amongst other
related genres. I stress “trying”. SS cram their
songs with all the hallmarks of Glam, and it’s
certainly a lot of fun if at times comical, but
they lack the finesse of the acts they are trying
to emulate.
Won’t Hold Me Back’ quickly gives the
sense that the vocals will let this album down.
‘Spit It Out’ has tons of energy but the whole
sound is very thin, sometimes seemingly
lacking a solid bass line at all. ‘Over & Out’
plays with some Funky conversation-stylings
that go back and forth between the vocals
and guitar. The pre-chorus of ‘Little Fighter’
thrives on the hoarse energy of Jacob A.M.’s
vocals but the rest of the song, however, rests
limply on a tinny piano sound.
Later tracks like ‘Walk ‘N’ Stalk’,
‘Barceloningham’ and ‘Johnny Ten-Men’ tend
to be anchored around simple, repeating
choruses, often lacking a little melody and a
similar sound merges the songs together.
SS make you want to like them; they are
barrels of energy and, you expect, hugely
entertaining, but it’s overshadowed by the
inherent weakness of the song-writing. I
thought it actually lacked the pace of their
earlier albums, the strength of the sound not
helped by the loss of their second guitarist.
Stop Stop scream attitude and outrage
but there’s a bit too much sugar coating and
not enough musical talent on this album that
bring to mind something about empty vessels
making the most noise.
Sophie Brownlee

STILL LIVING
‘HUMANITY’
(Imperative)

STORMTROOPER
‘PRIDE BEFORE A FALL’
(Bristol Archive)

MELODIC ROCK

HEAVY METAL

Still Living are a five-piece Melodic Rock
act hailing from Garanhuns, Brazil. Three years
on from their debut ‘From Now On’, 2015
saw the release of the follow-up ‘Humanity’;
wait a minute, I know you’re thinking… it’s
2016 but it sometimes takes a little time for
independent releases to hit these shores. SL
are spearheaded by Renato Costa (vocals)
who is assisted on guitar and bass by Eduardo
Holanda and Leandro Andrade respectively.
Cleber Melo (drums) and Thiago Nascimento
(keyboards) complete the line-up, with the
album being mixed by Aldecy Souza.
‘Humanity’ has a very Scandinavian feel
to the music and is very much intertwined
with soaring vocals, dreamy guitar solos and
grandiose keyboards. ‘Flying High’ kicks off
with a catchy hook that will grab you straight
off and reel you in; the vocals of Costa are the
surprise for me – very strong and powerful yet
holding onto his own personal tone.
The ballad ‘You Remain Alive’ is a delight
and ‘Humanufactured’ is a punchy tune,
whereas ‘Eyes’ is a slow number that builds
into a classic eighties song that was a staple
of every Hard Rock release during that period
– a chance to showcase the bands mellow
side. Also included on this release are two
bonus tracks, ‘Hollow Man’ and ‘Surrender’,
both are re-recorded versions of the digitally
released singles from the previous two years.
‘Humanity’ is a solid album that should
appeal to all fans of quality Melodic Rock of
the European persuasion, whilst still holding
enough unique traits of their own. The
production is very good for an independent
release, making ‘Humanity’ a good platform for
the band to take the next step and hopefully
garner more worldwide exposure. With the
Olympics being held in Rio at the moment
would this win a gold medal? Maybe not, but
they would definatley qualify for the final.
Mick Parry

This album from Bristol NWOBHM act
Stormtrooper is billed as “The Lost Album”
as it was originally recorded and intended for
release in the early eighties, but it’s only now
getting an official release. Why it was never
released back in the day isn’t overly clear and
why it has finally been released in its original
form is unclear too. It’s a curiosity piece but
I can’t see it having much impact in today’s
Rock and Metal scene.
It’s very “of its time” stylistically and
production wise, and while I don’t think
the album is anything special, had it been
released at the height of the NWOBHM scene
I really think they would have made a low
level splash; in a “What If” world we could be
talking about the band as a cult act.
NWOBHM vintage collectors I’m sure
will see this album as an essential purchase,
but given the obvious retro nature of the
album I can only really see music fans who
are collecting albums from the past being
particularly interested in this. There’s a
burgeoning scene of NWOBHM-inspired
bands at the moment, especially in Europe,
who utilise modern production values and
have a strong following, but I can’t see those
fans taking to this album.
Old-school NWOBHM connoisseurs will
revel in the very retro aspects of the album
like the Prog-tastic keyboards and the lengthy
epic musical numbers. I just feel a little
underwhelmed by the album which I find a
little nondescript and can’t fully understand
why it’s been released now. It’s not an album I
feel I can get excited about.
There’s lots of popular NWOBHM traits
shown throughout with some Bluesy guitar
riffs and galloping rhythms. I can see certain
songs appealing to Tygers Of Pan Tang and
Saxon fans whilst the lengthy tracks interest
Iron Maiden enthusiasts.
The title track ‘Pride Before A Fall’ is
probably the most impressive song but the
rest of the album struggles to follow it. I think
had the band members revisited these songs
and re-recorded them and maybe tinkered
with some of the elements that haven’t aged
well, like the spooky Prog keyboards which
really turn me off, it may have had a greater
impact on me, but more importantly may have

STOP STOP
‘BARCELONINGHAM’
(Metalopolis)
HARD ROCK

Stop Stop are a brash, colourful trio
from Spain who revel in trying to recreate
AUTUMN
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TEMPT – ‘RUNAWAY’ (Rock Candy)

MELODIC ROCK

There’s been a bit of a buzz about this lot for a
while now, the youngsters from New York having
made a big impression with an independently
produced EP and a few live shows. Tempt is made
up of vocalist Zach Allen, guitarist/keyboardist
Harrison Marcello and drummer Nicholas
Burrows, joined here by bassist Max McDonald
(who doesn’t appear in the photos), but there are
a few more names involved that will pique your
interest.
Despite their young ages and not being
Scandinavian, Tempt dish out simple, old-school
Melodic Rock like they were born to it, having also had the sense (or guidance?)
to work with people who know the genre inside out. Producers Tag Gross and
Billy Strauss have worked in various aspects of the music business (Strauss was
an engineer on Bruce Springsteen’s ‘Born In The USA’), with some tracks produced
or co-written by ex-Bon Jovi collaborator Jack Ponti. The album was mixed and
mastered by none other than multi-platinum producer Michael Wagener.
Catchy riffs, pounding drums, big layered harmonies and melodic guitar solos
are the order of the day, nothing ground-breaking, just well done radio Rockers
like ‘Comin’ On To You’, ‘Paralysed’ and the infectious ‘Aamina’. The killer AOR of
‘The Fight’ has that ‘Shot Through The Heart’ keyboard part and staccato guitars/
drums yet curiously isn’t one of Ponti’s co-writes, but his collaboration ‘Love
Terminator’ carries a serious punch and has a killer bridge. He also had a hand in
the Dokken-esque riffs of ‘Dirty One’ and the power ballad ‘Time Won’t Heal’, the
latter alongside the band, Fredrik Bergh and Harem Scarem’s Harry Hess.
‘Runaway’ is big on enjoyment if not originality, Allen’s rawer than usual vocal
making ‘Under My Skin’ sound even more like Ratt than it already did, whilst
‘Use It Or Lose It’ and ‘What Is love’ channel a little Mike Tramp despite the
former’s sub-Cinderella riff. The rapid-fire ‘Sapphire’ is the heaviest song and the
title track is the lightest, with Allen’s lower register giving ‘Fucked Up Beautiful’ a
more modern feel. The refreshing thing about ‘Runaway’ is that it’s well produced
without much of the cluttered sound and lack of dynamics that many similar
releases have had in the last couple of decades.
Overall, Tempt and their alumni have taken the time and talent to make a great
sounding album, ‘Runaway’ won’t change the world, but for fifty-four minutes it’ll
make it a little bit more fun.
Phil Ashcroft
made a bigger splash within the current oldschool Metal scene.
Paul Woodward

STRAY TRAIN
‘JUST ‘CAUSE YOU GOT THE
MONKEY OFF YOUR BACK
DOESN’T MEAN THE CIRCUS
HAS LEFT TOWN’
(Rodeostar/SPV) HARD ROCK
2016’s main competitor for “Longest
Album Title Of The Year” opens with
‘Soulseller’, a track which sets precedent
for the eight other tracks that follow. After
a flurry of a drum intro, the opener sets into
a loose Sleaze-shuffle, giving subtle nods to
Wolfmother amongst others. Double tracked
vocals thicken the sound and the overall feel
is raw and raunchy; the Blues harp solo is
executed brilliantly in place of an expected
guitar solo. Catchy, simplistic and definitely
an earworm.
Throughout the course of the album, the
vocals are delivered as a mix of Chris Cornell,
Myles Kennedy and Layne Staley, with a range
to match. Under-harmonies weave below
other vocal lines grabbing the listener’s ear
with a persuasive curiosity. Guitars are subtly
overdriven and well presented. Drums and
bass anchor everything with a crisp tightness
which lock in the groove and power in spades.
The central guitar break in ‘Green Card
Paradise’ definitely pays tribute to ‘Holy
Diver’ (Dio), rhythmically heavy and laced
with an obligatory cocked wah guitar tone,
but the comparison to Classic Rock ends
there. Following track ‘Blow’ leans heavily to
Audioslave-style groove before setting off on
a trip to Slash’s Snakepit.
‘Plastic Princess’ is underpinned with
a dirty organ which just does enough to
compete with more Staley-esque vocals.
An understated guitar solo fills a gap which
shouldn’t really be there amid clichéd subject
matter crying out for a chorus to end on.
‘Man Or Stone’ begins winding down the
album with some heart-felt guitar work but
the feeling of restraint that plagues this album
could have (and quite possibly should have)
been cast aside here if anywhere.
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Nowhere is the band’s influences more
evident than in the standout closer ‘Can’t
Buy Happiness... (Not Even In December’
– a completely darker affair than the rest
of the album, perfectly homing in on the
Alice In Chains sound and delivery. The
vocal harmonies are sinister and intentful,
meandering effortlessly through octaves,
before a blistering guitar solo comes close to
stealing the show. If only the full album was
this purposeful, Stray Train could be on the
rails to greatness.
Lara Kisel

SUICIDE BY TIGERS
‘SUICIDE BY TIGERS’
(Smilodon)
HARD ROCK

This four-piece from Malmö in Sweden
have a Classic Rock vibe with a debut that
harks back to the early seventies. Petter
Rudnert’s guitar tone owes a debt to Jimi
Hendrix and the groove he, bassist Peter Broch
and drummer Johan Helgesson lock down
gives a salacious wink to the Hard Rock sound
of Led Zeppelin and Free. What immediately
strikes you about their songs is that they
don’t clamour for attention with big “radiofriendly” hooks or a hard and fast approach.
The record starts off on the down-low, a
small blue flame that is content to slow-cook
the songs. It takes several listens before the
songs start to really sink in. Perhaps more than
the instrumentation and a seventies Rock
sound, it’s the band’s attempt to create music
that has space to breathe (silence can be as
important in these songs as a wall of amps and
flurry of power chords) that gives the music its
retro flavour. A sympathetic production sound
from Berno Paulsson (Spiritual Beggers) where
all the instruments and the singing are crystal
clear in the mix helps.
Singer Nils Lindström has a good voice,
happy to focus on his phrasing and creating a
mood to complement the groove rather than
preening and hollering. It’s the drumming
that impresses most on the release though;
Helgesson is old-school, playful, inventive
and percussively interesting as on the opener
‘Death On Your Trail’, a tale of hypocrisy in
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the church. The band get Funky on ‘Pack
Of Wolves’ and flirt with a LZ ‘Dazed And
Confused’ vibe at the beginning of ‘Vicious
Delicious’ before heading down a different
path. ‘Fox In A Hole’ is redolent of Cry Of Love
around the ‘Diamonds And Debris’ era. They
get down and Bluesy on ‘True Believers’ and
have a Hendrix feel on ‘Ball Of Fire’. A bonus
track for the CD only, ‘Karma’ actually proves
to have one of the best riffs and choruses.
The main criticism of the record is songs
are delivered in a similar fashion during the
verses and the step up to the choruses is often
too slight with the choral hooks not being as
memorable as the musicianship. With better
hooks this could have slayed. A number of
bands including Suicide By Tigers might be
able to ride on the coat tails of the renewed
interest in retro-sounding Rock that Rivals
Sons have spearheaded.
Duncan Jamieson

SWITCHFOOT – ‘WHERE THE
LIGHT SHINES THROUGH’
(Spinefarm/Vanguard)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

There are lots of reasons to like
Switchfoot… and just as many reasons to
dislike them too. The multi-platinum selling
artists have produced their first album since
their 2010 breakthrough ‘The Beautiful
Letdown’ and it’s a big deal for Spinefarm and
Vanguard. Quite right too, this could tickle the
charts and make them roll over to reveal their
fiscal goodies; but should we be bothered?
Well, here are some of the pros and cons,
Your Honour: Falling into the like category, ‘If
The House Burns Down Tonight’ becomes a
Bruce Springsteen teen Rocker after dabbling
with a Killers vibe and quickly junking it. The
oddness in ‘Bull In A China Shop’ smothers
Maroon 5 and prefers a Jellyfish gorgeous
melodically killing chorus. A Rap, yes a Rap, in
the middle of ‘Looking For America’ makes it
strange and sublime in equal measure. But the
best thing here, a reason to really like it, is the
Glammy platform stomp of ‘Healer Of Souls’
which is such fun in a ragged, Quireboys way.
On the dislike/negative side of things,
‘Where The Light Shines Through’ is
mawkish, slow Indie and has the temerity to
sound like (again) M5 at times whilst ‘Live
It Well’ has Snow Patrol aimless riffs, for
goodness sake. Lastly, Mawkish on purpose,
‘The Day That I Found God’ is a downbeat
bore whose sole aim appears to have its title
spoken by Radio 2 DJs.
Pay your money, take your choice. Some
will love the Indie, some will love the Rockier
climes. Some will love both and for those, ding
ding ding ding! We have a winner. Beautifully
done and clean as a show home, this is a sleek
beast of an album; it won’t do many tricks but
will sit and beg.
Steve Swift

TEMPERANCE
‘THE EARTH EMBRACES US ALL’
(Scarlet)
SYMPHONIC

There’s some really good Italian Metal
bands out there these days – Rhapsody Of
Fire and Luca Turilli’s Rhapsody spring to mind
– and gone are the days when some people,
myself included, could only name the odd one;
this was of course pre-internet days!
Temperance can be added to that list
and although they’re a young band (formed
December 2013) this little collective is
already on their third release following hot
on the heels of the 2014 self-titled debut and
‘Limitless’ in March 2015. ‘Limitless’ is a very
apt title for these musicians as they don’t wish
to be restricted by specific genre parameters
and they’ve chosen to be more expansive and
stretch their musical boundaries on this album.
Whilst melody and power were two core
values of Temperance’s first two forays, their
latest is much more introspective and personal
with their spiritual issues and connection with
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our planet opening up their creativity and
allowing Progressive, Folk, AOR, Soul and
Jazz tendencies to permeate throughout. It
really does make for a very interesting listen
especially when Soprano sax, real strings and
bagpipes are incorporated into Temperance’s
music to create a big expansive sound.
Not having bios can sometimes make
reviews a little tricky, but Temperance appear
to have slimmed down to a four-piece
featuring vocalist Chiara Tricarico, guitarist
and clean/harsh vocalist Marco Pastorino,
bassist Luca Negro and drummer/keyboardist
Giulio Capone. Capone’s brother Sandro, who
played rhythm guitar on the first two albums,
appears to have left for unspecified reasons
although it hasn’t affected the quality.
Showing their ambition, the band have
created a thirteen minute epic with ‘The
Restless Ride’ that encompasses Metal, Folk
and melancholic elements along with the
eight minute ‘Advice From A Caterpillar’ which
features keyboard flurries, Jazz and dramatic
elements à la Nightwish together with the
quiet introspective pieces I alluded to earlier.
There’s also Marco Hietala-like vocals from,
coincidently, (Marco) Pastorino.
The ‘At The Edge Of Space’ intro is
practically a rip-off of NW’s ‘Ghost Love
Score’ intro but I think they can be forgiven
for that. In truth, Temperance have far more
in common with Amaranthe due to the Dance
loops and Industrial guitars on ‘Haze’ and
‘A Thousand Places’ with its growls and Pop
sensibilities.
‘Maschere’ (Masks) is sung in Italian but
the first single ‘Revolution’ has the hallmarks
of a classic; fast-paced, melodic, passionate
and Amaranthe-like… I’m still humming it
days later – top stuff!
Carl Buxton

TESLA
‘MECHANICAL RESONANCE LIVE’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

It’s thirty years since the release of Tesla’s
debut, platinum-selling album ‘Mechanical
Resonance’ and this live album, recorded in
Salt Lake City, contains every track from the
original album performed live, alongside a
bonus track ‘Save That Goodness’ that was
produced by Def Leppard guitarist Phil Collen
(who is also producing Tesla’s forthcoming
ninth studio album). Its release coincides
with Tesla’s support of Def Leppard on their
summer US tour.
What is refreshing is that the band have
stuck to the brief and given us their experience
live in the raw so this is not an overdubbed
studio creation with applause boosted at the
beginning and the end, but a true reflection
of what is like to hear Tesla now out in the
field. Consequently, the vocals are not always
perfect and it’s sometimes a smidgen slower
than the original recording. However, the
guitar playing is excellent as ever and Jeff
Keith’s distinctive and unique tones are there
in all their glory.
Bonus studio track ‘…Goodness’ is a
decent slice of seventies Southern Rock where
Keith is in fine voice, with a sing-along chorus,
harmonies, Falsetto, a slight Gospel sound and
a nice little guitar solo.
‘Mechanical Resonance’ is one of my
favourite albums ever and, truth be told, this
version won’t be substituting my playing of the
original opus but the latter is a true monster
and perfect in every way. This recording is not a
re-release, it’s a snapshot of who Tesla are now
and I (for one) am super grateful they are still
with us. This is a “very nice to have” item.
Dawn Osborne

THE ANSWER
‘SOLAS’
(Napalm)
HARD ROCK

After being disappointed with a two track
live preview of this album last month, you can
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imagine that the first play through of said
album had me on tenterhooks, especially as
it’s billed as a “contemporary Rock album
with Gaelic influences”. It’s all change at
Camp Answer, it seems, and I’m here to let
you know if you should be afraid.
Well if I’m being honest, and I always am,
‘Solas’ is a big disappointment in my book.
I happen to like The Answer and have a lot
of time for their energy-fuelled Rock stylings.
Straight off, with the opening title track, it’s
apparent that this isn’t the band you were
expecting. It’s a slow, moody track, almost
Grunge-like, with no catchy chorus and no fist
in the air moments, just a pretty monotonous
four and a half minutes. The good news is
it gets better, and thank fuck for that or it
would be wrist-slitting time.
Third track ‘Battle Cry’ is a lively, catchy
Celtic-infused track, whilst following number
‘Untrue Colour’ has a bit of life to it without
really Rocking as hard as you’d like. This
typifies the album, as the few tracks that
lean towards the band’s signature sound
are castrated versions of what fans want
to hear. ‘Thief Of Light’ may be the dullest
song I’ve heard so far this year, whilst ‘Being
Begotten’ is one of those annoying tracks
that keeps sounding like it’s about to get
mental but never does, preferring instead to
crawl on like a wasp through treacle. In fact,
the only track that sounds like TA of old is
‘Left Me Standing’, and it’s the best track on
the album by a country mile. It’s late in the
album and followed by ‘Demon Driven Man’
and ‘Real Life Dreamers’, the only other two
tracks that feel like TA, though not as much
as ‘…Standing’.
‘Solas’, for the most part, feels like a con
job for being released under the banner
of The Answer. Yes, it’s the band’s right to
change their style of music, but tread very
carefully if you’re a fan of the heavy, catchy
Blues Rock that The Answer have been
doing so well up to now because ‘Solas’
raises only questions.
Alan Holloway

THE APOCALYPSE BLUES REVIEW
‘THE APOCALYPSE BLUES REVIEW’
(Provogue)
BLUES

Once upon a time, Rock bands rarely
owned up to their formative years, or even
their guilty pleasures, but over the years
it has become “de rigueur” to do so; it’s
therefore no real surprise to find Godsmack
members Shannon Larkin and Tony Rombola
doing just that.
This self-titled album is an odd mix of
heavy Blues Rock, a splash of The Doors, a
little Punk and a few other influences thrown
in for good measure. It starts off traditionally
enough with ‘Evil Is As Evil Does’, the familiar
Blues and the devil scenario, and a chance to
show their Blues credentials. The Blues does
have a formula and it’s not easy for anyone
to put their own stamp on a song whilst at
the same time keeping the components that
make it Blues, this is a case in point. The
original Blues men wrote about what they
knew and experienced, but modern Blues
that include those elements sound formulaic
and this song suffers from that.
‘The Devil Plays A Strat’ (in all honesty
more than likely) again comes across as a
pastiche of all the “why should the devil
have all the good music” songs rolled into
one. Probably my favourite song on the
album is ‘The Tower’, guest vocalist Ray
Cerbone’s style suits the song and it has
a heavy groove. For me, it was the most
original track on the album.
The idea of a side project is to do what
you want and to get the opportunity to play
with other people you admire outside of your
main band, but in this case I found the two
distinctive vocal styles made for a slightly
disjointed album. I wandered out of the room
a couple of times and when I came back, I
thought I’d moved on to another album. I
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love the idea of the project and was excited
to listen to it, as I have a lot of time for
Godsmack, but they need more time to gel as
a band and to develop their own Blues style.
I think this is entirely possible; the
foundation is there, but I suspect we may
need to wait for them to reach a third album
before they fully get in to their stride.
Helen Bradley Owers

Ironically, however, ‘Imagica’ also
shows a band determined to make a clear
statement of intent early in their career and
shows them already coalescing their sound
with its mix of Electronica and Industrial
beats, dark moods and Gothic-literatureinspired lyrics. It is an interesting curio for
fans, but really for fans only.
Mark Ashby

THE BIRTHDAY MASSACRE
‘IMAGICA’
(Metropolis)

THE COLOR MORALE
‘DESOLATE DIVINE’
(Fearless)

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Bands have many reasons for releasing
compilation albums, especially of old
material. Sometimes it is to fulfil commercial
obligations, at others it is a stop-gap offering
between the release of new material. In the
case of The Birthday Massacre, ‘Imagica’ is a
sort of thank you to their loyal fan base, who
helped them reach the target for their soonto-be-released as-yet-untitled Pledge-funded
album in just a single day.
‘Imagica’ takes its name from that
adopted by TBM when they first started
out in London (the one in Ontario), and is a
collection of demos from the band’s nascent
years, recorded on four-track cassettes
between 1999 and 2001; several of them
previously never heard, even by the group’s
most fanatical of followers. Seven of the
songs are taken from their first “proper”
demo, which was handed out as a limited run
of forty hand-numbered tapes at their debut
live show in October 2000. These include ‘The
Birthday Massacre’, the name they would
later adopt when forced to drop their original
Clive Barker-inspired moniker (the track itself
was later renamed as ‘Happy Birthday’).
As Chibi, TBM’s pixie-like vocalist, herself
explains in the album’s liner notes, this is
“a time capsule” – a look back over their
shoulders to what she describes as “a
magical time”, when the band were trying
to find themselves creatively. The singer also
admits to having felt “a vulnerability, almost
a fear” at revisiting their past and taking
these long dormant tapes into the public
domain.
The sound of ‘Imagica’ is most definitely
not that of the TBM we know today. It is, as
the singer admits, the sound of a band very
much in its infancy, trying to find its feet as
an entity, never mind a sound and style of its
own. It’s the sound of a band experimenting
– and here the connection is made with the
modern The Birthday Massacre, because they
always have been a band who have not been
afraid to experiment, to blend styles and
push their boundaries in search of something
different and imaginative.

The Color Morale are a Modern Rock fivepiece, formed in Rockford, Illinois in 2007.
Founder members Garret Rapp (lead vocals/
guitar/keyboards) and Steve Carey (drums)
are still part of the line-up, which is currently
complimented by Devon King (guitar), Aaron
Saunders (guitar) and Mike Honson (bass).
‘Desolate Divine’ is their fifth full-length
studio release, their third in less than four
years, and second for Fearless Records.
Though initially influenced by a variety
of post-Hardcore and Metalcore artists
such as Glassjaw, Beloved and Poison The
Well, they have developed into something
with more mainstream and commercial
accessibility and I detect hints of Linkin
Park, Red and Nothing More throughout
‘…Devine’. The members of TCM have
Christian beliefs but have expressed
openly that they are not a Christian band
and labelling them as such is more of a
marketing tool to influence sales.
Samples and Industrial elements enhance
the more traditional guitar/bass/drums and
the excellent mix emphasises the guitars
and drums especially. The arrangements and
lyrics highlight an intelligent writing and
creating ethos and, in some ways, TCM’s
sound is quite unique. The energy and quality
levels never dip, from the first track to the
last and each is performed with passion and
emotion. Rapp’s excellent clean vocals are
the stuff of AOR dreams and though there
are also harsh vocals, especially during
the first half of the album, they are never
detrimental or overdone and essentially
complimentary. The likes of ‘Walls’, ‘Version
Of Me’ and ‘Home Bittersweet Home’
showcase what The Color Morale are all
about to great effect, whilst ‘Broken Vessels’
is edgy Melodic Rock built on a big riff and
has a huge chorus.
On the strength of the promo sent to me
by the Ed, I’ve actually ordered a proper copy
of ‘Desolate Devine’ and will be investigating
some of the earlier releases once I can get the
new one out of the player!
Dave Bott

THE AMORETTES - ‘WHITE HOT HEAT’ (Off Yer Rocka)

HARD ROCK

This is better than the last Girlschool album and
that was good. Why say that? Basically because
this trio are bound to be compared to them;
women playing unapologetic Hard Rock with a
cocky attitude, this could be that. But it isn’t, it
really is so much more, more, more.
Debut ‘Game On’ was a punch to the face with
a caress of melody. Their appearance at the SOS
Festival (2015) was the best thing all weekend –
simple, stunning, serious. This album is more of the
same with the emphasis on maturity.
What we have here is just a bigger sound,
a clearer feel and an assurance that will brook no naysaying. One-two punch of
openers ‘Batter Up’ and ‘Let The Neighbours Call The Cops’ are simple, sexy and
very dirty, fun all the way, but ‘Come ‘N’ Get It’ drapes an arm around Joan Jett as
a big beat resounds and the party swirls around them. ‘Eyes On The Prize’ sneers in
your face but doesn’t forget that arenas can be walked if the music is right, ‘White
Russian Roulette’ glides on a Van Halen build but Angus Young pokes his head
round the door for a ringing solo. Jett rushes back in to clap and shout along with
an exceptionally dumb ‘Pervert Alert’.
This isn’t just a headlong rush to Metallic mayhem, this holds back, makes holes
for their influences but never just slavishly repeats them, the hairy moments, the
messy Motörhead solos are wrangled into Amorettes amazement and that is a
pleasure to spend time with.
‘White Hot Heat’; come on, get your fingers burned...
Steve Swift
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THE DARKER MY HORIZON
‘NO SUPERHERO’
(Broken Road)
HARD ROCK

Having just been sent the promo without
a bio, a little digging about led me to Paul
Stead, the former Sacred Heart man who
released four albums before calling it quits
back in 2011. The Darker My Horizon is a
new venture for Stead, aided and abetted
by Gavin Tester (drums), Mark Stephenson
(guitars) and Max Notaro (bass) with the
band sound-wise offering a rather nice slice
of traditional Hard Rock. It’s always difficult,
and perhaps unfair, comparing new bands to
those better known, but TDMH manage to
flit nicely around many without pinning their
flag to any mast in particular.
Tracks such as ‘Diablo’, with its downtuned splendour, conjures up moments of Bad
Moon Rising circa ‘Opium For The Masses’
– however, no sooner than you say that,
they flow into a sumptuous chorus a million
miles away. ‘Dear Olivia’ has a crunching riff
that blows you away with several tasty lead
breaks over one heavy riff and again slides
effortlessly into a hugely delightful chorus
with multi-tracked harmony vocals; think
Guild Of Ages and you may be on the right
track. The wonderful ballad ‘Feels Like Home’
is another sure fire winner, having more in
common with Three Doors Down meeting Bon
Jovi shows the band can write, and by that I
mean actually “write” some great songs.
Further standout moments include
‘Change’ and the title track ‘No Superhero’
with its Nickleback-ish vibe. However, ‘Top
Of The Class’ really fails the exam. A slightly
faster version of the verses in Whitney
Houston’s ‘Greatest Love Of All’ really
doesn’t cut the mustard and lyrically it’s a
wee bit twee.
Overall, this is a mighty fine effort with
more than enough contained to keep Hard
Rock and AOR fans happy. The Darker My
Horizon are not the finished article by any
means but they have displayed they can
write some great tunes and deliver them
rather well to go with it. A bright future may
be in store should they continue along their
current path.
Kieran Dargan

THE ERIK CHANDLER BAND
‘THE TRUTH’
(Independent)
ROCK
It took me a little while to place Erik
Chandler, finally pegging him as the bassist
and backing vocalist for Bowling For Soup.
Now I’ll freely admit to being a fan of BFS,
so was intrigued to see how a solo project
would measure up. Of course, there’s a
“band” with him, but nothing about them
was sent so it’s all about Chandler as far as
I am concerned!
Firstly, it has to be said that this does not
come over like a BFS album as Chandler has
obviously gone his own way with the style,
which is refreshing to say the least. There’s
similar themes of love being shite and that
sort of thing, but simply having Chandler
singing on his own makes quite a difference.
Whilst Jaret Reddick gave BFS that Punky
vibe, Eric Chandler has a deeper, throatier,
more soulful voice and the tracks here owe
more to ‘Belgium’ than any other BFS song.
In fact, overall the album is much more
reminiscent of the Foo Fighters in terms of
musical style and that’s in being more laid
back and not full-on shouty mode. This gives
the whole album a cool, relaxed vibe as most
tracks are mid rather than fast paced. None
of the songs outstays it’s welcome, ranging
from two and half to four minutes, and each
one has a nice, individual melody that gives
the album a good longevity.
‘The Truth’ is an interesting, introspecting
album that will appeal greatly to people who
appreciate songs that are catchy but not
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THE DEAD DAISIES – ‘MAKE SOME NOISE’ (Spitfire/SPV)

HARD ROCK

This, the third album from The Dead Daisies,
is a “back to basics”, no nonsense affair and as
such, it’s easy to love. Their simple but effective
approach to songs, such as the title track, reminds
me of KISS classics and other great songs of the
seventies and eighties and it all suits John Corabi’s
voice well.
‘Long Way To Go’ (with no time to get there
apparently) seems particularly appropriate in
the current political climate and what brings the
excellent Classic Rock approach up to date on
some tracks is, perhaps, the postmodern, more
compassionate and less selfish approach to lyrics, as also found on the likes of
‘Song And A Prayer’.
However, there’s also Rock ‘n’ Roll fun aplenty to be had too during ‘Last Time
I Saw The Sun’ which is about the hedonism of life on the road, the testosteronefuelled ‘Mine All Mine’ and ‘All The Same’ – a song about the bitchy Rock ‘n’ Roll
wife.
Unsurprising, in view of Doug Aldrich’s addition to the ranks, the guitars are
a great feature and Marco Mendoza’s Funky bass playing is a remarkable and
prize part of the mix on a number of tracks like ‘Make Some Noise’. With such a
traditional Rock approach some tracks do have a touch of deja-vu, but it does make
it accessible stuff. It also means that the original material sits side by side with
their covers of the Creedence Clearwater Revival classic ‘Fortunate Son’ and ‘Join
Together’ from The Who in a seamless flow.
The Dead Daisies are not trailblazing or breaking new ground here, more tearing
up well-trodden territory with passion and dedication.
Dawn Osborne
desperate for your attention, offerings with
strong melody lines and strong vocals. It ain’t
BFS but should still have something for their
fans as well as much more for casual listeners
than you would think. Definitely a grower not
a shower, ‘The Truth’ may not set you free but
it will help your bowling average.
Alan Holloway

THE KYLE GASS BAND
‘THUNDERING HERD’
(Steamhammer/SPV)
ROCK

You know you’re potentially in trouble as a
reviewer when the band’s press release is just
a little too wacky. I mean, I know Kyle Gass
was half of Tenacious D, but the album doesn’t
need to be sold to reviewers with a press sheet
that chuckles at its own creativity, because
what we really like is solid information. I think
that was a rant, so rant over and let’s take a
look at the actual music.
‘Thundering Herd’ is definitely an album
of two halves. One is the Rocking half, and
in fairness the guys deliver some good tunes,
starting with the upbeat, riff-lead ‘Cakey’,
a track that Rocks nicely, even when Gass
introduces a recorder solo. It’s a sign of the
quirks to come, but feels good at the time.
‘Regretta’ follows it up with pace and a more
basic Rock structure and although it’s no kind
of genius, it’s again a nice little track. After this,
things get stupid with ‘Bro Code’, a flouncy
track that isn’t fun or amusing.
The band dip back into the Rocking well
afterwards for a couple more tracks and,
like the openers, they’re pretty good (with
pretty poor lyrics but there you go) without
threatening to set the world on fire. After
this there are three painful offerings they
call the ‘Member’s Only Suite’ – acoustic and
not at all amusing, they’re a waste of time.
‘Mama’s Ma’ tries to get the Rocking back
on track, whilst ‘Gypsy Scroll II’ is the album’s
“tribute”, and a pretty good track in its own
right. ‘The Best We Could Do (In The Time
Allotted)’ is the band saying goodbye in a
fun way, and strikes the right notes between
amusing and Rocking.
I really didn’t like some of the tracks and
if I’d bought it would be pretty pissed off. The
tracks that I do like are pretty good but don’t
really inspire too many repeat plays. What we
have, in summary, is a band that would not
be reviewed or released by a big company if
it wasn’t for the big man above the titles. It’s
okay for a listen or two, and may raise a few
chuckles, but ultimately there’s so much better
stuff to spend your hard earned cash on.
Alan Holloway
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THE MIRROR TRAP
‘SIMULATIONS’
(Devils Gate)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Scottish band The Mirror Trap are the latest
addition to the ever burgeoning UK Rock
scene. Peddling an amiable blend of Indie
Rock and Emo with pure Rock aggression,
TMT could be described as Garage Rock with
a modicum of sophistication.
It’s this clever musicality that distinguishes
the band from the also rans. Songs like the
rampant opener ‘Under The Glass Towers’, The
Cure-influenced ‘Something About Forever’ or
the chugging ‘No I.D’, with its heavy Queens
Of The Stone Age overtones, show enough
musicality and variety to suggest that The
Mirror Trap may have that enviable crossover
appeal, being all things to all men rather than
just simply an anodyne homogenised and over
polished one trick pony.
Mike Newdeck

THE NEAL MORSE BAND
‘ALIVE AGAIN’
(Radiant)
PROGRESSIVE

One thing you can be sure of is after a
tour involving any of Neal Morse’s ventures
(solo, Transatlantic, Flying Colors …) there’ll
be an extensive DVD and CD package
commemorating the fact. Back in Issue #69 I
reviewed this tour’s London show in glowing
terms, therefore reliving it via this recording
made in the Netherlands is extremely
gratifying, one blemish aside.
At each show Morse played an acoustic
solo spot, a different song every night,
unfortunately the track served up here (‘There
is Nothing That God Can’t Change’) is just too
cloying, sentimental and overtly religious for
my taste. In London we got Transatlantic’s
wonderful ‘Shine’, I’d much prefer that song to
have been included. However, that is a small
blip as the rest of the show is superb with the
sheer quality of the music and musicianship
shining through. All the players are excellent,
as you’d expect, but I have to mention guitarist
Eric Gillette who is a superstar and to my mind
gives John Petrucci (Dream Theater) a run for
his money when it comes to versatility, feel
and the ability to construct sublime solos that
don’t resort to shredding. He does just a bit of
this during his short solo spot that prefaces ‘In
The Fire’. He’s also no slouch as a singer either.
‘The Call’ is a sensational opening, from its
A Cappella start through melodies and hooks
large enough to snare a whale and an utterly
addictive chorus – it hits the mark. ‘Leviathan’
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and ‘The Grand Experiment’ keep things
rattling along in fine style before the pace is
taken down a notch for the splendid ‘Harm’s
Way’, a welcome airing for the Spock’s
Beard classic.
‘Waterfall’ is an exquisite acoustic
number where the vocal prowess of the
band is to the fore, it’s a goose-bumps
moment. Gillette shines here as he takes
the lead vocal at certain points. ‘In The Fire’
features solos from pretty much everyone
and really Rocks. The epic ‘Alive Again’, all
thirty-three minutes of it, then takes you on
an incredible journey not least as the players
swap instruments. The encore is a medley
of some of Morse’s religious material but is
none the worse for that.
The word that comes to mind as I listen
to this recording is “joyous”, the band are
superbly tight, on form and really enjoying
themselves.
Gary Marshall

THE PINEAPPLE THIEF
‘YOUR WILDERNESS’
(Kscope)
PROGRESSIVE

The path of fortune The Pineapple Thief has
meandered has been a tough one to fathom.
Humble beginnings as a home-grown Prog
outfit growing to cult status before ‘Tightly
Unwound’ and ‘Someone Here Is Missing’
saw Bruce Soord and the lads poised at the
precipice of the “big time”. Soord suddenly
appeared dissatisfied; two albums that
ventured further and further into atmospheric
Pop/Rock/Indie with Prog on the side followed,
punctuated by Wisdom Of Crowds, an ElectroProg project with Jonas Renske of Katatonia,
and a more mainstream solo venture.
‘Your Wilderness’ therefore isn’t so much
a crossroads album but one which finds
TPT slamming the gears firmly into reverse
while, rather precariously, still refusing to
look over their shoulder. The results feel
intrinsically linked to both ‘...Missing’ (the
last Prog-focused album) and ‘Magnolia’
(the least). Will it satisfy both the old and
new followers of the band? Well, even with
Soord proclaiming that he’s “rediscovered
my Progressive roots”, I wouldn’t bet my
bottom dollar on it.
Don’t take that to mean the latest TPT
instalment isn’t an enigmatic, introverted set
of ambitious soundscapes – it is, and you
can add beautiful and poised to that list. ExPorcupine Tree drummer Gavin Harrison lends
his skills throughout, although on the opening
‘In Exile’ his busy tom and hi-hat display is so
impressive that it’s almost a distraction. Once
we’ve got that out of the way, however, his
musically percussive musings are a massive
boon; his ability to leave space allows
‘The Final Thing On My Mind’ to become
a mesmerising, tension-filled yet hugely
accessible delight.
There are many highlights such as the
moody and mellow ‘Where We Stood’ (with
some sumptuous strings courtesy of Geoffrey
Richardson of Caravan), ‘Tear You Up’
revealing a long missing aggressive bite, while
the addition of clarinet from John Helliwell
(Supertramp) on ‘Fend For Yourself’ is spinetinglingly inspired.
Some will view ‘Your Wilderness’ as a real
return to form for The Pineapple Thief, others
may see it as a halfway house. In truth it’s
simply another excellent album from a band
that has delivered more of them than most.
Steven Reid

THE SILENT RAGE
‘THE DEADLIEST SCOURGE’
(Independent)
HEAVY METAL

“Beware Greeks bearing gifts” – Virgil. This
Athens combo think they’re Power Metal, but
they’re really Euro Metal with some rather
triumphal moments. This would be fine if it
were not for one thing; they have a fast Euro
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Metal song and a very fast Euro Metal song.
At best, that is all really and they give us this
thirteen times. Oh, it has energy, but where is
that energy going?
When the machine gun drumming and
chunky riffing start in ‘My Race Won’t Last’,
it pleases, but when it replicates that on
‘Leading The Legions’ and ‘The Right To
Dream’, plus pushing up the revs with an
attendant messiness in ‘Stormwarrior’, smiles
may turn to frowns.
Some tracks try to have a little more
about them; a Folky, acoustic ‘Shadow Spirit’,
more air in the melodic ‘A Piece of Eden’ and
the simple, pushy ‘Sin Of A Pilgrim’, but it just
isn’t enough.
This is only what we’ve heard before, with
some unwanted growls and little inspiration.
This is the only gift here that keeps on
giving… sadly.
Steve Swift

THE SKYS
‘JOURNEY THROUGH THE SKIES’
(CD Baby)
PROGRESSIVE

The Skys are from Lithuania and that may
represent an issue for some listeners, me
included, because of the accented vocals of
both Jonas Čiurlionis (guitar) and Božena
Buinicka (keyboards). If you have a higher
tolerance than me, plus you have a liking
for ‘Division Bell’ era Pink Floyd and Mostly
Autumn, then you’ll probably find more than
enough to please you, as they sound rather
like a Lithuanian version of the latter with
some PF overtones.
I’ve not heard of them previously, but this
is the band’s fifth album in nearly twenty
years with the line-up completed by Justinas
Tamaševičius (bass) and Ilja Molodcov
(drums), albeit there are a number of guest
appearances from, amongst others, Dave
Kilminster, Snowy White, Anne Marie Helder
and Rob Townsend.
There’s a certain retro feel to some of the
music with an early seventies vibe coming
through, not least when the sitar sound or
organ are in play. Early The Moody Blues
come to my mind in places. The sometimes
sung/spoken vocal delivery is redolent of a
combination of Dave Gilmour, Roger Waters
and Fish, but I don’t recall any of them being
quite as clumsy lyrically as occurs here from
time-to-time.
‘Broken Sounds Of Truth’ has a refrain
similar to that of 10CC’s ‘Rubber Bullets’,
albeit with some more modern riffing also
in evidence. ‘The Ancient Indian’s Song’ has
the aforementioned sitar and other ethnic
instruments, whilst ‘Dreams’ features some
nice piano and mellow guitar work on the
extended intro, but the song is crying out for a
really good vocal delivery.
‘Is This the Way?’ has a male/female vocal
arrangement giving it that MA feel and the
following ‘Love Of Life’, after a fine guitar
solo intro, has the female vocals to the fore;
she has the better voice but the accent is still
distracting. Musically they’re entertaining,
but the vocals do let the side down. The
sudden fade out of the very tasty guitar
solo on ‘One Saturday In The Spring’ sounds
decidedly amateurish.
I suspect you’ll have got the picture by now
and gathered that this is one of those albums
you need to try before you buy.
Gary Marshall

THE STONE ANGELS
‘SPIRIT, LOVE & HIGHER MEANINGS’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

A name like ‘Spirit, Love & Higher
Meanings’ conjures up themes of the
supernatural, spirituality and mysticism.
Certainly the album’s heavy focus on synth
sounds provides a shimmering, other-worldly
quality, but the invigorating energy you might
expect is lacking.
FIREWORKS

The anchor of The Stone Angels’ debut is
founding member Dan Hughes (guitar and
vocals). His monotonous vocals add to the
draining quality of the songs; it is hard to
enjoy ‘Come Alive’ when the song is simply
such a struggle to get through. ‘Escape’ is
more melodic, making good use of building
up to a polyphonic sound with gentle cymbal
clashes and harmonies, yet it still seems to
drag its feet.
More upbeat tracks include ‘Take Me’ and
‘Have Mercy On Me’. Hughes’ guitar style
varies in heaviness but the songs inevitably
fall into the same tone by the time you reach
each chorus. Some synth sounds make nice
additions and the Jazzy bursts in ‘One Track
Mind’ also make a nice contribution for
example, but across the whole album the
reliance on synthesisers seems to steal shades
of colour from the album as the tracks merge
and blend.
‘Fragments’ is more conventional in its
Soft Rock opening, until the vocals and synth
sounds hit and it seems to be pulled in several
directions, none of them clear or dominant.
The latter half of the album is slightly stronger;
‘I Wonder’ and ‘Valley Of Kings’ are two of the
catchier tracks whilst ‘Fire Within’ thrives on
Sam McIver’s bass line and has hints of Muse
about it.
There are some interesting ideas here
but I found very little spirit in the delivery or
song-writing of this album. Most likely for
fans of Alternative Soft Rock or Electronicbased Rock.
Sophie Brownlee

THE SYN
‘TRUSTWORKS’
(Nova)
PROGRESSIVE

Originally formed in the early sixties and
featuring the late Chris Squire (Yes) on bass,
The Syn now comprise only vocalist Steve
Nardelli from that era and, for this latest
album, he’s enlisted the immense talents
of Moon Safari as his backing band. This
was frankly the catalyst for my purchase.
Consequently, and to my pleasure, there
are more than a few similarities with the
MS sound, not least in the vocal harmony
sections and some of the instrumental breaks.
However, it’s not as if it’s an MS album entirely
with there being tracks you’d be hard pressed
to align to their style.
For his part Nardelli has, at times, a voice
that’s part Jon Anderson mixed with the
timbre and phrasing of Sting (The Police).
At other times, I can’t help thinking of Mike
Flowers Pops in his delivery; in either case it
works well with the material.
The title track is a fine start with some
subtle Eastern flavours before developing
into a rousing and energetic riff and melody.
‘Revolution Now’ and the following ‘This
World of Ours’ have a sixties/early seventies
Pop vibe with jangly guitars and a retro feel.
The quintessential MS vocal harmonies start to
make their presence felt too, while ‘Something
That I Said’ is a terrific piano and acoustic
guitar-based song with its lovely melody. The
MS vocals towards the end are unmistakable.
‘Never Too Late’ is decidedly Country with
steel pedal guitar and sung/spoken vocals,
while ‘Lucifer Hesitating’ is pure MS albeit
with a different lead vocalist. Anyone familiar
with MS will hear the intro and immediately
assume it’s one of their songs. ‘The Wheel’
has a great guitar riff and Hammond Organ
intro but Nardelli’s dated vocal delivery does
detract just a little which is a shame.
Closing track ‘Seventh Day Of Seven’ is
the album’s epic number at just under fifteen
minutes; again it has all the traits of MS but
with another singer. As one expects from an
epic, it runs through various phases, time
signatures and features a variety of solos, all
of which are top-notch.
I like this album a great deal, thanks
I suspect to the MS influence, and whilst
Nardelli doesn’t have a bad voice I can’t help
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wondering how the songs would sound if
either Simon Åkeson or Petter Sandström of
MS were the lead voice.
Gary Marshall

THIRD VOICE
‘A DAY LIKE TODAY’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

From Pittsburgh, PA, Third Voice have
been flying below the radar since 2002’s
‘Moments Like’ – line-up changes having
reduced them to a core of singer Jeff Kearne
and the multi-instrumentalist guitar/bass/
keys combo provided by Jason Pirrone. Now
they’re back to a quartet with the addition of
Jeff Frankenstein and the drumming virtuosity
of Tony Rossi. ‘A Day Like Today’ combines six
new songs with three from previous releases
(‘Blinded’, ‘Reflections’ and ‘Moments Like
These’). It might seem a bit brazen to pad out
the new material with older songs, but for
anyone who’s not familiar with Third Voice,
a sensible marketing move. There’s also the
added element of the latest incarnation of the
band and their new take on the older material
which adds an extra dimension, so not too
bitter a pill to swallow to be honest.
The interesting cover art gives no real clue
as to what lies within. The meaning of the old
man on the see-saw next to a half flourishing
half dead tree is probably hidden in the
lyrics of what is a guitar-based Hard Rock
album with some Progressive tendencies. The
opening words “The sun is shining but there’s
no light” might give some clues to the light
and shade nature of the album. The guitar
gymnastics of ‘Break’ and stop-start rhythms
of ‘Chosen’, again with some angular soloing,
lead into the slightly extended ‘Seasons Of
My Soul’. Shades of Dio in the vocal delivery
accompany a more experimental piece
that ranges from acoustic passages to the
more frantic, heavier portions. The lyrically
reflective ‘All That I Am’ and the title track
provide a more sustained consistency with
some fleet-fingered shredding getting shown
off in the latter.
While the album has moments where
it takes off, there are moments where the
momentum drifts and the attention wavers
for want of some variation in the writing and
arrangements. As a showcase for Pirrone’s
talents and Rossi’s fills it works, yet tightening
up on the songs might afford their work some
greater longevity.
Mike Ainscoe

THOSE DAMN CROWS
‘MURDER AND THE MOTIVE’
(Independent)
ROCK

So, another promising Welsh Rock band
– and I should know, I’ve followed a few.
This one is from Bridgend, former home
of both Roxscene Records and my mate
Ray and his Tank-inspired dog Gelert, Filth
Hound of Brackle.
The boys describe themselves as
purveyors of “hard hitting, powerful and
Melodic Hard Rock” and certainly ‘Murder
And The Motive’ is punchy and raucous. It
sounds modern and youthful, blending (I
proffer) Classic Rock, Grunge, Thrash, Indie
and even Pop Punk influences.
Opener ‘Don’t Give A Damn’ is one of
the album’s lauded “hook-laden gems”, it
screams in with energy, purpose and a big
enough hook to cause a shark distress – a
small shark anyway. Singles ‘Fear Of The
Broken’ – as premiered through Kerrang.com
– and ‘Blink Of An Eye’ also major on hooks
without sacrificing any of the band’s attitude,
power or Rock ‘n’ Roll integrity. Elsewhere,
‘Someone Someday’ combines a chugging
riff with rich melody and controlled delivery,
suggesting that Those Damn Crows are more
than just hard-edged anthemic Rockers. They
bring poise and confidence to the party too,
displaying a well-developed song-writing
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craft that, at times, makes everything sound
so easy! If I had to pick a favourite though,
I’d plump for either ‘Killing Me’, with its
grinding chorus and quirky arrangement, or
‘I’ll Be Coming Home’ which sounds a bit like
a Thrashed-up Def Leppard.
Of particular note is the performance of
vocalist Shane Greenhall, who’s exceptional
throughout, pitching up somewhere between
Eddie Vedder and Myles Kennedy – all Classic
Rock power and Grunge-infused pathos.
If you want a criticism, it could be said that
the album is a touch too long given a relative
lack of variety across its thirteen tracks.
However, there are enough surprises and
blended influences to keep things interesting
most of the time. It’s not all killer – but there’s
not much filler either. ‘Murder And The Motive’
is a pleasing and consistent debut.
The band’s mission is to “write great
songs, play great shows and become another
successful Welsh export!” With Steelhouse
Festival, Camden Rocks and Hard Rock
Hell appearances and a UK tour with The
Treatment also under their belts, they would
appear to be well on their way.
Another promising Welsh band? Yes, but
these guys sound like they’ve got the drive
and self-belief to get over the River Severn and
make an impression beyond the bridge.
Michael Anthony

THOUSAND FOOT KRUTCH
‘EXHALE’
(Hassle)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Follow-up to 2014’s disappointing
‘Oxygen: Exhale’ sees the Canadian Christian
band head back into straight-ahead Modern
Rock territory, avoiding the experimentalism
and tedious Rapping that marred that release.
Semi-Rap still remains on the aggressive
‘Adrenaline’ but, like the remainder of the
album, the crunching riffs are overlaid with
melodic choruses and meaningful lyrics.
Indeed, the lack of variety across all
twelve tracks is the album’s Achilles heel as
well as its strength. Songs on the whole have
an admirable consistency across the whole
album, yet lack the “wow” factor. ‘Running
With Giants’, the hook-laden ‘Give Up The
Ghost’ and the heart rendering ballad ‘Honest’
come close, but it all seems just a little safe
and formulaic where a bit more variety and
dynamism would have been welcome.
Mike Newdeck

TILT
‘HINTERLAND’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

Tilt released their debut EP quite a few
years ago now and have taken a full five
years putting together ‘Hinterland’, a varied
and thoughtful Progressive Rock release with
many modern touches and forays into other
genres. Mainly consisting of Fish alumni Steve
Vantsis (bass, guitar, keys, programming) and
Dave Stewart (drums), the band is completed
by guitarist Paul Humphreys and superb
vocalist Paul Dourley. Fish guitarist Robin Boult
also contributes, along with the ex-Marillion
front-man’s most recent keyboard player John
Beck (It Bites) and guitarist/mixing engineer
John Mitchell (Arena and almost every other
UK Prog band). Vantsis and Dourley have
written the music and to their credit it’s hard
to categorize, other than it is deeply emotional
mood music about the human condition and is
performed beautifully.
The band catch you on the hop with
the sparse and sombre rhythms of opener
‘Assembly’ which keeps a slow pace but
builds in intensity, has rich vocals, uncluttered
instrumentation and a vibe so hypnotic that
they repeat themes for a further nine minutes
at the end of the album under the opposite
title of ‘Disassembly’. Just when you think you
know what they’re about, they turn things
upside down with the gritty Prog Metal of
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the title track, which stays tuneful despite the
aggression, following it up with the gentle
melancholy of ‘Against The Rain’ and heavy
bass groove of the more contemporary ‘No
Superman’. A Pearl Jam/Nickelback vibe
pervades the catchy ‘Growing Colder’, which
surprisingly ends with a nice string section,
and the same style runs through ‘Strontium
Burning’, to which Dourley’s powerful
Chad Kroeger/Chris Cornell-style vocals are
especially suited. The lengthy ‘Bloodline’ is
probably the best of the lot, with a gentle
intro into a great bass line, an intense, faster
chorus, a dazzling Mitchell guitar solo and
a lazy, almost ambient chill-out ending. The
previously mentioned ‘Disassembly’ is a bit
special too with a heartfelt vocal and slowly
building melodrama, which has a long fadeout after reaching a crescendo.
With a clear and powerful sound and
a great sense of dynamics, the sonics of
‘Hinterland’ should lend themselves to
being performed live in those acoustically
sympathetic venues where Prog is usually
performed. Tilt have made a formidable debut
album and should waste no time in getting to
work on the next one, on this evidence they
certainly deserve your support.
Phil Ashcroft

TONY WRIGHT
‘WALNUT DASH’
(Independent)
ROCK
You all know Tony Wright as the incredibly
bouncy front-man for Northern noise
machine Terrorvision, and it’s always a thrill
to get new music from him. Never the best
singer from a technical standpoint, Wright
has a unique vocal that nonetheless just
feels right. On this, his second solo album, all
the stops have been pulled out to give the
listener the “Full Tony” experience.
To be honest, when I was given the album
as a download I thought it was Terrorvision
and a great comeback album. Learning it was
a Wright solo album didn’t change that fact,
but I was a little saddened that the whole
band weren’t involved, as this would have
been a very fitting return to recording. Wright
sets his stall out early with ‘Music Is The Food
Of Love’, an upbeat, bass heavy song that
promises to be a riot live, following it with the
faster, smoother ‘One Size Fits All’.
Things slow down for the emotional ‘Lost
Property’ and the slower but heavy ‘A&E’. In
fact, things don’t really get a kick up the arse,
pace-wise, until ‘Spoons & Knives’ gets going
a few tracks later, but the quality of the slower
songs is such that I really didn’t mind. Wright
has such a knack for lyrics and delivery that
each song demands that you pay attention,
even if it isn’t rattling along as it does so. As
with Terrorvision, there’s a lot of atmosphere
throughout and this works very well.
So what we have here is an album that
will genuinely delight fans of Wright and
Terrorvision, with some great songs that I for
one would love to hear live. When you hear it
there is no doubt in your mind just who it is
and that’s one of the best things about it –
no one does what Wright does, which makes
his work a precious commodity. Trust in Tony
Wright, after all he was right about the whales
and dolphins…
Alan Holloway

TOXICROSE
‘TOTAL TRANQUILITY’
(City Of Lights/Rock It Up)
HARD ROCK

Adopting the same “Shock Rock” antics
spearheaded by Alice Cooper and later
evangelized by W.A.S.P and King Diamond,
Sweden’s ToxicRose is demanding attention.
Although each member is decorated
with spikes, bondage gear and Gothic styled
makeup, their diabolic image in no way infers
the accessible and melodic nature of ‘Total
Tranquility’. Acknowledged by first name only,
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the band is comprised of Andy (vocals), Goran
(bass), Michael (drums) and Tom (guitars)
with ‘…Tranquility’ representing the quartet’s
first complete effort since their eponymously
titled, five track EP in 2012. As highlighted
on tracks ‘Reckless Society’ and ‘Clarity’, their
maturity is substantial both in song-writing
and production.
Keyboards make frequent and worthwhile
appearances in the songs, but those
contributions go uncredited. Tom delivers a
wealth of well-crafted guitar solos that have
a similar melodic focus to Warren DeMartini’s
work in Ratt. Fans of the late Steve Lee
(Gotthard) will firmly appreciate the raspy
tenor of Andy’s vocal delivery. Clocking in
at over eight minutes, the title track closes
the album and represents the band’s finest
moment. It illustrates that they are far more
musically astute than their image would
otherwise suggest.
The video for ‘World Of Confusion’ depicts
Andy drinking blood from a skull. As to how
that pertains to the message of the song
is anyone’s guess, but ignoring that act of
twisted visual debauchery shows a song that
is a suitable choice for both the single and the
album’s opener. ‘Killing The Romance’ is also
another highlight which balances a ballad
against some heavy riffing.
Taking a page out of the Swedish Sleaze
Rock scene set in motion by bands like Crazy
Lixx and Crashdiet, ToxicRose continues
the trend with copious amounts of attitude
and a series of cogent hooks that result
in a memorable recording. Fans of those
aforementioned bands will find much to enjoy
on ‘Total Tranquility’ and should take notice.
Brent Rusche

TRAKTOR
‘ARTEFUCKT’
(B. M. S.)
HEAVY METAL

These days Europe is no longer imagined
to be divided in two, now that the era of the
Iron Curtain and the Cold War is thankfully
gone. But even though so much has changed,
still a large part of the music scene once set
behind the imaginary “curtain” remains an
unknown territory for many listeners. It’s high
time they caught up with it – and looking for
a place to start, the Czech Republic might
be quite a good choice. The scene offers an
interesting cross section of genres and bands,
from the legendary acts such as Citron to
more contemporary but certainly underrated
outfits. One of them is Traktor, their fifth album
‘Artefuckt’ being released this year.
As the flute-driven, dreamy intro of the
opening track ‘Vstante, Pane Lincolne’ fades,
replaced with a cannonade of powerful guitar
riffs, the Czech Rockers show their true colours;
a thick, heavy sound on the verge of Rock and
Metal. Throughout eleven songs on ‘Artefuckt’,
Traktor remains consistent in their stylistic
choices. Their songs combine a penchant
for guitar-driven melodies (‘Letokruhy’,
‘Romeo & Julie’, ‘Masky’, ‘Artefuckt’) with a
certain flavour of grandiosity characteristic
to Power Metal (‘…Lincolne’) and gritty
roughness that may sound modern but is,
in fact, derived from NWOBHM (‘Caligula’
or ‘Zena, Ruze, Tisen, Zlost’). From the live,
sing-along vibe of ‘Uved Nas V Pokuseni’ to
the melancholic ‘Bolest Hrdinu’, there isn’t a
dull moment on the album. When Traktor’s
lead singer Martin Kapek does his best (and
actually very convincing) Lemmy Kilmisteresque impression in the band’s rendition
of Motörhead’s ‘No Voices In The Sky’, this
obvious tribute to the main man is also a
proof that his legacy still lives on.
For some reason Traktor remained resistant
to the Anglicisation of the global music scene
and keep on singing in their native language,
which may be considered a bit of a peculiarity
by the English-speaking world. Nevertheless,
it’s the language of music that speaks the
loudest on ‘Artefuckt’, making the band a
must for every Rock/Metal fan. The band
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members surely know their craft – their roots
being in classic bands of the Czech Metal
scene such as Tarantula – and their work in
Traktor only confirms that.
Alexandra Mrozowska

TRETTIOARIGA KRIGET
‘SEASIDE AIR’
(Mellotronen)
PROGRESSIVE

From the moment I received this album,
I was inwardly hoping “not” to enjoy it. I
know that sounds like a shoddy attitude to
adopt, but there was only one reason for
this negativity – pronunciation! You couldn’t
imagine this band’s name slipping effortlessly
off your tongue whilst waxing lyrical about
them and their music, could you? However,
as they came highly recommended by none
other than our former Reviews Editor, Paul
Jerome Smith, I felt obliged to give it my full,
professional attention.
Trettioariga Kriget’s name translates
into English as “Thirty Years War”, and it’s
been over forty-five years since they began
plying their Progressive Rock trade around
the Stockholm area of Sweden. TK have a
plethora of albums in their discography, but
with ‘Seaside Air’, they’ve not only mellowed
somewhat, but this is also the first of their
ten studio albums to be sung in English. This
present line-up of Robert Zima (vocals, guitar),
Christer Åkerberg (lead guitar), Stefan Fredin
(bass, rhythm guitar, vocals), Mats Lindberg
(keyboards, saxophone), Dag Lundquist
(drums, percussion, violin, vocals) and Johan
Gullberg (drums) have moved away from
their classic hard-edged Prog – emulating
such established giants as Rush, Yes and
Focus – towards producing a more decorous
soundscape, akin to the likes of Manning
and The Tangent, with subtle Pink Floydisms
specifically incorporated throughout. So, if
you prefer a more comforting style of Prog, or
indeed you just want to dip your toe into Prog
Rock territory, then ‘…Air’ might just float
your boat... upon tranquil waters, rather than
on raging seas.
Opener ‘The Photograph’ sets the
standard, Zima’s vocals transpire in a
soothing, storytelling manner, conveyed
by a vibe that wouldn’t be lost in a moody
Spaghetti Western movie. On one hand, the
mid-tempo pace that envelops this album
could be deemed “unspectacular”, however,
the judicious and proficient musicianship
brings an intimacy to each song. ‘Seaside Air’,
‘Billy’, ‘Snow’ and album closer ‘Behold The
Pilot’ all tell intriguing, soul-searching stories
that are cocooned within a “polished” Prog
ambience. My favourite ‘Forgotten Garden’
is rather Psychedelic in its tone and delivery;
just close your eyes and you’ll be transported
back to that golden age of “flower power”
(“Peace, man”).
I’d describe ‘Seaside Air’ as a “nice” album,
that’s not meant to be detrimental though. It
has style, substance and an air of meandering
serenity that may just impress you.
Dave Crompton

TWILIGHT FORCE
‘HEROES OF MIGHTY MAGIC’
(Nuclear Blast)
HEAVY METAL

A couple of years ago I reviewed Twilight
Force’s ‘Tales Of Ancient Prophecies’ and
although I thoroughly enjoyed the music, I
was less than impressed with the theatrical
interludes scattered around. For the follow-up,
the fantasy loving Swedes have taken heed (or
not, who knows?) and condensed the spoken
word gubbins into a single six and half minute
track at the end, making it easily shippable (or
not, if you like that sort of thing).
TF are not a band to do things by halves.
They want to make Epic music (note the
capital ‘E’) and by Grabthor’s hammer that’s
what they do. With a fluidity borrowed from
the likes of Straovarius and Dragonforce,
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coupled with far too many re-reads of ‘Lord
Of The Rings’, TF do their utmost to soar
with every song, and bugger me if they don’t
succeed. ‘Heroes Of Mighty Magic’ may be a
little chucklesome with its fantasy wibblings,
but then again I fully enjoy Sci-Fi themed
albums so it’s just my own prejudice at work.
Taken on a purely musical level, this is
a mightily impressive album with some
beautiful melody and structure, tied together
by Chrileon’s high pitched, crystal clear
vocals. As well as the usual instruments, the
band throw in Classical stuff and even a lute
(probably played by a wandering minstrel).
Worth mentioning is the ten minute ‘There
& Back Again’ (a title for Tolkien fans), which
never gets dull and features some superb
guitar work from Lynd.
There’s over an hour’s worth of material in
‘Heroes Of Mighty Magic’ and it’s all Epic, all
superbly played and all the sort of thing that
raises the listener up with its sheer energy and
joy. Apparently they dress up and put on a
show when playing live, so it’s worth making
sure you see them when they support Sonata
Arctica in London this October. For now, I can’t
recommend this highly enough for fans of
epic Melodic Power Metal. A real step forward
from the impressive debut, these guys are
now a (Twilight) Force to be reckoned with.
Alan Holloway

TWISTED SISTER
‘ROCK ‘N’ ROLL SAVIORS: THE
EARLY YEARS’ (Deadline)
HEAVY METAL

Twisted “funking” Sister powerhouse
overdose around here! Whether you are an
amateur of Metal or already an S.M.F. (only
the most twisted ones will dig it) hardcore
fan, you can’t avoid making your ears whistle
at the listening of this three disc live collection
which delivers some of the most crucial live
fragments of the early history of the most
outrageous and politically incorrect NY-based
eighties Metal band, ever.
Frankly, whether this is an honest tribute to
the late A.J. Pero and his distinctive contribution
to the primitive sound of the band or a more
materialistic way to raise some money by
their label, it really doesn’t matter that much.
When you think that these people are in their
sixties now and can still overwhelm you like a
roaring Boeing landing in your backyard when
let loose on a stage, then imagine what they
could deliver back in those hungry/angry days.
If you missed that chance, with this you have
not only one but three live performances with
which to experience those early days, two of
which even go as far back as the small rotten
Punkish clubs where our lovely twisted ones
used to raise hell. Actually, there’s no better
way to taste the outrageous fury of the first
stages of their career like the one spread in the
first part of this live collection, which was set
in a dodgy and noisy club in Detroit in 1979
(unfortunately I haven’t got that much info to
tell you exactly where due to the digital format
I was provided).
Of course, all of the late seventies New
York Punk scene, which they were inevitably
involved in at the very beginning, is
omnipresent throughout the duration of the
recording, from the unedited starters of ‘Rock
‘N’ Roll Saviours’ and ‘Pay The Price’ (nothing
to do with the heartfelt power ballad they
would later conceive), to the savage version
of ‘I’ll Never Grow Up, Now!’ featuring the
usual long, uplifting speech Dee Snider has
been accustoming us to during the years. Not
to mention the high-octane gasoline which
fuels a rudimental and more sinister than
ever ‘Under The Blade’ and the large number
of never issued tracks that, with their style
diversity, helped to forge the unique sound of
TS. Even the cover of ‘Johnny Be Goode’ used
to be properly twisted and played like some
New York Dolls on steroids.
The second part of this triplet dates back to
1980 and it was recorded at the Hammerheads.
In those days, their lethal music formula was
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already accomplished and America suddenly
had another more disturbing and provoking
piece of that cultural turmoil that would
undermine the puritanism of its families,
which almost at the same time would see
other shock acts like W.A.S.P. and Mötley Crüe
join the legacy of political incorrectness. Since
then, ‘What You Don’t Know Sure Can Hurt
You’ started to be the introductive aggressive
manifesto of their full-power shows along
with ‘Destroyer’, an ultra-slow-paced monster
track which would also influence other more
extreme kinds of Heavy Metal.
The final part of this interesting box-set
contains the epic Donington performance
of 1983, where Twisted Sister showed off
their muscles on British territory with a
devastating set-list that included songs that
would be rarely played in the future – ‘Ride
To Live, Live To Ride’, ‘We’re Gonna Make It’
and ‘Like A Knife In The Back’. Needless to say
that the way they sounded through the live
format was even more energetic and fierce
than the studio versions, you can hear the
electric tension in the air coming out from
this disc and it’s so funny to hear Snider at the
beginning of ‘Destroyer’ invite one of his fans
to kick the ass of a probably annoying and
molesting guy next to him. That’s why we’ll
keep on being S.M.F.’s until the end of our
days, isn’t it? Because this band has always
been bloody real and loyal, they started
from nothing, fought against any odds with
confidence and consistency, they even faced
the American Senate while standing for their
art and they never compromised. Do you
know of any other Metal band more ballsy
than this? I don’t.
Enrico “S.M.F.” Navella

VAN ZANT
‘RED WHITE & BLUE (LIVE)’
(Loud & Proud)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

‘Red White & Blue’ is a live album
taken from the only concert recording of
brothers, Johnny and Donnie Van Zant. If
you recognise the name it’s because they
are the brothers of the late Lynyrd Skynyrd
lead singer, Ronnie Van Zant.
The concert was performed at Wild
Adventures Theme Park in Valdosta,
Georgia and I think the location has
something to do with the upbeat, festivalfeel of the performance. The atmosphere is
especially clear during enthusiastic bursts
from the crowd during ‘Ain’t Nobody Gonna
Tell Me What To Do’. ‘Sweet Mama’ is full
of Country Rock twangs and texture; toetapping hooks are complimented by the
rich tones of the Van Zant voices and the
assertive, consistent way in which they
perform. The songs are skilfully arranged;
they repeat a fair amount but it means
they’re pretty catchy and the conversational
style of the vocals and guitars make for
vibrant textures in most of the tracks.
‘Wild Eyed Southern Boys’ was originally
performed by Donnie Van Zant’s band, .38
Special, but here Van Zant sprinkle it with
keys and Southern Rock riffage to break
up the bridges. Even for non-Country Rock
fans, this album is remarkably accessible.
There is an undeniable air of honesty and
purity about the performance and the lyrics,
most notably in ‘Things I Miss The Most’.
‘I Know My History’ and ‘Help Somebody’
are homages to family, America and
patriotism; I especially like the wandering
path of the bass on the latter. ‘Plain Jane’
is a waltzing tribute to the “classic girl next
door” while ‘Red White & Blue’ is dedicated
to US military troops and their families. The
whole performance feels very personal to
the Van Zant brothers and they remain
conversational and upbeat throughout.
The album closes with two LS songs,
‘Call Me The Breeze’ and ‘Sweet Home
Alabama’. Both are well-received by the
crowd and the latter is warm and lilting,
seemingly jazzed up a little compared to
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TYGERS OF PAN TANG – ‘TYGERS OF PAN TANG’ (Mighty) HEAVY METAL
Favourites of Metallica and pioneers of the
NWOBHM movement, having recently signed a
deal with Mighty Music and Target Group, the
Tygers have produced a new self-titled album.
Led by original member Robb Weir, continuing
with Italian singer Jacopo Meille, Craig Ellis
(drums), Gavin Gray (bass) and now with new
guitarist Micky Crystal, with ten new songs and
a surprising cover version, they have produced an
album definitely worth your time!
The album opens with a blistering guitar
attack and no pussy footing around, pun
intended. ‘Only The Brave’ has a catchy chorus, an edgy sounding vocal and biting
guitar guaranteed to get the attention straight off. Always a band showcasing the
guitars, great solos on tracks like ‘Dust’ keep the old lug holes very happy indeed.
‘Glad Rags’ is more of a Funk Rock number, but the trade mark excellent guitar is
still very much in evidence. ‘The Reason Why’ is a pretty decent AOR song, more
of a ballad adding light and contrast.
‘Never Give In’ is a traditional Metal number more like the stuff Tygers were
known for, with a good shred in the middle. ‘Do It Again’ and ‘The Devil You Know’
contains some inventive and interesting vocals which remind quite a lot of Sean
Harris, with particularly endearingly British lyrics on the former track. Following
‘Do It Again’ is a Kiki Dee cover from 1974 – yes, you read that right – not an
obvious choice given the happy-go-lucky chorus of ‘I Got The Music In Me’, but
the first verse is eerily haunting in the hands of the Tygers and quite arresting as
a result. ‘Praying For A Miracle’ is another lighter track, but no compromises on
the feeling expressed through the guitar as you would expect. ‘Blood Red Sky’
puts Metal firmly back on the agenda, particularly lyrics-wise, with notable guitar.
‘Angel In Disguise’ is a pretty acoustic track showing Meille can sing sweetly as
well as scream.
Like Diamond Head before them, this very talented pioneer band never
quite reached their full potential. Not entirely a Metal album, and arguably
showing more diversity than their earlier work, it’s good to see them still
stalking the prize!
Dawn Osborne
the original with a bit more of a Country
Rock vibe.
The Van Zant brothers were inspired
to record because Ronnie Van Zant had
always wanted to record a Country record.
This performance is a true encapsulation of
Southern Rock, performed with great clarity
of sound. It’s pacey, varied and features a
terrific band; the whole thing makes you feel
warm and gets you thinking of sunshine, as
Southern Rock surely should.
Sophie Brownlee

VENDETTA
‘ALL YOUR SETTING SUNS ANTHOLOGY’
(Lion)
HEAVY METAL

Hailing from Newcastle Upon Tyne in the
industrial north east of England, Vendetta
was formed in late 2005. Guitarist Edward
Box had already released two solo albums
(‘Plectrumhead’ and ‘Moonfudge’) with Lion
Music but had grown tired of the being alone
and wanted to try out some vocal-inspired
material he had written.
Calling on his old friends, guitarist Pete
Thompson and bass player Gary Foalle, the
initial plan by Box was all about trying the
song format and see how it could sound in a
fully amped environment. So a discography of
three albums followed just afterwards, with
‘Tyranny Of Minority’ (2007) being the debut
and most acclaimed one and ‘Heretic Nation’
(2009) and ‘World Under Fire’ (2012) coming
out later. The one you are now reading about,
instead, is a double compilation featuring
two discs; the former, featuring their most
convincing efforts (some of them even remixed) with the latter showing us the live side
of their tracks.
Vendetta plays some very traditional and
conservative British Metal but, surprisingly,
more akin to Primal Fear and Sinner than
Judas Priest, though their lyrics have surely got
a more social/political edge which definitely
makes them free of predictable stereotypes.
Now, the point is that, differently from their
German Metal brothers, this so well played
and carefully arranged music lacks of a proper
presentation. And, when I write presentation, I
mean production or the sound display. Frankly,
during the years, I’ve stumbled into Lion Music
issues quite often and I’ve always found the
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same unbearable problem. This time this
negative aspect is even more annoying, if I
think that ‘New Horizon’ is such a great song
with its razor-like riffs, its passionate dual solo
and its crystalline vocal hooks. It is then totally
put down and quelled by a disarming sonic
flatness where the guitars remind me of the
garage days of Tygers Of Pan Tang and the
rhythm section is completely annihilated. The
additional insult is that I’m talking about one
of the “re-mixed” ones. It’s the same scenario
with ‘Lost Cause’ and ‘Delusion’, which could
have delivered with the right treatment and
surely attracted many more Metal defenders.
Sometimes a good compilation can
represent a chance to renew and refresh the
most valuable and strongest repertoire of a
band and possibly adjust some mistakes but
here, little or nothing has been made, not even
with the live versions.
Enrico Navella

VICIOUS RUMORS
‘CONCUSSION PROTOCOL’
(Steamhammer/SPV)
POWER METAL

It’s always nice to see a band from your
youth still able to bring a quality album to
the table thirty years after their debut saw
the technical brilliance of Vinnie Moore
dovetailing his burgeoning solo career with
a landmark performance on ‘Soldiers Of The
Night’, introducing Vicious Rumors to the
Heavy Metal world. With all the different
genres around today, VR can be more
succinctly termed Power Metal, indeed, it’s
oft quoted that they pioneered the US Power
Metal scene.
What can’t be disputed is that between
1988 and 1995, with the powerful and
versatile vocals of Carl Albert – on a par
with Rob Halford (Judas Priest), Geoff Tate
(Queensrÿche), David Wayne (Metal Church)
and Jon Oliva (Savatage) in his day – on
albums such as ‘Digital Dictator’, ‘Vicious
Rumors’ and ‘Welcome To The Ball’, VR were
right up there at the cutting edge of the
Metal scene with superb musicianship and
strong songs.
Three years since ‘Electric Punishment’ was
released, guitarist Geoff Thorpe has recruited
the first non-Americans in VR’s history in
the shape of Slovenian bassist Tilen Hudrap
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(replacing Stephen Goodwin) and Dutch
singer Nick Holleman (replacing Brian Allen).
I think Holleman is probably the nearest
vocalist to Albert’s ability and versatility that’s
come into the band since Albert’s tragic car
accident stopped their rise to stardom.
Thorpe’s guitar buddy Mark McGee left
and Thorpe handled vocal duties himself on
1996’s ‘Something Burning’ which marked an
experimental stage in the band’s history that
didn’t see them return to form until 2006’s
‘Warball’. Night Ranger guitarist Brad Gillis
played on that album and guests again here
on the heavy ‘Last Of Our Kind’. Returning
guitarist Steve Smyth (Nevermore/Testament)
guest solos on the powerful, heavy and
relentless ‘Chemical Slave’ and Thorpe returns
to the vocal mic on the heavy, brooding ‘Life
For A Life’.
It’s hard to stand out in today’s oversaturated Metal market but VR have released
an album that’s as good as any of the leading
Metal contenders and better than most of the
others. Old-school Metal fans will lap this up
whilst it won’t look out of place in any modern
Power Metal collection. Original drummer
Larry Howe is still behind the drum kit and
his powerhouse double bass drumming is
something to behold. Coupled with Thorpe
and Thaen Rasmussen’s lightning solos and
powerful riffs and Holloeman’s versatile,
stand-out vocals, Vicious Rumors are back in
a big way.
Carl Buxton

WE ARE THE CATALYST
‘ELEVATION’
(Ferocity)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Anything released on Ferocity Records is
going to have a whiff of an air of expectancy.
Formed in 2012, the Swedish Alt Metallers
We Are The Catalyst have been creating
waves with their self-directed passion
and enthusiasm. Their debut ‘Monuments’
appeared in 2014 followed by their first
live show in 2015, typical of the band’s
progression as they’ve wasted no time in
mounting their bid for world domination.
The new album promises to be darker,
heavier and more emotional yet still with
their trademark modern melodic sound.
The opening track and first single ‘Delusion’
explodes from the blocks – a combination of
a battering of drums, growling vocals topped
off with Cat Fey’s potent and passionate
singing; it is easy to see why that voice is
being heralded as the jewel in the band’s
crown. The thought springs to mind that if the
rest of the album is as good, then ‘Elevation’
is going to be simply fantastic. While ‘A Million
Claws’ similarly provides a sharp follow-on,
it’s always going to be hard to maintain such
an opening intensity.
As a choice of single ‘Open Door’ is a fairly
safe pick; mid-paced without threatening to
scare anyone off, more likely pull in fans
of some of the Female-Fronted Symphonic
and Melodic Rock fans. A gambling man
might even put good money on ‘One More
Day’ – as catchy as a Velcro strap - as the
next single. Typically, the album continues
to maintain the blend of elements which
incorporate enough melodic sweet spots
yet remaining heavy in the combination of
gruff and clean vocals. There are moments of
atmospheric respite, yet the threat of a midalbum lull is avoided as ‘Alive’ picks up that
opening impetus of ‘Delusion’.
Eleven tracks in forty minutes, it fits the bill
of an old fashioned, two-sided vinyl album
length with a set of short and immediate
songs, just one song lasting over four
minutes. More accessible than maybe initially
anticipated, We Are The Catalyst have a
couple of aces up their sleeve and have played
a canny game. ‘Elevation’ sits in a field which
is starting to get very densely populated yet
it has an intensity and is packed with enough
memorable hooks to justify its title.
Mike Ainscoe
AUTUMN

WHISKEY MYERS
‘MUD’
(Spinefarm)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Eighteen months after the release of
previous album ‘Early Morning Shakes’, and
barely a year since the major label re-release
of their second effort ‘Firewater’, comes
album four from the Texan Southern Rockers
Whiskey Myers, which for anybody previously
unfamiliar with the band means a lot of great
new music in a relatively short space of time.
While bands like A Thousand Horses are
taking the Southern/Country hybrid sound in
a more polished direction, and the excellent
Blackberry Smoke are riding high with their
Rock ‘n’ Roll take on the genre, WM are
the one band that are really pushing the
boundaries by dolloping a whole load of
gritty Led Zeppelin swagger onto their rootsy
Southern/Country blueprint, infusing Soul and
Blues in the process.
That said, ‘Mud’ is the most concise WM
album to date at just ten tracks, having none
of the unusual arrangements the band are
known for or any of the sprawling Southern
ballads that were a highlight of the previous
records. That is something that makes
this record their most instantly accessible
and definitely most commercial from a
cynical point of view. The sassy, brass-laden
‘Lightning Bugs And Rain’ and the Soulful,
almost Motown-ish ‘Some Of Your Love’
certainly justifying that argument. However,
it strengthens the viewpoint that WM are
capable of turning their hand to anything and
making it work,
As opener ‘On The River’ sashays in on a
picked acoustic and fiddle melody, another
facet of WM broadening their horizons is
revealed, as the line-up has expanded to a
seven-piece with the addition of fiddler and
keyboardist Jon Knudson and percussionist
Tony Kent on a permanent basis. The Folky
campfire sing-along ‘Good Ole Days’ is a
simplistic acoustic ditty, recorded live with the
band sitting in a circle.
The Zeppelin-infused Southern Rock
stompers like ‘Mud’, ‘Deep Down In The South’
and ‘Hank’ (a tribute to Mr. Williams) are still
very much a huge part of the WM sound,
while the riff-heavy ‘Frogman’ was co-written
with The Black Crowes’ Rich Robinson, yet it’s
still the ballads that I love the most. The slowburning ‘Stone’ features a Gospel-ish vibe
while the touching acoustic ballad ‘Trailer We
Call Home’ demonstrates that front-man Cody
Cannon can tell a story just as well as the late,
great Ronnie Van Zant.
Like their contemporaries Blackberry
Smoke, Whiskey Myers are on the verge of
superstardom.
Ant Heeks

WISHING WELL
‘CHASING RAINBOWS’
(Inverse)
HARD ROCK

Wishing Well is a Finnish Hard Rock band
who have now released their debut album
entitled ‘Chasing Rainbows’. To be clear
though, the musicians sound like seasoned
pros so this is no start-up band in that respect.
Singer Peter James Goodman has a pedigree
in the business as no mean Classic Rock
singer and he brings a powerful voice to the
mix. The songs are a blend of Classic Rock
and Power Metal with a bit of Blues thrown
in – Goodman’s vocals are almost spoken at
times and give a Prog feel to proceedings, but
he opens up to full scream as well.
Popping up on track three is Graham
Bonnet on probably the jauntiest and most
upbeat song on the album. Entitled ‘Hippie
Heart Gypsy Soul’, although a good song,
it doesn’t really fit well with the rest of the
album and would probably have been best
placed as a bonus track. However, the song
creates an impact with such a name on board
and as Goodman has a Deep Purple/Rainbow
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covers heritage, I guess it makes sense to
make the song integral to the album.
The instrumentation on the album is
excellent with the various brands of Classic
Rock displayed and the guys are definitely
masters of their craft. Worth a listen.
Rob McKenzie

WOLVERINE
‘MACHINA VIVA’
(Sensory)
PROGRESSIVE

‘Machina Viva’, the brand new album from
Sweden’s Wolverine, contains a set of songs
woven upon webs of intricate musicality,
supported by rich beautiful synth rhythms,
strong vocals and thought provoking lyrics
that talk of life and its many ups and downs.
When all of these elements are combined, they
aid the musicians of Wolverine to build their
delicate and intoxicating Progressive melodies
to sumptuous and interesting crescendos.
Take opening track, the fourteen minute
plus epic ‘The Bedlam Overture’, as a perfect
example of what Wolverine’s music is all
about. On it we find the band filling the
room with glorious, mysterious and sweeping
keyboard refrains that set the tone for a song
wrapped in deep musical layers. Layers so
musically pleasing that you’ll want to try to
peel them all away and this will keep you
coming back to this song many times to get
the most pleasure you can from it. As a lead
off track, it is an enigmatic and arresting way
to start proceedings.
Beginning with such a song, though,
could be a problem for many other acts
when it comes to the other tracks found on
their albums. Wolverine, however, have the
talent and skill to keep on coming up with
compositions that are so good that they leave
you breathless, totally engaged as a listener
and wanting to discover what’s to come next.
So giving ‘Pile Of Ash’, a solemn ballad about
lost love and obsession which sees singer

Stefan Zell putting in a truly mesmerizing
performance, ‘Our Last Goodbye’, ‘Pledge’,
the stunningly good ‘When The Night Comes’
and the beautifully arranged ‘Nemesis’ the
patience and time they need to work their
charms on your senses will only help to bring
this superb release to life for you.
After weeks of getting to know this album,
I can say that ‘Machina Viva’ is the kind of
recording that no matter how long you give
to it, you will still come back to it, play it again
and find new and exciting things to enjoy
and experience. Wolverine are musicians and
artists that grow each and every time they
make a new album and long may it be so.
Ian Johnson

ZODIAC
‘GRAIN OF SOUL’
(Napalm)
HARD ROCK

The fourth studio album from the German
quartet, ‘Grain Of Soul’ follows on from 2014’s
‘Sonic Child’ with more of the band’s blend of
Classic Rock and Blues flavours.
‘Rebirth By Fire’ wastes no time, it has a
distorted riff and pounding backbeat, with
Stephan Gall’s rhythm guitar underpinning the
high octane lead work from vocalist Nick Van
Delft. The aggressive ‘Animal’ keeps things
cranked up to eleven while the intro to ‘Down’
is almost Black Sabbath-like before the band
explode in for another Heavy Rock effort.
‘Faithless’ boasts one of my favourite riffs on
the record, whereas ‘Ain’t Coming Back’ has a
slightly more commercial edge to it than some
of the other material on offer.
There’s no sign of the band running out
of steam with the furious pace of ‘Like The
Sun’ and the heavy ‘Sinner’, before the album
closes out with the title track, a dirty Modern
Rock song with a memorable chorus. Zodiac
are not ones to mess about with multiple
tracking or copious use of overdubs as they
proved with last year’s ‘Road Tapes’ live

REISSUED ALBUMS
ALCATRAZZ – ‘DISTURBING
THE PEACE: DELUXE EDITION’,
‘DANGEROUS GAMES:
EXPANDED EDITION’
(Cherry Red/HNE) ROCK
Cherry Red Records has completed its
deluxe re-issuing of the Alcatrazz catalogue
with a double disc ‘Deluxe Edition’ of the
Steve Vai enhanced ‘Disturbing The Peace’
and the more Japanese market oriented
‘Dangerous Games’.
Alcatrazz produced the goods back in
the day with the aforementioned Vai and, of
course, Danny Johnstone on ‘…Games’. For
whatever reason, the albums did not sell that
well apart from in Japan (in Japanese record
stores today you can find Alcatrazz alongside
the likes of Aerosmith!). Time has been kind
to the band though and the music remains
relevant with its quality and quirkiness in
equal measure shining through.
‘Disturbing The Peace’ has a number of
quality songs such as ‘Will You Be Home
Tonight’ (about James Dean’s car crash) and
‘Skyfire’ (about a possible alien sighting in
Malibu). Thinking about it, Graham Bonnet’s
song subjects do tend to be a bit off the wall!
The pinched harmonic-laden opening riff of
‘Painted Lover’ gave a clue as to Vai’s future
career as a guitar virtuoso from the heavens
who would quickly move onto the bigger
arenas with David Lee Roth and Whitesnake.
I have read that he is proud of his Alcatrazz
album and his playing works well with Bonnet,
who is probably at his sonic peak. This release
also includes the advert version of ‘Will You Be
Home Tonight’ used in an LA campaign against
drink-driving plus instrumental versions of
most of the songs. The DVD contains the full
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version of the concert held prior to the album’s
release in Shinjuku Kousei Nenkin Kaikan
in Tokyo, in which the Alcatrazz songs are
augmented with some Rainbow songs plus
‘Night Games’.
‘Dangerous Games’, as mentioned, was
allegedly designed more for the Japanese
market which was the most fertile furrow for
the band. ‘Ohayo Tokyo’ sort of makes that
point but is also a strong song. Bonnet’s first
ever hit ‘Only One Woman’, when he was part
of The Marbles, is included and is pretty similar
to the original but well worth its inclusion.
Other highlights are ‘Witch Wood’ which the
Graham Bonnet Band currently plays live and a
cover of The Animals’ ‘It’s My Life’. Overall this
is a listenable album but again was overlooked
at the time. On this version there are some
bonus 1986 live recordings, the existence of
which were a revelation to me.
Like a good wine, these albums have
improved with age; give them another try!
Rob McKenzie

APOCALYPTICA – ‘PLAYS
METALLICA BY FOUR CELLOS
(20th ANNIVERSARY EDITION)’
(Universal) SYMPHONIC
“There aren’t enough cellos in Metal”
were the words when this album came for
review. There could be a big discussion about
that... This was the 1996 album which broke
Finland’s Apocalyptica, the sound pretty
fresh and uncompromising; that they played
Metallica tunes, tunes we knew, made it more
interesting still.
They went on to release regular albums as
well as grace festival stages and given it was
twenty years ago etc… we have a re-release,
AUTUMN

VOLBEAT – ‘SEAL THE DEAL AND LET’S BOOGIE’ (Vertigo)

HARD ROCK

I would just like to say this right from the off;
if you are a Volbeat fan you are going to love
this album.
In the past, the band stood out because
they combined different elements of music;
Rock, Metal, Country and Hillbilly. While it was
good and I liked it, sometimes it lost a little
direction and focus. Now I could be wrong
here, but I think the addition of Rob Caggiano
has galvanised that sound, so that you know
exactly where you are. The opening track,
‘The Devil’s Bleeding Crown’, absolutely leaps
out of the speakers at you and ‘Marie Laveau’ is a good solid Rocker. In fact,
after listening to all the songs just once, I realised that every song on here is
memorable and enjoyable.
‘For Evigt’ features John Olsen with the chorus sung in Danish and the
middle eight featureing banjo, which sounds great; don’t think I have ever
said that about banjo music before! ‘The Gates Of Babylon’ sounds nothing
like Rainbow but is superb nonetheless, while ‘Black Rose’ – which features
Danko Jones – sounds nothing like Thin Lizzy, but, well, you know the rest. As
for mentioning similar song titles, there are two covers on here which fit the
mood of the album perfectly. ‘Rebound’ (a Teenage Bottlerocket song) has a
lot of humour but on this occasion, unfortunately, is included as a tribute to
a fellow musician no longer with us. The other, ‘Battleship Chains’, is a 1986
song originally released by The Woods (and also covered by numerous others)
that I didn’t recognise but my other half did.
I was going to say that possibly, but only just, the one song that shoots
under the bar, but only just, is final track ‘The Loa’s Crossroad’, but really this
would be unfair as it’s not a bad track at all, rather just not quite as strong
as the others.
As I said earlier, I may be wrong in saying that Caggiano is the reason that
this album is such an improvement on previous tomes, but we all know that a
different ingredient in a mixture usually alters the flavour. The flavour though
hasn’t really altered, just got stronger.
Whether a Volbeat fan or not, you will enjoy this. I honestly cannot
recommend this enough. Buy it, you will not be disappointed.
Andy Brailsford
album, and the material here is no different
– just basic, honest, hard hitting Heavy Rock.
Having gone out and supported the likes
of Orchid, Blues Pills and Audrey Horne,
Zodiac have been steadily building fans and
momentum and the material on offer on this

new album is another purposeful step in the
right direction. You could say it’s more of the
same, but that could easily be countered with
if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.
James Gaden

of course we do… and with two bonus tracks,
a Neil Sedaka and a Perry Como – not really of
course, they are in fact (unsurprisingly) more
Metallica monsters.
It will of course divide readers of this mag;
some will deride it as not really proper, some
will see it as a refreshing, fun and something
different on offer – with Baby Metal getting
plaudits from polls in other mags, it is a
live discussion. So, to the music. Well... it’s
Metallica tunes, done on cellos. What you
see is what you get, no adulteration – to
be fair Metallica themselves have messed
around with their own music more than
Apocalyptica have.
‘Enter Sandman’, mournfully realised with
plaintive strings, is interesting purely because
it causes you to rethink your view of a wellknown track, but ‘Master Of Puppets’ with
a lighter lyrical middle and ‘The Unforgiven’
with its pastoral moments almost make these
tunes into different songs completely. It really
isn’t all good though, as the violin in ‘Sad But
True’ takes the vocal melody and resembles
a Hammer Horror Gypsy camp scene, whilst
‘Creeping Death’ simply has no hook.
At worst, these covers can sound like
exercises, as if someone had set a teaser
competition and there was a prize for the most
interesting resolution. It’s when they go for
it that things become more interesting; they
really do have a go at patterning Metallica’s
serrated riffs on ‘Battery’ and rush through
‘Seek And Destroy’, both bonuses, even
having a good go at a screaming solo. This is
undeniably impressive.
Is it any more than just a fun diversion?
A bit of gilding on an already huge, shiny
Metallic lily? Or is it a musical challenge
which gives already loved music a
completely new lease of life? You will
decide. Whichever it is, Apocalyptica made
a splash right at the deep end.
Steve Swift

ASIA
‘PHOENIX: SPECIAL EDITION’
(Independent)
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PROGRESSIVE

Stick a wig on it? Give it some new
trousers? Launch it on a new career as an
edgy photographer? There are lots of ways
to jazz-up a product or relaunch yourself.
This 2008 release has – the press tells us
– all of the original members (Steve Howe
now having left be with Yes full-time and hot
young gunslinger Sam Coulson on board for
the mature sounding ‘Gravitas’ album) and is
being released on Asia’s own imprint.
The album is good alright; this opportunity
has allowed a reappraisal of a perhaps frosty
first view which declared the maturity, the
syrupy nature of some of the work found here
to have influenced the view. ‘An Extraordinary
Life’ has a beautiful melody and ‘Never Again’
a pumping quality which enfold you and
simply will not let you go; the Asia gents do
this so well. ‘Phoenix’ has a bit more too,
surprises in the form of ‘Sleeping Giant/
November Way Back/Reprise’, which favour us
with a bit of Proggy meandering among the
softer Rock goodness; they do “grown up” and
effecting so well and if there’s a concern about
a gentle perambulation rather than a jog, there
is no getting away from the nagging melodies,
particularly apparent on this album.
This is not why we’re here though. We’re
here because this is being presented with a
whole new disc. When we say a whole new
disc, it’s new in the sense that ‘Only Fools
And Horses’ is new on TV Gold when it’s
programmed on Monday instead of Thursday.
It’s the US version of the album, which is so
close to the original in both programming
and sound that you could listen to either and
get very similar things from either. The sound
may be a little brighter, which strangely brings
an even lighter touch to the generally genial
FIREWORKS

music, but does push John Wetton’s seasoned
and heartfelt voice to the fore. Apart from
that, it’s like watching Rory Bremner perform;
just like the real thing, but does it really
matter?
We have to attack the thorny issue of
cash. They want you to spend it. You’ll be
looking askance in these austere times;
there are two acoustic tracks, ‘I Will
Remember You’ and ‘An Extraordinary Life’
which are both acoustic re-mixes and well
done by very experienced troubadours,
and the discs are housed in an attractive
digi-pack with booklet. But really? One for
completists only, this particular version of
‘Phoenix’ doesn’t really get off the ground.
Steve Swift

BUDGIE
‘THE MCA ALBUMS 1973-1975’
(UMC)
HEAVY METAL

Budgie, like The Ramones, influenced
everyone from Guns ‘N’ Roses to Metallica,
though sadly this never transferred to their
own record sales, with constantly changing
line-ups and no real identifiable image
rendering Budgie an instant “cult” act.
Formed in 1967 from Cardiff, Wales, the
band compromised of members Burke Shelley
(vocals and bass), Tony Bourge (guitar) and
Ray Phillips (drums), with Pete Boot replacing
Phillips for ‘In For The Kill’. This collection
compromises of three of their MCA albums
– ‘Never Turn Your Back On A Friend’, ‘…Kill’
and ‘Bandolier’.
The first spawned the Rock classic
‘Breadfan’ and started a history of
quirky song titles that began with ‘Nude
Disintegrating Parachutist Woman’ from
their self-titled debut. There was more to
Budgie than bizarre song titles though – this
was a Hard Rocking band with a penchant
for killer riffs and melodies to match. Who
can forget the heartbreaking lullaby of
‘Parents’, or the Blues Rock monster ‘In The
Grip Of A Tyre Fitters Hand’.
With ‘…Kill’ released, the new line-up
was still a musical force to be reckoned
with. The title track and ‘Crash Course In
Brain Surgery’ were jam-packed with studio
thunder, so much so that Metallica released
a spirited cover of the later on their ‘Garage
Days Re-Revisited’ EP in 1987. Shelly
continued to blossom as a song-writer, his
‘Wondering What Everyone Knows’ being
both romantic and soulful, while who can
resist the insane fuzzy fury of ‘Zoom Club’.
Guitarist Bourge was to take Tony Iommi
head on in the riff department by the time
‘Bandoliers’ was released, backed by new
drummer Steve Williams. ‘Napoleon BonaPart One’ and ‘Napoleon Bona-Part Two’
are an epic display of showmanship and
incredible instrumentation. The remainder of
the album offers the Rock ‘n’ Roll groove of
‘I Ain’t No Mountain’ and bar-room Rock of
‘Breaking All The House Rules’.
Packaged in attractive card gatefold
sleeves with an informative booklet, these
three albums should be required listening to
any self-respecting Rock fan.
Ray Paul

ELEKTRADRIVE
‘OVER THE SPACE: 30th
ANNIVERSARY EDITION’
(Escape) HARD ROCK
Elektradrive was formed when a group
of school friends from Turin, who had a love
for all things Rock, decided to see if they
could put a band together. They released
their first single ‘Let It Survive’ in late 1983
and this garnered lots of good reviews, the
band then started to gig and became fan
favourites on their local concert circuit. Fast
forward to January 1986 and Elektradrive
entered Synergy Studios to record their debut
album ‘Over The Space’. After its release, the
band promoted it heavily and found favour
FIREWORKS

with our very own Dave Reynolds – who was
writing for Metal Hammer at the time – who
penned that the band “merged electronic
futuristic atmospheres, with classic Hard
Rock” and gave their form of music the name
Space Metal. Fast forward again to 2016 and
we find the band’s guitarist Simone Falovo
digging through old tapes/studio files (to find
the best sounding mixes of this now three
decades old release) to help him recreate this
30th anniversary edition.
I do own a vinyl copy of the original
album but didn’t want to compare it to this
new version, instead I rediscovered this
release and came to it fresh and unbiased. In
doing so, I found myself listening to a band
who had a lot of great songs and a hunger
for playing energetic Rock that only the
youthful seem to possess.
So what does ‘Over…’ offer the listener
after thirty years? With this edition you get
the ‘Over…’ album in all its glory with songs
such as ‘Against The Stream’, ‘Time Machine’,
‘Fortune Teller’ and ‘Clash Of Titans’ taking
centre stage as standout tracks. Then there’s
a re-mix courtesy of Falovo that, whilst
enhancing the sound of this thirty year old
release, takes nothing away from the charm
of the original. Lastly, this edition is rounded
out with six bonus tracks that include the
band’s debut single, some original demos and
a live song recorded from 1986.
‘Over The Space’ is an album that should
interest those amongst you that like hearing
how European Melodic Rock first started.
How the bands of central Europe back in the
eighties were not only influenced by what
was going on in other parts of the world, but
also were defining a sound and style of Rock/
Metal all their own. A nice snapshot of the
past that still stands up to scrutiny today.
Ian Johnson

GIRLSCHOOL
‘NIGHTMARE AT MAPLE
CROSS’, ‘TAKE A BITE’
(Cherry Red/HNE) HEAVY METAL
The release of 1985’s ‘Running Wild’
was meant to take Girlschool to a new
commercial level. Sadly, even with the
appointment of a fifth member in vocalist
Jackie Bodimead, the album sold poorly
and upon Bodimead’s departure, the band
reverted to a four-piece again.
They tried to take things back to the more
traditional Girlschool Hard Rock sound with
‘Nightmare At Maple Cross’, even re-enlisting
original producer Vic Maile who worked on
their first two albums (‘Demolition’ and ‘Hit
And Run’). Lead guitarist Cris Bonacci offers
plenty of flair in her playing, driving along the
likes of ‘All Day, All Night’ with jagged ferocity.
The girls tap into their old-school traits during
‘Back For More’ which has an influence of
early AC/DC. Sadly ‘Turn It Up’ and ‘Let’s Go
Crazy’ are as generic musically as their titles
sound. At least with ‘You’ve Got Me (Under
Your Spell)’ they attempt something Joan Jett
might have recorded, though the less said
the better about the cringe worthy cover of
Mud’s ‘Tiger Feet’! This was to be the last
album to feature bass player Gil Weston,
her replacement being former Rock Goddess
member Tracey Lamb, who climbed aboard
for the follow-up.
‘Take A Bite’ has its moments like the cover
of Sweet’s ‘Fox On The Run’ which has a large
dose of charisma on what is (in general) a very
uninspired release. ‘Action’ takes us back to the
sound from their debut with lots of attitude
delivered in style. However, the real standout
moment is ‘Love At First Bite’ with its Gothic
tones digging deep into the bowels of evil and
the band injecting some serious substance
into the music. Kim McAuliffe only has two
vocal ranges – “shouty” and “screamy” –
which after five or six songs becomes a little
repetitive. This is the moment when you miss
the vocal contributions from original members
Enid Williams and the late, great Kelly Johnson.
I’m sure the budget and time constraints
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did not help this release, but it seemed that
Girlschool never truly regained the no nonsense
Boogie approach that we all fell in love with
after ‘Screaming Blue Murder’.
With no bonus tracks, only some
informative liner notes and photos, there
is little to recommend to anyone but
completists.
Ray Paul

GREGG ALLMAN
‘NO STRANGER TO THE DARK:
THE BEST OF’ (Retroworld/Floatm)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Now I have to admit, when asked me if
I would like to review this, my knowledge
of Gregg Allman was pretty much limited to
the fact that he was in The Allman Brothers
Band and once married to Cher. Having had
a fleeting listen to ‘I’m No Angel’ and ‘Just
Before The Bullets Fly’ back in the eighties, I
found myself filing Allman under the “will get
to later” file. Whilst Allman may never have
achieved the commercial success of TABB, he
has over the years written some mighty fine
material influenced heavily by his Southern
upbringing. Boogie it’s not. Blues, yes sort
of… because Allman is not easy to pigeonhole into one genre.
This album appears to be a re-issue of the
2002 release. I’m afraid I have no information
as to why, but at this point in time Allman
would have released five studio albums
which essentially is where this compilation
is drawn from. With the exceptions of TABB’s
‘Melissa’ (included as a previously unreleased
live track), ‘These Days’ (from one of his early
seventies studio albums – also live) and a
1985 studio track ‘Hopelessly Miss You’, this
release sees Allman stretch out in a more
straight-forward Rock mode as opposed
to the Blues-tinged Rock he’s normally
associated with.
For those unfamiliar with Allman, who is
rightly regarded as one of the most soulful
Blues players and writers that ever walked the
planet, there is plenty here to get your teeth
into. There’s no doubting the quality of tracks
such as ‘I’m No Angel’, ‘Island’ and ‘Before
The Bullets Fly’ where Epic’s Michael Caplan

(A&R godfather) polished these up no end
to score maximum airplay on mid-eighties
FM radio – this led to the ‘…Angel’ album
going gold. For all the polished finesse, there
are moments of pure Blues, ‘Slip Away’ vying
with ‘I’ve Got News For You’, which sounds
like Allman strolled into some dark and dingy
Blues club in the Mississippi backwaters and
hooked up with the resident band. Complete
with simmering brass section, this really is
the story of the Blues. Gregg Allman has a
voice to die for; smooth, gruff, soft, sweet,
whiskey-soaked, all depending on the
requirement and it all flows effortlessly. Think
Jeff Healy in ‘Roadhouse’ and you might not
be a million miles away.
A definite starting point if you want to
catch up on a mighty fine composer, player
and singer.
Kieran Dargan

GREG LAKE
‘GREG LAKE’/‘MANOEUVRES’
(Creative Musical Arts)
ROCK

It’s tempting to see these re-releases
through the prism of Keith Emerson’s suicide,
as Greg Lake made such a name alongside
him and Carl Palmer in ELP, but these two
albums, from 1981 and 1983, should be seen
on their merits. Such as they are…
Released perhaps because they were
originally overlooked somewhat, they now
come with some extra tracks on the selftitled album, complete with Toto members
and Gary Moore. If that isn’t enough to pull
you into the album’s orbit, the music might
just do that very nicely. This album combines
Metallic guitaring, particularly in the apt
opener ‘Nuclear Attack’, Kiss-like verses with
Yacht Rock breezy airs on ‘Black And Blue’
– along with a lovely organ solo – through
a party groove and bubbly organ with New
Wave agitation in ‘Retribution Drive’ (had
a house there once...) to the smashing Soft
Rock with a smoky sax of ‘Someone’ and
terrific tambourine shaking on the Toto-esque
‘You’re Good With Your Love’. This debut
really is a bit special, due to the openness he
has for shoving different sounds together; yes,

ERIC MARTIN BAND – ‘SUCKER FOR A PRETTY FACE’ (Rock Candy) MELODIC ROCK
Best known as the vocalist for Mr. Big, Eric
Martin first came to real prominence with
the band 415, who would score a record deal
and be renamed the Eric Martin Band. With a
manager who also handled Journey, a great
singer who wrote some damn fine songs and
a tight band, big things were expected. Sadly,
‘Sucker For A Pretty Face’ was the group’s one
and only album – but what an album it was.
Kicking off with the title track, the band set
their stall out early with a bouncy Pop Rock
tune resplendent with a great hook topped off
by Martin’s distinctively soulful voice. ‘Don’t Stop’ was a killer Rock tune
originally written and recorded by Frankie Miller, but EMB give it even more
crunch and power. And the goodies just kept coming… the punchy ‘Private
Life’ is another winner, as is the exceedingly catchy ‘Ten Feet Tall’. The
beautiful ‘Letting It Out’ showed Martin’s phenomenal ability when handling
a ballad while ‘Just Another Pretty Boy’ is glorious “radio-friendly” Pop Rock.
‘One More Time’ has a Jackson 5 groove to it while ‘Catch Me If You Can’
is another high quality foot tapper. The serene ‘Love Me’ closes out a killer
record. If you’re only going to make one album, you might as well make it
quality from start to finish.
This typically excellent Rock Candy re-master not only documents the trials
and tribulations of EMB, but also loads up the back end of the disc with
some excellent bonuses. The band’s pulsating cover of The Supremes ‘Stop In
the Name Of Love’ has been added, along with four live tracks which were
recorded at the Blaisdell Arena in Honolulu, 1983. These live offerings are a
stunning representation of the band, pulsing with energy and vibrancy. I’m
lucky enough to have the full show as a bootleg and these versions with the
RC mastering treatment sound immense.
After the demise of Eric Martin Band, the man himself would go on to
record two superb solo records before joining up with Billy Sheehan, Pat
Torpey and Paul Gilbert in Mr Big and earning himself some long overdue
platinum success. Listening back to the quality of work he was putting out
prior to that, it’s difficult to fathom why it took so long. This is a classic
album and well worth a place in the collection of anyone enjoys early
eighties Melodic Rock.
James Gaden
AUTUMN
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it’s within the “grown-up” Rock area, but it
might keep you guessing.
‘Manoeuvres’ is a different kettle of limp,
generic fish; Pollack when you wanted cod. It’s
as if someone had whispered in his ear “these
could look good in the charts, you know, just
sign here... yes, in blood”. This is a collection
of mostly anodyne Soft Rockers, smoky atmos,
shimmering synths and smoother than a
greased ocelot. This can be fairly AOR for those
who wants that (‘A Woman Like You’), whilst
‘Don’t Wanna Lose Your Love Tonight’ actually
has a touch of Rush and a pushy intention
which is very welcome. Tracks like the thin
‘Famous Last Words’, synth string ‘I Don’t
Know Why I Still Love You’ and faux dramatic,
Christmassy ‘It’s You, You Gotta Believe’,
among others, overbalance this album towards
flaccidity and anguish. Yes, it’s an intention to
hit the charts, but taken together, it can also
look like a loss of nerve.
Mixed bags like this don’t often come
with such fine filligree work, but you’d expect
nothing less from Greg Lake and his mates.
Take one album for fun, take the other on
face value.
Steve Swift

LESLIE WEST
‘MOUNTAIN’
(Repertoire)
BLUES

Not to be confused with the band Leslie
West would form with the same name,
‘Mountain’ is the first solo album from the
respected guitar player. Issued all the way
back in 1969 and featuring West on the cover
sporting a huge afro the likes of which Rob
Tyner from The MC5 would be proud, the
image may be dated by the music still retains
a real vibrancy.
The heavy ‘Blood Of The Sun’ sees West
peeling out a hard hitting riff and bellowing
vocals over a warm, late sixties production
that sounds particularly good. ‘Long Red’
is more mellow with a sizable hook on top
of a slightly odd but intriguing change of
chords. ‘Better Watch Out’ has West’s guitar
battling for space against a huge bass sound
courtesy of Felix Pappalardi, who also cowrote a chunk of the material, acted as
producer and would be retained by West
when he formed Mountain.
‘Blind Man’ is a real heavy Blues workout
which suits West’s yelling, raw vocal style
while the excellent ‘Dreams Of Milk And
Honey’ is a great example of what West
is all about as a guitarist. There’s a dark,
brooding take on ‘This Wheel’s On Fire’ which
Julie Driscoll had enjoyed a hit with the year
earlier, but frankly I enjoyed the original
compositions much more, especially the foot
tapper ‘Southbound Train’.
West will certainly be best remembered
when he hangs the guitar up for his work
with Mountain, but this is worthy of checking
out to see how it all started and where that
band began. Despite its age, the music has
stood up really well and while Leslie West’s
full-throated vocal approach might get a
little wearing after a bit, if you want some
good, old-school, no frills distorted Blues
Rock with the kind of production you just
don’t get anymore, this album delivers that
all ends up.
James Gaden

LIONSHEART
‘LIONSHEART’
(Treasure Island)
HARD ROCK

Formed by twins Mark and Steve Owers
alongside former Grim Reaper vocalist Steve
Grimmett, Lionsheart’s debut album came out
in 1992 but could well have been released in
1988 as the songs are pretty much written
to the Whitesnake template. On songs like
’World Of Pain’ and ‘Stealer’ it is actually
pretty embarrassing, as it also is when
Grimmett croons “baby, baby, baby” in his
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most deliciously comparable David Coverdale
tones. At other times, there’s a distinct Dio
flavour, as with the consecutive songs ‘Ready
Or Not’ and ‘So Cold’, the latter which would
easily have fitted on the Rainbow debut.
The frustrating thing is that there are
three songs clustered in the middle of the
album that are simply quite awesome. ‘Can’t
Believe’, despite ripping off Whitesnake’s
‘Love Ain’t No Stranger’ at the beginning,
mutates into a superb Melodic Rocker with
a chorus right out of Jack Ponti’s top drawer.
‘Living In A Fantasy’ is unlike anything else
on the album; pure Fifth Angel with drums
and guitars in a frantic race to the finishing
line. However, it’s the six-minute plus massive
epic ‘Portrait’ that is the album’s piecede-resistance; atmospheric opening and
stabbing orchestral strings followed by riffing
and squealing torn straight from Dokken’s
prime years. Grimmett is simply immense
here, whilst Mark Owers gives all those NeoClassical guitarists a run for their money.
If only record company politics and
personal issues hadn’t ripped the band apart
after this, who knows what delights we
would have been served. As it was, Grimmett
carried on the Lionsheart name for several
more releases before branching out on his
own, while the Owers brothers dropped out
of sight before resurfacing briefly in 2009
with The Pyschics but are now dipping their
toes back into the music scene with the
Female-Fronted Danze Macabre.
For fans of Whitesnake, Rainbow and Dio
this is a must buy. Derivative in places, sure,
but never less than highly entertaining, and
at times simply awesome.
Bruce Mee

LOVE/HATE
‘BLACKOUT IN THE RED ROOM’
(Rock Candy)
HARD ROCK

While the Hair Metal glory days of the
mid-eighties gifted us some of the finest
anthems of all time, the scene’s coattail
riders – emerging between 1988 and 1990
– offered nothing more than a diluted
facsimile of what had gone before on their
predictably
uniform, one-decent-song
albums. The emergent Seattle Alternative
scene, though successful in washing away
the aforementioned dross, offered little
consolation to fans of the kind of music that
made you glad to be alive rather than Grungy
dirges that bemoaned life’s unfairness.
Love/Hate’s USP was to blend the
dynamics of Hair Metal with Punk energy and
deliver it with a rawness that personified the
early releases by Mötley Crüe and Guns ‘N’
Roses. ‘Blackout In The Red Room’ and its title
track never ceases to thrill as guitarist Jon E.
Love’s urgent, spiralling lick – unusually it
debuts after the first chorus – trades hooks
with Jizzy Pearl’s scotch-soaked sandpaper
vocals. Tom Werman’s robust production
ensures there’s plenty of bottom end ballast
courtesy of Skid Rose and Joey Gold on bass
and drums respectively.
‘Why Do You Think They Call It Dope?’ rivals
the aforementioned opener in the highlight
stakes due to an irresistible combination
of Rose’s tasty slap-bass playing, Love’s
shimmering riff and a chorus that claims
squatter’s rights once it’s occupied your ear
canal. ‘Tumbleweed’ has shades of eighties
GNR about it thanks to its Sleazy, edgy vibe,
complete with Duff McKagan style bass-runs
and prominent cowbell, while ‘Straightjacket’
sees L/H really cutting loose – imagine Van
Halen and ZZ Top jamming in a sawduststrewn dive-bar, circa 1979…
The partying takes a momentary break for
‘She’s An Angel’. A bold exploration of selfharm, Rose’s lyrics are bleak in isolation but
the delivery’s up-tempo and, intriguingly, the
number reveals Pearl’s voice to have shades
of Alice Cooper when it’s (admittedly rarely)
dialled back from full-throttle.
The trio of bonus tracks added to this reAUTUMN

master are ‘Tinseltown’ (originally the B-side
of the title-track’s single release) alongside a
pair of live tracks; truthfully they bring little
to the package, though it’s good to see the
label offering some added content alongside
the fine sonic spruce-up.
Anyone who caught Love/Hate’s live
shows will recall their huge cross made from
(empty) Budweiser cans – something that I
vehemently objected to as it sent out entirely
the wrong message. I mean, c’mon, surely
they could have chosen a decent beer to go
with the high class music?
Caesar Barton

will stretch to it, having both and simply
soaking in the various sounds of one of the
best but sadly now underrated Classic Rock
acts we’ve ever known, is the best option.
The DVD may swing your decision, but with
Turner’s appearance and some more unusual
cuts on the ‘New Live Dates – The Complete
Set’ discs, you know you really want both…
Steven Reid

MARTIN TURNER
‘NEW LIVE DATES – THE
COMPLETE SET’, ‘LIFE BEGINS’
(Cherry Red) PROGRESSIVE

I have to hold my hands up and admit
that I’d never heard of Spanish Progressive
band Numen when I was asked to review
their second long player ‘Numenclature’. The
Spaniards formed in 1992 and four years later
added new vocalist César Alcaraz (up until
then bassist Victor Arques was handling vocal
duties). Two years later they released their
debut album ‘Samsara’ which by all accounts
garnered favourable reviews.
I’m not sure why, as it has proven slightly
difficult trying to find out much information
about Numen on the “net”, but the band
went on a prolonged hiatus. They decided
to regroup for the fifteenth anniversary of
‘Samsara’ in 2013 and played a few shows
in their native land which were well received
and led them to recording their follow-up
which was originally released two years ago.
After my investigative work, I discovered
that the band are influenced by The Beatles,
Pink Floyd, Marillion, Yes, King Crimson,
Camel, Jethro Tull, Kansas and Genesis to
name but a few and this is borne out on
the album. Opener ‘Cold And Grey’ starts
off in ‘Shine On You Crazy Diamond’ vein
with some excellent guitar work by Antonio
Valiente. Alcaraz’s vocals have a slight accent
to them but are very listenable. The track
is the longest of the nine featured on the
album and clocks in at over ten minutes. On
repeated listens, it has really grown on me
and I’m very impressed by Valiente’s playing
(which has lots of different styles thrown in).
Keyboardist Manuel Mas adds an interesting
lengthy Hammond solo.
‘Out Of The Earth’ is a mixture of KC and
Camel with its initial crashing guitars and
then its Jazzy overtures. Gaspar Martínez
adds some restrained drumming and there
is a superb guitar solo from Valiente. ‘Dumb
Tongues’ is another fine song mixing Floyd
and Camel sounding guitars and features
fine bass playing from Arques. ‘Every Day
Brings Something New’ is an uplifting,
powerful song with all the band members
bringing something of interest to the table,
especially Valiente.
I must admit that I like all the tracks on
‘Numenclature’ and if you like accessible
Prog then I’m sure you’ll find something
to your tastes. Hopefully we won’t have
to wait another fourteen years for album
number three!
Az Chaudhry

While Andy Powell continues to operate
under the Wishbone Ash name, for many it
has been the live work of bassist, singer and
song-writer Martin Turner that has truly kept
the classic Ash sound alive. With a hugely
enthusiastic response rightly afforded to
his 2014 live release, ‘The Garden Party – A
Celebration Of Wishbone Ash Music’ and
excellent 2015 studio album, ‘Written In The
Stars’, Cherry Red Records have taken the
opportunity to re-release Turner’s three prior
live efforts. ‘New Live Dates – The Complete
Set’ brings together the two previous ‘…
Dates’ albums released in 2005 and 2006,
while ‘Life Begins’ is a straight re-issue of the
2010 2CD/DVD release.
Five discs across two packages of mostly
WA live material may at first glance feel a little
indulgent but with very little duplication and
a distinctly different feel between ‘…Dates’
and ‘…Begins’, actually the opposite is true.
The former sees a few less obvious choices
given a fresh airing alongside the wonderful
‘Walking The Reeperbahn’ (the excellent title
track to Turner’s 1996 solo album of the same
name), while the latter mainly, but not always,
heads for the more obvious Ash choices; disc
two is a complete run through of the band’s
seminal ‘Argus’ album, before the wonderful
encores of ‘Living Proof’ and ‘Jailbait’ close
out a captivating set.
The other marked differences are in the
band line-ups, the guitars handled by Ray
Hatfield and Keith Buck on the ‘…Dates’
sets, while Rob Hewins provides the drums.
By the 2010 tour, only Hatfield (and Turner
on bass and vocals of course) remained, with
guitarist Danny Wilson and drummer Dave
Wagstaffe the equal of their predecessors.
Impressively, both line-ups also prove a match
for a collection of songs that not only require
seamless trademark twin guitar interplay but
equally vital three-part harmony singing.
Both releases also have their own unique
selling points; the closing four cuts, ‘Flesh And
Steel’, ‘Standing In The Rain’, ‘Why Don’t We’,
and ‘Jailbait’ on ‘…Dates’ feature Turner’s
fellow original Ash-member Ted Turner
on vocals and guitar, the pair performing
together for the first time in a decade and
a half, the results being not just wonderful
nostalgia, but stunning music performed to
the highest standard. ‘…Begins’, on the other
hand, has the bonus of the full twenty songs it
features also being on DVD and, while we’re
talking low budget, in a tiny venue (Y Theatre,
Leicester), the chance to see the skill, dexterity
and precision required to pull off what at first
glance seem like reasonably laid back Classic
Rock tracks, is an absolute delight. Most of
the extras are throwaway – short interviews
carried out as background noise constantly
interrupts and the pre-show presentation of
a cheque for charity. That being said, the tour
rehearsals where the vocal harmonies and
guitar solos are honed is pretty interesting.
With the show itself being so strong, it
doesn’t really matter in all honesty.
So it’s best of both worlds, with ‘…Dates’
and ‘Life Begins’ complementing each other
perfectly. Rather than recommending one
over the other, I have to say that if your wallet
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NUMEN
‘NUMENCLATURE’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

ROSE TATTOO
‘ROSE TATTOO’, ‘ASSAULT &
BATTERY’, ‘SCARRED FOR LIFE’,
‘SOUTHERN STARS’
(Repertoire) HARD ROCK
It’s all too easy to dismiss anyone
who followed AC/DC out of the Aussie
Rock scene as mere clones of the Young
brothers. In fairness, it’s an affliction more
than a few suffered from with Rocked
up bar-room Boogie being undeniably a
staple of the club scene “down under”.
One of the (many) bands who had much
more going on – while still retaining
strong bar-room links – were Rose Tattoo;
a group of genuinely dangerous dudes
with prison time and other assorted
brushes with the law behind them.
Their music – at least initially –
sounded just as dangerous, the 1978
FIREWORKS

self-titled debut barely concealing that
they might cause a fight to break out at
any minute. ‘Rock ‘N’ Roll Outlaw’, ‘Nice
Boys’, ‘One Of The Boys’ and ‘Bad Boy For
Love’ are snot-nosed Rock ‘n’ Roll that
verged into Punk in its attitude, if not so
much its delivery. By the time the band
put this album together they’d already
shed three fifths of their original line-up,
meaning that the version of RT that most
people got to know was fronted by Angry
Anderson, powered by bassist Geordie
Leach and drummer Dallas “Digger”
Royall and infused by the only original
Tatt’s remaining, guitarists Peter Wells
and Mick Cocks.
Quickly building a fearsome live
reputation (one of those bands that
you’d need to be brave not to show your
appreciation for…), the instability would
continue, Cocks and Leach dropping
out before returning for the follow-up,
‘Assault & Battery’, in 1981. For many,
it is the band’s defining moment where
their Punk Blues found the perfect
sweet spot between juggernaut Rock
‘n’ Roll and fist-fighting in a parking
lot. If you’re not knocked sideways by
the sheer, yet controlled, aggression of
‘Manzil Madness’, ‘Out Of This Place’ or
the chanting title track, then tough and
rumble Rock ‘n’ Roll was never for you.
Anderson, while rough around the edges,
was a true talent; an excellent singing
voice always kept just out of sight by his
spitting, “in-your-face” vitriol, while Wells
and Cocks hammered home the band’s
advantage through some of the cleverest,
grittiest riffs you could hope to imagine.
‘Chinese Dunkirk’ also uncovered a more
sophisticated side that, while hidden
deep under bulging biceps and bravado,
was always there to be found. That
said, it wasn’t any sort of sophistication
that made an impression at the band’s
appearance during that year’s Reading
Festival, Anderson repeatedly head
butting the amps until much blood could
be seen being the main talking point…
Teaming up again with Harry Vanda
and George Young (who had been with
the boys from the start and who Anderson
credits in the in-depth liner notes that
accompany all of these re-issues for
massively improving the song-writing
of every band they worked with), album
number three, ’Scarred For Life’, found
Cocks moving on to join the band Heaven,
his replacement, Robin Riley, slipping into
place nicely. However, if there was a hint
of refinement on ‘…Battery’, by the time
‘…Life’ hit the shelves, it was almost
a blatant tool being used to reposition
Rose Tattoo into slightly more commercial
climes – think the difference between AC/
DC’s ‘Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap’ and
‘For Those About To Rock’ and you won’t
be far away. You know it’s the same band,
but the shift in tone is noticeable, if not
entirely unwelcome. ‘Branded’ and ‘We
Can’t Be Beaten’ are perfect examples of
the styles the band were now straddling.
In ways, compared to the first pair of RT
albums ‘Scarred…’ is a compromise, but
not a wholly unsuccessful one.
The final of the four re-issues comes in
the shape of 1984’s ‘Southern Stars’ and
what a different shape it is. If ‘Scarred…’
was an evolution, then ‘…Stars’ was the
unwanted revolution. Wells, Royall and
Riley had all departed leaving Anderson
and Leach to recruit guitarists Greg Jordan
and John Meyer alongside drummer Scott
Johnston. Despite Vanda and Young still
being behind the console, the damage
was done and ‘…Stars’ became a BoogieAOR hybrid that’s every bit as dissatisfying
as that description suggests. All the rough
edges are carefully chiselled away from
the guitars and Anderson’s decidedly unAngry vocals, leaving the likes of ‘I Wish’
and ‘The Pirate Song’ as neither one thing
FIREWORKS

or the other. Most disappointingly, with
the sole figure of an (unevenly drawn)
Anderson on the front cover and the other
four band members reduced to one small
photo on the back, what once struck you
as the tightest, most dangerous gang in
the southern hemisphere, suddenly felt
like a group of strangers in search of
stardom.
Although they never quite made the
breakthrough into the big leagues their
first two (maybe three) albums deserved,
RT still had relative success in the UK,
making a strong mark in the Heavy Metal
charts, while in the US their influence has
been sighted as key by the likes of Guns
‘N’ Roses, no less. However, what hasn’t
helped the band’s hard hitting legacy is
their fifth (and not part of this re-issue
series) album, ‘Beats From A Single Drum’
– a ballad heavy Arena Rock effort that
spawned the massive international hit
‘Suddenly’ (yes, the theme for Scott (Jason
Donovan) and Charlene’s (Kylie Minogue)
wedding in Aussie soap Neighbours…)
which finally heralded the band’s demise
both in terms of reputation and existence.
A brief reformation did take place in 1993
and there is still an Anderson-fronted
version running to this day. With Wells,
Cocks, and Royall sadly no longer with us,
the best way to remember RT is through
this excellent re-issue set featuring
detailed liner notes and copious bonus
cuts (although, frustratingly, not as many
as previous versions have) including the
decidedly tasteless ‘I Had You First’, which
lyrically was near the bone even for the
late seventies.
Bad boys sure play Rock ‘n’ Roll and way
back when, Rose Tattoo were as bad as
they came.
Steven Reid

to disagree with the band about the two
covers, the version of Australian band The
Choirboys ‘Never Gonna Die’ beats yet
another version of Janis Joplin’s ‘Piece Of
My Heart’ any day of the week. However,
there’s no disagreement on my part
that the finely crafted and atmospheric
‘Dreamin’ Again’ is their best song and
should have been the first single, it’s
actually one of the best songs to come
out of America in the entire eighties and
showcases their great musicianship and
Shortino’s unique and powerful voice.
Sadly, the band’s A & R guy (and
biggest supporter) left the label and a
lack of interest meant that an album was
recorded to fulfil the contract and was
thrown out into the market with little
promotion. ‘Wants You’ was a good, Hard
Rocking release without any real low
points, but unfortunately it didn’t have a
‘…Again’ or ‘…Her’ either and galloped
along the road of Rock clichés with songs
like ‘Hot ‘N’ Heavy’, ‘We Like It Loud’, ‘Bad
Reputation’ and ‘Double Trouble’. Don’t
get me wrong, these weren’t bad songs
at all but they lacked the debut’s outsidethe-box song-writing and dangerous vibes
and there weren’t enough dark moments
for Shortino to throw his lung-busting
rasp into. The closest they came were
the Bluesy ballad ‘The Night Cries Out
(For You)’ and razor-sharp Speed Metal
of ‘Rock The USA’ and ‘Let ‘Em Talk’, with
‘Don’t Settle For Less’ having the most
commercial chorus. Nicely produced by
the legendary Jack Douglas and given new
life by Jon Astley’s expert re-mastering,
the debut is a much better album than ‘…
You’, but both still Rock and come along
as a timely reminder of one of the best
bands of their ilk.
Phil Ashcroft

ROUGH CUTT
‘ROUGH CUTT’, ‘WANTS YOU’
(Rock Candy)
HEAVY METAL

SIMON TOWNSHEND
‘LOOKING OUT LOOKING IN’,
‘DENIAL’
(Stir) ROCK

Regulars on the sunset strip in the
heady days of the early-eighties, the
Wendy Dio-managed Rough Cutt had
less luck than most. Their high profile
connections and standard of musicianship
had already seen them losing guitarist
Jake E. Lee to Ozzy Osbourne and his
replacement Craig Goldy to Giuffria, with
bassist Joey Cristofanelli joining Ratt and
keyboard player Claude Schnell hooking
up with Dio. Eventually settling on a lineup with Matt Thorr (bass), Chris Hager
and Amir Derakh (guitars) alongside
founder members Dave Alford (drums)
and gravel-voiced singer Paul Shortino.
Although Ronnie James Dio produced the
demos that were instrumental in them
signing to Warner, they eventually settled
on Judas Priest’s Tom Allom as producer
but by the time their self-titled record
was released at the end of 1984, Quiet
Riot had already hit the top spot in the
US charts and many others already had
big selling albums as well.
RC had seen themselves as more of a
Metal band than most on that scene and
that’s borne out by these two albums,
but as well as the debut album finally
turned out, they seem critical of Allom in
Malcolm Dome’s sleeve interview. They
accuse him of trying to turn them into
another Hair band, which I’m not hearing
in the sharp, abrasive guitar riffs of the
highly original opener ‘Take Her’, the
thumping high-speed Metal of ‘Cutt Your
Heart Out’ or the dark and sinister ‘Black
Widow’. Catchy, sing-along choruses just
weren’t their thing and most of the songs
have a definite British influence, but even
when they take their collective feet off the
gas, the melodies of ‘You Keep Breaking
My Heart’ and ‘She’s Too Hott’ still score
lowly on the cheese-ometer. I also have

Yes, these two musical gems are
re-issues…re-issues that are fit for a
celebration! A celebration for a certain
Simon Townshend who has decided to
launch his own label in the UK! In doing
so, Townshend has re-mastered and
filled his last two solo albums with some
surprises and is releasing them on his
brand new Stir Records.
‘Looking Out Looking In’ shows
Townshend at the top of his creative
powers. How he crafts a song, from the
writing perspective and performing. A
fresh, and varied collection of originals
that showcase his enormous talents.
Although kept busy with his
involvement in The Who, Townshend still
pursues his own musical expressions and
identity. Light years from TW, Townshend’s
original material still beats with the
heart of the “mod” sixties style of Rock.
A collection of catchy, up-tempo songs
that will keep you nodding your head in
pure satisfaction. ‘Looking…’ is really a
showcase of his song-writing talents and
gives us a more personal insight into his
writing, a collection that touches on a
variety of styles.
‘Denial’ continues with that personal
side of Townshend – but more so. It
is actually Townshend’s latest solo
offering, one that seems to be a little
more aggressive. This set of musical
jewels seems to be almost a “baring
of one’s soul”, more personal and
more intense. I find the whole of this
recorded work stronger as well, being
more defined in the song-writing area,
as well as more emotive in Townshend’s
singing. Musically, ‘Denial’ is much more
aggressive than ‘Looking…’ with each
song full of impact! Overall, Townshend
stands out as a bright light…
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His decision to launch his own label
and re-introduce us to these two pieces of
work is a very smart move, one that will
give him more control over his musical
career and allow him to move from the
side lights to the spotlights, a place that
Simon Townshend truly deserves to be in!
‘Looking Out Looking In’ and ‘Denial’…
two pure Rockers worthy to be celebrated!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

STEVE HACKETT
‘BLUES WITH A FEELING’
(Cherry Red/Esoteric)
PROGRESSIVE

One only needs to spend a little time
with Steve Hackett before realising that
here’s a man steeped in the Blues. It’s
maybe a surprise then that he’s not
done more albums in this style, or is it? I
suspect his fans prefer his Prog style and
the minority have a taste broad enough to
embrace an entire album of this type of
material. I admit to being such a person,
I have a low threshold for the Blues,
harmonica and brass sections. I hate to
say it, but I didn’t connect with this album
the first time round which I bought purely
on his name, time hasn’t changed my
perception.
Anyone familiar with his playing knows
Hackett has a gift and he can entrance
with melodies and solos. However, his
voice has never been the strongest and
as such he’d have been much better off
getting in a guest singer to deliver them,
someone with the necessary grit, down
at heel weariness and gravitas to fit the
Blues ethos. In an attempt to produce that
feel he resorts to effects. You can’t query
his guitar playing which is exemplary;
hence the instrumental numbers, such as
‘The Stumble’, are the best things on offer.
Hugo Degenhardt’s drumming is pretty
spectacular too.
The marketing angle for this album
is the presence of two new, recently
recorded songs, ‘On Cemetery Road’ and
‘Patch Of Blue’, on which one can hear a
guitar sound more familiar from his recent
work and an improvement in his vocals.
The former is pretty decent and the latter
a strong instrumental until about half way
when it gets off track. Both are preferable
to the material on the original album.
Of its type this is not a bad album but
Steve Hackett fans beware, this is not
what you’re used to from the great man.
Gary Marshall

STEVE HACKETT
‘PLEASE DON’T TOUCH’, ‘SPECTRAL
MORNINGS’, ‘DEFECTOR’
(UMC) PROGRESSIVE

If the cost of the very impressive
fourteen disc ‘Premonitions’ box-set was
too expensive for a person’s wallet they
now have the option of purchasing three
of the constituent albums individually
with the same features; original album remastered, new stereo mix, 5.1 Surround
sound mixes (courtesy of the ubiquitous
Steven Wilson), B-sides, alternative
versions, live recordings and bonus tracks.
I’m biased when it comes to Steve
Hackett as I consider him to be an icon
of the Progressive music genre. That’s not
to say he’s flawless, I don’t like absolutely
everything he’s produced, but his success
ratio is exceptionally high when one
considers the volume of his output since
leaving Genesis. The albums under review
here are amongst the strongest of his
twenty plus studio releases, indeed I’d
go as far as saying they are pivotal, not
least because they created the benchmark
for the variety, eclecticism, inventiveness
and sheer quality of his work. It may be
nearly forty years since I first heard these
albums but I vividly recall the excitement
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and satisfaction they generated after just
one play.
Far from being “just” a guitarist,
Hackett is a composer who first and
foremost creates songs. These excite,
sometimes challenge, but they are
always interesting and rooted in great
themes and melodies. The tracks don’t
always rely on guitar either but when
they do, they are invariably sublime as
he makes his solos and instrumentals
sing without words. A case in point being
‘Seven Cups’ – a bonus track on ‘Please
Don’t Touch’ – which is predominantly a
piano piece with guitars underpinning
rather than leading.

‘…Touch’ features a number of guests
including members of Kansas (Steve Walsh
& Phil Ehart) but also Richie Havens,
whose vocals on ‘Icarus Ascending’ are
spine-tinglingly superb. There’s also the
Hackett discovery, Randy Crawford, who
is equally impressive on the lilting ‘Hoping
Love Will Last’, another track the type
of which you’d not expect but which is
perfectly in context.
‘Spectral Mornings’ is home to
‘Everyday’, ‘Clocks’ and the title track,
each a bona fide classic where Hackett’s
exquisite guitar is front and centre in all
its glory. ‘Defector’ features ‘The Steppes’,
which moves between light and heavy in

SILVERHEAD – ‘SILVERHEAD’, ‘16 AND SAVAGED’, ‘LIVE AT
THE RAINBOW’ (Purple Records/Cherry Red)

ROCK

As a fan of pretty much all things Michael
Des Barres, I was delighted to hear that Cherry
Red were resurrecting the Purple Records
label and re-releasing the difficult to obtain
Silverhead albums. Here they have released
both studio efforts, along with the band’s live
release, all with sleeve notes from Malcolm
Dome and several bonus tracks.
The charismatic Des Barres had been a child
actor, appearing in ‘To Sir With Love’ and had
ended up performing in a theatre production
called ‘The Dirtiest Show In Town’ in 1971,
controversial for its themes of sex, nudity and general edginess. Des Barres
was spotted by none other than Andrew Lloyd Webber, who saw something
in him and asked him if he had written any songs. Des Barres naturally said
yes, even though he’d never penned anything in his life, and Webber, together
with his writing partner Tim Rice, placed an ad on behalf of Des Barres to find
him a band. Future Blondie bassist Nigel Harrison responded, and joined by
guitarists Rod Davies, Steve Forest and drummer Pete Thompson, Silverhead
was formed.
While their image suggested they were Glam Rock, the fact is Silverhead
had many more strings to their bow. Harrison insists in the sleeve notes they
were a pre-cursor to what AC/DC did, although I can’t hear that – Bon Scott
was apparently a big fan though. Opener ‘Long Legged Lisa’ is certainly a
Bluesy, T-Rex styled romp, but ‘Ace Supreme’ is a full-throttle Rocker which
features The Silverettes, their female backing singers which included Suzi
Quatro. ‘Johnny’ is a killer ballad – in more ways than one when you listen
to the lyrics about the song’s protagonist – while the fabulous ‘Rolling With
My Baby’ is a firecracker, bouncing along and augmented by some great
slide guitar, the Silverettes on a catchy chorus and a horn section. ‘Rock ‘N’
Roll Band’ is also particularly noteworthy, and the excellent debut record is
bolstered by the inclusion of the B-side ‘Oh No No No’ and the 7” versions
of ‘Ace…’ and ‘Rolling… There are three live tracks added as well, but the
audio quality is dreadful and they are best avoided.
For their follow-up album ‘16 And Savaged’, guitarist Forest had left,
replaced by future Robert Plant six stringer Robbie Blunt. His inclusion
toughened up the sound with The Silverettes basically defunct and the horns
reined in considerably. ‘Hello New York’ kicks things off with Des Barres’
distinctive rasp powering through a raucous chorus, the Classic Rock of ‘More
Than Your Mouth Can Hold’ keeps things going before the superb ballad
‘Only You’ calms things down. It’s a short lived break tempo wise before
‘Bright Lights’, a powerhouse track that literally gets faster as it goes on.
‘Heavy Hammer’ is musically just that while the boogie of ‘Cartoon Princess’
and the throbbing ‘Rock Out Claudette Rock Out’ continue to impress. The
title track is a monster of riffs and harsh vocals, before things come to an
end, marking out this, to my ears, as a much better all-round album than the
strong debut. Two unreleased tracks from an aborted third album, ‘James
Dean’ and ‘Marilyn’, are included, along with two post-Silverhead solo
singles from Des Barres which are nice to hear, although they have some
audio imperfections. There’s more poor quality live tracks on offer too, but
you might as well skip them in favour of the third album, the band’s official
live release.
‘Live At The Rainbow’ was recorded in 1973 but not released until two
years later, after the band had split. Apparently they didn’t know the show
was being taped, so you have an uninhibited, energetic and dangerous
recording which sees the group play most of the best stuff from both albums;
‘Rolling…’, ‘Hello…’, ‘Ace…’ and ‘Claudette…’ are all represented here and
sound pretty damn good. Des Barres’ on stage banter is amusing and the
band blitz through eight tracks at high velocity. The disc is bolstered by four
songs recorded by the BBC, which duplicates a couple of selections, but does
also add renditions of ‘Bright Light’ and ‘…Savaged’ which are excellent. The
final track, ‘Roll Over Beethoven’, is unfortunately not from the official live
tapes, being another muddy quality recording best skipped.
The two albums were much stronger than I was anticipating and a clear
indication of why Silverhead where highly thought of, while the live album is
a powerful document of their ability as a live unit. While Des Barres would,
in my opinion, go on to even better things with the superb Detective, these
three albums are a welcome chance to revisit where it all began for the
decadent Marquis Of Rock. An excellent collection of volatile, rough and
ready seventies Rock.
James Gaden
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brilliant fashion, and ‘Time To Get Out’,
which is almost Melodic Rock in structure,
as well as the rawness of ‘Slogans’ where
Hackett really goes for the jugular.
Gary Marshall

THE LEVELLERS
‘LEVELLING THE LAND: 25th
ANNIVERSARY EDITION’
(On The Fiddle) ROCK
The Levellers are a bunch of hippies,
basically – an eco-friendly band who
the uninformed see as a bunch of crusty
layabouts bleating on about politics
and the like. This is typically British; an
attempt to look down on those who are
trying to educate people, and who are
not the money grabbing bastards many
like to paint anyone famous as being. The
Levellers, you see, are a bit of a British
institution, a group of the people and
a band who know how to mix kick arse
tunes with a social conscience.
Twenty-five years ago, ‘Levelling
The Land’ was the album that brought
the band to the attention of Joe Public,
something not achieved by their debut a
year earlier. It wasn’t a huge success, with
subsequent albums performing better, but
there has always been something about
it that sticks it in the category of “bona
fide classic”. A timeless mix of Folk, Punk
and Rock music combined with intelligent
lyrics means it’s an album that has kept
on giving. In 2011, the band toured to
play the album in full (as they are doing
this winter) for the 20th anniversary and
contained in this three disc package is a
CD and DVD of the show at the Brixton
Academy along with the original album.
The live recordings are a great companion
to the album with the DVD showcasing
an act who are always mesmerizing live,
filmed and edited as well as you could
hope for.
This whole thing was released in
2011, so this “new” package feels rather
redundant and will be eminently missable
if you have the original. That said, if you
don’t and have ever wondered what all
the fuss is about The Levellers, this is a
fantastic introduction to a first class band
that play Rock music with attitude and
fiddles.
Alan Holloway

THERION
‘THELI’/‘VOVIN’
(Nuclear Blast)
SYMPHONIC

Mad as a box of frenzied frogs, or
unblemished, unquestionable genius?
That is probably the question most people
ask themselves on first hearing Therion.
I was introduced to them by our former
Reviews Editor, Paul Jerome Smith, back
in 2014 (he played me ‘Lemuria’ from the
album of the same name). The music was
totally unique to my ears, and although
Metal wasn’t (and still isn’t) my preferred
genre, something stirred deep within
me (oo er!!), and I quickly proceeded to
acquire as much of their back catalogue
as finances would allow.
Therion (for the uninitiated amongst
you) hail from Sweden, and Christofer
Johnsson is its primary innovator.
Since their inception (as Blitzkrieg and
Megatherion) in 1987 he has been the
constant throughout. To name all his
associate musicians and choir members
during the ensuing years would be like
introducing you to the entire cast of
extras from Ben-Hur! Suffice to say,
Johnsson has always surrounded himself
with a vast supporting cast, representing
some of the best Metal musicians and
Classically-trained backing singers that
Scandinavia has at its disposal. With an
impressive discography of fourteen studio
ISSUE 76

albums and a further three live albums,
the question must be, “why re-issue these
two albums now”?
Both ‘Theli’ (1996) and ‘Vovin’ (1998)
were recorded and produced at a time
of great renovation for the band. The
Death/Doom Metal tag that was quite
rightly placed upon them was beginning
to weigh heavily on Johnsson, and his
vision of expanding both the physical
and stylistical elements of the band drove
him unwaveringly on to a transformation
that would subsequently seize a greater
following and harvest critical acclamation.
With ‘Lepaca Kliffoth’ (1995), their first
album on the renowned Nuclear Blast
label, Therion began to experiment with
the integration of Classical music and
choirs into their formidable, often fastpaced Metal, but it wasn’t until ‘Theli’
was released that the soundscape they
are now renowned for really began to
materialise.
‘Theli’ could easily be defined in
just three words; imposing, powerful
and haunting. Lyrically, they embrace
innumerable ancient cultures, myths and
legends, but you don’t need to be an
intellect to become immersed. Opening
with the instrumental fanfare ‘Preludium’,
and directly followed by “fans favourite”
‘To Mega Therion’, the “OMG” factor
immediately strikes; a pulsating rhythm
section underpins quintessential Metal
riffing, thus allowing both male (band)
vocals and choral superfluities to shine
above this frenetic underbelly. This is
Therion, and this is what they do best!
The exquisite ‘Cults Of The Shadow’,
The Cult-esque ‘Nightside Of Eden’
and the predominately ethereal ‘The
Siren Of The Woods’ are all archetypal
Therion compositions; the light and
shade, construction and deconstruction
of intensities, and metamorphosing
tempos will leave you breathless, and
maybe a little flabbergasted too! Yes,
the musicianship is unquestionably
first class, but personally I feel it’s the
contribution of both the North German
Radio Choir & Siren Choir that transform
this album from good to great. With this
particular “bargain” 2CD package there
are a further four bonus tracks tagged
on to ‘Theli’, the best of which are ‘In
Remembrance’, with its dark, moody, yet
semi-commercial vibe, and ‘Black Fairy’,
an up-tempo blend of Axel Rudi Pell and
The Darkness … interesting!
Fast forward two years, and ‘Vovin’
sees the band embrace and utilise the
Classical/choral contrivances even further
than those witnessed on ‘Theli’. It can
almost be deemed a chill-out album.
When I say “band”, in this case I should
say “studio project” as Johnsson used
studio musicians as opposed to his
established band. ‘The Rise Of Sodom And
Gomorrah’, which launches the opus, is
perhaps my favourite Therion track; if you
imagine Metallica covering Gilbert And
Sullivan’s ‘The Mikado’ or ‘HMS Pinafore’,
then you’re on the right track. ‘Clavicla
Nox’, ‘Eyes Of Shiva’, ‘Morning Star’ (both
part of the ‘Draconian Trilogy’), ‘Black
Diamonds’ and ‘Raven Of Dispersion’ all
display Therion’s softer Symphonic side,
this comes curtesy of a string quartet and
positions the orchestral instrumentation
centre stage. But fear not Metalheads,
there is still enough riffage on display
with ‘Wine Of Aluqah’ and ‘The Wild
Hunt’ both having galloping tempos that
are supported by a sonorous, pulsating
rhythm section.
For the Therion virgins out there, these
two albums are the perfect starting point,
and I implore each and every one of you
to at least give them a chance. No one
amalgamates Metal with Classical like
they do. It’s captivating, exhilarating, aweinspiring and it can even feel exhausting
FIREWORKS

at times. But remember, at the core lies
“Metal” that can often be as durable as
tungsten, but when that’s tempered by
sublime orchestration and choral cohesion
it evolves into an entity of indescribable
beauty.
Dave Crompton

ZEBRA
‘3.V’
(Rock Candy)
HARD ROCK

Often described as a mixture of
Led Zeppelin and Rush (that’s Triumph
surely?), New Orleans trio Zebra had a
chequered career in their major label days,
‘3.V’ being the last and least successful
of their three Atlantic studio albums. The
1983 debut sold well but was written over
a period of many years, so stylistically it
was all over the place, and the following
year’s ‘No Tellin’ Lies’ was the difficult
second release that the busy touring band
were forced into making at short notice,
and as such was a little rushed and short
on quality songs. With ‘3.V’ they delivered
a great record packed with memorable
songs, and while it lacked the true genius
of debut classics ‘Tell Me What You Want’,
‘Take Your Fingers From My Hair’ or the
stunning ‘Who’s Behind The Door’, there
was nothing as ordinary as ‘Slow Down’
either.
The smaller budget afforded by the
label made the band step up to the plate
and produce the album themselves, which
turned out to be a good thing as sonically

it’s their best. Guitarist Randy Jackson
and bassist Felix Hannemann both played
a multitude of synthesizers to fill the
sound out, with Guy Gelso’s powerful
and technically dazzling drums anchoring
a big sounding album that mirrored the
increased keyboard use by their heroes
Rush over the same mid-eighties period.
With nary a substandard tune in sight,
Rocking opener ‘Can’t Live Without’, the
Zeppelin-ish acoustic-based ‘Time’ and
the stunning ‘Isn’t That The Way’ are all
perfect slabs of Pompy Hard Rock with
Jackson effortlessly switching between
his tuneful mid-range and his Geddy Leelike Falsetto. The mellower ‘Your Mind’s
Open’, the pacey ‘Better Not Call’ and
the commercial choruses of ‘You’ll Never
Know’, ‘Hard Living Without You’ and
‘You’re Only Losing Your Heart’ are also
highlights on an album that was criminally
ignored when it came out in 1986.
The fact that the band have had the
same line-up since they formed in the midseventies suggests a great friendship, so
very little conflict between the members
can be gleaned from Malcolm Dome’s
sleeve essay, and apart from a brief
period where Gelso was recovering from
a serious illness, the same trio continue
to play US shows to this day. This new
version of Zebra’s most consistent album
sounds absolutely pristine, so thanks once
again to Jon Astley for working his magic
and Rock Candy for releasing it.
Phil Ashcroft

DVD and BLU-RAY
EXTREME – ‘PORNOGRAFFITTI LIVE 25: METAL MELTDOWN’ (Loud & Proud) HARD ROCK
Last year marked the 25th anniversary of the release
of Extreme’s ‘Pornograffitti’ album – arguably one of
the biggest game changers in Rock history. With the
combination of Nuno Bettencourt’s ridiculously fast
and intricate playing and Gary Cherone’s showmanship,
the band was never going to be anything other than
spectacular… but this also made for a fiery relationship
between the pair which made for a parting of ways for
many years.
This double DVD features the entire album played live
at the Hard Rock Casino in Las Vegas on one disc and
also a feature length documentary on the other. It gives not only a great concert
(although one tiny criticism – I think the crowd noise was a wee bit too far down in
the mix though – it all needed a bit more atmosphere), but a fantastic insight into
where the band grew up, played and eventually got together.
Interviewing the band, listening to their stories from over the years and seeing
how they all relate to each other these days (including original drummer Paul
Geary) is interesting – all so much more relaxed and reflective. The trip to the old
studio and listening back to the original tapes (which needed to be baked in an
oven!) was so great to see… and Bettencourt is always the joker.
Cherone and Bettencourt sitting on the step of Cherone’s childhood home,
singing ‘More Than Words’ was very moving, although I especially like that they
left in that someone drove by just before it and shouted “Fuck you” from a car…
Anecdotes from the likes of Tom Morello, Dweezil Zappa and Brian May are very
insightful as to how Extreme impacted on other musicians, but what I really want
to know is – what the hell did Steven Tyler have in his glass?
The verdict – buy it! This DVD is total enjoyment from start to finish.
Sue Ashcroft
JOE BONAMASSA – ‘LIVE AT THE GREEK THEATRE’ (Mascot)

BLUES

This release, which is also available on triple vinyl,
double CD and Blu Ray, is Joe Bonamassa’s tribute to three
great Bluesmen – Albert King, B.B. King and Freddie King.
Recorded live at The Greek in LA in 2015 at the end of
the Three Kings tour, Bonamassa takes a set-list full of
Blues classics and adds his own style to these songs whilst
remaining faithful to the original.
Kicking off in swinging style with a polished rendition of
‘See See Baby’, Bonamassa runs through Blues standards
including ‘Going Down’, with a confident vocal and singing
guitar driving proceedings along, as well as ‘Born Under
A Bad Sign’ and ‘Let The Good Times Roll’. Bonamassa is supported by an elevenpiece band, including three backing singers, giving this concert a full and classy
sound with Reese Wynans tickling the ivories and Kirk Fletcher taking on some of
the guitar solo duties.

TARGET – ‘TARGET’, ‘CAPTURED (Rock Candy)

ROCK

Way back in the mid-seventies, Target came
to us all the way from Memphis with a couple
of albums that became legendary for both
the quality of the songs and the introduction
of their young singer… one Jimi Jamison.
With an appreciation of British Blues Rockers
such as Free, the band tried and succeeded in
delivering two albums of similar fayre.
Perhaps the best example of Target’s British
Blues idolatry is on the self-titled debut with
’Let Me Live’, a track that would not be at
all out of place on a Free or Bad Company
greatest hits package. Jamison delivers his
vocals like he was Paul Rodgers understudy here, although it’s nice to see
him start to develop his own style elsewhere, particularly on the second
album. ‘Captured’ saw the band show a little maturity in their song-writing,
although the basic template is still adhered to, and Jamison’s vocals are
stepped up a notch to help Target become more of their own band than a
bunch of Brit Blues wannabes. Take the very catchy Blues of ‘Maybe In Time’
as an example – it’s a cracking song with vocals that are a marked variation
from those on the debut. As good as the debut is (and it’s a great album),
‘Captured’ takes what worked and runs with it, resulting in a first class
example of seventies Blues Rock.
As usual with Rock Candy releases, it’s not just about the original album,
although the re-mastering has resulted in the usual high quality sound that
belies the age of the album. Each disc also comes with a nice booklet stuffed
with photos and an informative essay by Malcolm Dome, and for me that’s
one of the best things about Rock Candy, as there’s nothing like enjoying
the album whilst reading all about it at the same time. On top of all this
there’s the usual bonus tracks, with two live recordings on the debut and an
impressive six (recorded in 1978) on ‘Captured’.
In conclusion, if you’re going to buy one of these then ‘Captured’ will serve
you best, but to be honest the smart move is to get both.
Alan Holloway

One of the highlights was Bonamassa’s cover of the Albert King masterpiece
‘Oh Pretty Woman’. The virtuoso’s fluid playing is without doubt some of the best
in the business, something his late friend and mentor B.B. King would have been
proud to have seen.
Bonamassa never does things by halves and this concert was no exception as
not only did he keep to the original song arrangements but, thanks to a plethora
of instruments to hand, he played guitars as used by the songs creators including
a Gibson ES, Les Paul, Flying V and several different Fender Strats, lending even
more credibility to the already great sound. Of course, quite apart from the Blues
master’s fret-board skills, he is also an excellent singer with a warm and soulful
tone which comes across so well here, particularly when he pulls it all out of the
bag for ‘Angel Of Mercy’.
The tambourine tapping Gospel sound of ‘Ole Time Religion’ through to the
smooth execution of ‘Hummingbird’ and the show finale ‘Riding With The Kings’
(what better way to end this evening?) all show what an amazing showman
Bonamassa is. He has an ability to know just when to let a note ring out and let his
guitar’s bell-like tone sing without sounding too showy.
If you love traditional guitar Blues, then this release will please you. Going
on the evidence presented here, perhaps Joe Bonamassa should be made an
honouree King!
Paul Sabin
KISS – ‘KISS ROCKS VEGAS’ (Eagle)

HARD ROCK

It may have taken two years to hit our screens, but ‘KISS
Rocks Vegas’ is the celebration of the band reaching the
ripe old age of forty. Captured during their 2014 residency
at The Joint at Hard Rock Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas,
KISS brought all their much loved toys out to play in, what
for them was, a compact indoor venue. The production
values on and off stage are simply off the charts, screens
almost as big as the stage itself flanking it either side, while
the equally impressive visuals behind Eric Singer’s drum
riser (which of course rises even further as the show goes
on) extend up and across the ceiling. Explosions boom and
bang throughout, while Gene Simmons spits blood, Tommy Thayer shoots rockets
from the neck of his guitar and Paul Stanley ‘flies’ above the crowd before smashing
his six-string on the stage. Yes, we have come to expect all this platform raising,
choreographed bombast and yet, witnessed through this Blu-ray/DVD/2CD coffee
table book set, there’s still no denying that KISS are the hottest band in the land.
Put aside the hot air expelled on social media by the God Of Thunder, or the
never ending gimmicky merchandise, and simply revel in the sight of, an admittedly
older than we’d like to remember, band delivering the sort of show that many have
tried and failed to emulate. Sixteen songs spread across eighty five minutes hold
only one or two surprises – the inclusion of newish track ‘Hell Or Hallelujah’ being
one, the omission of classic oldie ‘Cold Gin’ another, while a snatch of The Who’s
‘Won’t Get Fooled Again’ in the middle of ‘Lick It Up’ is a clever addition given
the laser show taking place. However, from ‘Detroit Rock City’ opening the show
with the band stepping through a stage wide screen that splits down the middle,
through the still mighty ‘Parasite’, via Stanley singing ‘Love Gun’ from a platform
at the rear of the hall, to the iconic show closer ‘Rock And Roll All Night’, it’s still
hard not to marvel at how good this band are. Simmons may be chubbier than

his imposing younger self and Stanley may not quite hold the high notes as well
as he once did, but the sights and sounds still hold you transfixed. Purists will
decry that Ace Frehley and Peter Criss are still touring clubs or sitting at home
as the flames shoot from the stage. Yet it becomes surprisingly easy to view the
Spaceman and Cat as the characters they always were and simply get carried
away as the pair now in those roles (Thayer and Singer) ape their predecessors
superbly, possibly (probably), in the process, surpassing what the originals could
bring to this party now.
The production from Thayer is impeccable, the live atmosphere caught
superbly, while the direction from David DeHaven is slick and smooth, although
the quick cutting from camera to camera, which obviously takes in shots from
different nights in the residency, can be frustrating. The guitar solo in ‘Creatures
Of The Night’ proving a distraction, as it finds Thayer popping up in front, behind
and then next to Stanley, all in the blink of an eye – although it’s a minor
complaint.
As if all that wasn’t enough, the deluxe book (other cheaper versions are
available) is packed with superb live shots and comes with an exclusive, live
acoustic CD of an “unmasked” show (seemingly filmed in the hotel lobby) that is
also found on the DVD and Blu-ray discs. Containing another seven, stripped back
tracks, not only do ‘Hard Luck Woman’, ‘Coming Home’ and ‘Love Her All I Can’
highlight how strong the song-writing of KISS can be, but also how impressive
the singing of the whole band still is; especially Simmons.
The recorded catalogue of KISS has long been underrated but it’s always been
in the live arena that they’ve set their bar highest and watching these shows
it becomes impossible to deny that they’re still doing just that. Vegas may be
famed for its casinos, but ‘KISS Rocks Vegas’ is no gamble, instead it illustrates
perfectly why this band don’t just endure, instead they are positively thriving as
they continue on well into their fifth decade.
POWERWOLF – ‘THE METAL MASS LIVE’ (Napalm)

POWER METAL

Steven Reid
Powerwolf have always known how to instil a sense
of the melodramatic into their particular interpretation
of Power Metal, with their lyrical blend of religious and
Pagan themes (not to mention singing in Latin) and their
use of BM-style corpse and face paint during their live
shows. Now, thirteen years and six albums into their
career they have brought their sense of the overblown
to this, their second live offering and first DVD package.
It features three live shows – their headlining
performances from the ‘Masters Of Rock’ Festival in the
Czech Republic last July and ‘Summer Breeze’ a little more than a month later
alongside a show from Oberhausen in September – there is also a short ‘A Day
In Life Of…’ piece featuring behind-the-scenes footage from the ‘…Breeze’
escapade, four of their videos and a fifty minute retrospective documentary
entitled ‘Kreuzweg – Of Wolves And Men’, as well as an audio disc of the lastmentioned gig.
The first disc, featuring the ‘Masters…’ and ‘…Breeze’ shows back to back,
captures the full breadth and depth of Powerwolf’s live show. The latter is an
especially historic one for the band, as in 2005 they played their first ever festival
show in the opening slot; a decade later they were back headlining, showing
what hard work, dedication and building a loyal fan base can do.
The ‘Monsters…’ stage is transformed into the interior of a Gothic cathedral,
with the obligatory wolf featuring prominently in the main fake stained glass
window and the band clothed in priest-like garb. They bring plenty of fire and
brimstone to their energetic performance, especially in the virtually nonstop
flamethrowers which explode throughout their energetic eighty-two minute set.
Attila Dorn shows himself to be a polished front-man, knowing how to both
interact with and cajole his audience, bringing the most out of them and thus
allowing the band to feed off the energy of the thirty thousand massed souls – or
should that be the blood of their Metallic hearts? The ‘…Breeze’ set is somewhat
less dramatic, with a fraction of the pyro used in the Czech show, placing the
emphasis on the power of the band themselves, which is no less impressive in
its energy and intensity. There also are some rather interesting camera angles
for those who might be interested in how bands use triggers and backing tracks
during their live shows.
Oberhausen is the only indoor show of the three, recorded in an Opera
house style setting, thus giving Powerwolf the opportunity to unleash their full
theatricality in a more intimate setting. The impact is all the more dramatic for
this, even if the cameras are often, surprisingly, a lot further away than during
the festival recordings. It is made more impressive by the fact that this recording
has the most accurate and powerful of the three, with the muddy guitar sound
which plagued the previous shows replaced with one which is precise and clear.
Once you look past all the faux werewolves-overthrowing-the-altar
theatricality, the performances across all three live shows are tight and
accomplished and highly entertaining – and you can’t ask for much more than
that really!
The ‘Kreuzweg…’ documentary is relatively straightforward explanation
of the band’s history, complete with the sort of dramatic voiceover that the
likes of MTV and VH1 previously would have employed if it was part of their
programming. It’s a fairly basic but sufficiently detailed exploration of the
development of both the band’s sound and their image – although it’s a pity
that the German language interviews with everyone except guitarist Matthew
Greywolf, aren’t subtitled. It does, however, demonstrate the insane level of
devotion they invoke (sic) among their fans.
Overall, ‘The Metal Mass Live’ probably will not earn Powerwolf many
new fans, but it is very much as a “thank you” to those thousands of faithful
acolytes who have driven the band to the level they now enjoy and, as such,
it’s a jolly good romp. If you want to see/experience Powerwolf in all their
insane, over the top, Gothic glory, they play the O2 Shepherd’s Bush Empire on
Friday 3 February.
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TODD RUNDGREN – ‘AN EVENING WITH TODD RUNDGREN,
LIVE AT THE RIDGEFIELD’ (Cleopatra/Purple Pyramid)
ROCK
Mark Ashby
Very rarely has there been an artist equally at home on
stage or in the studio. Known mainly as a recording artist
and record producer, Todd Rundgren must have amassed
more tours (and subsequent DVD’s!) than just about
anyone else out there. Recent years have seen him playing
brand new or classic albums in their entirety, touring with a
string quartet, solo acoustic shows, re-uniting the original
Todd Rundgren’s Utopia from 1974 and even playing a
show in Europe with an orchestra he hadn’t met. Now
here’s a different concept for him; taking out his regular
band members and playing an evening of his best known and loved songs! Will this
concept catch on? Who knows?
Recorded at the Playhouse in Ridgefield, Connecticut (No, I hadn’t heard of it
either!), Rundgren, bassist Kasim Sulton (Utopia, Meatloaf), drummer Prairie Prince
(The Tubes), keyboard player John Ferenzik and guitarist Jesse Gress are perhaps
over-illuminated in white light on a stage with a background of the iconic photo
from the gatefold of 1973’s classic ‘Something/Anything’ double LP. To be honest
Rundgren’s voice is a little ropey at the beginning as he gets three of his more
enduring songs out of the way early; his sole UK hit ‘I Saw The Light’, the difficult to
sing on a good day ‘Love Of The Common Man’ and ‘Open My Eyes’ from his sixties
band Nazz. It’s been noted in recent years that Rundgren sings better when he puts
the guitar down, so ‘Sometimes I Don’t Know How To Feel’ is a huge improvement
and he does a great job on the Rocking ‘Black And White’, even with the guitar.
As always there are a few surprises in the set, perhaps none more than the Funky
‘Love Science’, a mesmerising ‘Lost Horizon’ and the mellow ‘Soothe’ from his
latest album, ‘Global’. Similarly, ‘God Said’ is Rundgren being preachy but cool,
and his traditional soul medley is always a highlight vocally.
As good a guitarist as Gress is, you always feel cheated whenever he does a
solo as Rundgren is the master of tone and melody, shining on Rockers like ‘Buffalo
Grass’, ‘Black Maria’ and the simply wonderful ‘Secret Society’, also adding great
melodies to ‘Determination’, ‘Drive’ and Utopia’s ‘Love In Action’. Rundgren has a
lot to thank Sulton for over the years, as well as being an exceptional bassist he
harmonises many of the lead vocals and sings counterpoint, stepping up when
Rundgren struggles on the throaty ‘Couldn’t I Just Tell You’ and adding note-perfect
tones to the encore of ‘Can We Still Be Friends’, ‘Hello It’s Me’ and a triumphant
‘One World’.
The sound is punchy without being perfect and a few mistakes have been left
in, but visually it’s a bit weird, with a line of dancing women in the front row
obviously obscuring the view of everyone behind them in the small theatre. Also,
my version seems to have a slight delay between sound and vision, particularly
off-putting when watching Rundgren sing or Prince’s precise drumming. However,
it’s great to have a new Todd Rundgren set on DVD and accompanying CD after a
spate of fuzzy archive releases, even if it isn’t the most comfortable this band have
looked onstage.
Phil Ashcroft
TWISTED SISTER – ‘METAL MELTDOWN’ (Loud and Proud)

HEAVY METAL

Twisted Sister’s latest DVD release marks the band’s
40th and, sadly, final year of live performances. ‘Metal
Meltdown’ includes a concert filmed at the Hard Rock
Casino (Las Vegas, May 2015) and a documentary
on the band.
The ninety minute documentary is pacey and suitably
theatrical, full of Sin City-esque Noir cartoon depictions
and chock full of memoirs, old photographs and interviews.
From the concert footage, the band look in commanding
form with Dee Snider resplendent in white against the
black of the rest of the band. Snider has all the energy on
stage that guitarist Jay Jay French lacks, jumping, fist-pumping and catching the
camera at all the right moments.
Interspersed with the live tracks is a potted history of the band. There’s some
edgy discussion between French and Bob Garvey over Snider’s audition (or not)
back in 1976-8, while former CEO of Atlantic Records, Jason Flom, describes the
“pandemonium” of TS in Poughkeepsie.
The documentary runs on the easy humour of the band, evident in their sideglances, their comments on each other and their group warm-up in the lift at Las
Vegas in the concert footage. The array of figures, from musicians to record label
companies, ensures the DVD is insightful and fairly balanced, while including a few
gossipy treats. Particular gems on the release include Mark Metcalf describing his
experience as the actor in the ‘I Wanna Rock’ video and Scotti Hill (Skid Row) on
being at the front in a TS gig – “that was my education man”.
Sadly, Twisted Sister’s drummer, A.J. Pero, died of a heart attack two months
before the footage was filmed. Ron “Bumblefoot” Thal speaks candidly but fondly
about their friendship and Pero’s musical talent. Mike Portnoy (Dream Theater,
Adrenaline Mob) was Pero’s selected replacement and gives a stellar performance
as part of Twisted Sister.
The band feature heavily in giving their thoughts on their history; getting
signed was a “herculean effort” (Snider) and “part of what the band was about…
overshadowed and destroyed the band” (Snider). The charting of their reunion
features footage of the band performing together as the headline act at a 9/11
tribute concert in New York.
The concert shows the band does not just go through the motions of playing
their vast catalogue of hits, they really perform them. The documentary explores
just how far the band has gone for their music, how expressive they have been and
the impact they have made.
Sophie Brownlee
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STEFAN BERGGREN
Stranger In A Strangeland

• Label: Pride & Joy Music | Out: 21.10.2016
• Solo album by the singer of Snakes In Paradise,
ex Company Of Snakes
• Feat. B. Marsden (guitars, ex Whitesnake), N. Murray
(bass, ex Whitesnake), J. Svalberg (Hammond, Opeth),
M. Jidell (guitars, Avatarium) and S. Bentley-Klein (strings,
Deep Purple)!
• Mastered by Pete Lynam at Infrasound (Rival Sons,
California Breed, Slash, Whiskey Myers etc.)
• For fans of: Whitesnake, Deep Purple and Retro Classic Rock!

ALMAH
E.V.O

• Label: Pride & Joy Music | Out: 23.09.2016
• 5th studio album by one of Brazil’s ﬁnest
Metal bands!
• Feat. former Angra singer Edu Falaschi
• Feat. members of Firesign, Khallice &
Paul Di’Anno!
• For fans of Angra and Prog Power Metal
in general!

DARKEST SINS
The Broken

• Label: Pride & Joy Music | Out: 21.10.2016
• Debut album by one of Norway’s leading Power Metal
bands!
• Feat. Peter Danielsen (Tindrum) on keyboards and
guest appearances by Esa Ahonen (Cryonic Temple),
Fabio Lione (Angra) & Jimmy Hedlund (Falconer)
• Mixed and mastered by Piet Sielck (Iron Saviour)
• For fans of Iron Maiden, Helloween & Power Metal
in general!

Now available as double vinyl: Vivaldi Metal Project – The Four Seasons!

available

as

2LP &
ay
Blu-R
Disc

HARTMANN
Shadows & Silhouettes

HARTMANN
Handmade (Deluxe Edition CD + DVD)

ECHOES
Barefoot To The Moon

STOP STOP
Barceloningham

MAVERICK
Big Red

CROSSON
Spreading The Rock ‘N’ Roll Disease

• Label: Sonic 11 | Out: 30.09.2016
• Fifth studio album by the band around singer/guitarist
Oliver Hartmann (Avantasia, Echoes,
Rock Meets Classic)
• Feat. members of Avantasia & Rock Meets Classic!
• Co-produced by Sascha Paeth (Avantasia, Edguy,
Kamelot, Beyond The Black, etc.)
• Single release and video for “When Your Mama
Was A Hippie” available from September 2nd, 2016!
• The iTunes version includes the bonus track “Soul Asylum”
• For fans of: Bryan Adams, Toto, Foreigner,
Whitesnake, Echoes

• Label: Metalapolis | Out: 07.10.2016
• 3rd album by the UK based Glam Rock band
• Mixed and mastered by Jacob Hansen (VOLBEAT,
PRETTY MAIDS, PRIMAL FEAR)
• European Tour in fall 2017
• For fans of: TWISTED SISTER, STEEL PANTHER,
SKID ROW, KISS

www.prideandjoy.de | www.facebook.com/prideandjoymusic

• Label: Sonic 11 | Out: 30.09.2016
• Re-release of the sold out 2008 live DVD and live
album!
• Available as Deluxe Digi-Pack – for the ﬁrst time
with CD & DVD together in one package!
• On tour: 01.10. Colossaal/D-Aschaﬀenburg,
08.10.Jonny’s Lion Cave/CH-Trübbach,
04.11.Tommi’s Bistro/D-Jettingen, 13.11.Garage/
D-München, 27.11.HEAT Festival/D-Ludwigsburg;
more tour dates coming soon!
• For fans of: Bryan Adams, Toto, Foreigner,
Whitesnake, Eric Clapton & Echoes

• Label: Metalapolis | Out: 26.08.2016
• 2nd album by the UK based Hard Rock band
• Guest appearances by Jakob Samuel (THE POODLES) and Kane Roberts (ex ALICE COOPER)
• Well known from the European tour in October
2015 with THE POODLES!
• For fans of: SKID ROW, THE POODLES, DANGER
DANGER

www.oliverhartmann.com

• Label: Sonic 11 | Out: 07.11.2016
• The 2015 chart release from Germany’s leading
Pink Floyd Tribute band ECHOES - now also
available as ltd. edition double vinyl and Blu-ray
with bonus material!
• Feat. Avantasia guitarist Oliver Hartmann on
vocals & guitar!
• For more information and more than 30 new tour
dates, please visit www.echoes.com!

• Label: Metalapolis | Out: 07.10.2016
• Debut album by the Australian post-apocalyptic
rockers
• Mixed by Duane Baron (OZZY OSBOURNE,
MÖTLEY CRÜE) and Mikko Karmila (NIGHTWISH)
• For fans of: THE 69 EYES, KISS, MÖTLEY CRÜE,
ALICE COOPER

www.metalapolis.com | facebook.com/MetalapolisRecords

distributed exclusively in the UK by

Steven Reid reviews new
EPs and shorter releases
You may not have heard the name ILLUSTR8ORS but there’s a good chance
you’ll know the band, what with them having released an album and EP as
BlackWolf, under which moniker they’ve been regularly raved about in these very
pages. Taking the brave step to change their name to (ahem)
illustrate that they’ve moved on from a more derivative
Classic Rock swagger, this self-titled EP cherry picks four
tracks from the PledgeMusic only album ‘Photopia’ and
instantly highlights just how good this “new, improved
version” have become. There’s a more contemporary edge
to the still in evidence grooves; ‘Your Animal’ a seriously
strutting burst that stops you in your tracks. ‘Shush Shush’
adds a more commercial edge to the mix, the vocal lines
catchy and memorable, while ‘Something Biblical’ and ‘Swimming With Anchors’
confirm the deep, genuine vibes this band now specialise in. Singer Scott Sharp has
noticeably kept the high end histrionics more in check than before and not only
does it suit the music’s sassy, current feel, it also shows him at his best. This is a
clear evolution for a band who’ve already made a strong mark. Illustr8ors still have
the bark and bite of BlackWolf but now they’ve added so much more.
While we’re mentioning PledgeMusic, if you have a spare afternoon you
should take some time to trawl through their eclectic releases. There you’ll find
new projects from Buckcherry, Terry Ilous, Honeymoon Suite and Black Star Riders
(amongst many, many more) or indeed NASTY ASS HONEY BADGERS, the new
project from Extreme bassist Pat Badger. ‘TAKE WHAT WE WANT’ is actually NAHB’s
second release and an eclectic bunch of sounds it is too. Supremely melodic and
super catchy, a more “out there” side is also revealed; dare I say it’s, in a Queen
meets Styx via Devin Townsend kind of way, loosely Progressive. Gary Cherone
(also Extreme) guests on ‘Evil Queen’, Justin Hawkins on ‘Gallows Hill’, the former
a multi-layered vocal delight that Rocks in a KISS meets Joe Satriani style, the
latter a dreamy, controlled piece that harnesses The Darkness man’s skills quite
marvellously. This leaves the title track which features enigmatic spoken sections
and ghastly noises, while still proving easy on the ear. An ethos that sums up this
utterly excellent release perfectly.
Hammering out some good old Rock ‘n’ Roll come Guildford’s HAMMERJACK.
This, their self-titled (and second) EP quite happily sits in
the same bracket of rabble rousing as The Answer, while
adding in a distinctive Sleazy US edge. It’s hardly wheelreinvention and yet, with vocalist Sharpy possessing a
surprising Dee Snider snap and guitarist Korush Mahdavieh
no stranger to the work of the top-hatted chap in the
reformed Guns ‘N’ Roses, there’s no denying that ‘I Can’t
Change’ and the more Southern flavoured, ‘More Than
Nothing’, very ably hit that certain spot. We keep hearing
that the UK Rock scene has little to get excited about. A quick look through this
column will quickly disprove that theory, as will bands like HammerJack.
The Black Country has an almost unparalleled Rock and Metal heritage. Bringing
a harder edge to an enduring Heavy Rock framework, THE BLACK HOUNDS are
the latest band from that neck of the woods to make
some noise. With bags of experience on the local scene,
it’s no surprise that the foursome presenting their debut
EP, ‘GALLOWS’, are a confident, mature bunch. Four tracks
blister and burn as they dart and dive with real intent.
There’s everything from Judas Priest and Iron Maiden to
Metallica and Megadeth in their attack but what strikes
you is the sheer strength of all the songs. Laying down a
whole host of mighty riffs, guitarists Anthony Wright and
Luke Winship set the scene but with a Chris Cornell meets Bruce Dickinson attack,
Ant’s vocals also prove equally intoxicating. Take your pick from ‘Generation
Forgotten’, ‘Clarity’, ‘I Animal’ or the title track and you’ll discover another band
capable of proving the British Rock and Metal scene is definitely on the up.
Close your eyes, count to ten and drummer Mike Portnoy will have started
three new projects. METAL ALLEGIANCE released their debut late in 2015. The
band, a revolving door of well-known Metal monsters, finds him joined this time by
Testament guitarist Alex Skolnick and Constricted bassist Mark Menghi. ‘FALLEN
HEROES’ is their tribute to the musical legends we’ve lost in recent times, hence
an energetic run through of the Motörhead classic ‘Iron Fist’ tips a muscular
Stetson to Lemmy Kilmister, while a suitably and impressively beefed up version
of ‘Suffragette City’ does likewise to David Bowie. The final Metalised, if faithful,
reworking appears in the shape of the excellent ‘Life In The Fast Lane’ by The
Eagles, paying due respect to the much missed Glenn Frey. Well intentioned in
its motivation, ‘Fallen Heroes’ is also a superb collection of expertly reinterpreted
songs performed with the upmost attention and affection.
Featuring Bryant Scott of The Union Underground on vocals, bassist Tim King
and guitarist Adam Zabel from SOiL alongside Evanescence drummer Will Hunt,
INTO THE FIRE arrive with serious pedigree. Their self-titled EP hits with two
versions of ‘Spit You Out’, so it’s just as well the song’s unusual Thin Lizzy meets
Alice In Chains vibe knows how to hit hard. ‘From The Medicine’ repeats the trick,
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blending deep harmony vocals to a catchier hook than expected, the repeated line
of “Let me introduce you” exactly what this three song blast does fantastically
well.
On slipping the cleverly named ‘DON’T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU THINK’
into the player, the first thought you have about THE
MAIN GRAINS is, these lads have certainly heard of
The Wildhearts. Then you discover the band’s bassist is
one Danny McCormack, a man who held down a spot
in that volatile outfit’s classic line-up for some thirteen
years. TMG heralds McCormack’s return in some style,
adding the catchy sass of Blondie to the raw energy of The
Ramones (‘She’s A Catch’ a dead ringer for ‘Sheena Is A
Punk Rocker’…), ensuring this debut EP is everything Punk
‘n’ Roll should be. It’s easy to hear why this lot are building a solid live reputation
for themselves when the upbeat memorability of ‘I’d Rather Be In California’,
‘Unscrewed’ and ‘We’re Happy Round Here’ have you grinning like a loon. A cover
of The Undertones ‘Teenage Kicks’ is as unnecessary as you’d guess, but the six
originals leave little doubt that TMG could be the main men.
The oddly named ‘PERVERT COUNTY’ finds Italian Hard Rockers VOODOO
HIGHWAY – after a line-up reshuffle – in rude form. ‘Tears Of A Brand New Sea’
struts and shakes, the rich Hard Rock proving an incisive blast of hooks while
‘NY Dancer’ has the suggestive sliding riff its title implies, leaving ‘Grace Of The
Lord’ to throw all the right shapes through its gyrating rhythm. Long considered
one of the best Hard Rock outfits Italy has produced, with ‘Pervert County’, VH
comfortably maintain their own high standards.
Wales seems to throw out quite a few Modern Rock acts of note and with their
second EP, ‘THE GREAT DEPRESSION - ACT I’, we can add CALLING APPOLO to
that list. For a genre known for angst, what (conversely to its EP title) CA have
going for them is the bright, forceful nature of their sound and a fine singer in
Christian James Neale. Together these aspects combine to make ‘Light The Way’
and ‘Act I - House Of Cards’ stand out, while ‘The Wars’ adds an impressive depth
that too many young acts forget to incorporate. With producer Todd Campbell
(Straight Lines/Samoans) adding a classy sting to the band’s already refined bite,
there’s much here that grabs you from the off and refuses to let go.
Billed as Modern Rock, Welshsters (see, I told you they were everywhere in the
world of Rock) IN REQUIEM hit more like bright Rock with a Pop of Prog mixed
through. It’s feel good in a wholesome nutritious style, the impression that you
can have something of substance and yet still have a seriously good time being
welcome. Building everything round memorable hooks and presenting them with
absolutely bag loads of energy, the suspicion that this lot could already fill an
arena with these upbeat, “in-your-face” sounds is a strong one – even if ‘Broken’
does try a little too hard to be Muse. This self-titled excursion may only be five
tracks long but there’s no doubt it makes for a hugely impressive beginning.
Few bands manage to blur the lines between Modern and Classic Rock
convincingly. However, NEW DEVICE may just be the
exception to that rule. The band’s latest offering, ‘DEVILS
ON THE RUN’, is unashamedly angsty and yet, there’s
an almost power ballad in the shape of ‘Back To You’
which highlights the tremendous vocals of Daniel Leigh
beautifully. Elsewhere ‘Hollywood Radio’ is attitude packed
and feisty, while the title track evokes that classic USA
Arena sound. ‘Revolution’ marries a Shinedown vibe to a
guitar solo that pushes and shoves, Matt Mallery ripping
out one of his finest in the style of Slash. ‘Devils On The Run’ is the second of four
interlinked releases planned by the band over a twelve month period. If the other
three are up to this standard, then ND may soon become your new favourite band.
There’s something simply irresistible about a summery, exuberant AOR sound
that seduces and scintillates all at the same time. Sweden’s (but you’d guessed
that already, hadn’t you?) BAND OF BROTHERS specialise in just such a thing,
their three songs refusing to high kick, spin on the spot or juggle microphone
stands to gain attention. Instead the title track of ‘BEFORE THE SUMMER ENDS’,
‘It’s Not Over’ and ‘Psycho Preacher’ play it cool to last long in the memory.
Based round the brothers Nilsson – Christer on vocals, Jocke on guitar and Ulf
on bass (non-brother Tobbe Jonsson plays drums), don’t be surprised of BOB
(strange name for a girl…) are the next Swedish sensations to rule over the
Melodic Rock scene.
With ex-The Treatment man Ben Brookline Bennet, Empire Of Fools’ Mark Pacal
and Heaven’s Basement drummer Chris Rivers Nuttall (the
latter in a guest capacity), DEPARTED look set to be a
name to watch out for in the, you guessed it, UK scene.
Having opened for Phil Campbell’s All Starr Band to great
acclaim, the ball is rolling but that would mean nothing
if ‘Are You Ready’ wasn’t packed with a good time punch
or if ‘Dreaming’ didn’t have you believing this lot could
hit the big time. The seventies are paid due respect and
the eighties receive a reverential nod, however this band
still sound amazingly current. Importantly, while they sound utterly British, at the
same time there’s still a suggestion that their sound will cross borders. ‘Steal Your
Crown’ proving they can up the intensity without dropping the melody, while
all the riffs hit hard while bouncing even harder. With this self-titled debut EP,
Departed have most certainly announced their arrival.
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with Moon and The Who or how they took the news of his death later on. There are also
tributes from managers, roadies, chauffeurs etc. plus views of fans and even one by a
female lookalike of Moon.
With a loving introduction from Pete Townshend and the weight of adulation from
his contemporaries – as his epitaph says “there is no substitute”.
‘THE LES PAUL MANUAL’
TERRY BURROWS (Voyageur Press)
‘57 VARIETIES OF TALK SOUP’
BARRY CAIN (Red Planet)
There are not many books I laugh out loud reading but this is
one of them. Barry Cain is a music journalist, publisher and PR man
who has told his story during a very specific period (1978 – 1989).
Essentially this tale is of the post Punk period (his other book out
currently is ’77 Sulphate Strip’ covering the Punk year of 1977
exclusively) where the music business soldiered on. A number of
Rock acts withstood the Punk shakeup and Cain rubbed shoulders
with those such as Bruce Springsteen, Queen and The Who. The
book is an autobiography but includes lots of interview transcripts
(sometimes shortened to just show off the interesting bits!).
Cain has a great turn of phrase and clearly enjoyed his time being wined and dined
in the glory days of big record company budgets, Concorde flights and the like. His
biggest focus appears to be The Stranglers and The Jam. Certainly, he had access to
them and they appeared in some of Cain’s publications such as Flexipop (yeah, do you
remember it?).
A great trip down memory lane.
‘AGENTS OF FORTUNE: THE BLUE ӦYSTER CULT STORY’
MARTIN POPOFF (Wymer Press)
Martin Popoff has produced a very detailed tome on a band he
clearly loves – Blue Ӧyster Cult. BӦC has been considered by many
as a Heavy Metal band but a little bit different to the norm – I think
the band’s name plus its mind-blowing album covers gives them
that mystical feel. Scratch the surface a bit and you realise it is the
Sci-Fi vibe that non-playing Sandy Pearlman and Richard Meltzer
added in the writing of many a song. Anyway, Popoff more than
scratches the surface and really does demystify the songs (for the
better); he adds clarity on the mind-set of the band and writers plus
provides interesting peripheral information on the songs.
Very much an intellectual band, few of the BӦC songs were throwaway one
dimensional efforts. As for my learnings, the book mentions that the lyrics on ‘Burnin’
For You’ (one of my all-time favourites (ever) and a great guitar track) leans on phrases
from Jack Kerouac’s book ‘On the Road’. In fact, all songs are given their due including
‘Don’t Fear The Reaper’; there is an in-depth analysis by Buck Dharma on this song which
I won’t spill the beans on.
As you would expect from a writer of Popoff’s calibre, this book is not an internet cut
and paste job; the credit page shows he interviewed pretty much all the key people in
BӦC (some on multiple occasions). In the same way that Popoff implores the reader to
buy their back catalogue, I would recommend getting this book as well to help decode
the messages from the cult of the Blue Ӧyster.
‘THE DEEP PURPLE FAMILY YEAR BY YEAR, VOLUME 1 (TO 1979)’
MARTIN POPOFF (Wymer Press)
Following Popoff’s style of chronologically detailing the history
of a band, this book covers possibly the most interesting one ever
in terms of members and offshoot bands.
The blow by blow account of Deep Purple from its formation
through to the creation of the MK2 and MK3 line-ups is enhanced
by quotes from the band members themselves plus their peers.
Reading them, it is clear that the greatness of Purple was identified
early on by nearly all.
What is most interesting to me is the distantly familiar adverts
of the early offerings of Gillan and Whitesnake that were in Sounds
and the like; the hyperbole contained in them certainly does not exist anymore in Rock
music advertising! Amongst the countless snippets about Purple-associated bands, the
emergence of Paice Ashton Lord (PAL) is announced as the big new thing in the press but
ultimately short-lived. As an aside, its only album (which was fully released), ‘Malice In
Wonderland’, is a great opus and the title track has my favourite Lord solo and it’s great
to see this book acknowledging its existence.
Taking us up to 1979 with Deep Purple dead, the flag is shown to be held equally
by Rainbow, Whitesnake and Gillan with the former’s ‘Down To Earth’ winning the chart
wars (for the time being!). Certainly more to follow in Volume 2.
‘A TRIBUTE TO KEITH MOON (THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE)’
IAN SNOWBALL & THE ESTATE OF KM (Omnibus Press)
Keith Moon would have been seventy on 23 August this year;
as we all know he tragically died back in 1978 at the age of
just thirty-two. This hardback illustrated book is not a biography
of the drummer but more the views and memories of musicians
(contemporary and later) plus those of his inner circle. It is
compiled by Ian Snowball plus the Estate of Keith Moon and as a
result contains a lot of very personal photographs.
Considered on a worldwide stage as being in the top handful
of drummers ever, all the tributes are extremely heartfelt and
cite Moon as being inspirational without exception. The list of
drummers included is impressive – Kenney Jones, Max Weinberg, Carl Palmer and Jim
McCarty to name but a few. All the stories are intimate, telling of their intersections
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As the subtitle says, this book is to help the reader buy, maintain,
repair and customise their Les Paul guitar. So with this ambitious
intent, Burrows provides a mini-history of the guitar to set the scene
and then describes a few choice models. The main body of the book is
a set of chapters dissecting the guitar and focussing on the adjusting
and setting of items such as the pickups, the strap locks, the bridge
etc. If the previous sentence leaves you cold, this is probably not the
book for you. However, if you own one of these axes, then the clear
photography and patient wording of the book does provide a good
heads-up on what makes up the guitar and its possibilities. I certainly
wouldn’t carry out some of the techniques described (especially around the electronics) but
it is certainly interesting to see what could be done to set up or customise the sound.
The book then covers well known Les Paul players but with the credentials of the
instrument already set in stone, there is perhaps a more useful latter section which shows
you how to date your guitar via the complex serial code system. Check it out, your Les Paul
may be worth a fortune!
‘VISIONS OF RAINBOW’
ANDY FRANCIS (Wymer Press)
Cast in a reverential solid card box sleeve, this is what must be
the ultimate Rainbow experience save having Ritchie Blackmore
round for tea. Wymer Press has published this landscape A4 size
hardback book covering the entire Rainbow history with fantastic
(mainly) colour photographs.
A foreword by tour manager Colin Hart sets the scene and
the book is then split into four sections – one for each of the lead
singers. Don’t worry – the latest singer, Ronnie Romero, also gets a
couple of pages at the end!
So if you are a Rainbow fan, it is a matter of turning to your
favourite singer/period, read the accompanying text by Francis who provides sufficient
background without bogging you down and be wowed by the photographs. Many of which
were new to me; in summary, the book provides a comprehensive visual guide to the band.
So with Ronnie James Dio, the Rainbow light display which caused so many technical
problems is there in its technicolour glory; for that matter the black and white photos are
equally impressive. It is not just a book on Blackmore and the singers and pretty much
every band member is included in at least a few shots – the late Jimmy Bain gets a few
pages and there is even one of Dave Stone (the ‘Long Live Rock ‘N’ Roll’ keyboard player
– or did Tony Carey play on that as well? – that’s another story).
Graham Bonnet is of course well represented in his shades and suits and very
photogenic he is. There is a fantastic stage shot of the ‘Down To Earth’ era band with the
dramatic album cover backdrop. The aforementioned text accompanying the photographs
covers more than just the basic story of the band’s albums – there a number of quotes from
the band talking about anything from auditions to Cozy Powell’s cars. As a result, the book
is a more personal thing than a standard chronological biography.
Joe Lynn Turner and Doogie White’s eras are covered in the same style and again
there’s photographs abound and the story of the band is told in a good style. The end of
the band in the mid-nineties amongst equipment failures in the final gigs and the start of
Blackmore’s Night nearly brings us to an end. The book mentions a potential reformation
of the band with Powell and RJD which of course never happened – but now a reformation
of sorts has occurred with the recent concerts. Will there be a part 2 of this book?
‘RUSH: THE UNOFFICIAL ILLUSTRATED HISTORY (UPDATED EDITION)’
MARTIN POPOFF (Voyageur Press)
This impressive and colourful hardback book covers the entire
history of Canada’s big Rock export Rush. Although heavily laden
with photos, album covers and promo posters, there is enough text
contained to get a good view of a) how the band was formed and
b) their main drivers and aims for producing their immense album
catalogue (both studio and live). Neil Peart’s expert lyric writing is
a key aspect of Rush and is covered from the band’s early mystical
tales to the more introspective approach of the newer material (and
granted that’s a massive simplification!).
As always, Popoff has included a fine discography of all studio,
live and compilation albums. What stands out in the book is the high standard of album
art that the band has throughout its career. Never following a pattern, they seem to fit the
mood of the album in all cases. I did closely examine the final pages depicting the times
that the band has been on the cover of a music magazine and sure enough the Fireworks
magazine (issue 52) Rush cover is included!
‘SEASICK STEVE: RAMBLIN’ MAN, THE BIOGRAPHY’
MATTHEW WRIGHT (Music Press)
I need to be a bit careful on this review, as this book is a bit
of a detective piece on identifying exactly who Seasick Steve is
or was (plus the book did not have any involvement from the
man himself). The implication and theme of the book is that Steve
largely invented himself in the early 2000’s as a hobo three-string
guitar slinger but in reality he was a reasonably well established
performer/producer in the States dating back to the sixties.
The book pieces together bits of information from the few
documented bands Steve (or Steve Wold, previously Steve Leach)
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played in and from a candid interview with his first son. In fairness, author Matthew
Wright does not appear to want to expose Steve for being less than frank – more to
point out that his actual life is just as interesting (if not more so) than the overblown
Seasick Steve persona of riding boxcars in Mississippi and leading the life of a hobo.
It would appear from the book that instead of leading that life in general, Steve
formed his musical roots in San Francisco at a remarkable time, being a contemporary
of the Haight-Ashbury movement where he rubbed shoulders with Janis Joplin and
many a Blues guitarist. He then joined Shanti which was part of the Transcendental
Meditation scene – a world apart from Mississippi Blues. A couple of marriages later
and a change of scene from the States (where apparently he was a paramedic and
then owned a Seattle recording studio) to Norway then occurred. The book then
relays his transformation from failed recording studio owner in a small Norwegian
town to “Seasick Steve”. It would appear the reinvention happened after he sold the
studio, and having had a heart attack turned to creating his notable lo-fi recordings
during his convalescence. Word spread to Jools Holland (premier music show host and
Boogie-Woogie pianist of note) and a sparking performance on UK television took
place leading to a hugely successful music career. The book celebrates the uniqueness
of Steve and doesn’t begrudge this second (or is it a third, fourth or fifth bite of the
cherry?) – it just asks Steve to open up about his previous life.
‘THE STOOGES: HEAD ON, A JOURNEY THROUGH THE MICHIGAN
UNDERGROUND’ – BRETT CALLWOOD (Music Press)
The Stooges were one of the first Punk bands and although
celebrated somewhat at the time, were a little overshadowed
by its front-man Iggy Pop becoming a bigger name. This book
ensures TS and all its members (including their front-man) are
given their due.
The book covers the formation of the band focussing on the
debut album line-up of Iggy, the Asheton brothers and Dave
Alexander – an album produced by John Cale of The Velvet
Underground. This line-up produced one more album (‘Fun
House’) where the book tells of David Bowie becoming part of
the mix, James Williamson taking on guitar duties and (probably) the most famous
Stooges album ‘Raw Power’ is created.
Familiar stories of drug abuse are contained in the mix and the book hazily tells
of the end of the band with Iggy moving into the solo arena. The rest of the band
members carried on to various degrees in the music industry. Of interest, author Brett
Callwood tells of his difficulties in getting hold of TS (luckily he does to document
their story as there have been a number of sad recent deaths).
The reformation of TS in 2003 is told in a triumphant way as is their induction to
the Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame in 2010. The band is no more now, with effectively just
Iggy and Williamson left, but they sure left their mark.
‘COMPLICATED GAME: INSIDE THE SONGS OF XTC’
ANDY PARTRIDGE AND TODD BERNHARDT (Jawbone Press)

COMPETITION

are offering a chance to win some great prizes to tie
in with their live DVD filming at The Robin 2, Bilston
(near Birmingham), October 23rd 2016
1st Prize: Be a TV Journalist! Meet and interview the band
on camera before they go on stage at The Robin 2. Your
interview will be a special feature on the DVD to be released
in 2017. The prize also includes tickets and twin/double room
accommodation at The Robin 2 hotel for two, signed DVD
before release and extensive merch package.
Two 2nd prize packages of pairs of show tickets, signed
DVD before release, album and T shirt
Three 3rd prize packages of pairs of show tickets
To win one of these great prizes, simply answer this question:
In the novel 1984, what is the number of The Room used
to subject a prisoner to their own worst nightmare?
Email answer to fireworksmag@ntlworld.com with
subject heading ‘The Room Competition’

XTC was a successful Pop group from England in the late
seventies who had several hits such as ‘Sgt Rock’, ‘Making Plans
For Nigel’ and ‘Senses Working Overtime’. I was aware that their
singer/guitarist Andy Partridge was a bit different – a thinker and
certainly not your run-of-the-mill Pop star. Later on I found out
that Todd Rundgren produced one of their albums ‘Skylarking’
and that it was very much a meeting of two alpha-males. Also,
XTC became a studio only band in 1982. All interesting stuff
worthy of further research.
With this backdrop and Bernhardt having a huge interest
in the band, he carried out a large number of interviews with Partridge from 2006
onwards. The book is a collection of those transcripts and covers many songs in
detail. So, for an XTC fan, this is gold dust; you understand the inspiration for the
song, who played what on it – the works. Clearly, a book very much for the XTC
fan but also for a casual reader, Partridge’s wit and intelligence shines through. The
band famously is from Swindon (in South West England) and the book starts with
a “walking tour” of the town just to get you in the head of Partridge. To add to the
credentials, Steve Wilson from Porcupine Tree provides the foreword to the book
and he is clearly a big fan.
An unusual book throughout and a unique opportunity to get insight into a great
song-writer.

BOOKEND
Received but timed out for coverage in this issue
are the following books:
‘The Life And Death Of Keith Moon’
by Jim McCarthy & Marc Olivent
(Omnibus Press)
‘The Stratocaster Manual’
by Terry Burrows
(Voyageur Press)
Full reviews of the above and many others will
feature in the next issue
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Ant Heeks compiles our writers’ top picks for this issue, where Tyketto ‘Reach’ the Top Spot with their amazing new album!

Tyketto
‘Reach’

1

(Frontiers)
Bruce Mee

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mitch Malloy – Making Noise
Hardline – Human Nature
Seven – Shattered
Change of Heart – Last Tiger
Tyketto – Reach

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Delain – Moonbathers
Epica – The Holographic Principle
Temperance – The Earth Embraces Us All
Equilibrium – Armageddon
Sabaton – The Last Stand

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Marillion – Fuck Everyone And Run  
illustr8ors – illustr8ors
KISS – Rocks Vegas
Whitford St Holmes – Reunion
Elephants Of Scotland – The Perfect Map
Ant Heeks

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tyketto – Reach
Angels Or Kings – Go Ask The Moon
Blackberry Smoke – Like An Arrow
Alter Bridge – The Last Hero
Cruzh – Cruzh

Kansas – The Prelude Implicit
Karmakanic – DOT
Tyketto – Reach
Eric Gillette – The Great Unknown
I Am The Manic Whale – Everything
Beautiful In Time

Dave Bott
1. Alter Bridge – The Last Hero
2. Skillet – Unleashed

David Brent – Life On The Road
Silverhead – Reissues
Whitford St Holmes – Reunion
Tyketto – Reach
Status Quo – Aquostic II: That’s A Fact!

3. Run Liberty Run – We Are
4. The Color Morale – Desolate Divine
5. Fallen To Flux – Transitions

Dave Crompton
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Palace – Master Of The Universe
Dante Fox – Breathless
The Amorettes – White Hot Heat
Cruzh – Cruzh
Darrel Treece–Birch – No More Time

Alexandra Mrozowska
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sophie Brownlee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Crazy Lixx – Sound Of The Live Minority
Sixx: A.M. – Prayers For The Damned
Redline Messiah – Redline Messiah
Lynam – Halfway To Hell
Heavy Star – Electric Overdrive

Fates Warning – Theories of Flight
Coheed and Cambria – The Color Before The Sun
Culver Kingz – This Time
The Mute Gods – Do Nothing Till
You Hear From Me
5. Queensrÿche – Condition Hüman

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Crobot – Welcome To Fat City
Airbourne – Breakin’ Outta Hell
Whiskey Myers – Mud
Ulysses – Law & Order
D Generation – Nothing Is Anywhere

Dizzy Mizzy Lizzy – Forward In Reverse
New Volume – Envy
One Less Reason – The Memories Uninvited
Citizen Zero – State of Mind
Trapt – DNA

1. Steve Vai – Modern Primitive/Passion
and Warfare 25th Anniversary Edition
2. The Dead Daisies – Make Some Noise
3. Gary Hoey – Dust & Bones
4. Whiskey Myers – Mud
5. Airbourne – Breakin’ Outta Hell

1. Blackfoot – Southern Native
2. Dante Fox – Breathless
3. Gary Hoey – Dust & Bones

Jace Pawlak – Promise
Dare – Sacred Ground  
Dan Reed Network – Fight Another Day
Outlasted – Into The Night
Tempt – Runaway
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Pineapple Thief – Your Wilderness
Marillion – Fuck Everyone And Run
Karmakanic – DOT
Evergrey – The Storm Within
Scorpion Child – Acid Roulette
Carl Buxton

1. Vicious Rumors – Concussion Protocol
2. Sonata Arctica – The Ninth Hour
3. Lordi – Monstereophonic (Theaterror Vs.
Demonarchy)
4. Hardline – Human Nature
5. Tyketto – Reach
Mick Parry
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hardline – Human Nature
Dare – Sacred Ground
Dan Reed Network – Fight Another Day
Still Living – Humanity
Ted Poley – Beyond The Fade
Malcolm Smith

4. Brant Bjorn And The Low Desert
Punks – The Tao Of The Devil
5. Cranston – Cranston

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cruzh – Cruzh
Miss Behaviour – Ghost Play  
Dante Fox – Breathless
Arkham’s Razor – Carnival Of Lost Souls
The Darker My Horizon – No Superhero

1. Ken Sharp – New Mourning
2. Laura Branigan – Shine On: The
Ultimate Collection
3. Rox –Hot Love In The City the 2016 Revamp
4. Heart – Beautiful Broken
5. Crystal Palace – Dawn of Eternity
Mark Ashby
1. Sabaton – The Last Stand
2. Lordi – Monstereophonic (Theaterror vs
Demonarchy)

Michael Anthony
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Meat Loaf – Braver Than We Are
Rival Sons – Hollow Bones
Budgie – The MCA Albums 1973–1975
Eveline’s Dust – The Painkeeper
Wretch – Wretch

3. Evergrey – The Storm Within
4. Maverick – Big Red
5. Dante Fox – Breathless

Bruce E.J. Atkinson
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Damian Wilson – Built For Fighting       
Heart – Beautiful Broken   
Rich Robinson – Flux                             
King Company – One For The Road                         
Crazy Lixx – Sound Of The
Live Minority                     

Paul Sabin
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cold Truth – Grindstone
The Dead Daisies – Make Some Noise
Shotgun – Down Decadencia Drive
Tygers Of Pan Tang – Tygers Of
Pan Tang
5. Tesla – Mechanical Resonance Live
1.
2.
3.
4.

1. The Struts – Everybody Wants
2. The Cadillac Three – Bury Me In
My Boots
3. Another Long Year – Alien Architect
4. Gov’t Mule – The Tel–Star Sessions
5. Rooney – Washed Away
Caesar Barton

Mick Burgess
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kansas – The Prelude Implicit
Whitford St. Holmes – Reunion
Bun E. Carlos – Greetings From Bunezuela
Katatonia – The Fall Of Hearts
Gillan – The Vinyl Collection
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Cornerstone – Reflections
Gary Hoey – Dust & Bones
Lita Ford – Stiletto
Erika – Deaf, Dumb & Blonde
Storm In A Teacup – MMXVI
Simon Ramsey

Dawn Osborne

Mark Donnelly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mike Ainscoe

Duncan Jamieson

Mónica Castedo–López

Phil Ashcroft
1. Tyketto – Reach
2. Kansas – The Prelude Implicit
3. An Endless Sporadic – Magic Machine
4. Opeth – Sorceress
5. The Dead Daisies – Make Some Noise
FIREWORKS

Treat – Ghost Of Graceland
Lorraine Cross – Army Of Shadows
Michal Pakulski – The Road
Jesse Damon – Southern Highway
The Dead Daisies – Make Some Noise
Mike Newdeck

Az Chaudhry
1.
2.
3.
4.

Steve Swift

Woody

James Gaden
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Jace Pawlak – Promise
2. 7HY – Stories We Tell
3. Twilight Force – Heroes Of
Mighty Magic
4. Tony Wright – Tony Wright
5. Erik Chandler Ba – The Truth

Ray Paul
1. Budgie – The MCA Albums
2. Rival Sons – Hollow Bones
3. Lordi – Monsterstereophonic (Theaterror
Vs. Demonarchy)
4. Brijitte West & The Desperate
Hopefuls – From NY With Love
5. Girschool – Nightmare At Maple Cross

(AOR Heaven)

Alan Holloway

Gary Marshall

Steven Reid
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kansas – The Prelude Implicit
DGM – The Passage
Kee Marcello – Scaling Up
Tyketto – Reach
Mitchell Hunt – Give Me A Sign

Dante Fox
‘Breathless’

3

(InsideOut)

Ian Johnson

Dave Scott
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

Kansas
‘The Prelude Implicit’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

FM – Wildside EP
Gun – Taking On The World (3CD reissue)
Kavinski – Nightcall EP
Hartmann – Shadows & Silhouettes
WWIII – WWIII
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Crüe tour, but he has returned with his own band Sixx
AM. It’s been a while since they have toured together
and it was my first time seeing them, but I thought they
were excellent and their music is easily as enjoyable as
that of MC. Their eight songs, including ‘When We Were
Gods’, ‘Prayers For The Damned’ and ‘Life Is Beautiful’,

JULIETTE & THE LICKS

DOWNLOAD 2016: Donington Park – 10-12 June 2016
FRIDAY 10 JUNE
Really… could it have been that time of year again
already? Indeed, it was and another year of my life
had gone. I have come to the conclusion that it is this
festival, and nothing else, that really tells me that my
time on this earth is getting shorter, as no way does it
seem like a year since we were last at Download. But
it was, and I suppose truthfully we do look forward to
it, but this year, more than any other, really tested all of
our resolve for actually seeing it through (if you have
seen the news/read a paper/stayed awake over June you
know why) as the whole weekend was swamped. So far
it has been described as “Drownload”, “Mudfest” or
“Hell” – all correctly applied.
So, there was nothing on my hit list really until
Skillet early in the afternoon, so I had a look at what
was available and decided to go to the main stage and
check out Alien Ant Farm. No idea why, but I knew
they had been around for some considerable time, so
why not? Turns out they were not that bad. Despite the
fact that I hadn’t got a clue what they were playing, it
had a melody and they weren’t just screaming down the
microphone. It’s interesting that, after the advent of Rap,
Thrash and all the stuff that damages ears and brain
cells, some stuff, which I would never have considered
previously, sounds quite good now. The weather was fine

SKILLET

dry in a tent. Well, yes it is, but the fact that it absolutely
heaved down while we were getting there, and the fact
that just inside and around the tent was a swamp, it sort
of ruined the plan. TA are a band with a front line of three
females and they had drawn a sizeable crowd, which may
or may not have been swelled by the weather. Having said
that, many of them were singing along so you have to
assume that they fully intended to be there.
Rammstein are one of “the” festival bands with
a stage show that probably burns up more fuel than a
jumbo flying to Australia. Impressive is not the word.
They had a lighting rig that was moving up and down all
the time and flame throwers everywhere, including next
to the mixing desk. One small error could have altered
the show totally. During the two hour set the songs
included ‘Reise Reise’, ‘Keine Lust’, ‘Feuer Frei’, ‘Du Hast’
and the final song of the night, ‘Engel,’ for which Till
Lindemann donned large metal wings, was suspended
in the air and shooting fire from each one. Here ended
the first day.

THE AMORETTES
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SATURDAY 11 JUNE
Avatar is one of those bands that is, musically, very
accomplished in what it does, but spoil it somewhat
with some of the vocal growling of face-painted vocalist
Johannes Eckerstrom. They came onto the scene quite
quickly and are already playing the main stage, so
not doing bad really. I have to admit, I really like the
theatre of it, even if some of the audio content isn’t very
welcoming.
Alternatively, Inglorious are incorrectly named. Far
from it, they are glorious with Nathan James on vocals –
who I saw performing with the Trans Siberian Orchestra
on their last tour – and has now come out with a band
that is excellent. Quite often you come across an act at
one of these events that, when their twenty-five or thirty
minutes or so are up, you feel disappointed. This was one

RIVAL SONS
and there was a fair sized crowd, so all was good.
Typically, just prior to Skillet coming on, it started to
rain. Gently at first, before it changed and rained heavily.
There were not many there at the start of their set, a
point that John Cooper told me later concerned him.
The band are not yet as big over here as in the States,
but the rain eased and the people started to come over.
Early scheduled bands don’t get an awful lot of time
to demonstrate what they are about, but in the forty
minutes they had, they gave us nine songs including
‘Sick Of It’, ‘Awake And Alive’, ‘Hero’, ‘Comatose’ and
‘Monster’ which ably proved their point.
The rest of the day it rained and I am afraid to say
that, at my age, I am no longer too keen to stand outside
and get soaked to watch a band. I take my hat off, as well
as looking in a funny way, at those that are happy to do
it. Consequently, the next band I went to see was The
Amorettes in the fourth stage tent. Not stupid me, it’s

kept the crowd, and me, suitably entertained.
I saw the name Juliette & The Licks on the
performers list and thought, ‘I haven’t heard anything
of them/her for ages, but yes, Juliette Lewis, the actress,
was here with her band after around six years off the
circuit. Dressed as Evil Knievel (dunno!) she strutted her
stuff and I don’t know what it is about her, but she’s
someone that you always expect to do something
outrageous when you least expect it. Today however, it
was just dancing at the side of the stage with a security
guard, who took it all in good part and joined in. I

of those occasions.
Rival Sons were down on my list to do in 2014 and I
missed them, so it was a first time for me. I was suitably
impressed with their Led Zeppelin-influenced sound and
singer Jay Buchanan has to be the nearest thing I have
heard to Robert Plant in a long time.
Nikki Sixx was here only last year on the final Mötley

SIXX:AM
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wonder if he realises who he had danced with?
Megadeth have been here on the main stage a few
times before, so they bravely started with ‘Hanger 18’
matched by their futuristic stage set. Over the hour they
played ‘Fatal Illusion’, ‘Dystopia’ and ‘Holy Wars,’ and,
as is the bent of most bands these days, a cover song,
namely the Sex Pistol’s ‘Anarchy In The UK’.
I was told, by a man who knows these sort of things,
that Deftones were worth catching. Well, I caught them
and let them go quite quickly as they were not my sort
of thing!
Black Sabbath are, well, I’ve said this before, not
Black Sabbath any more without Bill Ward. So what we
had here was three quarters of BS. I am totally delighted
that Tony Iommi was here and that he is now cancer free,
but when you cannot actually see the band apart from
on-screen – and the pictures of Ozzy Osbourne you see
only remind you that he sings in a bent over position
so that he can read the words to the songs from the
screen in front of him – it sort of takes away the magic
and makes you go ‘Aaaaw’ rather than ‘Ooooh.’ Also,
as it was banging it down with rain, by which point my
resolve had been washed away for a second night, and
we left after ‘War Pigs.’ Here then ended the second day.
SUNDAY 12 JUNE
When we got up, and travelled to the site, the
weather was fine. Great! Then, as soon as we turned into
the car park, it started to rain. We pulled up and looked
at each other, and as we did that it got heavier… and
heavier. I can tell you dear that at this point I was getting
a bit chuffed off with this, so we decided to put the seats
back for a while and wait to see if it settled down a bit.
With the rain not settling at all, we ended up not seeing
The Franklys, who we had planned to check out on the
fourth stage. I then missed the bus to stage two to see
Delain by about ten seconds, which was really annoying.
We eventually got stuck into the say with Halestorm
who were okay mainly because it had stopped raining
before they came on. It didn’t hurt that Lzzy Hale had
chosen to wear a really tight body suit which surely had
to have been painted on. I remember seeing them for
the first time some years ago here where they played on
the third stage with Hale wearing a red fairy skirt. How
things have changed.
Shinedown are another of those bands that I
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HALESTORM

intended to catch at an earlier Download, but didn’t
manage for some reason or another. I really enjoyed
them and their very energetic vocalist Brent Smith
jumped down into the pit at the start of the third song
to encourage the crowd to jump about. They didn’t let
him down.
Another first for me, Disturbed are a band I
was fully aware of due to their cover of Genesis’
‘Land Of Confusion’ a while ago. Obviously well
liked at Download, they drew a big crowd who
happily sang along to Simon & Garfunkel’s ‘Sound
Of Silence’ (which has been a big hit for them this
year). Now, who would have thought all those years
ago, when I first started coming to this gig, that I
would one day be here listening to the main stage
crowd singing that? Other guests appeared for other

covers, namely Lzzy Hale on ‘Still Haven’t Found
WILF’, Blaze Bailey on The Who’s ‘Baba O’Reilly’ and
Benjamin Burnley on Rage Against The Machine’s
‘Killing In The Name Of’.
As big and bombastic as ever, Nightwish put
on a show with almost as many explosions and as
much fire as Rammstein had used two nights before.
The explosions were matched by Floor Jansen’s
(the first time I had seen her since leaving After
Forever) powerful voice. I think they have retrieved
their original sound as Jansen has a more Operatic
voice quite close to Tarja Turunen’s, which suits
the music much better than Anette Olzon’s. Once
again though, the rain made its presence felt but
the band blew the clouds away for most of the set
which included ‘Storytime’, ‘Weak Fantasy’, ‘I Want
My Tears Back’, ‘Nemo’ and ‘Last Ride Of The Day’.
What was quite nice today was the fact that
organisers had left the space free where Motörhead
was scheduled to play and used it for a Motörhead
tribute, which showed footage of Lemmy Kilmister
and interviews with people from the Rock community
paying tribute.

NIGHTWISH

DISTURBED

Korn are described as a New Metal band, but
to be honest I’m not exactly sure what that means.
I know I like them, but I’m not totally sure why.
Jonathan Davies is definitely charismatic as well as
being able to play the bagpipes, which he dutifully
did. Old favourites were played like ‘Falling Away

Sweden Rock Festival, Norje, Sweden: 08 – 11 June 2016
WEDNESDAY 08 JUNE
As festivals go, SRF get just about everything right,
providing as comfortable and civilised a four days
as you could wish for. A varied line-up of almost a
hundred bands is made even better by decent food and
drink, clean toilets, good weather and with under forty
thousand attendees, it doesn’t get too crowded and it’s
really quick and easy to get around the five stages. So,
with the sun shining and the lovely Monica CastedoLopez here to share the review, here’s an all too brief
account of a fun-filled few days.
Timing is everything they say, and we entered the
site just as Sweden’s Saffire took to the 4Sound stage.
Peddling Melodic Hard Rock with a hint of Power Metal,
they were a lot heaver live than on CD but still had
fairly tuneful vocals and a star of a keyboard player
who added subtle touches to ‘End Of The World’ and
‘Magnolia’, but it was the synth solo on ‘Freedom Call’
that was the enduring moment of their set, although
anthemic closing track ‘Casters Of The First Stone’ was
great too. (PA)
I would struggle to think of a more appropriate way
for me to start a fabulous weekend than with the mellow
and heartfelt songs Mike Tramp delivered. His unique,
sweet voice led the way through White Lion classics
such as ‘Little Fighter’, ‘Hungry’ and the emotional
‘Broken Heart’, whilst accompanied by his young band
from his native Denmark. The WL days are long gone and
FIREWORKS

Tramp was aware of his heritage in the American band,
but Tramp has also released a number of solo albums in
the last few years and he showcased some of his most
inspiring songs, like ‘Trust In Yourself’ and ‘High Like a
Mountain’. (MCL)
Eclipse are undoubtedly one of the best live bands
on the current Rock scene. The Swedes have created
strong crowd pleasers such as ‘I Don’t Wanna Say I’m
Sorry’ which started their energetic set. Led by the
unstoppable Erik Martensson, along with the talented
Magnus Henriksson on guitar, the band had the strength
of a hurricane and delighted with powerful tracks such
as ‘Wake Me Up’, ‘The Storm’, ‘Bleed And Scream’, ‘Blood
Enemies’ and the superb ‘Breaking My Heart Again’. An
excellent performance by an excellent band. (MCL)
After the electricity of Eclipse, the rest of the
first half-day was a bit of a mixed bag, the always
dependable Bonafide got quite a reaction to their AC/
DC-style Boogie, especially when front-man Pontus
Snibb went into the crowd to play a solo and almost
didn’t make it back in time for the next verse. It’s been
a couple of years since I had seen Diamond Head,
their most recent line-up change being the departure of
singer Nick Tart after moving to Australia, but Danishborn Londoner Rasmus Bom Andersen had a decent set
of pipes and easily handled the classics ‘Play It Loud’,
‘Borrowed Time’, ‘Lightning To The Nations’ amongst
others. The much-underrated Brian Tatler cranked out the
killer riffs and their “all killer, no filler” twelve track set
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IRON MAIDEN

From Me’, ‘Freak On A Leash’ and ‘Coming Undone’.
I also thought I heard a snippet of Metallica’s ‘One’
in there somewhere.
Havok were a band I thought I had heard
something about and who I thought had Prog
tendencies. How wrong could I be; they were a
thousand beats per minute, scream at the top of
your voice type of band so I was out of there pronto.
And so to the last act of the long, wet weekend.
Iron Maiden are Download regulars and seem to be
headlining here every other year. As ever, they have a
huge stage set with temple ruins, flames, explosions
and, of course, Eddie who appeared as a monkey this
year, before having his heart ripped out by Bruce
Dickinson. We got to just past half way in the set
before the rain decided that we had had it and we
trudged through the swamp to get back to our car,
defeated, dejected and thoroughly knackered.
So that was it for another year and sadly I have to
admit the rain was the biggest factor. It is becoming
a regular thing now and it amazed me (more so than
ever this year) how so many of the fans carried on
regardless to “enjoy” the music. I think it is fair to
say though, that this year it sent a lot more people
home early than previous years, us included. Will we
do it again next year? Well, I think we said that last
year and the answer was “never again”… and we
all know what happened then don’t we?
Words and pictures by Andy Brailsford
was one of the best I’ve seen them do since their heyday.
The inevitable closer ‘Am I Evil?’ caused quite a bit of airguitaring and even pogoing in the cavernous but tightly
packed Rockklassiker tent. (PA)
One of the more high-profile artists on today’s
warm-up, Graham Bonnet had a lengthy, “all killer”
set-list made up of Rainbow, Alcatrazz, MSG, Impellitteri
and solo songs. He has a great guitar player in Conrado
Pesinato and one of the world’s best drummers in Fates
Warning’s Mark Zonder, he also has his girlfriend on
bass and a strained voice that couldn’t hit as many
notes. He was moderately enjoyable for the songs and
musicianship, but sadly at sixty-eight years old there
were many things he did awesomely in his youth that
he struggled to even get through here. As his mid-range
was still intact, Alcatrazz’s ‘Will You Be Home Tonight’
was the highlight by default. (PA)

GRAHAM BONNET

THURSDAY 09 JUNE
It had been suggested by a good friend that I caught
UK hopefuls The Struts, but unfortunately they clashed
with a band that seem to be popular in these parts;
Halestorm. Using the main Festival Stage for the first
time this week, Lzzy Hale and company had some very
good songs, but also some that did absolutely nothing
for me, and it didn’t help that she wore a dress that she
couldn’t seem to move that well in and so much lipstick
that it got all over the mic, and subsequently all over her
face. The sound wasn’t great either (a frequent complaint
on this stage it would turn out!), but by the time they got
to ‘Mz Hyde’ mid-set it had mostly cleared up and the
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band got a bit of momentum going, but unfortunately
killed it with a drum solo. ‘Mayhem’, ‘Freak Like Me’ and
‘I Miss The Misery’ got things back on track but it was
not one of Halestorm’s better days. (PA)
From the USA, Sixx A.M., a united group of friends,
took over the Lemmy Stage and delivered a somewhat
unexpectedly great show. Of course nobody should
have any doubts about the stage presence of Mötley
Crüe bassist Nikki Sixx and ex-Guns ‘N’ Roses guitarist
DJ Ashba, yet, considering the fact that most of his
time is spent enclosed in a studio as a successful
producer, I had my reservations about singer James
Michael. To my delight, I found him to be a superb
front-man; he not only delivered vocally during
moving songs such as ‘Lies Of The Beautiful People’
but he also jumped around and totally owned the
stage on songs like opener ‘This Is Gonna Hurt’. With
four albums under their belt, Sixx A.M. – completed
by drummer Dustin Steinke and skimpily dressed
backing singers – displayed a well-co-ordinated stage
look and shared the spotlight amongst the three main
men. Michael shone through his solo performance on
piano and vocals during a generous portion of the
beautifully melancholic ‘Skin’. One hour and fifteen
minutes of diverse, grand songs that also included
‘Live Forever’, ‘Goodbye My Friends’, ‘Stars’ and ‘Life
Is Beautiful’. (MCL)

SHINEDOWN

VANILLA FUDGE

DAN REED NETWORK

During a leisurely stroll around (which was an unusual
treat for me), I stopped for bits of Graveyard, Therapy,
Slayer, Megadeth and Danger Danger guitarist Rob
Marcello who showcased some dazzling instrumentals
in one of the tents. With legendary drummer Carmine
Appice doing double duty over the weekend with King
Kobra, I had to see his first set with Hard Rock pioneers
Vanilla Fudge. Amazingly, for a band who formed
way, way back in 1966 and influenced Led Zeppelin,
Deep Purple and a million others, they still have threequarters of their original line-up in Appice, keyboardist
and vocalist Mark Stein and guitarist Vince Martell, with
bassist Pete Bremy now taking the place left by Tim
Bogert’s retirement in 2010. The band were surprisingly
youthful sounding too, Stein had lost none of his upbeat
vocal prowess and the musicianship was particularly
strong as they energetically powered through their usual
covers with a couple of originals. Unsurprisingly The
Doors’ ‘Break On Through (To The Other Side)’, Spencer
Davis’ ‘Gimme Some Lovin’’ and The Supremes classic
‘You Keep Me Hangin’ On’ were the set highlights and
Appice himself was particularly superb. (PA)

A Silver Mountain’ and ‘Long Live Rock And Roll’ into
their own ‘Power Games’. (PA)
The Festival Stage got underway properly courtesy of
the Dan Reed Network, who reunited last year to huge
acclaim. Early comers gathered to experience a mixture
of weather conditions (rain, followed by sunshine, and
vice-versa) and one of the Funkiest Rock ensembles
around. Their famous ‘Resurrect’, ‘Come Back Baby’,
‘Ritual’ (which was re-started due to a technical hiccup
with the bass amp) and ‘Get To You’ were delivered
with a crystal clear sound, and front-man Dan Reed
apologised for Donald Trump during ‘Under My Skin’ as
he walked up the catwalk. With two tracks (‘Infected’
and ‘Champion’) from their 2016 album ‘Fight Another
Day’ – their first in twenty-five years – Reed, guitarist
Brion James and bassist Melvin Brannon reached the
pick of their set with the great slow anthem ‘Rainbow
Child’ and proved they were back in top form. (MCL)

GLENN HUGHES

QUEEN + ADAM LAMBERT

Whilst I’m still perplexed by Halestorm’s popularity,
I have no such problems with regular touring buddies
Shinedown. Simple, powerful, catchy and unpretentious
enough to appeal to a wide audience, singer Brent Smith
didn’t smile much but had the crowd in the palm of his
hand as they ripped through ‘Asking For It’, ‘Fly From
The Inside’ and ‘Diamond Eyes’ as an opening salvo. The
sound demons threatened to strike again, but thankfully
Zach Myers’ guitar soon took its rightful place in the mix
as each song attracted more people to the festival stage.
Barry Kerch had the best drum sound on this stage of
the whole weekend, and whilst the backing tracks
are a little more excessive than is the norm, the effort
they put into their show wasn’t faked. ‘Cyanide Sweet
Tooth Suicide’, ‘Cut The Cord’ and an acoustic version of
Lynyrd Skynyrd’s ‘Simple Man’ were other highlights and
Shinedown were rapturously received. (PA)
The Sleaze ensemble were next on my list, so I
headed to the Sweden Stage and found a highly busy
area. L.A. Guns (minus Tracii Guns) went through the
best of their back catalogue and, despite some technical
issues, energetically performed ‘No Mercy’, ‘Sex Action’,
‘Never Enough’, ‘One More Reason’, ‘Electric Gypsy’,
‘Rip And Tear’, the slow tempo ‘Over The Edge’ and
‘The Ballad Of Jayne’. Phil Lewis and company also paid
tribute to the recently deceased Prince with a heartfelt
rendition of ‘Purple Rain’ where guitarist Michael Grant
took over vocal duties and excelled. (MCL)
My teenage years were spent listening to and
enjoying all sorts of Rock genres, and out of the Thrash
metal scene the one that always stood out the most were
the ferocious Slayer. Therefore, it was “mandatory” to
go check them out, at least for the end of their set as
they played their powerful growling ‘Mandatory Suicide’,
‘Raining Blood’, ‘South Of Heaven’ and ‘Angel Of Death’
– four anthems from their long history. Kerry King still
looked as scary as always and delivered those insane
riffs with Tom Araya on bass, the latter also growled
brutally, and overall this was an appearance well worth
watching. (MCL)
After Slayer, it was time to have a little glimpse of
one of “The Big Four” of the eighties Thrash Metal scene,
Megadeth. The band of the man that infamously ignited
the Metallica monster currently encompassed Brazilian
shredder Kiko Loureiro (Angra), who did a respectable
job as he accompanied the ginger man on tracks such
as the revered ‘Symphony Of Destruction’ and ‘A Tout
Le Monde’. The set was wisely closed with their most
famous and sacred track from the 1986 album of pretty
much the same name, the awesome ‘Peace Sells’, to
public acclaim. (MCL)
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As an old-school Queen fan, I’d avoided the Queen/
Paul Rodgers circus like the plague, but as Queen And
Adam Lambert they now had a singer with a similar
range to Freddie Mercury and quite a bit of his own
unique style. There are very few bands, if any, with as
many iconic songs, and certainly more than enough to
fill their twenty-two song set without any major lapses.
From the opening riffs of ‘One Vision’ and ‘Hammer To
Fall’ to the inevitable ‘We Will Rock You’ and ‘We Are The
Champions’ finale, it was a sing-along, clap-along party.
Apart from the excellence of early Rockers ‘Stone Cold
Crazy’ and ‘Tie Your Mother Down’, it was mostly the
hits, delivered with the right amount of flamboyance by
Lambert and with telling smiles and the occasional highfive or hug from Brian May and Roger Taylor. Keeping it
in the family, Spike Edney took his usual place behind
the keys and Taylor’s son Rufus (The Darkness) played
percussion and, on occasion, the main drum-kit while his
dad sang, with bass again handled by Neil Fairclough.
The one low point was May’s solo going on too long, but
at least it was spectacular to watch him on a hydraulic
platform a la Kiss with a dazzling light show. There were
cheers and a few tears when Mercury appeared on the
screen and his voice took over ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’.
Some progressively bizarre costume changes from
Lambert and huge confetti canons that managed to
block the drains in the nearby toilets were among the
more amusing moments, but as a celebration of Queen
music and their dearly-departed front-man, it really
couldn’t have been handled better. (PA)
FRIDAY 10 JUNE
I started my day with Sweden’s own 220 Volt,
widely regarded as one of the first bands that helped
launch the thriving Rock and Metal scene here.
Original guitarists Mats Karlsson and Thomas Drevin
were still in charge and drummer Peter Hermansson
has been a member since 1982, whilst new singer
Anders Engberg had a good set of pipes. The band
powered through a collection of solid, old-school riff
Rock and even slipped in bits of ‘War Pigs’, ‘Man On
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Mirroring the words of a dear friend of mine, Glenn
Hughes impersonated acrobatics on vocals. The former
Trapeze and Deep Purple bassist/singer gave his all in
the covers he performed from these bands – ‘Touch
My Life’, ‘Medusa’, ‘Stormbringer’, ‘Sail Away’ and the
always magnificent ‘Mistreated’ and ‘Burn’. He also
interpreted two of the best songs from his solo career in
‘Orion’ and ‘Soul Mover’. As is widely known, in the last
few years Hughes has joined forces with (guitar master)
Joe Bonamassa and Jason Bonham in Black Country
Communion, and he reminded the appreciative audience
of that when he delivered the track of the same name
and the splendid ‘One Last Soul’, all with the impressive
guitar work of Dane Soren Andersen. This was a fabulous
hand-picked selection of Hughes’ long and successful
career. (MCL)
Between the bigger acts on the Festival Stage
there was quite a lot happening elsewhere, including
Hawkwind, whose unique Space Rock bleeped and
droned, rather ironically, on the re-named Lemmy Stage.
You’ve got to wonder how much longer front-man Dave
Brock can carry on doing this, but for now he sounded
okay and the band went down a storm. Over on the
Sweden Stage we had a rare European visit from Japan’s
Loudness, whose guitarist Akira Takasaki and his allconquering guitar tone laid waste to the surrounding
area with monstrous riffs and solos during ‘Crazy Nites’,
‘The Sun Will Rise Again and ‘S.D.I’. I’ve always preferred
the more melodic Vow Wow but there was no doubt that
the band are great musicians. Meanwhile, Canadian
Classic Rockers Monster Truck Rocked the Rockklassiker
Stage, which was more than the disappointing Lita Ford
did on the Lemmy Stage. She was actually in better voice
than when I’d seen her in the last two years and her new
guitarist was a fine player with a strong singing voice,
but apart from their duet on ‘Close My Eyes Forever’, the
Runaways’ ‘Cherry Bomb’ and her calling card ‘Kiss Me
Deadly’, the reception was muted at best. (PA)
Given the extraordinary amount of “radio-friendly”
tunes that guitarist and founder Mick Jones has written
over the years, Foreigner represent one the of the best
festival bands on the scene. In their extensive set, few
hits were left behind as they showcased the very best
of their back catalogue, from ‘Double Vision’ and ‘Cold
As Ice’ to ‘Feels Like The First Time’, ‘Juke Box Hero’, ‘Hot
Blooded’ and the always teary ‘I Want To Know What
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Hands To Yourself’ and ‘Railroad Steel’ amongst a series
of authentic Southern groove tunes. Over on the smaller
4Sound stage, Scottish band Gun celebrated. the return
of guitarist Alex Dickson and although the current version
Gun, fronted by former bassist Dante Gizzi, will always
have their doubters, this was another good performance
with highlights that included ‘Better Days’, ‘Steal Your Fire’
and their irresistible cover of ‘Word Up’. (PA)

FOREIGNER

KING KOBRA

GUN

Love Is’. With the incredible drummer Chris Frazer and
confident and magnificent singer Kelly Hansen, who
didn’t miss a chance to get closer to their fans, Jones
must, no doubt, have been proud of this appearance on
the main stage of one of the best Rock festivals in the
world. (MCL)
Germany’s Gamma Ray (ex-Helloween’s Kai
Hansen’s band) have left a mark in the Power Metal
scene since its conception in 1990, and during their set
on the Sweden Stage they kept the audience interested.
Alongside original songs such as ‘Master Of Confusion’
and ‘The Silence’, the triumphant Helloween track
‘I Want Out’ fitted in superbly and the audience sang
along to it like there was no tomorrow. (MCL)
With apologies to our former Reviews Editor and
fan Paul Jerome Smith, the purely Swedish phenomenon
The Hellacopters are another band I never got. Playing
their first gig here since amicably disbanding in 2008,
their MC5/Punk influenced nineties Hard Rock was
lively enough but lacked any spark of musicianship and
song-writing that I could find to latch onto, but despite
a performance that seemed loose and under-rehearsed,
around fifteen thousand people appeared to vehemently
disagreed with me. Twisted Sister, however, were
phenomenally successful here back in the day and
always headline the festival, a good thirty-thousand
or so packed the main stage to see them play Sweden
for what they say would be the very last time. With a
spectacular stage show, a superb greatest hits set and
Mike Portnoy as substitute on drums for the dearlydeparted A J Pero, what else could have happened but a
raucous and fun last run through of ‘The Kids Are Back’,
‘You Can’t Stop Rock ‘N’ Roll’, ‘I Am (I’m Me)’, ‘We’re Not
Gonna Take It’ and a dozen other standards, completed
with heartfelt speeches by Dee Snider and J.J. French
that let the crowd know just how much their support
has meant to the band. Things ended with the inevitable
‘S.M.F.’ and a firework display, but not before Snider had
thanked every member of their crew personally. It was
a fitting end to the enduring relationship between the
band, crew and the Swedish fans who put them at the
top of their domestic charts with almost every album
they put out. (PA)

GRAND SLAM

One of the most curious additions to this year’s
festival was Grand Slam, or at least most of the
surviving members of Phil Lynott’s post-Thin Lizzy band
that never got a chance to get off the ground because
of the iconic singer’s death. GS included bass player Neil
Murray, guitarist Laurence Archer, Magnum keyboard
player Mark Stanway and former Company Of Snakes/
M3 singer Stefan Bergrenn. They added a few GS
originals to what was essentially a Lynott set of ‘Sarah’,
‘Cold Sweat’ and ‘Whisky In The Jar’ alongside Gary
Moore’s ‘Parisienne Walkways’ and ‘Back On The Streets’
and Whitesnake’s ‘Ready And Willing’. ‘Crime Rate’ and
‘Dedication’ were the highlights purely because they
were less predictable. (PA)
SATURDAY 11 JUNE
The last and least essential day of the festival – on
paper at least – started with former Georgia Satellite
Dan Baird & Homemade Sin who Rocked the Sweden
Stage, they slipped in the Satellites’ ‘I Dunno’, ‘Keep Your
FIREWORKS

It was the last day of the festival and, as Portnoy
announced, it was “breakfast with the dogs”.
Collectively known as The Winery Dogs, the dogs
he referred to were three of the most talented and
respected Rock musicians around; Portnoy on drums (exDream Theater), Billy Sheehan (Mr Big, ex-Talas amongst
others) on four strings and Richie Kotzen (ex-Mr Big and
ex-Poison) on guitar and lead vocals. Formed in 2012,
this “super-group” performed to perfection songs solely
from their two studio albums, they maximised their time
on the main stage and avoided any covers. From their
exuberant opener ‘Oblivion’, to the closer, and perhaps
best known track, ‘Elevate’, from the Funkier ‘Hot Streak’
to the inspired ‘Time Machine’, and from the crowd
pleasers ‘Captain Love’ to ‘Desire’, a feast of perfectly
executed notes and tunes demonstrated that TWD are
not only a musos’ dream, but a people’s band too. (MCL)

STEVE VAI

Joey Belladonna looked exactly the same as he did
over twenty-five years ago and guitarist Scott Ian was
as frenetic as ever. The New York band covered classics
from their discography, their set highlights being their
anthems ‘Caught In A Mosh’, ‘Antisocial’ and ‘Indians’.
Thrash Metal at its best! (MCL)
Don’t you just hate it when bucket list bands
disappoint? To be blunt, the return of classic eighties
Rockers King Kobra was a train wreck. Singer Paul
Shortino really struggled, especially with the older Mark
Free-sung material, so ‘Ready To Strike’, ‘Hunger’, ‘Iron
Eagle’ etc. were one disappointment after another. For
his part, Appice played well, David Henzerling (David
Michael-Phillips) looked pissed off, Mick Sweda’s standin wasn’t even born when these songs were written
and former W.A.S.P. bassist Johnny Rod was wired-up
and at least entertaining, he swore at the crowd for
their lack of noise and careered around the stage like
a madman, he even slipped a bit of ‘Wild Child’ into his
bass solo. Three solo spots were at least a break from
the unprepared Shortino but a version of ‘Heaven And
Hell’ was unnecessary. Like Giuffria at Rockingham,
sometimes US bands completely misunderstand what
their audience wants and KK was like a bad dream. On
the other hand, headliners Sabaton were powerful and
had a spectacular show, whilst enduring British Rockers
Demon were also on fire, still playing basically the same
set all these years later with ‘Night Of The Demon’ at
the start, ‘Don’t Break The Circle’ at the end, and ‘The
Plague’ somewhere in the middle. Dave Hill was in fine
voice and it was a fitting prelude to Michael Schenker’s
special festival-ending set. (PA)

MICHAEL SCHENKER

Steve Vai has been, and still is, one of my favourite
virtuoso shredders. This was a chance to see him and his
mega-talented band (Dave Weiner on guitar, Philip Bynoe
on bass and Jeremy Colson on drums) commemorate
the 25th anniversary of the release of his master-piece
‘Passion And Warfare’ album in front of a large audience.
‘Liberty’, ‘Erotic Nightmares’, ‘The Riddle’, ‘The Animal’,
‘Ballerina 12/24’ and the supreme ‘For The Love Of God’
were a pure delight to the senses, but it was with the
orgasmic ‘Whispering A Prayer’ from the ‘Alive In An
Ultra World’ album that he reached his highest point in
song-writing and performing; this must be one of the
best instrumental songs ever written. (MCL)
While Dream Theater take the plaudits, and rightly
so, perennial Prog Metal outfit Symphony X have
always been the bridesmaids and never the bride,
criminally overlooked despite stellar musicianship and a
singer in Russell Allen who plays second fiddle to noone. The stunning live sound on the Lemmy Stage was
the springboard to one of the best live sets I’ve ever seen
them do, wisely they choose no less than fourteen of
their most direct songs for a quick-fire, lively show that
was massively based around no less than ten selections
from the recent ‘Underworld’. Oldies ‘Out Of The Ashes’
and ‘Sea Of Lies’ are personal favourites, but the latest
album sounded killer live, with some of Michael Romeo’s
best work and Allen in massive voice. (PA)
Visiting the only tent in the festival, it was one’s
duty and desire to check out Eric Sardinas And Big
Motor’s dirty Southern Blues Rock power. The awesome
guitarist, singer and song-writer was so used to having
Levell Price on bass for so many years that he introduced
his successor Paul Loranger with the former’s name.
Ooops! Error rectified, Sardinas, Loranger and drummer
Demi Solorio delivered a fuel-driven song selection of
party Rockers that included ‘Get Down To Whisky’ and
‘If You Don’t Love Me’. Great playing and great fun.
Another band out of “The Big Four” of Thrash also made
a fantastic appearance – the mighty Anthrax. Singer
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Re-united with the classic Sensational Alex Harvey
Band rhythm section of bassist Chris Glen and drummer
Ted McKenna, along with Lionheart/Eloy guitarist Steve
Mann, the set was meant to be a celebration of MSG
and some of the singers who’ve fronted the band, but
unfortunately not all the singers brought their “A” game.
It was obvious that Schenker was in top form from the
opening instrumental ‘Into The Arena’, and he and his
fellow musicians were superb throughout, but Gary
Barden had strained his voice and could only croak his
way through original band classics like ‘The Attack Of
The Mad Axeman’, ‘Cry For The Nations’ and ‘Armed And
Ready’. The Scorpions’ ‘Coast To Coast’ was followed
by the arrival of Bonnet, who’d already struggled with
‘Desert Song’, ‘Dancer’ and ‘Assault Attack’ once this
weekend and did so again, the tunes were palatable
only for the heart-warming sight of a smiling and happy
Schenker who played like his younger self. Thankfully
Robin McAuley looked healthy, tanned and tattooed and
instantly banished the gloom on his arrival to nail ‘Save
Yourself’ and a very welcome surprise, the tuneful ‘This Is
My Heart’. The set finished on a high with the UFO trio of
‘Shoot Shoot’, ‘Doctor Doctor’ and ‘Rock Bottom’, each
with some inspired playing from Schenker and the band.
Incidentally, a slightly late start resulted in Leif Sundin’s
contribution being cut, I’m sure many of us would have
preferred him to at least one of the others.
Enjoyable in parts only, it wasn’t really an ending
befitting the best open air festival in Europe but
disappointments aside, keep putting them on and we’ll
still keep coming. (PA)
Words: Monica Castedo-Lopez and Phil Ashcroft
Photos: Sue Ashcroft
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TWISTED SISTER

Photo: Sean Larkin

Over the past decade or so, Bloodstock has
developed a reputation as being the UK’s premier
“true” Heavy Metal festival, both flying the flag for
grassroots acts and bringing to its stage bigger names
which other festivals shy away from. At the same
time, it also explores the full breadth and depth of
the genre and this year once again was no exception,
covering Death and Black Metal, NWOBHM, Power
Metal and even good old Glam, in the shape of Friday
night headliners Twisted Sister, who were saying
farewell to the UK after forty years in the business.
FRIDAY 12 AUGUST
Bloodstock’s championing of the underground scene
is no better exemplified than on the dedicated New
Blood Stage, where Nottingham’s Witch Tripper kick
off this year’s proceedings with their solid, Blues-edged
Psychedelia-infused Stoner groove, which attracts
a healthy crowd despite the ridiculously early hour.
The Sophie Stage, meanwhile, starts in fine style with
one of my personal discoveries of the weekend, Fury,
who deliver hugely impressive twin-guitar NWOBHMinspired Hard Rockin’ very much in the mould of early
Iron Maiden and, more especially, Saxon.
Things are decidedly insane on the main stage.
Gloryhammer provide some good clean Friday
morning fun with their B-movie Sci-Fi Metal which
is delivered with its tongue very firmly wedged in
its cheek. Evil Scarecrow deliver more of the same,
with their genuine sense of the absurd, complete
with robots, crab dancing and their “nice” circle
pit. Corrosion Of Conformity are the only band to
start a sing-along during their line check, and make
a decent fist of their set, despite Pepper and Woody
having to play on borrowed guitars after their own
instruments were stuck “not quite” in transit in
Newark and Chicago respectively.
Despite the blazing sunshine, for the next two
hours it’s all about the dark side, as old-school
veterans Venom welcome us to their particular Hell
and prove they can still cut it, even after ten years
away from UK stages, with a blistering set, while
Behemoth provide one of the early highlights of
the weekend, with their commanding and mesmeric
presentation of the recent ‘The Satanist’ album. In
the middle of all this, Beholder deliver a powerful
and exciting set over on the Sophie Stage, showing
that they are one band who fit both descriptions in
every regard.

Photo: Sean Larkin

TWISTED SISTER

For many, this year is about one band – Twisted
“Fucking” Sister, and their last ever performance
on UK soil. What a triumphant farewell it proves to
be, as they truly bow out in style. Unlike his rantfuelled crowd-baiting at Steelhouse twelve months
previously, Dee Snider is in ebullient mood and the
band are tight and precise, yet with the spirit of
rebellion still firmly imbued in their middle-aged
hearts, as they prove early one when they declare
that ‘The Kids Are Back’. Between songs, Snider talks
of the band’s close affinity with the UK, reminding us
that “you guys saved us back in the eighties”. The
band plough the full range of their back catalogue,
from ‘Burn In Hell’ through ‘Destroyer’, ‘Like A
Knife In The Back’, the hugely emotional ‘The Fire
Still Burns’ and ‘The Price’, to the ubiquitous crowd
pleasers such as ‘You Can’t Stop Rock ‘N’ Roll’, ‘I Am
(I’m Me)’, ‘We’re Not Gonna Take It’ and ‘I Wanna
Rock’. As I said, a triumphant closing of the curtain.
Diamond Head close the first day by proving that
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they are very much in the resurgent, especially since
the arrival of singer Rasmus Bom Andersen, as they
deliver a tight and classy set mixing tracks from their
recently-released self-titled album and re-invigorated
classics such as a soaring ‘Lightning To The Nations’
and a truly epic ‘Am I Evil?’.
SATURDAY 13 AUGUST
The second full day may have seen Catton Hall
continue to be bathed in sweltering sunshine, but
it was also the heaviest of the weekend, especially
in terms of the main stage, from the opening NuMetal-tinged bombardment of rising stars Cambion
and Kill II This through the Doomy Death Metal
of Vallenfyre to the Satan-worshipping density of
Akercocke.
Elsewhere, on the other stages, The Raven Age
are very impressive, with the thick chunky groove,
highly melodic sensibility and a superb sense of
stagecraft, especially from front-man Michael
Burrough, who proves to be one of the finds of the
weekend. Norwich “Metal 2 The Masses” winners
Vendetta’s well-delivered take on Hardcore is
equally well-received, while Ramage Inc. lend a solid
Heavy Metal groove to the middle of the afternoon,
and Vodun bring some Voodoo ju-ju juice to the
Sophie Stage with their eclectic mix of mysticism and
Punkishness.
Back on the main stage, Greek DM demigods
Rotting Christ bring a gloomy hypnotism which
darkly counterparts the blazing sunshine, while
Fear Factory’s Industrial sound is tight and highly
efficient, but just lacks that killer edge.
The Sophie Stage, meanwhile, throws up another
discovery, in the shape of One Machine, who deliver
exciting, Progressive Metal with a heavy hint of Thrash
and do so with polished aplomb. They are deserving
of a bigger crowd, but then they are competing
with Paradise Lost, who produce a suitably epic
back catalogue exploring set, which is both rich and
rewarding. The main stage today, however, belongs to
Gojira, who deliver a typically towering and showstealing performance, which wipes out most of what
has gone before and much of what is still to come,
especially as headliners Mastodon seem like they’re
just going through the motions.
SUNDAY 14 AUGUST
The final day dawned being slightly cooler than
its two predecessors, but that did not detract from
the heat of the action on Bloodstock’s four stages,
as a further forty bands prepared to entertain the
masses.
US BM depressives Ghost Bath are just that,
depressing, while Heart Of A Coward deliver their
brand of Melocore with reciprocated enthusiasm.
Over on the Sophie Stage, Exeter’s Sanguine deliver
thick crunchy riffs combined with a heavy bottom
end and bouncy vocals from Tarin Kerrey, who has a
great sense of lyrical irony, especially on the likes of
‘Pretty Girl’; however, they suffer from a confusion
of styles. Back in the main arena, Unearth remind
what a powerful force they are, with their hardhitting and highly effective brand of old-school
American Heavy Metal helping to blow the clouds
from in front of the sun.
The first true highlight of the day is “super-group”
Metal Allegiance, although they do divide opinion
straight down the middle. With Death Angel vocalist
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Bloodstock Open Air, Catton Hall, 12-14 August 2016

Mark Oseguda introducing the band – completed by
founder Mark Menghi on bass, Testament guitarist
Alex Skolnick and Anthrax’s Charlie Benante guesting
behind the kit – as “a group of music fans who
just love playing music”, they kick off with their
own ‘Can’t Kill The Devil’ before launching into a
selection of carefully chosen covers, starting with
Iron Maiden’s ‘Wrathchild’ and a souped up ‘Into
The Void’. David Bowie’s ‘Suffragette City’ is both
Metalled and Punked up, before Gary Holt joins the
fun for ‘Iron Fist’ and ‘Fast As A Shark’, while ‘Heaven
And Hell’ is dedicated to the man who also lends
his name to the main stage. It may seem weird to
have a “tribute band” playing the main stage of a
major festival, especially in a prime afternoon slot,
but dammit it’s good clean fun and a fitting reminder
of the music that brought us all here in the first place.
While Satyricon spread their unholy gospel
with a powerful recreation of the recently re-issued
‘Nemesis Divina’ opus, Northern Ireland’s Rabid Bitch
Of The North keep it real with their hot and sweaty
NWOBHM-infused sub-Thrash, before unknown
technical problems lead to Dragonforce taking to
the stage twenty minutes late, and subsequently
having their set cut by ten minutes, giving them time
for just five songs. But, they make a decent fist of
their usual feast of guitar operatics – even if Herman
Li is the more energetic of the two – and front-man
Marc Hudson does his best to whip up the energy
levels as the band rip through the likes of ‘My Spirit
Carries On’ and ‘Through Fire And Ice’ with pedestrian
efficiency. By complete contrast, Symphony X bring
a true sense of the overblown dramatic to the early
evening, with a towering performance on a truly epic
scale. Russell Allen stands tall and proud as the best
standalone front-man of the weekend, while the band
make the complexity of their music seem so simple in
its delivery. It’s big, bold, bruising and fantastic.

You usually know exactly what to expect from
an Anthrax set – and that is exactly what the New
York veterans deliver tonight; a high energy show
which combines a mix of new material from ‘For
All Kings’ and the expected collection of “greatest
hits”, delivered with aplomb, panache and not a little
humour. Elsewhere, Pythia deliver Gothic Operatic
epicness characterized by huge harmonies, massive
melodies and a soaring vocal performance from
Sophie Dorman. Attica Rage close off the action on
the tiniest of the stages, the Jager, with a hard-hitting
run through of their classic British Metal repertoire
with unflagging energy despite the length of the
weekend.
It’s hard to argue with the loyalty of the Slayer’s
fans, but tonight even the most faithful must have
been contemplating whether the band were just
making up the numbers on their tour schedule, as
their performance is one which is very much one
of show over substance. The huge Marshall crosses
are highly effective, especially with the built in
flamethrowers never stopping throughout the show,
but the band – apart from Gary Holt – are far from
fiery. The sound mix means that Kerry King’s guitar
is all but lost in many parts of the arena, while Tom
Araya completely forgets the words to ‘Hell Awaits’
and spends the rest of the song with his back to
the audience perhaps summarized a disappointing
performance which may have prompted the frontman to say “sorry” as they quit the stage.
As with all festivals, however, Bloodstock is
about the sum of its parts – not the performances
of individual bands per se. And this year’s event was
most definitely a well-rounded affair, with some
interesting new bands being discovered by many of
the fans who checked out the smaller stages, and
some re-ignited passions for some of the “bigger”
acts. Here’s to next year.
Mark Ashby
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Ramblin’ Man Fair, Maidstone, Kent – 23-24 July 2016
Having missed the inaugural edition of Ramblin’
Man last year and seeing the superb line-up for the
second edition of this increasingly popular festival, I
was really excited to be in attendance at its beautiful
site in Maidstone, Kent. The summer weather and
the comfortable spread of all four stages, including a
marquee, brought the perfect conditions for a weekend
of great music surrounded by a peaceful reunion of Rock
fans of all ages. With too many bands to see over the
two days and with it impossible to see them all due to
clashes, I was fully aware I would have to miss Ginger
Wildheart, The White Buffalo, Hayseed Dixie, King King,
Walter Trout, Von Hertzen Brothers, Hawkwind, Warren
Hayes, Headspace, Tax The Heat, Kentucky Headhunters
and Devin Townsend, to name but a few. However, I did
my best to run around and catch as many as I possibly
could.
SATUARDAY 23 JULY
Arriving with plenty of time, I headed to the
main stage to see one of the best new bands on the
circuit, Inglorious, although some punters missed all
or much of the show due to the long queues to access
the site. Singer Nathan James first came to fame with his
participation on television’s ‘The Voice’ and then joining
Trans-Siberian Orchestra, with which he achieved two
platinum-selling records. Hearing him hit high notes with
the same ease as diving down on his extraordinary vocal
range, it is no surprise that he is considered to be one
of the most formidable front-man of his generation. With
modern sounding seventies Rock-inspired tracks such as
‘Until I Die’, ‘High Flying Gypsy’ and ‘Holy Water’ (from
their self-titled debut and thus far only album) along with
a rendition of Rainbow’s ‘I Surrender’, the English blonde
and his band, which included Swedish guitarist Andreas
Eriksson of Crazy Lixx, proved they deserve a good spot
in the current Rock scene despite the serious sound issues
during the first two songs.

action Pride), the Brighton-based act delivered a powerful
range of sixties Blues Rock songs such as ‘Lucky Number
Seven’ and the action driven ‘Drive It Like You Stole It’.
Next up on my list were one of the most successful
bands to come from Sweden, the multi-million record
sellers Europe. The classic line-up of Joey Tempest on
vocals, the fabulous John Norum on guitar, Ian Haugland
on drums, Mic Michaeli on keyboards and John Levén on
bass delivered a mixture of new and old songs, but it was,
of course, with the latter that they got the audience most
fired up. Anthems like ‘Rock The Night’, ‘Superstitious’,
‘Cherokee’, ‘Sign Of The Times’ and, naturally, ‘The Final
Countdown’ – with that fabulous guitar solo – closed
out their set. Out of the newer tracks, ‘Last Look At
Eden’ stood out as the five-piece looked increasingly
tired compared to the other numerous times I had seen
them. I guess the warm weather took its toll. Nonetheless,
Europe are still up there on the Rock live scene, and truly
deserve to be.
Right after the Swedes, the majestic Thin Lizzy made
their extraordinary appearance. Phil Lynott may be long
gone but his spirit and music lives on, and front-man Ricky
Warwick has done a fantastic job since he joined Scott
Gorham years ago. The remainder of the band featured
solid players including former TL keyboard player Darren
Wharton, ex-Alice Cooper and Black Star Riders guitarist
Damon Johnson, Judas Priest’s drummer Scott Travis
and none other than Aerosmith’s Tom Hamilton on bass.
What a fantastic line-up and what a tight performance
it was filled with some of the best tracks in the history
of this classic act; their set flowed from ‘Jailbreak’, ‘Are
You Ready’, ‘Dancing In The Moonlight’, ‘Waiting For An
Alibi’, ‘Emerald’ to ‘Rosalie’ and ‘Whiskey In The Jar’. To
play ‘Cowboy Song’ and ‘The Boys Are Back In Town’ they
invited former member Midge Ure on stage. No-one could
have asked for more.

Arriving at a very decent time, I headed over to
the Blues Stage following the suggestion of one of the
promoters to check out Pat McManus of Mama’s Boys
and was delighted with what I saw; a fantastic Celtic
Rock trio where its leader McManus alternated between
playing his two instruments – guitar and violin – as well
as singing, all to perfection. This was a treat for the eyes
and ears as the performance from this seasoned Irishman
was superb.
Simo were next on the same stage and immediately
captivated those present with their Bluesy tunes. The trio
from Nashville were precision personified as they played
tracks from their albums such as ‘Light The Candle’,
‘I’ll Always Be Around’ amongst the best, and a great
rendition of The Beatles’ ‘A Little Help From My Friends’
which, together with the moment when guitarist JD Simo
joined sticks man Adam Abrashoff for a little drum duet,
totally fired the audience up.
The Prog threesome of Canadian and Iranian origin
(and currently based in the UK), Blurred Vision were
nearly finished as I got to the Prog Stage, yet their
extended version of Pink Floyd’s ‘Another Brick In The
Wall’ displayed, once again, their admirable musicianship
and characteristic, crystal clear sound.
The Answer landed on the main stage to an
expecting audience and Rocked tunes from their
respected discography, including ‘Under The Sky’, ‘Never
Too Late’ and ‘Thief Of Light’. Cormac Neeson and his
Northern Irish colleagues keep delivering and once again
didn’t disappoint.
The Cadillac Three followed and with them came
contagious tunes such as ‘Tennessee Mojo’, ‘I’m Southern’
and ‘The South’. They infused the environment with a
beautiful Southern Rock scent without a doubt.
Back on the main stage, madness erupted
as Airbourne arrived and demonstrated how party Rock
‘n’ Roll is done. The Aussies, whose clear and unhidden
inspiration is the legendary AC/DC, were far from short
of pure adrenaline-infused Rock cuts such as ‘Too Much,
Too Young, Too Fast’, ‘Cheap Wine & Cheaper Women’ and
‘Breakin’ Outta Hell’. During ‘Girls In Black’, singer Joel
O’Keeffe climbed up the lighting rig to be reprimanded by
one of the promoters (no doubt a little stint to add flavour
to the show), hence he decided to jump on the shoulders
of a crew member and run amongst the astonished crowd.
They were a marvellously entertaining act and one that
never fails to incite the excessive consumption of alcohol.

THUNDER

WHITESNAKE

THE DEAD DAISIES

Second on the main Planet Rock Stage were The
Dead Daisies, at present comprised of millionaire
and founder guitarist David Lowy, singer John Corabi,
drummer Brian Tichy, bassist Marco Mendoza and the
recently added guitarist Doug Aldrich – the latter three
formerly of Whitesnake, who headlined the festival later
that day. The “super-group” delivered a tight performance
of Classic Rock tunes of their own collection, this included
the title track of the superb new album ‘Make Some
Noise’, which went over extremely well live. As with the
preceding band, TDD also decided to leave the keyboards
out of their line-up without compromising their sound.
Other songs selected for their forty-five minute set were
the Creedence Clearwater Revival cover ‘Fortunate Son’
and their own ‘Long Way To Go’, ‘With You And I’ and they
closed their seventies Rock ‘n’ Roll set with ‘Mainline’.
Colour of Noise were already half way through their
set as I reached the Rising Stage, the one added stage
from last year to feature promising local bands. Fronted by
the fantastic Matt Mitchell (Furyon and the no longer in
FIREWORKS

A must see for yours truly (and the majority of the
audience) were the headliners, the mighty Whitesnake.
With the sun going down, the band – led by the
charismatic David Coverdale – made the most of the
lighting equipment which brought their performance to
a more magical level. As usual in festivals, they chose a
set comprised of their biggest hits such as ‘Bad Boys’,
‘Slide It In’, ‘Ain’t No Love In The Heart Of The City’, ‘Is
This Love’, ‘Crying In The Rain’ and the legendary ‘Here I
Go Again’. Amazingly, they also incorporated tracks from
one of my all-time favourite Whitesnake albums ‘Slip
Of The Tongue’ with ‘Judgement Day’ and ‘The Deeper
The Love’. Despite the well-publicised lost level in terms
of his vocal ability, Coverdale was still the “are you
ready?” driving force of the giant ship and his entourage
(Reb Beach and now ex-Night Ranger Joel Hoekstra on
guitars, Michele Luppi on keyboards, Tommy Aldridge
returning on drums and actress Drea de Matteo’s bassist
boyfriend Michael Devin) made it easier for him to do
what he does best – entertain and enchant his adoring
public. They finished their set in style with ‘Still Of The
Night’ and it was then time for all to leave in preparation
for the following day.
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Unfortunately, and through no fault of their
own, Thunder were not blessed with great sound on
this occasion, but luckily they were still armed with their
fantastic array of great Hard Rock songs which were
delivered with their usual heartfelt sentiment. From the
outset with ‘Wonder Days’ to the very end with ‘Dirty
Love’, singer Danny Bowes and guitarist Luke Morley,
alongside the rest of the band, had everyone in the
audience in full voice with classics such as ‘I Love You
More Than Rock ‘N’ Roll’ and ‘Love Walked In’. They left
everyone with a great taste in our mouths and a feeling
of longing for more.
As the second day edged towards its close, it was
time for the headliners Black Stone Cherry. Hailing
all the way from Kentucky (and with a persistent and
slightly annoying mention of God), they supplied the
final entertainment of the evening (and the festival as a
whole) with tracks such as the powerful opener ‘Me And
Mary Jane’, ‘Blind Man’, ‘White Trash Millionaire’, ‘Soul
Machine’, George Thorogood’s ‘Bad To The Bone’ and the
superbly infectious ‘Blame It On The Boom Boom’. With
that selection, nobody felt like returning home and their
encores included the beautifully sad ‘The Rambler’ and
Motörhead’s Rocking ‘Ace Of Spades’ and they showed
exactly how to end a Rock festival in style.
Ramblin’ Man Fair, thank you for a fun-filled weekend.
I, for one, cannot wait till next year.

AUTUMN

Words: Mónica Castedo-López
Pictures: Dawn Osbourne
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THE DARKNESS

STONE FREE, O2 DOME: LONDON – 18-19 JUNE 2016
DAY ONE
Opening today’s proceedings was Jared James
Nichols who describes his approach as “Blues Soul
Power” and he played excellent guitar with real
feeling. His band were Rockier in approach than
expected and the set featured both his own material
and covers, with tracks like ‘Mississippi Queen’
(Mountain). Such seventies-influenced fare was a
good choice as opener for a festival like Stone Free
and despite hitting a stone cold stage, he warmed up
the partial crowd assembled very nicely.
Next up was the extraordinary singer Lynn
Jackman (formerly of St Jude) with her band
(composed of two of the Quireboys plus drummer)
called Jackaman. Her voice blasted out over the
instruments and it was stunning that such a petite
lady could make such a powerful noise. Singing
‘Wasted’ (as in “on you” and in the sense of
disappointment with a lover rather than drunk) she
sounded occasionally like Amy Winehouse in tone
with definite Soul influences, but she was Winehouse
at her very best and consistent, and in my view she
had a better voice. This girl could sing an advertising
jingle and make it sound like heaven, but I did
wonder if there could have been stronger songs in
the set. With a voice like that, who cares, but why
not have the whole package if you can. On ‘Can’t
Take Back’ she demonstrated just how long she can
sustain notes and tone whilst during ‘Nothing But My
Records On’ she sang like an angel with her “whoah
whoas” so sublime they were almost like seraphim.
Why isn’t this woman very famous indeed?
The Virgin Marys are a combination of Mod and
Punk put through the mangle with Nu-Metal and
Nirvana. Their large hand painted white V about six
feet tall on their backdrop was pretty cool and they
looked pretty contemporary (like teens just out of
bed). They made a real effort sound wise, but it was
all a bit “angst ridden noise without much joy” to
really be enthused about.

MICHAEL MONROE

this man never stood still and watching him never
got boring. In ‘Malibu Beach’ we got treated to his
energetic sax playing with a cute little cartoon-like
squeak thrown in for effect at the end, he then threw
the sax around his head like it weighed nothing for
the rest of the song. High kicking and striding around
(his urgent athleticism showed just how fit he must
be) none of this activity affected his ability to deliver
the songs from Falsetto to deep notes, even if his
microphone inevitably got entangled occasionally
with all the activity. He took care to mention Ginger
and Rich Jones’ song-writing in a generous gesture,
and was keen to introduce his band showing that
it was not all about him. Indeed, the current band
seemed more of a holistic gang than with other lineups I can recall. His happiness with the current setup showed in how much new material they played
with only a couple of Hanoi Rocks numbers. ‘Up
Around The Bend’ was cut from the set, presumably
due to time constraints, in favour of the storming
‘Dead, Jail, Or Rock ‘N’ Roll’ where Steve Conte got
to show off some great guitar. In a flourish of mic
stand swings and a high jump off the drum riser,
it was all over seemingly in a second. With this
performer you are always left feeling “what did I just
see”… in a good way! We were left exhausted just
watching… electric!
Focus then shifted to the main stage for
Blackberry Smoke. Unashamed Southern Rock with
some fine Bluesy guitar work and some Rock ‘n’ Roll
piano, they also bordered a little on Country with ‘Six
Ways To Sunday’. Their supercool bassist had that
ZZ Top implacable assurance as he delivered deep
mellow round tones. They reminded a little of The
Black Crowes and while they played well, many were
left wondering if their material is as strong? They
explained they were a little late, detained by the
authorities (they do have that Haight Ashbury look
that will pique official interest) and maybe they were
tired, but there was the feeling that this wasn’t them
at their best. They delivered a great loose, hangin’
cover of Led Zeppelin’s ‘Your Time Is Gonna Come’
with a free-form jam in the middle which flowed
into ‘Sleeping Dogs’, but judgement was reserved on
what they can do live this time.

APOCALYPTICA

Michael Monroe, however, was a different
kettle of fish. Resplendent in red and white
snakeskin he came on like a shooting star with a
halo of golden hair. He kicked off with ‘Ain’t No Love
Song’ and swung his mike around his neck within
seconds without missing a beat, his band reflected
his energy with the passion of early Punk and the
cool of Rock ‘n’ Roll. Enthusiastically he belted out
“getting nuthin’ but respect because they knew he
was nuts” I can only say he was indeed crazy on
stage... in a good way. No one could understand
what he said between songs, but it came across with
such idiosyncratic charm and enthusiasm everyone
smiled. He was, indeed, unlike anyone else. Jacket
off after the first number (he was too high energy a
performer to keep it on for long), out came the red
metallic saxophone that matched his outfit during
‘Trick Of The Wrist’. Sat front stage for ‘78’, he played
the crowd while loving the adulation. In ‘The Ballad
Of The Lower East Side’ he climbed the speakers and
stood on the thin rail right on the crowd, he teetered
like a high wire dancer but never came close to a
fall. Atop the monitor during ‘Man With No Eyes’
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Apocalyptica, a Finnish cello group that looked
and played like a Heavy Metal band, were definitely
unlike anything else. They have been around for
twenty years and are Classically-trained. If you
have never seen a pair of six foot Vikings with long
blonde hair head-banging as they played cellos in
synch, you should definitely see it at least once. The
first few numbers were instrumentals, but they do
have a singer that looked and sounded a bit like
Gary Cherone (Extreme) mid-set. Their musical scope
extended from Southern Bay Thrash, with a bit of
Rap, to some Classical offerings, historically they
drew those parallels between Classical and Metal
by artists such as Yngwie Malmsteen and Ritchie
Blackmore. It was very entertaining to see someone
lay on the floor and play a cello like a guitar with
legs wrapped around as the neck was hammered,
but many were waiting enthusiastically for the next
act… The Darkness.

AUTUMN

In a black and gold cat suit with military braid
tail coat and lightning bolt motif on crotch, Justin
Hawkins cut a dashing figure. He was born to be on
stage and utterly fascinating to watch in that “just
what would he do next?” kinda way. Maybe because
the show was running late, the sound was terrible
at the beginning and there was something wrong
with Hawkins’ mic. He took it all in his stride and
didn’t even acknowledge any problem, he simply
pretended to masturbate and then jumped with
splits from the drum riser. Thankfully, by ‘One Way
Ticket To Hell And Back’ the sound was in gear and
by ‘Love Is Only A Feeling’ things sounded great.
Hawkins worked the crowd, getting them to sway
on mass with arms stretched towards the sky and
by the time the drummer jumped over the guitarists
and Hawkins outstretched on the floor, the sense
of spectacle and occasion at a Darkness show was
in full swing. ‘Get Yours Hands Off My Woman’
showcased Hawkins’ trade mark high notes while he
got the audience to clap along. He did a handstand
with scissor open and closing of legs like a gymnast
on the drum kit which caused an instant frenzy to
fix drum mics immediately afterwards. He swung
his mic on the end of its lead like a lasso to show
he was having plenty of fun. He did, however, stop
to play a game of guessing with the crowd like a
mock psychic, this underlined that seeing The
Darkness is an experience, it’s not just about the
music. However, the music was excellent, but since
this was a show first, if things went wrong it was
all part of the fun. During ‘Stuck In A Rut’, Hawkins
spats picks high into the air and took up a guitar he
joined in the jam with court jester moves. He asked
“how many Rock bands have you seen so far?” and
answered for everyone… “yes that’s right, only one
The Darkness!” Openly frustrated that the set is cut
short by the late running, he shouted “Don’t worry
it’s a massive fuckin hit” and delivered his amazing
Falsetto on ‘I Believe In A Thing Called Love’ and
took his final goodbye. An ultimate showman – what
an hors d’oeuvres for the main dish!
And on came Alice Cooper in a black full length
cloak to fireworks and the sounds of ‘Black Widow’.
‘No More Mr Nice Guy’ saw him throw his cane into
the audience and for ‘Billion Dollar Babies’ he was
giving out trade mark “Alice Cooper Dollar Bills”
on a sword which immediately raised the energy.
‘Woman Of Mass Distraction’ saw Cooper stalk
Nita Strauss as she played her squealing solo laid
down with arched back. The guitar players formed a
pyramid around Cooper for ‘Poison’ and, in a black
tail coat, Cooper acted as maestro and conducted
them and the audience in blood splattered spats.
Solos were important here as a reminder of the world
class musicians backing Cooper which can often be
overlooked as there is so much else going on! After
the usual shenanigans with electric chair and nurse,
Cooper was guillotined to some blistering guitar
and ‘I Love The Dead’. He was, of course, revived
to refrains of ‘Raise The Dead’ in time to do roaring
versions of ‘Pinball Wizard’, ‘Suffragette City’, and
‘Ace Of Spades’ in homage Hollywood Vampires
style. On the home straight, Cooper returned to the

ALICE COOPER
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stage with a crutch for ‘I’m 18’, then a red military
jacket for ‘School’s Out’ while balloons, giant rubber
balls and confetti festooned over the crowd. For the
finale, a Stars And Stripes long coat and top hat clad
Cooper postured amid fireworks as he introduced
his hard working band. With a bewildering range
of costumes and props, a Cooper show is always
about the spectacle. He would probably be the first
to admit he is not the best singer, but that is not the
point, he might be one of the best showmen and he
should be proud of that.
Words:Dawn Osborne.
Photos: Andy Brailsford
DAY TWO
After what I would call the “Classic Rock” day
yesterday, today was themed more around the Prog
side of things. The first band on my hit list was
Haken at the Indigo. I honestly don’t know if I have
any of their material, but I was sure I had heard of
them before. In typical festival fashion, they were on
at the same time that Roger Dean was unveiling new
artwork. I nipped out to check on this, but on not
being able to see or hear anything, I decided to check
out Haken earlier. They only had time for four songs,
‘1985’, ‘Earthrise’, ‘Cockroach King’ and ‘The Endless
Knot’ They did Prog in the old tradition, a style that
utilised genres such as Rock, Blues and Jazz and thus
made it sound very good. Whether I have any of their
stuff or not, I will definitely be checking them out in
the future.

WILKO JOHNSON

Man’ very well. As it turned out, the bulk of the
set was taken from ‘Marbles’; they also did ‘You’re
Gone’ and ‘Neverland’ from that album. The newest
song they played was ‘Power’ from 2012 with the
clock really being turned back with ‘Easter’, Heart Of
Lothian’, ‘Lavender’ and ‘Kayleigh’.

STEVE HACKETT

RICK WAKEMAN

what it said on the tin and performed the likes of
‘Wish You Were Here’ with just a hint of Dark Side
in there, and of course they returned later with Rick
Wakeman.
As I have said before, I have been a long time
admirer of Steve Hackett’s work, and the past few
years have seen him play to sold out audiences by
going back and re-interpreting some of the classic
Genesis songs. It must be longer than I thought since
the last time I saw him play, because this was the
first time I was aware that there was a female band
member, namely Amanda Lehmann who, according
to Hackett’s website, has been with him since 2009. I
know I have seen him since then, but I had not seen
this line-up so didn’t know what has been going on.
Hackett’s set was criminally short at about thirty
minutes but it was excellent. ‘Every Day’, ‘Loving Sea’
and then right back to his first solo album with ‘A
Tower Struck Down’ and ‘Shadow Of The Hierophant’
where Lehmann really shone on vocals. They finished
off with three songs from the Genesis days, at which
point vocalist Ned Sylvan joined proceedings. ‘Dance
On A Volcano’, ‘The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway’
and ‘Firth Of Fifth’ contained exquisite lead guitar
from Hackett. Also, I don’t know how many people
noticed, but when leaving the stage, bassist Nick
Beggs hitched his kilt up to scratch his arse and
answered the question that people have been asking
about kilt wearers for ages.

MARILLION
Next up on the same stage was someone who
has become a bona fide legend for appearing in
Game Of Thrones and not dying. Wilko Johnson
is definitely not Prog, but an exponent of classic,
British Rhythm And Blues with no added thrills. His
trademark style of playing rhythm and lead lines at
the same time would have you believe that there
was more than just three people up there. The large
crowd were given five Dr Feelgood numbers – ‘Going
Back Home’, ‘Paradise’ and ‘Everybody’s Carrying A
Gun’ – before Johnson said he was “taking us back
to the good old days of the seventies” which he did
with the two most remembered offerings in ‘Back In
The Night’ and ‘She Does It Right.’
Pink Floyd’s Wish You Were Here Symphonic
Live was the first act on the main stage today, and to
be fair, The London Orion Symphony Orchestra were
not exciting to watch, but the music certainly lent
itself to the orchestral treatment. They did exactly

Marillion is another band that I have not seen
in a couple of years. I remember seeing them back in
the annals of time at a nightclub in my hometown.
This was before they became successful and when
they were playing music I found easier to understand
than the later stuff after the nineties. Steve Hogarth
came on looking like an accountant out of a Charles
Dickens novel but he did “perform” ‘The Invisible

And so we came to the headliner Rick Wakeman,
who, for this night only, gave a worldwide exclusive
performance (for the first time since 1975) with
orchestra and choir of ‘The Myths And Legends Of
King Arthur And The Knights Of The Round Table’.
And, different from last time, the whole concept had
now been completed as Wakeman has re-recorded it
with five brand new pieces of music, the way it was
intended to be done without the time restriction of
a vinyl LP (never heard of a double album then?).
Having only ever performed the original version
of this three times previously in the UK, it was
quite a big undertaking, but I have seen Wakeman
play the ‘…Arthur’ music many times so I had no
concerns whatsoever. Resplendent in his new cape,
with Excalibur down the back (which looked a bit
like a tail) Wakeman stood rear and centre stage,
surrounded by keyboards with the orchestra in front
and the choir stage left with his son Oliver Wakeman
on keyboards stage right. Proceedings started with a
gentleman in a big comfy chair, who at first I did not
recognise but discovered that tonight’s narrator was
no other than Ian Lavender (Pike from Dad’s Army).
As with the orchestra earlier, there wasn’t much to
see on stage as there was no stage show as such, so
it was purely the music that kept the large audience
in their seats. The five extra musical pieces certainly
made the proceedings longer and, at the end it was a
little confusing as everybody thought that Wakeman
would do something else apart from the ‘…Arthur’
stuff, and even the orchestra looked as though they
expected to do more, but no, ‘…Arthur’ was all we
got. It was a bit of an anti-climax as people just
wandered off, Wakeman not even communicating
with the audience, which wasn’t like him at all.
So, that was the first Stone Free festival done
and dusted. It’s always hard to know how long
these things will last and there are a few things to
iron out if they are to repeat it next year, but for
the quality and range of bands they put on, and the
fact that it’s indoors, I hope it continues for many
years to come.
Words and photos: Andy Brailsford
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Interview by Jack Press

When you’re standing at the edge of the end of another year, the twentieth year of life you’ve lived as the frontman of
Power Metal’s underground fan-favourites, you might imagine it to be a serene moment, one of sheer relief of making it
this far, perhaps? For Finnish veterans Sonata Arctica’s frontman Tony Kakko, the eve of his band’s 21st year was about as
peaceful as a bull in a china shop in his mind.
“I did nothing with Sonata Arctica whatsoever, which I did a really
good job at. I went to South America to Rock In Rio with Nightwish and
then I concentrated on other things like my family.” Initially, things were as
tranquil as they possibly could be for Tony Kakko as 2015 turned to 2016
and his half a year away from Power Metal came to a close. Of course,
the world doesn’t wait for you so he was left with the pain of the process
of getting the puzzle back together again. “Right at the start of this year
I tried getting my engines back into gear and to start creating something
but it was really tough – I couldn’t get anything done. All I had was a few
songs ready. It was kinda hard to get into it – we had five weeks in North
America with Nightwish coming up and two weeks of headlining so when
we got home in April, I was in deep shit.”
Deep shit, indeed. Record labels were clawing at their doors like wolves,
and Tony’s own band members were losing hope like a cave loses light at
night: “I had one demo, like literally one song, and I played it to the guys
and they were worried sick – it got to a point where all I had was a lot of
raw material, you know, songs that weren’t songs yet. I just kept sending
the guys something everyday and eventually out came the album.” As much
as having an album written sounds like the hardest part is well and truly
over, there was still such a long way to go for Tony, who was still writing
songs right up until mastering. “One week before the mastering, the first of
three, I still started writing songs from scratch. I used a funny technique – I
set an alarm for twenty minutes and told myself to have a song structure,
with melodies, in twenty minutes, and I actually did that. I had to fine-tune
and write lyrics but it was ready for demoing. That was nuts to me.”
If the process of creating their ninth studio album hadn’t been hard
enough, it went through several masters after the unrelenting band realised
they were lacking quite a lot out of what they had recorded in a little
period of time: “We started mastering and I noticed after two days without
listening to it that it wasn’t finished. I was like, ‘Oh shit, we should’ve took a
break somewhere along the line.’ I was tired and I wanted to fix shit so we
scratched the first master and I recorded more vocals, mastered it again
and then realised there’s more to change and master #3 was where we
finally got to the label, three weeks later than we were supposed to.” With
the masterings done and the label’s thirst finally quenched, Sonata Arctica’s
ninth studio album – aptly titled ‘The Ninth Hour’ – was officially born.
Whilst the process of writing, recording, mixing, and mastering was
like the long hard road from Hell, everything it was meant to be was in
the head of Sonata Arctica’s chief mastermind albums ago. “It is definitely
an intentional return to our roots. We realised we needed more speed,
we needed to go back to Metal after ‘Stones Grow Her Name’, which
was far too much a Hard Rock album. It had metal moments but it was
too slow – it made the whole show boring to play. We noticed a change in
the audience – we didn’t have head-bangers anymore, we had people we’d
never see; it wasn’t a Metal show, it didn’t resemble Sonata Arctica
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anymore. We felt wrong on stage – we needed more speed and action.
We are not that fucking old yet, we still bang head and rock out.” Whilst
the fire burns brighter than ever in their bellies, Tony feels as if they’ve
still got a long way to go till they find their way back to their roots. “This
is better but let’s make it harder and heavier and speedier – something
happened in my time off and the songs weren’t what I had in mind but I’m
still really happy. It sounds like Sonata Arctica - it’s softer but it’s worthy of
the old Metal Sonata Arctica logo. What’s next? More of the same.”
If you were expecting the speed and the power to be all that was the
same, then you may be surprised to hear that Tony has taken charge and
kept as much of the record as Sonata Arctica as he possibly could. “I sing
about the usual Sonata Arctica things, like human relationships, because
they come easy to me, you know?” Whilst that’s one aspect of the record,
Tony is using his power as the poet of the Power Metal pack to push his
thoughts to the thousands. “it’s not a theme album, per se, but it has a
few environmentally charged songs mirroring my concerns of the future
of this planet. When you become a parent you start to worry about these
things, about the world you leave behind. I welcome this kind of thing,
it’s a privilege to deliver some sort of message that people might actually
think and see that there are alternative ways of doing things. People often
ignore it but it’s one more window of view. I’m not preaching, I’m just
putting it out there.”
The environment isn’t the only element of songwriting Tony wanted
to push the barriers of his audience’s mind with – but also the return
of some fan-favourites scattered throughout the album that pushed his
songwriting to another level. “‘Don’t Say A Word’ is Juliet and Caleb from
our past, adding one more song to that cup of misery. We also wanted
to add some little reflections in the form of ‘White Pearl: Black Oceans
Part Two’ – although I made the stupid error of posting on Instagram
about working on that song. I ended up proper kicking myself in the butt
about it because then I had to do it – I had been thinking about it for a
very long time, so much so I stressed over it the most.” Considering the
original song’s popularity amongst Sonata Arctica fans, Tony was humble
about its successors outcome. “I think it turned out well but my opinion
doesn’t count, it’s the people who loved the original and whether it lives
up to it who count. It gives it a happy ending. Not in a dirty way haha, but
in the story everyone practically died so I wanted to bring life into them
and show that it’s not all bad - it’s prettier and more beautiful in every way.”
So as he stands on the edge of the end of his band’s 21st year of life,
their ninth album and an impending European tour fast approaching, Tony
Kakko doesn’t dwell on the direction of their future, instead hoping for
nothing more than the same. “I just keep thinking maybe there’ll be more
Sonata Arctica albums. We don’t take that for granted and because touring
is expensive and everything is expensive, we can’t take that for granted. I
just want to continue doing what we are doing.”
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BANDS THAT TIME FORGOT... BUT FIREWORKS DIDN’T!
Dave Reynolds looks back at some of the great acts who slipped under the radar

‘The world’s greatest undiscovered Hard Rock
band’ and ‘America’s answer to Deep Purple’; these
are just two of the epithets that have been given on
a regular basis over the years to the Los Angeles
based group Legs Diamond.
Originally formed by drummer Jeff Poole and
bassist Michael Gargano (aka Michael Diamond)
in San Francisco back in 1972, the line-up that
recorded the band’s first trio of albums (‘Legs
Diamond’, ‘A Diamond Is A Hard Rock’ and
‘Firepower’) released between 1977 and 1979 and
considered by many fans to be the definitive one
(Poole and Diamond being joined by keyboard
player Michael Prince, guitarist Roger Romeo and
vocalist Rick Sanford) was in place by the time the
quintet had gained a two album deal with Mercury
Records in November 1976.
The group has, of course, had its ups and
downs during a lifespan that has now lasted over
forty years that has seen the release of a further
five studio albums, a live record and a collection
of previously unreleased demos recorded between
1978 and 1979. There have been a number of lineup changes of course too, although the band’s last
album (2006’s ‘Diamonds Are Forever’) featured
Prince, Poole and Romeo alongside bassist Adam
Kury and former Wild Horses/Shout/Montrose
vocalist John Levesque. It was the first record the
band had released without Rick Sanford.
Ten years on and plans are afoot for Legs to
make a very welcome comeback, with Michael
Prince and Jeff Poole plotting the revival. So just
what is it about Legs Diamond that keeps the pair
so enthused about the band?
“I think it goes back to the original spark and
the magic that five young lads created back in the
70s,” offers Michael Prince. “Obviously I’m moving
forwards from the singer and two guitarists we had
before the line-up that recorded the first album
was settled, but the five of us had all come from
different parts of the country. Rick was already in
L.A. but I had moved from Texas, Jeff and Michael
from San Francisco and Roger from Detroit, when
we found each other. From a personal point of
view, having worked on the originals that Jeff and
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Michael Gargano had written before I joined and
then the songs that we wrote together, I didn’t
want to write for anybody else. It was just right for
the five of us. What’s kept it together in terms of
my continued interest is the spark, the excitement
of continuing to be able to do this and feeling lucky
to be able to do so. So many people I know never
got the opportunity to get a deal, to record an
album or go on tour to the places we’ve been and
with whom we’ve played with. I still remember that
initial spark and the feelings we had of everything
that was in front of us. We were possibly the most
rehearsed band in the world and were always told
we were better live than on our records. We were
ready to grasp the opportunities that came to us. If
we had gone with other bands it just wouldn’t have
been the same. That’s the magic of Legs Diamond.”
“When I was a kid and learning to play drums I
turned a friend’s shed into a rehearsal room. Mike
Gargano heard about me and, having met him and
liked him, we started to jam together and then
formed the band,” states Jeff Poole. “I convinced
him we needed to move to L.A. We found Michael
Prince and eventually Rick and Roger and built this
band based upon the sheer camaraderie we had
together. It was never a job to us. We loved what
we were doing. When I left the band in the 80s for
personal reasons and to go off to do martial arts
I think the guys expected me to turn up playing in
other bands. I didn’t do it. I was offered gigs with
Ted Nugent, Black Oak Arkansas and Three Dog
Night. The only one I gave serious consideration to
was Ted, but they would’ve all been jobs. It wasn’t
anything on a par with Legs. I couldn’t play with
anyone else. Legs Diamond isn’t any one of us. Legs
Diamond is all of us. Legs Diamond is family.”
What, then, do Michael and Jeff feel is the Legs
Diamond legacy?
“The fact that we’ve recorded music that will
stand the test of time,” offers Prince, “because
once you’ve recorded music it’s really there forever.
Hopefully someone will keep listening to it.”
“We can all agree that despite not having any
commercial or financial success it never stifled us
or really tore us apart,” comments Poole. “We
realise some of our music is considered to be to
a level where they are connoisseurs picks. That’s
very fulfilling because all we were trying to do was
to make music that people would love. When you
have good memories of something and a song clicks
with you it brings you back to the good times. As
songwriters that’s what we wanted to do.”
“When I think of our legacy I think of some of
the things I’ve seen people write about us, such
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as being called the world’s greatest undiscovered
Hard Rock band, and I appreciate the fact that there
is this underground, cult-ish following we have,”
adds Michael. “It feels good to talk about the band
with someone from Germany, for example. It gives
me tremendous satisfaction that we’ve reached
this person living in another country. I believe we
have always had a good following amongst other
musicians too.”
“It’s good to gain acknowledgement from
your peers,” furthers Jeff. “I remember being at
Sound City Studios in L.A. and Motley Crüe were
recording at a neighbouring facility. Tommy Lee
came by and told me that when we were playing
the Whisky that I was the only drummer he’d go to
watch, so he was influenced by what I did and took
it forward to a phenomenal level. It made me feel
good that we went some way to influencing guys
like Tommy to do what they went on to do. Some
of the guys in Metallica were Legs fans. In fact Lars
Ulrich let me use his drums when I went back up
to the Bay Area to play with some old friends up
there. Guys like Tommy and Lars have gone on to
become huge stars, so for them to say we were
an influence just proves we were doing something
right.”
Amongst the many shows Legs have played in an
admittedly stop start career that has nonetheless
spanned over forty years now, were the biggest
of their collective lives in the three gigs the band
played opening for Kiss during early March 1977.
“It’s all about connections,” notes Jeff. “A friend
of ours who worked at Dick Clark Productions
based across the street from where Michael
Diamond and I worked at Turners Liquor store
was the girlfriend of Deep Purple’s tour manager
Ossy Hoppe, who in turn introduced us to Ritchie
Blackmore and the guys. Ritchie introduced me to
Gene Simmons. Gene was a very interesting guy.
He was very image conscious and asked if the rest
of the band looked like me and gave me some very
cool advice. He told me to not drink in public and
always be prepared to be interviewed, ‘cos if you
get loose then it’s possible you could say something
that will haunt you. You are an ambassador for your
band. Wise words!
“I remember that first show we played with
Kiss in Lexington, Kentucky that all the dressing
rooms were underneath the facility. There was a
very long corridor that led to the stage and I was
making my way there when I saw Gene coming
the other way. He grabbed my hand and said to
me that he always knew that we’d make it. That
was like a rookie being thrown a jersey for the first
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team in the locker room. It was a big moment.”
“I think the debut album was just about to
be released when we played those gigs,” adds
Michael. “Kiss had a reputation of not always being
generous to the bands that opened for them, but
they were certainly very nice to us. They increased
our set time after that first show and the audiences
were certainly responsive to us, as they had been
to Bob Seger and Rush when they had opened for
Kiss. And the Kiss audience was notoriously hard
to win over back then. But we always found that
bands who had their act together, like Kiss who
were very professional, gave us the best time while
others, like the Babys, weren’t so great.”
“In L.A. we’d probably go out to the Strip on
Sunset maybe 5 nights a week,” states Jeff. “It was
a real close knit community back then. It didn’t
matter if you were in Kiss, Deep Purple, Van
Halen or Ted Nugent’s band, you were all rooting
for one another, all coming round to say hi. The
environment back then was the best of times. The
stars were unassuming and easy to know. When
we weren’t on tour our days were spent at work,
then at rehearsal and then we got changed and
went out to the Rainbow Bar & Grille. It was all
about networking.”
How did things change in the 80s?
“Drugs got in the way. Drugs were there in
the 70s, of course, but it wasn’t a lifestyle. People
became withdrawn in the 80s. People got away
from being craftsmen to being posers and just
being in a band to get noticed; that ‘I wanna be a
rock star’ thing. I got into music because I wanted
to be a drummer.”
“It certainly wasn’t about the money,” adds
Michael. “The most we ever made regularly was
the $125 a week we made between the first and

second albums. Toby (the management company
who Legs were signed to between 1976 and
1978, who also boasted Angel and Quiet Riot on
their roster at the time) had us on a retainer, so
to speak, to write songs.”
$125 a week doesn’t sound like much today, but
that money went a long way in 1977...
“Around that time our rent was probably $100
a month. We had our equipment, so we were okay.
No one was buying a Ferrari, we were just happy
with what we had. It was good not to have to
worry about just trying to survive.”
Out of the entire Legs Diamond back catalogue,
which album was the most enjoyable to make?
“We really enjoyed recording the second
album ‘A Diamond Is A Hard Rock’,” comments
Prince. “We were being paid to write and we
were working with a producer (Eddie Leonetti)
who actually wanted to help us create something
rather than just get it over within the quickest time
possible as had happened on the first record with
Derek Lawrence. We were on cloud nine. The
second album was an incredible experience. We
felt that we had the backing of our management
and the record label at that time, so we weren’t
jaded. The whole thing was totally pleasurable.”
“I felt the same way about the last album
‘Diamonds Are Forever’,” comments Jeff. “I loved
the material, it felt comfortable recording it and
there was a great atmosphere because we were
in control. Michael was producing. There was no
stress. We were having the time of our lives.”
In addition to a devoted international following,
Michael and Jeff are keen to point to a particularly
fanatical following they have in San Antonio,
Texas that can be attributed to the now sadly
deceased local DJ Joe ‘The Godfather’ Anthony’s

championing of the group.
“That really showed us the power of radio,”
notes Prince. “We were the same band in San
Antonio that we were in, for example, Wichita,
Kansas and played the same set, but people went
nuts in San Antonio because Joe played our songs
on the radio. If we’d had five San Antonio’s then I
truly believe that we would have had a far more
sustainable career. It really did show the power
that radio in the States.”
“And it feels good to hear yourself on the
radio,” adds Jeff. “I remember when ‘Out On Bail’
came out and KLOS in Los Angeles started playing
us. Up until that point we never had radio airplay
in L.A., so it was a real ‘Wow!’ moment and felt
really good to hear our songs being played on the
radio in L.A.”
So far as any new album is concerned, the
duo’s train of thought is leaning more towards the
band’s roots and staying true to what they have
accomplished in the past, picking the best 8 or 9
songs they write together. In all likelihood John
Levesque will be fronting the band on record once
more, although there is the tantalising prospect
of Rick Sanford being invited to make a welcome
contribution as well. After that, Michael and Jeff
are still keen on returning to Europe to play some
more shows.
“After twenty years or more it was always our
dream to go to the UK and Europe to play and it
was a great experience when we eventually made
it,” says Prince. “It’s on our bucket list to return,
so if Bruce Mee and Kieran Dargan are reading this
and want us for a future Firefest then we’re very
interested!”

The recent appearance in Las Vegas of the
line-up of 70s pomp rock outfit Angel that had
recorded ‘White Hot’, ‘Sinful’ and ‘Live Without
A Net’ to accept a long overdue ‘Legend’ honour
at the Vegas Rocks Magazine Awards, certainly
attracted a high degree of excitement amongst
an ever loyal following of fans and brought forth
fond memories of the group at its majestic
peak. The five band members concerned –
vocalist Frank DiMino, guitarist Punky Meadows,
keyboard player Gregg Giuffria, bassist Felix
Robinson (who replaced the sadly now deceased
Mickie Jones in 1977) and drummer Barry Brandt
– clearly loved the adulation. However, while it
may well have given them food for thought, there
never had been any plans for the quintet to play
together again. It was simply more a case of turn
up, hang out, reminisce and enjoy the occasion.
The band that were far and away the
prototype (not to mention an undeniable
influence) for many of the Hard Rock acts that
would enjoy huge success in the 80s – Gregg
Giuffria once told me that he felt Journey had
even borrowed heavily from the group’s guitar
and keyboard led dynamic – Angel sadly never
made the commercial breakthrough they
deserved and split in 1981. However, in the last
twelve months Angel fans have had much to
savour thanks to hugely enjoyable solo albums
from both Meadows (the recently released
‘Fallen Angel’, that also features Felix Robinson
on bass) and DiMino (2015’s ‘Old Habits Die
Hard’). While neither album sounds like Angel
per se – something I personally found in many
ways quite refreshing – there is nonetheless an
essence of Angel about each record.
Frank’s album in particular enjoyed a highly
favourable reception when it appeared through
Frontiers. A solid set of tunes, DiMino proved
he has lost nothing over the years. Indeed, his
singing now is even better than it was thirty years
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ago, if you compare his latest work to anything
he delivered in the late 80s. Yes, although ‘Old
Habits Die Hard’ is Frank’s debut solo album,
following his departure from Angel in 1981
he had worked with legendary disco producer
Giorgio Moroder on a number of projects
(significantly the ‘Flashdance’ soundtrack).
Frank also formed the sadly short-lived Ruffians
with former UFO/MSG keyboard player Paul
Raymond. That band, by way of relocation to
Portland, Oregon, became Terrif before an illfated reformation of Angel (minus Giuffria or
Robinson and driven by rock photographer
Barry Levine) was attempted in 1985 but,
short-lived, only spawned a three track demo.
Frank would reappear in 1989 singing on Paul
Raymond’s Japanese issued ‘Under The Rising
Sun’ album.
In 1999 DiMino and Brandt put together
a new album using the Angel moniker. ‘In The
Beginning’ featured cameo appearances from
Meadows and Robinson and from that point on
the pair were involved in various touring lineups of the group. It certainly kept the band’s
music alive into the new millennium as they
travelled throughout the United States, with
the odd foray into Germany and Sweden for
good measure.
Prior to the release of ‘Old Habits Die
Hard’ Frank, now based in Las Vegas, had been
performing with Stryper guitarist Oz Fox in the
Classic Rock covers band Vinyl Tattoo. There
was always the possibility with that project that
DiMino could take things a step further. “Things
began to sound so great that it’s only natural
that you want to start writing for the band,”
he told me for a ‘Classic Rock Presents AOR’
feature back in 2013. “It’s the way we used to
do things when I first started when you’d play
the bars and try to incorporate some originals
without the owners realising they were your
own songs. Oz and I have been writing together
and we’d like to do an album. We’re just trying
to find our way at the moment, so who knows
where things will go?”
‘Old Habits Die Hard’ contains four tracks
Frank co-wrote with Oz Fox alongside one
(‘Even Now’) the singer concocted with Barry
Brandt as his co-writer. The remaining six
were penned with Portland born guitarist Jeff
Labansky, who had first met DiMino back in
1981 when playing in a band called The Lawyers
with ex Cherry People, Roadmaster and Empire
drummer Steve Riley (later of The B’zz, W.A.S.P.
and L.A. Guns, of course) and subsequently
worked with our hero in the Ruffians (having
replaced original guitarist Rick Ramirez of
Striker infamy).
Catching up again with Frank recently for a
quick Q&A session, here’s what the great man
had to say:
You must have been pleased with the
reaction your solo album had received,
especially internationally?
“Absolutely! Paul Crook (producer/engineer/
guitarist), myself and everyone involved worked
very hard on the album, so it’s really a nice
reward when your work is received so well.”
What has been the most surprising outcome
of having released the album?
“I think the acceptance of me as a solo artist.
Everything I’ve done previously has been in a
band format.”
In my opinion, I felt the decision in showing
another dimension to your singing and also
writing style made it more refreshing and
exciting than simply revisiting what you achieved
with Angel. How do you see things?
“Yes, I agree. The point of the project was to
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write songs for the album and not for a band,
which was a bit of a departure for me. I think
it freed me up to concentrate on just writing
good songs instead of songs that just fit the
band.”
There is still a great deal of life left in the
record, as the forthcoming promotion for
(album track)’Never Again’ (the video of which
features Punky Meadows no less) reveals I take
it?
“I think so. I would like to take it out on the
road as well, if we can put some dates together.”
Has it given you a taste for further solo
work in the near future?
“Yes, I just started writing again with Paul
and (we’re) getting ready for the next one.”
You’ve recently recorded a song for Punky’s
album that was used as a bonus track. Was
there ever any talk of recording more material
with him for that album?
“No, we talked about writing some stuff
together in the very early stages of his album,
but he’s on the east coast and I’m on the west
coast. He also has his guys now that he is
working with and I have mine, but it’s still great
to contribute to each other’s projects.”
I think many Angel fans feel there are plenty
of songs on his album that just cry out for your
vocals in the same way the first Joe Perry Project
album did for Steven Tyler. Would you agree
that the reason for that is that you and Punky’s
musical talents have always complemented each
other’s perfectly?
“I think Angel fans will always feel that way.
But he has a great band and a great singer. I’m
sure Punky and I will continue to work on each
other’s projects and hopefully that will give the
fans something to enjoy.”
Although you didn’t perform together in
Vegas, the reunion must have brought back a
ton of memories and an encouragement for
the five of you to consider doing something
together again musically?
“It really did bring back a lot of great
memories which is a good thing because
sometimes you never know, but it really was
great for us.”
You have achieved the most in keeping the
name of the band alive over the years. Does it
feel that the band were actually more popular
than you were ever led to believe, especially
through album sales, back in the day?
“Yes, and I think social media and especially
Facebook may have a lot to do with that. Being
able to reach out to people you ordinarly would
not be able to; social media brings everyone
with a common thread or cause together.”
I think there is a very special devotion and
undying loyalty Angel fans have to the original
concept and material that still resonates with us
all. As someone who has lived through it, how
do you see things?
“You’re right; Angel fans seem to bond
together and seem to really enjoy Angel as their
very own. If you haven’t heard of Angel, they
will gladly tell you everything about the band,
the music and the show.”
What do you believe Angel’s legacy to be?
“That’s not for me to write. I think that’s for
guys like you, fans that have seen the band, as
well as fans that have just heard the band, to
write. It’s very hard to get a perspective when
you’re in the middle of the storm.”
What can we expect from you personally in
the next 18 months on a musical level?
“I will always be singing and always be
playing music. I’ll be working on live dates and
I will begin to work on the next solo project
very soon.”
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Forty years ago the United States of America
was celebrating 200 years since the declaration
of independence, the first commercial flight by
Concorde was made, the Olympics were held
in Montreal, Canada and the ‘Son of Sam’ killings
commenced in New York City. However, for Rock
music fans all of these events pale into insignificance
when placed against the fact that the likes of Kiss’
‘Destroyer’, Rush’s ‘2112’ and self-titled debut
albums from Boston and the Ramones were all
unleashed in 1976. Yet there was also an album that
may well have flown under the radar for many –
certainly from a sales perspective – save for those
of us who discovered and embraced it. That record,
with its iconic bright yellow logo, was the debut
album from new Capitol Records signings Starz and
it remains as vital a part of our lives as the day it was
first purchased.
With a line-up comprised of vocalist Michael Lee
Smith, guitarists Richie Ranno and Brendan Harkin,
bassist Peter Sweval and drummer Joe X Dube,
Starz had evolved from the remnants of the Pop/
Rock group Looking Glass, who had scored a US #1
hit in August 1972 with the single ‘Brandy (You’re
A Fine Girl)’. It was a track that rather went against
the band’s harder live sound. Peter Sweval, Dube and
keyboard player Larry Gonsky had been members of
Looking Glass at that point, but after the addition of
Brendan Harkin on guitar the group’s vocalist Elliott
Lurie quit for a solo career and was replaced by
Michael Lee Smith, who had been appearing in the
New York Shakespeare Festival when he got the job
and added an altogether whole new dimension to
the group with his live wire performances.
Looking Glass changed names Fallen Angels and
recorded an album’s worth of material that remains
unreleased, although two singles were issued in the
form of ‘The Kid Is Hot’ and ‘Romeo And Juliet’.
However, by September 1975 the quintet had
recruited an additional lead guitarist to the line-up in
former Stories man Richie Ranno.
“Larry Gonsky was still in the band,” Ranno said
about his recruitment. “I joined after Sean Delaney
(who was working for Aucoin Management, who
also discovered Kiss) ran into Peter Sweval and
started hanging around. He felt they needed another
guitar player, so I joined. Sean asked me what I
thought about having a keyboard player in the group.
I told him I hated keyboards. Sean felt the same and
got Larry fired!”
With Ranno on board Fallen Angels recorded a
wealth of new material before Delaney convinced
the band they should become Starz.
“I can’t believe it’s been forty years since we
put that album out,” laughs Richie when I caught
up with him again very recently. “I never thought
the band would still be talked about all these years
later, because when we split (after releasing a further
three studio albums) in 1980 I had pretty much
thrown in the towel. If I’d been offered $1000 for
the publishing rights to my songs I would’ve taken
it. Still, as it turned out it got taken off me anyway
without me getting any money!”
Even though his first thoughts after the loss of
the group’s record deal with Capitol had been to
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walk away and turn his back on everything he had
played a huge part in creating, Ranno didn’t throw in
the towel, going on to form the short-lived Hellcats
with Michael Lee Smith. Out of the four original
Starz studio albums (‘Starz’, ‘Violation’, ‘Attention
Shoppers’ and ‘Coliseum Rock’), it is the self-titled
debut that for me still stands up the best though. It
has a timeless quality to it that has a great deal to do
with how it was recorded and who produced it.
“I was such a fan of Aerosmith’s ‘Get Your Wings’
album,” states Richie. “Which is funny, as I think the
first Aerosmith album is one of the worst records
ever made! Jack Douglas’ production on ‘Get Your
Wings’ really made an impression on me. When it
came to us choosing producers for our album no one
really cared who got the job, so I suggested Jack.
“Jack produced the demos after we chose him
to produce the debut album that we anticipated
we would record – the demos were recorded to
gain interest from the record companies before we
ever had a recording contract. Those demos are on
the album that has long since been released called
‘Back In The Day’. Jack knew exactly the right way
to get sounds. With assistance from one of the best
recording engineers in Jay Messina and working at the
greatest recording studio of all-time in the Record
Plant, everything combined to make us sound how
we did on that album. He really brought everything
we had out on that record and, believe me it’s really
hard to be able to get that sound out of a studio
album.”
It seems incredible that, despite having a major
label like Capitol behind them and the fact that the
band was managed by Bill Aucoin, who had been
hugely instrumental in the rapid rise of Kiss, and
who had taken on management duties after being
convinced by Sean Delaney to snap them up, that
Starz never came anything like close to emulating the
achievements of the self-styled Hottest Band in the
World.
“Everyone has theories about that,” responds
Richie. “However, after we had released our second
album, ‘Violation’, in 1977 the single ‘Cherry Baby’
had managed to get to #33 in the Billboard Hot 100
when Bill told Capitol to pull the promotion on us.
When you think about the fact that you sold a lot
of albums back then with a hit single, we really got
thrown under the bus with that move. I felt we were
totally buried by the time we came to make the third
album, ‘Attention Shoppers’, on our own without Jack
Douglas. I really hated that album because we weren’t
capable of producing ourselves. I felt like quitting at
that point if I’m honest, but I didn’t have the balls to
walk out. We recorded it in this shit studio and it
was a real low point. We were too rambunctious for
Bill. There was a really silly reason why Bill did what
he did and it’s something that will be revealed in a
documentary we’re working on about the history of
the band. We want to get all these guys who have
said that we influenced them to talk about us (such
as Nikki Sixx, Rikki Rockett and Steven Adler), but
the true story of Starz and the late Bill Aucoin will
also be told.
“On a personal level I liked the guy and I had made
amends with him over the years since. In fact I wrote
a song about him the day he died and performed
it at his memorial service in New York, which was
pretty emotional. Yet back in 1977, after what he did
with us over the ‘Cherry Baby’ single, by the time
we got back on track with the much harder sounding
‘Coliseum Rock’, it was too late. New Wave had hit
and out of all the Hard Rock bands back then in the
late 70s only AC/DC and Van Halen survived. Sure,
Kiss got through it, but they weren’t the same band.”
Despite the links with Kiss through management
and both Richie and Brendan Harkin appearing
on Gene Simmons and Peter Criss’ solo albums
respectively, Richie feels that had nothing to do with
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any increase in the appeal of Starz even after forty
years.
“Kiss fans don’t like Starz. We didn’t look like
cartoons and musically we were way different.
However, that’s not to say I don’t think what Kiss did
wasn’t anything but brilliant. The show and everything
was absolute genius and I think it’s crazy that they
get attacked now for only having two original band
members in the line-up today, but nothing gets said
about Styx or REO Speedwagon.”
So does Richie think that there’s something special
about Starz fans? Are they able to better appreciate
the sheer musicality of it all?
“I’m not going to argue any more on that point,”
he chuckles. “I think we are a lot different though and
that had a lot to do with Michael’s incredible, often
very deep lyrics. He’s one of the greatest lyricists
and front men of all-time. I never wanted to be a
front man myself. For the same reason I couldn’t quit
the band, I had no balls! Seriously, I’m much too into
playing the guitar.”
Although Starz has had several ups and downs
with line-up changes, both back in their 70s heyday
(Peter Sweval, who would sadly pass away in 1990,
and Brendan Harkin were replaced for ‘Coliseum
Rock’ by former Hydra and Rex bassist Orville
Davis and Stanky Brown guitarist Bobby Messano
respectively) and in more recent years when a
number of reunion shows have taken place (notably
the ambitious ‘Starzfest’ event in 2005), the core trio
of Ranno, Smith and Dube continue to fly the Starz
banner. What is it exactly about the band that allows
the three to stick together?
“Dube and Michael are brothers. Starz is me. It’s
Dube. It’s Michael. It’s something that brings us back.
The reason the other guys are no longer doing it is
because their hearts aren’t into it.”
With EMI in the UK (who released Capitol
product in the 70s) having put all their promotional
money behind sponsoring a March 773 racing car
driven by Brett Riley in the 1977 BP Visco British
Formula Three Championship with the Starz logo
plastered on it, instead of putting it to better use
by bringing the band over to play UK shows, Starz
finally made it to these shores with a show in London
during December 2013, with a second visit (to the
Hard Rock Hell event in Wales) during March 2015.
“The first show we did at the Garage was
incredible,” enthuses Ranno. “The crowd was so
beautiful. It was a love fest! We played with Alex Kane
and Ginger from the Wildhearts, both of whom are
huge Starz fans. It made sense to have them. They
knew the songs. In fact, Alex first saw us at the
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Aragon Ballroom in Chicago on a bill with Angel, The
Runaways and Piper. He told me that he saw Michael
on stage first and wanted to be him. Then he saw
me and that was the moment he wanted to be a
guitarist! I had to laugh – I saw someone complain
somewhere – it might have been in ‘Classic Rock’ –
that it was pitiful that we didn’t play ‘Auto Erotica’.
I think I’ve only ever played that song four times in
the 35 years since it was recorded. And the reason
we hadn’t rehearsed it or played it is because it’s a
Hellcats song!”
While any plans for a proposed comeback album
through Frontiers Records are on hold due to the
logistics of Michael Lee Smith living on the opposite
side of the States in California to Ranno and Dube
who still maintain home bases in New Jersey, the
likelihood for further live shows are more down
to the realities of life and the fact that Starz never
developed into the kind of household name that has
led Styx, REO Speedwagon and, yes, Kiss to still be
able to comfortably tread the boards on the Classic
Rock circuit.
“We get offered gigs in Texas and the mid-west
where the money’s okay but when you look into it
further the travel costs are just crazy,” admits the
guitarist. “Air-fares are extortionate and we’re not
the young guys ready to pile onto a bus that we once
were. The sad part is that we really did get buried
back in the day and that ruined the life of Starz.
Pulling the promotion of ‘Cherry Baby’ was the
biggest mistake that ever happened to us.”
As it stands, the band currently has four songs in
the can for the proposed new album but there is as
yet no timeframe on when work will resume on the
project. Whether the record will ever be completed
only time will tell, but the four original Starz albums
– ironically just re-issued in Japan with all the love and
attention to detail the Japanese are well known to
bringing to reissue projects over the last few years
– as well as a plethora of live albums that Richie has
seen fit to make available through his own Starz
related website – have left a musical legacy that leaves
plenty of bands with supposedly bigger profiles in
the dust. However, when asked his opinion on the
subject Ranno deflects the question.
“It’s not for me to decide,” he states rather
humbly. “That’s up to you and your peers.”
How about one of the greatest Hard Rock bands
to have ever drawn breath, with a back catalogue (that
includes, of course, the mighty live promo album ‘Live
In Louisville’) still highly revered the world over to
this day? Yep, I think that’s a good start...
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VAN ZANT
Interview by Elin Sigfridsson

Johnny and Donnie are the younger brothers of Ronnie Van Zant,
Lynyrd Skynyrd’s original vocalist who was tragically killed in a plane
crash in 1977. Johnny is better known as the current singer of Lynyrd
Skynyrd after the band reunited in 1987, and Donnie for 38 Special
which he formed with guitarist Don Barnes back in 1974.
Johnny had released several Southern Rock albums in the 80s with
the Johnny Van Zant Band before changing genres for the totally AOR
sounding self-titled Van Zant album in 1985. The brothers then joined
forces in 1998 with Van Zant reverting back to their Southern Rock
roots and releasing a further four studio albums.
With a new live album being released
Fireworks thought it was about time to dig
a little deeper in the history of these two
brothers, although the first question had to be
why a live show from Georgia, back in 2006, is
being released now?
“We went back and revisited the live album
about a year and a half ago” Johnny explains.
“To our surprise it sounded incredibly good,
so we shipped everything up to Nashville to
producer/engineer Ben Fowler. Over the past
year went to Nashville and mixed the CD. We
decided to put out the end product as we did
very little shows with Van Zant and thought
the fans would enjoy it.”
That Johnny and Donnie have their roots
in Southern Rock is a well known fact, and
is clearly demonstrated by the songs on the
album which are an interesting mix of not only
Van Zant songs but also some cool choices
from Lynyrd Skynyrd and 38 Special. Although
for fans of Johnny’s more AOR output, the
lack of songs from that ‘85 self- titled album is
rather disappointing.
“We were actually promoting our ‘Get
Right With The Man’ Country album, so the
choice was easy” Johnny says. “We played
mostly songs from that particular CD. When
it came to our individual bands, we decided we
would throw in some of those songs as well.”
“We thought it would be great for the
fans to get a little bit of our history with our
bands,” Donnie adds. “I thought it would be
cool for Johnny to sing Don Barne’s ‘Wild-Eyed
Southern Boys’ from 38 Special, which turned
out great. I got a chance to sing a few of my
older brother Ronnie’s songs with Johnny,
which made it especially cool.”
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Being busy with Lynyrd Skynryd and 38
Special, Van Zant never did much touring,
which was clearly a vast disappointment for
their fans. With so many albums behind them
there must have been requests for tours in the
past, which Donnie acknowledges.
“We actually have toured together as Van
Zant doing the Rock version. The Country
tour was the longest tour we ever did together
but it was always hard to tour as Van Zant
because 38 Special and Skynyrd do between 90
to 100 shows a year, which didn’t give us much
time for Van Zant.”
The 1985 self-titled album is decidedly
more AOR than the Southern Rock leanings
the band are better known for. The interesting
thing about this album is that it is completely
uncharacteristic for Van Zant and does raise
some questions – was Johnny pushed by the
record company to record songs in this style or
was it simply what he wanted to do?
“It was definitely the type of music I was
into at the time,” Johnny reveals. “As for the
musical direction on this album, I was in control
with my decisions for the record. With that
said, I still took all of their advice and direction
into account.”
That 1985 album is a big favourite of many
of us here at Fireworks and we wondered if
Johnny would ever consider pursuing that
musical direction. Johnny’s ‘Brickyard Road’ in
1990 did follow in the same AOR footsteps but
with some Southern tinges, but what are the
possibilities for the future?
“I never say never. Those records helped
shape who I am today as an artist and a person.
I hold them dear to my heart but I also have to
take current music into account.”
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So perhaps there is some hope left for
us – although with that sound already going
on from their self-titled album, why didn’t
they release ‘Brickyard Road’ under the Van
Zant name?
“The chairman of Atlantic Records signed
me to a record deal,” Johnny reveals. “We
thought it would be better if we do it under just
my name. I’ve been with Skynyrd for almost 30
years, I’ve always been proud of my brothers’
Southern Rock music. As an individual artist I
wanted to shape my sound different from my
brothers. My intention was to make my music
more commercial to appeal to those who love
Southern Rock, and maybe even Metal.”
For over three decades Johnny and Donnie
have kept themselves busy with Lynyrd Skynyrd
and 38 Special, and Johnny is still as active as
ever in writing new material for Skynyrd. But
what are the chances of a new Van Zant studio
album considering the fact that there has been
nine years since ‘My Kind Of Country’ was
released?
“We’ve been writing non-stop and we
probably have over 100 songs,” states Johnny.
“We would like to create a Gospel album, and
a Blues record.”
“We have enough material to do two Van
Zant albums,” Donnie says. “We’ll see what
happens. I would love to do another project
with Johnny and don’t ever count me out!”
And we are very pleased to hear that
Donnie! Speaking of Donnie, 38 Special has
been active since 1977 and released 12 studio
albums and toured relentlessly all over the
world to reach their fans. But in 2013 Donnie
decided to quit the band.
“I didn’t quit the band, I was forced to leave
due to inner-ear nerve damage in both ears
which took away 75% of my top and 75% of my
mid range. I was told by doctors if I continue
staying on the road I could go completely deaf.
But I still write every day, especially with my
brother Johnny.”
When it comes to writing music, Johnny and
Donnie seem to have an endless imagination.
Working and writing for Skynyrd and 38 Special,
and with Van Zant to unite both brothers in
the middle, perhaps comparing them is not so
different after all?
“There isn’t much of a difference. We always
try to write about honesty, family values, and
touch on our religion.” Johnny replies.
“It wasn’t a big jump for either of us,” adds
Donnie. “The songs I did with Van Zant I would
have brought to the table for 38 Special.”
When they look back on their careers, from
the very beginning up to this very moment how does it make them feel?
“It still feels like a dream,” smiles Johnny.
“I often find myself questioning if it ever even
happened. I’m honoured to say the least,
especially the fact that the fans have stuck by
me this entire time, and enjoyed all of my hard
work.”
“I feel very blessed to have forty years in the
music business,” Donnie agrees. “When you
think about it, only five percent of musicians
get a chance and only five percent make a living
doing it; I’ve done both. Thanks to all of the
fans for making my dream come true.“
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‘Fire On The Floor’ is your
eighth studio album and it comes
across as being sung from the
heart, if you pardon the pun.
Was this the case and what was
the thinking behind it?
With an album, I never go to the
piano and sit down with a specific
idea of what to do. When I write
it just comes easy and sometimes
I know, if I’m willing and open,
that God or the angels or people
that have passed on are going to
help me through that moment,
that’s what my trust is with writing.
So I’m always writing, so when I
finished ‘Better Than Home’ I just
wanted to make another album
right away before ‘Better Than
Home’ was mixed and I asked the
label if they’d fund me for another
album with a different producer. I
turned in songs from the last year
but also songs from years past as if
stuff doesn’t make it to an album I
always have faith that a song will
find its way. So with some of the
songs there’s something not right
at the time, like it’s not a great
recording or the producer doesn’t
have a good reaction to it. I like
everyone to have a good reaction,
so I trust that the song should be
there. So with ‘Fire On The Floor’ I
turned in stuff that I’d been messing
with that year and that I’d also
turned in for ‘Better Than Home’
but it just didn’t make it on there.
Then during the pre-production for
‘Fire…’ I’d written a few things
there, so I’d turned in a lot of songs.
My producer, Oliver Leiber, helped
me go through and choose what
he thought would be as cohesive
as possible, having written in a
million different directions genre
wise. He said like this is really
fun and he’d really like to make a
bit more of a fun record as ‘Better
Than Home’ was really heavy
laden, emotionally. So we thought
we’d just lighten it up a bit; there’s
still some heavy stuff on there but
it’s not brutal.

BETH HART
Interview by Paul Sabin. Photo by Mona Nordoy.

With ‘Fire On The Floor’ due for release in
October and an extensive tour also upcoming,
Fireworks caught up with Beth Hart to talk about
her albums and collaborations.
with Joe Bonamassa. How did
that come about?
Okay, years ago I was playing
a tiny, tiny place in England and
Joe Bonamassa had a radio show
on Sundays and he’d play all
kinds of different music. One of
the songs he’d kinda start up the
show with was one of my songs
called ‘Sticks’ and he decided
to come down but I didn’t get to
meet him that night, but he talked
to my husband. He said he was
interested in making an album
together and then I didn’t think
much of it because I know how

busy people are, and sometimes
they want to collaborate and it just
doesn’t work out, so I didn’t get my
hopes up. Then later on I played a
show with him in Switzerland and
that’s when it started to brew. We
happened to be at the same hotel
in Holland and I saw him face
to face and he said that he really
wanted us to do a collaboration
and so we did the album ‘Don’t
Explain’. It was such a great
experience, so inspiring and he’s
lovely, his producer is lovely too,
Kevin Shirley. He’s kick-ass, so it
was a wonderful experience.

On the other side of the coin,
you’ve also got a bit of a Rock
chick lurking inside, haven’t you,
having worked with Slash on his
solo album?
Yes, and the thing with Slash
was amazing. When I did the stuff
with Jeff, Slash had come to see
one of those shows and then I got
a call from Slash three months
later saying he wanted to co-write
for his upcoming record and that’s
when we did ‘Mother Maria’. But
it didn’t make the original release
but it went on his iTunes release
and then we put it on a record for
charity. It was lovely and very
surprising. I was very nervous and
I didn’t know that Slash was such
a quiet person, so I thought when
I was working with him and he
didn’t say anything, I thought my
God, perhaps he doesn’t like it and
asked the producer, “Am I doing
a terrible job?” But no, he’s just
a lovely, chilled out, quiet guy. I
thought he’d be Mr Rock N’ Roll
loud and be in your face and he’s
not that way at all. He’s quiet,
humble and sweet. We’ve done a
few shows together since then but
it’s been a while though.

So all the songs were written
by you then?
Yes except for ‘Let’s Get
Together’, that’s a co-write that I did
with a lovely songwriter and friend
of mine named Ru Waxberg and
‘Fat Man’ was written with Glen
Burtnick. He is also a very good
friend of mine and a wonderful
singer and songwriter.
You keep to a fairly traditional
Jazz and Blues formula, which
you’ve explored a lot on your
recent releases, not least of
which was your collaboration
FIREWORKS

You’ve also worked with Jeff
Beck and Buddy Guy as well
haven’t you?
Yeah, years ago a legendary
harmonica player named Toots
Thielemans, he was 96 I think
when he died, but he asked me
to do a song on his record from
Billie Holiday called ‘I’ve Got A
Right To Sing The Blues’, and Jeff
Beck heard it and suggested that
we do a writing session. So I went
to England and I wrote with Jeff
there and then Jeff saw ‘Live At
Paradiso’ which was my live DVD
I did years ago and he said, “I’d like
you to be my singer and do a tour
of the States.” So I toured with him
there and we just became friends.
He fell in love with my husband
and we loved his wife and so we’d
go up to his house and do writing
and it just became a great friendship
through the years and we just have
a laugh. The reason why I got to
do a song on Buddy Guy’s album
was because we did an honours
show. Jeff had invited me and we
honoured Buddy Guy. Buddy
Guy’s producer saw the show and
he didn’t come up to me there but
you know the big Eric Clapton
thing that he does in Madison
Square Gardens? He came up to me
there. I did that show as well with
Jeff and the producer brought me
back to meet Buddy and we did a
song from there.
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You cover some of the Rock
classics in your live shows. Do
you have any plans to do a more
rock based album at all?
Well I just did another album with
Joe and one of the songs we covered
is ‘Black Coffee’ from Humble
Pie and that was pretty rockin’ and
we also did a rocking version of a
Lucinda Williams song too.

and was just using monitors. I never
felt in love with my voice but I did
feel confident with performing;
I loved being on stage and I love
writing. Then when I was around
38 my register dropped down and
suddenly I’d got this lower voice
that was warmer and it became the
first time I liked hearing myself in
the studio. I still don’t go in the
console room after a take to hear
You started off performing stuff but I don’t hate hearing my
on the streets of LA and have voice now.
progressed to where you are
today, but you’ve had a lot of
And of course you are also a
personal issues along the way pianist and guitarist too.
which would pull even the
I started out on the piano at the
strongest person down. What’s age of 4 and also got involved with
been your driving force that’s classical cello at the age of 12. I
kept you going?
was crazy addicted to cello and I
I got really lucky with having a started getting into drugs and sex
family of really strong spirits and and my discipline kinda went out
stock, so like all my family have the window, and at the same time
dealt with addiction and that kind of my bipolar disorder reared its ugly
thing so they are all survivors, just head. My mum didn’t believe in
strong people and are very open medication and we didn’t have the
about their feelings. So even though kinda of stuff we have these days
I’ve struggled with addiction and anyway. The kind they had would
self-worth issues, I’ve also had just leave you like a zombie so I
the opposite, like being raised not was so unwell that the discipline
to think for a second that you’re was gone and that’s when I started
bad by sharing your troubles and writing more pop style songs and
being really open and saying how the classical went out the window.
you really feel. So I have to thank
You start your US tour soon
my family for that, but I also got
really lucky with my manager, and hit Europe and the UK in
David Wolff, who has been like a November. Do you like being on
father figure to me. I didn’t have the road?
Yeah, I’m leaving for LA from
my father, he didn’t come back into
my life until I was much older, so Lake Tahoe where I’ve had a blast
David filled that gap. He is so much kayaking, swimming, jet-skiing and
more than my manager; he really is camping – it’s the best place in the
like a father to me. I also got lucky world! But yeah, I start rehearsals
marrying my husband, Scott. He is in a few days then we do a short US
such a care giver, so generous, has tour before hitting Europe. I can’t
no insecurities, no ego and he’s just stay at home for too long as I get a
a strong beautiful man. When he bit stir crazy so yeah, I like touring
met me I was such a drug addict, and seeing all the wonderful place
I was all over the place and even we have in the world. Equally
some of my friends would ask why though I love to be at home and
is that guy dating you? I was such be a wife, cooking and cleaning. I
a mess! I asked him why was he love to clean as I can meditate as I
coming to rehab and Psych wards clean. I also love the garden too. On
etc. and he said it’s because the the road though it’s great to see the
addiction is not you. Your addiction different cultures, what food they
is an illness that’s got hold of you make, what’s precious to them and
right now but that’s not who you where they live.
are. He made me want to fight back
Do you have anything in the
and made me want to live.
pipeline for after the tour?
Well the rest of this year is
As a vocalist, you have a
strong, soulful tone and great going to be hectic with ‘Fire On
vibrato. Was that always the case The Floor’. I think I get one to two
or did you have to develop that? weeks between tour dates to shoot
I was always very loud when a couple of music videos and come
I was younger but I didn’t like home then after the promo tour I
my tone. In fact I hated making think I get a week off to go to the
albums as I hated hearing myself Canaries before heading out on a
so clearly but I liked playing live as long, long tour with my band. So as
everything was so loud anyway and long as I look after myself and keep
it was before I was using in-ears disciplined then I’ll be good.
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You’ve been touring endlessly since you released the ‘Holding
All The Roses’ album, so the new album has taken a lot of
people by surprise. When did you get the time to write and
record it?
Just here and there I guess. The album won’t be released until
October 14th but the first single is available and another will be available
in another few weeks. We started writing the songs last year, but with
our band and the touring schedule that we keep, the way that it works
is we go into the studio after I’ve written enough songs that are good
enough to make a record (laughs). That’s the way it always seems to
work out. We had some time off in January so we went straight into a
studio north of Atlanta and recorded it.
Is this the quickest turn-around you’ve had for a Blackberry
Smoke album?
It might be. ‘Holding All The Roses’ was pretty quick also from our
experience, because we had suffered a lot of down time as far as making
records over the years because of the label situations that we would find
ourselves in, and our hands would be sort of tied in those situations until
we could get free of whatever contractual obligations we had. That’s
nobody’s fault, so to speak, it’s just kind of the way the business will treat
you sometimes. I think eventually we just decided, because we had never
signed with a major label to try and avoid that kind of thing… that’s not
the only reason, I mean they had never come knocking down my door
either [laughs] but we sort of found ourselves being a do-it-yourself kind
of band for so long, that’s where we find ourselves again now. But we’re
working with a label called Thirty Tigers in the United States who are
a great bunch of folk, and then Earache in the UK and Europe which is
fantastic. It’s easier to create music and make records when you’ve got a
nice team working with you, you know?
For ‘Holding All The Roses’ you worked with Brendan
O’Brien as producer, so why did you decide to revert to
producing yourselves for this album?
Well, it wasn’t really planned that way. We didn’t really have a plan,
but when we found ourselves with this pretty large window of time in
January to record, it really was simple. I had made a bunch of demos and
they really sounded great to our ears, and I thought this would be the
direction of the record. In the beginning we had hoped to make another
record with Brendan, but of course he’s a very busy guy, but it just felt
right this time; “Let’s just go make a record and see how it goes, if it
sounds like shit we’ll can it but if it turns out to be the way we want, it’s
a winner.” We worked with Billy Bowers who was one of the engineers
on the last record and he’s fantastic, and from the very beginning of the
sessions it just felt really, really good.
‘Holding All The Roses’ was a very lively and upbeat album
while in contrast ‘Like An Arrow’ is fairly laid-back and often
reflective. Was that intentional?
Not really, the songs just dictated it. I never really set out to write a
certain type of song or a certain tempo – I have in the past, but that’s
part of what you do as a writer looking at your output but this time it
wasn’t really something I thought a whole lot about. And there’s also
a lot of diversity in the types of songs throughout the record: there’s
some big, heavy ones like ‘Waiting For The Thunder’ and ‘Like An
Arrow’ and ‘Workin’ For A Workin’ Man’, and there’s also some very
groovy ones like ‘Runnin Through Time’ and ‘Free On The Wing’. I love
that about the record, just when you think you know where you are
there’s a U-turn and you get something completely different. I enjoy that
type of listening experience myself so it’s cool to be able to make a
record like that.
Obviously you’re a very Rocking band when you perform
live, so how many of these new songs are likely to make it into
your setlist?
Oh, all of them! I don’t think we’ve ever recorded a song that we
don’t play live. There’s one song called ‘Ain’t Gonna Wait’, it’s an acoustic
recording, there’s no drum-kit on it but there’s some mandolin and
Brandon played an accordion, it sounds really good, it’s really earthy, but
we’ll play that one live too, nothing will change.
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B L A C K B E R RY S M O K E
Words by Ant Heeks

Atlanta’s Blackberry Smoke blend Southern Rock, Country, Blues and good old Rock ‘N’ Roll so effortlessly they’ve almost created their own genre.
The line-up of Charlie Starr (guitar, vocals), Paul Jackson (guitar), Richard Turner (bass), Brit Turner (drums) and Brandon Still (keyboards) are one of
the hardest working live bands around, seemingly forever touring the globe, yet they’ve somehow managed to record a brand new album, ‘Like An
Arrow’, that takes a slightly different approach to its predecessors. Fireworks got in touch with Charlie Starr to learn more about it.
The song ‘What Comes Naturally’ sounds like it was recorded
completely live…
Yes, it was. I was really going for a ‘50s Chess Recording sound with
that. I thought about the Howlin’ Wolf and Muddy Waters records where
you can hear the band yelling and stuff, everybody’s excited and you can
hear them hooting and hollering, and we wanted to get that. We had live
amps in the room, Britt played a really ratty old Leedy drum-kit in the
middle and we were all gathered around the drum-kit so everything was
bleeding into everything else, and that was necessary for that to try and
achieve that vibe for that song, all in one take with a live vocal…“Play it
right because this is the take!” [laughs] If we had tried to record that song
with a lot of separation and try to get a clean sound it wouldn’t work. It’s
a dirty song so it needed to be a dirty recording!
Where did you get the inspiration for the songs on this record?
It’s all just experiencing things as you go through life. Sometimes it’s
an observation of something that somebody else might be experiencing, I
think. There’s one song called ‘Running Through Time’ that I co-wrote with
a really good friend of mine, Travis Meadows. We’ve written a lot of lyrics
together over the years and we were just thinking about what getting older
means to us and how we might be different as we get older, ‘cause he and I
were pretty wild when we were young and got into some trouble together
here and there. It’s something that we can laugh about now but I think the
impetus about that song was how we were thinking about what it would
be like if we were as wild as we once were, and how different we are now.

where I come from, they’re saying, “We’re not long for this world, the end’s
coming!” So this is my End Of The World Song!
Overall, while ‘Holding All The Roses’ was an instant fix, ‘Like
An Arrow’ definitely takes a lot more time to really appreciate
because of its laid back vibe and reflective lyrics.
Yeah, I guess it is. We try and make a different record each time. We
don’t want to fall into too much of a formula and I think that we have
succeeded in that regard. Each one’s got a little something different, and I
hope we can keep that up. This one, to me, might be the most interesting
and I’m not just saying that because it’s the newest haha, but it covers so
much ground. It’s got the heaviest things we’re ever recorded and then it’s
also got some of the most laid-back things we’re ever recorded, it covers
all the bases.

You’ve previously been known to express your views on songs
like ‘Let Me Help You (Find The Door)’, so what are your feelings
on the current state of the music business?
It’s complicated. People don’t really sell many records, touring is way
more important to most everyone. Social media is such a help but at the
same time it can be such a hindrance because people will try and livestream your shows. I don’t get it. We’re just out there working, trying to
make a living and most people agree with and understand that but there
will always be bootleggers and people like that who are trying to make a
dime, the dishonest ones. We definitely don’t have a problem with the
tapers who want to share our shows and that kind of thing, we welcome
One of the most poignant songs is ‘The Good Life’, I assume those, but more and more I see it becoming a money-making idea for so
that is about your father?
many people; this is our band and our name, for somebody that’s a thief
Yes, it’s sort of a composite of my father and his father, a nod of the hat who is trying to steal part of that, it’s wrong. I think the music business is
to my Pops. I love songs like that, I love to hear other people’s songs like just as complicated as it’s always been and will probably get even more so.
that; they always seem to be a little revealing but not completely, you know
what I mean? It always makes you think, and I really love that song. My Dad
Is it easy for you to make a living doing what you do?
doesn’t really listen to Rock ‘N’ Roll music at all so he probably won’t listen
If you want to work hard and leave home and go, and if people want
to this record [laughs] so I don’t know if he’ll ever hear it! But he’s one of to buy tickets and come and see your band, I wouldn’t say it was easy but
the good ones, I love him.
the work is there for people who want it. I think our band is proof of that
because we’ve never really had success as far as radio goes, or lots and
The first single is the excellent ‘Waiting For The Thunder’. lots of record sales. We’ve never had a platinum record or anything like
What exactly are you referring to?
that, but we’ve gone out and took our music to the people and they keep
Somebody asked me the other day if it was politically driven but it’s coming back. As long as they continue to do that I would say that our band
not at all. I grew up Baptist, and Baptists’ Faiths are denomination based is successful. We’re playing larger venues and selling more tickets, that’s
and they teach you about the Doom that’s coming! That song’s just kind really always been our goal. We’ve really not focused on much else, just
of about that. I look around at what’s going on in the world, here with us trying to make the best records we can and playing the music for as many
and over there with you guys, and it’s just crazy. The old people round here people as we can.
FIREWORKS
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RAY WILSON
Interview by Steve Swift

“At about 11 a.m. ET on Saturday (August 27, 2016), our beloved
singer Ray Wilson passed away. Ray Wilson was born on September
8, 1968 in Dumfries. He will be missed but not forgotten. Please
show your sympathy and condolences by commenting on and liking
this page.” A Facebook page. Receiving over a million hits. And
creating a belief and some print media stories, that Ray Wilson had
indeed died.
Ray chuckles. He takes it with equanimity. He is calm and happy.
So he should be, settled and with two albums, an acoustic offer out
and the electric but beautifully measured, heartfelt ‘Makes Me Think
Of Home’ about to drop, he chats gently and with real warmth.
“Whenever you record an album, you hear it ten thousand times,
so I don’t know if I can hear it anymore! It’s at the point for other
people to decide. I think there’s some special moments on it. I’m
very open and talk in a very open way (live) and when I write songs
I do the same, exposed, some people like that, some people don’t,”
he honestly explains. “I’m 48 years old, I’m lucky now that I’m
at a stage in my life where it doesn’t matter to me so much what
people think, you know? I do this first and foremost for me and then
you hope people relate to it; it’s not essential everybody loves it, I
don’t need that gratification, I just need the people who get it to be
moved by it.”
He is uncompromising and very honest about the business which
strangles so much, luckily his preferred song style attracts enough
people to make it workable and by moving himself literally from the
usual humming heart of labels and management, he keeps it viable.
“It took me a long time to get to that stage, I fell into the same
trap where you’re trying to find out what’s fashionable and try to do
something in that area. One of the beauties of being in my situation
where I live in Poland, I don’t know what’s fashionable and don’t
much care! I have a fan-base who like it and will buy it, regardless
of whether the album’s good or not and then you’ve got people who
you’re trying to bring into your sound. But I’m very lucky that I’m at
a point where I can relax a bit and enjoy the music side of it.”
Favouring us with two albums is not something that labels would
often support these days: production expense, marketing lay out, the
worry about one album strangling the other, a marketplace you can
get lost in. It takes a maverick, someone who is not playing the game,
to endorse double doses. And Ray does not just allow his albums to
sneak out...
“The project was originally going to be a double album with one
disc acoustic, one disc electric. I split them up because all the music
business people said, “Don’t do it all in one.” So I started with the
acoustic because everybody told me not to and the electric one is
coming out very soon. One or two of the songs have been around
for a while but predominantly all of this stuff’s new; I work with
different musicians, writers as well, but lyrically it’s me, except a
couple of songs on the album which were written by a friend from
Scotland. Because I’ve got control of my own destiny, I’m able to
take my time with it. They were finished 15, 16 months ago, I did six
videos, organising marketing in different countries … it takes time. I
have people working for me but I’m involved in everything. I take it
at my own pace. I can do what I want, spend what I want, it’s nice to
put your money where your mouth is. When I look back I can say I’m
happy. It’s worked out well.”
So many stories about Ray will start with Stiltskin, the almost
huge chart-toppers, then go straight to the second act, his choice as
the huge shoe-filler for Phil Collins in Genesis, move immediately to
less than loved album ‘Calling All Stations’ and the non-continuation
of such a plumb job. There’s even a redemptive last act, in which
Ray finds peace and happiness playing the music he wants. It fits so
well, until you chat to the man and realise there is so much more to
him than that.
“I do a lot of shows in small theatres and clubs. I do get to meet
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the people who come on a regular basis, so I find out what they like
and what they don’t like. That’s the way I’ve built my career as a
solo artist, after Genesis, in an old-fashioned way of getting out on
the road, touring like Hell and building a fan-base slowly and surely.
I’m at a stage now where the kind of fan-base I have stay with me,
they’re my age, sometimes older, sometimes younger but I’ve got
people who go out and buy the product, they don’t download it for
nothing. I have people who’ve seen me 20, 30 times. What more
could I possibly wish for? I was only with Genesis for one album; I
believed it was going to be longer and when I got to the end, I was,
‘Okay, what do I do now?’ It seemed a choice for me to go back to
the beginning and start again, use my association with Genesis and
Stiltskin to help build my own career. I just wanted something I was
in control of, I built it from the ground up - that’s my achievement.
Like someone building their own company. I feel I’m getting better at
it, like an old whiskey! Maybe I’m fooling myself...”
And he is avowedly old style in approach to his music in
recording too.
“Modern production sounds quantised, soulless and correct,
to me. I’m a big fan of the music of the 60s and 70s, when music
was totally free and a band like Rush, when they recorded, they had
to be able to play everything live. I come from that world. It’s the
imperfections that make the music special. You’ve gotta have soul;
we haven’t found a plug-in for a musical programme yet that’s soul.
When they find it, then I can hang up my coat.”
He will be coming to the UK in May next year, he thinks. You
can expect it, as he tours every year anyway, part of his connection
with fans who love him so. He is sorry to disappoint us but he is not
deceased; he is live, kicking and producing effecting, personally
gorgeous albums like ‘Makes Me Think Of Home’. He finishes by
saying that the death hoax is not a ploy to sell more records, he
would never stoop so low nor would he have to — his music and
work-rate are their own reward. A man at ease with himself and
long may that continue.
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what would become the new album.

By Ian Johnson
Billy Trudel and Michael Thompson are two names that any AOR fan worth their
salt should know. Friends for many years the two men have finally found the time
in their busy schedules to work on an album together. Entitled ‘This Time’ it sports
songs from a wide variety of genres and Fireworks talked with Billy Trudell about it
and much more besides, as he sat in his garden at his Californian home.
Where does the name Culver Kingz
come from?
Well it’s where we both once lived, Culver
City, California. Actually Mike still lives there. It’s
close to the ocean and it’s a nice little town and
Mike and I were neighbours. So that’s basically
where the name came from because we were
once two guys who lived in Culver City. We
added the Kingz with a Z just to make us sound a
little more Rock ‘n’ Roll (laughs)!

land a deal, so again we had to look for other
opportunities. Michael went off to work with
Andy Fraser of Free on his solo album and I went
off to Chrysalis Records and a band called The
City. Then one night Michael calls me and says,
“Bill, I’ve got a record deal with Geffen Records,
how about singing on it?” but I couldn’t, because I
was under contract to Chrysalis. So they brought
in Moon Calhoun, a great singer, to work on the
record and that became the Michael Thompson
Band album. So even though Michael and I wrote
You and Michael have been friends for those songs we never got to play them together.
many years. How then did you first meet
What do you think the problem was
and how come you never actually record
that kept you apart as a band for so long?
music together until now?
At first when your starting out and just a kid
I first met Michael way back in 1983. At that
time I was in a local band called Lazer and they in this world of music, the whole thing you work
were along with Mötely Crüe, Cinderella etc towards, your ‘cause’ if you will, is the band you’re
quite a big band back in the day. We, like all the in. That’s everything to you. Then when you get
other bands around at that time, were trying to a little older and decide to make this your job;
get a record deal but Lazer kept getting passed working in the music business and getting paid
over for whatever reason. So I was kind of half for what you do, then your priorities change. You
out the door with that band when a guy called get responsibilities, a mortgage, a family to look
Steven Brooks, who was an assistant to a really after and things change. So Michael and I hired
big record producer, who was at that time ourselves out and we’ve both worked with a lot
working with Missing Persons, called me up and of big names over the years which kept us apart
said, “We’re managing a really great guitar player as a band.
called Michael Thompson and we’re trying to
So how did the idea for the Culver Kingz
put a band together. So would you like to come
down to the studio, meet him and hear some of come about?
A couple of years ago, Mike phoned me
the music he’s come up with?” I said yes and off I
went to this studio in Rodondo Beach, where this because we’ve always stayed friends over the
producer, Wyn Davis, who’s worked with Guns years and he said “hey Bill how about us writing
N’ Roses, No Doubt etc, was working. He played some songs together?” Which I thought was
me this stuff that they were doing and it was really a great idea. We’d got to a point in our lives
powerful Hard Rock, which was different from where we were comfortable with things and
what I’d been playing but I just loved Michael’s we wanted to make records together. So we
musicianship, he’s just such a good guitarist. We met up and started writing and the first thing
got on like a house on fire so we did a couple we came up with was ‘Better Days’. That song
of things in the studio that night and from there came together so fast and we loved it so much
we formed this band called Slang. Sadly, again, no that we just decided to keep on going. So in just
matter how hard we worked we just couldn’t a matter of weeks we’d written and recorded
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The music on the album is very eclectic.
To be honest we just didn’t want to be stuck
to a genre. We wanted to be able to make the
music that we liked whether it was AOR, Jazz,
Pop, Rock, Blues, Reggae, it didn’t matter to
us. Again, all it’s ever been when Mike and I get
together in a studio is two guys sitting, talking and
then making music together and not trying ever to
follow a pattern or a program. Playing in a certain
style suits a lot of artists and they do what they
do well but for Mike and I, we just like to try stuff
out and if it works then great. The songs were all
newly written for the album and I think we wrote
them as if they’d all been on a journey and when
they came back hopefully they all had a story to
tell. All that we did in the end was make music
that we loved and we thought sounded good. The
songs just came together so quickly and in the end
I think the album speaks for itself.
Tell us about the song ‘Wan Chai Girl’
Well when I write a lyric I always try to find a
truth in the song and the words that I write. I’d
seen this news item about the Wan Chai district
in China, which is this place where Chinese girls
are brought by impoverished families and sold into
prostitution and slavery. It was so sad to watch
and the piece said that by the time these girls
were twenty-six they were sick, dying, been used
up or had been murdered. I wanted to write a
lyric that told this terribly sad story. The music
you’ll notice isn’t sad but has a dance thing going
on and it’s this juxtaposition between the music
and lyrics that I think makes this such a powerful
song. All of the songs we’ve written try to tell a
story from a different part of the world.
Was it fun to finally work together?
It really was, you see we both come from a
really soulful musical background but somehow
we got pushed into the Rock music world.
Mike is a really soulful guitar player, just listen to
anything he’s done and you’ll hear it, but because
of working in Rock music we both became known
as Rock musicians. Being able to make our own
music together kind of let us go back to our roots,
you know the Blues, Sam Cook, James Brown
etc and because we could do what we wanted
to, it felt like we were free musically, allowing us
to really have a great time working together. No
matter what happens, we’ll still get together every
so often and do something creative.
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PA I N
Interview by Jack Press

When you’ve been practicing in the dark
realms of Death Metal and hiding underneath
the murkiness of Industrial Metal as the leader,
creator and curator of both underground Death
Metal royalty Hypocrisy and the one-man
industrial project PAIN, tackling interview
after interview after interview in countries your
own musical projects have never even been
mentioned in off the back of being involved in
one of the most controversial side-projects in
the past decade isn’t the easiest process to adapt
to. Yet renowned producer Peter Tagtgren has
had to do so for the past eighteen months or so
as the second half of Lindemann – a cock-n-roll
party-anthem Industrial Metal project featuring
German heavyweights Rammstein’s mile-aminute frontman Till Lindemann.
After what has been an incredibly
exhausting and enduring process in returning
to his own world of PAIN, it is apt then that
Peter Tagtgren’s first album in five years under
the PAIN name is titled ‘Coming Home’.
However, what is usually a process of returning
to previously walked lands, Tagtgren has gone
above and beyond, exploring foreign worlds
and pastures new, adding never-before-seen
depths to the bruising industrialism of PAIN:
“After experiencing Lindemann, and having
this ‘high’ over it, I was like, ‘Where do you go
from there?’ and that was real tricky for me, so I
just really followed my heart with it. I wanted to
do something really different from Lindemann
and PAIN and where they both ended off, I
wanted to continue them in one sense and take
it even further around in another.”
Whilst Lindemann was the result of two
working minds, PAIN is always a one-man band,
the musical release of emotion in whatever form
Peter needs it to be in at a particular moment.
A somewhat spiritual journey which pushed
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his boundaries to corners of the spectrum he’d
never dreamt of reaching before in a writing
process that took five years and a lot of planning.
‘Coming Home’ is an amalgamation of Industrial
Metal, Arena Rock, AC/DC riffs and Progressive
undertones tied up in an orchestral space cake,
and none of it was intentional: “I never know
what I’m gonna get when I start writing – it can
start off in a certain way and it can end up like,
‘Oh, I didn’t expect that.’ For me it’s just like a
journey. My only real commitment to this album
was to not do the same thing I always did in the
past. I needed to get outside of my comfort zone,
you know? If I usually go right, I wanted to go
left, but I wanted it to still be as good as possible.
Every part has a lot of thought through it, all
of the tones and melodies and shit like that, it’s
well-planned and that takes forever.” Wherever
his mind was when recording ‘Coming Home’,
the record deep down is the result of a 46 year old
multi-instrumentalists wishing to know what AC/
DC would sound like with Techno: “I wanted to
throw in AC/DC riffs, with a modern 2016 touch
– it’s basically Billy Idol on steroids!”
Five years is certainly a dangerous amount of
time to be away from the world, particularly with
Industrial Metal’s quiet comeback in the shape of
newcomers Motionless In White and Crossfaith,
as well as the return to form of standout outfits
Marilyn Manson and Killing Joke. However the
time away hasn’t watered down Peter’s love of
conspiracy theories, the universe, and the everchanging culture society builds itself upon,
with ‘Coming Home’ stretching itself across a
magnitude of themes. “Some of the songs are
very personal, like ‘Starseed’ for instance – I’m
extraordinarily curious with what happens to
our souls when we die. ‘Natural Born Idiot’ is
something everybody can relate to because you
always, always have that one person in your
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circle that you hang out with who just talks your
head off, it’s about that one person you always
avoid in pubs because it’s far too annoying with
them.” It’s not all serious this time round though,
phoning in a friend in the shape of Power-Metal
powerhouse Sabaton’s Joachim Broden for the
orchestral riff-and-run ‘Call Me’ – a guide to
Gigolos for dummies: “What can you say about
that, it’s fucking for money, you’re gonna get
some good ones, you’re gonna get some bad ones
but at least you get paid. I really tried to put in
some humour but have all that serious shit in there
too, because it wouldn’t be me otherwise.” Rather
than coming home on ‘Coming Home’, Peter
has embraced the outside-of-the-box thinking
his friend Till Lindemann lives by: “That guy is
completely nuts when it comes to writing lyrics –
he’s like two completely different people, one on
the mic and one behind it. We were laughing all
the time. He’d be like, “Can we really sing this?”
and I’d be like, “Yeah! More, more, more!” We
triggered each other, he had all these stupid lines
that he started singing and I was just laughing my
ass off – he’d want people to see the sarcasm in it,
the funniness, it’s not all dead serious things, and
that gave me a bloodied tooth to not also be so
stiff with the lyrics when I start writing my stuff,
but there is no way to top that guy; I didn’t even
want to try and go that way.”
It’s that over-the-top all-over-the-place
attitude that makes the future for Peter Tagtgren
such an unknown territory: “I don’t want to have
any more projects – there are way too many
already. It’s PAIN, and it’s Lindemann and its
Hypocrisy and that’s enough of my schizophrenic
self to go around – we’ll see in one year or two
years if it’s Hypocrisy or if it’s still PAIN or if
its Lindemann but I don’t dare tell you anything
‘cause I just don’t know.”
What he does know is that the future isn’t
just bright for himself, but for his son Sebastian
who filled in on the record for go-to touring and
session drummer David Wallin, who was away
on vacation: “It sounds like this huge big deal
but it’s no big deal at all. The kid is just really
good on drums, he hits like a motherfucker! It’s
only him and Mikkey Dee that I’ve recorded that
hit that God damn hard.” In fact, the future for
the Tagtgren’s and PAIN is as far in the galaxies
they sing about as they’d like, with a tour in
Europe – including three dates in the UK in
London, Wolverhampton, and Bristol between
the 24th and the 26th October 2016 – which will
see them approach their live shows in a whole
different way: “It’s going to need a lot of fucking
practising because it’s much harder to get out
in a live realm – it might sound simple on the
album but it’ll be a real bitch to get it out right
live.” Getting it right is so important that it’s got
Peter’s mind working overtime: “Everything you
hear on the album has to be reproduced live and
of course I do backtracks with the keyboards
because it’s the easiest way to do it because to
have a computer play the keyboards and the rest
of the band play instruments – you can’t bring it
all in with all the orchestral stuff – it’s gonna be
as big as a refrigerator, you’d need hands like an
octopus to play all of it with one playing techno,
and one playing brass and all that fucking stuff.
It’s impossible – but I’ll figure it out.”
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were the same as the teenager I was back in
1976 that loved Boston and Foreigner.

INTERVIEW BY ANT HEEKS
At the tail-end of the eighties, A.O.K. were a staple on the
Manchester club circuit, earnestly searching for that elusive
record deal. However, as the eighties turned into the nineties and
the musical climate changed, the band drifted away like many
other groups of a similar ilk. Once Grunge disappeared and the
resurgence of Melodic Rock ensued, the band now known as
Angels Or Kings decided to give it another go, resulting in the
release of their well-received debut ‘Kings Of Nowhere’ in 2014.
Featuring the nucleus of guitarists Tony Bell and Steve Kenny,
vocalist Barrie “Baz” Jackson and drummer Andy Chemney, ‘Go
Ask The Moon’ is the band’s excellent sophomore release, and
Fireworks had an exclusive preview of the album, so Fireworks
gave Tony Bell a, erm, bell, to find out more about it.
It never happened for A.O.K. back in the
late eighties but being able to release your
debut album some 25 years later shows that
you guys are living proof that you should
never give up on your dreams.
Yeah, and you know what? I think the best
thing now is how the music scene has split up
with the internet and everything that became
available. In the old days you went into the
studio, cut a demo, sent it off to a label then
you’d never hear anything, because it was either
EMI or BMG or one of the other big ones. It
might have been great but they were looking
for a certain image or style. Now with AOR
Heaven, Frontiers, Escape and the other smaller
labels, they’ll give you that chance. So going
back in the days when we dreamed of being
millionaires on EMI with the likes of Queen, it
was a one in a million shot. Now, everyone’s
grown up with us, we’re still doing what we
always did. The music hasn’t changed in our
souls but now there’s an outlet for it and there’s
still an audience for it. Everybody that does it
now knows there’s no money to be made, but
we do it for love.
And the fact that you were voted in as the
fans’ choice at the final Firefest proved that
people still remembered you.
That was proof in itself for me. I was a big
Firefest fan, I’d been to every one since 2008
and seen all the bands I’d wanted to see. You’d
go and have a great weekend with everyone,
FIREWORKS

it was just brilliant. So you knew the audience
was going to be there for you, but the thing is,
the Melodic Rock audience won’t take anything
second rate, they still want good songs and a
good melody, you know, that’s what they love
because you’d have bands like FM, White
Sister, Crown Of Thorns, Jimi Jamison, just full
of class, so if you can get an acknowledgment
from those people, which we did, you know
you’re doing something right.
So how did it feel to finally get your debut
album out all those years after you were first
on the scene?
The music scene had changed, we weren’t
gutted, it was just like a natural finish, we all
went off and had families, we all kept in touch,
but there’s an itch that won’t go away and it
came back around pretty naturally. Steve had
put a little studio in his spare room, I went
round there and said, “Why don’t we write
some songs?” It just built from there. From
splitting up and then starting again, there was
no massive musical influence, the only thing
that spurred us on was our love of where we
had left off: Journey, Foreigner, Stan Bush etc,
nothing changed. That’s what I like about us,
although we listened to everything that came
along afterwards nothing shook us as much
or influenced as much, and still doesn’t. I’m
just glad that we picked up at the exact point
where we left off. Music goes in cycles, and the
teenagers that came along and loved Grunge
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‘Kings Of Nowhere’ was very well
received by the Melodic Rock community,
so did that put any pressure on recording
a follow-up, or did it actually make the
process easier?
Steve pointed something out to me last
week. When we did ‘Kings Of Nowhere’ we
had twenty songs and we narrowed it down to
what went on the album. We both agreed about
the songs that didn’t make the last album, if they
weren’t good enough then we didn’t want them
on this album. This time, all we did was write
eleven songs that we thought were good, and
all of them have gone on the album. If people
like it, that’s great. There’s no pressure, because
there’s no deadlines to meet, no huge tour
waiting for us, no big promotion or marketing
behind it all. The only thing we used from last
time were song-titles that we liked, like ‘On The
Corner Of Love And Lost’. There was no music
left over, just a title, so we decided to try and
write a song around that.
The orchestral ballad ‘Heartbreak
Railroad Company’ is amazing, it’s a
huge departure for you. What’s the story
behind it?
When we’d finished it we were like, “What
is it? It’s not a Rock song!” I said, “As long
as we like it, it doesn’t matter. We’ve written
something that we’ve enjoyed doing, I don’t
care if people think it’s not an AOR song!” I
actually came up with the title ‘Heartbreak
Railroad Company’ first, then built the song
around it. I went round to Steve’s studio with
just the chords for the verse, chorus and bridge
and played them on a clean guitar, but said to
Steve “I don’t know what to do with it.” He
told me he absolutely loved it but he said,
“I don’t want it to start on acoustic or clean
guitar, then have the drums coming booming
in like an AOR ballad from 1989,” and I got
that completely. I left it with him for two days
and went back round and he’d put the piano
melody on and the violins and built it up from
there. What I really like about it, it sounds like
something from the 30s or the 40s. I could
imagine Nat King Cole singing it! I love it but
I’m totally blown away that you like it, because
the Melodic circle that we’re in, you get all
these ballads by the likes of Whitesnake or FM
that are all brilliant, but very similar sounding.
We’ve tried to do something very different with
it and I think it’s really worked.
You will be playing at the Rockingham
Festival in October, are there any plans for
any more shows?
We could go up to Edinburgh or down to
Southampton, but we don’t know how big the
crowd would be. We could do five shows, but
if we only sold 15 T-shirts or 10 CD’s at each
one… That’s the good thing about festivals, you
know there’s going to be a good crowd there,
an element of whom are going to like you.
You know you’re going to sell a few CD’s or
T-shirts, but it’s just one night or weekend, and
it’s all centralised in one place.
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that are actually from the ‘Get
Heavy’ days, because I had the
same mould for the skulls so
they are actually the same kind
of skulls that I had done from the
first album…and stuff like that.
So…yeaahhh [laughs]

Interview By Carl Buxton
Less than two years after ‘Scare Force One’ hit
the shelves Lordi are back with their eighth album
‘Monstereophonic (Theaterror Vs Demonarchy)’.
Originally due to be released in the spring, all the
schedules were turned upside down after Mr Lordi
suffered the sudden and tragic loss of his father last
year. However, he was eventually able to get back on
track and do what he does best – designing monster
costumes and delivering raucous Hard Rock music to
the masses. Fireworks called him at home in Finland
to discuss the new album and tour plans.
‘Monstereophonic
(Theaterror Vs Demonarchy)’
is your eighth album and I
think it’s the first time you’ve
done a concept as well as the
first time you’re going to be
touring the US and Canada
with the current line-up.
You’ve been together with
(guitarist) Amen, (bassist)
OX, (keyboardist) Hella and
(drummer) Mana, for five
years now.
Yes, you’re right, you’re right.
And somebody commented that
this is actually the longest lasting
line-up of the band if you count
the albums, because no other
line-up has done three albums.
I thought “Really!? That’s true.
Fuck yeah!” It feels so fucking
weird but yeah, only judging by
the albums, not the years, this
is the longest lasting line-up. I
think Hella and Mana are still
the newbies, they just came, like
yesterday.

hints, or little flashbacks down
Memory Lane from the past
costumes. For example, Amen
has a bit of a ‘Monsterican
Dream’ thing going on there on
the right side of his costume and
Ox has a bit of the ‘Arockalypse’
thing going on. I also have some
‘Arockalypse’ on there but also
in my belt I have the skulls

I think you started recording
the album in December, and
then you suffered the tragic
loss of your father, so obviously
that put all the schedules back.
How important and influential
was your father to the success
of the band?
Well, first of all we were
supposed to start the recordings
in December but my father died
in late November all of a sudden.
Then we had to postpone the
studio first for a couple of
weeks; then altogether it took
nine weeks, because I’m an only
child and my mum’s 80, so it was
only the two of us making all the
funeral arrangements and there’s
tonnes of fucking bureaucracy
you have to go through! So,
eventually it was like over two
months that we lost, so we lost
the booking of the studio and we
lost the booking of the producer,
and thank God Nino (Laurenne producer) was there. I called him
and said, “Hey dude, can you

help us out? - we have a schedule
to catch up with.” Originally the
album was supposed to come
out in May but then we talked
with the label and okay, so it
now comes out in September but
the tour was already being sold,
so yeah, we couldn’t even push
that. So we had to get the album
out before the tour because
we cannot fucking postpone
everything. But anyway, so
about dad? Well, my dad was
not a music man…at all. Not an
artistic guy…at all. He was great
in mathematics. He didn’t listen
to music, he didn’t like music at
all! He was an electrical engineer
and pretty much all through
my teenage years he’d just say
“Hurgh!” when I was going to
band practice and, you know…
me going crazy about some
bands or something, his reaction
was “Hurgh!” He didn’t really…
well, he approved but he didn’t
really like it. It wasn’t until we
got our first record deal and I got
my first publisher’s advance, and
that’s when I told him, “Oh, by
the way, I’ve got piles of money
from the publisher,” and my dad
was like, “Really!?” From that
moment on the reaction to the
band and the whole stupid Rock
thing was completely different…

What updates have you
done to your costumes?
The whole costume is
different. On every album every
costume of every member is a
new one, completely new from
head to toe. This time it was a bit
easier than usual to come up with
new ideas because of the split
album and the whole split idea
of everything, the costumes and
the masks are also split in two.
There’s the monster side, and the
even more monster side [laughs],
so it was easier. I also did some
designing of the costumes in the
way that there are some little
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Because he knew you could
make a living out of this then…
Yeah, I think that was the
main problem for my dad up
until then. He was like “Dude,
come on…”
You’re following a hobby where’s it going to lead to?
Exactly.
And then once you start
making money and have
success he’s suddenly thinking,
actually you might have
something here.
Yeah, exactly.
So the album was released
on September 16th and
it’s split between normal,
traditional Lordi songs on
the first part of the record,
and then progressive songs
that follow the concept about
‘Demonarchy’ that tells the
story of the undead son, the
bloodsucking count, the shewolf and the witch. I wonder
if you could expand a bit more
on the story?
The idea to do that was first of
all from our A&R guy asking for
like ten years, “Okay guys you
should do your ‘Music From
‘The Elder’’ (Kiss), you should

do your ‘Them’ or ‘Conspiracy’
(both King Diamond), you
should do your concept album.”
I was like “Ufff, I don’t know.”
But now, since the last album,
since ‘Scare Force One’ there
was the musical…I mean we
tried out, we were flirting with
a little bit more Progressive, or
a little bit more Metal stuff and
from the response that we got,
it was pretty encouraging from
the fans. So we thought, what
the heck, let’s do that. I said
before I even started demoing
or anything, I said to the guys,
“Okay, let’s do a split album
with ourselves. Let’s please the
good old Lordi fans, let’s please
them with six songs and do
really, really classic Lordi, but
then let’s get this shit out of my
system too.” Let’s do this other
kind of stuff that I had been
doing since…the fucking Stone
Age, because everybody knows
me as a fan of Twisted Sister
and Kiss and Alice (Cooper)
and UDO and those bands, but
also I’ve always been at the
same time a huge fan of King
Diamond and Judas Priest and
Pantera…even Machine Head,
and stuff like that. It’s been kind
of frustrating for all these years
to record demos, and you already

know when you are writing this
song that you are recording this
demo and it’s not going to go
on the album. It doesn’t fit the
Lordi profile, it doesn’t fit the
musical past, it doesn’t fit it as a
whole, and of course, obviously,
if you take one of those kind of
songs and you put it on an album
it doesn’t fit there. I mean you
could put any of the songs from
the ‘Demonarchy’ side and put
it on ‘Get Heavy’ and it would
not fit in there at all. So I said
well, let’s do the concept thing
and let’s keep it clear that we
are gonna be selecting in two
categories; so first of all we have
the good old category, the oldfashioned Lordi way where we
are choosing the songs based
on good choruses, good riffs,
good melodies and stuff. You are
basing your point of reference
system to hooks, the more hooks
the better it is. And then let’s
also have the other songs, the
style of songs that were usually
never ever chosen for a Lordi
album because they are way too
complex and weird and stuff,
and too long and too many parts
and shit and blah, blah, blah..
So then I started to think
what would the story be… This
story is actually something I

already had in mind in ’91/’92,
something like that back in the
days when I was still doing
amateur horror movies with my
friends. That was around the
time I was in Film School. It was
originally supposed to be one of
our little horror films or maybe
a comic book or something
and now I thought okay, I’m
gonna use this storyline now
and let’s see if it fits, and yeah,
it did. But then again it’s also
really, really challenging and
much harder than I thought.
I have a whole new level of
respect for King Diamond now.
It’s not easy to write a song,
to write music when you are
actually composing the music
to the story, it’s a completely
different ball game, the rules are
completely different. You cannot
choose a song by how cool the
part is, how hooky the chorus is.
No, you have to choose the song,
and the parts of the song on
how they serve the story. That’s
not that easy actually, it was a
longer process than I thought it
would be. It was challenging, but
rewarding at the same time.
Lordi start their eight date
tour of the UK in Basingstoke
on 11th November.
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They say fortune favours the brave and surely
there’s nothing more bold for a young band
who’ve begun to make a strong, respected name
for themselves, than to decide to start again.
illustr8ors – note the lower case i – have done
just that. From the outside ditching the name

BlackWolf and all the momentum across rock
radio, the internet and print media it built up, may
feel like a backward move. However as Fireworks
discovers, singer Scott Sharp believes the
sudden change perfectly illustr8es his band’s
updated sound and outlook.

Steven Reid talks with singer Scott Sharp

“The short answer is that we have grown and evolved into something
different,” Scott says passionately when asked about the name-change.
“What we want to say as a band now, and what we want to achieve with
our music has just changed. It made sense for us to treat this growth
as a whole new project and fresh start because that’s what it is, a new
beginning. The name illustr8ors doesn’t drag so many pre-conceived
connotations with it, so it allows us to be whatever we want to be. We
feel we’re now doing something that is more individual and we’re stoked
to see where it takes us.”
But even with such strong belief in illustr8ors and what that name
is set to stand for, surely backing away from the Classic Rock foothold
BlackWolf undoubtedly gained caused the band some concerns? “I
wouldn’t call them concerns, but we were aware of the likely reaction,”
the frontman confirms. “But that was the whole point for us. If we were
going to do this, we were going to do it properly. We have said all we
wanted to say as BlackWolf and have now put that to rest. We’re starting
over and that’s what’s so exciting for us. We have no intentions to link the
past with what we’re doing now. BlackWolf had a lot to do with tipping
hats to heroes. As we grew as a band we just grew tired of that and felt it
was time to take a long hard look at what we wanted to achieve together.
Did we want to continue forward as another band mirroring the past, or
become something that was current, relevant to what’s happening now in
music and essentially something more individual to us? When put like that
the choice was easy. So we set out to find our own voice. We took what
we feel are the intentions of Rock n’ Roll and let everything else we love
in music spill through them. We arrived here and we couldn’t be happier.
The best thing about it all for us is that we’re only just getting started!”
Brave though changing one may be, a name is, however, just a name
and, as Scott enthusiastically explains, there’s much more to this band’s
evolution. “The music we’re making now isn’t Classic Rock. It’s more than
that. It’s Rock n’ Roll as we hear it today. Sure, it still has the elements
we love in Blues and Soul as well as a big appreciation for ‘the riff’; but
there’s elements of the 90s Seattle sound in there now, there’s a sort of
hip-hop way of looking at rhythms, a big love of danceabilty and a sort
of Pop sensibility about the melodies. So we chose a name that’s more
open-ended. Just as our music is saying something more now, we wanted
a name that does that as well. To us illustr8ors achieves this.” But, with
BlackWolf making strong inroads on the scene, what was the catalyst? “It
was something we had been thinking about for a long time but that only
really started to make sense when we began writing again. There was a
lot to figure out behind the scenes which is perhaps why it seemed so
sudden from the outside, but these sort of things always do I guess.”
Considering that the band’s debut album, ’Photopia’, won’t ever see
the light of day outside the PledgeMusic campaign that funded it, it could
be suggested that the early efforts of the band have been misplaced…
“No, not at all!” Scott exclaims. “For us that Pledge album was about

finding ourselves as a band, figuring out what we were really all about
and what we wanted to do next. It’s done that for us and then some;
it relit the fire in our stomachs! I think during that process we all fell
in love with music again. It was an incredible experience and one we
won’t ever forget. That album, as it exists, won’t be released publicly.
We’ve taken focus tracks from it that create a sort of journey through
what we’ve achieved and experienced, and we will be releasing that as
a four track EP. We’ll then pick the best moments of the Pledge album,
along with the tracks released on our self-titled EP and some new songs,
and this will all go into making our public debut album as illustr8ors. So
absolutely nothing has been wasted. We’ve devoured the whole process
and hopefully we can give you all the best of it. The songs on this EP sort
of create a snapshot journey of what we’ve been through. They showcase
some of the more focal elements of what illustr8ors is about. Lyrically
the songs also connect very strongly with each other and what we’ve
experienced. They’re about change, growth, what it means to sacrifice
yourself for something you love and believe in, and they’re about hope.
Hope for the future.”
And as all this evolution has come to pass, ‘little angel’, Toby Jepson,
has, as Scott explains, proved to be a key figure in illustr8ors evolution.
“Toby’s been really important for us. He was exactly what we wanted
and needed from a producer. He gets under your skin and forces you
to dig deep and figure out exactly what you want to say, not just as
musicians but as people as well. It’s quite an uncomfortable experience at
first because you can feel quite overexposed, but he knows that’s where
the best music is made, in that vulnerable spot where creation meets
truth I guess. When it all just started to click things just blew up, it was
amazing. He has a brilliant way of looking at things, really positive. He
helps you see the moments you’re missing and more often than not those
moments become the most important parts of a song. Speaking of which,
the biggest thing he taught us was to write songs, not just music. To say
exactly what you mean and make sure it connects with your listener in
some way that is important and personal…the guy’s been like our Yoda.”
Keen to let people hear why illustr8ors are just so excited by their
altered outlook, the band hit the road in September and October
with Toseland. “It will be great to have the chance to connect with the
Toseland audience,” the singer says, impatient to get started. “We feel
the fit is a perfect start for what we’re aiming to do. The set-list will be a
collection of songs from the EP and the Pledge album, as well as a bunch
of new material we haven’t recorded or played live yet.” Although the
band have actually made their live debut already. “It was great! Ramblin’
Man Fair was a very cool festival and a fantastic platform to kick things
off again. It had been a little while since we had been on stage, so we
were a little edgy at first but soon as we saw how much the crowd were
feeling what we were doing, we settled into it. We just want to get back
up there again now!”
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